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FOREWORD

Impressive progress towards the demonstration of the scientific feasibility
of controlled fusion and the design and construction of a controlled thermo-
nuclear power reactor was reported at the Seventh IAEA Conference on Plasma
Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research. The three volumes of these
Proceedings contain the contributed papers, summaries and discussions on the
magnetic confinement approaches to fusion, inertial confinement fusion and
fusion reactor engineering. These Conferences are now being held every two
years to keep pace with the rapid progress being made, the previous one being
held in Berchtesgaden, Federal Republic of Germany, in 1976.

The Seventh Conference was held by the IAEA in Innsbruck, Austria, from
23 to 30 August 1978. More than 500 participants and 38 observers from
32 countries and three international organizations attended. A total of 150
papers were presented at the technical sessions. The first session, on tokamak
experiments, was called the Artsimovich Memorial Session to commemorate the
contributions of Lev Andreevich Artsimovich to fusion research and to inter-
national co-operation in scientific endeavours.

The Proceedings are published in English as a supplement to the IAEA
journal "Nuclear Fusion".

The Agency promotes close international collaboration among plasma and
fusion physicists of all countries by regularly organizing conferences on con-
trolled nuclear fusion and by holding seminars, workshops and specialists'
meetings on selected topics. The activities will, it is hoped, contribute to the
rapid use of this new source of energy to meet the world's future energy
requirements.



EDITORIAL NOTE

The papers and discussions have been edited by the editorial staff of the International
Atomic Energy Agency to the extent considered necessary for the reader's assistance. The views
expressed and the general style adopted remain, however, the responsibility of the named authors
or participants. In addition, the views are not necessarily those of the governments of the
nominating Member States or of the nominating organizations.

Where papers have been incorporated into these Proceedings without resetting by the Agency,
this has been done with the knowledge of the authors and their government authorities, and their
cooperation is gratefully acknowledged. The Proceedings have been printed by composition
typing and photo-offset lithography. Within the limitations imposed by this method, every effort
has been made to maintain a high editorial standard, in particular to achieve, wherever practicable,
consistency of units and symbols and conformity to the standards recommended by competent
international bodies.

The use in these Proceedings of particular designations of countries or territories does not
imply any judgement by the publisher, the IAEA, as to the legal status of such countries or
territories, of their authorities and institutions or of the delimitation of their boundaries.

The mention of specific companies or of their products or brand names does not imply any
endorsement or recommendation on the part of the IAEA.

Authors are themselves responsible for obtaining the necessary permission to reproduce
copyright material from other sources.
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Abstract

LASL TOROIDAL REVERSED-FIELD PINCH PROGRAMME.
The determination of the absolute energy loss due to radiation from impurities in the

LASL toroidal reversed-field pinch experiment ZT-S is reported. The measurements show that
over half the energy loss is accounted for by this mechanism. Thomson-scattering electron
density measurements indicate only a gradual increase in temperature as the filling pressure
is reduced, indicating an increased energy loss at lower pressures. Cylindrical and toroidal
simulations of the experiment indicate either that a highly radiative pinch boundary or anomalous
transport is needed to match the experimental results. New effects on the equilibrium due to
plasma flows induced by the toroidal geometry are predicted by the toroidal simulations. The
preliminary results on the low-temperature discharge cleaning of the ZT-S torus are reported.
A description of the upgrade of the ZT-S experiment and the objectives, construction and
theoretical predictions for the new ZT-40 experiment are given.

I . INTRODUCTION

The toroidal reversed-f ield pinch approach continues to be motivated
by i t s promise of high-beta, s t ab le equilibrium configuration with the
p o s s i b i l i t y of ohmic heating to igni t ion with moderate magnetic f ie lds*
Further advantages stem from the freedom of choice of aspect r a t i o that
gives an escape from possible adverse t rapped-par t ic le effects and can lead
to a simpler modular construction with easier access as compared to a
compact to rus .

The Los Alamos program i s current ly centered around the 15-cm bore
ZT—S experiment (a modification of the e a r l i e r 10-cm bore ZT—I experiment)
and the 40-cm bore ZT-40 experiment presently under construct ion. Studies
between the ZT-I and ZT-S experiments showing the confinement time scal ing
proport ional to the square of the minor diameter are reported in Ref. [1 ] .

* Work performed under the auspices of the US Department of Energy.
** Columbia University, New York, NY, USA.

+ University of Maryland, College Park, MD, USA.
§ Present address: EEg Group EHO, Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven,

The Netherlands.
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FIG.l. Schematic of photodiode radiation detector.

More recent efforts on the ZT-S experiment have been concentrated on the
measurement of the radiation loss from impurities and in the study of the
raising of the electron temperature by operating at lower filling pressure
and by the use of low-temperature discharge cleaning.

The ZT-40 experiment is expected to begin preliminary physics in
calendar year 1979. The experiment has been designed to allow versatility
In its range of rlsetimes (2.5 us-1 ms). It will allow the study of
programmed reversed-field profiles as well as configurations obtained by
self-reversal. The general aim of ZT-40 is to obtain physics Information
needed to predict the optimum design of subsequent larger devices.

II. ZT-S

^. General

A chief factor limiting the confinement time in the ZT-S
reversed-field experiment after favorable plasma-field profiles are pro-
duced is the degeneration of the stability of the configuration with time
due to resistive effects [1]. The measured electron temperatures are low
and field diffusion rates are high. The general objectives have been to:
(1) determine the nature and magnitude of the radiation loss; (2) operate
at lower filling pressures in an attempt to raise electron temperatures;
(3) design and test a discharge cleaning scheme? (4) design, build and
test a power crowbar circuit to lengthen useful time of the field. The
experiment was then upgraded to improve the following: vacuum cleanliness;
versatility in the changing of the field programming; and diagnostics.

B. Radiation Loss Measurements

1. Nature and Level of Impurities. Spectroscopic and mass analyser
measurements of the ZT-S discharge have shown that the main impurity Is
oxygen, with smaller amounts of carbon and nitrogen. The impurity number
density is in the range from ~ 0.3% to ~ 1% of the deuterium fill.
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Theoretical calculations [2] predict serious energy losses that can cause
limitations on the electron temperatures for the current and plasma
densities being studied.

2. Absolute Measurements of the Radiation Loss
(a) Method. A survey of the impurity lines was made

spectroscopically to determine the spectral range of the line radiation
emitted from the ZT-S plasma. The wavelength region containing the
substantial portion of radiation is between 200-1000 A. A fast system that
was sensitive to vacuum ultraviolet radiation was arranged to view the ZT—S
pinch through a pump port. A schematic of the detector arrangement is
shown in Fig. 1. Basically the detecting system consists of a fast, linear
photodiode of wide dynamic range. The detector is sensitive to visible
wavelengths and is used with a sodium salicylate phosphor wavelength
shifter that intercepts the photons emerging from the plasma. The
fluorescence emission spectrum of the phosphor varies by a factor of 1.45
from 2500 A to 1200 A and then is flat down to 200 A. The fluorescence
spectrum centers at ~ 4200 A well within the high sensitivity range of the
photodiode.

The radiation from the plasma in the ZT-S discharge passes through the
aperture in the alumina plug inserted into the pump port and then through
two successive 1-cm-dia. apertures to the detector. The last two apertures
are covered with a wire mesh grid to improve the detector shielding against
electrical noise. The signal from the detector is amplified and then
transmitted to an oscilloscope display.

(b) Results. The analysis and interpretation of the results of the
measurements involve several factors: (1) the calibration of the detector;
(2) the source and detailed solid-angle corrections; (3) the determination
of mean photon energy. Since the measurement was made through a single
port, assumptions about the source distribution are needed to make deter-
minations of the absolute value of the total radiative energy loss.
Toroidal symmetry is assumed and comparisons with a variety of reasonable
radial source distributions show these alter the deduced loss over a range
of about a factor of two.

For an assumed source distribution having a sharp boundary plasma with
a flat emission profile, the measurements give a radiative loss of 5 to
8 MW per meter length during the ~ 30 us stable time of the discharge. The
total energy balance for a sample discharge is shown in Fig. 2. The two
curves show the energy input and energy content per meter of length (plasma
+ field energy) of the discharge as a function of time as deduced from
current, voltage and magnetic probe data. For comparison, the difference
between the two curves, which represents the energy loss, is shown in
Fig. 3 along with the radiation loss as deduced from the above detector
measurements. The same radiation loss curve is compared with the
calculated ohmic heating for Te = 15 eV in Fig. 4. These curves indicate
that essentially all of the loss is due to the radiation. In view of the
factor of ~ 2 uncertainty in the absolute radiation measurement mentioned
earlier, this agreement is fortuitous. The measurement does indicate
however that the radiation contributes half or more of the energy loss.

For plasms temperatures of 15-20 eV, as measured for ZT-S from Thomson
scattering (see next section) and spectral impurity ionization state
measurements, a calculation of the theoretical radiation loss rate gives
values of 8-10 MW per meter. The radiation loss rates were computed for
assumed values of Te using Ortolani's POWRAD code [2] based on McWhirter's
radiation loss equation [3] with a multiplying factor of 5 as suggested by
the Maryland Group results [4]. This agreement is better than expected in
view of the uncertainties in the measurements and the approximations made
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in the functions used in determining the ionization, excitation and
emission processes.

(c) Conclusions. The conclusions of these studies are as follows.
For ZT-S operating at I = 60 kA and a filling pressure of 20 mtorr; (1) the
radiation loss is £ 50% of the energy loss; (2) the radiation is primarily
in the vacuum uv with a mean energy of ~ 30 eV (A ~ 400 A); (3) the chief
impurities are oxygen and carbon; (4) these losses are comparable to those
predicted by theory.

C. Electron Temperature Measurement

1. General. Thomson-scattering measurements of electron temperature
at filling pressures of 18 and 34 mtorr in ZT-S have been reported
earlier [1], Operation was studied at lower fill pressures to see if higher
electron temperatures and lower diffusion rates can be obtained. Earlier
measurements at lower densities were then hampered by instrumental scatter-
ing. This problem has been resolved by the addition of two 6943-A notch
filters to the scattered spectrum detector. The width at half maximum of
each filter is 10.2 A. The overall sensitivity of the detector is reduced
by a factor of 2, whereas the instrumental scattering signal is down by a
factor of 15. Good data have been obtained at filling pressures of
10 mtorr. Data acquisition at 5 mtorr is limited by the reproducibility of
the pinch rather than by the sensitivity of the diagnostic. The field
diffusion at <_ 5 mtorr gas fill and lower was observed to be very rapid.

2. Results. The temperature measurements shown in Fig. 5 have been
obtained with a filling pressure of D 2 of 10 mtorr and a peak toroidal
current of 60 kA with an initial rise of 35 kA/ps. The initial bias field
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was set at 0.064 T and the toroidal field at the wall reversed to -0.079 T
in about 8.5 Vs. The postimplosion plasma radius as estimated from
pressure profiles was of the order of 4 cm.

The square data points have been obtained with a polychromator
dispersion of 33 A/mm and the circles with a dispersion of 66 A/mm. The
solid circles are the result of a least squares fit to 7 polychromator
channels. The open circles are based on the same data, but using the two
closest channels only on each side of the 6943 A channel. The difference
between the two analyses is relatively minor at late time in the discharges
(> 10 us). At early times, however, the analysis based on 4 data points
gives a much lower temperature and, perhaps, a better representation of the
main body of the electron distribution than the 7-point analysis.

Figure 5 (a) shows a peak central value of Te of 25 eV which then
decays gradually to 15 eV at 25 us. The electron temperature at 1.5- and
3-cm radii levels off at about 15 eV. There is an indication of a higher
temperature sheath at r %, 4.5 cm at early times.

3. Conclusions. Comparison of this result with the previous Tg

measurements indicates only a small increase of the electron temperature as
the filling pressures decrease. The peak values of Te reported earlier [1]
were 12 eV at 34 mtorr and 15 eV at 18 mtorr. The operation at lower
filling pressures does not show temperatures scaling inversely with the
fill density as simple models would predict. A possible explanation is
that there is either enhanced thermal transport or more wall impurities
released at the lower fill pressure operation.

D. Discharge Cleaning Studies

1. Motivation. The foregoing radiation loss and Tg studies indicate
the need for determining if suitable discharge cleaning methods can be
developed in order to reduce the impurity level to acceptable limits. A
preliminary investigation was made to determine the usefulness of the low
temperature discharge technique [5] for the removal of the loosely bound
surface impurities from an alumina discharge vessel. Previous work in this
area has been limited to metal-walled systems. It is known, however, from
the results of the Petula group at Grenoble that the replacement of a
tungsten limiter with an alumina one can reduce the oxygen in the discharge
a factor of three to four in the Petula tokamak [6].

2. Discharge Cleaning Circuit. The discharge cleaning circuit
consists of capacitor and switching circuit capable of delivering ~ 110 J
per pulse to a series connection of the toroidal and pololdal field
circuits. This arrangement forms a 2-kA screw pinch and is capable of
producing one to five pulses per second. The circuit can be quickly
removed from the experiment by the use of a pair of pneumatically operated
switches, thus minimizing the time between the cleanup discharges and the
normal firing of ZT-S.

The energy input per pulse varied from 50 J at 0.7 mtorr to 160 J at
40 mtorr gas fill.

The confirmation of the required low electron temperature of the
plasma during discharge cleaning was obtained by two methods. First the
resistivity of the plasma was calculated from the voltage and current
traces. Using the Spitzer equation and obtaining the plasma radius from
the streak pictures, we find ~ 2-3 eV for the filling pressures of 1, 10
and 20 mtorr. The second method was a line-to-continuum measurement using
DB 4861 A. From this we found 3.0 eV at 10 mtorr and 2.0 eV at 1 mtorr.
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3. Results. The mass analyser has been used to observe the gases
that are pumped from the torus before and during discharge cleaning. The
principal mass numbers observed are 14, 16, 18, 19, 20 and 28. These
correspond to N, 0 or CH^, H20, HDO, D20, and CO or N2> The ambiguity
between D20 and CD^ was resolved by comparing results between hydrogen and
deuterium discharges.

The mass analyser was used to monitor the D20 line during the dis-
charge cleaning. With the turn-on of discharge cleaning there is an in-
crease in D20. The amplitude of this signal decreases rapidly in the first
few minutes and then levels off. When the discharge cleaning is termin-
ated, the D20 decreases immediately. When the gas flow is terminated the
D20 further decreases, usually below the initial level present.

4. Conclusions.

(1) Oxygen impurity was converted to water generated by the 2-5 eV
plasma and is pumped from the system, as has been observed with metal
systems [5]. This was done without overheating the polyethylene electrical
insulation of ZT-S.

(2) Five hours of discharge cleaning reduced the effective outgassing
rate by a factor of two or more. Further reductions in total outgassing
rate were limited by the torus construction (see Sec. E below).

(3) In addition to water, the next most abundant impurity observed on
the mass spectrograph was found to be mass 28 (CO or N 2 ) .

(4) A simple capacitive discharge circuit allowing immediate
switching between discharge cleaning and normal high-voltage operation has
been demonstrated to be practical for ZT-S.

E. ZT-S Upgrade

1. Description of Upgrade

Since impurity radiation losses may be dominating the physics of the
plasma behavior, it was decided to upgrade the cleanliness of the vacuum
system. The alumina toru3 was made from ninety segments joined using viton
0-rings. Although these O-rings were well protected from the plasma, they
do constitute a significant outgassing load which cannot be corrected by
discharge cleaning. Ideally one would solve this problem by using a solid
torus. Although the procurement of such a torus with adequate diagnostic
windows may be a future prospect, it is not possible on a short time basis.
Instead, the number of 0-rings can be significantly reduced by a special
glass-joining technique [7]. The elements of the present ZT-S upgrade were
as follows:

(a) Improved Vacuum System. (1) Reduction of number of 0-rings in
the system from 90 to 24. (2) No vacuum grease permitted. (3) The use of
a new air bearing totally oil-free turbomolecular pump. (4) Improved
effective pumping speed a factor of three. (5) Use of a quick change-over
low-temperature discharge cleaning system.

(b) Improved Circuitry. (1) Power crowbar system.(2) New toroidal
field circuit allowing more flexibility in setting up the RFP
configuration.

(c) Improved Diagnostics. (1) New small, high-resolution magnetic
probes. (2) New improved data acquisition system. (3) Newly developed
five channel interferometer [8]. This will allow the measurement of the
integrated electron density along five parallel chords simultaneously. A
schematic of the arrangement is shown in Fig. 6.

At the time of this writing the upgraded machine has just become
operational.
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IV. ZT-40

A. Objectives

The ZT-40 experiment is the next step beyond the ZT-S in the Reverse
Field Pinch program at LASL. The initial objective of ZT-40 will be to
demonstrate confinement time scaling from the results of ZT-I and ZT-S. If
the confinement time scales as the square of the minor bore, ZT-40 will be
stable for at least 150 to 200 Vs. A second objective will be to operate
in a regime clean enough to overcome the impurity radiation barrier and
raise the temperature to at least T± = Tg ~ 100 to 200 eV. The actual
temperatures achievable will depend upon the useful upper limit on current
density, the lower limit of the operating plasma density and the losses.
If the diffusion coefficient becomes lower due to the higher Te values
longer confinement times can be expected. The power-crowbarred fields of
ZT-40 can be sustained for ~ 3.5 ms. An upper limit on T^ and Tg to be
expected,assuming classical ohmic heating and good confinement for 3 ms for
various ion densities,can be seen from the curves in Fig. 7 obtained from
the Imprad code [2]. Shown also is the effect of 0.5% oxygen impurity. No
thermal transport losses are included. To maximize the ion temperature, an
operating density of 5 x 10 -1015 cm"3 is indicated. In addition, ZT-40
will be used to determine the ranges of the current and electron densities
which allow the production of stable configurations. Of particular
interest is to determine whether there are any microinstabilities which
impose an upper limit on the usable ohmic heating current. Another
objective is to operate with reduced rates of rise of current in order to
establish the time scale over which the stability can be controlled by
programming of external currents. The self-reversal method of production
of reversed-field configurations will be studied as a function of risetime.
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An overall objective of the studies is to determine the optimum operation
between the generally competing reactor requirements of slow risetime and
low start-up energy losses.

B. Description

ZT-40 has a 40-cm minor bore torus with plasma aspect ratio of 5.7.
The torus can be fed at a maximum of 12 points and has 12 magnetic cores
equally spaced about the torus. A drawing of the ZT-40 experiment is shown
in Fig. 8. The maximum number of feedplates allowed in the design was
determined by the requirement that the minimum allowable initial risetime
of the current be the same as ZT-S (2.5 us). The current risetime is
lengthened to ~ 20 us by removing feedplates and shorting the respective
toroidal feed points, and by series-paralleling the poloidal field
windings. Very slow operation (up to 1 ms) can be attained by removing all
feedplates and inducing the toroidal current by means of toroidal windings
on the outside of the primary or by energizing the field only with the
power crowbar banks.

The initial experiments on ZT-40 will utilize a ceramic discharge
tube. Further experiments with metal tubes are planned for the slower
experiments if their use can be shown to lead to cleaner discharges. The
discharge tube is located inside a 2-cm-thick aluminum stabilizing shell
which serves as the primary conductor of a transformer with the plasma as
the secondary.

The vacuum system has been designed to be oil-free and allows rapid
pulse discharge cleaning and in situ baking of the vacuum chamber.

The basic machine parameters for ZT-40 are given in Table I.

TABLE I
ZT-40 DESIGN PARAMETERS

Major Radius
Minor Vacuum Chamber Radius
Gas Fill (D2)
Electron Density
Toroidal Current
Mean Toroidal
Current Density

Initial (Toroidal) Field
Reversed-Toroidal Field
Poloidal Field
Range of Plasma
Current Risetime

Base Pressure

R = 114 cm
a = 20 cm
p = 5-30 mtorr
n = 10 U-10 1 6 cm"3

1$ ~ 150-600 kA

J<(> < 2 kA/cm2

B<(> = 0.2 - 0.6 T
B*R = < - 0 . 5 T
B6 = _< 0. 6 T

T = 2.5 us to 1 ms
po ~ 10~

8 torr

V. THEORY

A. One-Dimensional Hybrid Simulations

The LASL one-dimensional hybrid code [9,10] has been used to study the
evolution of the magnetic field and temperature profiles of the ZT-S
experiment. Anomalous bulk transport coefficients were required to achieve
agreement with the measured profiles. The anomalous electrical resistivity
used in previous calculations of ZT-I [9] were found to adequately describe
the implosion and early post-implosion field diffusion in ZT-S (i.e. up to
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3 Ps) , as illustrated in Fig. 9(a). Also as found for ZT-I [9], classical
resistivity alone did not account for the observed diffusion because the
heating in the low density outer portion of the sheath caused the
resistivity to drop, inhibiting further diffusion. Including oxygen
impurity radiation with the assumption that the oxygen density is either
proportional to the compressed deuterium density or constant (the latter
intended to mock-up wall emission of oxygen) lowers T in the dense core of
the plasma but does not eliminate the high temperature (~ 100 eV) in the
sheath. It presumably would be possible to devise, with much trial and
error computing, a wall emission rate that would load the region with
oxygen in such a way as to reduce the high sheath temperature. Except for
the latter possibility, the observed field diffusion must be a result of
anomalous effects.

A large anomalous resistivity is required to fit the field data during
the implosion. However, at later times the resistivity must decrease. A
calculation using the Chodura formula with the same coefficients throughout
the calculation showed that the axial field profile collapsed to about 30
to 50% of the observed field at 10 us and remained much lower than the
observed field thereafter. In addition it is found that T >. 100 eV
everywhere in the plasma at 15 us, whereas the observed T is less than
30 eV. Theoretically this drop in anomalous resistivity is expected, since
the high velocities and steep gradients which may drive the turbulence
during the implosion decrease afterward. In fact, measurements by Commisso
and Griem [11] demonstrated a factor of 5 to 10 decrease in the turbulent
fluctuation energy and resistivity after the implosion on the University of
Maryland 9-pinch. Field profiles at 12.5 us from a ZT-S calculation, with
Chodura coefficients decreased by a factor of five after the first peak
compression are compared with experiment in Fig. 9(b). Note that now the
height of the axial field profile agraes with experiment (although the
width of the profile is a bit too narrow) and the experimental and
theoretical 6-profiles show a similar structure. In this calculation
radiation from oxygen impurities having a constant density profile with a
value 0.7% of fill density was included. In a previous calculation without
the radiative loss, the plasma temperature reached 100 eV everywhere at
15 us (although the field profiles were similar to those in Fig. 9(b)). In
Fig. 10, Tg at 1.5 cm is plotted as a function of time for the calculation
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FIG.10. Electron temperature as calculated atR= 1.5 cm in ZT-S.

which included losses. Note that these temperatures are quite consistent
with the measurements in Fig. 5(b). During the 15 us a power loss of
about 10 MW per meter was calculated , which is comparable to the average
measured power loss reported in Sec. II(b).

In conclusion, the anomalous resistivity used to model the early time
behavior of ZT-I also describes the early time field diffusion in ZT-S.
The later time behavior of ZT-S, with its enhanced confinement time, also
can be modeled provided that the resistivity is decreased at late time to
account for the expected decrease in the turbulent fluctuation energy.
When impurity radiation from oxygen is included in the calculation, and the
oxygen density is chosen to be within its experimentally determined range,
the calculated and measured Tg are comparable.

Simulations with this code have also been done for ZT-40 parameters.
The predicted field distributions for a 20-us current rise and a programmed
reversed field are shown in Fig. 11. Chodura anomalous resistivity is
used. The simulations show that sheath thickness is comparable to those
found in the previous ZT experiments so that, with the larger radius of
ZT-40, the poloidal field is well excluded from the main body of the pinch
for well over 20 us. The calculations indicate initial mean temperatures
on the order of 100 eV. Further programming and studies of the stability
of the resulting equilibrium profiles are in progress.

B. Time-Dependent Toroidal MHD Simulations

1. General. Two-dimensional MHD simulations of the LASL reversed
field pinches ZT-I, ZT-S and ZT-40 have been made.

The model used is the single-fluid, time-dependent, axisymmetric
magnetohydrodynamic equations with dissipation. Initial conditions assume
a fully ionized low-temperature plasma at rest, with appropriate bias
toroidal field. The equations are driven by time-dependent boundary
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Conditions: current risetime 20 /xs; initial deuterium ion density 2.5 X 1OIS cm'3; initial
bias field 3 kG; peak pinch current 600 kA.

conditions: the toroidal field and the poloidal flux are prescribed as
functions of time in agreement with the experimental conditions. The
poloidal flux is indirectly extrapolated from the prescribed toroidal
current.

The only adjustable transport and dissipation parameters were the
following:

(1) Electrical conductivity—both scalar classical Spitzer
conductivity and Chodura [12] anomalous values were studied.

(2) Thermal conductivity—a constant value about equal to the
classical parallel heat conductivity for a 4-eV plasma accounts for
anomalous effects as well as radiation, not otherwise accounted for
explicitly. Remarkably, the same constant value (2 x 10 cgs units) was
found to apply to both ZT-I and ZT-S (as well as the Italian RFP ETA-BETA
and the Dutch screw-pinch SP-1) in the sense that the predicted mean
temperatures agree reasonably with experimental values.

(3) Numerical viscosity was used in momentum equations to give
stability, but is small in effect compared to other dissipations.

(4) Low density cut-off in vacuum region equal to 5% of initial
filling density.

The equations are solved numerically in an Eulerian grid in
toroidal-polar coordinates, and the standard ADI method is used [13-15].

2. Results for ZT-I_and2T-S

(a) Field-penetration. The diffusion of the magnetic field is more
directly controlled by the electrical conductivity than by the other
transport coefficients, and it is instructive to examine different
experiments at the same time. Figures 12 and 13 show B, and Bg as
functions of position at different time instants for ZT-I and ZT-S
respectively. The dashed lines in Fig. 12 are obtained for a purely
classical resistivity with a low Tg due to the anomalous thermal
conductivity used. One concludes that for the temperature and current
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RADIUS (cm)

FIG. 12. ZT-I toroidal and poloidal field profiles: (a) 2-D toroidal calculation results with
classical resistivity ( ) , and with the anomalous resistivity ( ) ; (b) Experimental curves
(straight lines are drawn between data points).

density ranges of these experiments, both classical (with anomalously low
Tg) and Chodura resistivity give reasonable agreement, although during the
initial setting up phase, the Chodura resistivity gives somewhat better
comparisons.

(b) Longer time behavior. The simulation runs are carried out to
near-equilibrium. For this later phase the anomalous resistivity gave poor
comparisons and the actual resistivity appears to be close to classical.
For ZT-S the radial oscillations in the calculation damped in ~ 6 vis in
agreement with observation.
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FIG.13. Toroidal and poloidal field profiles on the vertical radius (8 = IT/2) of the poloidal
plane are compared between the toroidal 2-D calculation ( ) and experiment ( ) at
2.6 \is and 4.6 ps for ZT-S.

(c) Toroidal effects. This simulation does not have the same
physics as in many 1-D simulations, but it does give all toroidal

The following particularly interesting toroidal
Figure 14(a) shows the toroidal shift of the

and Fig. 14(b) shows the widely different

detailed
effects automatically,
phenomena should be noted,
magnetic axis versus time,
current profiles along a vertical diameter and along a horizontal diameter
of the poloidal plane, as a consequence of the toroidal shift- The
toroidal shift is ~ 1 cm, about twice the shift computed assuming static
equilibrium. This larger shift is evidently due to the toroidal plasma
flow that can be seen in Fig. 15. These differences are important in
interpreting measured results from experiments. In Fig. 15(a) are shown
the three components of velocity in toroidal coordinates as functions of
time at the two points indicated in Fig. 15(b). Prominently visible is a
shear flow in the toroidal direction, induced by the | x f force in the
poloidal plane (the toroidal curvature causes J and 5 to be not exactly
parallel in the poloidal plane). It would be interesting to observe this
flow in actual experiments.

3. Predictions for ZT-40

Figure 16 shows the predicted early time field profiles for ZT-40
using Chodura resistivity. The temperature at early times is about 70 eV.
In this case, the present method of calculation can at best give the
correct initial behavior and dynamics but the correct late time behavior
must be obtained from quasi-equilibrium type of diffusion calculations.
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FIG.14. (a) Time trace of the toroidal shift of the magnetic axis fZT-S). (b) Calculated
toroidal current-density profiles at 6.5 [is. The solid line represents the values on the vertical
diameter 6 = ± n/2 of the poloidal plane, and the dotted-and-dashed line the values on the
horizontal diameter (ZT-S).

For comparison, the dashed curves are the field profiles at 10 vis
predicted by the LASL 1-D hybrid code with the same initial conditions and
boundary fields* In contrast to the above 1—D calculations, which assume
vacuum fields outside the pinch, in •this calculation it is assumed that a
low-density plasma filled the region between the imploded plasma column
and the wall. This assumption corresponds to the situation in the two
dimensional code. As may be seen, the agreement of the field profiles is
quite good. However, the absence of anomalous cross field thermal
conduction in the one dimensional calculation results in higher
temperatures, with Ti + T = 180- eV at 10 vis.

If the low density halo is replaced by a vacuum, then all the applied
current flows in the main plasma, resulting in a stronger implosion and
different final equilibrium. The nature of the region between the imploded
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FIG.15. Time traces of the radial (UJ, azimuthal (Us) and toroidal velocities
depicted in (b)) (ZT-S).

at the point

plasma column and the wall, be it vacuum fields or current-carrying plasma,
is an input to the computational models rather than a prediction of them.
Clarification of this issue must await more detailed measurements in the
region near the wall.
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FIG. 16. Predicted fields for ZT-40 for reversed-field programming as calculated with the 2-D
code. Current risetime 10 /is; initial deuterium ion density 1.50 X 1O1S cm'3; initial toroidal
bias field 3 kG; peak current 500 kA. Dashed curves show the corresponding fields at 10 /is
for the 1-D hybrid simulation.
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Abstract

THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF THE REVERSED-FIELD PINCH.
Recent studies of the reversed-field pinch (RFP) are presented. Stability theory has

been extended to include both growth rate and marginal analyses of the tearing mode. The
localized resistive interchange instability (g-mode) has been investigated numerically in
cylindrical geometry. It is found that there are tearing-mode stable configurations with
|3 <! 17%, but the stabilizing effects of ion viscosity and finite Larmor radius on the g-mode
are less effective than previously found in a slab model and these modes are hard to suppress
at high-/?. A simple zero-dimensional code which simulates the setting up of RFP distributions
by self-reversal is described in which Ohmic heating is balanced against radiation and turbulent
losses using experimentally based values to describe these effects. Agreement is found with data
from Zeta and the code is used to predict the performance of a new RFP experiment. Experi-
mental studies of the mechanism of self-reversal on HBTXI for compressed and weakly
compressed pinches are discussed and measurements presented in which the risetime is longer
than the characteristic time for relaxation. In compressed pinches self-reversal is produced by a
single large-amplitude m = 1 kink instability, whereas in weakly compressed discharges it is
due to the cumulative effect of a number of small-amplitude m = 1 modes which grow successively.
The magnitude of the observed change in BQ is explained on this basis. A universal F-d curve and
sustained reversal are observed. The parameters of the next generation of RFP devices are
discussed. Reactor studies highlight some problems peculiar to the RFP, but establish it as a
viable alternative to the tokamak, with advantages if Ohmic ignition and high-j3 can be realized.

I. Introduction

In th is paper theore t ica l and experimental r e su l t s on the RFP obtained

at Culham since the Berchtesgaden Conference are reviewed [ l ] [ 2 ] . Theoret-

ica l studies of the tear ing mode and numerical studies of the g-mode, for

tearing-mode stable configurations,are described. A simple 0-D numerical

code has been developed to simulate the set t ing-up phase of experiments with

slow r i se times in which the f ie ld configuration i s generated by self-

reversa l . Numerical r e su l t s are compared with data from Zeta [3] and p re -

dic t ions made for new experiments. Experimental measurements from HBTXI [2]

* AWRE Aldermaston, Berkshire, UK.
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on Che mechanism of self-reversal in compressed and weakly compressed pinches

are presented and discussed. New data are reported in which the rise time

of the current is longer than the characteristic time for relaxation, includ-

ing the observation of a universal F-8 curve (F = B wall/B (average);

6 = Bawall/B (average)) and sustained reversal. The parameters and object-

ives of next-generation RFP experiments are briefly discussed and some

recent reactor studies [4][5][6] summarised.

2. Theoretical Studies of Tearing and Resistive Interchange Modes

Thereversed-field pinch can be stable to ideal hydromagnetic modes at

high average P (C ̂  30%). At zero 8 it can also be stable to resistive

tearing modes with a vacuum region between the plasma and the conducting

wall [7]. This wall is necessary to give stability to instabilities with

poloidal mode numbers, m = 0 and 1. The introduction of a pressure gradient

produces resistive interchanges and their properties have been investigated

in some detail [8][9],

Analytic work is restricted to low and high magnetic Reynolds numbers, S

(= T /T,,, . where T = resistive diffusion time), in slab geometry but inter-

mediate values are more appropriate to many experiments. The calculations

have been performed with numerical codes [10], which treat the resistive

equation of motion in cylindrical geometry as an initial value problem and

make no assumption as to the existence of a resistive layer. The equations

include the Hall effect and a full stress tensor. Results have been obtained

with a tearing-mode stable reversed-field pinch configuration in which the

pressure gradient is generated so that it satisfies the Suydam criterion

everywhere. This criterion can be written:

£ • c, fCDrBj (f/p)2 CO

where p, B and P are the pressure, longitudinal field and the pitch - rB,/Bg

respectively; f(r) is an arbitrary function of r; c. is a constant. (When

c, f(r) 1 0.125 the Suydam criterion is satisfied.) The resulting configur-

ation obtained by either holding the radial variation of pitch or parallel

current constant as the pressure is increased is stable to ideal MHD modes

for beta on axis = B(o) < 17% (Bo < 0.5).

The growth rate, p (normalised to the field diffusion time) is expressed

in terms of S, and the most unstable mode number, m, is found to increase

with S [8]. For m = 0,p is approximately given by p <* S , v "o \ for

S > 5 x 10 . The slow interchange ordering gives v = 2/3 but this is only

valid for B •+ 0. As m increases so the velocity perturbation becomes more
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FIG. 1. Resistive layer thickness as a function of S for m = 0 from a calculation assuming
incompressibility and from a calculation including anisotropic viscosity, compressibility and
heat conduction.
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FIG.2. Calculated mode structure of the m = 2 resistive interchange as it evolves into a Suydam
mode when the pressure gradient exceeds four times the Suydam gradient.
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localised and p = S^, u £ 1.0 for m > 3. This appears to be the transition

to the fast interchange ordering where the growth is at the hydromagnetic

rate, though the criterion for this ordering, — < ̂ r, is not satisfied. (We
m K

have taken A as the full width at half height of the azimuthal velocity

perturbation. R is the radius of the singular surface.) The velocity pertur-

bation is found to be localised within a resistive layer. The mode localis-

ation for the m = 0 mode varies with S as shown in Fig.I, and is much the same

if one includes viscosity and heat conduction, although A is larger.

Results obtained by varying f(r) in equation (1) establish that only

the local pressure gradient gives rise to the growth. If the value of c.f(r)

is increased locally for S = 45 000, the ideal MHD Suydam mode eventu-

ally dominates (the radial field changes sign at the singular surface r ),

as shown in Fig.2 for m = 2. This occurs, for this value of S, when the

pressure gradient exceeds the 'Suydam gradient1 by four times. At higher

values of S, e.g. 4.5 x 10 , the ideal mode dominates at three times the

Suydam gradient.

Though these interchange modes are not as well coupled to the magnetic

field as tearing modes, the resultant field perturbations lead to the form-

ation of magnetic islands [8]. If these islands overlap, which could occur

as there are many rational surfaces present in the RFP, this could lead to

substantial losses at high-B. Whether saturation of the 'g' modes arises

as a result of island formation, as with the tearing mode, or as a result

of removal of the local pressure gradient by convection is not yet clear.

Non-linear calculations are in progress.

The inclusion of anisotropic viscosity, thermal conductivity, compress-

ibility but not finite Larmor radius terms, does not affect this picture

significantly. The resistive layer is broadened (Fig.l) and the growth rate

is reduced by up to a factor of two.

When A < c/u . - the ion collisionless skin depth - the inclusion of

the Hall effect and magnetic viscosity or finite Larmor radius terms is

necessary. In this case the equations do not reduce simply to those of

slab geometry, and B. curvature effects are dominant. In particular, the

parallel viscosity survives in leading order with a term which is zero in

slab geometry and small in tokamak ordering. Inclusion of the Hall effect

alone makes the interchanges more unstable, but the resistive layer thickness

is then limited by the ion collisionless skin depth. A rapid reduction in

growth rate is observed for short-wavelength modes with m = 0, 1, 2. Long-

wavelength m = 0 modes have their growth rate reduced somewhat but remain

strongly unstable.
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At low values of c, f(r), i.e. central values of B ̂  4%,the parallel

viscosity is found to have a stabilising effect and gives rise to a critical

local pressure gradient depending on the shear. However, the region of

strongest shear where the field reverses has essentially zero pressure grad-

ient as the parallel viscosity does not stabilise the m = 0 mode. This

gives rise to a critical pressure profile which for the RFP has B •£ 10%.

Our calculations show that reversed-field pinch configurations which are

grossly stable to ideal and resistive tearing modes will be unstable to

resistive interchanges growing on hybrid and hydromagnetic time scales. The

most unstable mode number, m, increases with S and the velocity perturbation

becomes increasingly localised. As the resistive layer depth becomes com-

parable with the ion collisionless skin depth a rapid reduction in growth

rate is observed for short-wavelength modes.

3. Numerical Studies of Setting Up of RFP Distributions by Self-Reversal

A zero-dimensional code was developed to simulate the gross behaviour

of the ZETA machine and to predict the behaviour of future reversed-field

pinch devices. The code includes the electrical circuit and various loss

mechanisms such as impurity radiation and turbulent energy convection from

field fluctuations. Low-Z impurities were represented by oxygen, which was

treated in a time-dependent manner, and high-Z by iron, which was assumed to

be in coronal equilibrium. Turbulent field fluctuations were assumed to

give rise to an equivalent diffusion [ll][l2] of D = u.A where u is the

random velocity of the turbulence (= 6B(U OP)
5) and A the transverse correl-

ation length. Internal probe measurements in ZETA showed that A =a/10 [12].

Computations for a plasma similar to ZETA (and applicable to a new planned

RFP experiment called HBTXIA with R = 0.8m, a = 0.26m) show that the

resultant energy confinement time is given by T RS a /10D.

Fig.3 shows a comparison between the time variation of the calculated

and observed [3] plasma current and electron temperature of a ZETA discharge.

The observed values of the electron density, which decreased by a factor of

3 (owing to 'pump-out') to 5 x 10 m at the time of peak current and the

field fluctuation levels which were reduced from (SB/B = 1% to 0.1% (owing to

'quiescence') after the peak current were used in the code. An iron impur-

ity density of 5 x 10 m was assumed to account for the observed total

radiation. Satisfactory agreement is seen between calculated and observed

values of Tg and
 I

p l a s m a although the increase in Tg observed in the exper- .

iment towards the end of quiescence still remains to be explained.
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FIG.3. Comparison of calculated plasma current (Ip) and average electron temperature (Te)
with measured values (broken line) for ZETA.
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FIG.4. Predicted evolution of electron temperature for HBTXIA with various impurity
concentrations: (a) 1% oxygen; (bj 1% oxygen + 0.1% iron; (cj 2% oxygen + 0.1% iron.

The circuit parameters used for HBTXIA were ^bank = 40kV, Cbank = ImF,

with a transformer turns ratio of 20 and an iron core that saturates at

0.45 volt-sec. The same field fluctuation levels, line density and pump-out

factor as in the Zeta case were used. Calculations for different impurity

concentrations gave peak currents in the range 440-500kA. The time varia-

tion of the electron temperature is shown in Fig.4, where i t is seen that

average temperatures exceeding 150eV are reached, decaying in £ 5ms. The

values of 3n corresponding to the peak electron temperature range from 15%
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to 19%. The poloidal magnetic Reynolds number (= ̂ n'ff^Ae^ a t t*le c u r r e n t

peak was in excess of 2.4 x 10 for all cases during the turbulent phase.

This is expected to be high enough for 'quiescence' to occur, with a conse-

quent reduction in the fluctuation level and a rise in the energy confinement

time; therefore the assumption that 6B/B was reduced should be justified

(6B/B <* S 2 - see section 4) .

4. Recent Experiments on HBTXI

Detailed studies have been made on the production of reversed B field

in the HBTXI experiment (R = 100cm, a = 6.5cm, I = 40-250kA, pulse duration

^ 50MS). The self-reversal of B in pinches with conserved toroidal flux can

be explained as the non-linear effect of instabilities [2]. The change in

B is given by

(m2 + kr 2) bm(r ) 2

w <p w

where AB (r ) i s the change in the average B, f ie ld at the conducting wal l ,

r , produced by an MHD or r e s i s t i ve i n s t a b i l i t y of toroidal and poloidal mode

numbers k and m, perturbed f i e ld , b™, mean f ield d i s t r i bu t ion , Bn . B , . The

reversal in HBTXI is produced by a single large-amplitude i n s t a b i l i t y at high

8 (= B 6 w a l l /B average) and by the cumulative effect of a se r ies of lower

amplitude (^ 5%) m = 1 i n s t a b i l i t i e s at low e. If the current i s maintained

further m = 1 ac t i v i t y susta ins the reversed f ie ld [2] as shown in F i g . 5 .

The cha rac te r i s t i c time, T , for the reversal mechanism to operate is

the i n s t a b i l i t y growth time, T. h ' l ' t ' ' I n d ^ s c n a r 8 e s with a current

r i se time which i s long compared with T. . . , the reversed-field r a t io
instability

F is found to be a unique function of 9 within experimental error. This is

shown in Fig.6: F:8 diagrams for 11 discharges on HBTXI are shown superimposed

in Fig.6(a) and an F:6 diagram calculated from results published from ALPHA

[13] in Fig.6(b). ZETA gave similar results [14]. This behaviour is consis-

tent with relaxation to a minimum energy state; the dashed line on Fig.6(a)

represents the F:6 curve for the Bessel function distribution [15]. If the

Bg or B^ field is programmed on a time « T. , ... , the discharge can

be driven to a state away from the minimum energy F:6 curve to which it

returns with a large-amplitude instability.

The rate of production of reversed field, from (2), is
2

B<t> " '^instability (*B/B) • H e n c e the fluctuation level necessary to main-

tain the r^versed-field profile against diffusion may be estimated,
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F/G.5. W/ien ?Ae current is maintained on HBTXI, m = 1 activity sustains the reversed field,
(a) Bg wau (&• /piasmaA showing secondary current rise, and Bewail- (b) Mode structure of
instabilities associated with sustained reversal.

UinStability
/Tdiffusion)i; t h u S 6 B / B " S"i ( w h e r e S

olds number) for ideal MHD instabilities. Similarly the fluctuation level to

be expected during the current rise is 6B/B « (T. ,.,. /T . ) .
instability current rise

An R7F may be set up by programming the Bg and B. field from t = 0 so

that the pinch follows the minimum energy curve on the F:8 diagram [l]. At

60kA the pinch is observed to be weakly unstable. The instabilities for the

measured field configuration and magnetic Reynolds number, S, of such a

pinch are predicted by an initial value calculation to be resistive inter-

changes driven by the pressure gradient and not ideal MHD modes or tearing

modes. The radial profiles of the radial field have been measured but cannot

be used to distinguish between ideal and resistive modes in this case since
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FIG. 6. (a) F:8 diagrams for 11 discharges on HBTXIand (dashed) F:6 for the Bessel function
model,

(bj F:6 diagram for ALPHA [13].
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FIG. 7. Evolution of the radial field, Br, at 12 radial positions in a sustained pinch set up by
field reversal. The insets show the radial profile at t = 18 JUT and 28 /m.

at the low value of S of the 60kA pinch the perturbed field profiles from the

two types of mode are similar. The measured field configuration of a 150kA

sustained pinch has been analysed and is predicted to be unstable to MHD

modes and resistive interchanges with kr ^ 1.5, and growth times of 3-4us.

Detailed information on the instabilities associated with the m = 1 activity

has been obtained with an inserted magnetic probe and small coils at the

quartz wall. The measured mean field configuration shows that the externally

measured values of k are resonant between the magnetic axis and a radius of

3cm. If the activity is due to ideal MHD modes b = 0 at the resonant sur-

face. Fig.7 shows the radial field structure for a single discharge. In

general the radial field perturbation does not change sign, as in the left-

hand inset; however, occasionally b r changes sign with radius, as in the right-

hand inset. The singular surface in these cases is at r = 3cm. From these

measurements it is deduced that the activity is a mixture of ideal and resis-

tive pressure-driven modes for this low-6 discharge in which 8 ^ 10%, central

e * 5%.
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TABLE I. ENGINEERING PARAMETERS OF NEXT-GENERATION RFP
EXPERIMENTS AT CULHAM

HBTXIA
(building)

Major radius (cm)

Minor radius (cm)

Peak current 1$ (MA)

Rise time (ms)

Decay time (ms)

80

26

0.4

0.1-0.5

1-5

RFX
(designed)

180

60

0.7-1 (1.5-2)a

2-10 (10-50)

10-20(50-100)

Stage II; same toroidal assembly, increased power supplies.

TABLE II. PARAMETERS FOR REVERSED-FIELD PINCH REACTORS WITH
NORMAL AND SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETIC FIELD WINDINGS

Net output power (MW(e))

Gross thermal power (MW(th))

First wall radius (m)

Major radius (m)

Toroidal plasma current (MA.)

Duration of burn (s)

Duration of full cycle (s)

Energy multiplication factor, Q

Recirculating power fraction, e (%)

Normal

600

2500

1.75

16

19

27

40

5.9

42

Superconducting

600

1900

1.5

14.5

17

25

37

11.8

21

5. Next-Generation RFP Experiments

The main future objective is to obtain, by means of self-reversal aided

by field control, stable high-3 plasmas with low fluctuation levels and good

confinement at high values of the magnetic Reynolds number, in metal-walled

systems using slow-rising currents.

The first new experiment is the HBTXIA machine, now under construction,

which utilises the HBTX capacitor bank suitably modified with a new load
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assembly; this device was discussed in Section 3. A second device, known

as RFX, has been designed whose main objective is to set up and sustain for

times of 10ms or more (using additional field control) RFP distributions

with plasma parameters [16] higher than those obtained hitherto at high-8.

The machine parameters of these two devices are listed in Table I.

6. RFP Reactor Studies

It has been shown previously [17] that, because of the high-0 (giving low values of magnetic

field near external conductors), the possibility of ohmic ignition and the free choice of aspect ratio,

the RFP Reactor might have advantages compared with other systems. Recently more detailed

studies by a joint UK/Italian group [4] of a pulsed non-superconducting reactor established the

RFP as a fully credible system. Quasi-DC operation is also possible, as in tokamaks, using

sustained reversal; the need for a conducting shell was identified as the main engineering problem.

However, the Q-value was found to be rather low, typically 5-7, in agreement with earlier

estimates [18],because of the high recirculating power. The pulsed power supplies could be built

by modest extrapolations of existing technology.

A substantial improvement in Q is to be expected [18] [5] by using superconducting windings,

with a cost reduction of perhaps 20-30% compared with the non-superconducting variant, giving

about £750/kW(e) for the station cost for a 600-MW(e) system. The main parameters of the

normal and superconducting reactors are given in Table II. More detailed studies of the

superconducting reactor are described in these Proceedings [6].

7. Conclusions

(1) Theoretically there are tearing-mode stable configurations with B(o) £

17%. The resistive interchange mode (g-mode) is hard to suppress in cylind-

rical geometry with 0 > 10%, even when the full disslpative equations and the

Hall and finite Larmor radius terms are included. Magnetic islands form and

non-linear calculations are under way to estimate the saturation levels.

(2) The setting-up phase on Zeta, during which a stable RFP distribution is

formed by self-reversal, has been simulated numerically using a simple 0-D

code including losses from radiation and turbulent convection based on exper-

imentally observed values. This code has been used to make performance

predictions for a new machine.

(3) On HBTXI in compressed high-6 plasmas, self-reversal involves a single

large-amplitude kink, while at low-6 it is due to the cumulative effect of

several low-amplitude m = 1 modes which grow successively. When the current

rise time is slower than the m = 1 growth time, the distribution remains

close to a relaxed state as the current rises and falls and a universal F-6
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curve is observed. The reversed field can be sustained as long as the

current is maintained (provided that 6 £ 1.3 ).

(A) The pulsed RFP Reactor is a credible scheme. Its principal disadvantage

is the need for a stabilising shell. However, if ohmic ignition and high-8

can both be realised, it has significant advantages in terms of engineering

simplicity and cost.

(5) Emphasis in future RFP experiments will be placed on setting up distribu-

tions by means of aided reversal, at the highest possible values of magnetic

Reynolds number and with slow rising currents, in HBTXIA and RFX.
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Abstract

STUDIES ON PLASMA FORMATION, RELAXATION AND HEATING IN A REVERSED-
FIELD PINCH.

Some problems relevant for the formation, relaxation and heating of a comparatively slow
pinch have been investigated. The spontaneous relaxation of the pinch to a reversed-field pinch
(RFP) configuration has been studied under various conditions of the ratio of the current rise-
time (rj) to the MHD time (T A ) . For large T\IT^ the tendency of the pinch to evolve along a
universal patch is more evident; the stability analysis and the axial flux amplification phenomenon
are discussed. Ionization and start-up problems are shown to be important with reference to
experiments performed on ETA-BETA I with long (~ 16Ofis) current risetimes and to zero-
dimensional calculations of the ionization and formation phases. The steady-state and time-
dependent power balance of the pinch is studied, with reference to a proposed RFP reactor,
including impurity line radiation losses. Conditions for ignition are briefly discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The reversed-field pinch (RFP) is an axisymmetric configuration which is
stabilized by the shear of the magnetic field and by the conducting wall, has
q < 1 and can then operate with higher current densities than a conventional
tokamak of the same size leading to high-/3 and high temperature by Ohmic
heating [1].

Studies on RFP configurations are at present concentrated on further
analysis of the results obtained in the small-size fast experiments recently
developed [2—5], while larger experiments will be operating within a few months.
Results of RFP studies on ETA-BETA I (r = 5 cm; R = 40 cm; I = 50-200 kA;
T/4 = 1 —10 ̂ s) have been previously reported [5,6].

One way of producing the configuration is field programming, which consists
in driving the toroidal field at the wall to reverse during the toroidal current rise.
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An alternative way of producing the configuration is the phenomenon of
self-reversal, by which the plasma spontaneously generates the RFP by relaxation
to lower energy states. This method is particularly interesting in view of the
difficulties of field programming in large-scale experiments and of controlling the
energy losses during setting-up to produce stable profiles. However the method
involves instabilities and plasma/wall interactions, and is not fully understood
even if it is similar to the setting up of a tokamak configuration.

Setting up by field programming is by definition relatively fast because it
aims to compete with the instabilities during the formation phase to confine the
plasma away from the wall; setting up by self-reversal is slow in order to
minimize the dynamic effects during the power input and it allows the MHD
relaxation phenomena to dominate.

A new experiment (ETA-BETA II: r = 12.5 cm; R = 65 cm; I = 300 kA;
T/4 = 2-130 jus) is being assembled in Padua [7] and will operate by the end of
1978. The first series of experiments will be performed to study the formation
of the pinch by natural relaxation and the plasma heating and energy losses in a
system with long current risetimes (= 130 /is) and metal liner. We have therefore
investigated some problems which are relevant in the context of the slow setting
up by spontaneous reversal, and we refer in particular to:

(a) Experimental studies on ETA-BETA I with current risetime of about
10 /is to investigate the time evolution and stability of a self-reversed pinch under
conditions of large TJ/TA .

(b) Experiments performed on ETA-BETA I with current risetimes of
~ 160 jus to study the ionization and formation phases under conditions of low
applied electric field.

TABLE I. CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETERS OF FIVE DISCHARGES AT
VARIOUS PRESSURES

p0 (mtorr)

fz (kA)

TA(PS)

02

Ad = 0, - 0 2

80

90

0.5

20

2.8

1.4

1.4

40

80

0.4

25

2.7

1.1

1.6

20

75

0.3

33

1.9

1.1

0.8

10

60

0.25

40

1.9

1.6

0.3

5

40

0.25

40

1.0

1.5

0.5

Notes:
#i and 62 are the values of 9 which define the beginning and the end of the reversal phase.
T A is calculated from the filling density and peak current.
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(c) Steady-state and time-dependent calculations on the plasma power
balance also accounting for impurity radiation losses. This study gives critical
values for some plasma parameters necessary to Ohmically heat the pinch and
achieve ignition in a proposed RFP reactor scheme [8].

2. SELF-REVERSAL STUDIES

Results previously reported [9] have shown that when the ratio of the
current risetime to the MHD time TI/TA increases, the self-reversal is no longer
associated with one clear particular instability, and high-frequency fluctuations
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are present during the entire time of the discharge. The possibility of obtaining
a self-reversal not violently produced, as was observed in the large ZETA
experiment, supports the idea of crossing the reversal phase without too large
wall contacts and losses. Furthermore, experiments performed on HBTXI [10]
have shown the tendency of the plasma to evolve along a universal curve on the
F-d plane (F = Bz waii/Bz average; 0 = Bfl Wall/Bz average) independently of the
initial conditions and the field programming, as long as T\>T\.

On ETA-BETA I a set of discharges with plasma current risetime of about
10 jus and filling pressures varying from 5 mtorr to 80 mtorr has been studied in
terms of the time evolution on the F-0 diagram, of MHD stability properties and
of the magnetic flux interchanges between azimuthal and axial field components.

2.1. Time evolution

Some characteristic parameters of five discharges at various pressures are
given in Table I; in Fig. 1 the time history on the F-0 plane is drawn. From the
figure and the table the formation phase (until after the field reversal) is seen
to be characterized by larger fluctuations in the F-0 curve than the remainder of
the curve. This observation confirms that once the energy input is terminated,
the plasma relaxes according to natural MHD phenomena and tends to evolve
along a universal path; this same tendency also appears during the formation
phase for the larger values of TJ/TA • Figure 2 draws the width of the path
Ad = 81 — 82, and 6^ and d2 as a function of ri/ rA \ A0 substantially decreases
as TI/TA increases, and this behaviour is mainly associated with the decrease
in dl whereas 62 varies little with T\JT\.

Also shown in Fig. 2 is the time at which the reversal is generated. At high
TI/TA ( ^ 3 3 ; p0 < 20 mtorr), the constant 0 t corresponds to an approximately
constant plasma current at the reversal; the field reverses earlier because the
current reaches the corresponding value earlier. With lower 7"I/TA the reversal
appears later at higher 0 -values, which confirms that the energy input delays the
natural relaxation. The 20-mtorr discharge (TI/T\ = 33) seems to individualize
the transition between the relative dominance of the energy input and of the
natural MHD relaxation.

From these considerations we can conclude that there is evidence in
ETA-BETA I of the tendency of the pinch to evolve on the ¥-6 diagram along a
curve corresponding to the minimum energy configurations. This behaviour is
more evident when MHD phenomena dominate the field programming (rj >

2.2. MHD stability analysis

The ideal MHD stability properties of the measured profiles have been
studied at many different times during the discharge by computing the linear
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FIG.2. Values of 8 at the beginning (61 j , at the end (82 j of the reversal phase.and their
difference A8 = 91 — 02 plotted versus the ratio of current risetime to MHD time (TI/T^J. The
time 7R at which the reversal appears is also shown.

growth rates and perturbations of the unstable modes. We have discarded short-
wavelength localized modes because of their dependence on the details of the
equilibrium profiles and we discuss here the behaviour of some relatively long-
wavelength (k = 20—50 m"1) modes. The formation of the RFP configuration
is in all cases associated with fast-growing kink modes originating in the central
regions of the pinch where most of the current flows. A qualitative difference
appears in the time dependence of the growth rates in the various cases. For
the high-pressure discharges in particular, after the reversal a more stable phase
is found which eventually evolves to a new instability.
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FIG.3. Instability growth rate just before reversal at various T\
, where r^ is the Alfve'n time.

. Also shown is the product

For the low-pressure discharges, the analysis predicts instability characteristics
almost independent of time. These differences in the time evolution of the
stability of the various cases is consistent with the behaviour of the fluctuations
in the F-0 diagram and with previous observations [9]. Figure 3 shows the growth
rates just before the reversal. As the filling pressure decreases from 80 mtorr to
20 mtorr (TI/TA

 = 20-33), we notice a decrease in the growth rate and the mode
localization. At lower pressures the growth rate increases again and the modes
are wider. The same results scaled to the Alfven time are also given in Fig. 3 to
show that it is not just the MHD scaling which determines the observed differences.
The initial improvement of the stability with increasing T\/T\ is consistent with
the decrease in dl (i.e. plasma compression) as shown in Fig. 2, but this behaviour
is reversed, further increasing TI/T\ and, at constant 8X, there is a new increase in
the growth rate associated with a wider region of excessive pressure gradient
(Suydam violated) in the interior of the pinch.

2.3. Axial flux amplification

Evidence of the different characteristics of the various discharges considered
is also found by examining the time variation of the azimuthal and axial
magnetic field fluxes

-I Bz 27rrdr, <t>6 = 2 n R dr

0
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At high pressure, sharp axial flux amplifications are observed associated with
fast decreases of the axial field at the plasma wall. These axial flux amplifications
can be time-correlated with a decrease of the azimuthal flux, and if an effective
wavelength for the interchange of the fluxes is introduced to give

2TTR

we find typically X = 20—30 cm. This picture of the flux amplification phenomenon
[11] agrees well with the wavelength of the unstable modes discussed in Section 2.2.

An example of the measured fluxes versus time is given in Fig. 4 for the
20-mtorr discharge: the increase of 4>Q with the current is broken off by a sudden
drop just when a fast 0Z amplification appears. It is more difficult to distinguish
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these phenomena clearly at the beginning of the discharges when the energy input
dominates or when their characteristic frequency becomes higher and their
amplitude smaller (lower pressure).

3. IONIZATION AND FORMATION STUDIES

When operating with longer risetimes and relatively lower electric field than
in a programmed RFP, problems such as the ionization and breakdown of the gas
and the formation (start-up) of the discharge become more important and the
power losses during the energy input phase can dominate and prevent the current
rise. These problems have been investigated on a modified version of ETA-BETA I
to operate with a quarter of a period of the applied voltage of ~ 160 /is and an
initial electric field o f ~ 5 0 0 V • m"1.

The breakdown has also been investigated by means of an ionization model
which considers a volume ionization rate in electric field as indicated in Ref. [12]
and simultaneously solves the density, energy and circuit equations. In the
conditions considered, for a filling pressure higher than 2 mtorr, and starting from
an initial electron density of 1010 m"3, the model shows that a voltage drop appears
after 3—5 jus, while the current reaches ~ 1 kA and the ionization degree is 1CT3.
The experimentally measured breakdown times, defined as the times when the
current reaches ~ 1 kA, are in the same range of 3—5 jus, confirming therefore the
result that, for filling pressure higher than 2 mtorr, the gas ionization and break-
down is not a major problem.

The plasma formation phase has also been studied by a zero-dimensional
time-dependent model which accounts for the processes of thermal ionization
(initial ionization 1%), electron-ion equipartition, bremsstrahlung, oxygen line
radiation by solving the time-dependent corona model rate equations [13], iron
steady-state radiation and Ohmic heating by coupling the circuit equations to the
electron energy equation. The computed time dependence of the plasma current
is shown in Fig. 5 at 40 mtorr of filling pressure with various oxygen concentrations
and compared with the experimental results. Note that both the experimental and
computed currents go to zero at about the same time as the voltage. The ionization
losses determine the first slowing-down of the current rise; afterwards, radiation
losses dominate in determining the high resistance (T ~ 2—4 eV) and current decay.
Oxygen relative concentrations of a few percent are quite reasonable in ETA-BETA I
[5] when the plasma continuously interacts with the walls.

We think it is important to show evidence that a quite reasonable radiation
process can explain the observed start-up failure.

Experimentally, the filling pressure has been reduced with the aim of heating
the plasma to higher temperatures. In Fig. 6 the plasma currents at various
filling pressures (5—40 mtorr) are shown. Radiation losses can still explain the
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FIG.5. Measured and computed time evolution of the plasma current at 40 mtorr with various
oxygen impurity concentrations.

10

u 50 100 150 us

FIG.6. Comparison between measured and computed (noxygen = 7 X 1019 m'3) plasma current
time evolution at filling pressure ranging from 5 mtorr to 40 mtorr.
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FIGS. Comparison between temperatures and currents at the end of the energy input and
at the current maximum as computed by the zero-dimensional model at p = 10 mtorr and
VZQ = 30 kV versus oxygen content.

behaviour at 20 mtorr, but at lower pressures experimentally the plasma
current decreases very rapidly and the physical processes considered in the model
cannot account for increasing losses with decreasing density. A comparison of
the measured and computed plasma resistance at maximum current is shown in
Fig. 7. The experimental increase of the resistance at low filling pressures and
the observation of a negative differential resistance with increasing applied voltage
(see Fig. 8) are explained as due to increased losses. Runaway phenomena have
been considered in order to explain the increased losses, because in the low-pressure
discharges the applied electric field becomes comparable with the runaway critical
field if the same percentage of ionization is assumed. In any case, no direct measure-
ments are available.
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These results stress the importance of start-up problems in the slow setting
up and show that even low impurity concentration (see e.g. the upper curve in
Fig. 5) can prevent plasma formation. We must, however, emphasize that
ETA-BETA I is a device designed to operate with fast field programming and has
a very small minor bore and high resistance. In ETA-BETA II the geometry will
be more favourable in this respect because of the increased minor radius, and the
energy at the same voltage will be about twice that in ETA-BETA I. Nevertheless,
impurities must be kept at very low levels to achieve high currents and temperatures.

An example of the calculated performances is shown in Fig. 9 at 10 mtorr of
filling pressure and with half of the available energy (Vz = 30 kV). In this figure
the plasma temperature and current at the end of the energy input (zero voltage)
are drawn as a function of the oxygen concentration; the comparison with Ip

(current maxima) and with the temperature Te(Ip) at the same time shows that
the impurities now produce negligible current decay.

4. OHMIC HEATING AND PLASMA POWER BALANCE

Because of the higher currents (I2 oc 0) which are possible, the RFP can in
principle achieve higher temperatures by Ohmic heating than a tokamak of the
same size. A RFP reactor scheme has recently been studied [8] and ignition by
Ohmic heating alone has been considered on the assumption of bremsstrahlung
as the only plasma energy loss [14].

The simple steady-state calculation has been extended to account for
oxygen and iron impurity radiation losses. At the temperature where the Ohmic
and the a-particle heating are equal (which is a good approximation, a little
pessimistic, of the ignition temperature [14]) we can write for the ignition
criterion:

2 Pa - Pbrem ~ Pimp > 0

By taking a scaling as T4 for the a-particle heating [14] and a variation as T1/2

for the impurity radiation loss term in the vicinity of the ignition temperature
(which for oxygen and iron is a reasonable approximation — see e.g. Ref. [15]),
we can write the following criterion for the ratio of the current density1 to the
plasma density:

(1 + Cj fun,

n W o (Zeff)1/2

1 The current density here must be intended to include a resistance form factor due to
the current distribution and it is then equal to the uniform axial current density times the
square root of the form factor.
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where fim p is the impurity fractional content and

^ 5 X 103 for iron
ci -

1.4 X 102 for oxygen

and

- = 1 . 3 3 X 1CT14 A-m

Obviously, when the line radiation is completely negligible we have
+ c i fimp "* Zeff and we obtain the expression given in Ref. [14]:

Z) (Zeff)2/7

o
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10 fjmp(oxygen)10

FIG.11. Computed electron temperature and plasma current at the end of the current rise
versus oxygen fractional concentration. The ratio Ke of the dissipated energy to the magnetic
energy in the plasma is also shown.

10 fjmp(iron)10

FIG.12. Te, /p and Ke at the end of the current rise versus iron fractional concentration as
computed by the zero-dimensional model.
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The critical J/n values for oxygen and iron are drawn as a function of Zeff
in Fig. 10 which, for comparison, also shows the curve without impurity line
radiation (broken line) and the scales for the fractional contents of oxygen and
iron.

The time-dependent study of the current rise and heating phases of the
proposed RFP reactor was made with the zero-dimensional model described in
Section 3.

The goal of the proposed reactor is to achieve 19 MA at the end of the
current rise with a ratio of the dissipated energy to the magnetic energy in the
plasma Ke = / RpIp dt/((l/2) LpIp) of ~ 50%. We have studied the conditions
compatible with reaching these parameters when small fractions of oxygen and
iron are present. In Figs 11 and 12, Ke, Te (« TO and Ip at the end of the
current rise are drawn as a function of the fractional content of oxygen and iron
respectively. We see that Ke ~ 50% and plasma current of 19 MA correspond
to ~ 2.5 X 10"3 of oxygen or to ~ 4 X 10~4 of iron. These values do not seem
too unrealistic to invalidate the assumed efficiency ratio Ke. However, we also
notice that the quantities drawn in Figs 11 and 12 vary rapidly around the
Ke ~ 50% value and then small increases in the concentration of the considered
impurities would prevent the achievement of the required parameters and ignition.

We also notice that, for oxygen, higher temperatures are reached at the end
of the current rise phase corresponding to lower losses than for iron.

When a-particle heating is also considered, and the computation is extended
beyond the setting-up phase with a constant current, ignition (Te ~ 3.5 keV) will
be reached in about 7 seconds.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The effect of a few relevant parameters on the slow setting up of RFP
configurations has been investigated in ETA-BETA I in various experimental
conditions which might be relevant to the larger and slower experiment ETA-BETA II.

Spontaneous relaxations of pinches to RFP configurations have been produced
under various ratios between the current risetime and the MHD time.

At larger T\IT\ the evolution on the F-d diagram shows a tendency to be on a
universal curve independent of the current programming.

The wavelength of the computed unstable modes and the one deduced on the
assumption that the observed variation of azimuthal and axial flux occurs with
conservation of the total helical flux are in good agreement.

Experiments with long current risetimes (~ 160 IJLS) in ETA-BETA I have shown
that the formation (start-up) of the plasma at low power input can become a serious
problem. A zero-dimensional time-dependent model of the plasma formation phase
can explain the observed start-up failure with small amounts of oxygen impurity.
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At the lower pressures (5-10 mtorr) the resistance increases rapidly, and runaway
electrons could contribute to the observed behaviour.

Ohmic heating could be a valid mechanism in a pinch to achieve high
temperatures. The steady-state and time-dependent power balance has been studied.
The critical values of the ratio of the current density to the plasma density
necessary to achieve ignition in a RFP reactor depend strongly on impurity
concentrations.

By extending the results obtained to the conditions of the forthcoming
ETA-BETA II experiment, a more favourable range of plasma performance is
expected which appear suitable for a good understanding of the mechanisms
involved in the slow setting up of RFPs.
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DISCUSSION

ON PAPERS E l l TO E-l-3

H. ZWICKER: In the long run the success of the reversed-field pinch
system will be determined by diffusion. There are fairly high density gradients,
however. My question, therefore, is whether you think one can exclude the
possibility of lower hybrid drift modes increasing the diffusion strongly and thus
destroying the configuration.

H.A.B. BODIN: This mode was not discussed much in the papers I have
surveyed. It could cause anomalous diffusion, but, as I understand the situation
from the work of Davidson and co-workers, because of the high shear the lower
hybrid drift mode may not be dangerous in the reversed-field pinch, especially
in the slow mode of operation.

However - and this is important - should diffusion cause the profile
to change and become unstable, the instability will drive the relaxation process
and stability will be recovered. What we do not know is the fluctuation level
associated with this process. In my talk I showed that, experimentally, the
fluctuation level becomes lower as the current rise becomes slower; also, the
Culham paper IAEA-CN-37/E-1-2 indicates that it should become lower at high
values of magnetic Reynolds number.
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Abstract

EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL STUDIES OF HIGH-BETA TOKAMAKS AND
REVERSED-FIELD PINCHES.

Experimental and computational studies of circular and non-circular high-/? tokamaks and
reversed-field pinches are summarized. STP-2 at Nagoya University is operated as a high-(3
tokamak in fast- and slow-compression modes. The preliminary results show the effectiveness
of fast compression in removing the plasma from the wall. The non-circular screw pinch
ETL-TPE-lahasT= 10 eV, n= 10 ls cm"3, B, = 4 kG, an elongation of e= 3 and 0 = 5% in the
confinement phase of 60 jus; MHD activities are measured in detail. ETL-TPE-1R is a modified
version of ETL-TPE-1 and shows an improved reversed-field pinch (RFP) confinement by its
doubled bore and flat-top of the Z-current. For example, long-time (over 60 /is) sustaining of
high plasma current (160 kA) in the RFP configuration has been obtained. On the other hand,
in STP-1 at Nagoya University, a good result has been obtained by the new programming for
setting up RFP. The numerical calculations were performed at the University of Tokyo and
at Nihon University. The 2D calculation shows an evident agreement with ETL-TPE-1 RFP
experiments in its setting-up phase, and 3D MHD code has been developed to study the non-
linear evolution of helical instability in a finite-/3 tokamak.

* Present address: Plasma Physics Laboratory, Kyoto University, Kyoto.
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This paper summarizes the experimental studies of circular and non-circular
high-/? tokamaks and reversed-field pinches (RFP) carried out at the Electro-
technical Laboratory and the Plasma Physics Laboratory of Nagoya University
and the computational studies of the reversed-field pinch and a finite-/? tokamak
performed at Ninon University and the University of Tokyo. The object of this
research work is to study the confinement of high-/? plasma in order to contribute to
an increase of the /3-value in axisymmetric toroidal systems.

STP-2 AT NAGOYA UNIVERSITY
(K. Hirano, S. Kitagawa, K. Sato, M. Wakatani, S. Yamada, H. Arimoto,
S. Yamaguchi, A. Nagata)

The fast- and slow-compression modes in high-)3 tokamak experiments
have been tested in this device. A schematic representation of the two modes is
shown in Fig. 1; Table I gives the main parameters of the present experiment.
The fast-compression mode has been studied in view of its ability to remove the
plasma from the wall quickly and to minimize unfavourable plasma-wall
interaction rather than to heat up the plasma by shock compression [ 1 ]. The
slow-compression mode is somewhat similar to that appearing in TUMAN [2],
except that the plasma current also increases with the toroidal field. For the
fast-mode operation, some evidence of compressional magnetic limiter action
has been observed in streak photographs, CO2 interferometry and impurity
line radiation. As is seen in Fig. 2, the oxygen neutral-line radiation disappears
quickly as soon as the fast-rising current pulse is applied and appears again when
the plasma current goes down to zero. On the other hand, for the slow mode,
the oxygen neutral line does not disappear during the entire plasma current life.

NON-CIRCULAR TOROIDAL PINCH ETL-TPE-la [3]
(K. Sugisaki, K. Hayase, T. Tamaru)

Experimental studies to find stable confinement conditions in a high-/3,
non-circular toroidal plasma were carried out in this device under various filling-
gas pressures, P = 2.5-20 mtorr of D2, a plasma current Ip = 10-80 kA and a bias
field Bo = 0-0.7 kG for a maximum magnetic field of Bt = 4 kG. Figure 3 shows
a typical time evolution of Bt, Ip , loop voltage Vp, the electron density averaged
over the medium plane, Ne, and a streak picture of a plasma column. It has
been reported [4] that, for q < 3 operation, the plasma was subject to MHD
instabilities with a growth time of 3-15 jus. Stable confinement conditions
depend on the magnitude of Bo and Ip , on which, mainly, |3 and q depend.
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TABLE I.

SPT-2

SPT-1

MAIN PARAMETERS OF

Fast
compression

Slow
compression

R
(cm)

25

12

b
(cm)

9

4.2

STP-2

B t

(kG)

13.3

14.1

7.7

(HBT) AND

1

310

6

STP-1 (RFP)

IP
(kA)

35

30

110

(/is)

7

160

2.6

R is the major radius, b the minor radius, Bt the maximum toroidal field strength, rg the
rise-time of the toroidal field, Ipthe maximum plasma current, and T\ the rise-time of the
plasma current.
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— Fast operation

—Slow operation
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FIG.2. Typical time evolution of OI line intensity for fast- and slow-compression mode
operation.
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FIG.3. Typical time evolution of magnetic field Bt, plasma current Ip, loop voltage Vp,
electron density averaged over the medium plane, Ne, and axially taken streak picture of
plasma.

These are shown in Fig. 4 for 10 mtorr of D2 where q* is the safety factor
defined on the boundary surface of the current channel, and /?* is the peak value.
These values were determined from the magnetic-field profiles in the plasma at
5 us for |3* and at 10 /us for q*, considering the growth time of MHD instabilities.
To investigate MHD instabilities in detail, the axial profiles of the poloidal field
were measured along the inner wall of the discharge chamber with the probes
A and B in Fig. 5. The results are shown in Fig. 6, and the conditions of operation
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FIG.4. Stable-confinement conditions. The shaded area is a transient region.
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FIG.5. Magnetic probe positions in TPE-la. (a) Horizontal medium plane viewed from top;
(b) cross-section at A-C.

are indicated in Fig. 4. The difference in the magnetic-field profiles of A and B
is due to MHD instabilities; the profiles are shown in Fig. 7 for two typical unstable
cases. For the strongly unstable case (1), the distortion of the magnetic field
extends over the whole discharge chamber, and high m modes (perhaps, m = 2)
are observed together with the dominant m = 1 mode. The streak picture also
shows pronouncedly turbulent behaviour of the plasma column accompanied
with strong distortion and splitting. This mode is regarded as an external kink
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FIG.6. Axial profiles ofpoloidal magnetic field along inner wall of discharge chamber at 5
Numbers 1-8 are shown in Fig. 5. Operation conditions are given in Fig. 4.

BD(kG) CASE(1

FIG. 7. Magnetic-field activities along inner wall.
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mode. For the weakly unstable case (2), the magnetic-field distortion is
localized near the medium plane and the dominant mode is obviously m = 1.
The streak picture also shows that the gross behaviour of the plasma column is
not so turbulent as in case (1). Magnetic-field measurement in the plasma
indicates that the safety factor near the magnetic axis, q0, is 1/2 to 1/2.5 of q*.
This indicates that q0 = 1 for marginally stable conditions. This mode is
considered to be an m = 1 internal mode. Magnetic-field measurement also
indicates that the current profile in lower-pressure operation is more peaked
than in higher-pressure operation and q0 is lower at a fixed value of q*. In
conclusion, we can say that stable confinement conditions are found experimentally
in high-/?, non-circular plasma. The confinement condition seems to be limited
by the appearance of a q = 1 singular surface in the plasma. For P = 10 mtorr,
the ratio of q* to q0 was about 2 to 2.5, and the marginal q was almost equal to
that of a conventional tokamak. For higher-pressure operation, the current
profile is broader and higher |3 is obtained, while a more peaked current profile
for low-pressure operation leads to lower j3.

REVERSED-FIELD PINCH, ETL-TPE-1R
(T. Shimada, Y. Hirano, K. Ogawa, Y. Maejima, T. Tamaru)

Previous work [5, 6] has reported that the RFP experiment on TPE-1
was successfully carried out (a) to obtain'an MHD-stable RFP configuration by
fast field programming and (b) to establish a technique of maintaining a stable
RFP plasma in a range of plasma current of 50 to 70 kA by choosing the optimum
values of the Bz field reversal ratio and the time delay between Z- and 0-currents
by controlling the external coil currents. The confinement time of this stable
configuration was limited by the field decay, which was comparable to the decay
time of the external coil currents. In TPE-1 R, the main modifications are that
the size of the discharge tube is doubled and the rise-time and the duration of
the flat top of the Z-current are increased by factors of 2.5 and 3, respectively.
Table II gives the electrical parameters of the TPE-1 R capacitor banks. If the
configuration time is limited by resistive field diffusion, both the confinement
time of the plasma and the electron temperature should be expected to have
values increased by a factor 4. The preliminary computer calculation, whose
codes have been developed on the basis of a point model including the external
circuits, plasma convection losses, thermal conduction losses, radiation losses
including impurities, charge-exchange losses and the input power of Joule
heating, supports the above expectations and shows, as an example, plasma para-
meters as follows: maximum plasma current 250 kA; electron temperature 60 eV; ion
temperature 50 eV; energy confinement time 100 jus; j3-value 0.3 at 50 us
from start of current in ZETA mode operation with field programming.
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TABLE II. ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS OF CAPACITOR BANKS OF
ETL-TPE-1R (R/rs = 50/11.8, in cm)

Pre-ionization
Fast Z-pinch
Slow Z-pinch

Slow Bz

(Bias)
(Power crowbar)

Fast B2

Fast Iz

Slow Iz

(Power crowbar)

Energy
(kJ)

0.3
10

180
30

100

40

50

Voltage
(kV)

40
5

5
5

40

40

5

Peak value
(kA)

7
30

700
180

1500

300

350

Rise-time
(MS)

0.3
50

100
60

5

10

50

Decay t ime

(jus)

250

Preliminary results of the experiments are shown in Figs 8 and 9 in the case of
D2, 10 mtorr. Figure 8 shows Bz waii, toroidal flux, plasma current and toroidal
one-turn voltage; Fig. 9 shows a typical F-0 diagram. The values of poloidal beta,
0P, obtained by MHD equilibrium analyses, are 0.2 to 0.3 at 40 jus after the
start of the current. This suggests a plasma pressure (nTe + nTj) of up to 100 to
150 X 10 l seV-crrT3.

REVERSED-FIELD PINCH STP-1 AT NAGOYA UNIVERSITY
(K. Hirano, Y. Kita)

A new mode of programming for RFP has been studied by using the small
STP-1 apparatus. The operational parameters are shown in Table I. Care has
been taken to prevent the plasma from contacting the wall during the setting-up
phase. The new mode of operation starts from the screw pinch, and then the
external field is reversed just as in the programming studied by Verhage [7].
The plasma current is, however, kept continuously increasing during the entire
setting-up phase in order to compensate for the decrease of the external toroidal
field so that pressure equilibrium across the minor radius is ensured. It is found
that the trapped toroidal flux of this operation is larger by about a factor of two
than the usual previous mode, which will give better MHD stability conditions.
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FIGS. Time evolution ofBZtV/an, toroidal flux $, plasma current /p and toroidal one-turn
voltage Vp in the case ofD2 and 10 mtorr.
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FIGS. Typical F-d diagram of TPE-1R.
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FIG.10. Typical F-9 diagram of new RFP programming in STP-1.

A typical F-0 diagram of the new program is given in Fig. 10. As can be seen,
the program is controlled so that the 0-value should not very much exceed 2.
At a plasma current of 58 kA, a stable operation of 13 jus is achieved with a
density of 3.5 X 1015 cm"3 and a temperature of 20 eV. Higher-current operation
of 110 kA results in a high plasma temperature of 40 eV and a density of
5.6 X 1015 cm"3. Stable operation, however, was limited to 10 ^s in spite of
expected longer confinement time with high temperature.

NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

(S. Ido, I. Kawakami)

2D and 3D MHD codes [8] (named 'ORION', written as an OLYMPIAN [9])
have been developed to study the dynamics of toroidal pinches as an initial value
problem. Transport coefficients are assumed to be classical and a one-fluid
model is used.

2D simulations

The setting-up and confinement phases of fast programmed RFP of
ETL-TPE-1 [6] have been investigated by means of the 2D code. Typical
parameters are: a = 5 cm, R = 40 cm, n0 = 4 X 1015 cm"3, To = 1 eV,
Bbias = 2.4 kG, changing time of Bt = 3 /is. Figure 11 shows the plasma current
Ip and the toroidal flux 4?. The boundary condition of the toroidal field (Bt> wall)
is also shown. The diffusion time of <J> is about 20 /zs, agreeing with the
experimental results. Figure 12 shows the ¥-6 diagram for two different values
of field reversal (-0.2 kG and -1.0 kG), which do not have an obvious effect on
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O -0.2 kG

+ -1.0 kG

-1.0 kG

FIG.11. Boundary condition B t (at wall) and results: plasma current Ip and toroidal flux <J>.
The bias field is 2.4 kG at the plasma centre [2D results].

O -0 .2kG

+ - l.OkG

FIG.12. F-6 diagram for two values of field reversal at wall, -0.2 kG and —1.0 kG [2D results].

setting up RFP in the simulation. The sequence of computation points in the
setting-up phase follows the line predicted by Taylor's Bessel function model in
the F-0 diagram [10]. When the plasma current is sufficiently large and the
toroidal flux is well conserved, a stationary confinement is observed after the
setting-up (Fig. 12), as is observed in recent experiments of TPE-1R. However,
when the plasma current is less than 30—40 kA, the RFP plasma is not confined
and is cooled down at the wall. The toroidal flux then diffuses fast, and the
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TIME = 1 7 . 7 6

l a ) m = 1

TIME=1 9.2

( b ) m = 2

FIG.13. Pure Lagrangian mesh net-works for (a) m = 1 and (bj m = 2. Safety factor on
plasma surface qa is (a) 1.5 and (b) 2.5. The distortion is due to non-linear growth of the
initial perturbation.

values of d become anomalously large (> 4), which attests to unsuccessful
setting-up. This shows that BFM is a good approximation for RFP in some
conditions, such as large Ip , and that the force-free state leading to an RFP
configuration can be readily produced by a well-programmed discharge,
independent of details of field reversal dynamics in the setting-up phase.

3D MHD simulations

A 3D MHD code of the cylindrical geometry is developed and applied to a
study of the non-linear evolution of MHD instability in a finite-/? tokamak
geometry as an initial value problem. The method is developed by modifying
Pracht's [11 ] and Brackbill's [12] methods. The number of meshes is 8 X 16 X 8
in the r-, 6- and z-directions. To avoid non-essential numerical complications, it
is assumed that the resistivity j] is constant. Helical perturbation (n = 1, m = 1
and/or 2) is introduced initially. The parameters used are: a = 5 cm, R = 20 cm,
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( a ) m =

VMAX = 0.03

T1ME=19.2

VMAX = 0.01

( b ) m = 2

FIG.14. Poloidal velocity vector at z = 0 for (a) m = 1 and (b) m=2 [3D results,].

n0 = 1 X 1015 cm"3, To = 20 eV, B t 0 = 2.4 kG, 0 = 28%. Figure 13 shows the
Lagrangian mesh network when m = 1 and m = 2 MHD modes grow sufficiently.
The scale in the z-direction is 1 /7 of those in other directions. Time is normalized
by a/VjA, ( V J A = Bto/y/voPo)- Figure 14 shows the poloidal velocity vortices
at z = 0, where 2 m vortices are observed for m = 1 and m = 2. In these cases, the
current is initially distributed as j (r) = j o ( l - r 2 / q 2 ; (qa/qo)t=o = 2), and Ip = lOkA,
qa = 1.5 for m = 1 and Ip = 6 kA, qa = 2.5 for m = 2. Helical displacement of
the plasma and growth of internal MHD modes in a finite-/3 plasma are clearly
shown in these figures. In another simulation (qa = 1.15), the m = 1 mode
becomes active in a drastical way, showing the crucial effect of qa.
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Abstract

Z-PINCHES OF INTENSE ENERGY DENSITY DRIVEN BY HIGH-VOLTAGE STORAGE
LINES.

Experimental, theoretical and computational results are presented of a study of the
z-pinch as a hybrid magnetic-inertial containment device. In these preliminary experiments
a current of 100 kA from a 600-kV storage line passes through a fast, small-radius pinch for
100 ns. A stationary pinch of radius ~ 0.3 of wall radius is observed. No bounce, oscillation,
or current restrike at the wall occurs during the times of interest. Temperatures of 0.2 to
1.0 keV are measured with estimated number densities up to 2 X 1024 m"3. The experimental
results are compared with the predictions of the "slug" model which, unlike the snowplough,
predicts a finite final radius and no bounce, and also with a radial simulation, in which ion
viscosity plays a significant role. Scaling suggests that a plasma of small volume and intense
energy density of thermonuclear interest can be produced with powerful storage lines.

1. INTRODUCTION

The technological advances of high-voltage storage
lines now allow new regimes in the z-pinch to be considered.
In this paper, we envisage the z-pinch as a hybrid magnetic-
inertial containment device with containment times limited by
convection losses arising from magnetohydrodynamic
instability. Analysis of the scaling of such a pinch in
meeting the Lawson criterion suggests that the ni value
depends solely on the power input per unit length. A power
source of lO1^ watts might be sufficient to produce breakeven
conditions in deuterium-tritium.

In a series of pilot experiments reported here, the
plasma and current are rapidly detached from the insulating
walls at voltages of 600 kV and current of 100 kA. Historical
problems of current restrike and insulator breakdown do not
occur at these high voltages and during the short timescales
of 120 ns. The parameters of the pinch obtained are
comparable to those in the dense plasma focus, though in
contrast to the latter experiments scaling of the device is
now possible.
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FIG.l. Pinch device. 1) plasma; 2') live electrode; 3) lead to voltage probe; 4) lead to
magnetic dl/dt probe; 5) pumping port; 6) lead to pre-ionizing electrode; 7) PTFE insulating
spacer; 8) water spark gap; 9) storage line; 10) perspex pinch tube; 11) mesh earthy electrode.

In Section 2, we present experimental results of the
formation and properties of these very fast pinches. These
results are compared with numerical simulations (Sec. 3),
and with the results of an heuristic theoretical slug model,
which gives reasonable agreement with experiment (Sec. 4).
Some properties of stability, losses and scaling in such
pinches are further discussed in Section 4.

2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A diagram of the experimental configuration is shown
in Fig. 1. The pinch is fed from a high-voltage, storage,
pulse-forming transmission line with water dielectric. The
results described here were obtained on two devices. In the
original (Mark I) device, the line operates at 200 kV and
yields a current of 80 kA over a pulse-duration of 15O ns.
The quartz discharge tube 10 cm long, internal radius 2 cm,
operates with filling pressures of 30 - 100 mtorr of hydrogen.
The Mark II device is a 6OO kV line giving 100 kA for 120 ns
into a pinch tube 3 cm long and filled to pressures of 0.1 -
8 torr of H2. In the latter, two sizes of perspex tube have
been used, 0.5 and 1 cm radius. To preionize the gas, a
fraction of the line charging current is passed through the
pinch tube.

A range of diagnostic techniques is in use. Results
on the formation of the pinch, consistent for both devices,
are obtained from electrical measurements and streak photo-
graphy. In the Mark I device, operating at lower density,
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lOOns

FIG.2. Current and integral of voltage curves. These were obtained from dl/dt and V
oscillogramm.es by averaging out ringing and computer integration. p0 = 2 ton # 2 ; ro = 0.5 cm.

the electron temperature is determined from X-ray emission
of targets. Further the evolution of plasma temperature
can be inferred from the appearance of different stages of
ionization of nitrogen impurity. The higher density in the
Mark II device leads to intense soft X-ray emission by the
plasma, which is examined by pinhole photography.

2.1 Electrical measurements. Typical waveforms of current
through the discharge and integral of voltage across it are
shown in Fig. 2. The current rises quasi-exponentially due
to spark-gap inductance and then remains approximately
constant during the times of interest (100 ns). By analysing
the voltage and current traces, the variation of the
inductance is obtained. Assuming that this inductance is due
to a single moving current shell, its radius rp(t) can be
found as function of time. For typical traces this is shown
in Fig. 3. The results suggest that the current is carried in
a sheet which propagates inwards typically to a radius of 0.3
of the wall radius; the radius of the current sheet appears
to remain approximately constant for a further 100 ns, during
which there is no significant expansion and oscillation or
current restrike at the wall. The precision obtainable from
the voltage trace is, however, limited by a large oscillation
(period 8 ns) which is probably due to capacitive effects in
the line - electrode configuration.

2.2 Streak photography. A typical streak photograph from
the Mark II device is shown in Fig. 4. Comparable photo-
graphs are obtained over a reasonably wide range of parameters.
Their interpretation is illustrated in the annotated diagram
of Fig. 5. In the formation stage, the fastest observed
line is interpreted as a shock which meets the axis after
% 50 ns and which propagates typically with a velocity of
3 x 105 ms"1. The slower line is interpreted as a piston or
current sheet, and this forms a final pinch of radius a
a % 0.3 ro. There is no apparent sign of a reflected shock or
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Q5cm

O 1OO ns

FIG.3. Position of current-carrying sheath obtained from data ofFig.2.

O IOO NS

FIG.4. Streak photograph for conditions ofFig.2.

WALL.LIGHT

SHOCK

O IOO NS

FIGS. Diagram of Fig.4. When voltage from the line reverses at 120 ns, pinch expands and
a second collapse begins at the wall.
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FIG.6. X-ray pinhole photograph and its microdensitometer trace.

of radial oscillation of the pinch (1,2). The emission
visible to the camera (> X 4OOO ft) falls significantly as the
pinch is formed, and thereafter gradually reappears. At
later times K 150 ns), when the voltage from the line
reverses, there is evidence of a second sheath forming at the
wall. At the same time the pinch expands.

2.3 Target X-ray emission. In the Mark I device operating
at low densities, small targets are introduced on axis. The
solid matter decelerates hot electrons yielding X-rays.
This emission is analysed using pinhole photography and
various absorber foils. The technique perfected for the
purpose by one of us (P.C.),has yielded an electron temperature
T e = 1.0 + 0.2 keV for a filling pressure of 30 mtorr hydrogen.

2.4 Soft X-rays. The higher densities in the Mark II device
give rise to soft X-ray emission from the pinch plasma; this
is observed axially by pinhole photography (Fig. 6). The
emission is most intense on the pinch axis, the hot region
having a radius of approx. 1 mm.

Using various absorber foils,an electron temperature, in
the axial region, of 0.2 + O.I keV was inferred from the
pinhole photographs. This is not unreasonable for the 3 Torr
filling pressure used, in terms of the Bennett relation.
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FIG. 7. Numerical solutions of plasma behaviour, in two cases, for the Mark-IIdevice, ro-l cm:
A: filling pressure p0 - 300 mtorr, Reynolds number R^ 1.
B: p0 = 80 mtorr, Rstl.
Typical profiles of density temperature and BQ are plotted at particular instants during
collapse (A: t = 55 ns, B: t = 40 nsj.

3 NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE PINCH

The formation and structure of the pinch have been
examined with a radial, time-dependent numerical code. The
plasma is described by the magnetohydrodynamic equations.
Equal ion and electron temperatures are assumed but classical
resistive diffusion, ion and electron heat conduction and ion
viscosity are included. The current is either pre-programmed
or coupled to an appropriate circuit.
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Detailed results have been obtained for the experimental
configurations defined above. Two regimes have been
distinguished which depend on the ion Reynold's number. In
the Mark I device and at higher densities in the Mark II device,
it is found that the Reynold's number significantly exceeds
unity, that a well-defined shock is produced and that the
shock reflects from the axis producing large oscillations in
the piston position (Fig. 7).

At lower filling densities, however, the heating per
particle becomes larger. Due to the strong dependence of the
thermal conductivity and viscosity on temperature, the
Reynold's number approaches unity. This results in the
rapid conduction of heat to the axis, in the diffusion of the
shock and in the viscous damping of the flow (Fig. 7). As a
result there is little or no reflexion of the shock from the
axis and as the pinch is formed the piston comes uniformly to
rest. No oscillation of the pinch radius occurs. The final
pinch radius is a = 0.4 ro and the density and temperature
are uniform across the pinch.

4 THEORY OF THE FORMATION AND PROPERTIES OF THE PINCH

4.1 The formation.. Existing theories of the formation of
the pinch are not consistent in several important respects
with what is observed in these very fast pinches. The snow-
plough model (3) describes no structure in space and suggests
a singular infinite compression on axis. Shock models (4) on
the other hand do not describe cylindrical effects and suggest
a sharp reflexion of the shock and expansion of the plasma.
No equilibrium is therefore described or predicted.

In the ideal MHD limit, three regimes in the formation of
a pinch have been distinguished (2), according to the rate at
which the driving current is applied. With the pulse-forming
lines used, the current rises very rapidly in a short time
(30 ns) and thereafter remains constant at its plateau value I.
In these circumstances a shock (radius rs(t)) is propagated
radially inwards, and the current is carried on a thin sheet -
the piston - radius rp(t). During the time of collapse,
sound waves can propagate both ways between the piston and
shock. A heuristic model is presented in (2) in which it is
assumed that the plasma pressure p(t) is uniform in space
between shock and piston. This in turn implies that no
reflexion of the shock will occur and therefore no expansion of
the piston, as is consistent with experimental observations.

The Rankine-Hugoniot conditions for a strong shock are
used to define the pressure, velocity and density of the
plasma immediately behind the shock in terms of the filling
density po, shock velocity vs and ratio of specific heats y.
Using the adiabatic law and the equality of plasma and
magnetic pressures at the piston, a simple relationship for
the piston radius in terms of the shock radius is obtained
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where ro is the radius of the wall. Thus in the limit when
the shock meets the axis, rs-> 0, the final pinch radius is

The equations are solved to give the positions of piston and
shock in time (Fig. 8). The final pinch radius is a % 0.31 rc
for y = 5/3, no reflexion of the shock occurs and the
piston comes to rest. The time to pinch is

The results of this model are in close agreement with
experimental observations (Sec. 2).

4.2 Properties of the pinch. Using a Lagrangian technique
for each cylindrical element in the slug, analytic solutions
for the profile of density and temperature in the equilibrium
pinch are obtained:

2
vY-1

Since the pressure is uniform in this model, the temperature
is the inverse of this function. These profiles of density
and temperature are plotted in Fig. 9. Heat conduction is
limited to the region within the pinch, due to strong magnetic
field,and will have the effect of diffusing the temperature and
density profiles,while not altering the radius of the pinch.
The parameters for typical conditions in the pinch according
to the slug model are summarised in Table I.
By programming the current in time, regimes of singular
compression by a coincident train of waves, and of adiabatic
Compression can be produced, resulting in greatly enhanced
densities (2).

4.3 Plasma losses in the equilibrium. Several mechanisms
limit, in principle, the containment time. Energy loss can
occur by radial and axial conduction and by radiation (5).
The predominant loss, however, will arise through radial
convection due to MHD instabilities.

The linear theory of ideal MHD instability relates the
linear growth time T S of the fastest modes to the radial
transit time of sound waves, and so to the radial transit time
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FIG.9. Solutions for the density and temperature as functions of radius r normalized to the
wall radius r0. The temperature is peaked on the axis, whereas the density has a hollow
structure.

TABLE I. SLUG MODEL PARAMETERS FOR FILLING DENSITY OF
3 TORR, r0 = 0.5 cm

current I =

maximum density n m =

peak temperature T m =

pinch radius a =

120 kA

3 x 1018cm~3

O.8 keV

1 . 5 mm
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of thermal ions. The radial convection loss time T can
therefore be written as c

where M is a number in excess of unity.
In determining the parameter M, ideal MHD theory is not

appropriate. At these high temperatures and small scale
lengths, ion viscosity is a dominant effect in reducing the
growth rate (6). Furthermore in the regime considered the
Larmor radius of the ions relative to the pinch radius is of
the order of unity. Linear theory suggests that finite Larmor
radii have a stabilising effect on the pinch (7). In
summary therefore we may expect the stability of the pinch to
be enhanced over the inertial time Tg by some unknown but
significant multiple.

4.4 Scaling. Using the Bennett relation and the contain-
ment time T , the Lawson product may be expressed as:

8* (kT) /2

Clearly to maximise this product, the radius a must be minimised.
The radius obtainable is ultimately limited by the applied
voltage V and hence,

nt = — ^ . M 12 s.m"3

4T(kT) z

where z is the length of the pinch. Thus the Lawson product
which can be achieved is proportional to the power per unit
length available from the electromagnetic source. Taking
typical values for deuterium-tritium of n = 1O20 s.m~3

z = 5 cm, kT = 5 keV and M = 100, the electromagnetic power
required is 101 "* watts.

5 CONCLUSION

The technology of high voltage storage lines has been
successfully used to power a pinch. The plasma formed during
the initial collapse remains confined for ^ 100ns. This is
an order of magnitude longer than the estimated growth-time of
MHD instabilities, giving M ^ 10. The duration of the
confined phase appears to be limited by the duration of the
current pulse. When the voltage from the line reverses, the
pinch begins to expand, and a new sheath converges from the
wall.

The pinch has a finite radius which agrees with the "slug"
model. Numerical simulation also predicts this, but for a
smaller range of parameters than observed. It does not
predict a radial temperature profile within the pinch, which
the soft X-rays measurements indicate.
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It is envisaged that the quasi steady-state pinch
described above will be used as the initial state of an
adiabatic compression, leading to temperatures and densities
of thermonuclear interest.
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DISCUSSION

I. ALEXEFF: How do you pre-ionize the pinch?
D.E. POTTER: During the changing of the line from the Marx, a portion

of the current is taken through a high resistance to create a small discharge at
one end of the pinch tube (see Fig. 1). The ionization spreads uniformly through
the pinch tube.

R.N. SUDAN: Is it not true that the stabilization factor you quote for
the pinch is valid only for wavelengths shorter than the betatron wavelength,
which in your case is of the order of the pinch radius?

D.E. POTTER: I did not quote a stabilization factor. As far as I am aware,
the stability of such a pinch, in which the ion Larmor radius or ion skin depth
equals the radius, is unknown. The nearest analysis we have involves ideal MHD
with finite-Larmor-radius effects included as a correction (Larmor radius/radius
is a small parameter). This indeed suggests stabilization of the short-wavelength
modes. The further extrapolation to these conditions remains unclear.
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Abstract

TORMAC CONFINEMENT, THEORY AND EXPERIMENT.
Tormac (Toroidal Magnetic Line Cusp) is a high-/3 absolute minimum-B plasma confine-

ment system. A bicusp version of Tormac has been examined experimentally and tests of
magneto-acoustic heating have been carried out. In this geometry, the support of the plasma
pressure depends on the containment of particles in a sheath region on open magnetic field
lines. A theoretical calculation of the stability of such containment as a function of (3 and
shear predicts micro turbulence in the region where the sheath must be operated. The implica-
tions of this turbulence are discussed in terms of reactor scaling.

Tormac Concept

Tormac (Toroidal Magnetic Cusp), f i r s t proposed by Levine, is a stuffed
toroidally symmetric line cusp. As a cusp, i t possesses an absolute minimum-B
with the advantage that i t is MHD-stable at high beta. For a fusion reactor,
several economies and simplifications result from this advantage.

* Work supported by US Department of Energy.
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FIG.l. Toroidal bicusp.

In Tormac a high-s plasma is held by a cusp magnetic f ield at the sur-
face. An absolute minimum-B geometry can be realized i f the plasma pressure
is held on open f ield lines at the plasma edge.

A crucial feature of Tormac is the containment of particles on these
open f ield lines. On the open lines, particles are trapped between collisions
by a canonical invariant2 and an adiabatic invariant. i These invariants com-
bine to give mirror-like trapping in the sheath rather than cusp scaling.
The only way a particle can escape from Tormac is along an open field l ine,
so that the loss rate is determined by the sheath. In the ideal case, the
sheath loss is due to interparticle collisions. These collisions scatter
particles into the loss cone. Since the probability of loss is then about
equal to the probability of cross f ield diffusion, the sheath thickness is
about an ion gyroradius, r.. The containment time for such a system is then
given by

= 0.1 (Rp/r i)(n/ns)(P/Ps)nT i (1)

where x. is the ion collision time in the sheath, Rp the characteristic
plasma minor radius, r< the ion gyroradius, and n/ns the ratio of inside to
sheath density,and P/Ps the ratio of inside pressure to the sheath pressure.
The factor 0.1 includes geometric factors and the mirror logarithmic factor.

The question of how small the internal magnetic f ield can be in Tormac
is tied to the dr i f t problem. Fortunately, i t is only the particles whose
velocities are most closely aligned with the magnetic f ield that are lost
from the open f ield lines.3 Computer orbit calculations show that al l par-
ticles whose orbits include at least 15% closed field lines were saved.
This implies that a small but f in i te closed poloidal f ield is required.

The implementation of the internal magnetic f ield can be best discussed
in terms of a^specific example. In the current Tormac experiments the to-
roidal bicusp shown in Fig. 1 is used. In this shape the radius of curvature
of the open magnetic f ield lines in the surface of the plasma is negative, as
required for an absolute minimum-B geometry. This is accomplished by having
the magnetic f ield lines at small major radius dominated by the toroidal com-
ponent of f ield and the intensity of the f ield lines at the outer toroidal
radius dominated by the poloidal f ield component of f ie ld.
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(a)

(b)

Normal plasma

-Vacuum

Closed lines'

Open lines

Magnetic field curvature dominated
by the toroidal component

FIG.2. Cross-section ofbicusp with internally closed poloidal field.

Limiting the number of cusps to two, as shown in the bicusp, has several
advantages over the shapes with a larger number of cusps. Experimentally,
fewer cusps reduce the complexity of the device and make it easier to produce
the required magnetic field shaping without bringing the coils too close to
the plasma. Theoretically, the bicusp reduces the particle loss cone and
optimizes the volume-to-surface ratio.

A possible configuration for a bicusp with closed poloidal lines inside
is given in Fig. 2. There is indicated in Fig. 2 a poloidal field reversal
in the sheath. It should be remembered in considering this diagram that the
toroidal magnetic field is present everywhere. What appears as a region of
field reversal is only a mild field shear.

Stability considerations require that the closed poloidal magnetic field
be confined to within a few gyroradii of the cusp magnetic field.

The use of closed poloidal magnetic field lines to support part of the
plasma pressure in the bicusp limits particle drifts and improves n-r.

Experiment

There are three experiments at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory investigating
various aspects of the Tormac problem: Tormac IV, Tormac V and Tormac PI.
In addition, the 2XIIB experiments give vital information on the Tormac sheath.
In this paper we discuss only Tormac IV.
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FIG.3. Schematic representation of Tormac IV with bicusp plasma in the calculated equilibrium
position. The system is toroidally symmetric.

Tormac IV is a relat ively small pulsed experiment. A cross-section with
dimensions is shown in Fig. 3. The magnetic f i e l d e-folding decay time is
80 ys and the magnetic f i e l d intensity at the surface of the plasma has a
maximum value of 6.5 kG. Plasma densities are of the order of 1015/cm3.

Spectral data in Tormac IVA indicate an ion temperature of 150 eV. In
Tormac IV, i t should be noted that ion temperatures measured using spectral
broadening are subject to effects such as turbulence which can mask the true
plasma parameters. Recently, Tormac IVC was constructed to include Thomson
scattering. Measurements in IVC give an electron temperature of 5 eV. The
optical and electr ical signal responses in these two devices have differences
that are s t i l l to be resolved.

To further heat the plasma, 'shaker heating1 or magneto-acoustic (M-A)
waves are used. These waves are carried over a wide range of frequencies in
a toroidal ly symmetric mode perpendicular to the magnetic f i e l d . This means
that these waves do not affect the containment properties of Tormac and they
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offer f lex ib i l i ty in the choice of frequency as well. Thus, in Tormac IV
while the particle pressure changes substantially, the frequency of the heating
system is kept constant at about 0.5 MHz.

Jacobson et a l . have demonstrated the use of M-A waves in resonant
mode to heat a e-pinch plasma. A general treatment of non-linear effectsfifor
Alfven waves and M-A modes has been considered by Tataronis and Grossman.

Coupling to the plasma can be expressed in terms of Q = E/AE, where E is
the total stored circuit energy and AE the change energy/radian due to the
plasma. Small values of Q represent efficient coupling.

The problem of competing requirements of many wavelengths within the
plasma for absorption and low-frequency long wavelengths for coupling is re-
solved by wave trapping. Wave trapping occurs when the coupling to the plasma
is via a mode not near the normal modes of the plasma. To il lustrate this
and evaluate the low-frequency l imit for shaker heating, the model shown in
Fig. 3 is used. In this figure a magneto-acoustic wave is launched into the
upper surface of the bicusp, driven by the one-turn coi l . Ray tracing is
used to i l lustrate a typical wave path through the plasma. After the f i r s t
bounce from the lower surface the wave returns to the driven surface on a
relatively short path.

From scaling arguments one then arrives at the relation

where s is the distance from the coil to the plasma, a the length of the co i l ,
and w0 = u/s where B is the M-A wave velocity in the plasma. After the second
bounce from the driven surface the wave travels a much longer and less regular
path before again returning to the driven surface.

A small (0.360 joules) capacitor bank is 'rung down1 through a coil en-
circling the major axis of the plasma. The energy in the system was adjusted
by varying the charging voltage of the capacitors. The ringing frequency was
set by the number of capacitors in the bank and a variable inductor in series
with the heater coi l , and can be varied between 180 and 350 kHz.

In Fig. 4, the measured circuit Q as a function of frequency is plotted
along with Q from Eq.(2). The data f i t did not appear adequate. Equation(2>
was derived on the basis of a linear theory. I f i t is assumed that the ab-
sorption is not complete in the plasma but is amplitude-dependent, then the
Q is a function of both u and I . To test this hypothesis Q x I is plotted as
a function of u in Fig. 5. On the same plot, the value of Q x I derived from
Eq.(2)is also plotted. These results would seem to indicate that a non-linear
theory is a better f i t of the data.

Microinstability

Since ions in the sheath are confined on open f ield lines by magnetic
mirroring, the plasma is subject to the same loss-cone instabil i t ies7 found
in mirror machines. In particular, the dr i f t cyclotron loss-cone (DCLC) in-
stabi l i ty" is important because i t is an absolute instabil i ty for propagation
along the magnetic f ield lines. The Tormac sheath differs from conventional
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mirror machines principally in having large magnetic shear, with a shear
length of the order of an ion Larmor radius. Here, we investigate the effect
of strong magnetic shear on the stability of the DCLC mode.

For the analysis we treat the electrons as a cold fluid and the ions in
the straight line orbit approximation. We model the sheath by a plasma slab
with spatial variation in the x direction only. The magnetic field is taken
to be

B = BQ(x)(z cos +- + y sin ^-) (3)

Ix!and we seek modes localized to a region - j — « 1.
s

To model the loss-cone ion distribution, we choose a velocity distribu-
tion that is depleted in low perpendicular velocity particles. A convenient
ion distribution is

expexp(a^) - 4 V [ exp(afj j j

where <*cz = q B^xJ/M^; u>c0 = q B^Oj/MjC; aH = VH/2Uc0Rp; and ah = Vh/2U(.0Rp.
The plasma scale length R is related to the density gradient by

rf dx" = " uj^" R~ ' ancl t h e Parameter A simulates the loss-cone f i l l i ng factor,
"co p

with A = 1 roughly modeling an empty loss cone and A = 0 corresponding to a
f i l led loss cone. Because the Tormac sheath thickness'is comparable with an
ion Larmor radius, the overlapping of gyration orbits gives some loss-cone
f i l l i ng and makes the appropriate A somewhat less than unity.

An appropriate local dispersion equation is obtained by treating the ion
response as purely electrostatic, while using an electrostatic response with
electromagnetic corrections for the electrons.9'10 Near x = 0 this dispersion
relation is

= 0 (5)
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p 2 2 — 2where k x = k + k ; A = A exp (a. -

We note from pressure balance that

); and ^ -= - k y V h .

^p_ dB _ B.
B dx •" 2

a t x = 0 , where B = 8ir and

H h

is the mean square perpendicular velocity. For our analysis we choose ki• = 0

We assume
term in Eq.(5)gives the dominant spatial dependence and neglect

11

other x dependences. The eigenfrequency is then obtained by the WKB method
and satisfies the phase integral condition

and x = 0 and account for magnetic shear by taking kn = k x/L
that the k - - -- -

-x.

dx kx(x,u>) = (n + ~ (6)

where kx(x,u) is a solution of Eq.(5)for fixed kw and <D, and +xt are points
where k =0 . An approximate solution of this pnase integral relation is

= a) + 6(i)

where a satisfies the standard DCLC mode dispersion relation

e ( V kj, ky, 0) = 0 (7)

and

(8)

2 2with al l derivatives evaluated at ID , k i = k , and kn = 0. This approximate
solution is justif ied when JSto/co [ << 1, and ^hence valid for a sufficiently
large shear length. In Eq.(8)the sign of the square root is determined by
requiring that the wave amplitude vanish at inf in i ty , giving the condition

Re
3k?

3e

3k?,

\ l /2
> 0 (9)

When Im(6o>) < 0, the cri t ical shear length is readily obtained from the
condition Im((o) = 0. The shortest crit ical shear length is found by taking
n = 0 and varying ky to minimize Ls Im(6(i>). Except at small A, modes with
k ft 0 give the smallest crit ical shear length.
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Typical plots of critical shear as a function of 6 are shown in Fig. 6
for several values of A. Solid curves are used where the frequency shift at
marginal stability satisfies \&u/uQ\ < 0.3, while the dashed curves give
results where this validity criterion is violated. For A^l the increase in
Rp/L; as e decreases indicates a weakening of shear stabilization, and for
sufficiently low B, the growth rate shift Im(6w) becomes positive, indicating
destabilization due to shear. This result is found over a wide range of
a./R and is confirmed by an accurate evaluation of 6w using Eq.(6A

Shear stabilization is seen at high e, but for A^l shear lengths much
less than Rp are needed for stability. Only at lower A values does stabili-
zation occur for attainable shear lengths and moderate 8-

Reactor Considerations

The above stability analysis suggests that a Tormac configuration may
have to operate with an externally imposed gas to partially f i l l the loss
cone, in a manner similar to the 2XIIB experiment. When enhanced ion scat-
tering loss is taken into account, the quasi-linear theory1' for the loss-
cone model predicts that optimal energy containment occurs when the electron
temperature is about 300 eV. For low electron temperatures, electron drag
shortens the containment time, while for higher electron temperatures the
energy of the ions f i l l i ng the ion loss region and transiting out of the
system causes a shorter containment time. The optimum temperature is derived
in reference 12 and is i

T = 350 T eV
e JbU

 Al/8 'i eV

where N is the particle density normalized to 1014cm~3, and L is the length
of the shear in meters along the f ield l ine; T

l i d 10 kV d A i

g
; T̂  is the ion temperature nor-
. Note that n o p t ' is fa ir ly
The theory also indicates that t

g ^ p
malized to 10 keV, and A is the atomic mass. Note that n o p t ' is fairly
insensitive to precise plasma parameters. The theory also indicates that the
actual electron temperature is somewhat less than T^P1^. For this discussion
we shall assume Tormac can contain an electron temperature of 300 eV in the
sheath.

Even with such a low electron temperature, conditions for a Tormac re-
actor can still be fulfilled. In a quiescent Tormac, with a sheath width
of two ion Larmor radii, the sheath losses are due to the Coulomb ion-ion
scattering rate, which implies a containment scaling law

, /n
Tf -£-
n \nsh

T, nr = 2.0 x Wd R B Tf -£- } (11)
\2
}

sh/

where np and nsn are the plasma density in the bulk of the plasma and the
plasma sheath respectively, R is the minor radius in meters, B the magnetic
field in Tesla, and T̂  the ion temperature in keV. I f Te < 0.1 T. in the
sheath, due,to either thermal conduction or loss-cone modes being present so
that TP < Te » t n e n e l e c tron drag determines containment. I f we assume
that electron temperature is appreciably below the ion temperature only in the
plasma sheath, we find the containment scaling law is then

Ji nx = 7 x 1013 R B T3/2
 T V 2 (\\ (12)
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In both Eqs 11 and 12 we see that an appreciable gain arises i f a Tormac
configuration can operate with " s n / n D < 1-

As an example,in Fig g
achieve fusion conditions.13 We choose RB = 3 and plot the Tormac T̂  nx for
np/nsh = ^ and np/nch = 1. The straight lines, corresponding to a quiescent
T dil l i t h i i i i f b t h / 3 d 1

. 7 we indicate the containment regime needed to
s.13 We choose RB = 3 and plot the Tormac T^ nx

np/nsh = ^ and np/nch = 1. The straight lines, corresponding to a quies
Tormac, readily scale into the ignition regime for both np/nsn = 3 and 1
A plasma with 300 eV electron temperature in the sheath almost achieves

3 i i
break-

even for np/ns|j = 1. For np/nsn = 3 i t is possible to operate in an economic
til; J -

A plasma
even for p s | j
energy-generating mode.

We are also interested in an alternative method of operation, where elec-
trons are heated to near relativistic energies in the sheath. The purpose is
two-fold:

1. Several experiments ' have observed that instabilit ies are sup-
pressed in the presence of hot electrons;
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2. The quiescent containment time, which may be achievable with hot
electrons, is enhanced by a factor (np/nsh)2 which from pressure
balance can be as large as(T h /T-) where T . is the hot electron
temperature.
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DISCUSSION

T. SEKIGUCHI: This account of your work gives me a good opportunity
to comment on the confinement properties of the high-beta cusp, a subject on
which we recently reported (J. Phys. D 11 (1978) 1057). We found experi-
mentally that the size of the (line-) cusp loss aperture for the spindle cusp is
very sensitive to the plasma beta value. For this experiment we used a laser-
produced high-beta plasma. When beta is higher than about 0.6, the loss aperture
size is very near to what we call the "hybrid Larmor radius" - i.e. the geometrical
mean of the electron and ion Larmor radii. However, it increases quickly to the
ion Larmor radius if the beta drops to about 0.3. Therefore, if we can maintain
a higher plasma beta value in the cusp container, we can expect good confinement
properties (with a loss aperture an order of magnitude smaller than the ion Larmor
radius in the case of a deuterium plasma).
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Abstract

EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL LINER FUSION STUDIES.
The two US facilities currently engaged in imploding liner experimental programmes

have adopted contrasting approaches. In both, the liner implosion heats plasma by adiabatic
compression. The NRL Linus concept uses a rotationally stabilized thick liquid metal liner
hydrodynamically imploded at subsonic speeds, compressing a magnetically confined plasma,
then rebounding without loss of integrity. The LASL Fast Liner Experiment employs thin
solid-metal liners, electromagnetically imploded at supersonic speeds, compressing a wall-
confined 0? > 1) magnetically insulated plasma, with subsequent destruction of the liner.
Results of recent experiments, theoretical liner dynamics and plasma physics calculations, and
considerations relevant to reactor designs are presented.

* JAYCOR, Alexandria, Virginia 22304, USA.
** Science Applications, Inc., McLean, Virginia 22101, USA.
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I . SLOW LINERS

In the NRL approach the thick liner serves also as the first wall and
blanket surrounding the reacting plasma. Stabilization against Rayleigh-
Taylor modes of the liquid liner surfaces is achieved by means of the centri-
fugal force produced by rotation on the inside and by employing gas-driven
pistons on the outside [1]. This means the energy transfer to the plasma is
nearly reversible, so that the thermonuclear gain Q required for self-sustain-
ing reactors need only be of order unity.

Early experiments, using up to 32 free cylindrical pistons driven radially
by pulsed application of high pressure (~ 10 atm) helium demonstrated the basic
implosion-reexpansion cycle with aqueous liners compressing trapped air in a
hydrodynamic model apparatus. Low mode number azimuthal surface asymmetries
were observed, however, because of the discreteness of the fluid injection and
the lack of mechanical synchronization of the free-piston array [1]. Present ex-
periments employ an annular piston surrounding the implosion chamber and dis-
placed axially to implode the rotating liner. Complete azimuthal symmetry is
obtained in this manner, providing excellent implosion quality, as indicated in
Fig. 1, which shows a pattern of lines reflected by the liner inner surface
during implosion and reexpansion.

With insufficient rotation, the optical quality of the surface is destroy-
ed near minimum radius, indicating the onset of high frequency Rayleigh-Taylor
instability (although the overall implosion may appear grossly stable). In
Fig. 2, a stability parameter s = 1 - rr/v2, calculated from the free surface
trajectory at minimum radius, is plotted versus the radial compression ratio a.
Comparison of observed surface quality with the marginal stability line (s = 0)
indicates excellent correlation of experiment with the theoretical criterion
for rotational stabilization [2].

In these experiments, the peak pressures were sufficiently low that the
liner behaved as an incompressible fluid. Theoretical calculations of thick
liner implosions at pressures of interest in the Linus concept (£ 10 kbar) in-
dicate that liner compressibility causes energy to be absorbed in material
compression and, owing to the finite speed of sound, prevents communication of
the energy in the outer regions of the liner to the plasma on the timescale of
the turnaround. Both these effects reduce the efficiency e of energy transfer
from the driving source to the plasma. Studies have been carried out with the
incompressible model used previously [3], modified to include the effect of
finite sound transit time through the use of an "effective liner thickness,"
which is less than its true thickness. This model permits rapid surveys of
parameter space at small dimensionless final pressures 5j = pf/pc|, where p is
the density and cs the speed of sound in the liner.

In this model the ratio Q of the fusion energy per unit length released
in one cycle to the energy E per unit length of the liner is

Q = <B 2 > e (peE) G(b*) (1)

where < 82> is the average of B2 over the plasma cross-section and G is a
function of b*, the effective liner thickness in units of the minimum radius.
Since E is obtained from a driving pressure p displacing the liner through
~ TTR2, where R is its initial inner radius, and since e and b* are both
functions only of C. = p,/pc2 and the radial compression ratio a, we may write

Q = < B2> Rpjj P F(a, e,) (2)
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FIG.l. Stabilized implosion driven by annular piston. This sequence was photographed

off-axis, showing the fiduciary lines reflected on the left- and (through the liner) right-hand

sides of the inner surface.

In Fig. 4 F is plotted as a function of a with ?d as parameter. F becomes
a sharply decreasing function of these arguments when the effects of compres-
sibility become manifest, and for given R, p,j, and p, Q is maximized when the
sound transit time through the liner is somewhat shorter than the turnaround
time.

The compressible fluid equations have been solved numerically to survey
the operation of rotationally stabilized thick imploding liners. Figure S shows
Q as a function of the dimensionless final pressure z.^ = pf/pc|, for three
different values of the radial compression ratio cif. While no maximum appears
in Q as a function of £j=, considerations of the total system size necessary
to achieve higher pressures suggest that the optimum value of £f is no higher
than about 0.1, which for
to Pf = 20 kbar.

a lead-lithium liner with cs = 1600 m/sec corresponds
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FIG.2. Stability parameter versus radial compression ratio. (Note the scale change at s = 0).
Pp is the drive pressure Pp scaled with the water density p, the rotation frequency SI and
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FIG.4. F as a function of a with fjj as parameter.

To study the dynamics of thick, compressible liners experimentally, a
higher-pressure, slightly larger version of the previously used hydrodynamic
model apparatus has been constructed. Called Helius, it has a 150 atm helium
gas drive, which displaces an annular piston to implode rotating liners of
either water or liquid sodium-potassium alloy (eutectic NaK). Trapped gas is
the primary payload, as before, but provision has been made to compress magne-
tic flux using NaK liners. Fig. 3 shows the trajectory of an imploding rota-
tionally stabilized water liner obtained with the Helius system. The radial
compression ratio is 12:1 (initial radius, 7.5 cm) and a peak payload pressure
corresponding to £f = 0.015 is attained. The overall implosion quality is
similar to that achieved in the lower pressure experiments (C < 0.001).

The effect of finite viscosity on the implosion dynamics has been shown
theoretically to be generally negligible, except in a thin boundary layer at
the free surface [4].

The relatively slow liners considered here require that the plasma be con-
tained in a closed magnetic field configuration. Creation of such configura-
tions inside liners using the currents induced by rotating relativistic elec-
tron beams is described in another paper [5]. Their compression by liners has
been studied by means of a ID quasi-equilibrium code which includes classical
and anomalous transport processes. The latter incorporate drift ion cyclotron
and lower-hybrid instabilities with fluctuation amplitudes limited by shear
and finite-beta stabilization [6] and nonlinear processes. The average 8 de-
creases during compression, and since the fusion reaction rate scales as < B2>
the fusion output in one cycle is strongly influenced by the pressure profile
in the initial plasma. The principal classical loss, associated with cross-
field ion thermal conductivity, sets a lower limit to the initial plasma tem-
perature of several hundred eV, which in turn limits the maximum radial com-
pression ratio to ~ 10 - 20.

Two versions of the code (written independently at SAI and NRL) give iden-
tical results for adiabatic compression and successfully reproduce the traces
of BQ and B z measured in the NRL Seebie experiment [5]. The SAI code was used
to study transport under conditions like those expected to occur in a Linus re-
actor, using an MHD equilibrium having an initial radius of 150 cm and plasma-
to-total energy ratio r\ = 0.66, compressed by a liner with energy of 7 x 105
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FIG.5. Q, scaled by pc^f, versus f f with af (= a) as parameter.

J/cm and initial velocity vL = 5 x 10
3 cm/sec, corresponding to an implosion

time t = 30 msec and total compression a « 12. The initial and final pro-
files are shown in Fig. 6. In general, anomalous transport effects including
the shear and finite-beta cutoffs changed the results very little. Additional
conclusions were as follows:

(i) Bg increases more slowly than Bz, so that in the final state
i B b l t liibl T t h t

0.05 Bz

i.e., B becomes almost negligible.
6

z g z

Transport processes enhance the disparity.

(ii) The energy ratio n always decreases from its initial value to ~ 0.4.
Turning on transport enhances the final value by 5-10%. Turning off the finite-
beta cutoff on the lower-hybrid-drift modes, however, dramatically increases
resistive heating in the center of the plasma, more than doubling peak tempera-
tures .

(iii) The final interior profiles are insensitive to wall temperature, i.e.,
to whether or not heat is allowed to escape.

(iv) Heat conduction produces a characteristic broad flat-topped profile for
both Te and T^. Since pressure profiles change only slightly, the density
peaks up in the center, becoming up to 30% larger than in the case of adiabatic
compression.

(v) Reducing initial radius and liner energy by factors of 5 and 25, respec-
tively, leads to slight enhancement of classical transport effects. With
anomalous transport, however, essentially all the heat is lost to the walls.

(vi) A high-field low-density buffer region near the wall is effective as a
heat insulator provided the field is sheared there. Thus starting with a
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FIG.6. a) Initial profiles for reactor transport studies, showing temperature T, number
density n, and magnetic field strength as functions ofr; bj Final profiles corresponding to a),
showing the effect of 12-fold radial compression with classical and anomalous transport.

flatter temperature and more peaked density leads to little change in n- With
flat density and peaked temperature, however, heat flows rapidly to the walls
and the density builds up to very large values in the outermost cell.

(vii) Particle and heat diffusion rates calculated from profiles generated by
adiabatic compression accurately predict the profile broadening observed in the
simulations.

II. FAST LINERS

The LASL Fast Liner Experiment (FLX) is exploring the imploding liner ap-
proach to fusion in the 106 cm/s liner velocity regime. A thin, cylindrical,
metallic liner is driven by a Z-pinch magnetic field. Material end plugs are
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FIG. 7. Plasma temperature, density and magnetic field measured in the simulated FLX
"liner" region.

employed. The initial plasma must be warm and dense (nQ ~ 10 1 7-10 1 8 cm"3;
T ~ 100-500 eV). An embedded magnetic field is required to protect against
thermal losses.

Initial liner implosion experiments have been done without plasma on one-
fifth of the Scyllac bank (1.75 MJ), with planned future expansion to 3.5 MJ.
A typical liner is an aluminum cylinder 10 cm long, 5 cm in diameter, having
1-mm wall thickness. The diagnostics being employed include voltage and cur-
rent measurements, flux compression, framing camera pictures, and breakable
optic fibers.

Separate plasma preparation experiments, based on a coaxial plasma gun
approach, have produced a plasma having T ^ 50 eV, Bg ^10 kG, and 1016 cm"3 <$
n ^ 1 0 1 8 cm-3 in an implodable geometry. The plasma is injected into a 9.6-cm-
i.d., 10-cm-long cylindrical volume through a 1.3-cm-wide annulus. Implosion
of the liner would close the annulus,trapping the plasma. The diagnostics used
to measure the plasma properties in the "liner" region are Thomson scattering,
quadrature interferometry, and metal-walled magnetic probes. Figure 7 shows the
density, temperature, and magnetic field as a function of time for typical con-
ditions. At t f» 2 ys the plasma conditions are within the desired range, but
the rate of fall of temperature is considerably faster than simple cross-
field conduction would imply, perhaps owing to impurity radiation.

To study the buckling instability of the liner, we follow Abrahamson and
Goodier[7] but include the effect of the restoring force of the driving magne-
tic field, BQ. Thus the equation of motion for the perturbation of the shell
displacement contains the destabilizing hoop stress term, a stabilizing term
from the bending moment induced by work hardening, and the stabilizing term
from the perturbed magnetic pressure. A sufficient condition for stability of
thin shells is

(3)
8TT 3/6 \E. /

where a is the yield modulus and E^ is the work hardening modulus. This
implies stability if Bfl exceeds 125 kG for aluminum and 150 kG for copper.
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TABLE I. SIMULATION OF LINER IMPLOSIONS WITH 1/5 SCYLLAC BANK

Ro(cm) *< c m ) Vmax(cin/S) Timpl(tJs) Ekin Eload

10 0.82 5.4 0.47 0.22 12.0
2 . 5

3
4
5
5

10
10
10
10

5

0.70
0.64
0.48
0.35
0.45

6 . 8
8 . 3

12.2
17.4
14.9

0.51
0.50
0.42
0.33
0.26

0.29
0.35
0.40
0.33
0.28

13.6
15.2
17.5
19.1
20.6

Ho=initial radius, £=length, vmax=maximum velocity of liner inner
surface, T-^np^implosion time, ekin= (maximum liner kinetic energy)/WCQ,
eload={maximum energy in plasma load)/Wc0, Imax=maximum driving current.
WCQ=initial capacitor bank energy=1.46 MJ.

A parameter study has been made of the performance of the cylindrical
liner imploded by a Z-pinch current. The plasma load is modeled as a simple
adiabatic fluid. The impulse-momentum theorem first employed by Shearer and
Condit [8] and later extended by Gerwin and Malone [9] to include cylindrical
convergence is used to treat liner compressibility. It leads to an equation
to be solved at each time-step for the liner thickness as a function of the
liner inside radius and of the circuit current. Thus, a zero-dimensional model
of the process results, with two coupled equations in time, one for the liner
inner radius R± and one for the current. Two of the eight nondimensional para-
meters required to describe the dynamics prove to be very important for the
energy transfer chain. They are an inductance ratio, P£ = uoJl/2irLex, and a
ratio of the external circuit time to a natural time of the liner, P t =
(CV^/R^) fLex/p±2TTR^j_t. For each value of p^, there is found to be a best
value of p t in the sense that there is negligible energy left in the bank at
peak compression and a maximum in the energy transfer efficiency to the plasma.
Transfer efficiencies approaching 50% are calculated with proper adjustment of
p^ and pfc. The functional relation between p^ and the best p t is found to be
almost independent of the other parameter values.

The complete specification of Q, the gain, requires three physical para-
meters in addition to the nondimensional parameters mentioned above. These are
the circuit time, the initial plasma temperature, and the initial liner bulk
modulus. Q can be maximized by adjustment of the initial pressure and tempera-
ture. The former strikes a balance between too much compressive energy in liner
material and too stiff a plasma load. The latter regulates the final tempera-
ture, Tf, and hence can pick out the peak of the (< ov>/T^) curve. A scaling
for Q in terms of the bank capacity C exists, with Q ~ C^ at fixed voltage
and fixed initial plasma conditions. Here initial radius, thickness, and wall
spacing are all to be varied as C^.

Separate numerical simulations have been done of liner implosions using
one-fifth of the Scyllac capacitor bank. These simulations are based on a
model for the liner system which includes one-dimensional magnetohydrodynamics,
nonlinear magnetic field diffusion and ohmic heating, and multi-phase descrip-
tions of the liner equation of state and electrical resistivity. The assumed
circuit parameters are: bank energy and voltage, 1.46 MJ and 50 kV; circuit
resistance and inductance, ~ 550 \iQ and 4 nH. All liners are aluminum, initi-
ally 1 mm thick, and compress a lossless plasma with an initial pressure of
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3.2X 108 dyne/cm2. The results are summarized in Table I. We find that a 3-cm
liner will achieve reasonable high velocity with good transfer efficiencies
both to kinetic energy and finally to the load, while maintaining a sizable
initial liner volume. The peak in ejj n̂ occurs because smaller liners implode
too fast leaving energy in the bank, while the high currents associated with
larger liners cause excessive losses in the external resistance. The latter
effect also causes the decreased efficiency of the £=5 cm liner. All of the
liners melt from ohmic heating, but none have time to drop significantly below
normal density before the plasma "load" begins to be felt.

A second simulation stresses plasma effects and treats the liner approxi-
mately. The liner is described approximately using a simple equation of state.
Field diffusion and thermal conduction in the plasma are computed implicitly.
A simple analytic model approximates axial thermal conduction to the end plugs.
Bremsstrahlung is computed including an approximation of the radiation absorbed
by the low temperature plasma near the liner. Numerical modeling of the FLX
and a conceptual liner reactor is used to investigate liner scaling and opti-
mize the fusion energy release. With plasma losses, Q scaling differs only
slightly from the lossless model; for example, the optimum Q scales approxi-
mately as the square root of the liner energy per unit length. The model demon-
strates formation of a low temperature, high density, high field plasma sheath
near the liner. It is also observed that the initial field and plasma pres-
sures at the plasma surface must be approximately equal for adequate magnetic
insulation. For reactor-like parameters Q's of at least 10 can be obtained.
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FIG.l. Radial streak photographs of Torus I:
(a) without a limiter; (b) with a limiter.
(c) Dimensions of Torus I limiter (in cm).

Columbia Torus I and Torus I I

Torus I is a glass-wall, rectangular cross-section (b/a = 3) device with
major radius R = 22.5 cm, aspect rat io R/a = 3, which operates with toroidal
f i e l d Bm <\. 1 T, and plasma current tp ^ 110 kA. I ts description and early
performance were previously presented [ 1 ] , The hydrogen plasma has a peak
density n(o) •>- 1022 m"3, a temperature Te ^ 10 eV, a safety factor q(a) ^ 3,
and a volume averaged beta <3> ^10%.

We have operated Torus I with a Pyrex glass l imi ter and compared the
resulting plasma dynamics with that observed when no l im i ter was insta l led.
Data have been obtained using radial and vert ical streak photographs, a
local Rogowski probe, magnetic f i e l d mapping probes, and Thomson scatter-
ing. The maximum toroidal current density is about 350 A/cm2. The pre-
sence of the l im i ter has very l i t t l e effect upon plasma pinch dynamics. The
plasma implodes at ^ 3 cm/ysec, becomes well centered, then slowly loses
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followed by current crowbar.
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FIG.3. Measured poloidal (Bj) and toroidal (Bjj fields as a function of major radius in Thor.
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equilibrium, and drifts toward the inner wall. At about 8 ysec, depending
upon in i t ia l conditions [2],the plasma column is observed to form filaments,
which we suspect result from a resistive tearing mode instabil ity. Radial
streak photographs of Torus I operating with and without a limiter are shown
in Figure 1.

Torus I I is a new high-beta tokamak, completed in November 1977. I t
is similar in size and shape (rectangular minor cross-section with b/a = 2)
to Torus I , but i t has a much higher power heating capacitor bank (5 x 1010

watts) and separate control for all external fields and currents. The purpose
of Torus I I is to explore the stability of higher-beta hot-plasma tokamak con-
figurations. The glass torus system has a base pressure of 2 x 10~7 Torr.
A 9-MHz oscillator is used to provide preliminary ionization. A 16-uf, 30 kV
capacitor bank is employed to preionize the gas more completely by inducing
a 20-kA current in 10 mTorr of He. An in i t ia l toroidal bias f ield of 0.1T
is simultaneously applied, after which an aircore transformer induces a
toroidal plasma current. The resulting toroidal Z-pinch is followed by a
fast rise-time heating and compression poloidal current pulse which is
crowbarred at its peak value of 1.5 MA. The current schedules and magnetic
fields are shown in Figure 2. The plasma temperature is expected to be
T > 100 eV at a density n(o) <v 102'nf3. After heating, the magnetic con-
figuration is a high-beta tokamak t3], with Icp^ 80kA, B̂  ^ IT.

Exploratory experiments have been performed at several different powers
of the fast heating bank. For parallel operation ( i .e. the toroidal f ield
produced by the heating bank is in the same direction as the in i t ia l toroidal
bias field)at 80 kV on the heating bank, we observe for ^20 ysec what appear
to be MHD stable plasmas. At about 20 ysec some filamentary structure is seen.
For antiparallel operation at 60 kV on the heating bank, the resulting high-
beta tokamak configuration had a low value of q ^ 1 , and poor stabil ity was
observed. Higher power antiparallel configurations, where q may be larger,
have not yet been tested. Plasma equilibrium and stabil ity are sensitive to
small variations in the heating and vertical f ield currents. When there is
too large a variance between currents of the four heating bank modules,
toroidal oscillations of the plasma are observed, which result in loss of
equilibrium. At low heating power, magnetic f ield probe measurements were
made and they indicate that the heating pulse does indeed penetrate to the
center of the plasma in about 2 ysec.

Theory and computation have been carried out in the following topics:
(1) Initial-value, two-dimensional implosion calculations, which are similar
in nature to those described in Ml , except that improved numerical treat-
ment permits the calculation all the way to equilibrium. (2) Linear i n i t i a l -
value stabil ity calculations were made for diffuse profiles, excluding and
including force-free currents. In qualitative agreement with results on
sharp boundary profiles [4], force-free currents outside diffuse profiles
stabilize external kink modes but,additionally, they stabilize the internal
kink modes. In particular, for the f i rs t three toroidal modes (n = 1 to 3),
force-free current can stabilize an unstable vacuum-boundary plasma, up to
volume-averaged toroidal betas ^10%, provided the force-free current density
is sufficiently high, i.e. comparable in magnitude to that in the main
plasma [5]. (3) anaylsis of induction of force-free currents shows that
these currents are changed by the radial motion of the main plasma column.
Force-free currents may increase or decay as the main plasma boundary moves,
depending on their in i t ia l spatial distributions [6].
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Maryland Thor

Thor is a high-power [7] (S 10 1 2W), pulsed ( M ysec rise time), high-
voltage (< 600 kV) toroidal 9-pinch (20 cm minor radius, 50 cm major radius).
To achieve an equilibrium, a toroidal current and vertical field are also pro-
vided. The main pinch and toroidal currents decay from their peak values
with an L/R time of ^30 usec. The Thor experiment serves two purposes: the
investigation of microinstability and other implosion heating mechanisms in
the absence of rapid energy losses along open field lines, and the explora-
tion of the compatibility of fast pinch heating with toroidal confinement in
the high-beta tokamak regime. Similar experiments have been performed for
the belt pinch configuration [8].

Numerical studies of the implosion were made using the cylindrical, 1-D
hybrid code (particle ions and fluid electrons) of Sgro and Nielson [9]
modified to include anomalous resistivity due to Buneman two-stream, ion
acoustic, and lower-hybrid microinstabilities. The code also includes ioniza-
tion, neutron production and charge exchange. Simulations have also been
made using the hybrid code of Hamasaki [10].

All measurements reported here were made using a quartz discharge vessel
with fill pressures of ^2 mTorr of D2. Previously reported measurements [11]
were made in an acrylic tube. The main bank voltages were ^ 50%, 65% and
80% of peak design voltage. According to interferometric measurements, the
preheating results in an initial electron density of ^2 x lO^cm"3, i.e.
ionization is virtually complete. After implosion, peak densities approach
or exceed 1 x 1015cm"3, falling by less than a factor of 2 in the first 2 ysec
after crowbar. However, the density maximum moves radially outward at
•v 3 cm/ysec to be compared with implosion velocities of ̂ 20 cm/ysec (at half
voltage). A quasi-equilibrium is therefore attained, a conclusion which is
consistent with the measured toroidal and poloidal fields. These fields are
shown in Fig. 3 as functions of probe position along a diameter in the equatorial
plane. They agree well with calculated high 6 equilibria.

Ion temperatures were estimated from neutron yields. They reach % 1 , 1.5
and 2 keV at the three discharge voltages. The total number of neutrons pro-
duced is about 106 per shot. Ion temperatures predicted from the hybrid simula-
tions were 1.5, 2.0, 3.0 keV for maximum magnetic fields of 6, 8 and 9.3 kG
with initial densities of about n % lO^/cc and 0.5, 0.9 and 1.5 keV for the
same fields with an initial density of n % 3 x lO'Vcc. The number of neutrons
calculated from the simulation ranges from 0.2 x 10G to 40 x 106, the highest
yield being for the low-density, high-field case.

Electron temperatures during the implosion were measured from x-ray emis-
sion, using absorber-foil scintillator combinations and Thomson scattering
of ruby laser radiation. Spatially resolved x-ray emission measurements show
the most energetic x-rays and highest electron energies (8 keV) occur in the
sheath region (see Fig. 4) as they also do in the simulations, suggesting
the dominant role of Joule heating due to microinstabilities. Absolute x-
ray intensity measurements as well as the Thomson scattering suggest the high-
temperature sheath electrons diffuse throughout the plasma,resulting in a
bi-Maxwellian distribution in the center with the bulk of the electrons at
a temperature of about 200 eV, which is consistent with the simulations. Figure
5 shows typical profiles of the simulation runs (here By = 8 kG and
n = 1 x lO^cm"3) at 1.0 ys. The sheath is narrower in the simulation and
there is more compression of the initial magnetic bias field, which may in-
dicate that the experiment is more resistive.
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TARGET X-RAY T=I.O/XS

72

FIG.4. Electron temperature as a function of radius as determined by X-ray emission
from a target probe, along with the toroidal field, at 1 ys, in Thor.

FIG. 5. Magnetic field, electron temperature and density profiles from a straight cylindrical
hybrid simulation with parameters chosen to match the inner half of the toroidal experiment,
Thor.
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A: T = 100eV, n = 5*1015, 2%0, FFC,

B: T=100eV, n = 5><1015. 2%0, parabolic

C: T=50eV, n = 5x1015, 2700, FFC,

D: T=50eV, n = 5*1O15, 27o0, parabolic,

E: T = 20eV, n=1xio1 6 , ^ / O 0 , parabolic,

FIG. 6. Summary of the decay of beta with time for different plasma temperatures, impurity
concentrations and radial profiles. Initial temperature and density profiles are indicated below
the figure. Their evolved shapes are shown in the figure.

Transport and Radiation Studies

Relatively little work has appeared on transport and radiation studies
for high-beta tokamaks, with the exception of the work of Becker and Duchs
[12] who made a one-dimensional (radial) study of the very slender Garching
BP II and BP IIA belt pinches, using measured post-implosion initial profiles
and 50eV initial temperature.

We perform similar studies for 2:1 ratio ellipses, using the two-dimen-
sional diffusion code G2M [13]. Torus I and Torus II were used as models, the
former representing the general class of cold pinch-tokamaks (%10 eV), the
latter, the class of hot pinch-tokamaks (MOO eV). There is a qualitative
difference between these two classes, due to oxygen impurity radiation which
has a large peak power at 20 eV.
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We studied profiles in which temperature and density vary parabolically
from center to edge, and 'force-free current' profiles, in which the density
is peaked near the center while the temperature remains almost flat. For
the cold regime, small amounts of oxygen (0.5-2%) cause a nearly uniform
drop of temperature throughout the profiles. Typically, a few microseconds
(2-10) mark the thermal life of the plasma Power balance shows radiated
energy to be the dominant loss mechanism, with ohmic heating, heat conduction
and convection small in comparison. An interesting phenomenon is the para-
magnetic distribution of the toroidal field. In previous studies excluding
radiation, this phenomenon has never been calculated, although it has been
observed [ H ] . The explanation is quite simple. When energy is convected or
conducted from the plasma, the magnetic fluxes are transported analogously.
Hence, the plasma remains diamagnetic if initally so. However, when energy
is radiated away, the fluxes remain unchanged, and the subsequent compression
of the plasma to maintain pressure balance compresses the fields to higher
values and hence a paramagnetic distribution appears.

For the hot regime, withtemperatures at 100 eV, the profiles cool slowly
and almost uniformly without dramatic effects, at least to 100 microseconds,
for oxygen impurities up to 5%. Power balance shows convected and conducted
energies comparable to radiation. For 50 eV, the parabolic profiles show
radiation is dominant in the outer regions. The core cools slowly, while the
outer regions cool rapidly and "eat into' the core, until the core collapses
thermally. For force-free current profiles the outer regions, now at lower
density, remain hot, while the center cools by radiation, until thermal col-
lapse occurs. However, the force-free current profiles give much slower rates
of decay of g than the parabolic profiles. We summarize in Fig. 6 the decay
of beta for plasma temperatures of 20, 50 and 100 eV and for the different
profiles sketched.
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DISCUSSION

G. BECKER: What oxygen impurity profile was assumed in the calculations
of radiation losses?

R.A. GROSS: The initial percentage of oxygen impurity was taken as
constant, independent of radius.
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Abstract

CLASSICAL TRANSPORT IN BELT-PINCH Ha.
In the Garching Belt-Pinch Ha toroidal high-0 plasmas with strongly non-circular plasma

cross-sections are produced. These plasmas lose their energy mainly through impurity line
radiation in about 65 £is. Simulations of these discharges with the Garching high-beta transport
code show that the calculated density profile and the toroidal magnetic field strength on axis
in later phases of the discharge depend sensitively on the cross-field electrical resistivity used.
By comparing calculated and measured density profiles, deviations from the classical coefficients
by more than a factor of 5 can be excluded. In a similar manner it is demonstrated that ion heat
conduction cannot be more than 10 times classical whereas electron heat conduction is less than
200 times classical. It is concluded that particle, field and energy transport is roughly classical in
Belt-Pinch Ha.

1.) Introduction
In recent years attention in tokamak physics has focused on plasma confinement and its
dependence on different parameters. Among these parameters the beta value of the plas-
ma is of considerable interest in view of the possible reactor applications of the tokamak
cohcept. In particular, recent theoretical results indicate that MHD modes will be
driven unstable already at small B-values thus probably causing enhanced losses or even
complete destruction of the confinement.

The range of 13-values where these modes might become significant (above a few per cent)
is not accessible by tokamaks, at present, due to the lack of sufficient heating power.
Therefore, belt-pinches which produce toroidal high-B plasmas can supplement valuable
information on high-(5 plasma confinement / I / .

In the Garching Belt-Pinch lla effects like electron or ion heat conduction, particle and
field diffusion are normally masked by the dominance of impurity line radiation losses
and resulting plasma convection / 1 , 2 / . Recently, however, it was possible to reduce the
impurity content of the plasma by nearly an order of magnitude, lowering thus the domi-
nance of losses due to impurities accordingly. In addition, detailed measurements of
temperature and density profiles have been carried out / 3 , 4 / which can be compared
with simulations by the Garching high-beta transport code / 5 / . On this basis it is possible
now to draw conclusions on particle, magnetic field and energy transport. Furthermore,
in this paper results of simulation experiments with artificially enhanced classical trans-
port coefficients are presented which show the sensitivity of profiles to the various en-
hancement factors.

115
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TABLE I. PLASMA PARAMETERS FOR END OF DYNAMIC PHASE
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2.) Experimental Set-up and Plasma Parameters
The Belt-Pinch I la produces high-15 plasmas by shock heating in a toroidal coil system
with a strongly elongated rectangular cross-section. The device has been described pre-
v iously/1/ . The essential parameters are: coil height 260 cm, inner coil radius 29 cm,
outer coil radius 81 cm, toroidal magnetic field at R = 50 cm 1.05 kG, and toroidal
plasma current 100-200 kA.

In the chosen standard discharge (shock voltage 120 kV, filling density 2 mTorr
deuterium) the impurity content is 0.4% oxygen and 0.6% carbon normalized to the
electron density. It was determined spectroscopically by adding small amounts of impu-
rities. Plasma parameters for the end of the dynamic phase at 10 JJS and at 70 ps are
given in Table I.

The averages denoted by < > and """" are carried out over the plasma cross-section and
the poloidal circumference ( i ) at the plasma surface, respecfively. p is the plasma
pressure, Bj. and Bp are the torBidal and poloidal magnetic fields, Rp is the radius of the
plasma centre, 2a and 2b are the width and the height of the pressure profile. The 6 and
q-values are taken from measurements of the toroidal diamagnetic flux, of the radial
magnetic field profiles and of the poloidal fields outside the discharge vessel and from
calculations using a free boundary equilibrium code (see Fig. 1 ). Indices o and b refer
to the magnetic axis and the plasma boundary, respectively.
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F1G.L Flux surface plots of Belt-Pinch Ha equilibria.
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PIG. 2. Time behaviour of measured and simulated total plasma energy.

The electron temperature has been measured by 90° Thomson scattering, the electron
density by Thomson scattering and 3 .4 / * Ashby inferferometry, and the magnetic fields
by internal and external probes. The ion temperature has been determined from the
pressure balance. The time behaviour of the plasma energy (given in Fig, 2) was inferred
from the measured diamagnetic flux taking into account the pressure contribution of the
poloidal magnetic field. As a consequence of higher temperatures and reduced impurity
level an evident prolongation of the energy decay time (t^/fer5 65MS) was achieved
compared with BP II (T^ff-2Qus) and the first experiments in BP lla ( X => 3 5 ^ / 2 / .
f ^ exceeds the energy confinement time by less than 20%.

3.) Extended Garching High-Beta Transport Code
Due to the better knowledge of the time behaviour of equilibria and profiles of densities,
temperatures, magnetic fields and impurity concentrations / 3 , 4 / it is now possible to
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FIG. 3. Time development of radial electron density profiles in the torus midplane.
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FIG. 4. Comparison of measured and computed electron density profiles at 70 iis.

draw conclusions on the particle, field and energy transport in Belt-Pinch lla. The ex-
perimental results are analyzed by an extended version of the Garching high-beta
transport code / 5 / and compared with predictions of simulation experiments.

The code is based on a multi-fluid model and takes into account all transport processes
relevant on the diffusion time scale including high-beta effects, light impurities and
neutral hydrogen. The use of classical transport coefficients is justified by the transport
theory for non-circular cross-section and high-beta plasmas in the Pfirsch-SchlUter re-
gime / 6 , 7 / . For half-axes ratios b/a •£ 5 and qjj ;S5 in Belt-Pinch lla, the Pfirsch-
SchlUter corrections are small, so that the experimental situation is well approximated
by a transport code with classical coefficients in cylindrical slab geometry (b/a-*' ° ° ) .

In the extended version of the code a carbon impurity routine has been implemented in
addition to the oxygen routine. As the compression of the impurity profiles njm_ (r, t)
caused by radiation losses is faster than classical diffusion in the belt-pinch, a variation
of n;mp (r,t) proportional to ne (r,t) has been included in the model. In addition to
the global power balance, one can study now also radially resolved power flows.
Moreover, the new program takes into account the anisotropy of the electrical conduc-
tivity and is able to simulate transport with artificially enhanced classical coefficients.
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4.) Particle ond Field Transport
Particle transport has been investigated by comparing computed electron density profiles
and line densities with time-resolved measurements. The two side maxima on the elec-
tron density profiles at 10 ps (see Fig. 3) predicted by the simulations have been found
in the experiments. Radial positions and time of occurrence in the simulations are con-
sistent with the experimental data set. The side maxima are the consequence of a sensi-
tive balance between plasma flow and neutral hydrogen ionization. Since we have found
a sufficiently good agreement in the compression of the density near the axis (see Fig.3)
and in the plasma line density, the model assumption of classical diffusion has been
confirmed. There are indications that the somewhat weaker compression of the central
plasma in the simulations is to be ascribed to the one-dimensionality of the model.
Possible side maxima at 70 JJS cannot be resolved experimentally. The measured larger
density in the wings compared with the computed one at 70 ps is caused by an axial
contraction in the experiment, which has not been included in the transport code and
which is due to a rearrangement of the flux surface structure in the course of the dis-
charge shown in Fig. 1 . These equilibria have been computed by fitting the measured
plasma parameters and magnetic f ie lds/3/. As can be seen, the cross-sectional area
of the plasma remains unchanged, whereas there is a compression of roughly a factor
of 2 in the central region, which results from strong impurity radiation losses localized
there. The peripheral expansion associated with this central compression has been found
in the simulation experiments, too.

At present, there exists no sufficiently developed theory which can serve as a basis for
anomalous transport in high-beta plasmas, so that self-consistent calculations with
anomalously enhanced transport coefficients cannot be carried out. But the sensitivity
of the simulation with respect to an enhancement of a single transport coefficient, as
for instance^ the cross-field resistivity ft, or the heat conductivities for electrons K.j_
and ions ic-£ can be studied. A homogeneous enhancement of the classical i^-i.
by a factor of ten, which corresponds to a ten times larger diffusion, results in a flat
ne -profile (see Fig. 4) and no central density compression. By varying the enhancement
factor it is found that a diffusion of more than about five times the classical one can be
excluded. It is concluded that there exists near classical particle confinement in Belt-
Pinch Ma and that the neoclassical transport theory / 6 , 7 / has been confirmed by the ex-
periment.

The cross-field diffusion coefficient is proportional to ^ i n classical theory, which de-
termines magnetic field diffusion. One would thusalso expect onlysmall deviations from clas-
sical field diffusion. This point was investigated by comparing simulations with the inter-
nal toroidal magnetic field of the two-dimensional equilibria. The result is that the time
development of the toroidal field can be explained by the above discussed compression
and by classical field diffusion. We conclude that in the electron temperature range of
10 to 30 eV of Belt-Pinch lla * j x is roughly classical.

5.) Energy Transport
In spite of the reduced impurity level the global energy balance in the present experi-
ments is dominated by impurity ionization and radiation losses. Computed global power
losses caused by conductive and convective heat transport of ions and electrons are two
and three orders of magnitude smaller, respectively. Moreover, the simulations have
shown that the total loss due to neutral deuterium is about 10% of the impurity losses.
By comparing predictions of impurity subprograms / 8 / , which have been used so far in
simulations of tokamak impurity losses, with measurements on the Garching belt-pinches,
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FIG. 5. Comparison of measured and calculated central electron temperatures as functions
of time.
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FIG. 6. Computed local power balance. P denotes integrals over power densities between
the inner vessel wall and the major radius R and over 1 cm height.

it fumed out that correction factors enhancing the line radiation losses must be applied.
In order to obtain the measured electron temperature on axis (see Fig. 5) and the experi-
mental energy decay (see Fig. 2) , the line radiation losses in the oxygen and carbon
subroutines have to be corrected by factors 4.3 ~ 0.8 and 1.8 Jt (irrespectively.
These gauge factors have been evaluated by adding oxygen and carbon in the experiments
and by simulating these cases. They hold for Te < 25 eV and represent space and time
averages over density, electron temperature and various ionization stages. In the mean-
time oxygen and carbon subprograms more adequate for this low temperature range have
been developed on the basis of more resonant lines with more reliable oscillator strengths
and effective gpunt factors/9/. These modules are able to describe the experiments
without demanding for correction factors.
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In Fig. 6 the radially resolved power balance for t = 40 ĴS isshown. The heating and loss
powers given represent integrals between the radius of the inner vessel wall and the
radius R and over 1 cm height. Values at R = 70 cm thus correspond to 1 cm height of the
whole discharge and are called global. Pr represents the sum of losses due to ionization,
recombination radiation and line radiation of oxygen and carbon and of the total brems-
strahlung. Pn is the total loss caused by neutral deuterium due to ionization, line radia-
tion, heat conduction and convection. Pe and Pj include both thermal convection associ-
ated with the particle flow and the thermal conduction by electrons and ions, respectively.
In the heating power Fn compressional heating and ohmic heating by toroidal and poloi-
dal currents are combined. Obviously, the global energy balance is dominated by the
impurity losses, which are mainly caused by line radiation, and the loss due to neutrals
is roughly compensated by Fp. It can be seen that strong impurity losses occur around the
plasma centre (slope of Pr-profile) and that for the present Te-profiles the impurity loss
power per cm^ is peaked close to the magnetic axis. Hollow profiles of loss power den-
sity will occur for larger Te-values, due to the ionization of OVI to the helium-like
state. These temperatures are not accessible in these experiments.
Note that fy, shows the same radial distribution as Pr. The reason for this is that the lar-
gest contribution to Ffo comes from compressional heating which increases with larger
impurity losses Pr / 10 / . I t is interesting that the strong compression in the center is
accompanied by an expansion and cooling in the outer plasma region (negative F̂  near
R = 43 cm and decreasing fy near R = 59 cm). Fig. 6 also demonstrates that the main
losses from neutrals occur near R = 42 and R = 59 cm, where the neutral deuterium strong-
ly interacts with the plasma and where the side maxima of r̂  occur. The changes of
sign in Pe and Fj are due to the superposition of heat conduction and convection and due
to the hollow Te-profile. Although the heat flows caused by electrons and ions do not
play any role at all in the global energy balance, they are both locally important.

Of course, classical heat conduction and convection is suggested by the lack of anoma-
lities in the particle transport. Simulation experiments with various enhancement factors
in front of the classical heat conduction coefficients for electrons TC-± and ions >C_£
have been carried out. They,have shown that significant deviations from the experiment
occur above 10 times ( K.^ ) c^ or above 200 times ( C * ) c L . The effect of en-
hancing ( icJ^ ) c ^ is documented in Figs.2 and 5. Obviously, an enhancement fac-
tor of 100 yields totally incompatible results. We conclude from these arguments that
classical energy confinement is present in Belt-Pinch Ha.

6.) Conclusions
Due to reduced impurity line radiation losses and measurements of profiles of plasma pa-
rameters it was possible to investigate particle and heat diffusion on Belt-Pinch I la dis-
charges. This was accomplished by comparing measured profiles with results from a trans-
port code using classical or artificially enhanced transport coefficients.

The results can be summarized as follows:
The best agreement between experiment and code simulations is obtained with classical
coefficients. Significant deviations between measured and computed data occur for par-
ticle and magnetic field diffusion stronger than about five times and ion heat conduction
about ten times the classical value. Electron heat conduction plays a minor role in the
belt-pinch so that the anomality factor can be set to less than about 200 only.

We therefore conclude that particle and energy confinement are about classical in the
Belt-Pinch lla. The transport coefficients in the Pfirsch-SchlUter regime for the strongly
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elongated cross-sections of the belt-pinch are practically identical to the classical values.
From these findings it follows that possible MHD instabilities and microinstabilities do
not influence the confinement noticeably.
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DISCUSSION

C.K. CHU: Is the motion of the impurities calculated self-consistently?
What is the reason for the side density maxima, and are they dependent on the
wall boundary conditions?

G. BECKER: The motion of impurities together with the hydrogen plasma
is taken into account. Neoclassical diffusion of impurities has been neglected,
since it is small compared with convection.

The side maxima of the density develop as a result of a balance between the
ionization rate of neutral hydrogen and the plasma flow. They occur if the neutral-
hydrogen background is sufficiently large, but they are rather insensitive to the
rate of influx of neutrals at the walls.
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Abstract

RECENT PROGRESS IN 1-MJ PLASMA FOCUS DYNAMICS AND SCALING FOR
NEUTRON PRODUCTION.

Experimental observations carried out on two different types of electrode design on the
breakdown phase, the rundown phase and the neutron production phase reveal the existence of
several working schemes for the long time-scale phases and the possible existence of. several
neutron-production mechanisms. They stress the necessity of developing improved scaling laws
based on more realistic physical models for the design of large-energy plasma focus devices.

1. INTRODUCTION

The scaling of a plasma focus device to high-energy level (Eo > 150 kJ) has
met with unexpected difficulties. They are due, to a large extent, to an improper
or irrelevant physical modelling of the different phases of the experiment working
scheme (commonly termed breakdown and sheath buildup, rundown, implosion
and neutron production phases). The plasma focus efforts today are directed
along two main lines of research:

(a) Understanding the long time-scale dynamics (from breakdown to pinch
time), linked to the necessity of developing realistic scaling laws for the design of
large-energy devices and evaluating their range of applicability;

(b) Understanding the short time-scale dynamics, including the intense
anomalous effect accompanying neutron production and, more recently, the very
late phase of the implosion.

* Guest researcher.
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FIG.l. Scaling of neutron yield versus initial energy Eo fora number of large-energy plasma
focus devices.

The effort that aimed at maximizing the neutron yield of the Frascati
1 MJ — 40 kV (max. rating) plasma focus device, has led to two families of
electrode geometries:

(i) The large-diameter system (anode dia. 370 mm) optimized at 250 kJ
(> 1011 neutrons per shot). For this geometry it has not been possible to obtain
regular working regimes at higher energies.

(ii) The small-diameter system (anode dia. 160 mm) for which the range
of energy within which a regular neutron yield scaling is observed is more extended
(250 — 500 kJ, with respective neutron yields of 1.2 and 6 X 1011 neutrons per
shot).

In Ref. [ 1 ] we show that in the former case there is a steady current deri-
vation along the insulator which accounts for the limited neutron yield obtained
so far. This result has since been confirmed by independent measurements (see
Section 2).

Such a mechanism is not, however, the dominant cause of the discontinuation
of the favourable scaling of the neutron yield (Fig.l), observed when the stored
initial energy reaches values beyond 250 kJ for large diameter and 500 kJ for
small diameter. This phenomenon is accompanied by characteristic changes in
many properties of both long and short time-scale phases, reported in Section 3.

Systematic measurements of the neutron energy spectra using two independent
methods, carried out on both geometries, show the existence of definite differences
in the spectral shape and energy width, giving evidence of the existence of
different neutron production mechanisms.
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In the light of these results, the relevance of a number of matching rules
between source and load parameters is critically discussed.

2. CURRENT SHEATH DYNAMICS AND INSULATOR PROPERTIES

The existence of a steady current loss along the insulator, documented in
Refs [1] and [2], has since been confirmed by independent measurements.
Figure 2 shows the current wave forms in one particular bar of the squirrel-cage
type cathode of the large-diameter system at two different longitudinal positions:
75 mm (in front of the insulator) and 300 mm (total gun length is 350 mm in that
case) as measured by small calibrated Rogowski coils.

Up to the time, t = t2, at which the current sheath starts its radial implosion,
it is demonstrated within experimental errors (less than 100 kA out of 2 MA)
that, in the working regime optimized for neutron production, the current Ip

flowing in the moving sheath is equal to the current flowing in the cathode at the
bottom of the gun (shot-to-shot reproducibility is extremely good). Moreover,
the inductance of the gun deduced from local magnetic field measurements (Lp)
is equal to the value Lg deduced from the geometrical dimensions of the gun,
including the skin depth in the stainless-steel electrodes.

2.1. Insulator properties

Detailed probe and Rogowski measurements are not available to analyse all
possible working regimes. To determine the parametric dependence of the apparent
insulator resistance Rj corresponding to the current leak we assume that:

(a) The resistance Rp of the plasma sheath is negligible up to t = t2,

h

RpIpdt«CLpIp(t2)

(b) The gun inductance at t = t2 is given by Lg.

Under these approximations,

J Lg
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A - total current

B-cathode return current
C - cathode return current

I - 70 mm
Z = 300 mm

FIG.2. Total current compared with current flowing in the cathode at two different longitu-
dinal positions (large-diameter short-length plasma focus, Vo = 20 kV, Po = 1.2 torr D2).
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FIG.3. Insulator resistance versus filling pressure fp0) for a 99.4% pure alumina cylinder.
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where Uj is the voltage across the insulator. This allows an evaluation of an upper
limit to Rj, as

i (t2) =
i t ( t a ) - lp ( t 2 )

where I t is the total current.
It was checked, when local electrical measurements were available, that the

real value of insulator resistance weakly depends upon time but remains within
10% of the mean approximate value Rf. For a 99.4% pure alumina insulator the
results are (Fig.3):

(i) Rj does not depend upon the total current (and hence the local magnetic
field) but only on filling pressure p 0 ,

(ii) Ri scales linearly with insulator length (three different lengths were
considered: 50, 100 and 200 mm).

Magnetic probe measurements carried out on a small-diameter plasma focus
have shown that the resistivity of the current path depends on the shaping of the
insulator edge near the anode, while the p^1 dependence is apparently conserved.

For a Pyrex insulator, the resistance is equal to that found with alumina at
1.5 torr D2 and seems to be insensitive to pressure changes.

3. LIMITATIONS IN NEUTRON SCALING

It is shown in Ref. [3] that the neutron yield of plasma focus facilities scales
as the fourth power of the current actually flowing in the plasma at pinch time.
This scaling covers a wide range of experimental setups, from the 12-kJ Stuttgart
Mini Fokus experiment to the large-energy Frascati setup working at 400 kJ.
However, attempts to operate the Frascati facility at energy levels in excess of
250 kJ for the large-diameter and 500 kJ for the small-diameter electrodes system
do not much increase the neutron yield (Fig.l), despite the direct observation
made in some cases that a large plasma current was actually flowing in the
experiment. This saturation in scaling occurs at an energy level which is specific
to each experimental setup; it is accompanied by fundamental changes in many
properties of the discharge which are reviewed later in this paper.
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DIFFUSED BREAKDOWN

LOW INDUCTANCE BREAKDOWH

FIG.4. Delimitation in the fV0, p0) plane of the areas giving diffuse- and low-inductance
breakdown.

3.1. Breakdown and sheath buildup

Electrical measurements carried out during the early phase of the discharge
(t < 1 JUS), have shown the existence of two different kinds of breakdown and
sheath buildup. This observation holds for both kinds of electrode system and
depends on the initial values V0) p0 of the voltage and filling pressure.

(a) Diffuse breakdown

This is characterized by a high initial value of the apparent inductance
L+ = / udt/I. Magnetic probe measurements show the existence of a magnetic
field everywhere in the coaxial volume facing the insulator while, correlatively,
a Rogowski coil circling a bar of the cathode shows the passage of a current
precursor (Fig.2). As the apparent inductance attains values larger than the
inductance of the coaxial cavity facing the anode, it can be inferred that the sheath
buildup is resistive and diffuse. Later on, the current distribution concentrates in
a rather thick (~ 1 cm) current sheath layer along the insulator (L+ decreases).
Magnetic probe measurements show that, subsequently, only a fraction of the total
current then lifts off and runs down.

(b) Low inductance breakdown

In this case, the initial L* value is compatible with that of the geometrical
stray inductance Lo; no detectable magnetic field exists before the probe position
is overtaken by the sheath. This corresponds to a localized breakdown along the
insulator.
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At constant initial voltage Vo, and for a given insulator type, there is a critical
pressure range beyond which the breakdown is observed to change from the
diffuse to the low-inductance category. Figure 4 shows such a feature for a
100-mm-high alumina insulator.

It is observed experimentally, for many plasma focus facilities which satisfy
the universal neutron-yield scaling law, that p0

 a V^. The intersection of this
curve in the Vo, p0 plane with the transition zone defined above is shown to
determine, for the plasma focus devices studied at Frascati, the condition beyond
which regular neutron scaling is no longer observed.

3.2. Existence of different rundown regimes as seen by energy balance
measurements

A thorough analysis of the energy balance during-rundown, based on detailed
electrical measurements such as described in Refs [1 ] and [2], has shown the
existence of two classes of rundown in which there may or may not exist a
compatibility between the electrical energy actually fed into the sheath between
two positions and that required for complete ionization and gas sweeping. The
calculation between two definite times tj-tj of:

(a) The kinetic energy fed into the sheath:

AWK{ = I T i= dLp
1 2 J P dt

(b) The resistive energy dumped in the sheath:

AWRpJ-

has been carried out for the large-diameter gun at two electrode lengths (350 mm
and 600 mm).

(c) Optimized regime for neutron production (20 kV, 1.5 torr). For the
short gun, from time tj (when the sheath reaches the outer electrode radius) to
time t2 (when the sheath starts to implode), AWK* = 17.5 kJ while AWR J =
2.5 kJ. The energy required to dissociate, ionize and fully sweep the gas contained
between these two sheath positions would be 22 kJ. For the long gun, the same
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FIGS. Time-of-flight signals detected at 113 metres:
(a) small-diameter electrode system;
(b) large-diameter electrode system.

evaluation carried out between the two sheath positions corresponding to the
former t = t2 position and to the start of the implosion plane (t = t3) gives
AWKj = 23 kJ, while AWR 3 = 6 kJ. The complete ionization and gas sweeping
would require a total of 25 kJ. The rundown is then compatible with a snowplough
model in both cases.

(d) Other regimes: Increasing Vo at constant p0 introduces a phenomenon
of current slip for which the sheath velocity increases steadily while the energy
available electrically falls short of the requirement of a snowplough mechanism.
Similarly, the analysis of the electrical data corresponding to a working regime at
Vo = 33 kV, p0 = 8tD2 (negligible neutron yield), brings the same kind of
incompatibility, although the current sheath velocity slows down as the sheath
approaches the anode top.

3.3. Neutronic properties

The spectral energy distribution of the neutron emission has been measured
by two independent methods: the nuclear emulsion technique and the neutron
time-of-flight technique (detector located in a plane perpendicular to the focus
axis at 12, 34 and 113 m).

(a) Comparing the time-of-flight spectra of the neutrons emitted by the
large- and small-diameter systems, respectively (Fig.5), which have the same
neutron yield at the same energy level (> 1011 neutrons per shot at 250 kJ) it
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turns out that there are obvious differences in the mechanisms for neutron
production.

The spectra of the neutrons yielded by the large-diameter system is well
behaved and peaked at 2.5 MeV with a FWHM of 400 keV. Practical limitations
on the experimental site forbid time-of-flight measurements along the z-axis: and
therefore prevent a clear answer as to whether the neutrons could be of thermal
origin. The observation reported above is compatible with a thermal process
corresponding to a 20—30-keV ion temperature.

The spectra of the neutrons emitted by the small-diameter system in the range
of regular neutron-yield scaling presents a number of features which vary from
shot to shot. In particular, a depression in the relative abundance of neutrons
around 2.5 MeV is often observed. The FWHM is much larger than in the former
case and reaches 650 keV, so that thermal origin for the neutrons is clearly ruled
out as a unique mechanism.

(b) Comparing the neutron spectra determined on the same shot using
either the nuclear plate technique or the time of flight, it turns out that the former
(a true time-integrated spectrum) differs in some details from the latter (see
Fig.6), in particular around 2.5 MeV.

This suggests the existence of a strongly time-dependent neutron spectrum:
the neutron emission which lasts typically 150 ns at half maximum produces an
apparent energy spread of 150 keV at 2.5 MeV.

Comparison of the neutron signals detected at 12, 34 and 113 metres with
the X-ray signals (Fig.7) demonstrates that high-energy neutrons (~ 3 MeV) are
emitted right at the start of the emission and that the relative abundance of the
early high-energy neutrons is rather systematically correlated with the intensity of
the hard X-ray signals (themselves synchronous with the beginning of the neutron
pulse) and not with the total neutron yield.

In the case of an irregular scaling law, we notice a sharp increase in the
neutron spectrum width (from 650 keV at 250 kJ to 1.1 MeV at 720 kJ),
correlated to a jump in the maximum detected neutron energy, from 3 MeV to
3.7 MeV (Fig.8). This suggests either a drastic change in the neutron production
mechanism or, more likely (assuming the neutron production is a mixture of
several effects), the possibility that one of these mechanisms no longer scales up
with energy, and therefore that the contribution of the beam effects to the total
yield becomes predominant.

The important conclusion is that comparison of the neutron spectrum
resulting from the use of different gun geometries, together with observation of
the evolution of the spectral shape at increased energy level on a given facility,
suggests the existence of different neutron-production mechanisms.
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FIG.6. Nuclear plate neutron spectrum compared with a time-of-flight neutron spectrum
(same shot) Vo = 30 kV, po = 8 ton.
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FIG. 7. (a) X-ray and neutron signals at 34 m and (bj time-of-flight signal at 113 m. T is the
time-of-flight difference between 2.45 MeV neutron and X-rays.
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4. DISCUSSION AND GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON THE PLASMA
FOCUS SCALING LAW

Simple scaling laws derived heuristically, assuming that the rundown phase
is well described by a snowplough model, show in particular that to obtain a good
compromise between the optimization of the total magnetic energy and the
current at the end of the rundown phase, the gun inductance must be comparable
to the stray inductance, together with the condition that about 70% of the initial
electrical charge q0 is transferred up to that time into the load circuit. For a
given energy level these simple matching rules leave two undetermined parameters,
usually the radius R of the anode and the voltage Vo. These scaling laws are
applicable only if the condition

AR ,-
Vsh/V0~ 15 — N / C < 1 (1)

is satisfied, where Vsh (the resistive voltage drop along the sheath) is determined
heuristically by the condition that the energy dissipated in the sheath meets the
required one for total ionization (AR is the interelectrode radial gap; C the
capacity).

It has been shown in Section 2 that the evolution of the scaling toward large-
radius experiments might be limited by the appearance of low insulator resistance
and consequently a large current loss. Therefore, Lg being fixed by the consider-
ation summarized above, the only possibility left for a classical dense plasma
focus (DPF) design is to decrease the length of the gun by increasing Vo.

Comparing the resistive voltage drop in the sheath predicted by Eq.(1) with the
measurements carried out on both large- and small-diameter systems operated at
20 kV, 1.5 torr and 3 torr filling pressure, respectively, agreement turns out to be
good (Rp ~ 0.6 m£2 for large diameter; Rp ~ 2.5 mJ2 for small diameter)
and the limited total current obtained on the small-diameter system is mainly
to be attributed to mismatching. This limitation could be overcome by a
re-arrangement of the 1-MJ condenser bank which would allow operation at 80 kV.

The discontinuation of the neutron-yield scaling properties observed beyond
500 kJ is, however, the main problem and, for the time being, seems not to be
connected to a fundamental matching problem.

Many experimental observations reported in this paper imply the existence
of complex physical models. In particular, the evidence that the neutron-
production mechanisms in plasma focus devices are neither unique nor time-
independent excludes the possibility of deriving a universal and simple modelling
for all devices based on optimization of the magnetic energy or the plasma
current. For instance, we do not yet know whether the nature of the turbulence
responsible for neutron production is macroscopic or microscopic.
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If the turbulence is macroscopic, the energy eventually converted into
particle energy must be localized at the onset of instability in the plasma volume.
In such a case, the tailoring of the spatial magnetic energy distribution in the gun
would be of the utmost importance. Plasma focus geometries such as the large-
diameter system (the limiting case being the Filippov geometry) favour a magnetic
energy distribution concentrated in the pinch region. The magnetic energy
contained in the short gun at the end of the rundown is a mere 13% of the energy
stored in the condenser bank at the start, whereas this ratio increases to 21 % in the
case of the long gun. Despite this, the two facilities, which have the same magnetic
energy in the pinch region, produce exactly the same neutron yield and are
optimized for the same Vo, p0 values.

If the turbulence is microscopic, the mechanism is equivalent electrically to
a large resistive effect (resistance in series with the total gun inductance, including
the stray inductance) which can absorb a large amount of magnetic energy, provided
there is no finite propagation effect in the volume containing this energy (as would
be the case if the magnetic field were imbedded in a low-density plasma left
behind by the moving sheath). Microscopic turbulent processes are often associated
with the production of high-energy particles, as observed here.
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Abstract

NEUTRON EMISSION PARAMETERS IN PLASMA FOCUS DEVICES.
Subject of part A of this paper are results of experiments and theoretical studies aimed

at improving the neutron yield from plasma focus devices and searching for correlations
between neutron yield and various plasma parameters. In part B the neutron production is
studied with superimposed axial magnetic field. There are typically two temporal phases of
neutron emission, which are differently affected by the magnetic field, but neither the beam-
target nor the moving-boiler model can explain the neutron emission alone.

Part A:

Neutron Yield Parameters in Plasma Focus Devices

( I ns t i t u t f i i r Plasmaforschung, Stuttgart)

1. Considering the plasma focus as a high qual i ty neutron source, pres-
ent focus research aims at an understanding and at an optimization of the
processes leading to neutron emission. I t is generally agreed that the
neutron y ie ld Y scales with the discharge current I , as Y ^ I n . Thus p r i -
marily I has to be maximized. We have developed an analytical model which
delivers impedance matching cr i te r ia / I / . The model shows that for a given
bank energy an optimum voltage UOp^ exists for which the maximum current
I m becomes a maximum. Generally, Uo t is appreciably higher than that used
in present focus devices. "
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0.03

FIG.I. Universal normalized curve for discharge current and time to maximum current
versus normalized bank voltage.

The circuit analyzed is an LC circuit with the time derivative of the
accelerator inductance L as a constant load. Constant L means constant axial
(running down) velocity, a fact verified by experimental observations. L is
typically about 20 mfi for devices with bank energies of 10 to 100 kO. Other
fixed model parameters are the bank energy W, representative for the cost of
the device, and the in i t ia l current rise l 0 . The latter is given by the ra-
t io of the bank voltage U and the external inductance Lo and is representa-
tive for the state of engineering.

The optimum voltage Uop^., for which the maximum current has a maximum i f
W, L and L are kept constant, is given by

UQ p t = 2 . 1 2 ( W i o l 2 ) 1 / 3

With the maximum current

(wi/L)1 /3
1m, opt " u

and the current rise time

T o p t = 1.5 (W/Lio
2)1/3

The above can be rewritten as

f -2.18L

which constitutes an impedance matching condition, or, introducing Uo p t ,

V = 3 - 3 1

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

The above relation clearly demonstrates the necessity for selecting high
voltages i f large currents are to be achieved.

Fig. 1 permits an analysis of non-optimized (with respect to voltage or
impedance matching) condensor banks, in terms of currents and rise-times.
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Banks with voltages lower than optimum will produce high kinetic energy of
axial plasma motion and relatively low magnetic energy, banks with higher
voltage will show lower kinetic and higher magnetic energy. At UOp^., there
is 17 % kinetic energy, 74 % magnetic energy, and 9 % electrical energy still
stored in the bank, at the time of maximum current. 12

Assuming that i0 scales as L ~ w with present values of 10 A/s at the
100 kJ level for bank energies, Eqs. (1) to (3) lead to

Io = 6-10
3 tf'2 1.1/2 (6)

W = 6-10"4 I m
3 / 2 L 1 / 2 (7)

The relations for the current were found to be within an error of 15 %
compared to values obtained experimentally and from numerical MHD calcula-
tions.

Guided by the above considerations an appreciable current increase was
achieved, increasing the voltage from 20 kV to 85 kV at fixed W of 12 kJ.
The neutron yield went up by a factor 3.

A new 78 kJ, 100 kV device (DPf 78) was set up with the objective to ben-
efit from increased energy, high Io and the properly selected voltage in
order to obtain an increased neutron yield. With I = 2.2-1012 A/s,T = 1.5 [is
and U = 100 kV, a maximum current of I™ = 1.3 MA is obtained in accordance
with the model results. In order to achieve maximum neutron emission, an
optimization procedure (geometry and pressure variation, see paragraph 2.)
was carried out. Operating at 60 kV (28 kJ), a neutron yield Y = 1.5 Y c o n V t
was found experimentally. Y is the yield expected from W2 scaling.
From our model, Y = 2.2 Y coni}as calculated. At 100 kV (78 kJ) so far
Y = 0.8 Y c o is obtained, wnereas Y = 2.5 Y c p n v is calculated. The defi-
ciency in tne latter experiment may be due to the'problem of adjusting break-
down conditions, rundown phase and radial compression at the given short time
Scale, typical for the high current experiment. By choosing a conical (45°)
tip of the center electrode, the yield could be increased by about 50 % re-
sulting in the values cited above. Possibly pulsed gas inlet to establish
appropriate gas pressures in the different parts of the device is mandatory.

2. Reproducible high neutron yield for a given condensor bank requires an
adjustment of the accelerator configuration, taking into account the charac-
teristics of the current pulse. Besides the usual variations of the filling
pressure and the length of the inner electrode, it was found necessary, espe-
cially for fast machines, to optimize the inner electrode radius as well as
the ratio of the electrode radii ra/r-j /2/. For the 12 kJ high voltage focus
device, adjustments from rj = 2.5 cm to 1.25 cm and from ra = 4.2 cm to
3.0 cm were made. Besides higher neutron output (factor 5), this also yielded
a remarkable shift to higher optimum pressures (typically from 1 torr to
10 torr) and a broadening of the pressure operating range. With this latter
effect, it became possible to choose such operating points which obviously
reduce adverse effects like excessive current loss in the breakdown region,
typically for the low pressure operating regime. Analogous experimental
efforts for optimizing our high voltage device DPF 78 by means of geometry
and pressure variations are up to now successful only with reduced bank ener-
gy (28 kJ, 60 kV). Here a mean neutron yield of Y = 10 1 0 at ra = 4.5 cm,
H = 2.5 cm, lj = 16 cm and p = 5 torr is obtained. Operating at full bank
energy, Y = 2.5-10l° is achieved at best with r^ = 3.3 cm, ra = 6.2 cm,
11 = 16 cm and p = 5 to 10 torr. The r\ variation was 2.5 cm, 3.3 cm and
4.3 cm. This neutron yield does not yet reach the reference point of the
energy scaling curve.
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FIG.4. Time sequence of the neutron pulses with increasing axial magnetic field.

3. Various insulators consisting of different materials, such as BeO,
AI2O3, quartz and pyrex, were tested in a focus device. The dimensions of the
insulators and the geometrical and electrical parameters of the focus were
kept constant. It turned out that the insulator material has strong influence
on the average neutron yield and on the current sheath structure. A general
feature of all insulator materials used is that a remarkable fraction of the
total current (15 % to 50 %) does not participate in the pinch process and
very likely remains attached to the insulator. This fraction varies with the
material and is particularly low (15 to 20 %) for the BeO insulator. Measure-
ments with magnetic probes and with visible light interferometry at the tip
of the center electrode revealed that the profiles and the maximum values of
the electron density and of the current density in the pinching plasma sheath
depend on the insulator materials. The profile widths and the maximum values
differed up to a factor of two, with BeO having the most peaked profiles in
ne and j z . Among the materials tested, plasma sprayed AI2O3 was the best per-
former considering the neutron yield.

4. This current loss on the insulator surface obviously affects the neutron
yield /3/ and the total current should no longer be used for scaling. Rather
the pinch current must be used. The actual pinch current Ipnnch was measured
with magnetic probes for various focus devices. Including results from
Frascati devices (Fiq. 2 ) , a neutron scaling Y ~ ̂ n-jnch was founcl t0 be valid
at optimum conditions.

5. In order to gain insight into the neutron production mechanism, a quest
for shot to shot correlations between neutron yield and various discharge
parameters (e.g. T e, Ipi n c n, rip,max

 and various time scales of plasma dynam-
ics) was made. No strong correlations could be found except for the ampli-
tude of the instability signal (m = 0 instabilities) displayed by the mag-
netic probe. The correlation coefficient was found to be r'«0.7. Obvious-
ly a fast growth of the instability is favorable for high neutron yield.
Higher correlation was established when more than one of the mentioned para-
meters was taken into account, pointing to synergistic effects.

6. About 100 ns after the m = 0 instability, large diffuse plasma clouds
with ne«* 10

1' cm"3 and Te»# 300 eV were observed by soft X-ray pictures,
taken with pulsed channel plates /4/. Fig. 3 shows two photographs of this
novel phenomenon, taken at 150 ns and 210 ns after the maximum pinch com-
pression. This "late phase" of the focus during which the main part of the
neutron emission occurs lasts for several 100 ns. The ion temperature in
this phase is unknown. If, however, T-j < 3 T e is assumed the measured neu-
tron output cannot be explained by thermonuclear processes.
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Number of
tracks

FIG.5. Neutron energy spectra from nuclear emulsion plates with and without axial
magnetic field B , measured in axial direction.

Part B:

Neutron emission from a small plasma focus in the presence
of an axial magnetic f i e l d

( Ins t i t u t fur Angewandte Physik I I , Universita't Heidelberg)

I t is well known that the total neutron y ie ld of a dense plasma focus
can be reduced drast ical ly by superimposing an axial magnetic f i e l d B on
the focus. Several groups /5 ,6 / studied this phenomenon. However, no efforts
have been made so far to f ind out the influence of B on the spectral be-
haviour and the anisotropy of the neutron emission.

We investigated the neutron emission from a 12 kJ (20 kV, 480 kA) Mather-
type focus with nuclear emulsions in axial direction and by sc in t i l la tors
in both axial and radial direct ion. The sc in t i l l a to rs were positioned in
a distance of 1.2 m from the end of the inner electrode to study the tem-
poral emission without disturbance by t ime-of- f l ight effects. The axial
magnetic f i e l d was generated by a coil in the inner electrode (anode) and
could be varied between 0 and 55 Gauss measured at the surface of the
anode. Al l experiments were performed with a deuterium f i l l i n g pressure of
1.0 . . . 1.5 Torr giving a maximum neutron y ie ld of 109N per discharge.

Without a magnetic f i e l d a typical temporal performance shows two X-ray
spikes, each accompanied by a neutron emission. The f i r s t emission con-
taines only a small part of the total neutron y ie ld and starts 40 ns af-
ter the maximum compression which coincides with the sharp minimum of the
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dl/dt-signal ( I denotes the discharge current). The second follows 40 . . .
60 ns delayed and yields 80 . . . 90% of the total neutron output.

I f an axial magnetic f i e ld is applied, the X-ray and the neutron emis-
sion changes drast ical ly. With increasing B the time correlation of dl /dt
and the f i r s t X-ray and neutron emission remains constant while the y ie ld
decreases (Fig. 4). The X-ray and the neutron emission from the second
pulse become delayed and are much more reduced than the f i r s t ones; in
most of the shots with B = 55 Gauss the second pulse is practically ex-
tinguished. Thus the total y ie ld reduces to that of the f i r s t pulse.

The reproducibil ity of the neutron y ie ld from shot to shot is enhanced
with increasing axial magnetic f i e l d . At B = 55 Gauss the y ie ld changes
only about ± 30%, whereas i t varies by a factor of 2 . . . 3 from shot to
shot when no axial magnetic f i e ld is present.

Nuclear emulsions show independently of B two dist inct peaks at 2.5 and
2.7 . . . 2.8 MeV (Fig. 5). Thus one can assume that both moving boiler and
beam target mechanisms take part in the y i e l d , however, with a beam-target
contribution of 80 . . . 90% (averaged over 10 shots) at B = 0 and of 70%
(averaged over 70 shots) at B = 45 Gauss. So there is an evidence that the
magnetic f i e ld reduces the instability-caused production more than the
thermonuclear one. This is plausible i f one takes into account that the
growth rates of most ins tab i l i t i es , found to be present in the plasma focus,
are more seriously affected by an axial magnetic f i e ld B than the compres-
sional features, unless B becomes comparable to the azimuthal magnetic f ie ld
of the pinch.

For a simple model of the neutron production in a plasma focus one may
assume a time sequence of moving boiler and beam-target mechanisms. A
theoretical estimation HI gives an anisotropy factor A = Y(0 )/Y(90°) =
1.02 for a moving boiler plasma and A = 2.28 for a beam-target mechanism.
However, time resolved measurements of the anisotropy indicate that there
is no phase of neutron emission isotropic enough to be caused by a moving
boiler mechanism alone. For shots with B = 0, i .e . with an almost vanishing
f i r s t neutron pulse, we found A = 2 . . . 2.3 (from the nuclear emulsion mea-
surements: A = 2 . . .2 .2 ) . Discharges with a high value of B (typical ly 55
Gauss) and an extinguished second neutron pulse show an anisotropy A = 1.5.
In more than 80% of the shots with axial magnetic f ields between'20 . . . 45
Gauss there are two dist inct neutron peaks. Usually the f i r s t pulse has a
lower anisotropy (A = 1.5) and the second pulse a higher one (A = 1.7 . . .
2.0). Nuclear emulsions at B = 45 Gauss give a mean value of A = 1.9.

So we can conclude also from these measurements that there is no emis-
sion phase which could be described by one model alone. I t seems that the
temporal emission behaviour is determined by at least two production me-
chanisms whose contributions vary with the superimposed axial magnetic
f i e l d .
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Abstract

ENERGY SPECTRA OF DEUTERON AND ELECTRON BEAMS FROM FOCUSED
DISCHARGES AND OPTIMIZATION CRITERIA.

Deuteron beams (« 10s A) with a 300-keV peaked spectrum and electron beams are
produced by localized sources (~ 10 ns, « 1 mm) in focused discharges. The energy spectrum
of the deuteron beam ejected from a localized source in plasma focus discharges (45-75 juF at
15-18 kV; Imax ~ 0.5-0.8 MA) is derived by two independent methods: (A) ion time of
flight and (B) ion-induced damage on Al plates. The ion spectrum varies from shot to shot but
specific features are observed by all discharges. From method (A) the number of deuterons N(E)
as a function of the ion energy E has a well defined maximum Nm 130 keV <E<320 keV.
N(E) has a minimum at lower values of E and rises sharply again by further decreasing E. N(E)
for E 5 50 keV becomes substantially larger than Nm. The distribution of ion penetration range
in Al yields by method (B) substantially the same spectrum as method (A). A second peak with
maximum value NM of N(E) for 15 keV~ E<40 keV is derived by method (B), which is most
convenient for deriving the low-energy tail of the ion spectrum (NM~9 Nm). The electron-beam
energy (with a dominant value «* 300 keV) is determined by the length of dendrites (*» penetration
range) in a lucite target inserted inside the hollow-centre electrode (anode). The higher the
maximum value EM of the observed ion energy, the higher is the total neutron yield n in a
discharge. By comparing two low-voltage discharges, higher values of EM and n are observed in
the discharge which generates fewer ion (and electron) beams. In a high-voltage discharge, n has
instead higher values when the discharge generates many ion/electron beams. Generalized
criteria for the optimization (maximum n) of a plasma focus are derived in terms of the propaga-
tion speed of the current sheath between electrodes and of conditions for avoiding restrike
behind the current sheath first formed.

* Work supported in part by Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, Italy; AFOSR,
Washington, DC, AES, Inc., New York, New Jersey Power & Light Co., and Jersey Central
Power & Light Co., USA.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Low-cost sources of high-intensity ion beams are obtained by plasma focus
discharges. In our case the discharge is fed by a 45-juF capacitor bank at 15 kV
with 3—5 torr deuterium fillings. Electron beams are also produced in these dis-
charges. The typical electron energy («« 300 keV) is assessed by the length of
dendrites on a lucite disc located inside the hollow-centre electrode (anode). The
ion spectrum is determined by the ion penetration range in Al targets and by the
ion time of flight from a localized source. We have obtained substantially coin-
cident spectra by these two independent methods. The time-of-flight method in
a D2 discharge is simplified by using the D-D neutron emission. The bulk of the
neutron emission in a discharge, i.e. a fraction £50-70% of the total neutron
yield (108— 109/shot), is produced in the hot plasma on the discharge axis by
high-energy deuteron beams with a directed kinetic energy ~ 10 keV- 1 MeV.
Ion acceleration to peak energy and peak of the neutron pulse occur within a time
intervals 1-10 ns. The neutron source - and so the corresponding source of
high-energy ions - is formed in the hot plasma by one or (in some discharges)
2-10 localized regions of high density (=» 1020 cm"3), each with linear dimensions
< 1 cm. Each neutron pulse also has a tail **> 100 ns long which is produced by the
part of the ion beam crossing the cold plasma. This non-localized part of the
neutron source has an amplitude At neutrons ns"1 smaller by about 1/30 than the
amplitude Ap of the neutron source main pulse (i.e. of the core of the neutron
source). Pulse multiplicity/duration (< 5—10 ns) of the localized neutron sources
in the hot plasma axial region fits multiplicity and duration of the hard (> 30 keV)
X-ray pulses from the same plasma region [1 ]. It is consistent with collimated
neutron measurements [2] and with X-ray pinhole-camera photographs [1, 3] to
consider a localization in space of a neutron source (source core) even greater
than the space resolution (*** 1 cm) of the neutron collimator, e.g. with the same
linear dimensions1 6 ^0.1 — 1 mm of a localized X-ray source [ 1 ]. A localization
of a neutron (and ion) source in space within 1 cm and in time, as we have observed
in our experiments [2], makes it possible to determine the energy spectrum of the
ions by a time-of-flight method. The spectrum was derived for different plasma
focus discharges by a time-of-flight method and by a method based on the
distribution of the observed ion-penetration range in the Al plate.

1 Note that the symbols 6, d in Sections 1 and 2 do not indicate the same quantities as in
Sections 3, 4 and 5.
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2. ION ENERGY SPECTRUM

(A) Time-of-flight method

The ion spectrum is derived by the ion time of flight from the localized
source (±0.5 cm from centre of anode end) to an observation region located at a
distance d = 10 cm downstream along the electrode axis. A paraffin collimator
(gap width 1.5 cm) for neutron-collimated measurements is pointed at the region
of observation (direction 90° from the electrode axis; distance of detector from
axis A = 76 cm [2]. The time marks are given by the hard X-ray burst (= 1 - 2 ns
duration) which is radiated simultaneously with (at time of production of) the
ion beam (specfically at the time of highest increase in ion-beam intensity at the
source and of neutron emission intensity). The neutron emission from the observed
region (1.5 cm wide in the axial direction) rises sharply when the bulk of the beam
front reaches this region (the field of view of the collimator). To derive the ion
spectrum, we used a discharge in which only one strong localized source of neutrons
and of hard X-rays is formed in the plasma; both pulses in the detector signal have
a sharply defined onset time. Pilot U detector systems are used for both X-rays
and neutrons; time resolution is « 2 -3 ns. The emission duration T of the ion
source (and of the neutron source core) is determined by the duration of the hard
X-ray pulse. The onset time of both ion and X-ray source is taken as t = 0. The
time of flight At of the ions from source to collimator field of view (with its
centre at distance d from the source) is estimated by disentangling both instrumen-
tal broadening of the pulse and deformation due to ion velocity spread (by ion
beam propagating through d) from the pulse natural width due to the duration of
emission. This is accomplished by a normalization of the X-ray signal amplitude
x (t) to the neutron signal n(t) so that peak amplitude of the normalized X-ray
signal and of the neutron signal have the same numerical value [x(t) ->xn(t)
= xMax ri/Max x].

We then determine the time of flight At(E) of the ions via the equation:

xn(t)=ri(t + At + A/vn-As/c) (1)

by detector outputs; c = 30 cm • ns"1; vn is the neutron speed and As is the
distance between X-ray (and ion) source and Pilot U detector (As«* A). The
number of ions NQ AE with an energy between E and E+AE is estimated by the
equation:

N D «r i / a D D ( E ) (2)

where apo is the cross-section for D(D,n)3He reactions; E = imD(d/At)2. This
approximate estimate of No is valid when 5/d < 1, d/v /(2E/mo) > T; otherwise
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FIG.l. Ion energy spectrum by time-of-flight method.

a more complicated integral equation involving a convolution integral over r must
be used instead of Eqs (1) and (2). The spectrum in Fig. 1 is derived by Eqs (1)
and (2) from a discharge with a sharp neutron and X-ray pulse (FWHM of the
x pulse < 3 ns; total neutron yield n ~ 2 X108). An alternative arrangement was
also used with one of the two neutron-detector systems very close («* 12 cm) to
the localized source to monitor the intensity as a function of time without
referring to the hard X-ray pulse. The consistency of all results has been verified.
Energy losses of the ion beam in the relatively cold plasma have been considered
and can be neglected for (A) energy values. The discharge chamber was filled with
3.4 torr of D2 . The assumption that the source of the ion beam is localized and
coincides in space with the localized source of the first - sharply peaked —
neutron and hard X-ray burst is critical in the derivation of the ion spectrum by
this procedure. The dashed lines in Fig. 1 give the deuteron spectrum for two
different locations of the localized source of ions. A choice of values as d = 9 cm,
d = 11 cm for the distance d between localized source and field of view of the
collimator is still consistent with collimator-gap width.
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FIG.2. Scanning electron micrograph of Al plate used for deriving the spectrum in Fig.3.
Exposure to a single discharge (by 5.6-torr D2j; neutron yield < \ yield of discharge generating
spectrum of Fig.L

15

I 10

ND ~ area of surface with blisters with n2
the same value of skin thicknessX(E) ~2 ' in iLJ i

10 20 50 100 200 300

ED(XKkeV>-

FIG.3. Ion spectrum from penetration range in Al plate [4].
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FIG.4. Dendrites due to bombardment of electron beams with a directed kinetic energy
orthogonal to the Incite surface d\~d-x. The dendrite depth is determined by the electron
penetration range [5]. The best-fitting value of the electron energy is «» 300 keV. The lucite is
inserted inside the hollow-centre electrode ~ 10 cm from anode end. The surface of the plate
(orthogonal to the electrode axis during exposure to a single discharge) is orthogonal to the
plane of the photograph. (Photograph by optical microscope.)

^-HOLLOW -CENTRE ELECTRODE

3.4 cm O.D.
PYREX INSULATOR

10 Cm I.D.
50 fl COAXIL -

45/xFCAR BANK-

AIR-GAP SWITCH-

-ELECTRON BEAM

COPPER OUTER ELECTRODE

FIG.5. Schematic view of plasma focus (PF) electrodes with drift chamber for the electron beam
and the Rogowski coil (RC) arrangement on the left-hand side. A metal plate (Al) for observa-
tion of the ion-induced damage was located on the axial direction. The plate was exposed to a
single shot; a shield protected the plate during preliminary discharges for electrode conditioning.
Targets of plastic materials were located at the end of the drift chamber (45 cm from the beam
source) or closer to the source.
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(B) Radiation-damage method

The surface of an Al plate orthogonal to the discharge axis is located 9 cm
from the anode end. The deuteron energy E is determined by the skin thickness
of the blisters which are produced by ion bombardment of the plate. The skin
thickness gives the projected range X(E) in Al. From the observed value of X
on a blister we derive the dominant energy E of the deuterons bombarding the
plate at the location of the blister. The number of deuterons with a specific value
of the energy E is considered to be proportional to the area covered by blisters with
the same value of X(E). This area is proportional to 2ini(E)D2(E), where Dj(E) is
a specific value of the diameter of one (or many) blister(s) with skin thickness
X = X(E), and n* is the number of the blisters with these values Di(E), X(E). The
spectrum peak in Fig. 1 is given by ions which generate the blisters with the largest
observed value of X(E) as in the cluster of blisters at the centre of Fig.2. Multiple
readings of Dj(E) and X(E) have been made for all the blisters (£ 2—4 X 103)
covering typical sample areas (each area «* 0.3 X0.5 mm2) of the Al plate. The
ion spectrum is reported in Fig.3. The error bar is the standard deviation which
is generated by using minimum and maximum value of D; and of X from the
multiple readings on each blister. The ion beam propagates within 3 ^ 1 2 ° cone
on the electrode axis. The detailed internal structure of the beam is recorded by
the Al plate damage (a tentative estimate of the ions with energy Z 200 keV gives
£ 1016; £ 1012 ions with this energy are necessary to form one cluster of blisters
as in Fig.2).

3. ENERGY AND TOTAL CHARGE OF ELECTRON BEAMS

A disc of Plexiglass (polymethylmethacrylate - PMMA) was used as a
target for the electron beams which propagate along the anode axis (see Figs 4 and 5).
The disc, ~5 mm thick, had the same diameter as the hollow-centre electrode
(anode) and was fitted inside the anode at a distance > 10 cm from the anode end
where electron beams are generated with a maximum of energy (disc surface
orthogonal to the electrode axis). Dendrites are formed in the PMMA after
exposure to a single plasma-focus discharge (see Fig. 4) as a consequence of the
fact that electrons are stopped and trapped within the PMMA and a negative space
charge builds up. PMMA breakdown occurs after or during the electron bombard-
ment. The dendrites form the discharge pattern inside the PMMA (Lichtenberg
figures) and indicate that the PMMA is ruptured through the irradiated volume;
the disc surface on the side of the plasma is at the positive voltage. The PMMA
breakdown and the formation of the discharge pattern are easily understood by
assuming that the bulk of the space charge in the PMMA is localized in a relatively
thin layer parallel to the exposed - or free - surface of the disc which is
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TABLE I. DATA FROM DENDRITES IN PMMA (A DISC LOCATED INSIDE
CENTRE ELECTRODE-ANODE)

Q (charge of thin layer inside PMMA) = CVbr

Vbr (breakdown strength of PMMA at 100°C) ~ 5 MV cm"1

cA
C= —r~ capacitance of dielectric slab of thickness S and area A

5 = observed distance between region from which dendrites originate and free surface
of dielectric (e = 2.5 dielectric constant of PMMA)

(6 $ mean forward electron range in PMMA)

A = area of damaged dielectric surface ~ 0.1 cm2 (depending on neutron yield)

Three typical values of 6 have been observed (the PMMA disc is exposed to a single discharge):

S(jum):

Ee(keV):

Q(Coulomb):

400 ± 5%

300

2.5 X 10"4

100-140

130-140

10"3-7X10"4

15-20
44-52

6.5X10~3-2X10~3

bombarded by the electron beam. Experiments by other laboratories provide
evidence of the high concentration of the space charge in a narrow layer in PMMA
samples which had been irradiated by a monochromatic electron beam [6].

The distance 5 between the charge layer and the free surface of the disc is
given by the depth of the sharply defined region from which the dendrites
originate.

An estimate of the energy Ee of the bulk of the electrons in the beam is
immediately obtained by taking the electron penetration range Xe(Ee) = 6
(Ee versus Xe is taken from Ref.[7]j. The true value of the electron energy is
somewhat larger than the value of Ee as derived by this method because of the
retarding field created by the charge build-up in PMMA; the relative importance of
retarding field and of collision losses in slowing down the electrons has been
determined experimentally by other laboratories [8]. Table I gives the three typical
values of 5 which have been observed in a PMMA sample after exposure to a
single PF discharge. The short duration of the electron beam (MOO ns) ensures
that charge-leakage effects before PMMA breakdown can be neglected.

One component of the electron beam for each observed value of 8 can be
defined by characterizing a beam component by the corresponding value of Ee. *
The voltage due to charge accumulation in one of the three PMMA layers becomes
large enough for breakdown on a time interval which cannot be expected to be the
same for the three observed values of 6. Our experimental data justify the
assumptions that the localized sources of the electron beams coincide in space and
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time with the localized sources of the X-ray emission and that both have similar
variations with time.

From the variations of the X-ray emission [3] we can consistently assume that
the deposition in PMMA of the high-energy component of the beam (Ee £ 300 keV
(see Table I)) is completed earlier and on a shorter time interval than for the
other two components; the low-energy component (~50 keV) starts later and
lasts longer than the other two components.

Under this assumption, the breakdown of the PMMA slab from free surface
to 5 = 400 nm can be considered essentially independent of the breakdown pro-
cesses of the two slabs with a smaller 5 (these are considered to be mutually
independent as well; non-interference among the three breakdown processes is
also suggested by the observation that the dendrites have a tree-like pattern with
few twigs and do not extend to the whole slab volume (see Fig.4)) [9]. In agree-
ment with the previous assumption, we can estimate the electric charge Q which
is deposited in each of the three thin layers inside the PMMA disc by using the
formula for a planar capacitor with the dielectric breakdown strength of PMMA,
i.e. Vbr—5 MV-cnT^an intrinsic breakdown mechanism is effective in our case) [10].
The estimated values of Q and Ee are shown in Table I.

4. ELECTRON BEAMS

A Pyrex pipe was attached at the back end of the centre electrode (Fig.5) to
serve as a drift chamber for the electron beams. A shielded Rogowski coil (RC)
encircling the Pyrex pipe was used to pick up the dle/dt signal due to electron
beams. This RC was monitored simultaneously with the dl/dt signal from the total
current on the electrodes. A second RC was used in many shots simultaneously
with the first coil in order to obtain the integrated signal for Ie. The display of
these signals from a Tektronix 7844 Oscilloscope is shown in Fig.6.

The two RCs which give the signals in Fig.6(a,b) are «* 20 cm away from the
localized source of the electron beam (the coil location was changed in some
discharges). A variety of tests were made to check the noise level and the possi-
bility of spurious signals and to verify that the RC signal is indeed generated by
the electron beam current Ie. In one type of test, (A), the shielded RC was lifted
at the side of the drift tube and the display sensitivity increased several times.
No signal was detected in this case. In another type of test, (B), the end of the
anode near the focus was closed by a metal disc. Also, in this case the signal from
the shielded RC, as in Fig.5, was absolutely flat. This and the observed damage
(a circular spot with area «* 0.1 cm2) on a target at the end of the drift tube after
a single shot prove that the RC signal is caused by the electron beam current Ie.

The rise of Ie to peak value is very fast and in some shots is about 10 ns.
The maximum observed value of Ie over about 50 shots was «* 5 kA. It could be
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5 kA

FIG.6. Rogowski coil (RC) signals for direct measurement of the electron beam current Ie. The
amplitude of the upper trace in (a), (b), (c) and (d) (12.5 V- cm'1, sweep speed 100 ns- cm'1, time
increases from left to right) gives the time derivative \e of the beam current. This signal comes
from a shielded Relocated as in Fig.5 (coil length 66 mm, 23 turns with dia. of 2.2 mm). As a
reference the lower trace in (a) and (bj (10 V- cm'1) gives the time derivative I of the electrode
current I; sweep 100 ns- cm'1 in (a) as in upper trace; 500 ns- cm'1 in (b). The lower trace in (c)
and (d) gives Ie from a self-integrating RC which is located near the first coil in the same
discharge. The RC for Ie (a calibrated coil of Physics Int. Co., 2.43 V- kA ) was unshielded to
evaluate the noise level. A numerical integration o/I e was always made to check that the
measured value of Ie was the same (within 10% or better) for both RCs. The discharge in (a)
was produced with a D2 filling at 6 torr (neutron yield n = 2X10*=n; in (b), (c) and (d),
7 torr of H2). One electron beam was usually observed for each sharp |I| peak. The first peak
in Ie (not recorded) was used to trigger the oscilloscope (a Tektronix 7844) in (c) and (d).

that the actual value of Ie is substantially higher, by a factor 10-40, than the
RC value because of the return current which is carried by collectively accelerated
ions from the gas (6 torr D2, or H2, as in the discharge chamber) and/or by the
polarization current on the wall of the chamber. By using the value I e ^ 5 kA for
a beam of electrons of 300 keV with a cross-sectional area « 0.1 cm2, we estimate
a power of 15 GW- cm"2 for this 15-J beam at the target. The hard X-ray signal
from the beam-source region has a FWHM of 1 - 2 ns (scintillation detector signal).
By taking this as the duration of the beam source, the power at the source is
0.15 TW - cm"2 or higher if the source diameter is smaller (this is certainly our
case). A higher power value can be estimated by the energy deposition data
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from the target which is consistent with a value of Ie as corrected for return
current effects. Table I shows that the energy carried by a beam can be as high
as * 500 J, i.e. 10% of the energy of the capacitor bank. The power of the
300-keV component of the beam (<=» 100 J) which has the shortest duration at
the RC distance from the source is then «* 0.1 TW • cm"2, and near the source the
power is then at least 1 TW • cm"2 or higher. These values coincide with the
estimated power of the ion beam in the forward direction.

5. dl/dtDATA

For each peak (or for each group of partially unresolved peaks) spanning
~ 100—500 ns in the dl/dt signal (at the time of neutron emission onset) we have
observed the emission of sharply collimated electron beams which propagate along
the axis of the hollow anode. To find a possible correlation between total neutron
yield, multiplicity of electron beams and the details of the dl/dt signal, we have
analysed the dl/dt signals of = 300 discharges with D2 (6 torr) filling with a
75-fj.F capacitor bank at different voltage values (12.5 -19.5 kV).

An external inductance was attached to this system (PF-2) in order to have
for V = 17.5 kV the same value of the peak current Io = 7 X 10s A on the elec-
trodes as in the 45-^F system (PF-1) at 16 kV that was used for the electron beam
experiment reported in Section 4. The modified inductance of capacitor bank,
transmission line and electrodes of PF-2 was L o= 60 nH, i.e. 1.5 times the original
value of Lo (40 nH) for usual PF-2 operation. Figure 7 shows the mean value n
of the neutron yield (n = neutrons/shot) over N shots with a specific value of the
voltage V on the electrodes for seven different values of V (N = 40 shots for each
value of V; the error bar in nis a/(N-l)*; a = standard deviation).

The occurrence of restrikes on the electrodes is affected by the value of Lo.
The purpose of these measurements was also to find the influence of restrikes
behind the first current sheath on the axial-focus stage of this first sheath. The
analysis of our data indicates that:

The correlation coefficient G^ for n versus v (y = number of sharp
peaks in the |i| signal from one discharge v = 1-10) is negative («i = -0.45)
for low-voltage discharges ( V < 14 kV; number of discharges, about 50).
The probability of non-significant random effects as a cause of this value
of «! is < 0.1.

a i i O (no correlation) for intermediate voltages (15 < V < 17 kV).

a , i 0.4 (positive correlation) for a higher voltage ( V ^ 18 kV).

Similar behaviour was observed in the correlation coefficients for n versus
SH^ n versus 2H , , n versus 2H; Aj, where Hi is the maximum value of the
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xlO

12.5 19.5

FIG. 7. The data points o give the mean value n of the neutron yield versus voltage for a
75-fiF plasma focus with Lo= 60 nH, (°) for the same system but a smaller external inductance
(L0=40 nH) and X for a smaller (45-/1F) plasma focus. Electrode and insulator geometry is
identical in all cases; the filling pressure, 6 ton ofD2 in all cases, is the observed optimum
pressure (maximum neutron yield) for the 45-\iF plasma focus at 16 kV.

i thpeak in |I|, and Ai is the FWHM of this peak. For all discharges at 17.5 kV, a
more detailed analysis was carried out. The steepness of the rise of the |I| signal
versus time was evaluated for the first peak of |I| in a time interval from 150 ns
before the |I| peak to peak time t = 0. |I| was fitted with At 7 ; t =(t(ns)+ 15O)/15O.
The value of y fitting best between 50 and 10 ns before the peak was derived for
a group of high-yield discharges, n = 3 n, with a mean value 7= 4.5, and for the
group of all the other discharges (0.1 n < n < 1 . 5 n) with a mean value 7 = 3.9.
This result is considered significant. The area AIt under the first |I| peak was also
numerically estimated for these two groups of 17.5—kV discharges; AIj for the
high-yield discharges (15% of all discharges at 17 X 5 kV) has the largest mean
value; the ratio of the mean values of AIX of the two groups is = 8.5/6.5.
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( a ]

FIG.8. Image converter photograph by visible light (5 ns exposure).
Upper trace: dl/dt (I = electrode current; sweep 100 ns-cm1 j .
Lower trace indicates time at which photograph is taken (low-voltage discharge: 11 kV).
The picture (a) was taken at the time t0 of |dl/dt| peak; the picture (b) at a time to+100 ns.

Low-yield discharges have |I| signals which frequently indicate the occurrence
of restrikes at late times. A conclusion of these measurements is that in order to
have a high-yield discharge at a relatively low voltage (and low speed of the current
sheath) the production of a small number of electron beams corresponds to the
optimization of the system. At a high voltage the reverse is true (the production
of many beams seems to help avoid restrikes and to prevent the formation at a
late time, «* 1 us after the first discharge on the insulator, of another current sheath
behind the first sheath.

Figure 8 shows images by visible light of two discharges at low voltage
(45-juF system at 11 kV, 6 torr). Under these conditions the disruption of the
current sheath is relatively slow, over a time interval > 100 ns.

This provides a good opportunity to analyse the geometry of the axial pinch
during the time of production of one electron beam. The time of production of
the first electron beam coincides with the exposure time of the photograph in
Fig.8(a). This indicates that the electron beam acceleration may occur in the
disrupted region (dark area) of the axial column and it can be focussed in the
neck of the pinch (different discharges usually have a different number of pinch
neckings). The dark area can be considered as the gap of a plasma diode [11].
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Figure 8(b), a different discharge, then shows that the 'electrode gap' distance (d)
of this plasma diode is increasing with time.

Child's law (j = 2.34 X 103 V3/2 d"2 ampere/cm2) for a space-charge limited
current can then be used to determine tentatively the electron current density j by
knowing V, d or the beam accelerating voltage V by J, d (the length scale in Fig.8
is given by the profile of the centre electrode of diameter 3.4 cm). Any attempt to
define a reliable effective parameter from this diode requires observations of a large
number of discharges.

Child's law gives V ̂  10 volts for an observed value d ««1 mm (Fig.8) and an
electron beam current Ie < 105 A (Q < 10~3 Coulomb, from Table I). An observed
value V £ 300 kV may indicate that Child's law is not valid in the electron-beam
generating region and/or that the actual electron beam diameter is much smaller
(<5—10 /im) than the electron-beam diameter estimate by time-integrated effects.

6. CONCLUSION

We estimate that at least « 1012 ions are needed to produce a cluster of
blisters as in Fig.2. About 104 of such clusters are produced in a single discharge
by an ion burst with a duration "» 10 ns. The corresponding ion current is then
« 10s A. The high-energy tail (> 1 - 5 MeV) of the ion spectrum can be revealed
by neutron energy analysis [12] and by 27Al(d,p)28Al and 63Cu(d,2n)63Zn,
6sCu(d,2n)6SZn reactions [13]. The ion spectrum varies from shot to shot but
specific features are observed by all discharges. From method (A) the number of
deuterons N(E) as a function of the ion energy E has a well defined maximum Nm

for 130 keV < E < 320 keV. N(E) has a minimum at lower values of E and rises
sharply again by further decreasing E. N(E) for E < 50 keV becomes substantially
larger than N m . N ( E ~ 1 MeV) can still be as high as ~ 0.1 N m . The distribution
of ion penetration range in Al yields by method (B) substantially the same spec-
trum as method (A). A second peak with maximum value NM of N(E) for
15 keV S E < 40 keV is derived by method (B), which is most convenient for
deriving the low-energy tail of the ion spectrum ( N M ~ 9 Nm). A peak at the same
energy »» 300 keV for both electron and ion spectra fits a particle acceleration
process in which the same field accelerates both ions and electrons.
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Abstract

TURBULENCE CAUSED BY THE INTERACTION BETWEEN PLASMA AND ELECTRIC
CURRENT IN THE FOCUS EXPERIMENT.

The microscopic instabilities which result from the intense electric current-plasma in the
Focus experiment are studied, using laser light scattering for the purpose. The results confirm
what was indicated by the magnetic-probe measurements, namely that a highly turbulent thin
plasma accompanies the dense plasma layer during its implosion. It is shown that suprathermal
density fluctuations occur with preferential directions of propagation. After a resistive phase the
current circulates in the form of intense particle beams (electrons and ions). The electron beams
are characterized by studying the X-radiation spectrum generated in two Mather-type facilities of
27 kJ and 340 kJ. In the same way, the properties of the deuteron beams in the two devices are
estimated from their neutron emission. The evaluation indicates that powers in the terawatt
range are attained in both the electron and the ion beams. Finally, an experiment is run in
Filippov geometry and the results are compared with those obtained in Mather geometry.

1. INTRODUCTION

The importance of the Focus experiment as an intense source of particle
beams has already been emphasized [ 1 ]. The electron beams give rise to X-ray
emission by bombarding the anode of the discharge device and the deuteron beams
create a neutron emission in the chamber gas which attains 1012 neutrons per shot
in deuterium for the 340-kJ experiment in Mather geometry at the Limeil Research
Centre. These beams are associated with the development of collective phenomena
and the appearance of an anomalous resistance due to the electric current-plasma
interaction. This resistance was demonstrated [2] by electrical measurements and
magnetic probes. Figure 1 shows the structure of the current sheath when it reaches
the axis of revolution of the chamber. A small part of the current is transported by
the dense zone, but most flows into an extended zone of low density (denoted by
the hatched curve in Fig.l). The electric singularity of the Focus experiment,
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lense and luminous sheath at

FIG.l. Structure of the current sheath determined by magnetic probes.

which reaches its maximum at the instant represented in Fig.l, is due to enhanced
resistance leading to a diminution in current and an increase in the potential
difference between the extremities of the plasma column. This resistance regime
gives way to a different regime in which the current is transported essentially by
intense beams of electrons and ions.

In the work reported here, using the Thomson-scattering diagnostic, we
first study the microscopic instabilities which lead to the anomalous plasma
resistivity. We then give the characteristics of the electron beam obtained with
a 340-kJ bank and compare them with those of the ion beam. Finally, we present
the observations made in Filippov geometry and compare them with those made
in Mather-type devices.

2. STUDY OF DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS BY LASER LIGHT
SCATTERING

We have already pointed out that the microscopic turbulence which develops
in the final phase of a Focus discharge can be demonstrated and studied by the
anomalous scattering of the light from a ruby laser [3, 4 ] . To characterize this
turbulence, we measure the wave-number spectrum S(k) and the angular distribu-
tion Sk(0) of the electron density fluctuations.

The measurements are performed in a 27-kJ, 40-kV Mather-type experiment
(anode with flat end face, diameter 50 mm, length 250 mm, cathode in the form
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moving electrodes

161

7° forward scattering

scattering vector

60° scattering

120° scattering
90° scattering

FIG.2. Schematic diagram of the experimental device for observing laser scattering.

of a squirrel cage 100 mm in diameter). The experimental device, described in
detail in Ref.[3], was modified with a view to simultaneous observation of
scattering at 7°, 60°, 90° and 120° to the direction of the incident laser beam,
corresponding respectively to wave-numbers k?o = 1.1 X 104cm"1,
kfi0° = 9 x 104cm-1,kqn° = 1.3 X lO^m- ' andk^no = 1.6 X 10scm"1.fXy y / x 1 w lvl11 i ^"90" — l "* r^ lxJ ^ l l 1 a l l u ^ i 90"

In Ref.[4], we showed that density fluctuations were anisotropic by observing
scattered light with scattering vectors parallel or perpendicular to the z-axis of
the electrodes. For measurement of the angular distribution of density fluctuations
at constant |k|, the new assembly for 7° forward scattering is made up of five
channels corresponding to different orientations of the scattering vector, its module
k = 1.1 X 104 cm'1 remaining the same. This system thus gives in a single shot the
spectrum ne Sk(0) for a chosen plasma volume (d is the angle between the scattering
vector and the z-axis of the electrodes, and ne is electron density). The observed
region has approximately the form of a cylinder 10 mm long and 0.8 mm in
diameter (Fig.2). The photoelectric detectors observe the scattered light without
frequency resolution through 20-A-wide interference filters centred on the wave-
length of the ruby laser (6943 A) and the calibration is performed in situ on the
basis of Rayleigh scattering of sulphur hexafluoride. The device permits spatial
study of the plasma thanks to a system of movable electrodes. The scattered signals
are analysed with 2 ns time resolution carefully readjusted with photographs (1 ns
exposure time), which enable the dynamics of the dense plasma to be followed,
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( a )

7°scattering k?0 = 1.1 x104cm"1
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90°
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13 16

FIG.3. Scattering by the dense layer during implosion, (a) 7°scattering: spectrum
(8 is the angle between the z -axis and the vector k); (b) wave-number spectrum

neS(k).

and with the electric signals V(t) and I(t), which depend on the electric impedance
of the plasma.

The results presented in this paper refer to the region located at 10 mm from
the anode and 12.5 mm from the axis of the electrodes (z = 1 0 ; r = 12.5), the
discharge taking place in hydrogen at an initial pressure of 8 torr. We deliberately
chose a relatively high pressure for this device because under these conditions the
discharge dynamics are slower (implosion rate of the dense layer 1.6 X 107 cm • s"1)
and the scattered signals vary on a smaller amplitude scale; experimental use of
the diagnostic is thereby facilitated. We obtain scattered signals when the dense
and luminous layer crosses the observed region, but also before the layer reaches
this region and after it has passed.
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The scattered signals are different for these three situations, and we interpret
the scattering obtained before and after passage of the dense layer as turbulent
scattering, while the layer itself gives signals compatible with a thermalized plasma.

When the dense layer crosses the observed region at the instant of the laser
pulse, we detect scattering signals which can be measured in all the observation
channels. The Sk7o(0) spectrum is most often flat, although in some shots it
exhibits a slight peak in the 0° or 90° direction (0° corresponds to k parallel
to the z-axis and 90° to k parallel to the radial implosion rate vr). Figure 3 gives
an example of the results obtained for angular distribution ngS^C^) with
k = 1.1 X 104cm'1 and for wave-number spectrum neS(k). It will be seen
that neS(k) is flat in the range considered, and this was verified in some twenty
shots under the same conditions. The mean value obtained is neS(k) =0.7 X 1018cm"3.
Under the Salpeter theory for thermalized plasmas [5], this form of neS(k) is pos-
sible only if the scattered signal is due to the ion component of the electron density
fluctuations and if for all the directions of observation considered we have
1/k > 2XD (XD is the Debye length of the plasma). In our case, we can therefore
put l / k \ D = 2 for the 120° scattering. Let us assume equilibrium of electron and
ion temperature (Te = Tj); the theory will then give S(k) = 0.5, so that
ne = 1.4 X 1018 cm"3. Consequently, XD = 3.2 X 10'6 cm and Te ^ 30 eV. We
can also consider decoupling of the electron and ion temperatures, Te > T j
or T e < Tj . But under these two hypotheses we also find relatively low upper
limits to the electron temperature, in accordance with the values determined
earlier [3] from the frequency spectrum of the ion component and with those
obtained by UV spectroscopy under vacuum.

When the dense layer is not in the field of observation at the instant of the
laser pulse, we obtain scattered signals which are measurable only in the 7° channel.
In the 60°, 90° and 120° channels the signals are lower than or equal to the
detection threshold, which is 5 X 1016 cm"3 when the plasma's own light is taken
into account. The amplitude of the signals scattered at 7° and the anisotropy as
a function of orientation of k result in S(k) taking values much higher than unity,
i.e. a suprathermal level of density fluctuations is established in the thin region of
the plasma with predominant directions of propagation. The signals are detectable
at r = 12.5 mm as soon as the dense layer attains r = 20 mm. Until the arrival of
the layer the S^{6) spectrum retains the same bell shape of curve (Fig.4(a)), the
maximum of which is found at the 45° direction. The maximum value of neS(k)
varies from 3 X 1017 to 1018 cm"3 depending on the particular shot. It will be
noted that the 0° and 90° directions correspond to minima.

The signals are measurable at this point (r = 12.5, z = 10) while the layer
gathers on the discharge axis, forming a filament, and even after the latter's dis-
location. The shape of the Sk(0) spectrum differs from that in the preceding
cases, here exhibiting a maximum for the 0° or 22°30' direction, while the 90°
direction remains the minimum (Fig.4(b)). The maximum value of neS(k) varies
between 5 X 1017 and 5 X 1018 cm"3.
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( a )

7° scattering k7o=1.1 x 104 c m 1

0° 22.5° 45° 67.5° 90

ne Sk(8)

[i0i7cm-3]

( b )

0° 22.5° 45° 67.5° 90° T»- 9

FIG.4. Angular distribution of density fluctuations S-^6). (aj Scattering before the dense
layer; (b) scattering after the dense layer.

These results therefore confirm the magnetic probe measurements, which
showed that the electric current circulated mostly outside the dense plasma
layer [2]. We detect from the anomalous scattering that there is in fact a highly
turbulent plasma in this zone. The angular distributions of the suprathermal
density fluctuations are comparable with the angular distributions of accelerated
deuterons which account for the neutron spectra [4] and the suprathermal micro-
wave emission observed in another experiment [6].
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50 E (keV)

FIGS. Spectrum of X-radiation emitted by the 340-kJ facility and evolution of the emission
in time.

3. POWER OF ELECTRON AND ION BEAMS

3.1. Electron beams

When the electron beam interacts with the anode it generates a considerable
amount of bremsstrahlung which can serve as a diagnostic tool for determining its
power. Let us recall that the X-ray energy and spectrum were measured previously
for a 27-kJ, 40-kV experiment [ 1 ]. The same study was performed with the
340-kJ, 40-kV bank. The operating conditions are quite different from those
used to optimize neutron emission. The electrodes have the same diameters
as before (anode 0 233 mm, cathode 0 313 mm) but are 650 mm long. The
spectral and time characteristics of the X-ray emission are represented in Fig.5
for a standard discharge at an initial hydrogen pressure of 1 torr. The spectrum
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TABLE I. CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN ENERGY, V, OF ELECTRONS
AND TOTAL ENERGY, W, CARRIED BY THE ELECTRON BEAM

Electron
energy,V
(keV)

SO

100

200

250

300

Yield
?7 = 5.18X 10"*V

2.59 X 10"3

5.18 X10"3

1.04 X10"2

1.29 X10"2

1.54 X10"2

27 kJ

Electron
beam
energy
(kJ)

3.9

1.9

1

Facilities

- 0.53 MA

Electron
beam
current
(MA)

1.5

0.4

0.1

340 kJ

Electron
beam
energy
(kJ)

58

29

14.5

11.6

9.6

- 2.5 MA

Electron
beam
current
(MA)

33

8.2

2

1.3

0.9

is determined by the Ross filter method with the use of lithium fluoride thermo-
luminescent detectors. The X-ray energy radiated in 4n is on average 150 J, with
a duration of emission of 35 ns.

Although the interaction of an electron beam with a thick target is complex
we can nevertheless make an approximate estimate of the beam energy by using
the formula 17 = 0.7 X 10'6 ZV, where r\ is the ratio of radiated X-ray energy to
beam energy, Z the atomic number of the target and V the energy in keV of the
electrons, which are assumed to be monokinetic [7].

Table I gives the correspondence between the energy V of electrons in the
beam, assumed to be monoenergetic, (first column) and the energy W, transported
by the electron beam for the 27-kJ (third column) and the 340-kJ (fifth column)
experiments. We can calculate power, P = W/T, because we know the mean dura-
tion of emission 7 and hence the current, I = P/V, which is given in the fourth
and sixth columns.

Although we cannot fully exclude particular phenomena which would locally
generate currents higher than the discharge current, it seems more reasonable in
Table I to consider only the lines leading to electron beam currents lower than the
total current; this provides a lower energy limit. Moreover, analysis of the X-ray
spectra by Ross filters gives the upper limit.
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In the case of the 27-kJ device, we obtain for V = 100 keV: E = 1.9 kJ;
I (electrons) = 0.4 MA; P = 3.9 X 1O10 W. The current value is acceptable,
while the 100-keV value is slightly high if we compare it with the experimental
results of Ulrey [8], who found a maximum of the X-ray spectrum at 25 keV
for V = 50 keV. But, of course, the Focus electron beam is certainly not mono-
energetic. It will nevertheless be seen that by taking this approximation, we are
limited to a relatively narrow range, 60 < V < 100 keV, with a power of some
1010W.

Similarly, X-ray measurements in the 340-kJ experiment lead to the choice
of the following values: 2 0 0 < V < 3 0 0 k V ; 1 0 < E < 1 5 k J ;
0.4 X 1 0 1 2 < P < 0 . 8 X 1012W.

3.3. Ion beams

Earlier studies [1,9] showed that more than 80% of the neutrons are emitted
by a mechanism of thick-target bombardment in devices with Mather geometry.
The 27-kJ facility emits 5 X 109 neutrons for a total current of 0.53 MA and the
340-kJ facility 6 X 10 u neutrons for a 2.5-MA current. In a thick target the
neutron flux per incident deuteron is given by the formula

V

Y(V)= J [a(V)/e(V)]dV

0

where V is the energy of the deuteron, a the total cross-section of the nuclear
reaction D(d,n)3He, and e the stopping cross-section of the target [10]. Assuming
a beam of monoenergetic ions of energy V, we can set up Table II. For each
of the facilities considered, the table gives the ion beam energy and the correspond-
ing ion current, the mean beam duration being taken as 50 ns.

Table II shows that an energy of about 60—70 keV is compatible with the
current in the 27-kJ experiment. In the case of the 340-kJ facility we have to
choose a much higher energy, about 200—300 keV and then find a power between
0.6 and 1 TW. These values are close to those found for the electron beams, which
tends to indicate that the same phenomena accelerate both electrons and ions.
Let us note, however, that the results presented correspond to two points of
operation of the facility, optimized either for electron beams or for ion beams.

These results are only a first approximation because the model of deuteron
slowing-down in a cold target used here is probably quite far from reality; like-
wise the 50-ns beam duration is merely an estimate from the results obtained in
a CD2 target [9].
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TABLE II. CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN ENERGY, V, OF IONS
AND TOTAL ENERGY CARRIED BY THE ION BEAM

Ion energy V,
(keV)

30

50

70

80

100

200

300

Yield Y(V)
(neutron per
deuteron)

2.5 X10"9

1.1 X10"8

3 X10"6

4.6 X 10*

8 X10"6

4 X10"7

1 X10"*

27 kJ -

Ion beam
energy
(kJ)

5.8

2.2

1.1

0.8

0.6

Facilities

0.53 MA

Ion beam
current
(MA)

3.9

0.8

0.3

0.2

0.12

340 kJ -

Ion beam
energy
(kJ)

220

120

48

28

2.5 MA

Ion beam
current
(MA)

62

24

4.8

1.9

4. OPERATION IN FILIPPOV GEOMETRY

From the outset of the study it has been recognized that close similarities
exist between experiments performed in Mather geometry and those in Filippov
geometry. The interpretations differ, however, on the vital point of neutron
emission. In the case of the Mather experiments, it has been shown by concordant
results from numerous measurement methods that neutrons are emitted by the
acceleration of a beam of deuterons which bombard ions and atoms of deuterium
present in the chamber. In Filippov geometry, on the other hand, the neutrons
are said to be emitted for the most part by a thermonuclear plasma [11,12]. We
therefore thought it would be instructive to compare these two modes of operation.
For that purpose, we developed an experiment with characteristics very close to
those described in Ref.[l 1].

The anode and cathode diameters are 400 and 540 mm, respectively; the
anode is 114 mm long and the anode-to-cathode distance 70 mm. It had been
thought that the nature of the insulator [13] might cause a change in the plasma
characteristics, and to elucidate this point the same chamber was operated first
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with a Pyrex glass and then with a ceramic (99.7% purity) sleeve. The experiment
uses a 164-^tF condenser bank charged to 35 kV. The maximum current is 1.4 MA.
The filling pressure is 1.8 torr of deuterium, which, judging by the literature, is
relatively high for a Filippov device and therefore most likely to provide thermo-
nuclear neutron emission.

The plasma was studied by several diagnostic methods: a streak camera and
a 1-ns integral-image camera in visible light, an X-ray and neutron detector con-
sisting of a scintillator coupled to a fast photomultiplier, a silver-activation neutron
detector placed at 90° to the discharge axis, as well as magnetic probes. The princi-
pal results are as follows:

(a) Neutron emission attains the value of 2 X 1010 which corresponds to a
Mather device operating under high pressure conditions;

(b) The photographs obtained with an integral-image camera (Fig.6(a)) and
a streak camera (Fig.6(b)) show a highly indented luminous front with a speed
varying from 1.6 to 2.5 X 107 cm • s"1. After the first focussing on the axis a
second compression occurs, the delay between the two being 80 ns. This operation
was observed generally in the case of the Mather devices, with similar delays when
the filling pressure was high.

(c) When a magnetic probe [2] is placed opposite the insulator in the inter-
electrode space, we find that the current sheath has a double-peak structure, as is
the case with most Mather experiments. The width of this structure is about
20 mm.

(d) The time-derivative signals of the neutron emission (Fig.6(c)) exhibit
variations in shape from shot to shot, which also appear frequently in Mather
geometry.

(e) There are no characteristic differences between the glass and the ceramic
sleeves.

In short, no significant difference was demonstrated between the Mather and
the Filippov experiments. All the results obtained with the Filippov assembly
correspond to identical past observations on discharges in Mather geometry.

In view of these results it was not considered necessary to continue the
study with other diagnostic methods and to repeat fully the longer and more
delicate measurements performed earlier in the Mather geometry experiments.

We have found in our facilities, furthermore, that operation in Mather
geometry gives better reproducibility and is more stable than operation in Filippov
geometry. This can probably be attributed to the value of the ratio between total
current and anode diameter. During experiments on extrapolation in Mather
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(b)

neu trons X- rays neutrons
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FIG.6. Filippov geometry, (a) Discharge photographs (1 ns exposure time); (b) radial implosion
observed with a streak camera; (c) two examples of evolution in time of neutron emission.
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geometry it was observed that if this ratio was too low operation became less
satisfactory. Probably, the current density is not sufficient for a regular current
sheath to form at every discharge.

5. CONCLUSION

To understand the complex phenomena involved in electric discharges of
the Focus type we need to make a direct study of the microinstabilities — some-
thing which can be done effectively with the laser scattering diagnostic. Although
the measurements presented here are far from final, they already show that wave
excitations occur preferentially in certain directions. This point is very important
in view of the fact that these directions are close to those of the deuteron beams
which give rise to the neutron emission. These directions are demonstrated
likewise by the plasma emission in the microwave range.

The laser scattering measurements confirm the magnetic probe results: that
behind the dense front there is a lower density zone. This zone, which transports
most of the current, seems to be very turbulent. Because of their very good spatial
resolution the scattering measurements have also enabled us to discover another
high-turbulence zone in front of the dense layer.

We have often stressed the close similarities found between all experiments
where the current circulates along the axis (Z-pinch geometry), when the operating
regimes allow microscopic instabilities to develop (the critical parameter connected
directly with the electron-ion drift velocity is the filling pressure in the Focus ex-
periments, the wire diameter in the exploded-wire experiments and the quantity
of matter removed from the anode in vacuum sparks). Accordingly it is not
surprising to find similar results in both the Mather and Filippov geometries used
for the Focus discharges.

It had earlier [ 1 ] been calculated that an electric power of about 1012W was
available in a Mather experiment operating with a 340-kJ bank. The estimates
made in this paper with the help of X-ray and neutron measurements show that
the powers transferred to the electron and ion beams are quite similar. This
physical phenomenon, which is observed in a wide current range, should be con-
sidered with interest for all applications where it is desired to have powers still
higher than those obtainable at present. For the Focus experiments it is not
necessary to store energy at a very high voltage; besides, it has been experimentally
established that with an increase in current the energy transfer occurs in shorter
time. One of the points which deserve to be studied in greater depth is on what
target dimensions these beams can be concentrated.
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Abstract

RECENT PLASMA FOCUS RESEARCH.
It is shown that the recently reported high, pressure limit for the operation of Mather-type

plasma focus devices makes discrimination difficult between the scaling laws proposed for the
neutron yield. On the basis of experimental results, it is suggested that this limit may explain
some well-known contingencies in neutron production. Finally, problems related to the
interpretation of X-ray anisotropy measurements in the plasma focus are discussed.

1. REMARKS ON SCALING LAWS PROPOSED FOR PLASMA FOCUS
DEVICES

It is generally accepted that the neutron yield N of plasma focus (PF)
devices scales as a power law of the current intensity N ~ I a ( 3 . 3 < a < 5 ) [ l , 2 ] .
On the other hand, some of us have previously pointed out [3] that a relationship
N~ E^ also fits the experimental results in spite of the fact that I and Ep = \ f L I2dt
(the electromechanical work performed by the magnetic pressure on the current
sheath during the coaxial stage) are, a priori, independent quantities.

The reason why present experiments cannot discriminate between these two
laws lies in the existence of a high pressure limit (HPL) for PF devices [4]. This
limit constrains almost all the existing devices to a range of parameters where both
power laws are essentially equivalent. As we think that, for this reason, experi-
mental discrimination between both scaling laws becomes difficult, we shall
discuss this point in some detail. For this, it is very useful to use a set of
analytical formulae which, at the cost of some non-essential approximations,
furnishes easily manageable relationships between the electrical and mechanical
parameters of Mather-type PF during the coaxial stage [5].
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Argentina.
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outer electrode

filling density:?

FIG.l. Definitions of parameters and symbols.
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FIG.2. rii versus Tjp, with A as a parameter.
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As shown in Ref. [5], it is possible to express the quantities T7p = E p / i '
and T?I = I/Icc (Ic c = short-circuit peak current), both evaluated at the end of the
coaxial stage, in terms of two dimensionless parameters, A and B, which completely
define the device and its operating regime. The corresponding expressions are
(in MKS units):

Mo 2* ln(b/a)

? IT T ~\~ (LL / ? 7T ^ x Q 1

B _ _^_ (c V°V
8TT2PO \ a £*/

P l+A

2

l+A [/B(l+A/2)-(l/2+A/3)"j1/2

2B J

All symbols are defined in Fig. 1.
Since both 771 and T?P have maxima as functions of B (771 for B » 1.5 and

i7p for B = 4/9) we' can distinguish three regimes (recall that B ~ pg1 for a given
device):

(a) Low pressure (B > 1.5): In this regime both quantities increase as the
pressure increases.

(b) Intermediate pressure (4/9 < B < 1.5): In this regime ?7p decreases as
the pressure increases.

(c) High pressure (B < 4/9): Here both quantities decrease with the
increasing pressure.

In Fig. 2 we give 771 versus T?P with A as a parameter. For clarity, curves
of equal B are not shown, with the exception of the important case B = 1.5.
From this figure one can see that in the regime (a) the relation TJP = TJJ' holds at
fixed A with y ** 2.2.

Hence, for a given device, Ep ~ Eo (I/I c c)7 = I r E ^ 2 , L # 2 , so that the
law N ~ I a is essentially equivalent to the law N ~ E^ with a = 2.2 /?. On the
other hand, different devices usually have similar values of A and Lo and, since
the exponent of Eo in the above expression is very small, the relationship Ep ~ P
holds approximately.

A preliminary analysis (not reported here because of space limitations)
shows that practically none of the present devices can operate below B = 1.5 owing
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F/G.5. 7Vie parabola-like curves give the lower limit of condition (1) for B = 4/P and different
values o/C/L0 [//F/nH]. Tfte hyperbola-like curves correspond to TJP ^5 = 4/9) = constant.

[cm/nH]

FIG.4. The parabola-like curves are similar to those of Fig. 3, but for B= 1.5. The hyperbola-
like curves correspond to rji (B = 1.5) = constant.
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to the above HPL. For this reason, both quoted scaling laws fit the experimental
results well. As another important consequence of this limitation, the maximum
neutron yield is always obtained for a filling pressure p m a x just below the HPL,
because when p increases, both I and Ep increase and therefore N also increases
until it drops as an effect of the HPL. This circumstance provides a possible
interpretation of a result reported by Rapp [6], who suggests the constancy of
the combination E0 /(pm a x £). We recall that the HPL is approximately given
by [4]

E
-?->l.5e± (1)
2M

where M is the swept mass and e; the specific ionization energy of the filling gas.
Hence, if Pmax corresponds to the equality in (1), we get

E E E

-1 - ~ % — (2)

Since rjp in Ref. [6] remains nearly constant within the working range of the
apparatus, we conclude that Rapp's observations are a particular case of (2).

We now discuss the design of a PF device able to operate in the very interesting
regime (b) within the limits imposed by (1).

If fia < S. (see Fig. 1) the formulae given in Ref. [5] can be used to rewrite (1)
in the form:

£ r cm-| 0.01 y ( x 2 - l ) I"

L-o L n H j " /B-l/3 |_
(3)

where

x = b / a ; y = C/L

In Fig. 3 we plot parabola-like curves representing the lowest allowed values
of £/L0 in terms of b/a (Fig. 1) with C/Lo as a parameter and B = 4/9. In Fig. 4
similar curves for B = 1.5 are given. We can see that a higher B results in less
restrictive conditions.

However, mere fulfilment of condition (1) is not sufficient; it is also necessary
to design the experiment in order to achieve relatively high maximum values for both 7?p

and TJI . Otherwise, the resulting TJP versus p and T?I versus p curves would be very smooth
with broad maxima, and hence the experiment will be useless for the desired discrimina-
tion. Unfortunately this leads to contradictory requirements, as can be seen from Figs 3
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and 4, where the hyperbola-like curves correspond to TJP = const, and 771 = const.,
respectively. However, it is possible to reach a reasonable compromise in which
Tjp for B = 4/9 and 771 for B = 1.5 are both near 1/2.

As an example, we indicate in Figs 3 and 4 the point corresponding to the
parameters of our PF II, a device which will start operation during the coming
months. The parameters have been selected so that the apparatus will work in
the pressure range of 1 — 10 torr (deuterium).

2. A POSSIBLE INTERPRETATION OF SOME APPARENTLY ERRATIC
VARIATIONS OF THE NEUTRON YIELD IN TERMS OF THE HPL

It should be noticed that the value of €[ in (1) is not always determined
straightforwardly because it depends critically on the presence of even very small
amounts of heavy contaminants. Consequently, ej may take values above
0.7 MJ"g"J, corresponding to pure deuterium, which is the minimum value that
can reasonably be assumed in PF experiments. We suggest that some erratic
variations that are usually observed in the neutron yield may be related to
adsorption-desorption processes at the electrode surface, which can push the
apparatus out of the region of validity of (1) in an uncontrolled way, even when
the filling pressure is kept constant. These processes may produce considerable
changes in ej while keeping the general features of the discharge and the dynamics
of the CS practically unchanged.

In particular, we deal with observations related to some unexpected
variations in the neutron yield of a small plasma focus (our PF I, Eo = 0.87 kJ) [7].

As is well known, the average yield N for apparently fixed working conditions
(specifically electrodes, insulator and filling pressure) is usually two or three times
less than the yield obtained in the best shots. Another known fact, probably
related to this, is that during a considerable number of shots performed after the
electrodes have been exposed to the atmosphere, N is low and fluctuates strongly.
During this first sequence of discharges, sometimes called conditioning^ increases
on the average until a steady behaviour is attained. Data reported on these facts
are scarce and usually merely qualitative; additional information would therefore
be useful for improving the performance and reproducibility of PF devices.

Here we analyse the data from several hundred discharges, for electrodes
made of (a) OFHC copper, (b) brass, and (c) standard copper. In every discharge
we have measured N and recorded I. Side-on IC pictures were also taken. Striking
differences in the behaviour of N and N were observed:

(a) With OFHC copper, after a long conditioning (some 100 discharges),
a steady behaviour is reached, with the best N (2.4 X 107) at 2.4 torr (D2);
yields from individual shots fluctuate within a factor of ~ 3 around N.
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(b) Brass

FIG.5. Histograms of the neutron yield for case (a) OFHC copper electrodes and case (b) brass
electrodes.

(b) In the case of brass electrodes, a different steady behaviour is achieved
after a very short conditioning (~ 5 shots). There is a marked tendency for shots
with a high N to be followed by very low yield shots, and vice versa, so that a
peculiar alternating behaviour results. This alternation is completely unaffected
by replacement of the filling gas and flushing of the vacuum chamber. The best
value of N (1.0 X 107) is obtained at approximately the same pressure as in the
previous case. Figure 5 shows histograms of N for cases (a) and (b) corresponding
to sequences performed after conditioning.

(c) Finally, with a gun of standard copper, we get detectable (~ 10s) yields
only after 70 shots. A subsequent series of 350 shots gave the best N (7 X 106)
at 0.4 torr and very low values of N at higher pressure, with a large spread.

We pay special attention to the peculiar alternating behaviour observed with
the brass electrodes. A statistical analysis shows clearly that random fluctuations
should be definitively ruled out as a possible explanation. An interesting additional
fact is that the I focus spike is delayed about 50 ns in the 'bad' (N < 105) shots as
compared with the 'good' (N > N) ones, thus suggesting that in the 'bad' shots a •
certain amount of relatively heavy ions, coming from the electrode surface (not
from a bulk contamination of the gas, since flushing does not modify the effect)
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interact with the CS. An estimate of the amount of heavy ions required to
account for the delay is consistent with what should be expected from the removal
of a monoatomic layer. For instance, if the heavy contaminants were oxygen ions,
the observed delay could be explained by a 2.5% particle contamination, by
assuming that the time of focus formation tf depends on the mass density
p0 of the gas as tf ~ p j ' 4 [8]. On the other hand, the same contamination
may produce an increase of €{ by an appreciable factor. We explain the
alternation of high-and-low-yield shots as follows: in a 'good' shot, high-
energy particles impinge on the chamber walls (Pyrex) and liberate gases
which are later absorbed on the electrodes. Therefore, the subsequent discharge
results in a 'bad' focus, but at the same time cleans the electrodes, reproducing
the conditions required for a good focus.

Of course, the remarkable alternating behaviour observed in this case may
be hidden in other devices with different parameters. For instance, if the
contamination induced by a single focus is not enough to make ej so large that
condition (1) is reversed, a completely different behaviour may occur and the cyclic
regularity may well be lost. However, our results seem to suggest that adsorption-
desorption at the electrode surfaces may be partially responsible, through condition
(1), for the apparently erratic variation of N in PF devices.

3. DETERMINATION OF ELECTRON BEAM ENERGIES AT THE FOCUS
FROM X-RAY ANISOTROPY MEASUREMENTS

The numerous observations of the hard X-rays (hv > 100 keV) produced
during the focus stage of the discharge in a Mather-type coaxial accelerator have
proved the existence of high-energy electron beams directed along the electrode
axis [9-11 ]. Analysis of the angular distribution of medium-energy X-rays
(5 < hv < 50 keV) leads to the conclusion that electron beams of lower energies
are also present in the focus. Here we discuss two sets of measurements
performed under different conditions:

(a) Data obtained at the Stevens Institute of Technology (SIT) [12], with a
hollow-anode PF (5 kJ at 15 kV) filled with 8-torr D2. The emission at 0° and 78°
from the axis was recorded by a pinhole camera (SSI «* 10~6 sr) with a 51-/zm Be
filter. Film density values (on Kodak RPR) from highly localized (6r < 100 jum)
and extended sources (5r «= 1 mm) have been measured for discharges in pure D2.

(b) The recent results reported in Ref. [11], where the energy flux from
extended sources (5r «* 3 mm) was measured at 0 = 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 80°
from the axis by TL diodes (type 400, 5£2 «* 10~2 sr) through a 2-mm-thick Al wall.
The X-ray source was the NASA Langley Focus I (NASA: solid anode; 25 kJ at
20 kV) filled with pure D2 at about 5 torr.
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TABLE I. ELECTRON BEAM ENERGIES FROM X-RAY ANISOTROPY
MEASUREMENTS
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Reference

Typical size
(mm)

Pressure
(torr)

0(° )

U(keV)

E (kJ)
o

S I T

0 . 1

8

78±1

2.16

5±5

5

1.55

S I T

1

8

7 8 + 1

1.21

18 + 8

5

1.52

NASA

3

5

15±4

1.19

40+10

25

1.04

NASA

3

5

30±4

1.83

36 + 9

25

1.13

NASA

3

5

45 + 4

2.25

4 3 + 1 1

25

1.26

NASA

3

5

60±4

2.37

5 4 + 1 3

25

1.35

NASA

3

5

80 + 4

2.45

62 + 15

25

1.51

Table I shows the observed anisotropy ratios from these experiments, which
are related to the emitted intensity by

fUdx I (U,x/U) S(x) T(x)
•'o v

fUdx I (Ufx/U) S(x) T(x)
J<-\ °

(4)

where 1^ is the energy intensity emitted at an angle <j> from the axis (as defined
in Ref. [13], e.g. x = he is the photon energy), S(x) is the detector sensitivity
and T(x) is the filter transmission [14]. We assume that the radiation originates
in the bremsstrahlung from a beam of electrons, all of energy U, colliding with
the ions (n; <; 1019 cm""3) located in front of the anode.
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For 8 < U < 60 keV the values of 1̂ , can be obtained by Sommerfeld's
non-relativistic formulae. A fast numerical code [15] based on a series expansion
of I,/, [13] has been used to calculate U from the observed anisotropy ratio
Aobs(0)- Values of this beam energy are given in Table I, where we have also
evaluated the energy ratio actually emitted, defined as

A e m ( 0 ) = / U d x I 0 < U , x / U ) / j U d x I Q (U,x /U) ( 5 )

The sensitivity S(x) for NASA values has been estimated in Ref. [ 11 ] for
15 < x < 50 keV. For the treatment of SIT values we have taken S(x) = [x R(x)]~'
where R(x) is the exposure factor for RPR film defined in Ref. [16] with x"1

required by the definition of 1̂  (cf. Ref. [13]).

From the results in Table I we conclude the following:

(a) Electron beams with energy 10 < U < 60 keV exist in the focus. It is
not clear whether the mean electron beam energy is correlated with the available
bank energy (Eo in Table I) or with the detector cut-off energy for each case.
(Photon energy peaks at x > 20 keV are smoothed away by the film exposure
factor in SIT measurements, and X-rays below 15 keV are shielded by 2 mm Al at
NASA.) Perhaps more than one single beam exists in this energy range.

(b) Line emission (mainly from the copper Ka at 8.05 keV) can substantially
affect the validity of our calculations for the extended sources at SIT, but its
effects cannot be important for the high photon energies at NASA (hT'> 15 keV).
The average beam energy from NASA anisotropy ratios is (47 ± 11) keV for pure
D2. This is not very different from a beam energy of (41 + 10) keV, which can
be estimated from the same ratios by assuming that 0.5% copper ions are present.

(c) Anisotropy ratios from extended sources (NASA) are the result of two
contributions: softer X-rays originated in the plasma and harder X-rays from the
anode surface. Although some symmetry can be ascribed to the plasma sources,
the coin shape of the anode-emitting regions (cf. Fig. 1 of Ref. [11]) will result
in a decrease with increasing 0 of the solid angle subtended by the source at the
detector. This geometrical effect can explain the very slow growth of AobS at large
observation angles and the consequently higher values of U at 0 = 60° and 80°.
The poor calibration available for the TL detectors [11] may also be an important
source of error.

(d) The very short duration of the highly localized sources at SIT (cf. similar
observations with 3 ns resolution in [17]) and the good space resolution of the
observed structures justify the use of time-integrated techniques for the analysis
of those minute sources. This is not rigorously valid for the extended sources,
where flux contributions from other stages of the focus evolution and from the
more diffuse regions near the focus cannot be neglected.
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DISCUSSION

ON PAPERS U-3-1 TO U-3-5

R.S. PEASE: What is the maximum enhancement of S^d) observed, and
when did it occur?

C. MAISONNIER: The measurement gives neSk(#). In the dense sheath
both ne and Sk(#) are known, and S^tf) = 1. In the dilute plasma located around
the sheath, ne has not been measured, so that S^(d) is unknown. All we can say
is that, because neSk(#) is of the same order of magnitude in the dense sheath
and in the dilute plasma and since ne is, at least, 10 times smaller in the dilute
plasma than in the sheath, Sk(#) must be at least 10 outside the sheath. Its space
and time dependence are not known.

V. NARDI: I would like to stress the fact that both the ion beam in the
forward direction and the ion beam in the backward direction are highly col-
limated. The damage on different targets indicates that the diameter of the
electron beam has practically the same value (3 -5 mm) at ~ 15 cm and at 43 cm
from the source. The ion beams have a collimation angle better than ^ 6 ° . The
damage to the targets indicates that both electron and ion beams are formed by
many clusters - or strings - of particles. Further focalization of these beams
with a power of several terawatts on a small target, e.g. a pellet, will have to
deal directly with clusters of particles rather than with single particles.

H. CONRADS: With reference to the two neutron spectra taken at Frascati,
by the time-of-flight method and by means of nuclear-emulsion plates, I should
like to know why the spectra differ in full half-width.

C. MAISONNIER: The difference is due to a variation of the neutron spec-
trum in time over the finite duration of neutron emission. For instance, if the
energetic neutrons (energies > 3 MeV) observed with nuclear emulsion were all
emitted at the end of the pulse, they would be registered as having a lower energy
by the time-of-flight method.
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Abstract

PRINCIPLES OF PLASMA HEATING AND CONFINEMENT IN A COMPACT TOROIDAL
CONFIGURATION.

Data obtained on a so-called compact toroid — a configuration where shock compression
improves the stable confinement properties — are generalized in this paper and shown to be
valid in a range of B ~ 2—12 kG, plasma density n '
of 20-40 cm X 100-200 cm.

It is well known that the highest plasma heating parameters (T, |3) and the
maximum confinement characteristics (nr) are achieved in different physical
systems: in pinches and in stationary toroidal systems, respectively.

It is, however, possible to combine, in principle, the advantages of a toroidal
confinement system and the merits of pulsed heating methods in the same system
such that shock compression does not worsen, but improves stable confine-
ment conditions.

The required structure in the most interesting case of a toroid with an
aspect ratio of A -»• 1 may be created in a cylindrical chamber by sequential
freezing of antiparallel magnetic fields into the plasma and their subsequent
reconnection at the ends of the chamber. In the configuration obtained in this
way, the tension of the poloidal field lines is not balanced by the initial plasma
pressure. The longitudinal shock compression induced by this leads to abrupt
heating and transverse expansion of the plasma, which undoubtedly favours
stability. The achieved configuration, containing a closed magnetic field and
bounded by a quasi-spherical or ellipsoidal separatrix, is called a compact toroid.
A number of key problems of this programme is investigated in Refs [1,2].
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Data obtained under various experimental conditions are generalized in
this paper. The derived principles are general in nature in a range of magnetic
fields of B ~ 2-12 kG, a plasma density of n ~ 1014-1016 cm"3 and shock
chamber dimensions of D = 20-40 cm and L = 100-200 cm (see Refs [1-3]
for a description of the devices).

1. PULSED SHAPING OF CLOSED STRUCTURE AND METHODS OF
CONTROL

It is well known that the spontaneously shaped closed structure in a 'theta-
pinch-with-reverse-field' experiment is unstable. In this context, it is important
to note that introduction of a stabilizing toroidal field [4] in itself does not
correct the radical defects of a theta pinch with reverse field. It is natural to
expect that a deeper relationship exists between the MHD-behaviour of the system
and the pulsed phase of the process. These principles are investigated in the given
system by a number of functional elements which permit variation of the
quantitative and qualitative characteristics of the process over a wide range.

1. Pulsed injection of the working gas (hydrogen or deuterium) and
induction ionization by a longitudinal variable electric field were accomplished in
the experiments. The trapped flux 4>p was created by a two-step method: by
means of an initial quasi-stationary field Bo (Fig. 1) and by a magnetic field pulse
of the same orientation from the shock loop. This pulse was generated by a
separate bank, or the first half-period of the main shock field was used.

2. Inversion of the external magnetic field. In ordinary theta pinches (with
reverse field), the plasma together with the frozen magnetic field emerges towards
the wall when the external field goes through zero, which causes losses of the
trapped flux and plasma, erosion of the dielectric wall and generation of impurities.
One may now assume that it is this phase which is responsible, to a significant
extent, for the initial perturbations of the neutral layer, which then lead to
disruptions, a breakdown of the antiparallel structure, and to the development of
MHD-instabilities [4-6] .

A pulsed octupole barrier field (Fig. 1) and a special mirror configuration at
the ends were used to control the indicated processes in these experiments [2].

Owing to the elimination of plasma contact with the wall, the barrier field
has a radical effect on the process with respect to all main characteristics, including
the development of a tearing instability. Magnetic mirrors which form a stable
magnetic structure at the ends and permit control of the loss rate through the
ends and of the development of microprocesses in the neutral layer, are equally
essential.

3. Reconnection of counter magnetic fields in the end zones of the shock
chamber. In this phase the open magnetic field is transformed into a closed one;
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FIG.l. Experimental devices and sequence of plasma toroid heating and injection: lj mirror
coils; 2) key loop; 3) shock loop; 4) solenoid; 5) liner winding; 6) barrier field bus bars.
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i.e. the magnetic field topology is changed; as a result, the heat release and loss
conditions are changed; the plasma equilibrium is fundamentally destroyed,
and an irreversible longitudinal compression of the plasma column is initiated.

Control of the reconnection process was achieved in this experiment by
making use of the following elements (Fig.l):

a) a quasi-stationary field of antimirror configuration at the ends of the
system which controls the dimensions of the reconnection zone (f);

b) a pulsed key loop which causes forced reconnection of the lines of force
in the neutral field (c).

2. OPTIMIZATION OF SHOCK HEATING

The most serious difficulties of traditional theta and zeta pinches are related
to the radial nature of compression and, in particular, to the rigid constraints on
the field rise-time (r^, < R/u, u is the shock wave velocity) and the time of stability
loss during strong adiabatic compression.

In our system, transition to longitudinal compression gives rise to a number
of favourable physical and energetic consequences, which are determined by the
factor (L/R)2.

1. The temperature limit for shock heating, Tj m a x ~ mjU2/2 ~ (mj/2)(L/T^,)2

increases 10-100 times if a reasonable configuration is chosen.
2. A further increase of Tj m a x is possible by using a method of sharpening

the piston, unique in pinch systems, by means of controlled reconnection of fields
with a time Trc < T^.

3. Shock compression (along z) leads here not to a separation of the plasma
from the conducting wall but, on the contrary, to transverse expansion.

4. Since the poloidal magnetic field is localized near the current-carrying
neutral layer, the energy distribution between the magnetic field and the plasma •
in our system is shifted considerably in favour of the plasma: rj = Wp/WB — 0.5—1,
compared to i? ~ ( r p / r w ) 2 ~ 0.1 in theta pinches.

3. TRANSPORT AND CONFINEMENT PROBLEMS

Besides the ordinary scheme of magnetic confinement (shock-field crowbar),
the given system permits a unique opportunity: transport of the heated toroid
from the shock chamber to an independent confinement chamber (metal cylinder)
[1]. The following is achieved in this case:

1. An optimum "crowbar" mode with arbitrarily long field confinement
time, T ~ 47raR5/c2 (6 and a are the thickness and the conductivity of the liner
walls).
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2. A new opportunity, for pulsed systems, of solving problems of vacuum
hygiene and impurities (burn-through of liner) and thermal and radiation shielding
of the shock chamber.

3. The possibility of quasi-spherical compression of the toroidal plasma
by a heavy sheath with an effective field of approximately 106 G [3].

The results of injection into a liner with an initial magnetic field of BL ,
oriented parallel to the field on the toroid surface, are presented in this paper.
The magnetic elements provided in the devices (Fig. 1) permitted control of the
injection conditions and of the toroid dimensions in the liner.

4. STUDY OF METHODS OF MAGNETIC-STRUCTURE SHAPING

1. Figure 2 shows the main characteristics of barrier plasma confinement
during the inversion phase. Without plasma the probe records a sine-wave signal;

1.01- Bb(kG)

0.5

( a )

10 15

* - r p < c m >

10 15

FIG.2. Deceleration of plasma by barrier field: a) oscillogram of barrier field 2 cm from wall;
b) motion of plasma boundary; r plasma radius; 5b thickness of barrier field skin layer;
P) position of probes; n0 = 1.5 X 1014 cm'*; shock field in first half-period £?„,= 4.3 kG,
TJ2 = 13.5 in, rw = 20 cm.
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8(kG)

FJG.3. Intensity of He I and He II emission lines from different regions of the plasma: a) light
is received parallel to the chamber axis through the transparent end wall; bj light is received
through the window in the liner chamber perpendicular to the axis; B external magnetic field;
5 L signal of magnetic probe placed 2 cm from liner chamber wall.

a deep gap related to the expanding plasma forcing the barrier field out occurs
on the oscillogram in the operating regime. As can be seen, the probe is shielded
by the plasma for approximately three MS seconds, an interval corresponding to
the inversion phase. The motion of the plasma boundary during the inversion
phase (Fig.2b) is reproduced when measurements of the longitudinal field inside
and outside the chamber are used, by which the distance of plasma deceleration
approximately 1.5 cm from the walls is determined. It follows from the
oscillograms that the process is elastic reflection in nature with only a small
penetration depth of the barrier field into the plasma (6B ~ 0.5 cm). The results
of measuring the He I (X = 5875.6 A) and He II (X = 4685.7 A) lines indicate
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FIG.4. Different reconnection regimes: <S?IC reconnected part of flux; <J>p trapped magnetic
flux; to end of inversion; 1) free-end regime; 2) control of stationary antimirror; 3) sharpening
by key loop; 4) deceleration by stationary mirror; 5) ̂ iev(t) reverse magnetic flux.
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FIG.5. Reconnection time Trc as a function of stationary antimirror field Bm flj and method
of determination ofTK(2j: B field on edge of shock loop on axis;<[>iev reverse magnetic flux;
n0 ~ (5-6) X i014cm"3; shock field on first half-period B^, = 4.3 kG, rw = 20 cm, hydrogen.

the absence of plasma contact with the wall (helium was introduced as a low-
density additive of nH e < 10 percent of nn 2) . As can be seen from the
oscillograms (Fig.3), there is no light flash during plasma expansion and field
inversion phase which usually appears when the plasma moves towards the wall.
The increase in the intensity of He II after inversion is obviously related to
plasma heating in the current layer.
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Three typical time scales are observed in the general case in the system in
question: T~ =T/4, the rise-time of the external field (energy storage), rc L ,
the life-time of the stable open antiparallel magnetic structure, and r rc, the
connection time (Fig.4);

a) in the simplest situation when there are no magnetic mirrors, the
duration of the process is determined by diffusion through the entire plasma
thickness (Fig.4(l)). Values of r rc ~ 10 /is for rw = 20 cm and r rc ~ 5 us for
r^ = 8.8 cm are observed experimentally in this regime.

b) a stationary mirror field Bm of counter-orientation (Fig. 1, f) leads to
variation of the configuration (dimensions) of the reconnection zone. Figure 5
demonstrates the strong dependence of r rc on B; with a strong mirror of
Bm ~ 10 kG, the connection process proceeds almost simultaneously with the
rise of the reverse external field (curve 2, Fig.2).

c) the mode r rc < r^ < TCL (Fig.4(3)) is optimum in all respects, which
permits the use of slow (T^,) main energy storage and fast (r rc) discharge of
energy into the plasma by key reconnection. The following is achieved experi-
mentally in this regime: stable existence of an open antiparallel structure by
means of a stationary mirror at the edge of the shock loop with a time of
rcL ~ 20-40 MS (qualitatively, curve 4, Fig.4), reduction of r rc by using the
key loop by approximately an order of magntiude compared to the storage
time r A poloidal piston with minimum thickness (most abrupt drop of the
separatrix, Fig.8) is formed in this case.

5. THE STABILITY OF THE NEUTRAL LAYER

Annihilation of the counter magnetic fluxes and the tearing instability
constitute an obvious danger for retaining a regular antiparallel magnetic structure.
Their development aggravates or even makes impossible longitudinal compression
and shock heating of the ions. The classical resistance of the plasma may not
play any significant role in the zone n ~ 1014 - 1 0 l s cm"3 and Te ~ 102 —103 eV;
therefore anomalous turbulent resistance localized in a relatively narrow zone
(in the neutral layer) where the ncessary conditions for the build-up of micro-
oscillations are fulfilled (for ion sound, va > cs and Te > Tj, for a layer width
of 5 ~ c/cjpj), is of primary importance.

The tearing instability was observed by determining radius and shape of the
separatrix at different moments of time. To do this, the total magnetic flux
through the chamber cross-section $ and the external magnetic field Be(z) were
measured. The radius of the separatrix was determined from these quantities:
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FIG.6. Evolution of separatrix during asymmetric reconnection (Right: control key loop;
left: stationary mirror) and effect of external perturbation (X-ray targets 1 X 1 cm2;
position indicated by arrows); n0 = 2.5 X 10i4 cm~3; time counted from moment of
inversion; rw = 8.8 cm.

These measurements were made by a large number of external probes placed
with a spacing of 10 cm along Z.

The development of the tearing instability was established experimentally
?.s a function of the initial level of perturbations and the conditions of neutral-
layer formation. A case of the crudest perturbation caused by introduction of
X-ray targets into the chamber is presented in Fig.6. The development of a
neutral-layer disruption is accompanied by a burst of X-rays corresponding to
the appearance of non-thermal electrons with an energy of 1-2 keV.

The case of tearing instability stimulated by the proximity of the material
wall during formation of the neutral layer is more common and important. The
extremely strong nature of this effect, which may lead to complete breakdown
of the layer at one or several points along its length, has been established
experimentally. The experiment demonstrates the effective stabilization of this
process by the barrier field (Fig.7).

A perturbation of the separatrix Ars/rs (related to the same time) may be
completely suppressed in practice if Bb is large enough. The most important among
the causes of this effect is obviously prevention or reduction of transverse losses
and plasma cooling by the magnetic barrier. The ends of the system play a
similar role: weakening or absence of mirrors enhance the development of a
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FIG. 7. Suppression of tearing mode by barrier field Bb: &rjrs is the typical modulation
depth of separatrix; n0 — 2 X IO14 cm'3; rw = 8.S cm.
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FIG.8. Suppression of tearing instability during longitudinal compression in the system:
r =8.8 cm; t = 8 IJS after inversion; no = 3X IO14 cm'3.

tearing instability abruptly. A powerful stabilizing factor with respect to the
tearing instability is also shock compression of the plasma. Disruption of the
magnetic structure of the toroid is never observed after longitudinal compression,
even in those cases when the field was closed and longitudinal compression
occurred from the same end, whereas the other end, as a result of using the
mirror field, remained open. This case is shown in Fig.8. Effective connection
due to the key loop provided rapid closing and compression of the magnetic
configuration.

It was established that longitudinal compression of the plasma not only
stabilizes the neutral layer, but may also suppress perturbations that have already
developed.
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6. GENERATION CONDITIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
SHOCK WAVE

The data presented in this paper are mainly related to the physical aspect
of the problem: 1) the dependence of the shock process on the reconnection
conditions and 2) the effect of longitudinal compression on plasma stability and
confinement. The optimum solution of this problem determined the choice of
the experimental parameters and conditions.

A strong dependence of the effectiveness of the shock wave on the different
methods of connection considered above (Fig.4) and also on the symmetry of the
conditions at the opposite ends has been established.

The most complete characteristics of the process have been found by
contactless external magnetic probes placed at different distances Z from the
point of excitation (the typical zones of shock flow - initial state, front, piston
and zero point — are clearly related to the variation of the local value of rs and,
consequently, of Be). Besides a local probe, a diamagnetic sensor, which is a
compensated pair of local and female probes with a typical difference signal
of <p = 7rr^Be Op is shown in Fig.9, rw = 20 cm and z = 85 cm) was used.
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FIG.9. Diamagnetic signal with compensated pair of probes: I) inversion phase; II) state
before shock wave front; HI) front; IV) piston; dashed line: slow reconnection mode at
free end of system; n0 = 4- 7014 cm'3.

Here I is the inversion phase - the plasma is resting on the barrier field;
II is the transverse compression after inversion, the state in front of the wave
(reconnection and start of the wave at the end z = 0); III is the front of the
longitudinal shock wave - the main diamagnetic jump; and IV is the poloidal
piston zone (the approach of <p to zero due to raking of the plasma and
transition to a vacuum field distribution). Figure 10 is a diagram of the wave
and piston motion in this same experiment, which demonstrates the stationary
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35

FIG.10. Propagation of longitudinal Shockwave: 1) front; 2) piston; 3) position of shock
loop; • moment of'reconnection; no=4X 1014 cm'3; hydrogen.

nature of the plasma shock flow. In the considered case reconnection was deter-
mined by an antimirror with time of r rc ~ 1 —2 jus. The shock wave is attenuated
and disappears completely with an increase of Trc (because of a decrease of Bm)
(Fig.9, dashed line; z = 85 cm and u = 1.5 X 107 cm- s"1 at r rc ~ 8 fis, which
agrees with r rc > z/u).

Extreme conditions with respect to shock perturbation generation conditions
are created by stationary mirrors and the key loop. In the first case there is a
stable neutral layer, and the perturbations of the magnetic structure are slow and
diffuse in nature and, in the second case, the formation of a maximally sharpened
poloidal piston (Fig.8 considered previously) takes place.

The regulation of the reconnection at the opposite ends permits a precise
re-adjustment of the process of axisymmetric two-sided compression towards a
one-sided shock wave generation (as in Figs 9 and 10, where TXC-\ITK-2 ^ ^ ) -
We note that the asymmetric excitation mode has advantages from the viewpoint
of shock wave parameters and transport of the toroid. The conducting layer in
front of the shock wave (phase II, Fig. 10), rs ^ 0.5rw, is relatively thin (6 < rs);
therefore, >p = IT r |Be = 2i^cL and its slight variation (usually approximately equal
to or less than 20%) attests to the smallness of the losses.

The typical characteristics of the shock wave are: velocity u ~ (1—3) X 107

cm- s~!, width of front A ~ rw , pressure behind the front (nT)2 = Bg/8vr ~ 1018

eV- cm"3, plasma density before the front ni ~ (1-5) X 1015 cm"3, compression
coefficient in the front k\\ = n2/nj ~ 2—2.5, and total variation of plasma density
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n2/n0 ~ k||kj^ (where k^ ~ 4 - 5 is the transverse compression coefficient). It
follows from the given parameters that the temperature behind the front Te + Ti

amounts to several hundred electron volts. Direct measurements of the ion
temperature (from an analysis of the spectrum of charge-exchange neutrals)
yield a typicalvalue of T; ~ 100 eV (in the range of n0 ~ 1015 cm"3), which
indicates a significant contribution of the ion component to the plasma pressure.
It is important to note that the ion signal is recorded in all cases after inverstion
and after the beginning of longitudinal compression, which hints at the
dominant role played by shock heating.

7. INVESTIGATION OF TOROID INJECTION

The toroid is accelerated and injected in the described system in a natural
manner by asymmetric reconnection at the opposite ends. In these conditions,
shock compression is developed in the preferred direction - towards the liner,
as a result of which shock heating of the plasma and formation of a closed
magnetic structure combine organically with the acceleration of the torus as a
whole.

In the conditions indicated, the toroid acquires a directional velocity
approximately equal to that of the poloidal piston, v ~ (1-2) X 107 cm • s"1

and is injected into the liner. The diagnostic probes located here record the
dynamics, structure and parameters of the toroid.

A different-pole magnetic field near the wall (rw = 8.8 cm) and at the axis
of the toroid in the region of the output mirror is shown in Fig. 11 in an experiment
with a small-diameter chamber. The strong inhomogeneity of the mirror field
along z explains the different initial (t = 0) levels on the two probes located in
different cross-sections (Az = 13.5 cm). Upon passing through the mirror, the
field is B = 4.5 kG, the torus radius rs ~ rw /2 = 5 and its length is 30-40 cm;
the torus expands after passing through the mirror (rs ~ rw ) .

The following scaling was observed in experiments with a large-diameter
chamber: rs ~ rw = 20 cm and £ ~ 80 cm. Transport is accomplished along the
length of the liner, L s 130 cm.

In conditions when no means of deceleration and capture of the toroid in
the liner cavity were used, it reached the dielectric end wall of the chamber and
broke down within S/v ~ 10 /us. The radial magnetic-field component was recorded
during this time at the end wall at a radius of r = rw /2 .

The motion of the injected toroid in the liner chamber is accompanied by
the simultaneous appearance of a burst of plasma emission perceived in a direction
perpendicular to the axis through a special window in the chamber. The intensity
of the two He I (5875 A) and He II (4686 A) helium lines was measured in the
given experiments. The later appearance and gradual increase of the relative
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FIG.11. Injection of plasma toroid into independent chamber. Magnetic field near the wall
under the output magnetic mirror (1) and at the axis 13.5 cm from it (2):deuterium.
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FIG.12. Ion temperature of plasma toroid infected into liner cavity: I^andli: signals from

two ion analyser channels with energies of 320 and 560 eV, respectively; hydrogen.
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intensity of He II (Fig.3) apparently corresponds to passage of hotter plasma
regions past the window. The appearance of a new He I burst is correlated with
the disappearance of the magnetic fields in the liner volume due to breakdown
of the toroid upon impact against the end wall and is apparently related to sub-
sequent expansion and recombination of the cold plasma on the walls.

The signal from the ion analyser and the course of ion temperature in the
mid-section of the liner, separated from the output end of the shock loop
(rw = 20 cm) by 80 cm (the spectrum is very close to a Maxwellian one), is shown
in Fig. 12. It is important to emphasize that the space-time pattern of toroid
motion in the liner and its main parameters are in strict agreement with the
previous processes of reconnection and wave compression in the shock chamber.
This is, of course, achieved with completely specified amplitude and phase adjust-
ment of the functional elements of the system. This optimum regime will easily
and reliably be reproduced. Destructions of the process of the most diverse types
occur upon deviation from this regime (earlier flow of plasma with trapped
magnetic fields of different orientation, multiple formations or complete cut-
off of the injection channel).

8. PRINCIPLES OF COMPACT-TOROID CONFINEMENT

The pulsed processes of reconnection, shock heating and transport considered
above in no way limit the possibility of introducing special stabilizing fields for
prolonged plasma confinement (for example, toroidal confinement to create a
tokamak-type structure) [ 1 ]. However, the physical and technological significance
shown by the properties of a plasma with simplest magnetic structure formed
by a purely poloidal field is obvious.

The basic principles of confinement of this configuration are manifested
in the most direct form when asymmetric reconnection (by means of a key loop
and stationary mirrors, Fig.l) is used and if the initial plasma density is varied.
Two typical regimes differing by the value of n0 are represented in Fig. 13. Let
us note the main characteristics of the process:

1. When the magnetic lines of force are closed from one end only (by the
key loop, t = trc_ j), the radius of the separatrix decreases in spite of a simultaneous
decrease of Be.

2. Reconnection at the second end (t = t r c _ 2 ) leads to the reverse process,
i.e. an expansion of the toroid. This means that at t < t r c_ 2 the main energy
losses of the plasma and of the closed magnetic field occur from the plasma through
the open end; the loss rate is abruptly reduced after closing of the magnetic
structure, and the open-flux dissipation process on the crowbar resistor becomes
dominant.
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FIG.13. Time behaviour of separatrix radius: 1) n0 = 5 X 10u cm'3; 2) n0 = 2 X iO14 cm 3;
rrc—r moment of controlled reconnection of lines of force by key loop; tK_^: diffuse
reconnection in mirror region. Time is counted from the moment of inversion; rw = 8.8 cm;
deuterium.
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FIG.14. Probing plasma density with submillimetre interferometer in toroid confinement
regime. Phase shift in the mid-section of the shock loop; rw — 8.8 cm; deuterium.

3. The confinement phase is limited by the crowbar time of r ~ 100 /us.
An estimate of the toroid energy during this phase reveals the approximately
adiabatic nature of the process; no signs of instability of any kind are observed.

Measurements of plasma density by using a submillimetre interferometer
(X = 337 jum, Fig. 14) showed a slight variation of the value of <nC) during the
confinement phase (probing along the diameter). The plasma density starts
dropping after the separatrix has moved out to the wall (rs -* rw) .
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4. The indicated favourable development of the process is only possible if
the radius of the separatrix rs is larger than some critical value rc by the moment
of complete closing of the magnetic structure ( t r c_2) . In the opposite case
(Fig. 13(2)), the decrease of rs continues until complete disappearance of the
antiparallel magnetic configuration. We note that multiple disruptions of the
neutral layer occur at rs < rc, which accelerates the dissipation process.

The quantity rc is generally dependent on n0 and amounts to 2.5-3.5 cm
for conditions in question.

5. The radius of the separatrix at which the confinement phase begins is
determined by the value of the trapped field Bp , the effectiveness of longitudinal
compression and by the level of losses from the neutral layer. These dependences
become most obvious when the initial density n0 is varied. As n0 drops, Bp

decreases, and accordingly, also the radius rs = (1.5—2)rwi/Bp/Be. At the same
time, the initial width of the neutral layer increases (8 ~ c/oopj for ion-acoustic
instability). An increase of 6/rs reduces the effectiveness of shock heating and
increases the losses. Transition from the shock compression regime to that of a
strongly dissipative current layer occurs upon a combination of the effects of the
indicated physical mechanisms with a decrease in n0 . The foregoing agrees
with the measured value of rc, which is of the order of c/tL>pi.

The data on the broadening of the He II line indicate the presence of
anomalous electric-field noise in the plasma in the indicated regime. The contour
of the line recorded during the longitudinal compression phase usually had an
approximately Voigt central part and strongly raised wings. The relative con-
tribution of the Doppler and dispersion .broadening mechanisms in the central
section of the contour amounted to AXD = 0.4—0.5 A and AXd = 1 A, respectively.

Since the given line has a strong fixed Stark component, the dispersion part
of the broadening was interpreted as the effect of electric-field high-frequency
oscillations. (In the conditions of experiment oscillations with frequencies cope

are high-frequency ones). The classical electronic Stark effect yields AX ~ 0.1 A
at n = 10 l s cm"3; therefore, the observed line broadening is due to a supra-
thermal noise level. ^

An estimate of the level of electric field fluctuations, £ = E2/8TT nT, during
the initial shock compression phase yields £ = (0.5 — 1) X 10~3. With regard to
the strong rise of the line wings, this effect may apparently be related to the
presence of a suprathermal level of low-frequency potential oscillations (for
example, of the ion-acoustic type).

A number of observations, including measurements of distribution Bz(r),
permit us to conclude that transition into the favourable confinement regime is
determined, to the greatest extent, by a transformation of the current layer.
During the formation stage, its width increases from 5 ~ c/cjpi < rw up to
5 ~ rs after complete closing of the field and longitudinal compression. The
corresponding variation of the ratio vd /cs

 a 1 /5y/n) clearly agrees with the
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abrupt decrease of the dissipative processes and the beginning of toroid expansion
observed at this moment. The indicated diffuse nature of field distribution along
the radius (5 ~ rs) is, evidently, of fundamental importance for the observed stable
behaviour of the plasma without any significant MHD perturbations. An additional
confirmation is the abrupt decrease of confinement time (T < 10 jus) upon
transition to a considerably denser collisional plasma (n0 > 1016 cm"3) where
the neutral layer is very thin (5 < rs).
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Abstract

STUDY OF LINEAR THETA PINCH WITH STRONG AND FAST-RISING MAGNETIC
FIELD.

In this paper, the results of an experimental investigation into the dynamics of a fast
linear theta pinch with staged heating of a dense plasma are presented. The method of
inductive energy storage is used to obtain the high and fast-rising magnetic fields that are
required for plasma heating. Flute instabilities are observed during the stage of fast radial
collapse of the cylindrical plasma sheath. In the compression phase, the dense-plasma boundary
is characterized by a proper shape. At this instant of time, the maximum electron density is
ne = 2 X 1017 cm"3. The plasma column is surrounded by a circular zone of ~0.5 cm thick-
ness exhibiting fast small-scale density fluctuations. In the postcompression phase, the develop-
ment of large-scale plasma surges is observed, especially in the direction of the longitudinal
solenoid sections. It is found that the plasma column has pronounced refractive properties
because of which the interference bands are not seen in a hologram region corresponding to
the dense plasma zone (ne > 1017 cm"3). In the plasma compression phase, an electron
temperature of Te = 4—6 keV is recorded at an initial deuterium pressure of Po = 0.2 torr.
For increasing initial gas pressure, the electron temperature increases up to a value of 10 keV
as an average over the discharges. The maximum neutron output corresponds to a pressure
of Po = 1 torr. The results of a preliminary study of plasma end losses are also presented.

The fast theta pinch is, as much as ever, regarded as a feasible solution to the
fusion problem. Difficulties in toroidal theta-pinch experiments aiming at the
achievement of plasma pinch stability [1], have, however, increased the interest
in linear pinch systems with neutral MHD-stability. Factors as the simple design
of such systems and the possibility of using additional methods of plasma heating
by laser radiation and high-current beams have been playing a major role, in this
context [2].

The prospects of linear pinch systems as prototypes of future fusion reactors
will, to a great extent, depend on whether such problems as achieving dense
plasma pinches without strong radial plasma compression and the suppression of
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the energy end losses will be solved successfully. As to the solution of the first
problem, staged plasma heating is of considerable interest (implosive heating with
subsequent adiabatic pinch compression) [3]. But its realization at high magnetic
fields of tens and hundreds of kG, which are required to solve the second problem,
constitutes a complex technical task. Therefore, experimental evidence is required
of the fact that high efficiency of dense-plasma heating by strong fast-rising
magnetic fields is an acceptable price for the ncessity of achieving high electro-
magnetic powers in the power supply of theta-pinch fusion systems.

In the last few years, experiments studying dense-plasma heating in a linear
theta pinch with high, fast-rising magnetic field and trying to improve such field
techniques have been carried out at UTRO device at the D.V. Efremov Scientific
Research Institute for Electrophysical Equipment [4—6]. In these experiments,
the method of inductive energy storage with pinch solenoid current switching
by means of fast-acting electro-explosive foil disconnectors is used. A fast-
response capacitor bank is used as the charging device for inductive energy storage
and, at the same time, as a power supply for adiabatic plasma compression.

The experiments carried out in the device proved the possibility of obtaining
a dense (ne ~ 5 X 1016 cm"3) and sufficiently hot (Te + T, > I keV) plasma
pinch with a small radial plasma compression factor (r\ = 2-3) without gas pre-
ionization, but with a well chosen value of the initial reversed magnetic field [5].
To obtain a plasma with such parameters in a solenoid of 50 cm length and
7 cm diameter, magnetic fields of up to Bz = 50 kG and with a rise-time of
T ='0.2—0.4 us were generated.

In preliminary dense-plasma heating experiments with gas pre-ionization,
but without initial magnetic field, an intense X-radiation from the plasma pinch
was found [6]. An estimate of the electron temperature by the absorbent-filter
method gave a value of Te = 4 - 6 keV at a maximum plasma density of
ne = 1017 cm"3 (Po = 0.2 torr D2) at the chamber axis.

Anomalous electron heating due to microinstabilities in the fast theta pinches
was found and studied in Refs [7, 8] (ne < 1014 cm"3) and [9] (ne ~ 10 l s cm"3).
Further investigations are, however, necessary to clarify the mechanism governing
the occurrence of a high-energy electron component in the linear theta pinch of
high plasma density that was observed in the work of Ref.[6].

In our work here, results of studies which are an extension of the experiments
described in Ref.[6] are presented.

Our main goal is a detailed study of the dynamics of a fast high-density
theta pinch with gas pre-ionization in an expanded region of initial deuterium
pressures in the discharge chamber. No initial magnetic fields were generated in
this case.

The electric circuit used in the UTRO device is shown in Fig. 1 (a detailed
description of the device is to be found in Refs [5,6]). Four modules of the
twelve ones existing in the main capacitor bank Cl (WOi = 230 kJ, VOi = 40 kV)
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LO1

C3

FIG.l. Electric circuitry of the device. Cj = 270 nF; L01 = 2 nH; Lx = 50 nH.

FIG.2. Optical diagram of the diagnostic installation. 1) telescope; 2,5,6,11,12) mirrors;
3,13,14) semi-transparent mirrors; 4,10) lenses, F = 50 cm; 7,8) end windows; 9) theta-pinch
plasma solenoid.

were used in the experiments. Deuterium pre-ionization was carried out by two
induction discharges triggered in a quartz vacuum chamber at the distance of
~10 cm from the solenoid edges, by means of capacitor bank C3 (W03 = 56 kJ,
V03 = 75 kV). The level of gas ionization in the discharge chamber inside the
solenoid at the instant where the current starts flowing amounts to several
per cent.

The X-radiation observed on the discharges was extracted through a
20-Atm Lavsan vacuum-tight window and was studied by a three-channel detector,
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FIG.3. Plasma luminescence pictures taken in continuous-scanning and frame survey modes.
Po = 0.2 ton Di.

consisting of three thin scintillators covered by aluminium foils of different
thickness (10-1000 fim), a fibre-optic arrangement and photo-multipliers. To
obtain data on the spatial distribution of X-radiation from plasma, collimator
microchannel lead glass plates (~80% Pb) were used; their thicknesses were
1.5 and 3 mm, and the hole diameter was 20 jum. In this experimental geometry,
the spatial resolution of the system averaged over the cross-section of the dis-
charge chamber was no worse than 2.5 and 1.25 cm, respectively.

The neutron radiation was recorded by an activation indium detector and
scintillation recorder (the organic scintillator was terphenyl in polystyrene).

To obtain more detailed information on the spatial structure of the high-
density plasma theta pinch, a diagnostic installation with a single-mode ruby
laser for synchronous recording of double-and single-exposure holograms and
shadow patterns was used (Fig.2). A ruby laser with good space and time
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coherence was used as a light source, which allowed us to use more convenient
optical circuits in carrying out the experiments (in some circuits, the difference
of the object and reference beam paths reached 3 m). Transverse oscillation
types were selected by diaphragms in the resonator, while longitudinal ones were
selected by two glass plates separated by an air gap, which were used as a mirror
of the resonance reflector. Additional elements (semi-transparent mirrors) were
inserted into the optical circuit of the holographic installation; they allowed the
luminescent plasma zone by means of an image converter and a photo-multiplier
to be observed simultaneously.

In the experiments described, a near-shock mode was mainly investigated,
when foil explosion in the storage loop and current switching into the solenoid
took place at a moment close to the TI0/4-quarter period of the main capacitor
bank discharge.

Image-converter observations of the plasma luminescence in the visible
region of the spectrum were carried out from the ends of the discharge chamber
in frame and continuous modes. Typical discharge image-converter graphs are
given in Fig.3 at an initial gas pressure of Po = 0.2 torr. It is seen that during
the collapse stage the discharge has good symmetry. After plasma compression
towards the chamber centre, fast radial oscillations of its boundaries and full-
scale surges are observed.

The dynamics of the luminescent discharge zone was studied by photometric
processing of plasma luminescence time scanning. Figure 4 illustrates the
evolution of the luminescent zone synchronized to the discharge current in the
solenoid. Arrows show the moments of the appearance of X-(7) and neutron-(N)
radiation.

A preliminary study of the dense theta-pinch plasma dynamics by holographic
interferometry showed that the plasma column formed after plasma collapse has
strong refractive properties for probing radiation of the ruby laser, which led to
the disappearance of interferometric band visibility in the hologram region
corresponding to a dense plasma zone with a density of ne ^ 1017 cm"3. Never-
theless, information on the spatial structure of the dense plasma has been obtained
by comparison of synchronously recorded double- and single-exposure holograms
and shadow patterns.

A series of photos restored from holograms and shadow patterns corresponding
to radial collapse, maximum compression and the after compression period are
shown in Fig.5. The dense-plasma boundary (region of maximum change in the
density gradient) determined by these measurements correlates well with that of
plasma luminescence in the visible region.

In the phase of radial movement, flute instabilities of mode m = 20
developed at the outer surface of the plasma cylinder, which is well illustrated
by Fig.6, which is a photo of the image restored from a hologram recorded with
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FIG.4. Plasma dynamics in luminescence zone, y - start of X-radiation (Hv > 10 keV),
N - start of neutron radiation.

the least number of the adjusting bands of the holographic interferometer. The
growth rate, determined as r = (g-k)"1^2, where g is the acceleration of the plasma-
magnetic-field boundary, and k = 2n/\ = m/r is the wave number, is in good
agreement with the observed dynamics of plasma sheath collapse (from time
scanning of plasma luminescence).

In the compression phase, the dense plasma boundary has a proper con-
figuration. The maximum plasma density for an initial gas pressure of Po ~ 0.2 torr
is estimated to be 2 X 1017 cm"3, by measuring the Stark broadening of the
Dp line.
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FIG.5. Synchronous double- and single-exposure holograms and shadow patterns in different
phases of discharge development. PQ — 0.2 torr D2.

FIG.6. Photo of image restored from hologram, taken at T= 0.35 jtir, Pa = 0.2 torr D2.
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The circular zone of ~0.5 cm thickness around the dense plasma column
is characterized by — compared with the hologram exposure time of ~70 ns -
fast small-scale density fluctuations.

Immediately after the compression phase, large-scale surges were observed
primarily in the direction of the longitudinal solenoid sections on the holograms,
shadow patterns and plasma luminescence photos. Apparently, these areas of
surge location are related, at least initially, with the end discharge regions. An
abrupt disruption of the magnetic and gas-kinetic pressure balance after the
explosion phase in the local discharge regions may be one of the possible reasons
for such surges.

The central light spot on the shadow patterns in the compression phase is
apparently caused by strong laser radiation refraction from substantial radial
density gradients. At the same time, the corresponding area is not restored in the
holograms (a dark spot is seen on the dense-plasma-pinch image background on
the originals of the single-exposure holograms), which may be the result of a loss
of coherence by the probing radiation due to non-linear effects during propagation
in a strongly turbulent plasma.

X-radiation starting with a quantum energy of hi' > 10 keV from the near-
axis zone corresponds to the beginning of maximum plasma compression, while
its duration corresponds to that of the phase. The appearance of the integral
X-radiation taken over the chamber section corresponds to the beginning of X-
radiation from the near-axis zone. In Fig.7, typical oscillograms of signals from
X-ray and neutron radiation monitors, together with discharge current and voltage in
the solenoid, are shown. We see that the moments of maximum voltage and
X-ray and neutron radiation intensities are separated in time. Measurement of
electron temperature in each separate discharge by the absorbent-filter method
confirmed the presence of a high-energy electron group in these discharges;
this fact has been discovered earlier [6]. At the initial gas pressure of Po =
0.2-0.4 torr, the measured values of relative X-radiation absorption give electron
temperature values of Te = 4—6 keV. When the initial gas pressure is increased,
a tendency towards rising electron temperature is observed. In this case, the
spread of experimental points is, however, increased. At Po = 0.6 torr, discharges
with Te = 15-22 keV are observed although most of the discharges had
Te = 4 - 1 0 k e V .

In Fig.8 the calculated curves of the relative X-radiation absorption in
filters of different thickness with plotted experimental points are presented.
Sufficiently good agreement is observed between the obtained data and a
calculation based on the assumption of a Maxwellian electron spectrum. It is
not clear how many electrons have these energies.

Measurement of the relative neutron emission intensity has shown that, with
an increase in the initial deuterium pressures, some increase in the neutron output
is observed, with the maximum lying in the pressure region of 1 torr (~106 per
discharge). The data in question are given in Fig.9.
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FIG.7. Typical oscillograms of X-(y) radiation, neutron (Nj radiation, current, and voltage
in the solenoid, Po = 0.2 ton D2.
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FIG.8. Calculated and experimental functions for determining the electron temperature T
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FIG.9. Dependence of relative neutron output on initial deuterium pressure in discharge
chamber.
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FIG.10. Time dependence of plasma density ne at discharge chamber axis at different
distances from solenoid Z.
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To estimate the effect of plasma end losses on the theta-pinch balance,
the plasma density has been measured at the discharge chamber axis at different
distances from the ends of the solenoid. Observations were made from the side
of the discharge chamber by a 'monochromator-image-converter' diagnostic
system. In doing so, Stark broadening of the plasma line D^ from the near-axis
zone was studied.

In Fig. 10, dependence of plasma density on the chamber axis at the solenoid
end and at distances of Z = 13.0 cm and 23.5 cm is presented. The leakage time
of dense plasma with a density of ne > 1016 cm"3 is rather long (10—15 £ts).

The maximum longitudinal velocity of plasma front motion is observed at
the solenoid cut and amounts to V|| = 107 cm-s"1 at Po = 0.3 torr. A further
spreading takes place with a deceleration of vy = -10 6 cm • s"2. This phenomenon,
as well as the fact that the size of the plasma clusters decreases while they
propagate through the vacuum chamber, are evidently due to interaction of the
plasma with the gas background in the chamber.
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Abstract

END PLUGGING OF A HOT LINEAR THETA PINCH.
With and without solid end plugging schemes, some plasma parameters and stability

traits of a 1-m-long, 10-cm-coil-bore linear theta pinch which incorporates modular con-
struction have been investigated. The compressed thermonuclear-like plasma, having
nmax = 1016 cm"3, T; > 1 keV, is stable for a short life of 5-6 jus. Numerical calculations
treated in the sharp-boundary, two-fluid approximation, with the plug assumed to be held
at a constant temperature and experiencing no ablation, have shown increases in n, Te, Tj
and NJM, the rate of neutron production, when the end is plugged compared to the unplugged
case. Streak photography at the midplane has shown a more stable but less compressed
plasma when end plugs are used. Measurements of the extent of damage incurred by the
plugs have shown that a similar amount of loss of plug material occurs whether the plugs
are placed at the ends of the coil or positioned 20 cm outside the coil. Further, it was
determined that the plugs did not produce any unfavourable effect on the compressed plasma.

1. INTRODUCTION

The linear theta pinch has a number of advantages over toroidal

configurations such as tokamaks and stellarators in its ease of plasma

heating and its favorable plasma equilibrium and stability properties.

Due to the simplicity of their geometry, which readily lends itself to

reactor engineering, and their neutral stability, there has been a

resurgence of interest in linear theta pinches. The well-known problem

with these linear devices, however, remains that the plasma escapes

from the open ends of the theta pinch at essentially the ion thermal

velocity. The plasma pressure gradient along the magnetic field lines

drives plasma out of the ends of the theta pinch in a time x r = - —
eL V T i

where L is the length of the device and VT^ is the ion thermal speed.

217
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Several methods HlH have been proposed to reduce end losses in

theta pinches. Some of these schemes involve solid end plugs, multiple

mirrors, and re-entrant end plugging [121], C33. End plugging in the

form of solid walls or a dense gas EI43 presents a direct approach to

the problem of stopping axial plasma flow. The increased inertia of

the ablated material from the solid end plug can, in principle, prevent

the particle flow. Thermal conduction as a main loss mechanism is

reduced by the high-Z plasma produced by the plug material near the ends.

The object of this paper is to discuss the numerical analysis

and compare some experimental work performed on solid end plugging

with the ALVAND I linear theta pinch, which has produced a hot plasma

of n - 1016cm~3, T. > 1 keV, for a period of about 5-6 ys. A des-
max i

cription of the numerical analysis is given in Section 2. Section 3

describes the general set-up of the experiment and the end plugging

used. Finally, in the last section, the discussion is summarized.

2. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

The time behavior of the plasma parameters at the midplane of

the ALVAND I theta pinch was calculated using a code developed from

a computer printout of a similar code originating at LASL C5H. This

code, ENLOSS, treats the theta-pinch plasma in the sharp-boundary,

two-fluid approximation. The loss of particles through the open ends

is accounted for by a rarefaction wave which travels from the ends to

the midplane, whose velocity may be chosen as the thermal, acoustic,

or Alfven velocity. The line density at the midplane remains constant

until the arrival of the rarefaction wave and decays exponentially

afterwards. In view of the experimental evidence L61, the normalized

loss time, r|, determining the time constant of this decay is set

equal to 2.6. Unlike similar codes which assume the internal flux

to be constant, magnetic field is assumed to diffuse into the plasma

due to finite conductivity of the plasma sheath. The electron and ion

fluids are assumed to be cooled due to the decreasing crowbarred external

magnetic field. Besides further cooling through particle losses and

heat conduction by electrons and ions, heat exchange between the two

fluids, proceeding at the classical rate, is also included.

In the case of an end-plugged theta pinch, the same code, ENLOSS,

has been used, within a simplified working model, to predict the plasma

behavior at the midplane. In this model we neglect the energy deposited
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on the end plugs and the subsequent formation of ionized plug material

regions at the ends of the plasma column. This would be as though the

plugs were in contact with a heat bath at constant negligible tempera-

ture. Within this approximation the only effect of the end plugs is

to hold the line density constant, which can easily be incorporated in

this code.

From the established scaling law of maximum electron temperature,

(Te ) z •* L — , for the discharge characteristics of ALVAND I, B = 70 kG,max T R

and T = 3 ys, a maximum electron temperature of 250 eV is expected. A

90-degree ruby-laser scattering experiment has been set up to confirm

this and measure the time variation of electron temperature. The time

variations of plasma parameters, for open and end-plugged cases, are

presented in Figures 1, 2 and 3 for initial filling pressure of 10 mtorr,

maximum density of 4 X 1016 cm"3 and maximum $ of 0.9. All maxima are

assumed to occur at the rise-time of the magnetic field. As may be seen

from Figure 1, end-plugging the one-meter ALVAND I theta pinch is

expected to increase the energy containment time by a factor of two, from

4.5 Us to about 10 ys. This improvement factor may prove to be higher in

practice since the ion fluid is collisionless. In the 5-m Scylla IVP,

in which the ion-ion mean free path X.. was nearly equal to L, the ion

heat conduction coefficient K was measured to be smaller than the

classical value by a factor of 20 JI5.I1. It should be noted that "the same

reduction of K was used in calculating the above-presented results.

However, in the ALVAND I device, in which X.. - 10 L, ion heat con-

duction should contribute much less to the overall energy losses. In

the absence of ion heat conduction, we expect the end-plugged energy

containment time to be improved over the open-ended case by a factor

of 3.5.

3. EXPERIMENTAL

A theta-pinch device (Figure 4) with the following operating

parameters has been utilized: length of compression coil, 1 m;

diameter (2R), 10 cm; capacitor bank energy, 400 kJ; rise-time of

magnetic field, 2.7 ys; fall-time of B-field (e"1), 70 ys; and

maximum compression field in 10 cm diameter, 7 Tesla. In addition to

the singularly fast rise-time and intense B-field characteristics of

ALVAND I, a unique modular construction of the capacitor bank and power
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FIG. 1. Ion and electron temperatures, T; and Te in ke V, versus time (us), for the open (O)
and end-plugged (P) AL VAND I.

FIG.2. Particle density, nX 10 16 (cm ) and rate of neutron production,
(cm'1- us'1), versus time (us) for the open (O) and end-plugged (P) AL VAND I.
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FIG. 3. Plasma radius Rp (cm) and line energy EL (kJ- m 1j versus time (pis) for the open (O)
and end-plugged (P) AL VAND I.

POWER SUPPLY
AND TRIGGER SYSTEM

100 cm

POSSIBLE FUTURE
MODULE

FIG.4. General set-up of the experiment, showing modular construction of AL VAND I
linear theta pinch.
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supply has been adapted because it permits relatively easy tests of

scaling and end-loss studies. A one-meter-wide module includes the

basic components, i.e. capacitors, spark gaps, crowbar components,

etc. Modules can be added as desired on either side of the compression

coil to study systematically the evolution of the plasma in the linear

theta pinch.

The energy storage bank for ALVAND I utilizes 78 energy storage

capacitors, each rated at 2.8 uF and 60 kV. Each capacitor has its

own start and crowbar switches. Both a start switch and a crowbar

switch are contained in a single low-inductance enclosure mounted

directly on the high-voltage bushing of each capacitor.

The electrical output from each capacitor is carried to a common

collector plate by RG-17/14 low-inductance coaxial cables. The one-

meter-long load compression coil is, in turn, bolted directly to the

one-meter-long collector plate. Separate triggers are used for each

of the 78 start and 78 crowbar switches. The start-switch trigger

system uses one master trigger generator, the output of which is used

to trigger eight sub-master trigger generators. Each of the sub-

master trigger generators can provide ten simultaneous trigger outputs

for ten start switches. An identical trigger system is used for the

crowbar switches with the time delay between the start and crowbar

triggers controlled by a single electronic delay generator. A high-

voltage power supply is provided which can charge the full 400 kJ

bank to 60 kV in less than 30 s.

Gas preionization was achieved with an axial Z-pinch discharge

by providing two electrodes inside the quartz tube. The Z-pinch energy

was supplied by a 6-pF capacitor charged to 30 kV. Spectroscopic

measurement of the preionization gas showed that, at the time of theta-

pinch discharge, more than 80% ionization of the gas occurred. The

Z-pinch was fired about 50-100 Vis ahead of the theta pinch. Also, no

appreciable impurities were observed in the preionized gas generated

by the Z-pinch discharge (Figures 5 and 6).

The diagnostic measurements currently under way use diamagnetic

loop probes, Garching Instruments EL 154 image converter camera, 20-ns

pulsed ruby-laser Thomson scattering, and silver-activated neutron

counters. The total current, the voltage across the coil, and the axial

magnetic field were measured with appropriate pick-up loops and probes.
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60kG

10 ps
FIG.5. Overlaid oscilloscope traces of B-field (kGj versus time (iis) in the midplane.

40 JJS

FIG. 6. Overlaid oscilloscope traces of Z-pinch preionization followed by theta pinch main
current, relative intensity versus time (fls).

End plugs were used in the form of disks 5 cm in diameter and

about 0.5 cm thick. The diameter chosen for the disks was a few times

larger than the diameter of the plasma itself, about 1 cm. The surface

of the plug was first prepared for plasma exposure by grinding it over

grade-80 emery paper, then gradual progression to finer grades, and

eventually finishing on a selvyt cloth fed with a suspension of 0.3-ym

diamond dust. The end plug was then mounted on a stainless-steel

specimen holder with its polished face towards the plasma. The specimen

holder was designed to hold the end plug anywhere along the tube,

enabling a comparison to be made of the radiation effects incurred by

various metals and dielectrics, held at numerous points along the axis.

In the case of conductive end plugs, radial slots were made in the disk

to prevent the azimuthal current (Figure 7).
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FIG. 8. Scanning electron microscope photographs taken (a) before and (b) after exposure
to plasma particles. The exposure was repeated 20 times before photograph (b) was taken.
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The surface of the end plug was examined and photographed both

before and after plasma exposure,using optical and electron microscopes.

The latter was a JEOL JSM-35 scanning electron microscope capable of

attaining a resolution of 200 A. As well as the normal secondary

electron images, images relating to the topography and composition of

the sample could be obtained. The sample-tilting facility incorporated

into the machine made it possible to form shadows of blisters, etc., thus

enabling their height to be estimated. Typical pre- and post-exposure

photographs using the scanning electron microscope are shown in Figure 8.

Dielectric plugs were employed using readily available materials

having various Z-values, such as boron nitride, lithium aluminum hydride,

alumina, and quartz. With the dielectrics it was not possible to prepare

the surfaces as meticulously as with the metals.

A base vacuum of 10"6 torr was provided using a turbomolecular

pump. The filling pressure necessary, i.e. 3-20 mtorr, was achieved

by allowing the preset pressure of gas (usually D ) contained in a

small chamber to flow into the quartz tube.

A quartz tube with an outer diameter of 10 cm and inner diameter

of 9.2 cm, wall thickness 4 mm, was employed. The tube was 200 cm long,

protruding 50 cm on each side of the coil to allow measurements on the

plasma outside the coil. Slits were provided on the theta-pinch coil

at distances of 25 cm to allow for streak photography in the middle or

at other positions. A quartz window at the end flange allowed for

end-view photography.

4. DISCUSSION

Streak-camera photographs, viewing from the midplane, with and

without end plugs, are shown in Figure 9. Under the operating parameters

used in this experiment, the examination of these streak photographs

revealed that the plasma did not exhibit any wobble instability. Streak

photographs from the end have shown a uniform circular compression with

no sign of Raleigh-Taylor instabilities.

Also, from streak photography it was determined that the plasma

lifetime, or the energy confinement time, was improved from an average

of 5 Us without end plugs to about 11 us with end plugs. The compressed

plasma radius, however, was slightly larger in the second case, thus

showing a less compressed plasma with the end plugs than in the open-

ended case.
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5 us (a)

5 JJS (b)

FIG. 9. Streak photographs (a) with and (bj without end plugs.

The plasma properties in the region exterior to the coil were

studied by the measurement of damage incurred by the plugs. Figure 8

shows the scanning electronic microscope photographs of the end plug

surface taken before and after exposure to the plasma. Examination of

a series of these photographs at different axial positions has shown

that the plasma properties do not change up to distances 20 cm from

the ends of the coil. This result seems to confirm that the plasma

flow out of the theta pinch carries the magnetic field lines, and the

compressed plasma extends itself distances as much as 20 percent of

the coil length.

The results from other diagnostic measurements at the time of this

writing were not sufficient to make any quantitative conclusions or com-

parisons of empirical results with the numerical analysis presented.

However, from the analysis and the experimental results which have been

obtained, we may generally conclude that the solid end plugs improve

the energy confinement time and energy line density, and prevent

particle flow beyond the plug without having any unfavorable effect

on the compressed plasma.
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DISCUSSION

H.A.B. BODIN: Can you say whether the experimental results confirmed
the general trends predicted by the computations you described?

M. NARAGHI: The numerical analysis predicts that the end-plugged energy
confinement time will be better than the open-ended time by a factor of 3.5
(Fig.3). From the streak photographs (Fig.9), it was determined that the confine-
ment time rises from 3.5 jus to 11 /us; in other words, an improvement factor of
more than 3.5 was achieved.
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Abstract

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN LINEAR THETA-PINCH AND LASER-HEATED
SOLENOID RESEARCH.

Experimental and theoretical investigations of end-loss, end-stoppering, stability and
heating in linear theta pinches have been conducted. Efforts of groups at the Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory (LASL), Mathematical Sciences Northwest (MSNW), and the University
of Washington (UW) are reported. At LASL, the experimental results from the high-energy
(Te + T: = 3.3 keV, ne = 1.5 X 1016cm"3) 5-m Scylla IV-P theta pinch support the following;
(1) Single-mode m = 1 'wobble' instability rotation frequencies of ~ 180 kHz are associated
with axial wavelengths of 400—800 cm. (2) Ion thermal conduction is an unimportant loss
mechanism. (3) Evidence of rarefaction-like waves is seen. (4) The normalized end-loss time
is independent of the plasma beta and collisionality regime. (5) Plasma flow from the ends
remains collimated and convects magnetic fields. (6) LiD end plugs produce a three-fold
increase in energy containment time over the open-ended configuration.

Theoretical work at LASL has demonstrated the following: (1) An explanation of the
m = 1 'wobble' instability has been formulated. (2) A correct description of end-loss must
include the magnetic curvature term in the axial momentum equation. Mirrors increase the
lifetime of a collisional plasma less than guiding centre theory predicts. (3) Magnetic field

* Work performed under the auspices of the US Department of Energy.
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gradient drift can reduce the growth rate of the universal drift instability. (4) Collisionless
magnetoacoustic heating can be an effective heating mechanism in theta pinches. At MSNW-UW,
CO2 laser heating of low-energy (Te = Tj = 2 eV; ne = 2 X 1017 cm "3) plasmas is accomplished
over a 1-m column length. Maintenance of an on-axis density minimum is demonstrated.

INTRODUCTION

High energy thermonuclear plasmas can be generated in linear theta
pinches. Areas of current interest in the fusion application of these
devices include end—loss, stability, and heating* End losses, which present
a fundamental limitation on the plasma energy containment time, result from
particle loss through the theta-pinch open ends and axial thermal conduction
losses along the magnetic field lines. To obtain relevant fusion reactor
designs, the detailed mechanisms involved in these end-loss processes must
be identified and effective end-stoppering techniques developed. In
addition, an understanding of the plasma stability characteristics is
required; the ns=l 'wobble' is the only observed MHD instability of
significance in high energy theta-pinches. The development of alternative
plasma heating techniques would also enhance the theta-pinch reactor concept
and reduce the technological demands presented by implosion heating.

In this paper experimental and theoretical studies of end-loss, end-
stoppering, stability and heating in linear theta pinches are presented.
Efforts of groups at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL),
Mathematical Sciences Northwest (MSNW), and the University of Washington
(UW) are reported. Experiments on the LASL high energy Scylla IV-P theta
pinch have been directed towards the investigation of particle and thermal
losses, the plasma flow and magnetic field interaction processes near the
coil ends, end-loss suppression using solid material end plugs, and the
plasma stability characteristics. Theoretical efforts at LASL have dealt
with the driving mechanisms of the observed m=l 'wobble' instability,
numerical studies of particle end-loss, instability effects on radial
diffusion, and magnetoacoustic heating methods. The interaction of CO2
laser radiation with theta-pinch like plasma columns is being studied at
MSNW and UW. In these experiments the channeling of the laser light along
the axis of a partially ionized plasma column, and the resultant heating,is
investigated.

1. LASL SCYLLA IV-P THETA-PINCH EXPERIMENTS WITHOUT END PLUGS

1.1. Theta-Pinch Experimental Arrangement. Scylla IV-P has a maximum
energy storage of 2 MJ at 60 kV primary bank voltage. Six-hundred 1.8-yuF
capacitors feed the 500-cm long, 11.2-cm dia. single-turn compression coil.
Primary bank operation at 45 kV generates a vacuum E of 0.6 kV/cm at the
inside wall of the 8.8 cm i.d. quartz discharge tube and a peak compression
field, Bz, of 4.8 T is obtained 3.1 Us after discharge initiation. A
crowbar system extends the magnetic field in time with an L/R decay of 110
Us. The experimental results discussed below are obtained at 45 kV primary
bank voltage and with a theta-pinch fill pressure of 10 mTorr D2- To
provide access for optical and internal plasma diagnostics in the
theta-pinch end regions, each end of the discharge tube is terminated, 4.5
cm beyond the coil ends, within a quartz expansion chamber. The chambers
are 20 cm in dia., 45 cm long, and end-supported by 20-cm dia. metal vacuum
tees.
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1.2. Plasma Parameters* the plasma column total particle inventory,
Ne, and axially averaged peak density, na, are determined from holographic
ruby laser end-on interferograms. Near the time of peak magnetic field when
the plasma column is highly symmetric and instability free, the plasma
radius, a, is obtained from the interferometrically measured radial density
profiles; a correction for refractive bending of the interferometer laser
light is applied. The onset of a finite-wavelength m » 1 instability at t =

5 Us distorts the radial density profiles recorded on the interferograms.
The plasma radius is then determined from the relation a - (Ng/ nflL) ' ,
where L is the coil length. It should be noted that the low-density plasma
'halo' observed to surround the central plasma column for times t > 15 ytis is
not included in the interferogram analysis. A diamagnetic loop and probe
arrangement at the coil midplane is used to measure the magnetic flux, &<f>,
excluded by the plasma. The excluded flux measurement is combined with the
plasma radius data to obtain the peak plasma beta, $a- The total plasma
temperature is estimated from pressure balance, Te + T^ - 8aBz /nak8ir. The
electron temperature, Te, also measured at the coil midplane, is determined
from 90° Thomson scattering. The peak magnetic field plasma parameters are:
n a = 1.5 x 10

16 cm"3, Te + T ± = 3.3 keV, Tg = 570 eV, 6 = 0.9 and a = 1.0
cm. At t * 6.0 us, after the magnetic field has passed through its maximum
oscillation and the crowbar has become effective, the plasma parameters are:
na = 0.9 x 10

16, Te + T t = 2.3 keV, Te = 440 eV, Ba = 0.6 and a = 1.2 cm.

FIG.l. Stereoscopic streak photograph taken at the coil midplane.

1.3. Plasma Stability. The plasma stability characteristics are
determined from side-viewing stereo streak photographs and an axial array of
18 (9 vertical and 9 horizontal viewing) optical plasma-position detectors.
Figure 1 presents a typical stereo streak photograph taken near the coil
midplane. The upper streak shows the plasma viewed from the top of the
coil, and the lower streak shows the plasma viewed from the coil front. The
slight curvature evident at early times (t < 5 us) results from the effect
of the theta-pinch magnetic field on the camera image converter tube. The
MHD stable plasma column is disrupted by the onset of the m = 1 'wobble'
instability at t - 5 us, which is about the time required for an Alfven wave
to propagate from the theta-pinch ends to the midplane. The following
characteristics of the 'wobble' instability have been identified: (1) The
column rotates in the direction expected for ion rotation. (2) When the
column displays a single mode, it rotates in a plane with a node near the
coil midplane. (3) Single-mode rotation frequencies of 180 + 80 kHz are
associated with wavelengths of 400 to 800 cm; however, frequencies of about
twice this value have been observed in conjunction with wavelengths of 200
to 400 cm during at least part of the discharge in localized regions of the
pinch. (4) The peak amplitude of the motion is about 2 cm.
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Despite a substantial number of theoretical investigations of plasma
rotation in theta pinches, only recently has an adequate explanation for the
m = 1 'wobble' instability been provided [1]. The plasma stability is
determined by solving the eigenvalue problem for the rotating plasma as
described by the finite Larmor radius fluid equations including the effects
of finite 8 and k ? 0, where k is the disturbance axial wavenumber. The
results of these calculations indicate that the stability threshold,
measured in terms of rotation, for the experimentally-observed m » 1, n ™ 0
mode, is the lowest of any mode (including m =• 2, n » 0 and m » 1, n - 1),
and in this sense it is the worst mode (m is the azimuthal mode number and n
the number of radial nodes). Contrary to early intuition, the fastest m »
1, n = 0 growth rate occurs for k > 0, while k - 0 is neutrally stable.
When both the m » 1, n » 0 and m » 2, n • 0 modes are unstable, the growth
rate for the latter is greater than the m = 1, n • 0 growth rate by a factor
of about 5. Good agreement with the Scylla IV-P experiment is obtained by
assuming that plasma conditions are near the completely end-shorted state,
and that the column has a small positive charge (as arises from ambipolar
potentials). In particular, the plasma parameters appear to be in the
regime where only n • 1, n • 0 is unstable, and m = 2, n - 0 is below
threshold. For complete shorting and no column potential, the theory
predicts neutral stability, in contradiction to the experimental observations
noted above.

1.4. Energy and Particle Containment. The time histories of the total
plasma temperature and electron temperature are shown in Fig. 2. The total
temperature has been experimentally determined both from pressure balance
and from estimates of the ion temperature obtained from the neutron emission
rate (measured with plastic scintillation detectors) combined with the
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electron temperature from Thomson scattering. The solid lines indicate the
results of a recently developed time dependent, zero-dimensional MHD
particle and heat-flow code [2], which is used here to model the plasma
conditions at the coil midplane. The low values of measured Te, relative to
T + T^, result from preferential ion heating during the implosion phase and
electron heat conduction to the cold material walls at the theta-pinch ends.
For t > 10 us, the zero-temperature boundary condition MHD code, which
utilizes classical electron thermal conduction, predicts T in agreement
with experiment. Delaying the onset of electron thermal conduction for
3-6 us in the code results in electron temperature predictions which are in
good agreement with all the experimental data points. This suggests that a
finite time is required for the plasma to flow from the theta-pinch ends,
contact a cold material wall, and establish a zero-temperature boundary
condition. The characteristic electron thermal conduction time,
approximated as T^ = (3/2) nek(L/2)

2/Ke,where Ke is the parallel electron
thermal conductivity, is about 1.5 us at peak field.

The time history of Te + Tj predicted by the MHD code generally
overestimates the measured total temperature decay rate. However, the code
does indicate that the ion temperatures are several times greater than the
electron temperatures, as observed experimentally, and are obtained by
eliminating ion thermal conduction losses in the simulation.
Experimentally, the ions are collisionless and thus classical ion thermal
conduction, which is a diffusive process resulting from ion-ion collisional
interactions, cannot be supported. The ion-ion mean free path, X^, is
- 700 cm at peak field and approaches L only at late times, t > 30 us;
* e e

 = 30 cm at peak magnetic field. Accordingly the ions are collisionless
throughout the observed plasma lifetime while the electron population
remains collision-dominated. The ions lose energy via axial convection and
by energy transfer to the lower energy electrons. Ion energy transfer to
the collisional electron population accounts for the observed slow decay of
Tg compared to T^. Based on the peak field parameters, the e-folding time
constant for ion-electron energy transfer is about 40 us.

The total plasma energy per unit length, E4, is obtained from
measurements of A* and Bz. Using the pressure balance condition and
approximating the peak beta as Ba = 2 A<J>/BZTT a , E^ can be expressed as E^ =•
BzA<t>/4Tr. Figure 3 presents the time history of E^ measured at the
theta-pinch midplane. The solid line gives the results of the MHD code.
For t < 5 us, EJJ is dominated by the rapid rise and fall of Bz. The
quiescent period between 5 and 7 us in which E^ remains constant is
terminated by the onset, at t = 7 us, of an abrupt decay. This observation
cannot be explained by the gradual decay in Bz but rather results from the
onset of convective energy losses at the coil midplane. In collisional
plasmas, the onset of convective losses is initiated by the arrival of
rarefaction waves from the plasma column ends at t =• L/2V, where V is the
wave speed. The results of the collisional Scylla I-C experiment suggest
that the rarefaction waves propagate inward at the cusp speed U [3]. For
the Scylla IV-P experiment L/2U - 7 us, which corresponds to the observed E^
decay onset time; axial flow is initiated in the code at this time. A
kinetic treatment [4] of the end-loss processes in collisionless plasmas
predicts transient phenomena similar to collisional rarefaction waves. The
estimated onset time of convective losses from the kinetic approach is in
qualitative agreement with experiment [5]. Thus, although the detailed
processes involved in the communication of the theta-pinch ends with plasma

1 As pointed out by H.R. Griem, the question of energy deposition by electron thermal

conduction to the relatively cold plasma flow in the expansion chambers remains unresolved.
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at the midplane are different In collisions! and collisionless plasmas, the
observed large-scale phenomena are similar, i.e. what would appear to be
inward propagating 'waves' can be identified in both collisionality regimes•

The time evolution of the electron inventory, N , of the central plasma
column, obtained from the end-on interferograms neglecting the 'halo'
plasma, is presented in Fig. A. The basic phenomenology of the inventory
time history is identical to that observed in previous high-energy
theta-pinch experiments. Specifically, Ne remains constant for an Initial
period of about 6 to 8 us duration before an exponential decay is observed.
The cause of this initial plateau has been identified in the present experi-
ment and will be discussed below. A least squares fit to the data of
Fig. 4, for t > 6 us, yields an e-folding end-loss time T of 12.5 + 0.5 us.

1.5. Plasma Flow from the Theta-Pinch Ends. The characteristics of
the plasma flow into the end expansion chambers are studied
photographically, spectroscopically, with magnetic flux loops, and
internally with magnetic field probes and a pressure probe sensitive to
local particle momentum flux [5]. The plasma flow out of the theta-pinch
ends is preceded by an axially outward propagating shock wave initiated
during the implosion phase and identified photographically and from local
pressure measurements. The impact pressure of the out-flow plasma following
the shock wave is measured with a 2 mm dia. acoustic delay line
piezoelectric pressure sensor inserted axially into an end expansion
chamber. Local pressure measurements are made at various axial positions
between the coil end and 26 cm downstream from the end, and extend radially
over the diameter of the expansion chamber. From the pressure measurements
[5,6] a highly collimated (little radial expansion) axial plasma flow is
observed for the entire duration of the experimental observation time (~ 40
us) . The axially-flowing plasma is believed to expand to the walls as it
enters the metal vacuum tees located - 50 cm from the coil ends. The
collimation of the end-flow plasma results in the initial period of constant
electron inventory observed interferometrically. Since the end-on
interferometer responds to all the electrons within the laser beam path, and
since the plasma front following the initial shock wave does not expand out
of the interferometer field of view for several microsecondsl no decrease In
Ne will be detected during this time.

From local magnetic field probe measurements, exclusion of the magnetic
field from the expansion chamber is observed until after passage of the
shock wave. Near the expansion chamber axis, the magnitude of the magnetic
field within the plasma following behind the shock wave exceeds the vacuum
field value. These results not only indicate that the magnetic field
structure external to the theta-pinch coil is distorted in the presence of
plasma but also that magnetic field is 'frozen' into the plasma and
convected axially with the flow.

1.6. Particle End-Loss Time. In the determination of the end-loss
time T, the data within the period of artificially constant Ne (t < 6 us)
was not included in the analysis. To obtain a consistent comparison, the
electron inventory data from previous high-energy theta-pinch experiments
have been re-analysed neglecting the period of constant Ng. For comparison
with theory the measured particle end-loss time is expressed 'as
x - (L/2) [m1/2k(Te + T 1)]

1' 2 n, where n is a normalizing parameter repre-
senting the ratio of measured end-loss time to thermal-transit time. In
Fig. 5, n Is plotted against Sa. The solid lines Identify existing
theories, reviewed in Ref. [7], and the X's mark the results of a recent
numerical treatment [8] discussed in section 3.1. The data points (based
on peak field plasma conditions) are from the collisionless Scylla IV-P,
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FIG.5. Theoretical and experimental results for T? versus /3a.

Scylla IV-3 [9] and linear Scyllac [10] experiments and the colli-
sion-dominated Scylla I-C experiment [3]. Examination of Fig. 5 indicates
the following: (1) for all experiments the measured particle end-loss times
are between 2.2 and 2.8 thermal transit times; (2) the experimental values
of n do not display an identifiable dependence on Ba

-, and (3) the experi-
mental values of n are independent of the plasma collisionality regime.

2. LASL SCYLLA IV-P THETA-PINCH EXPERIMENTS WITH SOLID-END PLUGS

End-stoppering experiments using solid silicon dioxide (quartz) , boron
nitride (BN), and lithium deuteride (LiD) end plugs have been performed on
Scylla IV-P. The plugs are cylindrically shaped, 5 cm in diameter and
3.8 cm thick. The front face of each plug is inserted ~5 cm inside the
ends of the theta-pinch coil. Initial experiments [11] using the quartz
plugs demonstrated the following: (1) the stability of the plasma column is
improved compared to the open-ended case, the m = 1 instability being
rapidly damped; (2) plasma does not flow past the plugs and out of the
theta-pinch ends; (3) the total plasma neutron yield measured with the plugs
inserted is about equal to that measured without the plugs. Ablation of the
quartz plug surface amounted to less than 1 urn of plug material ablated per
discharge, with about 0. 1 Z of the plasma energy invested in the ablation
process. Only a slight increase (- 20%) in energy-confinement was measured
with the quartz plugs. Particle and energy flow to the end-plug region and
energy losses by atomic processes (primarily radiation) in this region
dominated the energy confinement at the theta-pinch midplane. In an attempt
Co reduce the energy loss by atomic processes, more recent experiments have
been conducted using the lower Z (Z = atomic number) BN and LiD plugs.
Results (l)-(3) noted above are also observed in the BN and LiD end-plug
experiments.
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(a) (b)

FIG.6. Ablated and ionized end-plug material radial density profiles for (a) BN and (bj LiD
end plugs.

2.1. Density Measurements in the Plasma-Plug Interaction Region.
Side-viewing ruby laser interferometry is used to observe the ablated plasma
near the end-plug surface. Figure 6 presents radial density profiles
determined from Abel inversion of the interferometer fringe shift profiles
recorded at early times during the discharge for the BN and LiD end plugs.
For the BN plugs (Fig. 6a) the density profile close to the plug face
(z=0.1 cm) is nearly Gaussian with an e-folding radius about equal to that
of the plasma column radius and with peak densities resulting from ablation
and subsequent ionization in excess of 5 x 10 cm . At axial positions
z > 0.1 cm the ablated BN plug material is concentrated at the outer edge of
the column where the axial pressure is less than on the column axis,
resulting in annular density profiles. The axial electron line density is
determined from area integration over the BN plug radial density profiles.
Analysis of the line density profiles shows that the ablation layer
formation time is 1-1.5 us and that the layer attains a thickness of about
1 cm at t - 5 ps. After this time the line density slowly decreases,
indicating an attenuation in the plug material ablation rate. With the BN
end plugs the time history of E^, measured at the coll midplane, is
approximately the same as that measured with the quartz plugs.

LiD is the lowest-Z solid end-plug material available at room
temperature. The line radiation from this material should be burned through
at an electron temperature of 100 eV. Side-on interferograms obtained with
the LiD plugs indicate a higher density of ablated plug material than
observed for the BN end-plugs. A sufficient quantity of plug material is
ablated and ionized in the first few microseconds of the discharge such that
the interferogram fringes within a centimeter of the plug face are
completely obscured. Typical radial density profiles obtained with the LiD
end plugs are shown in Fig. 6b. As with the BN plugs, a high electron
density is observed at the outer edge of the plasma column. However, with
the LiD plugs a high concentration of ablated plug material electron density
is also measured along the plasma column axis; this observation agrees
qualitatively with theoretical predictions [12]. From line density
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ana lys i s , the ablation layer formation time is about 1-2 us. The layer
a t t a ins a thickness of about 3 cm at t - 5 us. The ablation process is
attenuated for t > 5 us.

2.2. Energy Line-Density Measurements with LiD End Plugs. With the
HD plugs, Ej measurements at the theta-pinch midplane show a s ignif icant
increase in energy confinement time over that obtained in the open-ended
geometry and with higher-Z end plugs. The time history of E^ with and
without the LiD plugs i s presented in Fig. 7. With the LID plugs the energy
containment time, xE, i s increased over a factor of three (from 9 to 29 us)
above that measured with open ends. This resul t i s in agreement with the
MHD code calculations shown in Fig. 3, in which the axial plasma flow is
stopped and the decay of the midplane plasma energy i s dominated by electron
thermal conduction to non-radiating ablated plug material and the decay of
the confining magnetic f ie ld . The calculated [13] l ine and continuum
radiat ion losses from the LiD plugs are s ignif icant ly less than that from
the higher-Z plugs. In addition, a much higher density of ablated material
i s experimentally observed to propagate into the plasma column with LiD
plugs than with the BN plugs. These resu l t s indicate that radiat ion losses
with the LiD plugs are small enough to permit the formation of an ablation
zone of suff icient pressure to impede the axial flow and associated energy
losses of the deuterium plasma.

3. LASL LINEAR THETA-PINCH THEORETICAL RESEARCH

3.1 . End-loss Studies. The computed n values shown in Fig. 5 by the
X's are the resul t of a study of end-loss in which the time-dependent
equations for magnetohydrodynamic flow in two dimensions are solved
numerically [8J. Other qua l i ta t ive resu l t s of this study are : (1) The to ta l
mass in a theta pinch decays exponentially in time due to end—loss with an
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end-loss time which is proportional to length. (2) The end-loss time is
insensitive to the boundary conditions at the outflow ends. That is, the
end-loss time with free expansion at the end, as in the case of a long guide
field, is virtually identical to the end-loss time with zero pressure, as in
the case of a high-Z end plug. (3) The end-loss time, normalized to the
thermal transit time, n, is significantly different from other theories
(cf. Fig. S), especially in its lack of dependence on the plasma beta [7].
The end-loss time agrees relatively well with experimental data.

A study of the results of the numerical calculations Indicates the
magnetic field curvature term contributes significantly to the axial
momentum equation, and may account for the difference between the results of
two-dimensional and one-dimensional solutions of the time dependent
equations [14]. The axial momentum equation is written as follows,

r 3w 3w 3wi 3p „ z 3 t x \
p i — + u — + w — I + —— » B — — I ]
3t 3r 3z 3z r 3r 3z 2

+2 0 4 - 9 -3 0

where p and p are the plasma density and pressure, u, Br, w and Bz, the
components of velocity and magnetic field in r and z respectively. Below
each term is its typical relative value in the numerical solutions. Note
that Br3Bz/3r is comparable to 3p/3z, and therefore will have a significant
effect on the axial flow. The absence of this term, among others, in the
one-dimensional approximation probably accounts for the difference in the
computed values of n between the one- and two-dimensional solutions. (The
simplest description of end-loss may result from the long, thin
approximation, a/L « 1, where a is the plasma radius and L the length of
the theta pinch [15]. In this approximation, only the last term in the
above equation is O((a/L) ) and may be deleted. However, no comparable
solutions of the ordered equations are available.)

The results of a study of the effect of single mirrors on plasma
confinement are shown in Fig. 8. There, the variation of n with mirror
ratio, M, is shown for 0.25 _< M £ 4, and compared with measurements made on
linear Scyllac [10]. In agreement with that experiment, the mirrors reduce
end-loss, but much less effectively than guiding center theory predicts.

3.2. Magnetic Gradient Effects on the Universal Instability. The
density gradient driven universal instability is expected to govern radial
diffusion in theta-pinch plasmas on fusion time and distance scales since,
unlike other cross-field Instabilities, it is unstable for arbitrarily small
density gradients. However, finite plasma beta (either due to the inclusion
of magnetic gradient or electromagnetic effects) tends to reduce the growth
rate of the universal instability and can even stabilize It [16]. Here the
linear Vlasov theory of the universal instability in a unidirectional
magnetic field (B « 2B) Is considered in the slab model with the local
approximation in the electrostatic limit but including the full resonant
effects of a magnetic field gradient drift. Inclusion of the VB drift
requires expression of the linear dispersion relation in terms' of an
integral over v^, the perpendicular drift speed. Solutions to the
dispersion relation computed without approximation demonstrate that the
effect of a magnetic field gradient (expressed here in terms of the local
ion beta, &^ = 8iTnkT1/B

2) is to reduce the maximum growth rate ym of the
universal Instability. Numerical analysis demonstrates that the ion VB
effects are more important than the corresponding electron contributions,
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FIG.8. Comparison of the variation ofri -with M as computed from the two-dimensional,
time-dependent equations with guiding center theory and data from linear Scyllac.

but that both act to reduce the growth rate. The increased damping is due
to velocity space broadening of the electron Landau resonance driving term
and a similar extension of the ion Landau damping term into the resonant ion
region. The velocity broadening of the electron resonance is small compared
to the width of the electron distribution, and these computations have
demonstrated that expansion of the electron susceptibility to first order in
the reciprocal magnetic gradient scale length (£g) yields results equivalent
to those from the full integral. However, a relatively small value of 8^
brings the VB resonance well into the ion distribution, and various
approximations to the ion susceptibility fail as 8^ increases. One
approximation, an expansion of the ion susceptibility to first order in Eg,
yields a maximum growth rate that agrees with the exact result to within a
few percent for only rather low values of 8^, 8^ < 0.02, and is roughly 60%
l d 8 % 0 2 f t i l (T T 3674larger at modest 81,

i f l
1 t 0.2, for typical parameters (Ti - Te> m i - 3674

me, ratio of electron-ion relative drift speed to ion thermal speed » 0.05).
A second approximation, which involves replacing the v^ factor in the
Fried-Conte function with 2 Ti/mi, is somewhat better. The maximum growth
rate computed with this approximation agrees with the exact result to within
2% for B± < 0.08 and is only 20% larger at $± - 0.2.

3.3. Magnetoacoustic Heating. Magnetoacoustic heating is an
attractive method for preferentially heating plasma ions when an appropriate
dissipative mechanism exists at a convenient magnetoacoustic resonant
frequency. The observations of collisionless damping of magnetoacoustic
waves in a high-beta plasma [17] are experimental evidence for the existence
of a dissipative mechanism in a collisionless plasma. For a linear theta
pinch, magnetoacoustic heating would not impose a limitation on end-stop-
pering schemes. With a judicious choice of parameters, magnetoacoustic
heating may allow the use of lower values of induced RF electric fields than
are required when implosion heating is the sole method of heating.
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We have studied theoretically the physics relevant to magnetoacoustic
heating of a screw pinch (equivalent to a theta pinch when Bg =• 0) in a col-
lisionless plasma regime by two approaches and we are applying the results
to cases of experimental interest. Heating times and associated induced RF
electric fields have been computed. Both approaches are based on the
Vlasov-fluid model [18] in which collisionless ions and massless, fluid
electrons are treated under the assumptions of quasi charge neutrality and
negligible displacement current. The two approaches differ with respect to
their ordering of small parameters and with respect to their treatment of
the boundary between the plasma and a surrounding vacuum. In the first
treatment [19], the techniques of earlier analyses [20] have been combined
with an ordering scheme adapted to the study of magnetoacoustic waves. The
basic smallness parameter is the ratio (ion gyroradius)/(plasma radius); in
terms of that parameter, the quantities local plasma beta, (plasma
radius)/(any scale length of the wave) and (phase velocity along the
magnetic field)/(ion thermal velocity) are assumed to be of order unity.
This ordering scheme applied to the Vlasov-fluid model provides a physical
description of the plasma which contains kinetic effects along the magnetic
field lines but retains only fluid-like effects transverse to the field
lines; finite-ion-gy,roradius effects do not contribute in leading order. A
basic result of applying this description to a pinch configuration is the
identification of ion Landau damping as a viable dissipative mechanism for
converting magnetoacoustic wave energy into ion thermal energy [19]. The
Landau damping causes a phase shift in the response of the plasma relative
to the phase of an imposed oscillation of the confining magnetic field; this
shift is responsible for the dissipation. At a magnetoacoustic resonance
the amplitude of the plasma response and the associated rate of dissipation
peak. The total rate of energy dissipation is obtained by calculating the
Poynting vector external to the plasma column. That the energy dissipated
is converted completely into ion thermal energy is proved by use of a
thermal transport equation derived from the ion Vlasov equation. In order
to obtain the shortest doubling time, Td, for the plasma energy with the
least induced RF electric field, E, it appears desirable to operate at a
ratio of (phase velocity along the magnetic field)/(ion thermal velocity)
roughly equal to 0.7. For theta-pinch parameters, we have obtained T,'s on
the order of 10 s with fields E on the order of 80V/cm.

In the second approach, the effect of finite ion gyroradius on magneto-
acoustic heating of a sharp-boundary screw pinch is being studied. In order
to take proper account of the sharp boundary, the starting equations are
those derived previously for applying the Vlasov-fluid model to a
sharp-boundary screw pinch [21]. Within the pinch the collisionless
Boltzmann equation for the Vlasov-fluid model has been solved analytically
for small values compared to unity of krL and ID/CO . , where k is the largest
relevant wavenumber, rL is the ion gyroradius, co is the frequency, and tu
is the ion cyclotron frequency. Finite-ion-gyroradius effects were kept to
zeroth and first order and the solution is valid up the sharp boundary.
Because this approach uses a more general ordering, it also should be
possible to determine whether dissipative mechanisms other than Landau
damping are operative for magnetoacoustic heating in a collisionless plasma.
A differential equation for u (A^1' = u X B ^ where A ^ = perturbation
vector potential and B^0^ = equilibrium Magnetic field} containing finite
gyroradius effects was derived by substituting the solution of the colli-
sionless Boltzmann equation into the transverse force-balance equation (the
component perpendicular to B of the Maxwell AXB equation). An analytical
solution of the equation for | was used to calculate the heating of the
pinch in the presence of an oscillatory driving electric field on a
cylindrical surface in the vacuum region surrounding the pinch [22].
Numerical studies have been made to examine the primary m=0 magnetoacoustic
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resonance in sharp-boundary pinches whose equilibrium parameters were
chosen to model the staged theta pinch experiment at LASL [23]. The
dependence of the heating rate upon r̂ /r and kr was investigated, where r
is the pinch radius. The numerical results, which are quite similar for
both experiments, can be summarized as follows: 1) For large axial wave-
lengths (krQ < 0.01),the resonance is extremely narrow and is little
affected by changes in r»/r • Because of the narrowness of the resonance,
absorption of such long-wavelength waves is uninteresting as a practical
heating mechanism. 2) For axial wavelengths such that kr = 2, the
resonance is quite different. For example, with Tj/ro " 0-01, the full
width at half maximum is in the range of a few to several percent, and
maximum values of Q (the heating rate normalized to the plasma kinetic
energy) in the range of 0.0005 u . to 0.02 m^ have been computed for a
driving electric field of 50 volts/cm. The rate of collislonless absorption
for these short axial wavelengths can be very large and may provide a useful
heating mechanism for fusion experiments. The plasma response and the
heating rate ^'E exhibit radial structure whose scale length is of the order
of rL.

4. MSNW-UW CO2 LASER-HEATED SOLENOID RESEARCH

The laser heated solenoid fusion concept was formulated to take
advantage of the fortuitous match between the absorption length for CO2
laser radiation at 10.6 urn of reactor grade plasmas and the length needed to
achieve net energy output from open-ended linear reactors. The principal
requirement of this approach is the necessity of channeling the laser
radiation along the centerline of a solenoidal magnet over long column
lengths through the formation and maintenance of an on-axis electron density
minimum in the plasma. This minimum can be created either by laser
breakdown of a neutral gas in a steady magnetic field or by a combination of
laser heating and theta-pinch implosion in a rising magnetic field. The
latter method, by which the plasma is removed from the wall, is the subject
of the present experiments. In this case, the density minimum must be
maintained against diffusive erosion from the vacuum boundary.

Beam propagation and heating has been investigated in two separate
experiments, one at MSNW employing several kJ's of CO2 laser radiation in a
2-us pulse to heat plasma columns contained in a 1-meter long, 3.8 cm bore
solenoid producing a magnetic field rising to 6 T in 4.7 us. Experiments
at the UW utilize a I kJ laser and a 22-cm long, 3.3 cm bore solenoid
producing a magnetic field rising to 14 T in 4.2 us.

4.1. One-Meter Experiment (MSNW). The MSNW experiment is described in
detail in Ref. [24]. A 35-cm diameter annular laser beam is focused to a
2-mm spot size by a 5-meter focal length mirror. Diamagnetic loops measure
the excluded flux at either end and in the center of the solenoid.
Cross-tube time - dependent interferometry, radial streak photography, and
time - dependent spectroscopy are performed through slots at the magnet
center. The entire vacuum chamber is statically filled with hydrogen or
deuterium at pressures between 0.25 and 2.0 mTorr. The heating results at
low and high pressures are remarkably different, reflecting the ability to
maintain the on-axis density minimum necessary for beam trapping.

The gas in the magnet is preionized by a fast 12-kA Z-discharge lasting
about 1.5 us, and the main field capacitor bank is switched on 2.5 us later.
Laser heating is initiated during the 300 ns implosion phase. The basic
theta pinch produces a plasma compressed by a factor of 2 (at higher
pressures) to 3 (at lower pressures) in diameter with a measured temperature
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FIGS. Radial streak photograph of laser-heated 1.5 mtorr D2 theta-pinch plasma.
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FIG. 10. Laser-heated 1.5 mtorrD2 theta-pinch plasma:

(a) Comparison of experimental and calculated diamagnetic signals; (b) calculated plasma

profiles.

of at most 2 eV. At the lower pressures (pg < 1 mTorr), laser heating raises
the plasma to line energies of about 3 J/cm and peak temperatures of about
40 eV. This heating is nearly uniform along the column length, but
decreases rapidly in effectiveness after about 1 us into the laser pulse.
Interferometric measurements indicate a loss of the required density minimum
at this time, and lack of continued heating can be attributed to unfavorable
beam refraction.

By contrast, laser heating is continuous throughout the 2-ps laser
pulse for the higher fill pressures. There is a slight propagation delay in
heating from one end of the column to the other, but the column is still
heated nearly uniformly. Figure 9 shows a typical radial streak of the
heated plasma at 1.5 mTorr D2 fill pressure. The hydrodynamic bouncing is
typical for high S- The diamagnetic signal in the center is compared in
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FIG.11. Interferometrically measured radial density profiles for various times in the 22-cm
solenoid. Solid curves: unheated columns; dashed curves: laser-heated columns.
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Fig. 10a with a one-dimensional, quasi-steady pressure balance model. This
model cannot reproduce the hydrodynamic bouncing, but the agreement with the
average measured diamagnetism is excellent, even though the calculated
absorption length decreases to less than 1 m by the end of the 2-Ms laser
pulse. In contrast with the lower pressure results, the diamagnetic signal
increases throughout the laser pulse, indicating very efficient beam
trapping. The plasma energy inferred from the diamagnetic loop measurements
increases after the laser pulse to a peak value of 8.5 J/cm.

Figure 10b shows the calculated plasma profiles as a function of time
for this experiment. They show a density well persisting throughout the
2-us laser pulse. Experiments carried out on a shorter solenoid in the UW
experiment, where axial interferometry is possible, confirm this density
minimum for high fill pressures. The appearance of the 3434 A0 CVI line in
spectrographic measurements confirms the peak calculated temperatures. Due
to the high density, the electron and ion temperatures are nearly equal and
the decay in peak temperature after the laser pulse is due to thermal
conduction and radial equilibration. While the laser pulse is on, a strong
thermoelectric effect produces a B » 1 condition in the center of the
plasma, which is reduced due to diffusion to S = 0.65 at 4 vis. These exper-
iments clearly indicate efficient beam trapping, maintenance of a density
minimum, heating and subsequent adiabatic compression of the plasma. Based
on this success, the magnet length is being extended to 3 tn, the peak field
to 15 T with a 8-vs rise time, and the laser energy increased to about 8 kJ
in a 3-4 us pulse length.

4.2. 22-cm Experiment (UW) • Emphasis has been placed on axial inter-
ferometry in the UW experiments in order to accurately measure the radial
electron density profile. Diamagnetic loops have been located at 5.5 cm and
16.5 cm in order to correlate the plasma line energy with the laser-heated
profiles. The evolution of density profiles produced by the theta pinch
alone, for a fill pressure PQ of 1.8 mTorr, is shown by the solid curves on
Fig. 11. The plasma is only partially ionized, and an on-axis density
minimum can be seen to be present during the 300- ns implosion, and after
500 ns. Strong laser heating was measured by both diamagnetic loops when
laser heating was initiated before 300 ns or after 500 ns. Figure 12a shows
a typical interferogram for the late time laser heating, and Fig. 12b shows
the plasma line energies inferred from the diamagnetic loop signals. Heated
plasma electron density profiles are also shown by a dashed line on Fig. 11
for comparison with the unheated profiles. The electron density minimum is
deepened, the total line density increases due to laser-induced ionization,
and the column expands significantly due to the increased energy content.
Correlation of diamagnetic and interferometric data 1 us into the laser
pulse yields a centerline temperature, assuming a Gaussian temperature
profile, of 60 eV, 8 = 1, with ne = 3 x 10

17.

Details of these experiments are reported elsewhere [25]. Some further
conclusions are: (1) timing of the laser pulse relative to the main field
rise for efficient column heating is quite sensitive in small-bore plasma
tubes but should be less so in reactor size tubes; (2) peak temperatures in
the UW experiments are governed by free streaming end losses; (3) laser
energy addition reduces the tendency of the column to form flutes; (4)
alignment of the laser beam is more critical at higher f numbers; (5) there
is preliminary evidence that material end plugs substantially increase the
plasma lifetime in accordance with predictions; and (6) wall light-up occurs
on some shots and is believed to be due to refraction of the outer portions
of the beam to the tube wall.
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DISCUSSION

H.J. HOPMAN: You say that when BoN plugs are used plasma energy is
radiated away, whereas with LiD plugs this is not the case. Is the energy content
of the plasma large enough to strip the ablated Bo and N gas completely? This
would result in reduced radiation.
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K.F. McKENNA: If the end-plug ablation products are to be stripped
completely, the plasma electron temperature must be several times larger than
the hydrogen-like (single-electron) ionization potential of the ablated material.
The hydrogen-like ionization potentials for boron and nitrogen are 340 eV and
666 eV, respectively, whereas the potential for lithium is 122 eV. Since the
maximum electron temperature in Scylla IV-P is 570 eV, only the ablated lithium
deuteride plug material would be expected to be fully stripped.

H.A.B. BODIN: The t?-pinch and the laser-heated solenoid provide similar
confinement systems after the initial heating and formation phase. Is there any
difference between the two with respect to electron heat conduction, and has
the wobble instability been observed in the laser-heated solenoid?

K.F. McKENNA: Although detailed measurements of electron heat conduc-
tion have not been carried out in either the theta pinch or the laser-heated solenoid,
electron thermal conduction effects would be expected to be identical in both
devices.

The m = 1 "wobble" instability has not been observed in the high-density
(~ 1017 cm"3) low-temperature (50-100 eV) plasmas generated in present laser-
heated solenoid experiments; however, the m = 2 instability is observed. This
instability (m = 2) has also been identified in theta pinches operating in the same
plasma regime.

.H.L. BERK: Has the m = 1 instability any effect on confinement time?
K.F. McKENNA: If the m = 1 instability carried the plasma column to

the discharge tube wall, a significant loss in radial confinement could be expected.
However, the instability saturates at a low level, with a maximum radial displace-
ment of about one plasma diameter. No effect on axial confinement time has
been observed in the presence of the m = 1 instability.

H.L. BERK: Is damping of the m = 1 instability correlated with theory?
K.F. McKENNA: Damping of the m = 1 instability has not been treated

theoretically.
K.N. SATO: Have you measured diffraction and transmittance of the CO2

laser beam in the plasma, and, if so, by what method?
K.F. McKENNA: A crude measure of the CO2 laser beam transmittance is

obtained with a time-integrating bolometer. No direct measurement of the dif-
fracted laser beam energy has been made.

K.N. SATO: How great is the optimum energy absorption?
K.F. McKENNA: In the optimum solenoid fill pressure conditions,

essentially all the incident CO2 laser beam energy is absorbed by the plasma.
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Abstract

HEATING, CONFINEMENT AND FLUCTUATIONS IN THE CLEO STELLARATOR.
The confinement of an Ohmically heated plasma has been investigated in the CLEO

stellarator. The electron energy replacement time is found to decrease as the drift parameter,
characterized by the ratio of electron drift velocity to electron thermal velocity, is increased.
Density fluctuations have been seen but do not appear to explain the observed loss as being
due to a drift instability. A beam of neutrals has been injected into a plasma produced by
Ohmic heating: ion heating has been observed. The results have been compared with theoretical
models. It is shown that increased power input will be necessary to sustain a currentless plasma
of the same parameters as those produced by Ohmic heating.

1. INTRODUCTION

CLEO is a conventional stellarator, having 7 field periods of i = 3
windings on a torus of mean major radius 90 cm and bore 28 cm. When the lobes
of the outermost closed magnetic surface are defined by 13 cm radius tungsten
limiters, the resulting plasma boundary has a mean radius of approximately 10
cm. The maximum toroidal field is B^ = 20 kG. The apparatus and initial res-
ults have been described in earlier papers (1"3). This paper presents some
results on scaling of confinement, and the possible effects of fluctuations.
There is also a section dealing with experiments to heat a plasma, produced
by ohmic heating, by injecting an energetic beam of neutrals.

Principal diagnostics used on the experiment include:- a single channel
2 mm microwave interferometer with direct reading density display; photon
scattering using a 5 J ruby laser for profiles of Te and ne measured at R = 90
cm along a vertical radius above the horizontal median plane; soft X-ray emis-
sion from minor radii between r = ±7 cm(vertically) using uncooled Si detectors
and foil absorbers; energy spectra of neutral particles emitted both radially
and tangentially; Fourier transform spectroscopy of electromagnetic emission
from 30 to 300 GHz (including electron cyclotron radiation and its lower har-
monics) viewed in a horizontal plane; a cooled Si-Li detector X-ray spectro-
meter which can scan across the plasma in a vertical plane; absolute intensity
of Ha emission from plasma regions both close to and remote from a limiter and
a low-noise multi-channel 2 mm interferometer used to study density fluctua-
tions in the outer plasma regions.

Now at the Australian National University, Canberra, Australia.
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FIG. 1. Variation of electron energy replacement time with mean drift parameter

2. CONFINEMENT OF OHMICALLY HEATED PLASMA

We use a simple electron energy replacement time Tge defined as follows:

W

_
dt Ee g

where W = 6ir2 Rn f rn(r)T (r)dr = A n T
e ° J o e ee

is the total electron energy, n(r) and T (r) have profiles given by photon
scattering and ne and T e are respectively the mean electron density (from
interferometry) and central temperature (laser). A is a profile factor which
may vary for different plasma conditions. Note that, as defined, Tge excludes
ion energy and includes inelastic collisions and radiative power losses in the
power input term.

It is generally found that T£e increases as current decreases and density
increases. Gas puffing is used, and thus density and gas current can be varied
independently. The overall effect of different densities, currents and electron
temperatures on T£e

 c a n be seen by plotting its value against the drift para-
meter

I
This is shown in Fig.(l).
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FIG. 2. Schematic arrangement of the apparatus for measuring density fluctuations.

This result indicates clearly a trend towards poorer confinement at large drift
parameters. There is evidence, at drift parameters ^ 0.01, of a B̂ 2 dependence
of T

Ee
(3). At larger values of E, this dependence is lost.

3. DENSITY FLUCTUATION MEASUREMENT

In order to assess the contribution to energy loss due to density fluct-
uations in the outer regions of the plasma the apparatus shown in Fig.(2) has
been constructed. A 2 mm wavelength microwave beam about 7 cm wide traverses
the plasma, emerging with phase and amplitude variations across the beam
caused by the fluctuations. The signal is recorded in a frequency range of
1 kHz < f < 35 MHz at up to 8 positions across the beam by a system of 13
receiving antennae. Scale lengths and frequency spectra of the density fluc-
tuations are related to the appropriate time and position correlations of the
received signals.

Fluctuations are seen in the frequency range of 1 kHz < f < 50 kHz with

a phase change which would correspond to a maximum of —
n

of ^10% rms. These

fluctuations correlate over several adjacent channels and also with the
fluctuations of poloidal magnetic field seen at the edge of the plasma. There
also appears to be some correlation with the sawtooth modulation of the soft
X-ray intensity corresponding to the q = 2 surface. Thus the density fluct-
uations are interpreted as being of MHD origin although the mode numbers are
not yet known.
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Fluctuations have also been looked for in the frequency range 50 kHz < f <
500 kHz, for 0 < ki < 3 cm"1. There appears to be no signal visible above the
noise level of the apparatus. The measurement puts a limit in this frequency

region of — £ 0.2% rms. Following the method used by Hamberger et al. we

can express this fluctuation level as a particle containment time. It gives
Tp "u 0.2 sec, and this is thus too long to explain the observed loss.

Under some circumstances e.g. very low density, there is some activity
seen in the region 5 MHz < f < 35 MHz. At this time there is a large inten-
sity of hard X-rays, so the phenomenon may be correlated with a runaway con-
dition.

Thus the only fluctuations of importance which have been observed so far
with this technique seem to be well correlated and could be of MHD origin.
Higher frequency fluctuations having the character of drift waves, such as
were seen using the same technique in the TORSO torsatron(4) have not yet been
observed. Thus unlike the TORSO result, drift waves cannot be clearly identi-
fied as a source of plasma loss.

4. NEUTRAL INJECTION THEORY AND EXPERIMENTS

The results described in section 2 indicate a significant improvement in
confinement at low ohmic current. Neutral injection has already proved succ-
essful for heating tokamak plasmas. The neutral beam is converted into fast
ions by charge exchange and ionization (deposition); some of these fast ions
are on confined orbits (trapping) and the resulting circulating ion beam gives
energy to thermal plasma (slowing down). Deposition, trapping and slowing down
of the injected particles agree broadly with theory. This experience suggests
that the technique might successfully be applied to a stellarator where alter-
native heating methods are of great interest and importance.

CLEO gives almost tangential access limited by the helical windings to
a clear passage of 8 x 6 cm of elliptical cross section. An 8 cm diameter ion
source (5) operated at 24 keV delivers ^ 50 kW of neutrals to the torus with
equal fluxes of H+, Ht and H3. The effects of stray machine fields on the
source and beam blocking reduce the power delivered to the plasma boundary to
35 - 40 kW. This power, if efficiently transferred to the plasma, would be
useful in comparison with the 20 - 80 kW of ohmic heating power.

(a) Theoretical model

The guiding centre orbits of fast ions in real stellarator fields have
been discussed previously (6) and it has been shown that the orbits are well
described, for low pitch angles at least, by a poloidal field given by an
average transform

«4
*<r) = *(«)

where *(a) is the transform at the plasma edge, a. Some calculations have
been carried out by computing fast ion trajectories in real stellarator fields.
The results show that the orbits can be well represented by a guiding centre
model using the averaged rotational transform.

We then use the conserved quantities magnetic moment and canonical ang-
ular momentum, and an expression for the vector potential of combined equivalent
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FIG.3. Variation of neutral power deposited in the plasma with gas current for tokamak
and stellarator modes. It is assumed that the power at the plasma boundary is 35 kW.

stellarator field and tokamak like field, (assuminga parabolic current density
distribution), and obtain an expression for the maximum energy injected proton
born at the minor radius r in the equatorial plane which is trapped!—

in MKS units. Here B T is the toroidal field in Tesla, I the gas current in
amps, and R the plasma major radius in metres. The signs - and +
refer to co °and counter injection w.r.t. the plasma current, f3 is the ion
pitch angle and E its energy in eV. For a parabolic plasma density profile,
we divide the neutral beam into beamlets with equal fluxes of the three energy
components, calculate the deposition as a function of position along the beam-
let and use equation (1) to calculate the trapping. Thus we obtain the power
transfer into circulating fast ions. The model is optimistic in that the loss
orbit is assumed to be one which ventures outside the mean separatrix radius
r = 10 cm, and no account is taken of the non-axisymmetric nature of the sep-
aratrix, but its usefulness lies in its ability to deal with vacuum transform
and gas current simultaneously. The model agrees with the Oak Ridge deposition
and trapping code (''for zero vacuum transform. Slowing down of the circulat-
ing ions and energy partition between ions, electrons and charge exchange loss
are calculated using the Fokker Planck code of reference (8).
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FIG.4. Thermal ion energy spectra with and without neutral injection into a 20-kA plasma
current in stellarator mode. The centre of the plasma is pushed 4 cm inwards with vertical
field. Mean density ~1.5 XlOi3 cm'3, Te ~ 600 e V.

Fig.3 shows the calculated dependence of deposition and trapping on gas
current for both stellarator and tokamak modes in CLEO. A 35 kW beam and a
mean plasma density 1.5 x 1013cm~3 are assumed. It can.be seen that for the
stellarator the power input to trapped circulating fast ions can be significant
even at low ohmic current. Slowing down calculations indicate that, for neut-
ral densities between 109 and 1010cm~3 the fraction of power transferred to
the plasma varies from 90% to 10% .

(b) Experimental results

A range of injection experiments is listed in Table I. The ohmically-
heated stellarator plasmas injected have covered the range I~ = 5 - 20 kA,
np = 0.5 - 2.0 x 10

13cm 3 with vacuum transform *r(a) - 0.6. In addition two
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FIG.5. Thermal ion energy spectra with and without neutral injection into a 20-kA plasma

current in tokamak mode. Mean density ~ 2 X1013 cm~3, Te ~ 500 e V.

afterglow injection experiments with Ig -»• 0, and two tokamak experiments have
been performed. The calculated values of deposited power, trapped power and
power transferred to each of plasma ions and electrons for the appropriate
plasma parameters are also included in the table.

When a small vertical field is used to displace the current channel of the
20 kA stellarator inwards by 4 cm from its equilibrium position without verti-
cal field, then the ion temperature rise upon injection increases from a
marginal 10% to the unequivocal 25% shown by the thermal neutral energy spect-
rum of Fig. A. This temperature rise is consistent with calculations which
predict 2 - 9 kW of injected power transferred to plasma providing up to 32%
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of the electron to ion collisional power transfer on axis. The effect of the
major radius displacement is to improve deposition and trapping since the
neutral beam is tangent to the torus at R = 81 cm, well inside the equilib-
rium major radius. There is also a reduction in background neutral density so
that charge exchange losses are smaller.

Fig. 5 shows that similar heating can be obtained with a well centred
tokamak discharge with plasma current Ig = 20 kA, as is to be expected from
Fig. 3.

The similarity between tokamak and stellarator injection indicates that
effects due to trapping in the mirrors in the helical field may not be impor-
tant with tangential injection.

The ion temperature rises in the lower gas current discharges of Table I
are small, ~ 10Z, and not much in excess of statistical errors and shot to
shot reproducibility.

This is to be expected because of the poor deposition at the low density
in these discharges. We can draw some conclusions from the slowing down spec-
tra measured by the tangential neutral particle energy analyser. Fig. 6 shows
the fast ion spectra for the 20 kA tokamak and stellarator discharges already
discussed. These show the usual 3 peaks corresponding to the acceleration of
molecular species in the ion source. The shape of the spectrum near the 24 keV
injection energy can be used as a diagnostic for Zeff and neutral density (9).
In CLEO the bremsstrahlung anomaly factor as measured by the soft X-ray spec-
trometer shows that Zeff is very close to unity, so that fast spectrum can be
used to estimate the neutral density averaged over the fast ion orbits to a
factor ^2. Fig. 6 indicates no "V 5 x 10

9cm~3 for the stellarator case and
VL09cm~"3for the tokamak case. These figures are to be compared with central
values of n0 ^ 2 x 10

9cm~3 and 2.5 x 108cnT3 for the 20 kA stellarator and
tokamak respectively, each with ne "V 10

13cm~3, obtained from a radial scan of
Ha emission.

We can then estimate the total circulating ion beam density nt>ex close
to the injection energy from the absolute value of the 24 keV neutral flux.
The theoretical ion beam density per unit production of circulating ions
nbth c a n ke calculated at the injection energy, knowing ne, Te, T^ and n0,
using reference (8). Since deposition is roughly linear with plasma density
for ne .£ 1.5 x 10

J3cnr3, nbth ne is proportional to the total theoretical ion
beam density. A figure of merit for fast ion orbit confinement (trapping) is

then given by n = — which is normalised to unity for the 20 kA toka-
nbth ne

mak discharge.

Values of n obtained for the discharges in Table I are plotted against
gas current for the 24 keV component in Fig. 7. Trapping calculations, as
described earlier are also shown, again normalised to the 20 kA tokamak case,
since these are not very density sensitive. The stellarator experiments are
in rough agreement with the calculations, showing that useful orbit confine-
ment can still be achieved in low or zero gas current plasmas. Note that
the 10 kA tokamak result is much better than calculations suggest, but this
is probably due to a much sharper current density profile in this discharge
than is assumed in the calculation.

An injection experiment has been performed on a currentless afterglow
plasma obtained by firing a capacitor bank into a second primary winding on
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the ohmic heating transformer so as to reduce a plasma current of 17.5 kA to
zero in 8 ms. The 30 ms neutral injection pulse was turned on before the
reverse bank and continued after current zero into the afterglow. The plasma
showed increased MHD turbulence during current decay but dense afterglows
ne "V 10

13cm~3 were achieved. Slowing down spectra are shown in Fig. 8 for
different time slices, time zero being the reverse bank firing time. At times
5 - 10 ms there is evidence for continued trapping and slowing down after
current zero, but later at 10 - 15 ms slowing down is characteristic of a high
neutral density and charge exchange loss.

(c) Summary of neutral injection results

1. A simple theoretical model for the deposition and trapping of injected
ions has been developed, which represents the vacuum transform in an averaged
way and adds on the gas current transform. This is justified by calculation
of fast ion orbits in real stellarator fields. For low vacuum transform,
tokamak calculations have been carried out using now widely used codes.

2. Unequivocal ion heating of up to 25% has been observed for tokamak and
stellarator mode with ohmic heating currents of 20 kA, as expected theoreti-
cally.
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3. Heating has not been observed at low ohmic heating current because low
plasma density and high neutral density make power transfer inefficient.

4. Experimental measurement of fast ion confinement suggests that orbit
losses are not a serious problem at low gas current for the stellarator.

5. Calculations show that provided high plasma density, ne — 1 — 2xl0
13cm ~3,

low neutral density n 0 < 10
9cm~3, currentless plasmas can be achieved, 140-

200 kW of neutral power to the torus will be sufficient to sustain pure stel-
larator plasmas of similar parameters to those obtainable by ohmic heating.
If these conditions cannot be met neutral powers ̂  500 kW will be required.

5. CONCLUSIONS

1. Experiments on the confinement of ohmically heated plasmas in the stel-
larator have shown that the energy replacement time depends mainly on the
drift parameter £. The value of TEe decreases smoothly as £ is increased.

2. These results suggest that the best stellarator confinement will occur
with currentless plasmas.

3. In order to achieve such plasmas we have studied the injection of a beam
of fast neutrals into the plasma produced by ohmic heating.

4. The results show that overall power transfer efficiency is limited by low
plasma density and high neutral density with consequent charge exchange losses.

5. Taking trapping of fast ions into account, in order to sustain a
completely currentless plasma with the same energy input as is presently prod-
uced by ohmic heating, a beam power at least 3 times that at present available
at the torus will be required.

6. In order to evaluate a possible mechanism of energy loss from the ohmic-
ally heated plasma we have studied density fluctuations by a microwave scint-
illation method. It is not yet possible to say that there is any relation
between fluctuation levels and the energy loss mechanism.
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DISCUSSION

J.D. CALLEN: Have you in fact shown that the electron energy contain-
ment time TE6 depends on the drift parameter £? That is, have the variations
of 7ge with the separate factors in £ (density, current density, electron tem-
perature) been investigated to show that £ represents the appropriate and/or
only relevant combination of plasma parameters? For example, could the
scaling be explained by r£e ~ T\ nearly as well as in tokamaks?

D.J. LEES: We have taken all our experimental results with ne = 5 X 1012

- 1014 cm"3, Te = 50-1000 eV, Ig = 5-25 kA and plotted them versus many
parameters. The only scaling which appears to emerge is the drift parameter
one. It was to see whether this empirical law had any physical significance that
we performed the density fluctuation measurements. It is, therefore, disappointing
that the results have so far been negative.

J.P. FREIDBERG: How does the energy confinement time vary with and
without the stellarator fields? In particular, at fixed £ = Vd/Ve, what are the
corresponding confinement times?

D.J. LEES: The concept of r£e
 a a2/£ seems to apply equally to tokamak

and stellarator plasmas with Ohmic heating. In our case the tokamak plasma
radius is narrower than that of the stellarator by a factor of ~ 2. Thus, generally,
£ is larger in the tokamak. For the same value of £, tokamak r£e is perhaps
2 -4 times smaller than T£e in the stellarator.

CM. SURKO: The maximum growth for drift waves is expected to be in
the range of wave vectors such that kp =0 .5 , where p is the gyroradius with
the electron temperature and ion mass. It would, therefore, be at wave vectors
larger than those reported in your paper. Does this not stand in the way of
your conclusion that drift waves are not responsible for the variation of rg
with plasma parameters?

D.J. LEES: Firstly, there is some evidence in toroidal systems that kj[p; ~ 1
is not necessarily the fastest growing mode, but possibly smaller kj.. Secondly,
it is true that we would like to work over a range of kj. greater than that given
by the scintillation experiment. To this end we are going to study microwave
scattering.
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S. YOSHIKAWA: When you use neutral beam heating with gas current
Ig = 0, what is the energy confinement time of the ions and electrons?

D.J. LEES: Turbulence, possibly produced by skin currents, seems to
cause Te to decrease rapidly; thus conditions when the current has decayed,
in the current interruption experiment, do not remain the same as in the
presence of current. The energy confinement time for electrons increases as
the current is decreased by a factor of two, but then decreases again as the
temperature falls. Ion energy confinement is roughly similar.

J.D. CALLEN:. You have shown charge-exchange spectra with and without
neutral-beam injection for both tokamak and stellarator configurations. In the
tokamak case the fast-ion slowing-down tail on the thermal background was
evident, but in the stellarator case no such tail was to be seen. Have you looked
for a fast-ion tail in the stellarator case?

D.J. LEES: We have not yet looked properly in the stellarator case. The
high-energy tail was seen only when nitrogen was used in the stripping cell of
the analyser instead of hydrogen. The count rate in the stellarator case was
much lower than for a tokamak, and so far the high-energy tail has been buried
in the detector noise.
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Abstract

ENERGY AND PARTICLE CONFINEMENT IN THE OHMICALLY HEATED
W VII-A STELLARATOR.

The density regime in the Wendelstein stellerator has been extended to ne = 1020 m~3

by gas puffing in helium discharges. The density seems to be limited already by small amounts
of impurities (i.e. < 1% of oxygen). These radiate at the plasma edge, constrict the discharge,
and finally terminate it when the losses exceed the available Ohmic heating power. The
energy confinement time r^ increases with electron density but reaches a maximum followed
by a rapid decrease connected with strong radiation losses. The particle confinement time
shows a similar behaviour. Maximum densities were obtained for stationary helium discharges
with Bo = 3.5 T, Ip = 35 kA, and the external rotational transform to = 0.14. For smaller
values of the rotational transform the density increase is limited by disruptive instabilities.
The ion temperature agrees with neoclassical scaling.

INTRODUCTION

The Wendelstein VII-A stellarator has 1=2, m=5 helical wind-
ings which, at a main field B o = 3.5 T, produce an almost shear-
less external rotational transform 0.055 i^o 4 0.23. The major
radius is Ro = 2.0 m and the minor radius is defined by the
0.13 m radius of the molybdenum limiter which, because of the
elliptical cross-section of the magnetic surfaces, is equi-
valent to an average plasma radius of ~0.1 m. Results from
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FIG.l. Diamagnetic measurements of the energy confinement time T^for helium discharges
with various plasma currents Ip. Averaged density n = /ndA//dA.

ohmically heated plasmas at moderate densities have already been
reported at the Berchtesgaden [1] and Prague [2] conferences.
Now the investigations have been extended to the high-density
regime since high densities are required for sufficient ab-
sorption with the nearly perpendicular injection experiment
planned for W VII-A. Access to this regime became possible by
technical improvements of the OH-circuit, leading to an increase
of the control range of the loop voltage from 5 to 10 volts and
of the ohmic heating power to 400 kW. Helium was used instead
of hydrogen in order to take advantage of the following effects:

For the same temperature the resistivity and thus the
available power density rises as Zeff goes from one to two.

Chemical processes leading to a release of oxygen from the
wall via the production of water with the impinging atomic
hydrogen C3] should disappear in helium discharges. There-
fore, the radiation losses should be reduced and the repro-
ducibility improved.

The recycling coefficient p is close to one for helium in-
stead of 0.7 for hydrogen [2] so that there is no need for
an additional gas feed to maintain stationary conditions.

The main effect found in W VII-A is that even if disruptive
instabilities are suppressed, TE does not continuously grow
with n but goes through a maximum and then steeply decreases.
At even higher densities the discharge can no longer be main-
tained with the available ohmic heating power.
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CONFINEMENT AT HIGH DENSITIES

In order to find the optimum confinement conditions for high
densities and the physical reason for the density limitation,
the external transform, -to, and the plasma current, Ip, were
varied for Bo = 3.5 T. In Fig. 1 the gross energy confinement

Wtime T E = - — is plotted versus n for different currents and
F0H

-to = 0.14, where W is the total plasma energy, and PoH the
ohmic input power. All data are taken from quasistationary dis-
charges with pulse lengths >100 ms, where the density was
changed by gas puffing during current build-up.

W is calculated from diamagnetic measurements. In hydrogen ex-
periments the values obtained from electron temperature and
density profiles measured by Thomson scattering and ion temper-
atures deduced from charge-exchanged neutrals agreed well with
the diamagnetic measurements,but in helium discharges they show
a systematic deviation of about -25 %. At lower densities T E

follows the well-known scaling T E ~ n. Also, reduction of ig
with increasing Ip is observed. Therefore, in this regime xE

roughly scales with 5~1 where 5 is the drift parameter,

5 ~ _ -— . At higher densities a saturation and a subsequent
n/kTe

steep decrease of T E is observed. These phenomena are shifted to
higher densities if the plasma current is- increased. Measure-
ments of the 5015 8 He-I line in three different planes (includ-
ing that of the limiter) have shown a similar behaviour also
for the particle confinement time.

The highest density, n = 1O2Om~3 or /ndl = 2.2 x 1019rn~2, was
obtained for I p = 35 kA with -fc(a) = 0.5 (q«2). The input power
was 350 kW and kTe(o) = 200 eV. Fig. 2 gives profiles of n e and
T e for this discharge. They are flat inside the q=1 surface [ 1 ,2],
indicating that the transport coefficients are high in this
region. The confinement takes place within the rather thin
sheath between the q=1 surface and the plasma edge. Rather steep
gradients can obviously be balanced there.

Any further increase in n would require an increase of the input
power, i.e. of the current density. This could be achieved by
lowering the external transform or by increasing Bo- These
effects have been observed indeed but, as already stated, a too
low external transform (to < 0.14) leads to disruptive insta-
bilities, well known from tokamaks, which prohibit the access
to higher densities when approaching q(a) = 2.

In order to illustrate the situation, the ratio of maximum densi-
ty to maximum current density versus -fcp = i m i s plotted for
different values of fco in Fig. 3. This procedure is similar to
[4] but modified for the inclusion of the stellarator effect.
One observes that for larger-to, where disruptions are sup-
pressed, the density limit is proportional to the plasma current
and to (1--to). The dependence on B could not be verified since
for these experiments B was always between 3 and 3.5 T. Below
•to =0.14 the density limit is increasingly determined by dis-
ruptions and progressively shifted to lower values. Finally, for
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•Co = 0.055 the 'disruptive branch
1 typical for tokamaks is

reached. If the density then approaches the critical value for
disruptions, a significant change of the MHD modes is observed
[5], At higher external transform,the stronger equilibrium in
the helical field may be responsible for maintaining the dis-
charge at higher densities, in spite of the occurrence of phe-
nomena, such as mode coupling and locking to the limiter [5],
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The dependence of T E on n was studied in detail for 20 kA dis-
charges. For a set of density values, Figs 4 and 5 show radial
profiles of temperature and density. In addition, the normalized
curves were plotted. With increasing n e the Te profiles show a
strong reduction of T e in the outer regions as well as a de-
crease of temperature in the centre. Since the current is kept
constant, these effects lead to a concentration of the current
towards the centre and, consequently, to an expansion of the
q=1 surface since within q=1 the current density is limited to

•Q

j ~ jrCI-to). In this way the region of high transport is expand-
ed and the confinement region reduced by both effects, the ex-
pansion of the q=1 surface and the decrease of T e in the outer
regions.

Radially resolved bolometric measurements lead us to believe
that the shrinkage of the profiles is caused by radiation cool-
ing of the plasma edge. Fig. 6 shows bolometric measurements for
the four discharges of Figs 4 and 5 along with the local ohmic
input. At low densities a density increase produces little
change in the radial distribution of the radiated power and the
ohmic power input as well, indicating that the reduction in
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temperature is balanced by a reduction of Zeff. Again one has
to keep in mind that Ip is kept constant. The density increase
from 3.2 x 1019rn-3 to 5.7 x 1o19m~3 and further to 6.7 x 1o19m~3
does show a definite increase in radiated power at the plasma
edge along with an increase of ohmic power in the centre, to
account for the additional losses. Since Zeff is around 2 and
since the temperature is still more reduced (see Fig. 4), the
loop voltage increases to keep up the current.

This radiated power is attributed to impurity radiation. It is
responsible for the shrinkage of the T e profiles and the re-
duction of the central temperature. It is interesting to note
that there is also an indication of radiation from the plasma
centre, which seems to decrease for higher densities or de-
creasing central temperature.

Although the bolometer used has not yet been calibrated with
radiation standards, the sensitivity was estimated from its
calorimetric properties and the variation of its output signal
with the variation of the plasma radiation. This leads to the
conclusion that,at least at higher densities, the wall receives
about 80 % of the ohmic power input. Another 10 - 20 % of the
ohmic power is typically found on the limiter.

RADIATION LOSSES AND IMPURITY CONTENT

In order to look for impurities and their concentration, radial
profiles of spectral lines of several species have been taken
shot by shot in the UV and VUV region and compared with the
bolometer measurements. The spectroscopic measurements give
maximum oxygen concentrations of 1 % and Fe concentrations of
0.1 % at n(o) = 5.7 x 10^m~3. These impurities together with
the helium radiation may explain the strong radiation losses
from the plasma edge (20 - 70 eV) because, as seen from Fig. 5,
the electron density at the plasma edge shows a stronger in-
crease than in the centre ( for a given temperature, Pracj ~ n±mp x rig).

At present there is not a clear picture as far as the comparison
with the bolometric measurements is concerned and, in particu-
lar, the origin of the radiation from the plasma centre for
temperaturesabove 350 eV is unknown. Photographic recordings,
however, with a grazing incidence spectrograph do show many un-
resolved lines between 60 and 80 A radiating from the plasma
centre. Their identification is not yet clear. If it were Fe,
the radiation should extend down to 40 A and if it were Mo
other Mo lines should also occur which were not detected.

To prove that small amounts of impurities radiating from the
plasma edge can severely influence the profiles and the con-
finement, small amounts of Ne were added to the discharges.
Neon was selected since, for the conditions of these discharges,
it greatly resembles oxygen [6] without showing its intense
wall affinity.

Fig, 7 shows TE as a function of line density for helium dis-
charges and helium discharges where 10"" and 2 x 10^7 atoms of
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Ne had been added. At 8 x 10 1 8 m~2 line density, this corre-
sponds to 1 % and 2 % impurity content. Again there is little
effect at small electron densities, but a drastic change at
higher densities. The maximum available density is strongly
reduced by this amount of impurity content.

In Fig. 8,radial profiles of radiated power from bolometer
measurements along with profiles for the ohmic power input have
been plotted. They clearly show the increase of radiated power
from the plasma edge. Temperature profiles also shrink for
these cases.

So, either by adding small amounts of impurities or by increas-
ing the electron density, one can reach the point where radi-
ative losses influence the temperature profiles and deteriorate
the confinement [7] .

Alternatively, the radiation from the plasma centre was increas-
ed by adding 3 x 10^6 atoms of krypton to the discharge. Kryp-
ton is expected to radiate from the centre of the discharge,
between 200 and 500 eV [6] and the corresponding radiated power
was detected by the bolometer. In essence, this leads to a re-
duction of the effective ohmic heating and thus to a lower
central electron temperature. In addition, with increasing
helium density the oxygen in the discharge again provides edge
cooling and thus a further decrease of the central temperature
until the density limit is reached. This confirms the conclusion
that edge cooling is responsible for the existence of the densi-
ty limit rather than radiation losses directly from the plasma
centre.

ION HEAT CONDUCTION

An assessment of the contribution of the ion heat conduction
to the total energy balance requires the knowledge of the ion
temperature and its radial distribution. However, in helium
discharges the low charge-exchange rate and the low stripping
efficiency do not yield large enough signals to determine the
ion temperature by charge-exchange analysis. This problem was
circumvented by adding a hydrogen gas puff to the helium dis-
charges and determining the helium ion temperature by measuring
the hydrogen ion temperature via charge-exchange analysis.
When scanning off the centre, the charge-exchange flux detected
by each channel of the energy analyser (0.4 to 2 keV) revealed
a strong decrease. In the outer regions, however, the temper-
ature deduced from these signals significantly exceeded the
electron temperature. This is not compatible with the electron
ion heat-exchange rate, according to which the ion temperature
can hardly exceed the electron temperature. For the energy
balance it is assumed therefore that the T e and Ti profiles are
proportional to each other.

In Fig. 9 the central values of kTe and kTi versus the line
density are plotted for the same conditions as in Fig. 7.
Theoretical curves for the ion temperature are shown for com-
parison. They are based on neoclassical ion heat conductivity
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and on classical heat exchange between electrons and ions. The
agreement is quite good. Small deviations between measured and
calculated temperatures are probably caused by additional charge
exchange losses at low densities and by a transition to the
collision-dominated regime at low ion temperatures. In all
cases, the power transferred to the ions is only a small
fraction of the ohmic power.

SUMMARY

For helium the density range_of the Wendelstein VII-A
stellarator was extended to n e = 10^0 m~3.

Low concentrations of impurities, e.g. oxygen less than 1 % at
higher densities n e > 5 x 1C>19 m~3, dominate the confinement by
radiation losses at the plasma edge and reduce the temperature.
It is interesting to note that this boundary layer may resemble
the cold plasma blanket concept. The maximum density is de-
termined by the available ohmic power.

Helium discharges with 1 to 2 % neon added show that the ac-
cessible density range is reduced with increasing impurity con-
centrations since for a given temperature the radiative power
increases according to Prad ~

 ne x nimp-

For -to
 < 0.14 the discharge becomes sensitive to disruptive in-

stabilities. The density limit caused by these instabilities
coincides with the optimum values obtained in tokamaks related
to the restricted current density j ~ B/R{1--to) within q=1.
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Measurements of ion temperature agree with neoclassical expec-
tations. Therefore, the electron - ion heat transfer seems not
to be responsible for the reduction of the electron temperature
at higher densities.
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DISCUSSION

R.W. CONN: It has been suggested that re scaling in stellarators is similar
to that found in tokamaks and that, given comparable machines, similar con-
finement is obtained. However, both your paper and the one presented by
D.J. Lees (paper H-l) indicate that rg <* n scaling is not found in stellarators,
but that TE varies as the drift parameter. What is your opinion on this question
at present?

H. RENNER: At low currents the external transform obviously improves
the confinement. For high currents (with q = 1 reached in the centre) there is
practically no difference between tokamak and stellarator scaling. The increase
of external transform changes the profiles and reduces the central temperature.
The drift scaling, which includes temperature and density, accordingly fits better
over a large parameter range. Introduction of the external transform improves
the stability and allows an extension of the parameter range to higher densities,
for example where radiation dominates the discharge.
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J.D. CALLEN: In tokamaks such as ISX-B the energy confinement time
TE goes through a maximum as the density is increased. There, the effects of
ion heat conduction at the finite plasma current are found to be responsible for
the saturation of rg with density over the central, confinement region of the
plasma. Could such an effect be responsible for the maximum of re with density
you have shown?

H. RENNER: No, we exclude the possibility that ion heat losses make any
major contribution to the electron energy balance. The W-VII machine would be
expected to have a much smaller ion heat conductivity coefficient than ISX
owing to the higher toroidal field (3.5 T). Accordingly, in W-VII energy transfer
to the ions is reduced, as the difference between ion and electron temperature is
smaller at approximately the critical density where r£ passes through its maximum.
It seems that the region with high radiation losses is inaccessible in tokamaks
because disruptions restrict the density.
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Abstract

INVESTIGATION OF THE m=2 MODE AT q-VALUES AROUND 2 IN THE
W VII-A STELLARATOR.

In the W VII-A stellarator with Ohmic heating, radial profiles of q(r) are similar to
those in tokamaks. The m=2, n=l tearing mode is observed over a wide range of plasma
parameters extending to regions where current disruptions usually occur in comparable
tokamaks. Typical frequencies are 1—20 kHz; the relative amplitude can reach 2.5% without
disruptions. The amplitude of the m=2 mode decreases with increasing helical field or external
rotational transform. Simultaneously with the onset of a coupling between the m=l and
m=2 mode, a steep increase of the m=2 amplitude is observed, which is caused either by
an increase of the plasma current, by the electron density, or by the content of low-Z impurities.
The occurrence of disruptions in tokamaks may be connected with the locking of the m=2
mode at the limiter as observed in W VII-A under these conditions.

INTRODUCTION

The Garching Stellarator WENDELSTEIN VII-A provides an ex-
ternal rotational transform-to <. 0.23 with low shear [1]- For
ohmically heated plasmas, radial profiles of j(r) and q(r) de-
rived from measured temperature profiles are similar to those
in Tokamaks, but usually the flat internal region within r(q=1)
is broader.

Low-frequency fluctuations are observed with mode
structures proportional to exp i (ut-me+n<p) , where 6 and (pare
the poloidal and toroidal angles, respectively, u is the angular
frequency in the laboratory frame, and m and n are integers.
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FIG. 1. Relative amplitude as a function of the frequency of the m-2, n=l mode for /f2 and
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FIG. 2. C versus the external rotational transform i0 for discharges in Hi and He. C describes
the dependence of the relative amplitude of the m=2, n=l mode on to- The spread of the
points reflects that C is also dependent on other discharge parameters.
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The mode structure is analysed by means of 3x4 poloidal mag-
netic field probes and 12 soft X-ray diodes. The modes can be
attributed to rational magnetic surfaces with a rotational
transform -fc = 1/q = n/m.

The dependence of the m=2, n=1 mode on various parameters
like -to, ne, Ipi and its influence on other discharge para-
meters is discussed in this paper.

DEPENDENCE ON EXTERNAL ROTATIONAL TRANSFORM

At small external rotational transform, -to <.0.11, the
m=2, n=1 mode is the dominant one, similar to the tearing modes
in Tokamaks [2,3]. In W VII-A, however, the relative amplitude,
6Be2/Be# of the m=2 mode is decreasing with increasing -to
(Be is the poloidal field of the plasma current alone). This in-
dicates that the mode stability is markedly improved by the ex-
ternal helical fields. Figs 1 and 2 will be used to demonstrate
this behaviour by separating the dependence of the m=2 ampli-
tude on parameters other than + o as far as possible.

In Fig. 1 for a fixed value of -to = 0.11 the range of
amplitudes and frequencies, f2» of the m=2 mode is shown for
discharges in H2 and He at various plasma currents, Ipi- This
figure is obtained by varying the electron density, ne, and
demonstrates that the product

~~B— " ^2 = c

is only weakly dependent on f2, n e and IRn. Further, it was ob-
served that f2 is close to the electron Hiamagnetic drift fre-
quency, fdiam.el.' w n i c n i s n o t explicitly depending on -fo.
Hence, it follows from

5B e 2 C n.

V P« r(q=2)

that the dependence of the amplitude on -to is contained only in
the factor C which is shown in Fig. 2. The decrease of the m=2
amplitude with increasing -t-o can clearly be seen, and at
-t-o= O.23the m=2, n=1 tearing mode has no longer been observed.

DEPENDENCE ON ne, I p l AND IMPURITIES

Close to Tokamak operation, at -to = 0.055, curve a) of
Fig. 3 shows the typical behaviour of the m=2 mode amplitude
with increasing n e at constant plasma current. The steep in-
crease of the amplitude in the range between n e o = 3 and
4x10^3 cm~3 occurs together with the onset of a coupling between
the m=1 and m=2 mode as seen from the soft X-ray signals [2,3,4].
Simultaneously, the sawtooth amplitude decreases [3,4]. Hydro-
gen and helium discharges show a similar behaviour, but in
helium the mode amplitude usually has its increase at some-
what higher densities.
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3.7;

At higher plasma currents of 34 kA the amplitude of the
m=2 mode is considerably larger at low densities (Fig. 3,
curve b)). Predisruptions [4] are now seen on the soft X-ray-
signals close to the q=2 surface which trigger sawteeth at q=1.
This may be the cause of the amplitude and frequencies of the
m=2 mode being modulated up to + 40 % in correlation with the
sawteeth. No strong coupling between the m=1 and m=2 mode can
be observed in this case. The predisruption phenomenon dis-
appears at higher values of -to.

For -fco = 0.11 - 0.14 the dependence of the amplitudes
and frequencies of different modes on Ip^ and n e o is shown in
Figs 4 and 5. Fig. 4 shows the dependence of the m=2 mode on
Ipl for nearly constant n e O / and Fig. 5 its dependence on n e o

for fixed I ,. In both cases the amplitude of the m=2 mode in-
creases steiply with Ipi or with ne, simultaneously with the
onset of a coupling between the m=1 and the m=2 mode.

Progressively with increasing amplitude, the rotation of
the m=2 islands is impeded by an interaction with the limiter
C33. The separatrix of the islands seems to be locked to the
limiter for an increasingly longer period and therefore the
frequency finally goes to zero. For an_intermediate situation
typical oscilloscope traces are shown in Fig. 6. The phases of
the limiter signals shown correspond to the m=2 structure. The
distance between the calculated q=2 surface and the effective
plasma radius is 1.5 cm. Therefore, if the m=2 islands extend
to the plasma edge, their full width would have to be about
3 cm. Similar statements were made by the TFR Group [3].
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After having reached a maximum amplitude,either for
q(a) ~ 2.5 or for n e o * 8x1O

13 cm~3,the m=2, n=1 mode is no
longer visible. Then a m=3, n=2 mode usually remains, being
sometimes coupled with a mode which appears to be m=2, n=2.

Injecting a fixed small quantity of neon into helium dis-
charges of various densities, the maximum of the m=2 amplitude
is shifted to lower densities.

Summarizing, to generate the steep increase of the ampli-
tude of the m=2 mode, it is equivalent to increase

(i) the plasma current,
(ii) the electron density, or
(iii) the content of low-Z impurities.

m=2 MODE AND DISRUPTIONS

13 —3
Fig. 5 shows that for n e o

 = 7x10 cm the behaviour of
the amplitude and the frequency of the m=2 mode with increasing
density is very similar to the time evolution of the m=2 mode
in Tokamaks immediately before a disruption [2,3]. In the
Stellarator W VII-A these phenomena, which are highly transient
in a disrupting Tokamak discharge/can be studied under station-
ary conditions by varying the density from shot to shot. It is
interesting to note that a drastic reduction of the energy con-
finement time TE coincides with the steep increase of the ampli-
tude of the m=2 mode (Fig. 5, upper part)[5]. Since many other
plasma parameters like T«, Zeff or the impurity radiation vary
simultaneously, it is difficult to decide whether the m=2 mode
is responsible for the decreasing confinement, or whether the
change of other parameters diminishes the confinement [6 ] and
causes the m=2 mode to grow at the same time. In a Tokamak the
corresponding rapid loss of thermal energy [2 ] results in an
inward shift of the plasma as observed during a disruption,
whereas in W VII-A the helical fields provide an equilibrium
position for the plasma which helps to avoid disruptions; they
are absent if the external rotational transform-to a 0.14.

Although the circumstances usually leading to disruptions
in Tokamaks have been studied in detail in W VII-A, the dis-
ruption phenomenon itself has rarely been investigated system-
atically. The following has been observed: (i) For -to = 0.055
and high electron densities it is possible to obtain dis-
ruptions with a behaviour of the m=2 mode similar to that in
Tokamaks. (ii) At -to = 0.11, q(a) = 2 and high electron densi-
ties (neo = 1.4x1O

13 cm~3)/ disruptions have also been observed
in cases where no m=2 mode was visible, but a small m=3, n=2
mode was dominant, (iii) Under similar conditions, but reducing
n e to 1/10 of the above value, an amplitude of the m=2 mode up
to 2.5 % has been measured without occurrence of disruptions.

FURTHER EFFECTS RELATED TO m=2 MODES

Strong m=2 modes modulate the signals also of various
other diagnostics in W VII-A, e.g. the total plasma current
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FIG. 4. Variation of the relative amplitude and the frequency of the different modes observed
with increasing plasma current for helium discharges at BQ = 3.5 T and io= 0.11. In the
upper half the simultaneous variation of the central density /?e0 and the energy confinement
time T-£ derived from the diamagnetic signal is shown. The discharges are performed with
identical amounts of He introduced during current build-up.

p ^ p s 0.1 % ) , the microwave density (6ne/ne s 5 % ) ,
the limiter potentials (AU s 5 V ) , and the Ha or He I emission
seen in the limiter plane (6I/I 5 2 % ) . Comparing the phases
of the m=2 oscillations on the magnetic probes with those of
the microwave density and the soft X-ray diodes indicates that
the fluctuations of the current density and of the electron
temperature are in phase and out of phase to those of the
electron density. This seems to be consistent with the model
for tearing modes, since for kink modes all three of them
should be in phase.
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FIG. 5. Variation of the relative amplitude and the frequency of the different modes observed
with increasing central density for helium discharges with constant plasma current /pi = 20 kA
(q(a)^2.9)at B0 = 3.5 Tand io = 0.14. In the upper half the simultaneous variation of the
energy confinement time rE and the Ohmic heating power POH is shown.

m=2 MODE AT q < 2

In correlation with sawteeth, a m=2, n=1 mode can still be
observed at q(a) < 2. An example is given in Fig. 7 where the
m=2 mode grows already during the risetime of the sawteeth.
Usually, only one to two cycles with large amplitude can be
seen immediately after the sawtooth disruptions. Presumably,
the sawteeth give rise to changes in the profiles, thus creating
a m=2 mode for a short time. Since the rational q=2 surface is
now beyond the limiter, this could be a m=2, n=1 external kink
mode.

SUMMARY

The relative amplitude of the m=2 tearing mode decreases
with increasing -to,and for -to = 0.23 this mode has no longer
been observed.
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FIG.6. 171=2 mode locked to the limiter for irregular intervals. The upper half shows traces
of one Bg coil and of 3 soft X diodes, viewing along different plasma chords (see top insert).
In the lower half the corresponding fluctuations of two Ha light signals and two limiter potentials
are recorded at an increased sweep. The image points 7 and 8 and the two limiter segments
c and d are identified in the lower insert.

A steep increase of the mode amplitude always occurs
simultaneously with the onset of a coupling between the m=1
and m=2 modes.

This increase can be generated by increasing Ipi, n e or the
content of low-Z impurities.

At large m=2 amplitudes locking of the m=2 islands to the
limiter is observed. In comparable Tokamaks this effect usually
leads to current disruptions which do not occur in W VII-A if
•fcois large enough.

As far as the dependence of the energy confinement on the
m=2 amplitude is concerned, no definite answer can be given yet,
since several competitive and perhaps even counteracting
effects are active at the same time.
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FIG. 7. Time behaviour of different modes and their correlation to sawteeth signals on the
central soft X diode for a H2 discharge at Bo = 3 T, t0 = 0.23 and q(a) « 1.65. By using
series connections of Bg coils, the individual modes have been separated according to
their m numbers.
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DISCUSSION

N. SAUTHOFF: One interpretation of the "locking" of the (2,1) and (1,1)
modes and the (3,2) and (2,2) modes is that toroidal - i.e. (1,0) - effects
induce mode components of (m ± l,n). Does this toroidal eigenmode phenomenon
correspond to your observations?

R. JAENICKE: There is strong evidence that all the observed modes are
different modes, belonging,for example.to different rational surfaces given
by t = n/m.

J.P. FREIDBERG: In a tokamak, increasing the current eventually leads
to disruptions. Is there, in a stellarator with fixed Ohmic heating current, any
analogous instability anticipated as the amplitude of the stellarator field
is increased?

R. JAENICKE: No, but the confinement will eventually be lost, since the
current density is limited to q > 1. Therefore, the radius of the q = 1 surface
approaches the plasma radius, and inside the q = 1 surface the transport coefficients
can be considered to be infinite.
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Abstract

CURRENT EQUILIBRIUM AND EFFECTIVE ION CHARGE IN L-2 STELLARATOR PLASMA.
This paper presents data on the equilibrium of a current in a stellarator magnetic field. It

is shown that the equilibrium of a plasma column is only determined by the vacuum rotational
transform angle at constant longitudinal and external transverse fields. The transverse field of
the current is identical with the external transverse field. An investigation of the plasma
radiation at a frequency of 2 coBe was carried out. It is shown that at a plasma density of
n > 7 X 1012 cm"3 the electron temperature obtained from the intensity of the cyclotron
radiation is in a good agreement with the results of X-ray measurements and the radial tempera-
ture distribution is near to parabolic. Measurement of the effective ion charge in the plasma
shows a discrepancy between the values obtained from plasma conductivity and those obtained
from radiation in the soft-X-ray and visible regions of the spectrum. Zeff ~ 2 at the centre of
the column. The usual plasma parameters are n ~ 1.5 X 1013 cm"3, Te = 700 eV, T; ~ 150 eV.

1. INTRODUCTION

First experiments on second-generation stellarators (L-2, CLEO, W-VII) have
demonstrated the possibility of obtaining a dense plasma of high temperature and
rather high values of particle and energy confinement times. Thus the stellarator
programme attains a new stage of development. The results have established a very
close relationship between research on tokamaks and that on stellarators and raise
the question of what promise stellarators show as a possible model of a thermo-
nuclear reactor.

All experiments were performed with Ohmic heating, but it must be noted
that many problems posed by this method remain unsolved. The main function
of the current in stellarators is plasma production and heating. However, the
longitudinal current may affect plasma confinement both positively (because of
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the increase of the confining poloidal field) and negatively. The latter effect may
be due to perturbations of the field structure in the stellarator and also to the
development of instabilities.

In the L-2 stellarator, the existence of a certain critical value of the current
where the total rotational transform angle near the axis reaches a value of t = 1
was observed [1]. In the present paper, we shall not be concerned with the problem
of plasma stability but we shall dwell on issues of plasma current equilibrium and
equilibrium state characteristics in a current region below the critical current.

Table I presents some stellarator parameters.
Most of the experiments were done with t(0) = 0.185 where the separatrix

is located inside the vacuum chamber and no limiter was used. The discharge was
produced in hydrogen at initial pressures of p = (0.4 - 2.0) X 10~4 torr. The
duration of the quasi-stationary plasma current was 25 — 30 ms, as a rule. The
mean plasma density ne ~ 1.5 X 1013 cm"3, and the electron temperature in the
region near the axis reached 700 eV. The ion temperature was up to 150 eV. The
energy life-time of the plasma was TE = 8 - 1 0 ms and depended on the magnitude
of the toroidal field [2].

TABLE I. SOME STELLARATOR PARAMETERS

Major torus radius R = 100 cm

Minor vacuum chamber radius r = 17.5 cm

Longitudinal field strength B = 16 kG

Multipole order of helical winding 1 = 2

Mean radius of last closed surface a = 11.5 cm

Total angle of rotational transform on axis t(0) = 0.185

Rotational transform angle on boundary surface t(0) = 0.7 — 0.1

2. PLASMA COLUMN EQUILIBRIUM IN THE STELLARATOR

Equilibrium in stellarators is provided by multipole-magnetic-field components
produced by helical windings. The transverse field Bi (external or current field)
leads to a displacement of the magnetic axis by an amount of |Ar| = (R/t(0)) |Bil/Bo-

Previous experiments on Ohmic heating carried out with the L-2 stellarator
at-i(O) = 0.185 confirmed that the external transverse field does not have an
important effect on the plasma parameters.
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The experimental results of studies into the dependence of current column
location (or, more precisely, the centre of the current) on the magnitudes of the
plasma current I and the external transverse field at two values of the rotational
transform angle are presented.

A theoretical analysis shows that the additional rotational transform angle
-tj(r) = R/5r2 Bo produced by the plasma current does not affect the displacement
of the magnetic surfaces. Therefore, the displacement of the magnetic surfaces
depends on the value of *& (r) but not on the total rotational transform angle,
•*l(r) + -tst(r). Under the operating conditions of the L-2 stellarator, the rotational
transform angle on the magnetic axis .4(0) is four times smaller than on the
boundary surface.

A pair of measuring loops located along the length of the torus was used to
measure the displacement of the current centre along the radius. The flux <I>̂
passed through the surface between these loops which were connected with one
another.

This flux may, in principle, be calculated for a circular plasma current with
allowance for toroidality at a constant value of the current density distribution,
j = j(r) (1 - (r/R) cosip), where <p is the angle along the minor circumference of
the torus.

Figure 1 a shows the dependence of the current centre location on plasma
current and external transverse field strength for^(O) = 0.185. The magnitude
of current displacement with respect to the magnetic axis of the vacuum
stellarator field is plotted on the ordinate. This figure shows that, at constant
transverse field, the current displacement is proportional to the current and,
at I = const, to the external transverse field. Similar results were obtained
for a four times smaller magnitude of the helical field -t(0) = 0.05 (Fig. 1 b). In this
case, the value of the displacement is higher because of the smaller rotational
transform angle, as Ar ~ l/.t(0).

The linear dependence of current centre displacement on current and
external transverse field strength shows that the distribution remained unchanged
all over the range of the variable.

From Fig.l, we can determine current values leading to the same displacement
of the current centre at different values of the external transverse fields and, hence,
calculate the effective value of the transverse field produced by the current under
realistic experimental conditions. The transverse field values found by this method
appear to be almost 30% smaller than corresponding values calculated for the
current ring in free space. Apparently, this discrepancy is due to the presence of
an iron core inside the plasma ring which decreases the transverse current field.
In other words, equilibrium is, in our case, to one third due to the transformer iron
and to two thirds due to the stellarator field.

We see that the displacement, at a given helical stellarator field, is a linear
function of the total transverse field, and the transverse current field is equivalent
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FIG.l. Displacement of current centre (in relative units) versus Ip/Bo at different transverse
field strengths, a) e = 0.228, *(0) = 0.185, Bo = 12 kG; the dotted line represents the magnetic
axis; b)e = 0.114, *(0) = 0.05, Bo = 14 kG.

to the external transverse field (Fig.2). The equilibrium of a plasma ring at given
values of longitudinal and external transverse fields is determined by the vacuum
rotational transform angle, -i(O), only. Hence, the magnetic stellarator field may
provide plasma equilibrium.

The results of the current centre displacement as given here did not take into
account the effect of finite plasma pressure. This assumption proves to be
justified at the plasma densities and temperatures observed in the experiments.
The estimates show that the effect of (3 on the displacement of the magnetic
surfaces must be taken into account when nT increases 3—4 times.

3. ELECTRON CYCLOTRON PLASMA RADIATION AND MEASUREMENT
OF ELECTRON TEMPERATURE

We have studied electron cyclotron plasma radiation in order to obtain
electron temperature profiles in the L-2 stellarator. The measurements were carried
out at the second-harnTonic cyclotron frequency [3].
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FIG.2. Displacement of current centre (in relative units) versus total transverse field,
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n - BL = 0.

In the case of r Ŝ> 1, where T is the coefficient characterizing the optical
thickness of the radiating layer, the plasma appears to be optically thick ("black
body") and the radiation at the given harmonic cyclotron frequency is proportional
to the plasma temperature Te .

Measurements of cyclotron plasma radiation were performed through the
outer horizontal port along the major torus radius. A horn, 50 cm in length, and
with an aperture of 8 cm, was employed as a receiver. A teflon lens with a focal
distance of 20 cm permits a narrow diagram of the receiver directivity to be
obtained. The angular width of the receiver diagram in the plasma region is 6°
and the spot at the centre of plasma is about 1.5 cm. A superheterodyne receiver
operating in the 4-mm region with 15% frequency deviation was used for
radiation detection.

The calculation of the r coefficient for second-harmonic cyclotron radiation
in the case of typical L-2 stellarator parameters gives a value of r > 5. The
presence of a metal vacuum chamber leads to an increase in the factor r, owing
to multiple reflections.

From the measurements, we conclude that radiation is of a resonance nature.
These measurements were carried out in the region near 2 cofie. with a variable
stellarator magnetic field and constant receiver frequency as well as for variable
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FIG.3. Variation of field modulus along direction of measurement.
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FIG.4. Radiation power versus frequency for different moments of time. Curve 1: 10 ms,
2: 15 ms, 3: 20 ms, 4: 25 ms.

receiver frequency and B = const. Figure 4 shows radiation power versus frequency
for different moments with respect to the initial discharge stage. The resonance
width is determined by the inhomogeneity of magnetic field and radial distribution
of electron temperature. The displacement of the curves is due to the variation
of the magnetic field strength with time. The electron temperature as calculated
from the absolute radiation intensity within the experimental accuracy coincides
with the temperature obtained from the soft-X-ray radiation and is determined
by the method of laser scattering.
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FIG.5. Radiation temperature versus mean electron density (curve 1) and electron temperature
as determined from the soft-X-ray energy spectrum (curve 2), e = 0.228.

The nature of radiation changes abruptly during the transition to the low
plasma densities (ne < 5 X 1012 cm"3). In this case, the intensity of high-frequency
radiation at the initial stage of the discharge increases with time and then decreases
with a large time constant, and radiation exists even when the plasma current is
turned off. The radiation plasma temperature reaches 5 keV under these condi-
tions. In addition, a substantial broadening of the radiation spectrum occurs.
This effect is apparently due to the presence of an appreciable number of runaway
electrons in plasma [4]. Figure 5 shows the relationship between radiation plasma
temperature and plasma density (see the crosses in Fig. 5 and the curve 1
corresponding to them). Curve 2 and the black dots correspond to the tem-
perature from the soft-X-radiation spectrum. We see that these two methods are
in good agreement for plasma densities ne > 7 X 1012 cm"3. For lower densities,
the radiation plasma temperature is substantially higher than the electron plasma
temperature.

We can see from the data presented here that measurements of plasma
radiation at the second-harmonic cyclotron frequency for plasma densities of
ne ** 1013 cm"3 make it possible to determine the electron temperature and also
its radial distribution, owing to the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field strength
over the cross-section. Since the surfaces with B = const in the L-2 stellarator do
not coincide with the magnetic surfaces, in the limits of the diagram of the
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FIG. 6. Radial electron temperature distribution. The solid curve is a calculated parabola,
• denotes experimental values.

receiving horn directivity, the contribution to the radiation at the resonance
frequency is made by the points of plasma volume on the different radii and with
different electron temperatures.

Figure 3 shows the change in modulus of B along the direction of measure-
ment. Curve 2 represents the change in the magnetic field along the axis of the
receiver diagram while curves 1 and 3 correspond to the change in the magnetic
field along the lines displaced left and right of the torus axis by a distance of
2 cm. We can also see that the measurement accuracy becomes worse from the
centre of plasma towards the outside. Figure 6 shows the measured electron
temperature distribution in the horizontal direction. The solid curve represents
the calculated distribution corresponding to the law Te(r) = T0(l -r2 /a2)- It may
be postulated that, within experimental accuracy, the radial distribution of the
electron temperature is close to a quadratic parabola.

The superposition of a transverse field shifts the location of the electron
temperature maximum. The measured displacement coincides with the calculated
displacement of the plasma column magnetic axis.

4, INVESTIGATION OF EFFECTIVE PLASMA ION CHARGE

An important characteristic of hydrogen plasma confined in a trap is the
amount of impurities and the corresponding effective plasma ion charge. The
usual method of determining the mean value of Zeff is based on measuring the
plasma column resistance.
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FIG. 7. Conductivity due to stellarator-type trapped particles versus plasma radius. For the
calculation, Te (r) = const was assumed.

The specific resistance of a fully ionized plasma is determined by the
following expression [5]:

po= 5.2 X

where

1.51 +0 .57Z

1.08+ Z

In toroidal devices, the effect of trapped particles on the plasma conductivity
leading to an increase in plasma column resistance must be taken into account. In
the case of a stellarator, it is necessary to take into account the effect of particles
on the helical field non-uniformity. The effect of these trapped particles on
plasma conductivity was calculated by Kovrizhnykh. If we write the specific
plasma resistance as p = po/f (r) then

f(r) = l - 1.95 e{/2 + 0.74 e±

where ei = £eIj(£dn), Ij(£dn) is a modified Bessel function, £ is the multipole
order of a helical field, e the amplitude of the helical harmonic, and d = N/R is the
wave number of a helical winding with N pitches. The expression holds true in a
range of the collision frequencies v0 < SLa vj e[ and is satisfied for the plasma
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FIG.9. Zetf versus electron temperature. fp= 12- 18 kA, ne = (0.8 - 1.2) X 1013 cm 3,
• - B o = 12kG,*-B0 = 16 kG.
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parameters of the L-2 stellarator. Figure 7 shows the influence of the trapped-
particle effect on the plasma conductivity for^(O) = 0.185 in the L-2. The
normalized dependence of the plasma column conductivity due to the particles
trapped is also shown. The calculation was based on the assumption that
Te(r) = const. We see from this figure that the plasma conductivity on the boundary
of the plasma column deteriorates 3 times due to the stellarator-type trapped
particles.

In calculating the plasma column resistance and, accordingly, the magnitude
of Zef f we took the electron temperature radial distribution as
Te(r) = T e o ( l - r 2 / a 2 ) .

Figure 8 shows the calculated current density distribution in a stellarator
taking account of the trapped-particle effect. We also see the difference between
current density distributions calculated taking stellarator-type trapped particles
into account (curve 1) and those calculated without allowing for them (curve 2).
The total effect leads to a 1.6-times increase in the total resistance of the plasma
column.

Figure 9 shows measurements of Zeff from conductivity. The circles
correspond to measurements made in different shots during one year on our
device. They differ by vacuum conditions, initial hydrogen pressures and magni-
tudes of plasma current. As can be seen from the figure, the effective plasma
charge varies, on the average, from 3 to 6 in the given temperature range. The
electron plasma temperature decreases, as a rule, with increasing plasma density
in a single series of experiments. But measurements made at different shots show
that the value of the electron temperature is not determined unambiguously by
the plasma density and depends on a number of uncontrolled conditions such as
the state of the vacuum chamber walls. This is well illustrated by Fig.9 which
shows the variation of the electron temperature in the range of 300—500 eV at
practically constant plasma density. It is also difficult to establish an unambiguous
relationship between the temperature and the magnitude of the Ohmic heating
current from the data obtained from different measurements. One observes a
certain tendency for increase in the effective plasma charge with increasing electron
temperature, in spite of some point scatter.

The other method of estimating an effective plasma charge is based on the
soft-X-ray measurements. From the absolute measurements of X-ray plasma
intensity in an energy range of 1.5—4 keV we determine the enhancement factor
which shows how many times the plasma radiation observed in the experiment is
more intense than the calculated bremsstrahlung radiation for pure hydrogen
plasma. The impurity concentration and the effective plasma charge may be
calculated from the enhancement factor provided that one kind of impurity is
dominant.
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FIG.10. Enhancement factor % versus electron temperature. The solid curve represents the
calculation for the case where oxygen appears to be the dominant impurity (1%). The points
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FIG.11. Zeff versus electron temperature as measured from soft-X-ray spectrum (*) and from
spectroscopic measurements (±).
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In the framework of this assumption,

( E D Z ( Z o i )
eff = 7 ^

Where Zo practically coincides with the charge of an impurity nucleon and 7 shows
how many times the summary radiation of that type of ions with account for
recombination is stronger than bremsstrahlung radiation.

As X-ray radiation is mostly determined by the central and hot test region
of the plasma, estimates of impurity ion concentration and effective plasma
charge only refer to the centre of the plasma column.

Figure 10 shows the results of measuring the enhancement factor for different
plasma temperatures. Circles designate results of experimental measurements.
The solid curve corresponds to the theoretical dependence of the enhancement
factor for the case of 1% oxygen ions in the coronal model. So, if we assume
oxygen to be the dominant impurity, its concentration at the centre of the plasma
column must be ~ 1 %. Generally speaking, the assumption of oxygen as the
dominant impurity does not contradict the results of spectral measurements in
the visible spectral region. Measurement of the intensity of both O II (X = 4415 A)
and C III (A = 4647 A) lines carried out simultaneously with X-ray measurements
showed that the oxygen ion concentration near the boundary of the plasma column
is 1.5 — 2 times higher than the carbon ion concentration.

Figure 11 shows the values of Zeff as obtained from X-ray measurements. We
see from this figure that Zeff ~ 1.5 in the temperature range under investigation.
That is appreciably lower than the corresponding values obtained from plasma
conductivity.

The calculation of Zeff was carried out within the framework of the corona
equilibrium. The fact that the real experiments do not correspond to the coronal
model may be due to two factors. Firstly, the plasma has not had the time to
obtain an equilibrium distribution over the charge states of the impurity ions and,
secondly, the finite ion life-time in a trap must be taken into account, which has
an appreciable effect on the equilibrium distribution over the charge states.
Exactly taking into account both factors is rather complex and requires the
knowledge of transport processes of highly ionized impurities across the plasma
column. An approximate calculation of the hydrogen ion ionization in a plasma
with account for the finite life-time at n r ~ 10 n cm"3-s, corresponding to the
confinement conditions of the L-2 stellarator, shows that, by 15—20 ms after the
start of the discharge, 7 attains a value which is half that of 7, corresponding to
the coronal model. These estimates almost coincide with the results of Ref. [6]
in which the effect of the finite ion life-time in a trap was also estimated. The
twofold decrease of the factor 7 — compared to the corona equilibrium
calculations — leads to a corresponding increase in Zeff from 1.5 to 2 at the
plasma centre.
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The same difficulties due to the fact that there are no data on impurity
dynamics across the plasma column and due to finite life-time also arose when the
results of spectral measurements in the visible spectral region were treated.

In Fig.l 1 the triangles show the results of estimating Zeff from the light
intensity of both O II and C III lines on the plasma periphery. We see that the
values of Zeff obtained by this method are lower than the corresponding values
calculated from plasma conductivity.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Experiments carried out in 1911-1% showed that the stellarator field provides
equilibrium of a current-carrying plasma column.

Investigations of the electron temperature distribution from the intensity of
the magnetic bremsstrahlung radiation at 2 c«JBe showed that the Te(r) profile is,
within the accuracy of measurements, close to the parabola

Te(r)=Te(0) ( l - 4

It follows from soft-X-ray radiation analysis that the effective ion charge
Zeff is about 2 in the region near the axis of the plasma column, and the average
value over the column cross-section value of Zeff obtained from conductivity is
3—6. It may be postulated that there is a disagreement between the mean value
of the effective charge calculated from plasma conductivity, on the one hand, and
Zeff at the centre of the plasma column as determined from the absolute intensity
of the soft-X-ray spectrum, on the other hand. Disagreement is observed not only
in the absolute values of Zeff but also in the dependence of these values on the
plasma temperature when ne = const. At present, there is no evidence for a
mechanism explaining this discrepancy.

In the near future, experiments on pulsed gas puffing aiming at an increase
of the plasma density are going to be carried out on the L-2 stellarator.

Experiments on ion cyclotron frequency heating will be started in 1979.
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Abstract

INJECTION OF A SOLID HYDROGEN PELLET INTO THE L-2 STELLARATOR.
Experiments on the injection of solid hydrogen pellets into the L-2 stellarator are

discussed in the paper. Pellets and laser parameters are given. The pellet life-time in the
plasma is discussed. Account of plasma cooling during the plasma-pellet interaction
substantially increases the pellet life-time.

The idea of using laser plasma for injection was put forward soon after
the invention of the laser [1].

Successful experiments on laser injection of plasma into the stellarator
were conducted with the Protocleo [2] and Tor-I [3] devices. The programme
of the L-2 stellarator includes further development of these studies. In contrast
to the other experiments [3, 4] where massive metallic Be and Li targets were
used in the experiments with L-2 stellarator, solid hydrogen pellets will be
employed.

For the production of pellets, a cryostat was constructed in the Physical
Technical Institute of Low Temperatures, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences.
This cryostat make it possible to obtain cylindrical pellets 0.4—0.8 mm in
diameter and 0.2—2 mm in length.

Solid hydrogen is frozen from the gas phase on a needle cooled by liquid
helium. This needle is placed in a capillary with an appropriate diameter.
Before a pellet is thrown down the needle is pushed out of the capillary up
to the liquired length. Pellet injection is provided by throwing down hydrogen
during needle heating [4]. The mean deviation of a pellet from the vertical
during a fall from a height of 20 cm is about 0.5 cm and about 50% of the
pellets touch the laser focus 0.5 mm in diameter. A full description of this
cryostat will be given elsewhere.

The laser pulse duration must be long enough to provide full evaporation
and ionization of a pellet.
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For the experiments described here a neodymium laser with an output
energy of up to 300 J was prepared. Prolongation of a pulse is provided by
inserting a non-linear absorber plate made of cadmium selenide into the
resonator. The pulse duration may vary from 30 up to 300 ns.

Depending on pellet and focus size and the effectiveness of plasma trapping
by the magnetic field of a target, we expect that an initial plasma of a density
of ne ~ 1013 cm"3 and an ion temperature of up to 200 eV may be obtained.
The electron temperature appears to be very low (about 1 eV) owing to the
practically adiabatic volume enlargement during the injection. We may increase
the electron temperature with the help of auxiliary heating e.g. Ohmic heating.
Such a plasma may be of interest for the study of transport processes in
stellarators at different ratios of electron and ion temperatures.

Solid-hydrogen pellet injection may be also used to raise the density of a
plasma produced by other methods. Consequently, experiments on a solid-
hydrogen pellet injection into a plasma obtained by Ohmic heating are planned.

First experiments in this direction are proposed to be carried out at the
Ohmic discharge initiation at the moment when a pellet crosses the centre of
the magnetic surfaces. Recently, similar experiments were carried out at the
Pulsator tokamak. But the interaction of plasma with a pellet in a stellarator
at the initial stage of the discharge may differ from the pellet-plasma
interaction in a tokamak as in the L-2 stellarator the rotational transform
angle near the magnetic axis is not equal to zero when there is no plasma
current. The runaway electrons which are very important for the intensity of
pellet evaporation are quite different in both cases.

For future experiments, it is proposed to inject pellets into the plasma
only when the discharge has fully developed. Calculation of the life-time
of a pellet 0.8 mm in diameter in a plasma with parameters characteristic for
the Ohmic heating regime in the L-2 stellarator (ne ~ 1013 cm"3, Te ~ 500 eV)
gives rp ~ 400 jus. The plasma radius a = 11 cm. So the velocity which a
pellet injected into the plasma must have in order to reach the centre is not
less than Vp ~ 3 X 104 cn r s" 1 .

In Ref. [6], however, the plasma parameters are treated as constant. The
energy content of plasma is, as a matter of fact, comparable to the heat
deposition needed for evaporation, ionization, and heating of a pellet, hence
the plasma parameters cannot remain constant during pellet evaporation.
Taking into account plasma cooling due to the interaction with a pellet
increases the pellet life-time up to milliseconds and, accordingly, decreases
the necessary value of the pellet velocity down to 3 X 1 0 3 - 104 cnrs"1 .

Another important field in which pellet injection is applied is the
creation of dense plasma targets for various heating methods requiring high
densities such as, e.g. neutral beams.
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The cloud of hydrogen from a pellet can, fortunately, only be increased
up to several centimetres before full ionization. This fact may be explained
by the coincidence of two facts: the dissociation cross-section of hydrogen
molecules by moderate-energy electrons is 250 times smaller than the
ionization cross-sections [7], and the cross-section of charge exchange of
protons and molecular hydrogen at energies of 100 eV is small. As a result
of pellet evaporation and ionization, a plasma region of about 1 cm3 with
a density of ne ~ 1015 cm"3 is produced and appears to be a sufficiently
effective target for transverse neutral injection.
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DISCUSSION

ON PAPERS H-4(A) AND H-4(B)

K. UO: You said that the magnetic axis undergoes a shift due to the vertical
field produced by the Ohmic heating current, and that this shift is larger with
a lower transform. What about the shift of the separatrix due to this same
vertical field?

Eh.D. ANDRYUKHINA: The shift of the separatrix with the same Ohmic
heating current is t(a)/t(0) times smaller than the shift of the magnetic axis
(t(a) is the rotational transform on the separatrix).

H.P. FURTH: I have a comment that relates to all of the last four papers.
These papers all demonstrate that various improvements can be made in tokamak
performance by adding helical windings. The advantage gained, however, is
offset by the reduction in plasma size and field strength which results because
the helical windings occupy some of the most valuable space inside the toroidal
field coils. My suggestion is that for the improvement of tokamaks it may be
most effective to place helical windings only on the large-major-radius half of
the tokamak chamber, thus raising the rotational transform on the outer half
of the magnetic surfaces. In this way a real net improvement over simple
tokamaks may be achieved.

J.L. SHOHET: I should like to point out that it is possible to make a
stellarator configuration with no toroidal field coils, namely a torsatron. No
"real estate" can then be lost inside the toroidal field coils, because there are none.

M.S. RABINOVICH: I would just like to point out that a stellarator with
large shear, such as the L-2 device, and with current is very different from a
tokamak or a stellarator without shear and with current, like the Wendelstein VII A.
In the L-2 stellarator the q = 1 point is located on the edge of the plasma where
the temperature is low, and q = 2 is within the plasma. In this case there are no
sawtooth oscillations or internal disruptions. As has been shown at Princeton,
this magnetic surface configuration is, in fact, the most stable, and at the same
time a magnetic limiter is created.
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Abstract

ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF EQUILIBRIUM AND STABILITY IN THREE-
DIMENSIONAL MHD CONFIGURATIONS.

Expansion of an MHD equilibrium around its magnetic axis yields the following results
for three-dimensional toroidal configurations without Ohmic heating current: the limits for
the critical ^-values according to a necessary and a sufficient criterion are raised to 0.2 and
0.05, respectively. The configuration achieving these values has 20 periods and may be
described as a special toroidal equilibrium near a helical equilibrium. High-/3 stellarator
equilibria (i.e. equilibria without longitudinal current) are investigated with an asymptotic
expansion around the unidirectional field. The new feature of this expansion is the use of
different length scales for the periodicity length Lp over which the rotational transform is
of the order one and the length scale L of the stabilizing corrugations, L < Lp. The first-order
fields are determined from two coupled elliptical equations which have to be solved with
non-periodic boundary conditions in a domain of length L.

1. INTRODUCTION

The search for acceptable stable toroidal MHD equilibria with-
out ohmic heating current proceeds along three main lines.
Apart from the numerical approach, which attempts to solve the
three-dimensional problem directly, and which is not considered
here, there are the methods of expansion of a toroidal con-
figuration around its magnetic axis and of global (asymptotic)
equilibrium expansion by means of small parameters. This paper
presents results obtained by these methods.

The expansion around the magnetic axis (see, for example,
[1-3] ) is adequate to obtain a first assessment of the equi-
librium and stability properties of a three-dimensional confi-
guration in a relatively easy way and therefore allows a system-
atic search in the space of configurations and elimination of
many configurations which have too low B-values to be accept-
able, e.g. the classical £ = 2 stellarator. We have written a
numerical program which evaluates equilibrium B-values and the
stability properties according to necessary and sufficient
stability criteria for general three-dimensional configurations
and present several case studies: toroidal equilibria which
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are approximately helical; equilibria whose magnetic surfaces
are purely elliptical and centered with respect to the magnetic
axis as starting point for stable equilibria; H = 2 stella-
rator equilibria with t = +_ 1 corrugations; and equilibria with
different length scales for the stabilizing corrugations and
the periodicity length. The last study showed that stable,
B => 1 equilibria near the unidirectional finite-B field may
exist and prompted the global expansion discussed in this
paper. The essential point is that no satisfactory expansion
around the unidirectional finite-B field with smooth pressure
profile has yet been found if the rotational transform per
period is small (see, for example, [4-7J). The reason appears
to be that there is then no mechanism other than profile de-
pendent shaping of flux surfaces to satisfy the equilibrium
condition that fd£/B be constant on magnetic surfaces [8j.
A possible way out is to keep the rotational transform per
period finite. Hitherto this has been investigated by allowing
a longitudinal current which leads to screw-pinch-type equi-
libria C7]. Employing different length scales for the length
over which the rotational transform is of the order one and
the three-dimensional corrugations, we show that it is possible
to obtain an equilibrium expansion around the unidirectional
finite-B field without longitudinal current, i.e. of the
stellarator type.

2. EXPANSION AROUND THE MAGNETIC AXIS

Parameters and functions of the arc length along the magnetic
axis occurring in such a study are: p (derivative of pressure
with respect to volume), *t (curvature of magnetic axis),
X (torsion of magnetic axis), Co (field on the magnetic axis),
e (ellipticity of cross-section), oo (turning angle of ellip-
ses) , Sa* , Sfc* (shifts of magnetic surfaces with respect to
magnetic axis), S * , A * (triangularities of surfaces), Vs
(separatrix volume obtained by third-order separatrix),

B ~ pV /c (equilibrium B-value), Bn, B (critical B-values

obtained from the stability limit according to the necessary
criterion [11 and the sufficient criterion for configurations
without longitudinal current £2J , respectively). For details
of the theory see, for example £3].

2.1. Approximately helical equilibria

We consider toroidal equilibria which are near helical equi-
libria in the sense that a helical equilibrium is approached
with increasing number of periods on the torus. The B-values
which can be achieved in a helical equilibrium according to the
necessary and the sufficient stability criterion are character-
ized by the following facts. The maximum values are achieved
in the scaling:

X = £ X , Z = 1 + E ^ j , L = 2TT

Co= 1 ; e -" / M e, )• S-f O
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which describes a helical equilibrium with finite £ = 3 fields
and small £. = 1 and £ = 2 components. To 0( £ 2) the necessary
and the sufficient criterion are, respectively (for p < 0),

- 1 * / - 2 e/ + 3 e, *„ £ * > o

- 2 *,*- 2 e.,2- + 3e,*,<T* + ?TT*P *«* > 0

The volume inside the separatrix is given by

v -- -*-
./ 4

Thus, B is unlimited for o ? •=• in the framework of this
scaling" while

Defining the aspect ratio by

A - f L3
<f7T

we obtain as aspect ratio of a torus with M periods in the
limit of large M

A = YTM

Numerical calculations £8] show that the optimum 6 values for
finite values of >€ are close to the above limits for se =0.1.
Choosing ej =se1( we obtain for f = 0.9 (i.e. ae = 0.436,

e = 1.436) as optimum values fin =0.23 (for 4-jt2p = -4,

<f*= 1.26), A ~ 3 , and B = 0.058 (for 4TT 2p = -1.1, <f*= 1.91),
A " 3.

We now turn to toroidal equilibria near the helical equilibria
described above. Toroidally closed curves may be found which
can be described to first approximation in O(M~1) by

r - ro + r, an I

where *eo , f o are curvature and torsion of the helical mag-
netic axis and 2 tr M is the total length of the toroidal mag-
netic axis. Keeping the other parameters of the equilibrium

<e/ cQ» p) fixed and obtaining 6n by adjusting 6 * , one finds

that B n drops drastically to about 0.01 for M = 20. One is thus
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forced to look for an analytical guideline to keep the un-
favourable toroidal effects for a fixed number of periods
smaller. Here, we choose the following recipe: the perturbation
of the helical equilibrium is adjusted in such a way that the
parallel current density j . B/B2 associated with the pressure
gradient [9, 10-12] is not perturbed in leading order. With

e = e0 + e., cos t

Ca~ 1 + o, CM I

this leads to the condition:

x, r, 3 , . - e,(e.x-3) _

The following optimum results are then achieved for M = 20:

(i) Bn =0.19 with 9fo = 0.44, ac1 = 0.14, ?Q = 0.91, r 1 =0.06,

eQ = 1.44, e1 = -0.08, Cj = 0.18, 4TT
2p = -4.4, £*= 1,46,

A = 70;

(ii) B = 0.047 with 4-rr2p = -1.1, S*= 1.9; the other para-
miters as infi).

For lower values of M (M = 10 has been tested) the achievable
critical B-values drop substantially without lowering of the
aspect ratio if eq.(l) is used.

2.2. Elliptical centered equilibria

There are equilibria whose magnetic surfaces are purely ellip-
tical and centered with respect to the magnetic axis, i.e. the
magnetic surfaces exhibit neither triangularity nor shifts with
respect to the magnetic axis, S * = S * = $ * = & * = 0 [13].

a £)
The conventional Be estimate is unbounded for these configurat-
ions. Here, we studied the Bn value which can be obtained by
imposing a stabilizing triangular corrugation. Starting from
an equilibrium of this type with 13 periods and

3e = 0.43 + 0.17 cos/- 0.02 cos 2£+ ...

f = 0.90 + 0.01 cost- 0.12 cos 2£+ 0.06 cos Zl+ ...

e = 1.65 - 0.14 cosl+ 0.38 cos 2(- 0.25 cos 3t+ ...

ot = - | +0.29 sin£+ 0.24 sin 2(- 0.18 sin 3f+ ...

Wp = -l.i

y some Four
en), the addi

termine a representative value of B . • The result, Bn = 0.026,

(only some Fourier coefficients of the exact solution are
given), the addition of S * = SQ COS £ was studied to de-

Q
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A ~ 60, So = 3 . 5 , shows that a large equilibrium 6-value as
starting point in search of stable equilibria is a poor
selection criterion.

2.3. The 2 = 2 stellerator with variable curvature

As starting points for a study of a stellarator with plane mag-
netic axis with variable curvature we use two representative
cases of the simple I = 2 stellarator with circular magnetic
axis [14]:

(a) n = 5, X = |,

S* = S COS oC

Bg = 0.018 , A

achievable B .

is important.

T = 0, * = |,

, «*\ = 1.41,

e =

A*

2, 4 7T2p = -0.

' = A sin od ,

~ 12 as representative case for

, We note that

With S = A

meters unchanged the result

n = 5, * = •£-,

<5" = 0.22, A

tive case for

r = o, << = |,

x = 0.27, B n =

the achievable

the

1
is

e
0.

fin

adjustment

= 0 and the

Be = 0.0033,

= 2, 4 -rr2p =

of

22,

A 1 = 1.88,
the

S * and A *

other para-

r A

= -0

004 2, A ~ 10 as

. For (51 == A

~ 29.

.034,

representa-

T = 0,

(b)

Bg = 0.01, A ~ 6.

We now study the modification of these equilibria with

•at = -it + 3t cos Z

Starting from case(a) with 6 = A 1 = 0 , B is maximized

with respect to at : B = 0.056 for A — 7 and •>* = 0.85.

Associated with this large increase in Be is a large drop of
the parallel current density associated with the pressure gra-
dient. The configuration may also be described as nearly
elliptical and centered, since the local aspect ratio

J=JL 1 *A, = (
drops from 29 to 1.3.

Starting from case(b) with <£) = A-, = 0 , the analogous result
is: aex = 0.325, Bg = 0.078, A ~ 2.3, A l o c ~ 0.9, which shows

that the interpretation as elliptical centered equilibrium is
the more appropriate one since the reduction in parallel
current density is only moderate for this case.

The stability of both types of configurations was investigated
with
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The result is that 6n stays of the order of a few tenths of a
per cent, so that the same conclusion as at the end of 2.2
can be drawn,

2.4. Equilibria with different length scales

Considering the results concerning Bs for L. = 0 equilibria
[3, 15] and helical equilibria (see 2.1), one is led to the
question whether or not it is possible in the framework of the
present theory to obtain equilibria for which fis is unbounded.
If one excludes equilibria with straight magnetic axis and
large variation of co and e [16] and stable elliptical
centered equilibria [13 3 from consideration, the expression for
the magnetic well (see, for example, [2] ) shows that un-
boundedness of 13 can only occur for IseL, . [t + ̂'1 .„ -> 0,

s max max
if e 5* 1, which is necessary for the possibility of stabili-
zation by triangular deformation [l]. Furthermore, non-vanish-
ing rotational transform is necessary. The configuration thus
cannot be periodic over one full turn of the normal of the mag-
netic axis. Introducing r = 1 and at, t + «i.' -̂  O (.£), we
see that the period of the configuration is of the order
2TT/£.. The simplest equilibrium of this kind is given as
follows:

a e = £ , T = 1 •»- 0 ( eM

(representing a helical magnetic axis with period 2. T T ) ,

(representing one full turn of the elliptical cross-section
in space),

pLp ~ OH)
(representing a finite pressure gradient for the helical
period as reference length),

6 * - cf, cxn at ~ 0 (i)

(representing a deformation of 0(£ ) over a lateral extension
comparable to the helical period),

f?e ~ pLp
3/<T * ~ 0 (fz)

(achieved if a lateral dimension comparable to Lp is admitted)
Two sets of numerical results are:

(i) £ = 0.1, t = (1- t V / 2 , pLp
2 = -2, S1 = 10.6,

Cs = 0.039, A ~ 16,

(ii) £ = 0.02, t= (l- £ 2 ) 1 / 2 , pL 2 = -10, £ ^ = 11.6,

6 = 0.80, A ~ 18.s
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3. EXPANSION AROUND THE FINITE-0 UNIDIRECTIONAL FIELD FOR
EQUILIBRIA WITHOUT LONGITUDINAL CURRENT

Inspection of the scaling introduced in Sec. 2.4 shows that it
describes a perturbation of the unidirectional field if a
lateral extension comparable with the helical period is con-
sidered. We thus see that long periodicity length (Lp) equi-
libria with finite rotational transform over this period may
be chosen nearly unidirectional on a segment whose length L
is of the order of the lateral dimension (L « Lp). The equi-
librium becomes expandable by applying non-periodic boundary
conditions at the ends of the segment considered.

We shall introduce the toroidal curvature later and start by
using a Cartesian coordinate system x, y, z and the equilibrium
equations in the form

where P = p + j B and the summation convention is used. We

solve the equations in the following domain: for 0 { z £ L
the boundary of the domain is given by ( u> is the usual
polar coordinate)

with the additional condition that

X(y-<T ;L) =
(4)

which means that the boundary at z = L is obtained from that
at z = 0 by rotation by the angle <f . The boundary conditions
are K • B = 0 on M, i.e."

R N̂  P V R (W V' V V \ — 0 C5)

and

= O

= 0

f = X cos <T + y sin S

h = - X Stn. 6 •*• y con <f
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expressing that the fields at z = L are obtained from those at
z = 0 by rotation by <f . Thus, a periodic configuration is
obtained with period L = Ln if 6 = Zvr m. / n. .

Introducing o = £ <T, and d = ~, expanding equations and
boundary condition with respect to £ and choosing

y-

the zeroth-order solution is given by the finite-S unidirect
ional field

P = p + — b = const
o o o

where b(x,y) = B (x,y) and is arbitrary except for b(X,Y) =
const. The first-order equations and solutions are

- 0

By,y 1- B ^ - 0

R - 1 Q - F +

^ T ^ " -fe U.xQ,, * ̂ O " rf^DA + t"2= t

where Q(x,y,z) is the first-order periodic corrugation,

F = F (b), T(xfy) is arbitrary in this order, and

D = y 5 - x ~d . The equation for Q is obtained from the
x y

condition that the divergence vanish:

The first-order boundary conditions are

on M and
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by(*,y.L) " &y(*.y,O) - O

-I 1

Ba(*,y,L) - B4(*,y,o) + o^fli - o

Here, X( y,z), Y(y,z) are the first-order perturbation of the
cylindrical boundary. With

x = ott (X,y + T ; + A

the condition (4) is satisfied with periodic x", Y. Further-
more, we may assume without loss of generality that

where < > = J... dz/L. The boundary condition on M then
reduces to

so that eqs. (7), (8) are a Neumann problem for Q with respect
to M with periodic boundary conditions with respect to z:

and the solution has the property <C Q. )> - 0

The second-order equations are

P - t B , , + A * = 0 , A . = - B K B

- B K B

&K.K = 0

The solutions are

y
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similar expressions for B , B , and

Here, F = F(b) , H = - b~3 < Q, Q, > , A is periodic with
— a. v

< A > = 0, and Q solves an inhomogeneous equation analogous
to eq. (7). The solubility condition for the second-order
equations is obtained by introducing

A = A + A,
z

Note that A is not a constant with respect to z)and considering
the cross-derivative of the first two equations of eqs (9).
The result is ( * = d/dF)

AF-l-'b < ( v y 2 ) - *2i>L(x2+y2) y k( F ) -O

and may be verified directly by inserting B and P in
eq. (9a). Except for the new term proportional to d2, eq.(1O)
is identical to the result in [7].
Equation (10) completes the first-order calculation. Non-
vanishing d enables us to solve eq.(10) for vanishing long-
itudinal current, as is seen from the relation

.) [f J ̂  ) 0
K °

J i

where §••• <& ^is the contour integral along F = const,
V = j>\vf\'^dLZ, J is the first-order longitudinal current. A
This relation is obtained from eq. (10) by eliminating k (F)
in favour of J (F).

A second-order toroidal curvature can readily be included
by using

dta * At1 * 4 / + ?,/ cLZz f \ ?/Cl - \ff = 1 - £
Z£x , A = c°~s&

instead of Cartesian coordinates. The result is an additional
term in eq. (10) , namely

4. CONCLUSION

The case studies using expansion of an equilibrium around its
magnetic axis presented in this paper show that within the
framework of this theory:
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(i) 6 values may be increased considerably by the concepts

of lowering the parallel current density associated with
the pressure gradient and of searching for elliptical
centered equilibria;

(ii) B n s= 0.2 and Bg « 0.05 for genuine toroidal configurations.
This is a large increase compared with the result for the
jt = 2 stellarator. Automatic search in configurational
space may lead to a further increase of these values;

(iii) S is formally not bounded.
5

The asymptotic expansion around the unidirectional.finite-B
field is, to our knowledge, the first satisfactory high-S
stellarator expansion.

Both theoretical approaches have developed to the degree that
interaction with 3-D numerical codes may become useful.
Another urgent point which has to be taken into account is the
susceptibility of configurations without longitudinal current
to ballooning-type instabilities (see, for example, [17]).
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DISCUSSION

H. WOBIG: In ideal theory the pressure profile p (t//) is arbitrary. What
profile was used in your theory, and how sensitive are the results to this choice?

J. NOHRENBERG: In the first part of the paper, where we present
results obtained with the expansion around the magnetic axis, the profile p(V)
enters as the parameter p(0), i.e. the derivative with respect to volume evaluated
on the magnetic axis. The dependence on this parameter is quantitatively
discussed in Section 2.3: the two sets of results are obtained for values of p(0)
differing by a factor of about 6.

The expansion around the unidirectional field, presented in the second part
of the paper, is valid for arbitrary p(V), here represented by b(F). The non-linear
coupling of Eqs (7) and (10) is due to db/dF.
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Abstract

RF HEATING EXPERIMENTS ON HELIOTRON DEVICES AND ANALYSIS OF
EQUILIBRIUM AND STABILITY OF STRAIGHT HELICAL HELIOTRON PLASMA.

Heating experiments in the Heliotron D device with use of the shear Alfven wave have
continued. It is found that for high initial electron temperature plasmas the electrons of the
central region are heated effectively, but for low initial electron temperature plasmas the
electron heating is localized at the spatial resonance region (w = k||vA(ro)). In the Heliotron
DM device, a plasma of higher energy density of the order of neTe ~ 1016 cm"3 • eV
(ne = 5 X 1013 cm"3; Te = 160 eV) has been obtained by means of higher current density
0 o H ~ 150 A-cm"2). The MHD equilibrium of a straight helical heliotron with separatrix
configuration is calculated for a parabolic pressure profile and a uniform plasma current.
MHD stability against low-m internal mode is examined. The pressure-driven internal mode
becomes unstable when a resonant surface exists in the plasma column.
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1. SHEAR ALFVEN WAVE HEATING EXPERIMENTS IN
HELIOTRON D

Plasma heating experiments in an Alfven wave frequency range have been
performed continuously [1-4] in Heliotron D. The results of effective electron
heating have already been reported. Here, the measurement of the radial electron
temperature profile of the plasmas is described. The wave magnetic field in the
plasma is measured in order to investigate wave properties and to compare them
with the theory.

The details of the Heliotron D device have already been described [3, 4].
An antenna structure to be used in the heating experiment was placed inside the
vacuum chamber and outside the helical coil. The measurement of the RF
antenna and the diagnostic apparatus is shown schematically in Fig.l. The
azimuthal mode number, m, of the antenna is ±2. The dimensions of the antenna
were chosen so as not to excite the compressional Alfven wave. The RF power
was fed into the antenna through a coaxial cable and a matching circuit from a
power generator with maximum output power 1 MW and fixed frequency 405 kHz.

A radial profile of the electron temperature was measured by laser scattering
(one result is shown in Fig.2). At the centre the electron temperature is about
80 eV without the RF pulse and it increases up to about 130 eV with the RF
pulse. It is clearly shown that the plasma body is mainly heated and there is no
local heating. In this electron temperature regime, the thermal velocity of the
electrons is much higher than the phase velocity of the wave. Then the kinetic
Alfven wave [5] can be excited and damping length is sufficiently long. The
plasma body can then be heated.

The RF heating pulse is also applied to low-temperature plasma. A typical
profile of the electron temperature is shown in Fig.3. The temperature of the base
plasma is roughly 5 eV and increases up to 18 eV when the RF power is applied.
In this case, the RF pulse length is about 0.25 ms. The temperature profile has
two peaks around the points r = 8 cm and 5 cm. Figure^ shows the radial profile
of the wave magnetic field. The azimuthal component, Bg, has the minimum.and
the radial component, Br, has the maximum at the spatial resonant point where
the local Alfven speed coincides with the phase velocity of the wave, i.e.
oj/kj) = vA(r), where vA is. Alfven speed. This qualitatively agrees with the
theoretical prediction [5]. As shown in Figs 3 and 4, the electron temperature
becomes maximum at the resonance points. This indicates that in the low electron
temperature plasma the kinetic Alfven wave can be strongly damped and can hardly
be excited, so the wave seems to have MHD behaviour.

The effect of Ohmic currents on the plasma confinement is also examined
for the RF-heated plasma with the use of a diamagnetic loop. The plasma energy
decreases with time after the RF pulse is turned off. The energy lifetime can be
estimated from the decay of the diamagnetic signal. As a preliminary result,
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we found that the energy lifetime is about twice as long in the currentless plasma
as that of Ohmically heated plasma. This may indicate that confinement is
better for the currentless plasma in the heliotron field.

ne (cm'3 )

FIG.5. Mean electron density ne versus peak electron temperature Te0. o.- JQH = 24 A • cm'

••' ADH =80 A-cm'2; 0: JOH = 112 A-cm'2.

2. CONFINEMENT OF HIGH CURRENT DENSITY PLASMA IN
HELIOTRON DM

One research objective of Heliotron DM [3] (R = 45 cm; r p £ 4 cm;
B = 10 kG) is to extend the plasma parameters of Heliotron D (R = 108.5 cm;
Fj, = 10 cm; B = 3 kG) into the higher energy density regime by increasing the
Ohmic current density up to 150 A-cm"2 (~30 A-cm"2 in Heliotron D).
Figure 5 shows peak electron temperature TeQ as a function of the mean electron
density ne. Since the plasma current is disrupted in the lower density region
(rfe < 1 X 1013/cm3), the density of normal operation is rather high. The density
up to 1014/cm3 has been obtained without accompanying current disruption. The
energy replacement time of the electron is around 100 jus. As described below,
the power loss due to the line radiation of the impurities is relatively small
compared to the Ohmic power. Internal structure of the plasma column has been
investigated by various diagnostic instruments (Langmuir probes, Thomson
scattering of a laser light, vacuum ultra violet (VUV) monochromator) placed
at different positions around the torus. These measurements show that a magnetic
island of m = n = 1 exists around the magnetic surface of-t= 1. The most
probable origin of the error field which causes the island is the helical coil feeder.
By using a more compact feeder and applying a correcting field, the conductivity
of the plasma is increased by 40% at present. Further improvement of the con-
finement properties is expected by using more suitable correcting coil systems.
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Spatial distributions of VUV emissions are measured using a 0.5-m normal
incidence monochromator (500—1600 A), which is calibrated by the atomic
branching ratio method. Up-down scans of emission from light impurity ions are
performed with a set of movable concave and plane mirrors inserted between
the plasma and the monochromator. The field view at the centre of the plasma
is typically a 1 cm (vertical) X 4 cm (horizontal) rectangle.

Strong emission lines from light impurity ions are observed: OIII (508 A),
OIV (555 A), OV (630 A, 760 A),OVI(1034 A); CII (904 A), CIII (977 A),
CIV (1549 A). Figure 6 shows vertical scans of the OV (630 A) and OVI (1034 A)
emissions at the plateau of the discharge. The marked asymmetry of the OVI
line is observed. This may be understood qualitatively by the asymmetric electron
temperature profile caused by the island structure. When symmetry is
observed, we performed Abel transformation and obtained volume emissivity to
estimate radiated power. The radiation is mainly from OV (630 A) and amounts
to 600 mW-cm"3 at the centre of the plasma column. The mean Ohmic power
is about 9 W-cm"""3. The O + 4 , O + 5 ion concentrations are about 2.5 X 1011 cm3

and 1 X 1011 cm3, respectively.

3. EQUILIBRIUM AND STABILITY OF STRAIGHT HELICAL HELIOTRON

3.1. Equilibrium

For conventional stellarators, MHD equilibrium is analysed by assuming a
small expansion parameter p = 2wr/L, where L is the pitch length of the helical
winding and r is the minor radius. This approximation is not applicable for the
helical heliotron equilibrium, because p is the order of unity in the vicinity of
the last magnetic surface [6]. A new analysis has been carried out to study the
equilibrium of a straight helical heliotron involving the region p ~ 1 where the
rotational transform * = ^F + -*OH exceeds unity. Heretp and*0H denote a
rotational transform due to the helical winding and the plasma current, respectively.

The magnetic flux function \p in helically symmetric equilibrium is given as

(1)

where u = 6 - KZ; K. = 2TT/L; h2 = 1/(1 + p2); and Bz(0) is the magnetic field
on the axis. Here we assume J and p are the linear functions of i//. Solutions
of Eq.(l) given by Correa and Lortz are used for the plasma region [7], and
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FIG.7. Equilibrium of Heliotron E for*QH=-0.305 and-tF(a) = 2.3. 0at the magnetic axis
is 10%. *F(a) is rotational transform at the outermost magnetic surface.
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FIGS. Growth rates of the m = 1 internal mode as a function of*QH. The equilibrium with
<cQH = —0.305 corresponds to Fig. 7. The growth rate is normalized by the Alfven transit
time across the length L/2v. The Alfven velocity is calculated at the magnetic axis. The shear
at*=l (or q = 1) is also shown.
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Heliotron E

P 10'/.
•toh=-0.305
m = n = 1 mode

FIG.9. The eigenfunction £f (normal displacement to the magnetic surface) ofthem = l
mode for<QH

 = ~0.305 and the profiles of rotational transform and shear are shown.

•WO.UA +OH=O-36O

a*=o

(3 = 2V.

Mode No.
m = n=1

*OH=0.606

FIG.10. The eigenfunctions £f of the m = 1 mode are shown fortF(a) = 0.8 and |3 = 2%.
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m = n=1 mode structure

1

FIG.11. Columns (1), (2), (3) and (4) show contour plots of the pressure distribution at four
cross-sections separated by a quarter of the system length, (aj Equilibrium pressure
distributions, fbj Perturbed pressure distributions, (c) The m = n = 1 deformation is found
by superposing (a) and (b).

solutions in the vacuum region are expressed by Bessel functions. The initial shape
of the plasma surface is given by the outermost vacuum magnetic surface.
Matching the boundary conditions at the plasma-vacuum interface by changing
the plasma shape iteratively, we obtain free-boundary equilibria for the helical
heliotron. Figure 7 shows the Heliotron E equilibrium. The rotational transform
*is approximately equal to the sum of-tp and * 0 H . The influence of the plasma
pressure (for 0.$C 10%) and the plasma current (-1 £ U 0 H €• 1) on the shape of
the magnetic surface is small in the straight heliotron system.

3.2. Stability

The stability property of the low-m internal modes in the straight heliotron
is examined by solving the linearized ideal MHD equations as an initial boundary
value problem. An explicit finite-difference approximation method (essentially
the same as Ref. [8]) is applied to a non-orthogonal curvilinear co-ordinate system
(f, u, f) which is convenient to treat helically symmetric configurations, f, u and
f are defined as follows:
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= Krcos6 = p(f , u ) c o s ( u + t.) (2)

where \j/b is the value of \p at the boundary. Fourier analysis along the cyclic co-
ordinate f reduces the problem to two dimensions. The growth rate of the
dominant mode and the associated eigenfunction are obtained by the exponential
growth of the perturbation under the fixed-boundary condition. The conducting
shell is set on the outermost magnetic surface,which is almost elliptical.

The following results have been obtained:

(a) When a resonant surface satisfying -£- = -tF +-toH = n/m exists in the
plasma column, the internal modes with (m = 1; n = 1), (m = 1; n = 2),
(m = 2; n = 1) and (m = 2; n = 2) become unstable. The growth rate of the
m = 1, n = 1 internal mode and the shear at* = 1 are shown in Fig.8. It seems
that a large shear at the resonant surface reduces the growth rate.

(b) The eigenfunction, the rotational transform and the shear profile are
shown in Fig.9. The eigenfunctions for±F(a) ~ 0.8 are shown in Fig. 10. These
figures show that the perturbation of the m = 1 internal mode is almost restricted
inside the resonant surface. Contour plots of the perturbed pressure distribution
are shown in Fig. 11. The mode is similar to that predicted for the m = 1 internal
kink mode in tokamaks [9], although the radial dependence of q = 1/t is different
from that of a tokamak.

(c) The internal modes examined here are unstable even for-tOH = 0 ( s e e

Fig.8). It is estimated that the instability is driven by the pressure gradient. The
straight heliotron equilibrium with 0 > 5% does not satisfy Mercier's stability
criterion for localized modes except in the peripheral high shear region.

(d) Higher modes with m > 3 cannot be pursued by the restriction of mesh
numbers used in the code 16 X 17 to solve the upper half plane.
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DISCUSSION

J.L. SHOHET: I would like to point out that, given the non-axisymmetric
and toroidal nature of your experiment, the relation co = ky VA does not hold,
because VA varies considerably over a wavelength. In fact, if you plot the
surfaces VA = const for your experiment, they will be hyperbolas that extend
nearly over the entire cross-section of the plasma, and even local heating would
then result in bulk heating. However, until you solve the eigenvalue problem,
which consists of a system of partial differential equations rather than algebraic
relations as you have assumed, it will be unclear just where in the plasma the
resonance exists; and no conclusion can be drawn regarding the nature of the
heating mechanism until this resonance location is known.

K. UO: I cannot agree that the relation a> = ky VA does not hold in a
non-axisymmetric toroidal plasma. As we have shown in Fig.4, the magnetic
probe signals from the wave provide experimental support for the existence of
this resonance surface.

H. WOBIG: Is the plasma-vacuum boundary fixed during the iteration
process for the helical equilibrium or is it determined by the iteration?

K. UO: Each iteration gives new ^i and \pu, and these determine the new
plasma boundary. Thus the plasma-vacuum interface is determined by the
iteration in each case.
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Abstract

A THREE-DIMENSIONAL MHD CODE.
The equation for the residual force is solved by a three-dimensional code producing

approximate solutions iteratively. Applications are given for stellarator-type equilibria with
various values of beta; the stability of these equilibria is checked.

INTRO SUCTION

A threedimensional MHD code has been developed which pro-
duces in an iterative procedure approximate solutions to:

C ) Z := 1 x £ " 9 r a d P = 0

which are (approximately) stable. It was applied,in particular,
to find stellarator-type equilibria of various values of 6 and
to check their stability.

PROCEDURE

A stable magnetohydrostatic equilibrium can be found as the
magnetic field B(x) which together with a pressure distribu-
tion p(x) minimizes the energy

under the constraints (which correspond to infinite conductivi-
ty and mass conservation)

(3) <Sp = - V • (p§), 6B = Vx(gxB)

and the boundary condition | = 0 at the fixed boundary.

A computer code which uses this principle was described
in Ref.[1] and [2]. W is there discretized in a co-moving co-
ordinate system defined by the magnetic field. The code used
here, of which earlier versions were described in Ref.[3] and
[4], employs an Eulerian space-fixed system of either Cartesian
or cylindrical coordinates. Though this renders the fulfillment

335
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of the constraints (3) more tedious, it simplifies the numeri-
cal expressions all together considerably and makes it thereby
possible to approach an equilibrium extremely closely (compare
e.g. the reduction of the mean square of the residual
force Fin fig.Z). A further advantage of an Eulerian system
lies in the greater adaptability of the boundary conditions.
The boundary need not coincide with a magnetic surface; thus,
e.g. external uniform fields can easily be applied with varying
strength.

The procedure starts from an initial magnetic field des-
cribed by its vector potential and an initial pressure distri-
bution. Two different algorithms are implemented and used con-
secutively to generate the iteration:

a) Modified steepest descent (or modified conjugate
gradient);

b) Numerical solution of the corresponding parabolic
differential equation, by a modified Chebychev scheme.

Both algorithms start at each "time" by evaluating the
residual force F at all grid points. In a) the displacement is
set proportional to F:

(4) § = aF,; a > 0

A value a is calculated which, given F, would decrease W
by the largest amount. It has been found that a choice of

a = (0.8 ... 0.9) a gives in the long run the
best convergence. This can be further improved if the maximiza-
tion of the decrease of W is performed in the "plane" spanned
by the instantaneous F and the g of the previous iteration
step ("method of conjugate gradients"). Here again it is deci-
sive that the "ideal" procedure is modified by decreasing the
displacement £ slightly, so that at each iteration the maximal
decrease of W is not quite attained.

In algorithm b) the parabolic d.e. is solved by an explicit
integration scheme in which the "time" step varies in cycles
of length N (N = 30 ... 300) according to

Atv = AtQ/(l + e + COS(2V-1)TI/2N) ; v = 1, ..., N, e > 0

where At^ will (indepent of N) be chosen as large as is compa-
tible with numerical stability. The average time step £At /N
will (for e •+ 0) increase like N and a speed of convergence
similar to that of algorithm a) can be achieved. For the nume-
rical success it is essential that a small but finite e be
chosen and that the At should not be used in their natural
monotonic order. v

The spatial dependence is discretized by using a finite
cell approximation to the energy integral of eq.(2), and
corresponding finite forms of mass and flux conservation in
place of eq.(3). From the variation of the energy W with respect
to arbitrary displacements £,a discretized expression for F can
be derived which together with eq.(4) guarantees the monotonlc
decrease of W. As long as <F2> also decreases., the successive
iteration steps describe the approach to an equilibrium. This
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FIG.la. Comparison of an axisymmetric toroidal equilibrium as determined analytically
and by the code. R.m.s. deviation of the numerical result from true value for different
mesh sizes Ax is shown.

approach may be quite close, even for an unstable equilibrium
if the unstable modes are not,or very little., excited. The devel-
opment of an instability shows up by an increase of <F2> in time.
In any case, using method b) , from the asymptotic time dependence
of <F > in the vicinity of an equilibriumjthe eigenvalue of the
least damped or fastest growing dominant mode can be derived.

TESTS

In Fig.1a we have used an analytical axisymmetric toroidal
equilibriumjnamely the "Solovev" equilibrium [5] as the initial
condition for the code. The code then determines a final state
which already with a coarse grid of 10 x 10 x 10 differs from
the exact solution only very little. The r.m.s. displacement
\/<E,z> at all grid points decreases with the square of the mesh
size Ax.
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In Fig.1b a straight cylindrical equilibrium with constant
current profile was disturbed by m = 1 disturbances with differ-
ent wave numbers k in axial direction. The MHD growth rate y2

has been determined for different grid sizes from the "time"
behaviour of the solution after the most unstable mode became
dominant. Again, the deviation from the true eigenvalue [6]
decreases with the square of the mesh size.

RESULTS

Fig.2 shows a stellarator-type equilibrium with maximum
3 = 1 / 8 and aspect ratio A = 125. We start from the vacuum
field shown in the first line by flux contours in different
poloidal planes. It is a combination of i = 1 and I = 2 helical
fields, both having 100 periods along the circumference cen-
tered by a uniform "vertical" field. The initial pressure
distribution is axisymmetric. The final equilibrium is given
in the second line for a 10 x 10 x 10 and in the third line
for a 14 x 14 x 14 grid. The flux surfaces are found by in-
tegrating numerically the lines of force and plotting the in-
tersection points with the respective poloidal planes. As can
be seen, the existence of a system of nested surfaces is pre-
served during the computation. The magnetic axis in the 103-
grid is shifted slightly inward as compared to the finer 143-
grid. The reduction of the forces in the grid points in the
course of iterations is shown by the <F2>-curve for the 103-
grid.

A pure 1 = 2 helical toroidal B = 2»1O~3 equilibrium with much
smaller aspect ratio (A = 20) and only 5 periods along the cir-
cumference is shown in Fig.3. Since no "vertical" field was
applied the magnetic axis is shifted outward. This shift in-
creases with increasing 3 as shown in the last curve. It is
compared to an analytic calculation [7] which is applicable
for small 6 only and does not take into account flux compres-
sion in the presence of a conducting wall.

In Fig.4 we investigate the stability properties of two
straight helical % - 2 and I = 3 equilibria,respectively. The
first and third lines show flux contours of the equilibria in
poloidal planes half a period apart. The consecutive lines
show the displacement vectors of unstable eigenmodes in these
planes. The time history of our procedure is given below: We
first approximate an equilibrium fairly accurately. Instead of
waiting for a disturbance growing up from stochastic noise
level, we excite a disturbance with a prescribed symmetry
m = 1, n = 0. This disturbance,after being partly damped,
evolves in a pure unstable eigenmode which stays constant in
space for several growth times and is shown here. These modes
are aligned to the helicity of the equilibrium. Their growth
rates in Alfven transit times at the axis is by a factor of 2
smaller than that calculated from a sharp boundary model.
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DISCUSSION

F. HERRNEGGER: Have you investigated the development of magnetic
islands in detail? It strikes me that this might be an important application of
your Eulerian code.

A. SCHLOTER: A fair representation of magnetic islands in the code
would require a very fine mesh and hence rather long computing time. For this
reason we have postponed the treatment of such configurations.

F. HERRNEGGER: What are the essential advantages of the Lagrangian
code you are developing as compared with the Eulerian code?

A. SCHLOTER: Dr. Schwenn and I have been developing a code where the
grid points follow the motion of the plasma. Unlike the code developed by
Garabedian and Betancourt, which you have used, ours holds also for the motion
on the magnetic surfaces. One advantage of these Lagrangian codes is the absence
of any discretization error of local flux conservation.
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Abstract

NEW RESULTS IN HIGH-BETA MHD THEORY.
New results are described in the following three areas of high MHD theory: (1) equilibrium

and stability of diffuse high-/? stellarators; (2) MHD equilibrium and stability of minimum-B
mirror traps; and (3) simulation of simple and reversed-field mirror machines.

I. High-Beta Stellarator Studies (LASL)

Both analytic and numerical studies have been performed which
demonstrate the existence of high-0 stellarator equilibria and make a
practical connection with experiments.

A. Analytic Studies

An analytic formulation has been derived for calculating equilibria in
a diffuse high-B stellarator configuration. Although analytic sharp
boundary equilibria have been known for some time [1-4], the extension to
diffuse profiles is non-trivial. The reason for this is associated with the
misleading intuition from sharp boundary theory which suggests that diffuse
high-0 stellarator equilibria could be obtained by expansion about a
straight cylindrically symmetric 8-pinch field, B(r)ez. Expansions of this
type turn out to be incompatible with toroidal periodicity constraints and
no such equilibria exist.

* Work performed under the auspices of the US Department of Energy.
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The expansion described here overcomes this difficulty by considering
the basic 6-pinch field to be of the form B(r,9)ez; that is, one must
consider the leading order system to consist of noncircular flux surfaces
with finite toroidal shifts. Under this assumption diffuse high-B
stellarator equilibria can be found.

The leading order field is the 6-pinch field just described. The first
order fields are a combination of helical fields, each one characterized by
£9 + hz. In principle there can be an arbitrary number of induced and
applied helical fields with different I values, but all with the same pitch
number h. In practice, for well confined equilibria, two and only two
helical fields (I and £+1) can be applied. Also, no purely transverse
fields are allowed in first order. The helical fields are determined from a
potential function $, which satisfies a second order partial differential
equation with B(r,9) appearing in the coefficients. Toroidal effects are
first assumed to enter in second . order. To calculate the second order
fields, a periodicity condition (resulting from z-independent terms) must be
satisfied. This condition Imposes a second constraint between $ and B.
Thus, the problem of finding high-8 stellarator equilibria can be cast In
the form of two nonlinear, coupled partial differential equations for the
unknowns <f and B.

These equations are given by

B
IVj^l 2 + h2l<f>I2 = G(B) - -1 ( 1 - B ) 2 r cosS (2)

where Ba is the applied 9-pinch field; B = 1 - B2(r,6)/B2; R is the major
radius of the torus', G(B) is an arbitrary free function; and the helical
field is determined by Bĵ  = V14/B(r,9). At r = 0, if and B must be regular.
At the outer boundary, r~= b[l+£ A4 cos(£9+hz)], there is a shaped conducting
shell on which n«B = 0.

Equations (1) and (2) have been solved analytically in the small hr
limit for two cases: (1) small but finite B and AQ ~ iĵ  ~ A2 and (2) finite
B and Ao, A2 « by The result is a diffuse analog of the well known sharp
boundary equilibrium relationship corresponding to zero toroidal shift. The
consequences of these analytic calculations are discussed In conjunction
with the numerical studies in Sec. IB.

Finally, a comparison has been made with the low-B stellarator. In
both cases, helical fields are required to provide closed flux surfaces.
However, in a high-B stellarator the toroidal drift force is balanced by the
interaction of two helical fields; I, Jt+1. In a low-B stellarator a single
helical field suffices. Here, the toroidal drift force is balanced not by
the helical fields but by the interaction of a small vertical field with
the small induced toroidal dipole current.

B. Numerical Studies

Numerical solutions of the diffuse, high-B stellarator equilibrium
problem are also presented, which are obtained by solving finite difference
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3 0.8 -

FIG.I. The results of numerical equilibrium calculations compared with analytic theory. The
triangles and circles denote numerical equilibria with sharp boundary and Gaussian-like plasma
profiles respectively.

approximations to the nonlinear, time-dependent equations describing ideal,
magnetohydrodynamic flow in three dimensions as described in [5,6]. Such
solutions have provided answers to practical design questions associated
with existing experiments which arise because, in contrast with tokamaks or
even low-f? stellarators, equilibria exist only for numerically correct
helical field amplitudes.

Equilibria have been computed for diffuse profile plasmas with
parameters corresponding to existing experiments. Similarly to the sharp
boundary theory, the numerical calculations and the asymptotic theory
described in Sec. IA give a diffuse equilibrium relation for *=l,0 which

B£=l^Ba = 8 o ^ > a n d f o r »=i'2 a s ^£=1 B 1=2/aBa = 8i(P)»
and A^f) = (B£^o/Ba^ 0>/a) , a n d t n e BJJ a r e evaluated

For B^/Ba << 1, the numerical results with 4=1,0
are compared in Fig. 1 with analytic theory. The numerical results were
computed for a Gaussian-like profile and the analytic theory for the
profiles S = Sa/[l+(r/a)'*)

n, n = 1,2. Both the analytic and numerical
results show significant differences from the sharp boundary theory,
indicating that the equilibrium is sensitive to the profile.

The numerical calculations of diffuse equilibria for ha and B^/B
finite, as in the Scyllac and Isar experiments, give similar scaling, and
have been compared with experimental results [7,8], For example, when
adjustments to the equilibrium fields of the Scyllac feedback sector were
made to compensate for the diffuse profile effects predicted by theory, an
increase in confinement time from 25 Ms to 45 Ms was observed [7],

scales as hRBj,
where An = B^/2B

. O O a *.

at the plasma radius, a
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FIG.2. The amplitude of the plasma responses 5en, where n is the wave number in units h,
to the simultaneous application of 9. = 0, £ = 1, and 8 = 2 fields with n = 1. Note that 62o,
the elliptical deformation of the column in response to Fol, is larger than 52i, the response
to the applied fi = 2 field,and still growing. Continued growth will bring the plasma into
contact with the wall.

q
appropriately combining
stellarator force, JI
fields) and that of F^2

An Isar-like configuration[9] with I = 0,1,2 fields has also been
studied, because of the potential for reducing the dependence of the
equilibrium fields on 8 by using three helical fields. As a result of

them, the different dependence on 3 of the
(produced by the interaction of I = 0 and SL = 1

^2 (produced by the I = 1 and % - 2 fields) cancels
the net (3 dependence without cancelling the total F^Q + F ^ force. However,
the interaction of % = 0 and I = 2 fields also produces a force, £02' with
H = 2 symmetry and no axial dependence. Numerical calculations for a
straight system with parameters such that F^g + F^2 = 0 indicate that FQ2
results in large, unbounded, and therefore unacceptable deformations of the
plasma as shown in Fig. 2. This deformation can be suppressed by applying a
relatively large [~ (iQA2)

1/2] vertical field.

Finally, wall-stabilized equilibria have been calculated with plasma-to-
wall ratio, b/a = 3. All diagnostics indicate an approach to stationary
equilibrium in contrast to the unstable motion typically observed in cases
with b/a > 4.

In summary, we now have obtained analytic and numerical
high-B stellarator equilibria whose properties and scaling can be related to
experiments and earlier theory.
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II. MHD Equilibrium and Stability of Minimum-B Mirror Traps (LLL)

In a general high-beta guiding-center MHD equilibrium of an anisotropic
minimum-B mirror-trapped plasma, stability is determined by the sign of the
Kruskal-0berman[10] energy variation. For near-marginally-stable flux-
localized perturbations, and within a positive factor, the energy variation

AW = /d£ {(h/2TrB2)(7iJH-pVa)2(b'V((1)
2

+ [(uT/B)K»b x

where <t>(£) is the amplitude of the perturbation whose principal
displacements are along b x (Vifrt-uVa), u is an arbitrary constant, and (t,oc)
are flux coordinates. The trap is supposed omnigenous [12]> allowing the
pressures to be taken to depend only upon B and the principal flux
coordinate I|I. For a well-designed and well-injected mirror trap, the
quantities h(i(i,B), 3h/3*, and T(i|),B) are all positive, where h =
B+4TTB~1Cpi-p1|), T = (-43r/Bm3P||/3i|O + (h/B) (Sh/SB)"1 (3Pj/3*)1. Likewise,
F > 0 , where F = B^fh^Sh/SB)""1 + 12irpn -(B

2 + 8irpx)
 1(BZ-4Trp||)

2], and
0 < 6 < (F/2irB) [<«bx(Vi)i + uVa)] , where b = B"1^ and K = b'Vb. Hence
necessary and sufficient conditions for the stability of flux-localized
perturbations are given by the nonexistence of solutions of the
Euler-Lagrange equations along a line of force which are obtained by use of
the limiting forms of 0 in AW. Nevertheless, Eq. (3) may still be difficult
to apply.

Under circumstances of considerable interest to the mirror program, it
Is frequently assumed that the principal radial density gradients can be
relegated to a small boundary layer, (1-e)* < ty < (l+e)V, near the surface
of the plasma. When e is very small, the angular flux coordinate a can
exhibit rapid variation from flux surface to flux surface, Va«Vt|i = 0(e ),
causing considerable difficulty with the numerical analysis. Thus new
analytic procedures have been derived for the solution of equilibrium in
terms better suited to the examination of stability when £ is small.
Stringent stability boundaries are found.

In small-curvature straight-axis mirror traps, conversion of the usual
cylindrical coordinates (r,6,z) into a mixed coordinate set (^,6,z) permits
the introduction of a single function P(iii,6,z), the coordinate potential,
which fully defines the finite beta geometry. Thus, if partial derivatives
in (t,8,z) coordinates are denoted by subscripts, then

B 2 + 8TrPi = B
2 , | r2 = PQ , a = 2irBP̂  (4)

where B (z) is the known induction of the vacuum configuration on axis. If
? = (h/B)b«Vb = (4TTh/cBZ)jJ-b> then the equilibrium equation[12] B?' =
- Tic-bx\7i|i may be rewritten
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(h/ae)[R6(R'/2R)^ - R^(R'/2R)e - (2Raz/ae)l|)]

« - J * dt(T/ae){R9(R'/2R)z - Rz(R'/2R)e - (2Raz/ae)2

+ [R(az/a0)
2 + (R')2/4R]1 (5)

where R' » b'VR = Rz - (az/ag)Rg, and we have used the boundary condition
that C + 0 as z + -». The scalar function c(z) measures the quadrupole
induction in the interior of the plasma (where the pressures are independent
of <\i), B = Be - (r/2)(dB/dz)ee + (r/2)B(dc/dz)(ercos29 - eesin 26).
Likewise,~P = (i))72irB) arctan (ec tan6) in the interior. When B =~8iTpi/B

2 is
small, or at arbitrary 8 but near the inner boundary layer surface, Eq• (5)
admits an analytic solution,

(—) sin 2a / dzj {(cosh c - sinh c cos 2a)"1

/ dz2(T/B)(X sinh c - 2Y cosh c)} (6)
zl

where X = (dc/dz)2 +B"2(dB/dz)2 - 2 (d/dz)(B"1dB/dz) and Y=B-1(dB/dz)(dc/dz)
- d c/dz , with X and Y both evaluated on axis.

For large-aspect-ratio (small curvature) configurations, the most
unstable perturbations satisfy g = b x V$ [13], and the energy variation
becomes[11]

AW = (8TT)"1 / dilidcedfc { OI/2TTB2) [ (BDif/Di)) + a^BD /̂DcO'Vi)) + oe(BD(f>/Da)'V6]

M(BD4>/Dct)2 - 2C(BDiJ>/DcO(BD<t>/Di|> + ce^BDiji/Da)'} (7)

where V<}> = (D4>/D\(J)Viji + (D<))/Da)Va + <)>'b. The function t, vanishes a t low 3 or
near the inner boundary layer surface, and in th i s same regime

M = (Tae/B) [ ( a z / a Q ) 2 + (R'/2R)Z + (R'/2R)2 + (BR*/2ae) (a e /BR)']

- [(h/B)(R e /2R)a;j j ' -TTT (RzRe/Roee)a^ (8)
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The system is flute unstable if / M d£ < 0, unless line tied. In any event,
ballooning is also possible for perturbations |BD<j>/Dif/ + a^pO^/Da] «
|BD<}>/Da|, provided solutions exist to the Euler-Lagrange equation

[(ha^/4irB2R)u']' - Mu = 0 (9)

where u = -BDiji/Da. Thus, the nonexistence of solutions of Eq. (9) is
necessary for stability. It is also sufficient, as can be shown by the
reduction of ah earlier condition due to Newcomb [13].

When B/e is large, the last term of Eq. (8), which is O(B2/e2),
dominates the other terms, which are 0(8/e). Hence, in wells of baseball
symmetry, instability occurs away from the symmetry planes when B/e exceeds
a number of order unity. Thus, unless stabilized by finite orbit effects
(which might permit the existence of a boundary layer of thickness
comparable to a typical cyclotron orbit diameter), it appears that
flat-topped pressure profiles are inconsistent with the achievement of high
beta. Instability is associated with the presence of geodesic curvature,
K«b x Vip j* 0. In turn, j/b does not vanish everywhere. Drift currents
accumulate charge at one point on a line of force which must then flow off
at another point.

III. Simulation of Simple and Reversed-Field Mirror Machine (NYU)

The problem considered is the buildup of a mirror confined plasma
including a transition with field reversal. A strong theoretical indication
has been given that field reversal will occur 'naturally' in a plasma
without injection[14] if the mirror coils are properly programmed. To
confirm this requires simulation with a transport code which includes the
capability of following changes in topology. We have constructed an axially
symmetric, macroscopic code which is a modification of earlier, very
efficient, transport codes for the Doublet[15] and Divertor[16]. Numerical
results in the adiabatic limit (zero resistivity and heat conductivity) are
presented here. Results with full transport and energy and mass sources
will be presented elsewhere.

The model includes ' classical ' plasma diffusion and heat flow. We
recall[17] that in a symmetric mirror machine there is no skin effect. The
Grad-Hogan formulation [18,19] is followed in order to eliminate the
convection velocity and in this way rigorously separate out 1-D transport
from 2-D geometry evolution. Proper choice of independent and dependent
variables [19], [20] allows the 1-D transport to take the form of a standard
diffusion system with second derivatives explicitly shown, allowing
numerical stability and accuracy to be determined.

Tlje independent (1-D) variable is taken to be the mass, M = /pdV. We
write <J for 3$/3M and d$/dt holding M fixed ($' = 3<|>/3V). Conservation of
mass, flux and energy (with V as independent variable),

/
dV

u'dS -•--
dt

i|it + Uifi' = n<r2>F , F = (K* ' ) ' , K = <|7V|2 / r2> (10)

p t + Up' + 2pU' = (A*T')' + n<r2>F2 , X* = X(T)/UI 2 T 2
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FIG. 3. Adiabatic compression sequence - island formation.

are rewritten in terms of M,

<J(M) = $ = VIP ,

i £ = (n<r2>F)* , F = p(Kpo)'
dt

( I D

in = I
dt P

r + n<r2

where the auxiliary variable p is obtained from the pressure balance (Ki|>')'
= - dp/d*,

p[Ko2 + 2u] + p[o(Ka)"

p =
5 T 7 ?

[Ka2+2u]1/2

/ I f <?
e x p 1 " T J —
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The second derivatives, p', in (11) are eliminated explicitly in terms of a
and U. The quantities a and u diffuse; P, etc, are carried along. The
eigenvalues of the 2x2 matrix of second derivatives (diffusion coefficients,
dimensionally M (t)) are

± i [\2
0 + P

2 x 2 _

where

J_ <B
2>

nK<r2>p2e

If the energy equation is replaced by a simple source (as in a ' Flux
Conserving Tokamak'), dvi/dt = Q, the single classical diffusion
coefficient, X = XQ is obtained. To be precise, no skin effect is present
with a plasma-vacuum interface. But a limiter, scraping off plasma, will
give a very slowly diffusing skin at the classical diffusion rate X rather
than at the normal skin rate Xo/f5«

Figure 3 shows condensed information of an adiabatic run in which the
mirror ratio is increased in steps. The current profiles (precisely, F =
<J/r>), originally flat, are deformed as shown. As in a Doublet [15], there
is a current peak at the separatrix. The magnetic field profiles on axis
are also shown-
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Abstract

STABILIZING EFFECTS OF £ = 2,3 HELICAL FIELDS ON HIGH-BETA
STELLARATOR CONFIGURATIONS.

A computer code is used to investigate equilibrium and stability of high-/3 stellarator
configurations. Both a diffuse pressure profile and a free surface between the plasma and the
vacuum regions are included. The code takes into account the important flux constraint of
prescribing the rotational transform ju. Toroidal 8 = 0,1,2 equilibrium solutions are given
which agree very well with the ISAR Tl-B experiment. The dependence of the rate of change X
for m = 1, k = 0 modes on helically symmetric fi = 1,2,3 fields is given, showing the dominant
stabilizing effect due to the H = 3 field. A convergence study is made for the dependence of the
rate of change of m = 1, k = 0 and m = 2, k = 0 modes on the mesh size in a straight £ = 1,3
configuration.

1. INTRODUCTION

The calculation of toroidal magnetohydrostatic equilibrium
solutions obeying no symmetry condition and allowing for arbi-
trary pressure profiles and 8-values has been attacked recently
by various methods [1-4] . In the present paper a computer code
described elsewhere [1,2] is applied to investigate MHD equi-
librium and stability of straight and toroidal high-B stella-
rator configurations including a vacuum region outside. In
the code the MHD energy principle is applied to search for
stationary states of the potential energy using a Lagrangian
description. The code is a useful tool for the design of
experiments such as the £ = 1,2,3 high-6 INTEREX experiment now

* Work supported by the US Department of Energy under Contract No.EY-76-C-02-3077
with New York University.
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under construction at Garching and for investigating the stabi-
lizing effects of helically symmetric i >_ 2 fields on the m = 1,
k = 0 mode (m and k are the mode numbers in the poloidal and
longitudinal directions, respectively). The convergence
behavior of the growth rate with mesh size similar to Ref. [5]
is discussed for m = 1, k = 0 and m = 2, k = 0 modes. Toroidal
£ = 0,1,2 high-B equilibrium solutions are given. A conver-
gence study of the restoring forces for various mesh sizes shows
that for a finite mesh size the restoring forces are over-
estimated. The extrapolation of the restoring forces with mesh
size gives excellent agreement with the ISAR Tl-B high-B
stellarator experiment. The stabilizing effect of helically
symmetric I = 2,3 fields on the m = 1, k = 0 mode is discussed.
It turns out that the flux constraint of prescribing the rota-
tional transform y is very important for the stabilization
mechanism; the effect of the u-constraint is significant in
cases where \i is small at the magnetic axis as in the high-B
stellarator configurations.

2. MODEL AND METHOD

2.1. Variational principle

The computer code [1,2] used here describes magnetohydro-
static equilibrium solutions and their stability in a toroidal
geometry with a nonplanar magnetic axis and arbitrary B values.
Typical applications are toroidal high-B stellarator configura-
tions. The code can also be used to describe nonlinear three-
dimensional effects in other finite-B configurations. The
plasma is surrounded by a vacuum region; the free surface in
between is a magnetic surface where a surface current can be
present. The vacuum region is bounded by an electric conduct-
ing wall with arbitrary shape.

The method consists of a numerical search for stationary
states of the potential energy

E =

subject to appropriate constraints. Here p is the kinetic
pressure, B is the magnetic field, x^ denote cartesian coordi-
nates, y = 5/3 is the adiabatic coefficient. The relation
between p and the plasma density p is given by p = pY. If E
has stationary states, then these are considered to be magneto-
hydrostatic equilibria. If the stationary states represent
local minima of the potential energy, these equilibrium solu-
tions are stable. It is assumed that the toroidal magnetic
surfaces are nested. The magnetic surfaces are used as coordi-
nate surfaces labeled by the coordinate s where s = 0 is the
magnetic axis; u is the poloidal angle around the magnetic
axis; v is the toroidal angle (0 <_ u <_ 1, 0 _< v _< 1) . The
advantage of using a Lagrangian method is that arbitrary
boundary shapes and the free surface between plasma and vacuum
can be described easily.
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The potential energy E is minimized subject to the five
constraints:

(a) B is divergence-free everywhere: V'B = 0;

(b) the poloidal and toroidal magnetic fluxes, Fp , F , within
each magnetic surface in the plasma region are fixed:

( , B'dSP = W ' I
u=c6nst. v=6
s 1 s0 s - s0

. B" d ST =onst.

where dSp is a surface element on a ribbonlike surface u=const.
bounded By the magnetic axis and the magnetic surface s. ; dS T

is the surface element on v = const, surfaces;

(c) the mass within each magnetic surface is fixed:

p dx-ĵ  dx2 dx3 = M(sQ)

(d) the total poloidal and toroidal magnetic fluxes, F v, F v,
in the vacuum region are fixed;

(e) the normal components of the magnetic field on the free
surface and on the wall vanish.

The Euler equations for this variational principle are the
magnetohydrostatic equations:

- V p + J x B = 0 J = VxB in the plasma

= 0 in the vacuum

•[p + B /2] = 0 at the free surface

here J is the current density and [ ] denotes the jump of the
total pressure at the free surface. The most general solution
for a divergence-free B is

B = Vs x Vt|j

where s is a single-valued function, TJI is periodic in u and v.
Since B must be single-valued, the general expression for ty
in terms of the poloidal and toroidal fluxes is given by [1,2]:

ij> = - F^{s) u + Fp(s) v + f (s,u,v)

where ' = d/ds and f is a periodic function in u and v;
y = dFp/dF is the rotational transform. Modified cylindrical
coordinates (r,e,z) are introduced by

Xl = ^RT + r' c o s ®' X2 = ^ ^ + r^ S*~n 9' X3 = Z

where R is the large radius of the torus in units of the mean
radius of the wall cross section; EP = 1/R_ is the inverse
aspect ratio. The toroidal angle v is specified by 6 = 2TTV.
All lengths are measured in units of the mean wall radius. The
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physical coordinates r,z in the plasma region (0 _< s _< 1) are
considered to be dependent variables given by

r = rQ(v) + R(s,u,v) [r^UjV) - rQ(v)]

z = zQ(v) + R(s,u,v) [z]L(u,v) -

where R is a dimensionless radius periodic in u,v obeying the
boundary conditions R(s=0,u,v) = 0 at the origin and
R(s=l,u,v) = 1 at the free surface; r,.(v), zQ(v) are the equa-
tions for the magnetic axis; r.(u,v), z,(u,v; are the
equations for the free surface; the mean radius of the free
surface cross section is denoted by R-. A similar coordinate
transformation is applied for the vacuum region where the equa-
tions r,(u,v), z_(u,v) for the outer wall appear. These are
given for the present study by

r2 + iz2 = rb exp (iu) + A. exp (iv) - A., exp [-i(u-V)]

r = 1 - AQ COS V + A 2 2 cos 2 (U-V) + A^cos 3(u-V)

where U = 2ITU, V = 2irv; the helically symmetric distortions of
the wall are denoted by A. , A 2 2 , A.,.,; A. is the I = 0 dis-
tortion; A2 is the nonhelically symmetric 1=2 distortion;
L is the length of the period of the 1 = 1 field. One has to
solve [2] the equations for <J>, r_ , z_ , R, and one equation
for the free surface. A conjugate gradient method is applied
introducing an artificial time t.

size2.2. Computation of growth rates;convergence with mesh

The rate of change A of a stable or unstable mode is
determined from the time behavior of the Fourier mode with wave
numbers m, k. Initially the mode is excited by a rigid
displacement of the plasma column or a distortion of the
magnetic surfaces. Unstable modes are exponentially growing
and stable modes are exponentially decaying functions of the
form Q = a exp (At) + b, where a+b is the initial amplitude
and b is the asymptotic value of the Fourier coefficient for
stable modes as t goes to infinity. There are several reasons
to include the constant b. In case of toroidal high-8 stella-
rator equilibria, the magnetic axis and the magnetic surfaces
can be shifted off the geometric center of the outer wall.
Therefore, if the mode is stable for any reason then the
asymptotic values of the m = 1, k = 0 Fourier coefficients can
be different from zero. In case of stable m = 1, k = 0 modes
in helically symmetric I = 1,3 configurations (A,, ̂  0) we
found that b was negligibly small by using 12 q (q = 1,2,...)
intervals to represent the three periods of the A,3~distortion.
When q was a noninteger number (e.g. q = 5/4), then b was not
negligible depending on the actual grid size and it converged
to zero with decreasing mesh size.

The rate of change A is computed from

X = I- in Q for b = 0 or A = |i- [in |£) for b f 0
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FIG.l. Rate of change of\ versus H1 in a helically symmetric 2 = 1,9. = 3 configuration.

by making a least squares fit over intervals of different lengths
at various time steps. This number is roughly constant in time
after the mode with a sizable amplitude has been developed and
if no other mode of sizable amplitude is present. We have shown
for m = 1, k = 0 and m = 2, k = 0 modes, that X does not depend
on the amplitude of the perturbation as long as it is not too
large. In that regime the code describes the linearized
behavior of a mode and the rate of change X represents a measure
for the eigenvalue of the linearized magnetohydrodynamic oper-
ator. In the case of systematic convergence studies we changed
the time step At according to At ^ H as the grid size H was
changed (H = 1/NJ, NJ is the number of intervals in the u-direc-
tion); the ratios of the mesh sizes in the s-, u-, v- direc-
tions were kept constant. We have investigated the convergence
behavior of X1 depending on the mesh size H for m = 1, k = 0
modes in straight helically symmetric I - 1,3 configurations.
These configurations are described by the parameters: 6 = 0.7,
A^ = 0.5, A, 3 <_ 0.2, R variable, L = IOTT/3, EP = 0, v = 0 ,
wall radius/plasma radius = 3.6; these parameters are relevant
t^ the INTEREX experiment._ The rate of change X., converges like

xl = xl + AXH ,

A33
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.0

where

0.
-0.
-0.
0.

X. and

h
006
014
092
016

A, are:

Al
4.98
5.38
8.26
5.28

RA
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.53

In the case of global free surface m = 2, k = 0 modes,
the convergence study of X, with mesh size and the results are
shown in Figure 1-for the same configuration.
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FIG.2. Convergence of A2 as a function of H.

3. APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS

3.1. Toroidal I - 0,1,2 equilibria; comparison with
the ISAR Tl-B experiment

It was shown by the ISAR Tl-B 16] and Scyllac [7] experi-
ments, that by superimposing additional fields, toroidal 1 = 1,
high-3 equilibria can be achieved. The experiments in Garching
and Los Alamos differ in that the toroidal drift force is
compensated for by different helical fields. As shown in the
following, the present code can simulate these high-g stellara-
tor experiments. The wall simulating the ISAR Tl-B experiment
is given by Eq. (1); the parameters are: A = 0.0553,
A1 = 0.3647, A = A = 0, A variable, EP = 0.0627, wall
radius/plasma radius = 7 , 3 = 0 . 7 , u = 0 , 16 periods around
the torus, R = 0.5. If A, is smaller than the equilibrium
value, the plasma drifts in a toroidal outward direction
roughly like a parabola. The equilibrium value for A, was
determined from the drift motion. For this A_ the plasma
showed almost no motion for a long period of time compared
with the simple toroidal drift time (AQ = A2 = 0), although the
unstable m = 1, k = 0 motion is observed. Alternatively the
equilibrium value for A2 is determined by fixing the mean
position R_ of the magnetic axis with respect to the geometric
center of the wall. The A_-value giving the minimum residual
force on the magnetic axis is the approximate equilibrium value.
Within a small error both methods give the same value for A?

using 14x24x24 intervals in the (s,u,v) directions. In the
case of R = 0, Figure 2 shows the equilibrium distortion A2

of the waTT as a function of the mesh size. The solid curve is
a least squares polynomial of third degree assuming that for
small H an H -convergence is recovered. From this convergence
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study we obtained an extrapolated equilibrium value of A2=0.124.
This result agrees very well with the ISAR Tl-B [6] experiment
where a value of about A2 = 0.12 was determined.

3.2. Effect of D-shaped plasma cross sections on m=l, k=0 modes

By applying helically symmetric i =2,3 fields, a D-shaped
wall cross section is produced. The dependence of X^ on heli-
cally symmetric A. , A_2 , A 3 3 distortions of the wall is
investigated for the m = 1, k = 0 modes in straight helical
configurations. The parameters are: 3 = 0.7, EP = 0, R, = 0-67,
y = 0, wall radius / plasma ardius = 3.6, L = 10IT/3, A. = 0,
A_ = 0. If the helical distortions are small we can make a
Taylor series expansion around the 8-pinch. In the Taylor
series for X, all terms up to fourth order are kept:

3 -1

\,= A,+ V (b.A. .+b. .A. .A. .+b. ., A. .A. .A. , )+O(A. .A. .A, , A 0 0) .1 1 . .L,_-. I n i] n JJ ijk n 33 kk n 3j kk II ?
if 3iK—J.

o
Here A,, = A,; A- is the rate of change in the 8-pinch configur-
ation different from zero in the discretized model. From
simple geometrical symmetry considerations it follows that only
7 coefficients are different from zero. Suppose there is only
one helical distortion present. Then these configurations are
invariant to the transformations A-^ •+ -A... Therefore A, is an
even function of A.. and hence b. = bn_± - x 0 , i = 1,2,3.
Because of similar symmetry considerations it follows that
b23 = b223 = ° ' b12 = b122 = °' b113AllA33+ b133AlA33 = °-
We have determined €he remaining coefficients and oBEained
for H = 1/24:

= 0.014 + 0.076A^ + 0.12A22

0.71
o

There is a dominant stabilizing ^

4. CONCLUSION

The convergence study for the rate of change A shows that
the stabilizing effect due to the £ = 3 field is significantly
larger than the truncation error of the method. The rate of
change for unstable and stable modes can be computed by the
code. Toroidal I = 0,1,2 high-g stellarator equilibria with
diffuse pressure profiles and vacuum field outside are found
by a numerical search for stationary states of the potential
energy. Performing an extrapolation with mesh size for the
restoring forces, the code can be used to design experiments.
The code works well for high , medium and low /3-values.
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DISCUSSION

ON PAPERS L-3-1 AND L-3-2

H.H. FLEISCHMANN: I am interested in the generation of field-reversed
configurations in mirrors simply by changes in the external field. Have you any
results indicating how the size of the field-reversed configuration relates to
other plasma parameters such as plasma size, Larmor orbits, and so on?

J.P. FREIDBERG: The NYU group is at present beginning a parameter
study to determine what initial /3-values, mirror ratios and volume ratios are
required to obtain reversals, and the results should be forthcoming in the near future.

H.L. BERK: Is the reversed-field equilibrium obtained by the NYU group
(paper L-3-1) without resistivity?

J.P. FREIDBERG: The NYU field reversal simulations were computed
with the adiabatic code in which electrical resistivity and thermal conductivity
are set to zero. However, the NYU group is at present developing a code with
T? and k not zero to investigate the difficulty of maintaining self-reversal.

H.L. BERK: Do they apply a reversal to the external field in order to
obtain the reversed-field equilibrium?

J.P. FREIDBERG: No, field reversal is obtained without reversing the
externally applied field.

H.L. BERK: Did you say that the £ = 3 equilibrium was a rotational
transform? If so, is it truly an equilibrium?

J.P. FREIDBERG: In the MPIP-NYU equilibrium calculations and stability
calculations the rotational transform is set to zero. There appears to be no
problem in finding toroidal equilibrium even with zero rotational transform.

H.A.B. BODIN: What was the assumption made about /3 in the last part
of your talk, concerning the S. = 3 controversy? Was it arbitrarily high?

J.P. FREIDBERG: In the cases you are referring to, /3 was assumed to be
finite, 0 ~ 1. In specific numerical calculations (3 was typically 0.7.

F.L. RIBE: The '£ = 3 controversy' arose from a discrepancy between the
Garabedian-Betancourt and Brackbill numerical calculations of Scyllac diffuse
equilibria at NYU and Los Alamos — calculations of, basically, C = 1,0 and
£ = 1,2 equilibria. NYU found stable equilibria and LASL did not. Now we
see that the transformless S. = 3 contribution in straight geometry is indeed
stabilizing. Would you expect this S. = 3 stabilization to carry over to the
large-aspect-ratio toroidal case?

J.P. FREIDBERG: If the 9. = 3 stabilization predicted by the MPIP-NYU
computation persists after the controversy is resolved, it would probably carry
over to the fully toroidal system. However, the stability controversy is still
unresolved and I would like to refrain from predicting which way it will go.
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Abstract

EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STUDIES OF THE ELMO BUMPY TORUS (EBT).
The confinement of plasma produced by electron cyclotron heating in the ELMO Bumpy

Torus (EBT) has been studied in the regime stabilized by the diamagnetism of annular, energetic
electrons. The electron density (ne = 1-2 X 1012 cm"3) and temperature (1 SO < Te < 600 eV)
and ion temperature (30 < T; < 150 eV) have been measured over a range of operating conditions.
Measurement of the direction of the electric field (inward-pointing) inside the toroidally confined
plasma has led to improved neoclassical theoretical models of plasma transport which describe
reasonably well the observed parameter dependences over a wider range of collisionality than
reported previously.
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I. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

The plasma in the ELMO Bumpy Torus (EBT) [1] is confined in steady state
in a 'bumpy' magnetic field produced by joining 24 magnetic mirror cells into
a large aspect ratio torus. Heating power is provided by cw microwaves reso-
nant at electron cyclotron frequencies at both 18 GHz (up to 60 kW) and 10.6
GHz (up to 30 kW); the latter is used primarily to sustain the energetic
electron population and form the diamagnetic annuli.

The toroidal plasma in EBT has been shown to be macroscopically stabilized
by the field modification resulting from the diamagnetic electron annuli [1].
The plasma properties have been measured over a sufficient range of operating
parameters - in this stabilized magnetic configuration, using a broad spectrum
of diagnostic techniques - that general correlations with neoclassical theo-
retical models can now be made. This close interplay between experiment and
theory has led to improvements in the models and better understanding of the
plasma which has intensified the incentive to raise the applied microwave
frequency, heating power and toroidal magnetic field.

In the macrostable regime, free-free bremsstrahlung measurements have been
obtained to determine the toroidally confined electron temperature and density.
The temperatures are observed to rise with decreasing ambient pressure or in-
creased power and lie in the range 150 <_ Te £600 eV. The observed densities
follow, in general, a similar behavior and increase by about a factor of three
to a maximum of ne ^ 2 x 10 12 cm"3 in this operating range. These data may be
combined with applied power to evaluate the energy lifetime of the toroidal
plasma component. Assuming that the fraction of applied power deposited in the
toroidal component (compared to the power to sustain the energetic annulus and
the surface plasma) is constant, in Fig. 1 we present the energy lifetime
(normalized by multiplying by electron temperature) plotted against the electron

collisionality v/fi = 2.7 x 10'7 n/T e
s / 2 [1 + (O.7)e<j)/Te]"

1. Also shown are
curves calculated from neoclassical transport rates which take into account the
ambipolar electric field. In this same range, the charge-exchange neutral
energy distribution has been measured using both nitrogen and cesium charge-
exchange cells with 30 <. Tj < 150 eV. The radial distribution of the ion tem-
perature has also been determined from an array of four spatial channels. The
energetic plasma ions lie within the diamagnetic annuli, r = 15 cm. An energetic
Rb+ beam has been injected through the plasma and the plasma potential determined
from measurements of the change in beam energy of multiply charged rubidium
ions which results from ionization in the bulk electron population [2]. Spatial
mapping of the points of ionization confirms the plasma size described above
and provides a direct measurement of the ambipolar electric field. The poten-
tial at the center of the plasma lies in the range -100 to +100 V and is nega-
tive relative to the potential maximum found at the position of the annulus.
The relatively good agreement in shape of the points in Fig. 1 with the curve
for e<f>/T. = 1 is especially significant since the measured potentials are
consistent with this value.

Optimization of the plasma parameters occurs when magnetic error fields
are globally canceled by superimposed, weak, quadrupole magnetic fields. With
this optimization, toroidal plasma currents (normally VI00 A ) , which are
driven by the component of the ambipolar electric field along the magnetic
field lines, are nulled, fluctuation levels are minimized, and almost complete
symmetry of the radial electric field is measured. An example of these data
is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of the imposed horizontal error field produced
by one pair of the quadrupole winding.
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Spatially resolved spectroscopic impurity measurements have been carried
out using stereoscopic observation of the emitted u.v. and visible character-
istic line radiation. The impurities (primarily carbon and sputtered aluminum)
are found predominantly in the space outside the region of closed drift surfaces
filled by the hot, bulk plasma. In the toroidal plasma region,

n (car onj _

e
^ whereas in the surface plasma outside this region,

n (car on) ̂  -]Q"2. Aluminum densities are the same order of magnitude,
e

In order to permit observations over an expanded plasma parameter range,
a 28-GHz, 200-kW, cw, gyrotron [3] is under development for EBT use by Varian
Associates. Theoretical results indicate increased densities and temperatures
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can be expected from the higher-power, shorter-wavelength heating sources.
Experiments are presently under way at these higher magnetic fields, and
initial results will be described.

II. EBT THEORETICAL STUDIES FOCUSING ON TRANSPORT

Here we discuss the latest neoclassical transport description of EBT
losses which has been sufficiently refined to self-consistently include the
ambipolar electric field. Other theoretical topics are discussed by N. A.
Uckan et al. [4].

Transport rates in EBT depend sensitively on the radial ambipolar electric
field in contrast to other devices, such as tokamaks [5-7]. In the absence of
such a field, electrons and ions of the same energy and pitch angle have coin-
cident orbits and step sizes; electron particle fluxes would thus greatly
exceed those of ions due to their higher collision frequency. The resulting
ambipolar electric field equalizes the electron and ion particle fluxes and
greatly influences plasma confinement.

There are two simply conceptualized ways of producing equality of the two
fluxes. First, a radially outward-pointing field can electrostatically confine
electrons, reducing their flux to that of the ions. Alternatively, a radially
inward-pointing electric field (for normal magnetic gradient regions) will
enhance ion diffusion by a cancellation of the E x B poloidal drift with the
magnetic poloidal drifts. The latter mechanism is apparently relevant to the
stable T-mode of EBT-I. Indeed, the experimentally observed sign of the elec-
tric field changes sign near the minor radius at which the gradient in B is
reversed by the hot electron annuli — as required for partial cancellation of
the ion magnetic and E x B drift to produce banana-shaped orbits.

The ORNL one-dimensional radial transport model, which has been developed
to simulate the T-mode of operation self-consistently, calculates the ambipolar
potential and temperature profiles [7]. Figures 3 and 4 show typical results
of these calculations. From Fig. 3 it is apparent that there are three roots
to the particle flux condition ri = re. The positive root corresponds to the
electrostatic mechanism mentioned earlier. The two roots near the peak in Tj
correspond to the mechanism which involves partial cancellation of t x B and
magnetic drift motion. As described in Ref. [7], only the most negative elec-
tric field value of T-j = re in Fig. 3 provides thermally stable solutions.
The stability of this type of solution is relatively insensitive to boundary
conditions. For example, the neutral edge density may be treated as a constant,
or reflux boundary conditions may be used.

The results obtained using this model give lower temperatures or higher
collisionality than experimental observations indicate. In fact, calculations
of Ref. [7] are based on transport coefficients whose validity is limited to
high collisionality. At lower collisionality, the details of particle orbits
(e.g. banana-shaped orbits) become more important. Recently, we have developed
a formalism for calculating EBT neoclassical transport coefficients which
allows inclusion of such orbit details. While the preliminary results are
extremely encouraging, the full import of these newer transport coefficients
remains to be assessed.

III. SPACE-AVERAGED EBT MODELING

Although multidimensional models, as discussed in the previous section,
contain a wealth of detail, space-averaged ('point') models are also useful,
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both in obtaining scans of parameter space for scaling studies and in iden-
tifying equilibria which can be the starting point for 1-D studies. In this
section, we present such a model and demonstrate its ability to produce results
comparable to the 1-D treatment. The model equations assume neoclassical
losses as in the previous section, replacing gradient scale lengths by the
plasma minor radius. The model equations are those given in Refs [6,8],
except that we now distinguish the neoclassical particle confinement time T
from the electron and ion energy confinement times Tr and Tcj [5]: "r

v

i_ .

radial electric field.
Ambipolarity constrains T T and thus determines the self-consistentpe " pi

ne and n.,- are the ratios of density gradient scale
length to the electron and ion temperature gradient scale lengths, typically
chosen to be unity. The neutral density is related to the plasma density by
nQ + en = constant. The model is flexible in that the total particle density,
plasma plus neutrals, can be held fixed by choosing e = 1, while the neutral
density is fixed if we choose e = 0. The form of this relation has no effect
on the operating equilibria but influences the stability.
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Figure 5 shows typical power balance curves for EBT-I, illustrating the
scaling trends predicted by the point model. We chose the input parameters to
characterize EBT-I, assuming that the microwave power absorbed is Py = 101* W/m3.
Note the existence of negative electric field solutions at the higher densities,
where the electrons and ions are apparently well coupled thermally. As the
density decreases, the negative electric field branch gives way to a positive
electric field branch along which the temperature rises and the plasma becomes
highly collisionless. The negative electric field branch is characterized by
collisional scaling and the confinement is controlled by the ions T *\< tEl-. When
the field changes sign at lower density and lower collisionality, the confine-
ment becomes controlled by the electrons T ^ T^e. The positive electric field

branch exhibits both stable and unstable operating points regardless of the
neutral model. The highly collisionless (dotted) portion is always unstable,
while the lower temperature (solid) portion is always stable. The stability of
the negative electric field branch (dashed) is much more sensitive to the
neutral model. The model used here predicts stable operation along the nega-
tive field branch, as in the experiment, for e ^ lOn /n > 10~2 - 10"1. Thus,
the stability of the negative roots is sensitive to the feedback stabilizing
influence of the neutral particles. The scaling trends, sign of the ambipoiar
fields, and stability properties of the various branches in Fig. 5 are
consistent with the 1-D code calculations.

As in 1-D, we find that higher power tends to shift the operating
characteristics to higher density and somewhat higher temperature while not
substantially altering the shape of the curves. In all cases, however, tem-
peratures were somewhat lower on the negative field branch (perhaps a factor
of 2-4) than the highest temperatures reported by the experimenters.

We conclude that neoclassical operation on the collisional negative
electric field branch is roughly consistent with the lower temperature regimes
measured in EBT, but not with the higher temperature collisionless regimes also
observed experimentally (which correspond to negative ambipolar electric
fields). Additional physics input to the model is thus required if in fact a
neoclassical description of plasma loss is adequate for the collisionless
regime.
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DISCUSSION

F.L. RIBE: I was interested to hear about the new data on EBT obtained
with the gyrotron microwave source. Would you say a few words about the
plasma parameters obtained?

R.A. DANDL: Given the same magnetic field configuration (scaled to the
28 GHz frequency) and applying about 50% more power than in the comparable
18 GHz case, we obtained electron temperatures in about the same range (i.e.
200-300 eV) and densities increased by approximately 50%. The maximum
28 GHz power used in these experiments was 45 kW-cw.

H. DREICER: As you have given us information about the temperature
of the bulk electrons in the EBT plasma, I wonder whether you could describe
the mechanism by which the bulk electrons are heated. In particular, how much
of their energy derives from the high-energy ring electrons rather than directly
from ECRH, and what is the nature of the bulk electron velocity distribution?
If it is Maxwellian or near-Maxwellian, is it characterized by anisotropy in
temperature, i.e. is Tj.e > Tue?

R.A. DANDL: The bulk electrons are heated rather slowly by ECRH on
the Mod "B" resonant surfaces that intersect the mirror axis of the torus. More
rapid heating and consequent formation of the high B ring electrons occur on
the off-axis Mod "B" resonant surfaces that are tangent to flux lines. This
heating takes place by second-harmonic coupling with respect to the 18-GHz
bulk heating frequency and by fundamental frequency coupling to the 10.6-GHz
profile heating. The toroidal electron distributions are Maxwellian within the
limits of our soft-X-ray measurement system.
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Abstract

PLASMA STABILITY CONTROL IN A TOROIDAL SYSTEM BY FEEDBACK AND
HF FIELDS.

The paper deals with theoretical and experimental aspects of controlling MHD plasma
stability in toroidal systems by feedback systems and HF fields. Results are presented of
theoretical studies on resonant excitation of helical MHD oscillations in a current-carrying
plasma column (stable Shafranov modes) by the mutipole helical HF field (£2 £j COHJ). The
effect of such an oscillation build-up on the evolution of unstable helical modes is discussed. The
conditions for exciting helical oscillations (depending on the direction of the HF field rotation,
as well) and the main criteria for stabilization are given. — Results of experimental studies on
kink instability stabilization by a feedback system with M = 1, 2, 3; N = 1 for various values of
q(q = 27r/i£ , where tj; is the total angle of rotational transform) in the R-0 stellarator are
presented. On stabilizing the main unstable mode for a given range of values of q, the discharge
parameters are improved. A stabilizing effect is only provided by introducing a certain phase
shift into the feedback circuit and by choosing the amplifier gains. Stabilization improves the
plasma thermal insulation and increases its energy content.

1. INTRODUCTION

The main goal of investigating plasma stability control in toroidal systems
by feedback and HF fields is the stabilization of the most dangerous modes of
MHD current instabilities and the attainment of a safety factor q close to unity
in tokamak-type devices. Obtaining a stable plasma with small values of q is
stimulated by the opportunity of optimizing the thermonuclear tokamak and
developing a compact reactor with high specific plasma energies. It has been

373
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theoretically [1 ] and experimentally [2] shown that MHD instabilities can be
stabilized dynamically for small values of q by using a skinning multipole HF
field. It was experimentally demonstrated [3] that under conditions of helical
resonance to be discussed later the HF currents in the circuit needed for stabil-
ization are substantially lower.

In the second part of the present paper, a theoretical analysis of helical
resonance is given. These results allow a theoretical analysis of the experimental
results on resonant HF heating of ions to be made [4]. This section also gives the
main criteria for stabilization in helical resonance conditions when the unstable
helical modes are most efficiently suppressed by the excitation of stable natural
plasma oscillations (stable Shafranov modes).

Another way of attaining small values of q is the method of feedback
stabilization [5, 6] which is more favourable in terms of energy. Particular
attention is drawn to the exploration of selective measures to stabilize various
modes of kink instabilities (m= 1, 2, 3; n= 1) and to the effect of stabilizing
these instabilities on the macroscopic plasma parameters. It is shown that feed-
back stabilization results in a considerable growth of the plasma energy para-
meters and improves its confinement.

2. EXCITATION AND STABILITY OF HF HELICAL SHAFRANOV MODES

2.1. Helical HF fields excited in a plasma

Let us consider the problem of exciting HF fields in a cylindrical plasma
column placed in a stationary magnetic field. The problem reduces to the
determination of the HF field generated in the plasma by HF currents flowing
through the helical circuit of radius b. The exciting currents in the circuit are
given by I^,z=lap,z exp i(fit—M<p— kzz), the amplitudes lOlpt Ioz being related
through l0{p + Ioz kzb/M = 0. The problem is solved for )3 = 87rn0T/Ho < 1,
J3=167rn0T/H2>l.

With Iz = 0 (H^ = 0), accurate analytical expressions for generating fields can
be obtained; the expressions are, however, too cumbersome in the general case.
They become much simpler if the following additional assumptions are made
which are satisfied with sufficient accuracy under real experimental
conditions [4, 7]:

where v is the effective collision frequency. In the general case, we assume
v~£l~ coHi and inequality (b) can be replaced by the condition
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mi, which is practically always fulfilled in the domain of
validity of the MHD model, \o>n\- £2\> kzVTi-

On these assumptions, the plasma is described by a dielectric tensor e;k
with the components ej = exx = eyy •=* ^ / ( o o f o - ft2), e2=iex y=-iey xs(n/coH i)e1 :

=ezz = -

With conditions (a), (b) and (c) satisfied, as a result of solving Maxwell's
equations for plasma and vacuum and meeting the boundary conditions (for
circuit and plasma boundary), the following expressions are obtained for the HF
magnetic field in the plasma:

47rio L

9

exp

4;r ~
J

exp (1)

where

M

- ^ - - ^ JM(M)
K i a e i

M
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These expressions can be simplified for |kja> 1, which is valid (excluding the
region where e( = N?) in a dense plasma with 50 <a (here, 50 is the 'classical"
skin layer depth). This condition is always satisfied in real experiments. When
|k,la> 1, it is sufficient to assume in Eq.(l) that f]vt(r)-* 0, <£M(r) = exp((r-a)/6s),
where 5S= l/ik,= v/(T-ii '/ft)/v/(r-Ni/e,).

The fields in the plasma are a superposition of two types of waves, a fast
magneto-acoustic wave and an Alfvdn-type wave corresponding to an ordinary
Alfven wave only for e1 = Njf, and damped strongly over the remaining range of
parameter values, vanishing at distances of the order of |6S|.

Expressions (1) show that there are two types of resonance effects: one
defined by the condition Ufo^a) - (M/k1a)(fZ/wHi) JM(kia)| = min at e! = Njf
and Ikja ~ 1 (Alfve"n wave resonance), and the other by the condition J= 0
('helical resonance' [4, 7, 8]). The Alfv6n resonance can only be sufficiently
well defined in a collisionless plasma (though even in this case it can be
seen from Eq.(l) that the HF field amplitude does not become infinite, and, for
v Z £2, as follows from the expression for k t, damping causes considerable
broadening of the resonance curve. In the case of helical resonance, the resonance
condition (at |6S| <a):

f 0 (2)

is virtually independent of v and there is no collision-induced resonance broadening
within the framework of the linear approximation. Thus, only in this case there are
favourable conditions for efficient pumping of HF field energy into the plasma.
Solving Eq.(2) with respect to fi/c^Hi we find:

SI \ m z

A(VA+2 A) A ( 3 )

We see that, for a given plasma density, there are two values of the resonance
frequency £2res (or of the resonance field Hres at fixed frequency) which differ
considerably for A > 1 and correspond to various directions of HF field rotation.
This conclusion is in agreement with the experimentally [7] observed highly
asymmetric type of resonance excitation with respect to the direction of wave
rotation. For M>0, the wave rotates in the direction of the cyclotron rotation
of electrons (diamagnetic rotation), and for M <0 , in the direction of the cyclo-
tron rotation of ions (paramagnetic rotation).

At small values of the parameter A, we obtain the previous result [4, 8]:
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For £2 = COHI, helical resonance for the case of paramagnetic wave rotation
(a = -1) is only found for A -> °° (i.e. for kz-> °° or n0 -* 0). Thus, a coincidence
of helical and cyclotron resonances appears to be impossible. However, a possible
decay of the pump wave (for £2 = com, o=+1, A= \) is not excluded when
cyclotron modes make a contribution to it; this possibility would substantially
raise the efficiency of plasma heating.

The absolute value of Hres as calculated from Eq.(3) differs from the experi-
mental value by nearly a factor of two. The reason for this discrepancy is not
yet clear. It is possible that, for e, = N|?, the initial wave decays, exciting the same
type of wave with £2' = £2 and kz = 2kz.

2.2. Shafranov mode stabilization in the helical resonance regime

The evolution of helical Shafranov modes has been investigated in the non-
linear approximation [9], in toroidal [10] and elliptical geometries [11], including
finite plasma resistance which results in reconnection of the field lines, and the
formation of magnetic islands and disruptive instabilities [12]. The ideal of
controlling the stability of helical Shafranov modes by using an externally excited
helical multipole wave [ 1 ] seems to be interesting and promising in practice. The
stability of helical plasma oscillations is discussed below in a simple model with
uniformly distributed density p and current Iz against the helical pump wave
H ~ exp i(£2t-Mip-kzz). The perturbation of the stationary values for this case
is of the following type:

f = ) fsexpi(wst + ms<^ + ksz), ws=co + s£2, ms=m + sM, ks = kz+sK

and represents an infinite series of oscillators. For the sake of simplicity, we shall
assume that the oscillators within the plasma are not coupled and interaction
between them is due to boundary conditions only at the plasma boundary. The
conditions at the free boundary consisting in the normal field component vanishing
and the continuity of the pulse flux density tensor result in an infinite system of
interlinked algebraic equations. The determinant of this system of equations is
put equal to zero and gives the dispersion relation describing the average develop-
ment of a helical m,n Shafranov mode (in the zero Mathieu zone) and.the process
of helical-wave decay (in the first Mathieu zone).

The system of equations obtained in the single-fluid hydrodynamic approxi-
mation (for £2<^ojHi) a n d describing helical-oscillation development against a
helical pump wave takes the following form:
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Ls(ms, nsq, co2) L s+i(m s + 1 , n

(m s-n sq)(m s-n sq)

2|ms

(ms-i~ns-iq)(ms-i~ns-iq) H ^ ^
21 |21ms-! | *s-l

>

L0(M,Nq,n2)

(ms-nsq)(ms-nsq)

2|ms

V _ vs+l (4)

Here L s (m s , n sq, (Js) = £lla.2/c2
Aip-

fig ~ a2~ 1 + 2 ( m s - n s q ) 2 - 2a(m s-n sq) is the eigenfrequency and <x is the skinning
parameter. The second term in curly brackets is a non-linear shift of the eigen-
frequency. Without casing and for long-wavelength oscillations, ksa < 1, the
frequency shift of the eigenoscillations is given by

(m s + 1 -n s + iq) 2

2|ms+1 |

(
H 2|ms_1| H2 (5)

where q= aHz/RH^j is the safety factor calculated for an alternating pump field,
(h^e)= (H^eVH^ is the average value of the dimensionless pump field. The
expression for (h^e) can be expressed in the form:

<Tk(a)>
V (6)

where

<Tk(a)> =
<Jz(b)> VlM|

"W - (M-Nq) (M-Nq-2a ) (7)
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is the dimensionless circuit current Cljes (M, Nq)= 2(M-Nq) (M-Nq-a). Average
stability (s = 0) for the simplest case a= 1 is obtained from the condition
Ls(ms, nsq, col)+ A&s = °> J-e-

co 2 =2(m-nq)(m-nq-s ignm) + A£2S (8)

The above expression and Eq.(6) indicate that, in the helical resonance regime
SI2 = J2res; the helical mode is stabilized with arbitrarily small currents in the
circuit, <Ik>. In other words, the helical instability of mode m appears to be
forbidden if the HF current in the circuit exceeds some critical value Tcr, i.e.

T2

Stability is here due to the non-linear frequency shift (increase). It is important to
note that the frequency shift is proportional to the instability wave number m
and also to the multipolarity of the pump wave (for M>m).

3. STABILIZATION OF LOWER MODE KINK INSTABILITIES BY FEEDBACK
SYSTEMS IN THE R-0 DEVICE

3.1. Introduction

Numerous experimental and theoretical studies on feedback stabilization of
unstable plasmas have been published [5, 6, 13-16]. The stabilization of the
hot-plasma instabilities in toroidal systems requires contactless methods for the
plasma column to be affected. This problem can be solved by placing a system
of appropriately wound coils [15] along the plasma column periphery and connecting
these to control amplifiers. In this case, by varying the amplitude-phase frequency
characteristics (APFC) of the amplifiers, various boundary conditions can be
realized at the surface where the conductors are placed. Experiments with such a
feedback system performed on the R-0 device [5] showed that, with a correct
choice of APFC, the discharge characteristics can be improved and one can work
at lower values of q. If the hot region is surrounded by plasma with relatively low
conductivity, tearing instabilities may arise. To stabilize these, amplifiers with
narrower bandwidth may be used. Experiments on the TO-1 demonstrated
stabilization of an instability that was, in all probability, a tearing mode [6].
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FIG.l. (a) Arrangement of feedback windings on vacuum chamber; (b) block diagram of
feedback system: 1) plasma; 2) 'sine'and'cosine'probe windings; 3) pre-amplifiers;
4) summator; 5) power amplifiers; 6) control windings.

3.2. Experimental device

The experiments were performed in the toroidal R-0 device [5]. The feed-
back stabilization system includes three pairs of helical windings with M = 1,2,3;
N= 1 and six electronic amplifiers with a range of operating frequencies from 0.1
to 1.5 MHz and a maximum loading current of Imax= 15 A. Each pair of windings
consists of 'sine' and 'cosine' windings shifted by an angle of 7r/2 relative to each
other along the torus major azimuth. Figure la shows the winding locations on
the chamber (only "sine" windings are shown), and Fig. lb shows the functional
circuit diagram of the feedback system for a single mode.

Besides the frequency-dependent phase shift A^^co) introduced individually
into each amplifier, the feedback amplifiers have facilities for introducing a
frequency-independent phase shift A^2 which is realized by summing the signals
of the sine and cosine windings.
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3.3. Investigation of kink instability regions

To elucidate the behaviour of the kink instability in stellarators in greater
detail, the discharge behaviour was studied within a wide range of rotational
transform angles. On the whole, the regions of development of instabilities of
various modes are of a type that is predicted by the theory for a parabolic current
distribution in the plasma. As in previous experiments [17], together with the
development of the helical instability with a given wave number m, intense
helical oscillations with m ± 1 were observed simultaneously.

To determine the characteristic frequencies of the instability development,
active diagnostic techniques were applied in the plasma: currents of various
frequencies were passed through the helical windings, and amplitude and phase
of the plasma-reflected signals were recorded. These experiments showed that on
approaching the threshold for instability development, an abrupt change occurred
on the plasma-reflected-signal phase. For m = 2 and our parameters, the phase
shift peak occurred within the frequency range of 600-800 kHz, which corresponds
approximately to the values of Q.^^ for the experimental conditions.

3.4. Stabilization of m = 3, n = l mode; 2 < q < 3

The stabilization experiments study the effect of the feedback system on
the kink instability with varying safety factor q, i.e. in various regions of the
stability diagram. It was found that in the region of m = 3 instability development
a stabilizing effect was observed when the feedback amplifiers with the m = 3
windings were switched on, while for amplifiers with other windings this effect
was not observed (Fig.2). In this case, the instability development threshold is
shifted towards lower values of q. Here, the gain of the feedback amplifiers
Ko defined as the ratio of the control magnetic field at the plasma column
boundary to the magnetic field of the plasma current perturbation was equal
to 0.75-1.0.

Figure 3 shows the traces characterizing the variation in the discharge
behaviour on changing the frequency-independent phase shift A^2 in the feed-
back circuit. For non-optimal phase shift, the instability development restricts
the plasma current (Fig.3a), and m = 3 helical modes appear (Fig.3b). For
optimal phase shift, a growth in current is observed in the plasma (Fig.3c), the
oscillations being of decaying type (Fig.3d).

3.5. Stabilization of m = 2, n = 1 mode; l < q < 2

When the safety factor q decreases, it is necessary to switch on feedback
amplifiers with M = 2 windings. After stabilization, the plasma parameters improve
considerably, magnitude and duration of the plasma current increase, and the
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plasma diamagnetism increases, indicating an improvement of plasma confinement.
Figure 4 gives current traces and values of (nT>, for unstabilized (curves 1) and
stabilized (curves 2) regimes. A stabilizing effect was observed at an amplifier
gain of Ko= 1.0

An experiment was carried out where the stabilizing system was switched off
after the peak current value had been reached (the moment of switch-off is
indicated by an arrow in Fig.5). As a result, the plasma current drops to the
unstabilized value. Thus, the stabilization system not only ensures passage of the
instability development threshold, but also confines the plasma current in a new
stable state, thus avoiding the development of dangerous instabilities.

A characteristic feature of all stabilization experiments was the fact that the
stabilizing effect was only established on introducing a certain phase shift,
Ai££ = Aipi(co) + Aî 2, into the feedback circuit, with the amplifier gains chosen
correctly.

3.6. Stabilization of m = 1, n = lmode; q = l

By further increase of the current, i.e. reduction of the safety factor q, the
plasma current attained the maximum value for the given magnetic fields.

In this region of q, the experiments with the M= 1 feedback system have
been carried out, showing that the M= 1 feedback system does not affect the
discharge parameters in the parameter range where the m = 1 mode has to start.
This situation may be due to a 'non-observable' m = 1, n = 1 mode at q = 1. It is
not excluded either that we are dealing here with an internal mode and another
principle of constructing the feedback stabilization system should be employed.

3.7. Plasma parameters in the stabilized regime

The experiments with feedback systems showed that plasma confinement
was improved in the stabilized regime. The traces in Fig.4b show that in the
stabilized regime a substantial growth of the plasma column energy content
takes place; it increases with time up to the value where J3= 4 X 1CT4 is attained,
which is close to the limiting equilibrium (3 for the R-0 device. Later on, the
plasma column equilibrium is apparently violated, and, as a result, the current
drops in the plasma and <nT) decreases.

The plasma density measured by using a microwave interferometer shows
that the plasma density varies slightly during the discharge, amounting to a value
of 1.0 X1013 cm"3.

The electron temperature in the plasma determined from the conductivity
at Z = 1.5 is Te s= 100 eV, which is close to the temperature found from diamagnetic
measurements on the assumption that the plasma temperature and density are
distributed parabolically along the radius.
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The improvement of plasma confinement is indicated by the rise of the
plasma energy life-time up to 50 jus in the stabilized regime. For comparison, we
note that this time must be 70 jus, according to the accepted scaling law for
tokamaks.

3.8. Conclusions

Thus, experiments carried out to stabilize various m = 1,2,3; n = 1 kink instability
modes, showed that the discharge parameters were improved on stabilizing the
unstable mode dominant in the region given. Stabilization improves the plasma
confinement and, thus, its energy content. Further experiments are required
to study the possibility of stabilizing the m= 1 mode.
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DISCUSSION

K. BOL: You showed us a figure indicating that when the feedback is
turned off the plasma current drops in ~ 5 /xs. That implies very high plasma
resistivity and I wonder whether, in such a situation, the theory for the helical
modes which you described has any relevance.

K.N. STEPANOV: No special measurements were made in the course of
this work to determine the nature of the instability that was being suppressed.
Some of the observed oscillations, with frequencies around 500 kHz, were of
the order of the MHD surface mode frequency, viz. f ~ (l/2n&) CA^A/47rp,
so that one might expect the excitation of a non-resistive mode. It may be that
the increase in plasma resistivity which accompanies the loss of stability will
change our ideas on this subject.
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Abstract

2XIIB PLASMA CONFINEMENT EXPERIMENTS.
This paper discusses results of plasma confinement experiments in the 2XIIB magnetic

mirror device. Experiments attempting to achieve field-reversal using neutral-beam injection
in which the central magnetic field is reduced by 90% but field lines are not closed are reported.
Experiments with different neutral-beam aiming show that at constant beta both electron
temperature and the energy-confinement parameter (nr) increase at larger radius. Finally,
recent improvements in electron temperature and microinstability measurements are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

At the previous I n t e r n a t i o n a l Atomic Energy Agency meeting we^ r e -
ported r e s u l t s from the 2XIIB magnetic-mirror confinement experiment,
which demonstrated tha t the d r i f t - cyc lo t ron loss-cone (DCLC) mode could
be maintained in a quas i l i nea r s t ab le s t a t e , tha t plasma confinement im-
proved with increas ing mean ion energy, and tha t peak be ta g r ea t e r than
unity could be achieved on a x i s . In the l a s t two years we have conducted
fur ther experiments, improved plasma parameters, and made add i t i ona l com-
par isons with theory. Our new work included f i e l d - r e v e r s a l experiments,
large-diameter plasma experiments, and inves t iga t ions of DCLC s t a b i l i -
za t ion and e lec t ron temperature associa ted with the f i e ld - reversed mir-
ror^ and the tandem mirror^ configurat ions being developed as magnetic
mirror reac tor concepts .

The 2X1IB minimum-B yin-yang magnet se t i s normally operated a t
0.67-T cen t r a l f ie ld with a 2:1 mirror r a t i o . A schematic of 2XIIB i s
shown in F ig . 1. Up to 7 MW (500 A equivalent atom cur ren t ) of n e u t r a l
deuterium or 4 MW (380 A) of neu t ra l hydrogen are in jec ted by 12 Lawrence

* This work was performed under the auspices of the US Department of Energy
under Contract No. W-7405-ENG-48.

** Johns Hopkins University.

*** On leave from Association Euratom-CEA, Grenoble, France.
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F/G. 7. The 2XIIB device used for plasma-confinement experiments at Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory.

Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) 20-kV neutral-beam modules.* The plasma is
s tab i l ized by streaming plasma supplied e i the r by deuterium (or hydrogen)
plasma guns or by neutral gas injected near the mirror th roa t . The dura-
tion ol the beams, streams and magnetic field i s 10 ms.

FIELD REVERSAL EXPERIMENTS

Closure of magnetic f ield l ines by plasma diamagnetic currents
Itltll t h ! P° s s l b l l ^y ° f substantial improvement in plasma confinement
relative to open-ended magnetic mirrors. Such magnetic configurations
thlta ^nChrea7 r 1 ? 8 r e l a t i v

8
i s t i c e l~tron bean,s,5,6 reverfed_fieldtneta pinches,' and plasma guns,8

A ,- ^ - P u e v e n t f i e l f" r e v e r s a l experiments were motivated by the unprece-
dented high betas achieved in e a r l i e r experiments. The larges t reduction
of vacuum magnetic-field strength was obtained using tangential neu t r a l -
beamaiming (Fig. 2 a ) , which enhances the axis-enci rc l ing component of
the ion diamagnetic current . We inferred a 90% depression of the on-axis
magnetic field ( f i e ld - reversa l factor , AB/B = 0.9) by approximately 100
kA of c i rcu la t ing ion current . In general beta increases with beam cur-
ren t . We expect further reduction in the magnetic f ield wi l l r e s u l t from
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(a) 3 to
\^ 4 cm

250 AX 14kev\ \
= 3.5MW / i

/ 250 AX 14keV
\ = 3.5 MW

(b)

<250 AX 14keV
= 3.5 MW

(c)

85 A X 14 keV
= 1.2 MW \

165 AX 14keV
= 2.3 MW

165 AX 14keV
= 2.3 MW

\ 8 5 A X 1 4 k e V

= 1.2MW

FIG.2. Beam-aiming configurations shown to scale for (a) field-reversal experiments,
(b) head-on injection experiments, and (c) large-diameter plasma experiments.
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strengths as a function of incident neutral-beam current: (a) Line density and plasma radius;
(b) mean ion energy and electron temperature; (c) peak beta and field-reversal factor, AB/B.
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more intense beam injection or better s tabil izat ion. Since electron cur-
rents tend to cancel the ion diamagnetic currents, we anticipate that a
factor of three increase in neutral-beam current or ion lifetime is re-
quired to achieve a substantial volume of closed field l i n e s . '

Field-reversal experiments were done at two values of vacuum field
strength, B = 0.67 T (mirror ra t io , R = 2.0) and B = 0.435T (R = 1.8),
with the tangential beam-aiming arrangement in Fig. 2a. There were a
number of differences in machine conditions between the low-and high-
field experiments. Scaling of the measured plasma parameters as functions
of injected neutral-beam current, I b is shown in Figs. 3a and 3b for
the two values of vacuum-field strength. Plasma line density increased
with injected beam current. The mean plasma radius R_ and axial length
Lp, defined as the 1/e point of the line-density profiles, was nearly
independent of beam current (R_ = 6.5 cm and L_ = 16 cm). We obtained
these measurements with a multichannel array or neutral-beam attenuation
probes.

Electron temperature, Te, measured by Thomson scattering, increased
linearly to 140 eV with beam current for the high-field data (see Fig.
3b). The scatter of these Te measurements for the low-field data was
believed to be associated with the changing vacuum environment of the
plasma. We obtained the mean ion-energy measurements in Fig. 3b with a
15-channel charge-exchange analyzer. For both experiments the mean ion
energy was independent of beam current. The mean injected-atom energy
for these experiments was estimated from the full- , half-, and third-
energy fractions measured by the LBL group^ and from the acceleration
voltages, giving Eb = 14.1 keV (low field) and Eb = 13.3 keV (high
field).

Figure 3c shows the plasma beta on axis, B = 8 IT n^W^/B2,.^,
and the field-reversal parameter, defined to be the field change on axis,
divided by the vacuum field

AB 1 W o M
B B 2TT D 2 / 2 2\l/2
vac vac R IR + L

(1)

P \ P P /

The parameter M is the bulk plasma diamagnetic moment measured by a
plasma-encircling loop. The relationship between the field change on axis
and externally measured dipole moment is derived for a cylindrical current
sheet with radius Rp and half-length Lp and is a good approximation to
a rigid rotor with Gaussian current-profile JA = en(o)£2r * exp (-r2/RD

2-z2

/Lp2). The scale lengths Rp and Lp, taken from the line-density
profiles, were cross-checked for the low-field data with an array of small
magnetic-loop probes that are close to the plasma surface and that measure
the shape of the plasma—current distribution.

Fig. 3_c shows that 3 increases with Ib reaching 3= 2.3 for the low
field and g= 1.2 for the high field. Since the plasma length is compa-
rable to the diameter, 0 >1 does not imply field reversal. The effect of
finite length and the resulting magnetic-field line curvature is included
in Eq. 1. For the data at B v a c = 0.435 T, AB/Bvac increases approxi-
mately linearly with beam current, reaching an average value AB/Bvac =
0.9 ±0.2 at Ib = 400 A. The data at B v a c = 0.67T increases with beam
current, but reaches a lower value AB/Bvac = 0.6*0.1 at Ib = 500 A.
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FIG.4. Comparison of experimental data with SUPERLA YER particle-stimulation code.

Figure 4 compares experimental results with the "SUPERLAYER" parti-
cle-simulation code' for background stream density of 10̂ -̂  cm~ .̂
The experimental data for Bvac = 0.435T are in reasonable agreement
with the code predictions, since these experiments were more strongly
dominated by electron drag, which is properly treated in the SUPERLAYER
calculations. The high-field data is below the code predictions presuma-
bly because these experiments are more strongly dominated by DCLC - mode
wave diffusion; which is included in SUPERLAYER as a time independent
parameter which was adjusted to match the calculated mean ion energy to
measured values.

In Fig. 5a we plot the ion-energy confinement parameter, nTg. The
mean ion-energy lifetime, "Cg, is defined as the stored energy divided
by the trapped neutral-beam power. According to quasilinear theory, nfg
should init ial ly increase as T | ' ^ since electron-drag losses decrease and
saturates at a limit imposed by the increasing DCLC losses. To support this
interpretation, we found that ion-cyclotron fluctuations increased above
Te = 80 eV where n T]j flattens. Further increases in nr E require
better stabilization, higher ion energy, or larger plasma radius.
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LARGE-RADIUS EXPERIMENTS

To maintain marginal s t a b i l i t y of the DCLC mode in 2XIIB, i t i s nec-
essary to supply a warm streaming plasma. Energy exchange with the e l e c -
trons of th i s unconfined s t a b i l i z i n g plasma wi l l reduce Te and hence the
energy-containment time of the mirror-trapped ions . The minimum warm-
plasma densi ty , nw, that must be supplied is shown in Fig. 6. These
c a l c u l a t i o n s 1 0 are for g= 0 .5 ; a hot-plasma energy Ŵ = 1/2 Mjvjj
= 15 keV; a hole s ize vn/vjj = 0 . 1 ; and a warm-stream energy of VW/VJJ
= 0.05. Simply put , the larger the plasma s ize , Rp, compared with the
ion Larmor rad ius , a£, the smaller the fract ion of warm to hot plasma
necessary for DCLC s t a b i l i t y .

To test the scaling of plasma parameters such as
R_/aj, we ran the 2XIIB experiment with the
configurations shown in Fig. 2. This resulted
from 2 to 6.
Fig. 7.

and n l j with
neutral-beam aiming

in changes of Rp/a£
The plasma size was determined by the measurements shown in

When comparing r e s u l t s a t various values of Rp/a£, we r e s t r i c t e d
the data to those with Gaussian-shaped rad ia l p ro f i l e s with approximately
the same beta ( 0 . 4 ) . We introduced no beta or density cor rec t ions . F ig-
ure 8 shows that both Te (averaged over several shots) and nTg in -

ih l l f R/ Th i h l f T de

crease with larger values of
The higher values of Te and nTE,
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discussed in the field-reversal section, were obtained at higher values of
beta. These values were unattainable at the larger radii since the beam
power had to fi l l a larger volume.

J.U \~UUip<3i.(= LUC CAJ /Cl l l IKl lLd l ICSUILO U JL C J-g. O WJ.LU Lt

linear theory, we note that,the experimental points lie ir
Fig. 6 where nw/n «(Rp/a^) . The electron temperature t

To compare the experimental results of Fig. 8 with the DCLC quasi-
in the domain of
has been calcu-

lated by equating the^heating from ion-electron collisions to the electron
power loss (which is assumed to be proportional to stream current times
Te). In this case Te «(Rp/a i)l/3 a n d nT£ °= T|/2 ^ (R p / a i ) l /2> the
measured electron temperatures have such an Rp/a£ dependence but are
about 30% below the optimum theoretical value of Te. One source of
this difference is thought to be the poor energy-distribution match
between the actual and optimum streaming plasma being supplied to the
hot plasma.
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DISCUSSION

In addition to the field-reversal and large-radius experiments dis-
cussed in previous sections we made a number of fundamental mirror
physics measurements relating to DCLC-mode stabilization, DCLC-mode
properties, and electron temperature.

Stabilization of the DCLC mode is studied by measuring the stream
current with a gridded electrostatic analyzer. The stream current trans-
mitted through the plasma varies during a shot to as low as the minimum
value calculated*! to stabilize the DCLC mode and follows the theoreti-
cal scaling with plasma density, ion energy, and electron temperature.

Frequency and azimuthal wavelength measurements of ion-cyclotron
oscillations were found to have the characteristics of the DCLC mode-̂
Radial rf profile mesurements were made with a multi-tip rf probe outside
the mirror cell . This measurement revealed that the DCLC mode had a
large radial extent and a single, narrow frequency peak that was the
same at all radial positions. The frequency is near the beta-corrected
ion-cyclotron frequency at the center.

We increased electron temperature to 140 eV by (a) relocation of
streaming-plasma guns and gas-box baffles, (b) increased neutral-beam
power, and (c) improvements in vacuum-wall surface conditions. These
temperatures were well above those possible if classical thermal
conduction is a dominant process. Langmuir-probe measurements external
to the mirrors indicated a lower electron-temperature in the ends com-
pared to the center and a rather complex axial temperature profile. A
Monte Carlo electron code^^ was used to show that such profiles could
be calculated.

In summary, field-reversal experiments reached field-reversal
factors up to AB/B = 0.9. The large-radius experiments demonstrated
improved mirror confinement by size scaling.

Further progress on 2XIIB will rely on improving stabilization tech-
niques that simultaneously increase electron temperature and reduce fluc-
tuation losses. An electron-heating technique demonstrated by Ioffe^
and at MIT̂ ^ £s being investigated on the more energetic 2XIIB plasma.
The Tandem Mirror Experiment (TUX),!** which will begin operation later
this year, has provisions for additional and higher energy neutral-beams.
TMX is expected to be better stabilized and to have higher electron tem-
perature, since i t is stabilized from the solenoid.
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DISCUSSION

T. KAWABE: Have you made any direct measurement of potential in the
mirror as a function of the electron temperature?

T.C. SIMONEN: No, but we have made measurements which indicate that
the stream current transmitted through 2XIIB decreases as the electron temperature
increases.

D.D. RYUTOV: Did you observe any high-frequency plasma activity in

the large-radius experiment? And what is the amplitude of the ion-cyclotron

oscillations?

T.C. SIMONEN: We have observed ion-cyclotron fluctuations; their

amplitude is in the 50-V range.
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Abstract

RF PLUGGING OF LASER-PRODUCED PLASMA IN A CUSP FIELD.
The RF plugging scheme is applied to confine a laser-produced plasma from a polyethylene

target in a spindle cusp field (TPD-III). All the cusp ends are plugged by RF fields, electrostatic
mode at line cusp and electromagnetic mode at point cusps. Dependence of the plugging effect
on the RF voltages (0-3 kV) and the frequencies (around the local ion cyclotron frequencies)
is systematically investigated. Particle confinement time is directly obtained from the density
decay at the centre of the confinement region. The RF plugs can evidently increase the particle
confinement time by a factor of 5 (from 19 ̂ s without RF to 95 /us with RF), for a plasma in
the regime of density 6—3 X 1013 cm"3 and ion temperature 35 —15 eV. The application of
RF fields results in a fourfold increase in ion temperature. Energy confinement time is also
measured and a sizeable improvement is found for the RF plugged plasma.

1. INTRODUCTION

A series of experiments on radio-frequency plugging of plasma in a

cusp or a mirror field has been carried out at IPP, Nagoya. Ion loss flux

from the line cusp was remarkably reduced by an application of rf electric

field in the line cusp region and a scaling relation for line cusp plugging
O 1 J *7

was obtained in the plasma density range from 10 to 3x10 cm [1]. For
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a mirror plugging, decrease of loss flux was observed when an rf electro-

magnetic field was applied to plasma at the mirror throat by type-IE coil

[2]. It was effective in the plasma density up to 10 cm" . Since the

plasma at the mirror throat has similar features to that at the point cusp,

type-ni coil is expected to be suitable for point cusp plugging as well.

In the previous experiment, plasma was injected into the confinement

region along the magnetic field. The effectiveness of rf plugging has

been evaluated by the relative ion loss flux which is defined as the ion

loss flux with rf plug normalized by that without rf plug.

In this experiment, we confirm that the reduction of loss flux is

equivalent to the improvement of the particle confinement time. The

confinement time is measured directly. The plasma is produced instan-

taneously at the center of the cusp field by laser irradiation. All

the cusp ends are plugged,in contrast to the previous experiments.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

This experiment is carried out on TPD-m (Fig.l). The cusp magnetic

field is adopted. The distances between the null point of the cusp field and

the positions of maximum magnetic field are 25 cm for the line cusp and

37 cm for the point cusp, and the magnetic field strengths for them are

3.2 kG and 7.7 kG, respectively. The base pressure in the confinement

region is less than 3x10" torr.

The plasma is produced at the null point of the cusp field by glass

laser irradiation (50-70 J, 20 ns, focus spot size of 500 ym) of a fixed

polyethylene target, 50 pm in diameter. The target is sustained by a

glass stem. The plasma loss to the stem is experimentally confirmed to be

negligible by measuring the decay time with an additional stem. Plasma

parameters are obtained by a 70-GHz microwave interferometer, double

probes, diamagnetic loops, a monochromator and multi-grid energy analysers,
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FIG.I. Schematic drawings of TPD-IIIand diagnostic tools.
fa) Side view. A type-Ill RF coil is set at each point cusp and RF electrodes are set up at the
line cusp, (b) Front view.

installed as shown in Fig.l. Plasma diameter is measured by an 8-channel

comb-type ion collector placed just outside the point cusp. Plasma loss

fluxes from the line and the point cusps are observed by the multi-grid

energy analysers.

The rf electrodes, a pair of parallel plates which have outer diameter

50 cm and inner diameter 34 cm, are set at the line cusp with a separation

of 4 cm. A type-UI coil which has inner diameter of 5 cm and length of 10

cm is placed for each point cusp.

The rf oscillator for the line cusp plug has an output power of 100

kW with 2 ms duration. The frequency can be varied from 4.7 fflz to 7.5

and is higher than the local ion cyclotron frequency of hydrogen, to ,
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FIG.2. Frequency dependences of particle confinement time: (a) for point cusp plugging of
Vp = 1.5 kVand VL = 0; (b) for line cusp plugging of VL = 0.5 kV and Vp = 0.
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FIG.3. Time variations of relative ion loss flux to line and point cusps: (a) for point cusp
plugging of Vp -2.2 kV and VL = 0; (b) for line cusp plugging of VL = 1.4 kV and Vp = 0.

under the electrodes. The rf power for two type-Hi coils i s fed from a

500-kW rf oscillator, the frequency of which is fixed at 6.25 NHz and is

lower than the local ion cyclotron frequency of hydrogen, co . Since a

polyethylene target is used, the plasma is composed of hydrogen and carbon

ions. We tune rf frequency to near the ion cyclotron frequency of

hydrogen. The interaction between rf field and carbon ions is probably

small [3].
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

After laser irradiation, the plasma expands, fills up the cusp field

within a microsecond and escapes gradually through the cusp ends. Atten-

tion is paid to this escaping stage. The typical plasma parameters from

5 us to 20 us after the laser irradiation with no rf field are: the

electron density n = (6-3) x 10 cm" , the ion temperature 7^Q = 35-15 eV,

the electron temperature T =15-6 eV, the particle confinement time T =

20 us and the energy confinement time T £ = 2.5-13 us. Particle confine-

ment time is determined by the density decay measured at the confinement

region and energy confinement time by the variation of the diamagnetic

signal.

For the point cusp plugging, particle confinement time, T, is measured

as a function of the magnetic field strength with a fixed frequency, u>/2ir

= 6.25 MHz, with no application of line cusp plugging. The optimum value
p

of u/ioc is determined to be 0.6 when the applied rf voltage to type-lH

coils, Vp, is 1.5 kV as shown in Fig.2(a). For the line cusp plugging, T

is measured for various rf frequencies with a fixed magnetic field strength.

As shown in Fig.2(b), the optimum frequency is 1.6 w under the condition

of constant rf voltage (V, = 0.5 W ) . These features agree with the

previous experimental results [1,2].

Figure 3(a) shows the loss fluxes through the line and the point cusp

when the rf field is applied only to the point cusp. The decrease in the

point cusp loss and the increase in the line cusp loss are observed,

reproducing the results obtained previously [1,2]. Similarly Fig.3(b)

shows the loss fluxes when the rf field is applied only to the line cusp.

The decrease in the line cusp loss and the increase in the point cusp loss

are observed. Based on these results, we now apply the rf fields to all

the cusp ends with their optimum frequencies given in Fig.2(a) and (t>).

The time variations of the plasma density with and without rf field are
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'£
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FIG.4. Time variations of the electron density in the case of Fp = VL = 3 kV (o) and without
RF plugging (A).

FIG.5. Contour map ofr/To in Vp-VL plane: the broken line indicates that the ridge and dots
are the measuring points.

shown in Fig.4. The particle confinement time, T, is 95 ys with rf field,

while it is 19 ys without rf field. This improvement in particle confine-

ment is brought about with rf field tuned for hydrogen ions. Considering

that carbon ions are left free from rf field, the plugging of hydrogen

ions is possibly more effective.
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3.0

FJG.6. Contour map of T-JTi0 in Vp-VL plane: dots are the measuring points.

The confinement time is a function of VD and VT. The contour lines

of T/T in Vp-V. plane are shown in Fig.5. It can be read from this figure

that, increasing V p and V. along the broken line, we will have a higher value

of T/T . If V. is increased with constant VD, the value T/T passes its

peak and decreases, and if V p is increased with constant V., the same

situation occurs. The decrease of T/T Q by unbalanced increases of

Vp or V. is due to ion heating by rf field; it is known that rf plugging is

accompanied by ion heating [1,2]. The ion temperature is actually

observed and found to be a monotonic increasing function of V p and V..

Figure 6 shows the contour map of T./T- in V^-V, plane. When V_ = 3 kV
X 10 r if r

and V, = 3 kV, the ion temperature is found to be four times higher than

that without rf field.

Figure 7(a) shows the decay curves of the signal of the diamagnetic

loop with and without rf field. The slow decay when# the rf field is

applied represents partly the improvement of energy confinement and partly
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F/C 7. (a) Decay curves of the diamagnetic signal with (o) and without (&) RF plugging,
(bj Time variation of the energy confinement time with RF plugging normalized by that
without RF plugging.

the heating of the plasma. We separate these effects and estimate the

energy confinement time T E by following equations:

Q - de/dt

with

(2)

where e is the total energy of the plasma confined in the cusp field and

Q is the rf power fed into the plasma. We calculate Eq.(2) from the data

of the diamagnetic loop and the density profile measured with the double

probe. We measure Q with a directional coupler, subtracting the reflected

power from the incident power. Substituting these values into Eq.(l), we

get the energy confinement time at each moment [see Fig.7(b)]. We conclude

from this figure the energy confinement time is improved,as well as the

particle confinement time,by the application of the rf field.
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

It is verified that the reduction of loss flux through the cusp ends'

gives an increase of confinement time in a plasma produced at the null

point of the cusp by laser irradiation. By application of rf field to all

the cusp ends, T / T Q becomes five for a plasma whose density is 5
x10 cm .

The rf plugging is accompanied by ion heating: ion temperature of 15 eV

is raised up to 60 eV by rf fields of 3 kV. The particle confinement time

in a cusp field is inversely proportional to the ion temperature. If this

effect is taken into account, the present result may be equivalent to an

increase in T/T by a factor of twenty. The energy confinement time of the

rf plugged plasma is measured and it is found also to be improved by rf

plugging. The directly measured value of T/T agrees with that derived

from the measured loss flux reduction. Longer confinement time is obtained

by increasing the rf field, where the rf field strength at the line and the

point cusp must have a certain relation in order to keep a balance between

the plugging effect and the heating effect.'

The RFC-XX device, which is three times as large as the present TPD-H in

linear dimension and equipped with line cusp field of 20 kG and 1 MW rf

oscillators, has been constructed. It is expected to give much longer

confinement time and to make clear the relation between rf plugging and

rf heating.
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DISCUSSION

D.E. BALDWIN: You quoted densities of 5 X 1013 cm"3. Did these occur
at the field null or under the cusps? And how great was the density decrease
from the centre to the cusp region?

T. SATO: We measured the electron density in the field null region. In the
cusp region the density decreases to 10% of that at the field null point.

B.C. GREGORY: I have three questions concerning the power flow from
the RF power supplies to the plasma. First, how much power is absorbed by the
plasma?

T. SATO: The RF power input to the plasma is 5 to 10 kW.
B.C. GREGORY: And does it all couple into ion heating?
T. SATO: Yes, virtually all the RF power is absorbed by the ions.
B.C. GREGORY: The RF voltages are high, so I wonder whether you have

noticed local arcs or discharges in the RF electrode region. Or is the magnetic
field insulation adequate for the voltages you apply?

T. SATO: There is no local arc in the RF plug region. We have occasionally
observed an RF discharge which produces little increase in density. However,
there are no serious problems in the application of the RF fields.
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Abstract

TRANSVERSE PARTICLE LOSSES IN AXIALLY ASYMMETRICAL OPEN TRAPS.
The effect of axial asymmetry of the magnetic field on transverse plasma losses from

traps with improved longitudinal confinement is discussed in this paper. The role of these
losses is characterized by the angle of rotation A^ of the guiding centre of the particle around
the magnetic axis during motion of the particle from mirror to mirror. The transport regimes
are classified as a function of the angle A\p • Corresponding analytical estimates of the transport
coefficients are presented. - A stochastic instability leading to collisionless diffusion due to
field perturbation as a result of slight misalignments in the magnetic system was studied
experimentally in terms of a specially constructed electron model in which the electrons
moved in longitudinal magnetic and radial electric fields. - Resonance and stochastic
diffusion were also investigated numerically in terms of a special model. The numerical results
are in satisfactory agreement with simple analytical estimates for the instability boundary and
diffusion rate under the joint effects of resonances and multiple scattering.

1. INTRODUCTION

The recently proposed multi-mirror [1] and ambipolar [2] traps as well as
traps with reverse magnetic field [3] permit a reduction of particle losses along
the magnetic field and a significant increase in the plasma life-time compared to
the ion scattering time. Consideration of transverse plasma losses from the trap
may be significant in this case. The possible effect of an axial magnetic-field
asymmetry on these losses is discussed in the paper (it is proposed that an
asymmetrical field be used to provide MHD-stability in some variants of the
devices mentioned above (see Fig. 1).

We shall assume that the electric and magnetic fields are static and vary
smoothly in space, which allows us to regard the total energy Sand the magnetic
moment ti of the particle as conserved quantities.

As was noted in Ref. [4], an important parameter characterizing the particle
motion in the devices in question is the torsion angle Ai// of the particle around
the magnetic axis of the system during motion from mirror to mirror, A\p = 7r£2/J2||,

411
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FIG.I. Magnetic-field configuration in devices with improved longitudinal confinement:
a) ambipolar trap; the characteristic feature of this system is in the presence of a long axially
symmetric section in the central mirror system; bj fragment of multi-mirror trap with axially
asymmetric field improving MHD plasma stability; cj trap with reversed field; since the region
with closed magnetic surfaces is "submerged" in the axially asymmetric field, the magnetic field
in this region has no axial symmetry either, in general.

where £2 and S2| are the azimuthal drift and the longitudinal oscillation frequencies,
respectively.

The longitudinal invariant I is also conserved for Ai// < 1, in addition to £
and ju. If & and ix and the initial position of the particle are given, the condition
I = const determines the drift envelope described by the particle trajectory.

The drift envelope may be characterized unambiguously by the shape of its
cross-section in the equatorial plane of the trap (Fig. 1). Introducing a polar
co-ordinate system r, ij/ in this plane, we may write I = I(£, /*, r, \jj).
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FIG.2. Cross-section of drift surfaces in equatorial plane of trap for particles starting at
point r0, \p0 with different values of £ and fjt. Trajectories 1 and 2 correspond to transient
particles and trajectory 3 to a trapped particle.

It is essential that the drift envelopes are, in general, different (Fig. 2) for
particles with different values of & and n, starting at the same point (r0, TJJ0).

This peculiarity, which is typical for axially asymmetrical systems, may be a
source of increased transverse plasma losses from the trap. In fact, since the
parameters & and fx vary owing to particle collisions, the particle may jump
from one drift envelope to another and finally impinge on the chamber wall.
Since the divergence Ar of the drift envelopes (Fig. 2) may be much greater than
the Lairnor radius, these losses may be much greater than classical. The situation
is similar here to that prevailing in neoclassical transport mechanisms in toroidal
systems [5]. However, unlike the latter, the absence of an additional additive
integral of motion makes diffusion possible owing to collisions of particles of
the same kind. In this case, electron diffusion is faster than ion diffusion in
view of the higher collision frequency in most practically interesting cases. From
the condition of quasi-neutrality, this means that plasma losses are actually
determined by the slower ion diffusion. Therefore, we shall be talking particularly
about ions throughout the paper. A summary of the results of the theory for the
case when At// < 1 is presented in Section 2.

Let us now turn to the situation with At// > 1, typical for long traps. In this
case, I is no longer an integral of motion, but diffusion is mainly determined by
"resonance" particles for which A\p/w = £2/£2 n = C/k, where £ and k are natural
numbers. These particles undergo the greatest radial displacements. Diffusion
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of resonance particles along the radius occurs as a result of collisions in this case
(similar to neoclassical diffusion discussed above). The corresponding calculations
are presented in Section 3. A simple homogeneous model of resonance diffusion
is described in Section 4, and the results of numerical experiments with this
model are presented.

An overlap of resonances and a stochastic instability of motion leading to
radial diffusion even with total absence of collisions (see, e.g. Ref. [6]), occur
at still higher values of Ai/i when the amplitude of radial displacements of the
resonance particle exceeds the distance between adjacent resonances. Finally,
experiments on transverse diffusion in this mode, conducted on the electron
model, are described in Section 5.

Let us point out in concluding this section what values of A\p are typical
for different traps. In ordinary short traps and in the case of a multi-mirror trap,
A^ < 1. In long traps with reverse field and in the central mirror system of an
ambipolar trap, At// > 1 for ions, A\j/ < 1 for electrons, and Ai// > 1 for alpha-
particles.

2. NEOCLASSICAL DIFFUSION

In this section, a qualitative classification of different diffusion regimes for
A^ ^ 1 is presented. Detailed calculations may be found in [7].

Let us introduce

2ff

J =<D

and let us assume that I = Io + 51, where, obviously, (51) = 0. The quality of the
trap with respect to the effect indicated above is determined by the parameter
a s 6I/I0. In traps with improved longitudinal confinement, there should
obviously be a < 1 (otherwise, there would be Ar ~ R, and the plasma life-time
could not exceed the ion scattering time r,).

The condition of conservation of I permits us to find the shape of the drift
surface cross-section in the equatorial plane of the trap, r(i//, &, y) (the particle
trajectory in the r, \j/ plane). By using the smallness of 51, it is easy to find
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The typical trajectories described by this equation are shown in Fig. 2 (curves 1
and 2); they are closed, bypassing the magnetic axis of the system (the particles
moving along these trajectories will be called transient particles below). The
order of magnitude of the 'range' occupied by the drift surface, 8r = rm a x - rmin,
is equal to aR.

Formula (1) becomes invalid when the derivative 3I0 /9r vanishes. For these
particles, finding the shape of the trajectories in the r, i> plane requires expansion
of Io in the deviation r - (r>, with an accuracy of up to second-order terms of
smallness. As it turns out, banana-shaped trajectories localized on one side of
the system axis appear in this case (the corresponding particles are called trapped
below). The typical 'range' of the banana trajectories is 5rban ~ a1'2 R. If the
period of transient-particle motion is denoted by rd (the drift time around the
axis of the system), the period of motion along the trajectory for trapped
particles is rb a n ~ a~1/2rd.

a2 • "I'd

FIG.3. Dependence of diffusion coefficient D on ion collision frequency in neoclassical
regime.

Although the fraction of trapped particles is small (of the order of a1/2) it
is these particles that determine the rate of transport under certain conditions.
The situation here is similar to that described by the neoclassical theory of
transport processes in toroidal systems [5].1 Specifically, if the effective frequency
of collisions, via~i, which transform trapped particles into transient ones, is small
compared to Tban, the analogue of a 'banana' regime with a diffusion coefficient
D proportional to the collision frequency (Fig.3) appears. At higher values of
j'i, the diffusion coefficient is independent of v^ (.plateau regime) and, finally, at
"i ' > 7d1 > a regime is realized in which trapped particles are irrelevant. The
diffusion coefficient drops as v71, in this case. Also possible is a case where
9I0/dr does not vanish anywhere and there are no trapped particles in the trap.

Similar effects were discussed in Ref. [8] for a system of toroidally connected mirrors.
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Then, at vi < r d ' , a regime is established in which diffusion is determined by the
transient particles. This regime is called that of rotational diffusion in Ref.[7].

3. RESONANCE DIFFUSION

In the case of A\pii 1, the particle motion in the trap may be investigated
by considering the passage of the particle through the equatorial plane of the
trap. The law of motion is then given by the transformation relating the polar
co-ordinates r, \p to their values r, \p in the preceding step. The radial displace-
ment of the particle, A = r - r, is determined by drifts in the asymmetrical mirror
and is a function of the co-ordinates r, i// and the parameters &, ju. It turns out
that the expression A= a(r, 8, n) cos 2$, where \p denotes the azimuthal angle
of flight into the mirror, calculated from its plane of symmetry, is valid for A
near the axis of the trap. Taking into account that opposite mirrors are rotated
by 90°, we can easily write down the desired transformations relating r, \p and
r, i// [9]. It is convenient, in this case, to fix each second particle transit through
the equatorial plane:

acos2f i/' + ~Ai//)-acos2 lip+~Aip), ip= ip + 2A^ (3)

For the bulk of the particles, the magnitude of the radial displacements
described by transformations (3) is, by order of magnitude, equal to a. An
exception are those particles for which the value of A^ (r, &, //) is close to
k7r/2, where k assumes odd values, k = 1,3, 5 . . . On the assumption that
\Aip - k7r/2| < 1, double use of transformation (3) leads both to small variations
in r and to small variations in 4> (with an accuracy of up to the insignificant term
2k7r). Therefore, we may turn from discrete transformations to differential
equations for velocities f, î :

a(rk,S,iU) — . r - r k

r= (-D 2 sin 2*. 0 = - j — - *'(rk ,a,M) (4)

where t\\ is the time of flight of the particle through the trap, rk = rk(£, /x) is
the resonance radius determined from the equation A^(rk, &,ju) = k7r/2 and
t//' = 9A\b/dr. Equations (4) can be integrated elementarily and yield the shape
of particle trajectories in the r, \p plane. Specifically, banana-shaped trajectories
and trajectories bypassing the magnetic axis of the system are again found here.
The characteristic magnitude of the radial displacements of the resonance
particles is equal to |a/t//|1/2.
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The well known law of motion of the resonance particles allows us to write
down a kinetic equation describing the evolution of their distribution function.
Solving it, we can calculate the transport coefficients in the resonance regime [9].
The qualitative dependence of the diffusion coefficient on v± is presented in
Fig. 4. Here, we can again distinguish a resonance banana regime with linear
dependence of D on v-r and a plateau regime.

//I 2 V-X,

FIG.4. Dependence of diffusion coefficient D on ion collision frequency in resonance regime.

As can be seen from Fig. 4, the maximum diffusion coefficient is reached
in the plateau region in the resonance regime. We present an expression for it
here, obtained under some simplifying assumptions, i.e. it was assumed in the
derivation that the azimuthal drift is only caused by the electric field; a
collision term for scattering from fixed Coulomb centres was used and the
particle distribution function was taken to be proportional to 6 (v - v0):

Here v0 is the particle velocity, iH = cE/Br is the angular drift velocity, the
resonance value of n is determined from the condition fx = (mvo/2B)
X [1 - (2L£2/k7rv0)

2], and the value of displacement a is calculated for a particle
with a resonance value of 11. The summation is carried out over odd values of
k higher than 2L£l/n\0.

4. THE HOMOGENEOUS MODE OF RESONANCE DIFFUSION

Let us consider another method of estimating the transverse diffusion
coefficient in a trap, in which the particle motion may approximately be described
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by a transformation of type (3). Let us first note that it may be re-written in the
form:

F=r+acos2i/r ; \jj = \jj + A\p + - (6)

where the azimuthal angle of flight into the mirror, \fr, is calculated from the
plane of symmetry of each of the mirrors rotated with respect to each other
through an angle n/2 (see Section 3). We shall now linearize this transformation
in r in the neighbourhood of the resonance value of r = rk and take into account,
also in the linear approximation, the random variations in A\p and also in t/> due
to multiple scattering. As a result, we find the transformation:

q = q + —•—; p = p + K cos0; 0 = 0 + p + q (7)
VT

where <p= 2\p; p = 2(r - rk) (9Ai///9r); £ is a random variable with <£> = 0;
<£2> = 1; T is the number of flights during which the mean square variation of
the phase <t> due to scattering is equal to one, and K = 2a(3Ai^/9r) is a resonance
overlap parameter [6,10].

The homogeneous model (7) describes the diffusion process locally in a
small neighbourhood, Ar < r; Av < v; and Ad < 1. The average (over p)
resonance diffusion coefficient of the system (7) satisfies the scale relation
<D>/K2 = f(s) for K < 1 and r > 1 and is described by the expression

where N is the number of iterations (time of motion). <D> may be calculated
analytically in both limits (S > 1 and S < 1). For S > 1, the resonance particles
(inside the resonance separatrix) diffuse together with the resonance:
p k = 27rk - q (see relations (7)) (banana diffusion regime). For S < 1, the diffusion
rate reaches a maximum value of Dpi = K2/2, corresponding to random and
independent values of the phase <j> (plateau regime). The correlations between
successive values of <j> are destroyed upon averaging over p. In the intermediate
range of S ~ 1, expression (8) is the simplest interpolation between both limits.
It is convenient in that the inverse diffusion rates, and also the particle life-times,
are additive:

<D> Dpl Db a n
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FIG.5. Diffusion rate D for homogeneous model (Section 4): Dots: result of numerical
calculation of transformation (7); curve: theoretical function (8); K: resonance overlap
parameter; T: phase "drift" time (number of transits) due to multiple scattering.

For K > 1, the diffusion rate has a maximum value Dpj independent of r,
because of resonance overlapping (see, e.g. Refs [6, 10]). With due account of
scattering, the range of maximum diffusion may be significantly larger (S < 1).

The results of a numerical calculation of the diffusion rate in the homo-
geneous model are presented in Fig. 5. The diffusive nature of the process was
checked by comparing the values of D for four time segments on each trajectory
of system (7). The following values of the parameters were used in the calculation:
K= 0.001 - 0 . 2 5 ; r = 0.36 - 16 600; and N = 4000 - 80 000. Each value of
D was found in Fig. 5 by averaging over several (10 -100) trajectories with
different initial conditions (p0, 0O). The mean ratio of the numerical values of
D to the theoretical values (8) is equal to 1.05 for all points in Fig. 5.

The value of the radial diffusion coefficient D(r) for the initial transformation
(3) or (6) may be found by averaging expression (8) over 0 and v, on which the
parameters a and Ai// (6) and also the parameters K and r(7) a depend.

5. THE ELECTRON MODEL

5.1. Experiment

A SEM (stochastic electron model) device was designed for experimental
study of the transverse losses in long traps with radial electric field. The device
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FIG.6. SEM experimental device: lj metal vacuum chamber; 2) filament; 3) solenoid coil;
4) sectional collector; 5) electrostatic mirror with grid; 6) electron gun cathode; 7) electron
gun anode (also trapping blocking electrode). Numbering and arrangement of collector sections
shown in upper part of figure (left).

is shown in Fig. 6. Electrons with energies of 50-100 eV are injected parallel
to the axis of the trap at a radius of r0 = 15 mm and are trapped by two electro-
static mirrors located at a distance of 2 = 180 cm from one another. The
electrons are dumped onto a sectional collector (Fig. 6) within a certain time
after injection (confinement time). The number of electrons in different zones
of the trap is proportional at this moment to the current to the corresponding
sections of the collector. The radial electric field was created by a thin filament
stretched along the axis of the trap. The voltage on the filament Vb varied
within a range of ± 500 V. The magnetic field was Bo ** 170 G. The electron
flight time between the mirrors was 11| — 0.3 jus. The residual-gas pressure was
approximately 6 X 10~8 torr.

It was initially proposed to install an asymmetrical magnetic mirror on one
end of the trap. However, the first experiments conducted without a magnetic
trap, i.e. in a seemingly axially symmetrical system, showed that strong diffusion
leading to a decrease of the electron life-time by more than one order of magni-
tude occurred at a torsion angle of |A^| ^ 1. This result, unexpected at first
glance, drew our attention to the problem of estimating the required accuracy
of producing the magnetic field of long open traps. Therefore, we subsequently
decided to concentrate on a study of this problem.

The main results of the experiments are presented in Figs 7 and 8 and in
Tables I and II. A typical example of the dependence of the total current I (to
all sections of the collector) on the confinement time measured in the number
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1000 2000 N

FIG. 7. Current to collector (all section joined together) versus confinement time. Current
is expressed in relative units and confinement time in number of electron transits:
S\\p(ro = 2.03 (first minimum of current in Fig. 8); *•. . . 8,0= 100 eV; • . . . £ 0 = 50eV.

FIGS. Current (in relative units) to different sections of collector versus torsion angle Ai//
for &0 = 100 e V and electron confinement time of 100 [is: curve 1) sections 1-5 joined
together; curve 2) sections 6-7 joined together (signal amplified tenfold is shown); curve 3)
internal section (signal also amplified tenfold).

of flights (N) for two values of nominal (at V(, = 0) electron energy (So) and
torsion angle on the gun radius of A^(r0) = 2.05 is shown in Fig. 7. The
characteristic feature of this dependence is the existence of two components:
a short-lived component with half-life of Ni = 60 flights and a long-lived compo-
nent with N2 *= 1500. The latter is comparable (although appreciably less than)
to the electron life-time in the trap due to scattering from the residual gas (see
Table I). In the considered case the fraction of the long-lived component is
s=0.20.
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TABLE I. DEPENDENCE OF ELECTRON LIFE-TIME IN THE TRAP ON
THE TORSION ANGLE

-1.32

-1.73

-2.03

-2.62

-3.03

-3.33

-4.74

-6.03

-12.2

-14.2

V b < 0 ;

s

1.0

0.45

0.20

0.38

0.67

0.38

0

0

0

0

&o= 100eV

-

61

60

87

227

195

155

111

113

131

N2

3900

1800

1500

2460

2300

2100

-

-

-

-

Ai//

1.60

1.90

2.07

2.21

2.63

3.06

3.77

4.50

5.28

6.64

Vb>0;

s

1.0

0.53

0

0

0.50

1.03

0.27

0

0

0

S o= 100eV

-

96

45

12

192

-

490

191

177

332

N2

4200

2400

-

-

2900

2950

2860

-

-

-

The dependence of the life-times N t and N2 and of the fraction s on A»//(r0)
is presented in Table I for £0 = 100 eV and for both signs of Vb(A^). The first
line of the table corresponds to the boundary of the instability (Ai//cr = - 1.32
for Vb < 0 and Ai//Cr = 1.60 for Vb > 0). For lower values of |Ai//|, the electron
life-time is independent of A\p and is determined by the scattering from the
residual gas.

The complex nature of the electron motion in the transient region with
respect to Ai// near the instability boundary can be seen from the data of Table I.
The life-time remains approximately constant and s = 0 for large torsion angles

The structure of electron diffusion is more clearly seen in Fig. 8, where the
currents to different sections of the collector are presented as a function of Ai//
for &0 = 100 eV and a confinement time of 100 ps (N ~ 300). The instability
boundary, two minimum values of current (and, accordingly, of the life-time)
and one maximum are cle&rly visible. Despite the seeming complexity and
confusion of the observed processes, the experimental data are explained
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TABLE II. PERTURBATION AMPLITUDES d (mm) FOR TYPICAL VALUES
OF A(//(r0) (

m parentheses, see Fig. 8)

Nominal electron energy
(A* = 0)

Stability boundary on gun radius
K(r0) = 1

Stability boundary on aperture radius,
K( r a )=l

Outer edge of first resonance on gun
radius r0) first minimum of N]

Outer edge of first resonance on aperture
radius ra, second minimum of Nj

Centre of first resonance on gun radius r0,
maximum of Ni

Average life-time of Nj for |Ai^| > 1

lOOeV
(Ai// > 0)

1.17
(1.60)

-

0.95
(2.10)

-

(3.05)

0.99

lOOeV
(A i// < 0)

1.43
(-1.32)

2.63
(-6.10)

1.10
(-2.22)

3.17
(-7.27)

(3.05)

1.32

50 eV
(Ai// < 0)

2.09
(-0.90)

3.47
(-4.77)

0.95
(-2.11)

2.96
(-6.25)

(2.89)

-

comparatively simply and naturally by the stochastic-instability theory for the
case of overlapping of non-linear resonances, to which we shall now turn our
attention.

5.2. Theory

Let us proceed from the following approximate equations of electron
motion in a magnetic trap with a radial electric field:

7rnz

(10)

Here z is the co-ordinate along the trap axis; t// is the azimuthal angle; S. is the
distance between mirrors equal to the spatial half-period of the perturbation;
and An and a n are the amplitudes and phases of the spiral perturbation harmonics.
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The system of first-approximation resonances is shown in Fig. 9, where it is
assumed, for simplicity, that all an = 0 (An > 0). The condition of resonance
on the n-th perturbation harmonic has the form: S2(r) = 7rnv/l or:
A\i/(r) = nty = 7m. Since Q, ~ l / r 2 in the electric field of a thin filament, the
resonance radii rn decrease as n(rn = rj\/n) increases, while the resonance
density increases for r -*• 0. Therefore, there is always a stochastic zone near
the filament (the resonance overlap zone) which is propagated over greater radii
as |Ai//| increases.

FIG. 9. Resonance arrangement for electron model (Section 5): n . . . number of perturbation
harmonic (10); p . . . resonance width (its separatrixj; resonance values of radius shown by
the dashed line.

The width of a separate non-linear resonance pn (Fig. 9) is given by

s8dr
(11)

where dn= Ant|| is the new amplitude of the perturbation harmonic, equal to
the maximum radial electron displacement in the resonance during a single flight.
The resonance overlap parameter is

(12)

where Ar is the distance between adjacent resonances and the factor 2.5 takes
into account the effect of higher-approximation resonances [10,11 ]. The last
equality in expression (12) determines the stability boundary [6, 7].

For K > 1, the diffusion rate is maximum (see Section 4): D(r)
while the life-time of the short-lived component may be estimated as

N,
r2o

t||D(r0)
(13)
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The appearance of the long-lived component is explained by the fact that
the centre of the first resonance remains intact near the stability boundary
(K(r0) > 1) [10], i.e. the stochastic component does not penetrate this zone.
The maximum fraction of the long-lived (stable) component, therefore, corre-
sponds to |At//(ro)| = 7r when the centre of the first resonance is located precisely
on the gun radius r0 (see Table II).

The minimum of the life-time Nj (the first in Fig. 8) corresponds to a
somewhat lesser value of |At//(ro)l when the outer edge of the first resonance
(its separatrix) is located on the gun radius. In this case, the electrons are
quickly transported along the separatrix or, rather, along the stochastic layer
around the separatrix [10, 11 ] to the small radius (Pi/ri *» 0.4), and disappear
rapidly.

In a similar fashion, the second minimum of Ni corresponds to that value
of [At//1 where the outer edge of the first resonance reaches the chamber aperture
ofr a= 27.5mm(Pi/r1 ~ 0.6).

The emergence of the stability boundary to the radius of the outer aperture
(ra) leads to an outward diffusion flow abruptly reducing the life-time of Nj in
the zone after the maximum (Fig. 8).

All the characteristic features of the function N t (At//) enumerated above
could be calculated if the perturbation amplitudes dn were known. Since they
are unknown in the case considered, one may proceed differently: the unknown
amplitudes are estimated by the measured characteristics of the function Nj (Ai//),
assuming that all of them are of the same order, dn ~ d. The results of the
estimates are shown in Table II. It is obvious that the values of d as calculated
by different methods agree with each other in order of magnitude, thus confirming
the validity of the diffusion mechanism assumed.

The main source of perturbations in the electron model is misalignment
of the magnetic lines with respect to the equipotential lines of the electric field
or, otherwise, the non-equipotentiality of the magnetic lines. The mean square
angle of this misalignment is of the order of 5 X 10~3 rad according to the data
of Table II, which corresponds to a radial magnetic field of approximately 1 G.

It should be noted that this perturbation will be suppressed to a significant
degree in the plasma, because of equalization of the electric potential along the
magnetic lines. Therefore, the main perturbation in the plasma will apparently
be related to radial particle drift due to azimuthal variation of the magnetic field.
An analysis of the effect of this perturbation may be carried out in a similar
manner on the basis of Eqs (10).
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DISCUSSION

D.R. SWEETMAN: In a practical mirror system one would expect radial
electric fields to be present. Do you have self-consistent calculations of the orbits
which include these fields, or do you have any idea how they would affect your
conclusions?

D.D. RYUTOV: Under typical conditions, it appears that the electron
diffusion coefficient De is much larger than Dj. This means that the electrons
acquire Boltzmann equilibrium not only along the magnetic field lines, but also
across the field; that is, ne = const. exp(e^/Te). Thus the quasineutrality
condition ne = nj just defines the electric potential distribution, ip = ¥>(?). The
large value of De has also other implications: strong radial electron diffusion can,
on the one hand, stabilize certain oscillation modes; on the other hand, it can
have a negative effect, resulting in large electron thermal losses across B if the
vacuum conditions are imperfect and a cold ambient plasma is present.

F.R. SCHWIRZKE: In an experiment with electrostatic mirrors confining
a plasma with a radial electron temperature gradient, there is an electric field in
the outward radial direction, too. How does this influence the electron diffusion
experiments?

D.D. RYUTOV: Since De and xe
 a r e large, the electron temperature gradient

must die out very rapidly, so Te will become homogeneous.
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Abstract

STUDIES OF TANDEM MIRROR CONFINEMENT.
The paper describes a number of physics studies relevant to tandem mirror confinement.

The basic axial confinement laws are given and it is shown that Te depends critically upon
end loss. Sufficient central-cell end loss can stabilize the drift-cyclotron loss-cone mode in
the plugs, although the resultant Te scaling is too slow for reactors. Minimum-B plugs
stabilize flute MHD- and rotation-driven modes; local ballooning sets limits on /3 ^ 0.5.
Proper magnetic symmetry is important for good drift confinement. For small increases in
the total injected power, supplementary ion-cyclotron RF heating can halve the neutral-beam
energy required to maintain plug densities.

I INTRODUCTION

A tandem mirror (TM) system [1,2] has three col l inear mirror plasmas:
two small, magnetically confined, hot end-cel ls (plugs) of average energy
Ep and density np; and a large-volume, less hot cent ra l ce l l of temper-
ature Tc and density nc < np. Electrons of temperature Te are confined in
the overall ambipolar po t en t i a l . Centra l -ce l l ions with Tc < <fc are con-
fined by the po ten t ia l ba r r i e r

e$> = T ln(n /n ) (1)
c e p c

Important physics questions addressed in the f i r s t generation of TM exper-
iments wi l l include micros tab i l i ty of the plugs, MHD curvature- and
rota t ion-dr iven f lute and ballooning s t a b i l i t y , ion-dr i f t confinement, and
ion-electron confinement and energetics under neutral-beam and ion-
cyclotron heating and d i rec t electron heat ing . We discuss topics relevant
to these for conditions typica l of experiments under construct ion, e . g . ,
the Tandem Mirror Experiment (TMX) at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
[3] , and conceptual reactors [4 ] .

* This work was performed under the auspices of the US Department of Energy by the
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory under contract number W-7405-ENG-48 and the University
of Wisconsin under contract number ET-78-C-024710.
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II MICROSTABILITY OF THE PLUGS

TM plugs are susceptible to loss-cone modes such as the drift-
cyclotron loss-cone (DCLC) mode [5] thought to dominate all current high-
density (Wpi/^ci >:> 1) mirror machines. The conditions for plug
stability can constrain system parameters; therefore, they must be granted
primary consideration in a TM system design. Because of the small plug
length in units of gyroradii, instabilities such as the high frequency
convective mode [5] and the Alfven ion-cyclotron mode are calculated not
to be significant [6].

Several means for stabilizing the DCLC modes have proven successful in
low energy mirror machines [7,8], and others have been proposed [9,10,11].
In energetic neutral-beam-powered mirror plasmas, only stabilization by a
low-energy stream has proved routinely successful to date [12], although
there is evidence [13] for the predicted reduction in the stream required
with increasing radial scale length [14]. Both theoretically [14] and
experimentally [12], the flux of ions found necessary to stabilize 2XIIB
(radius - 2 to 3 ion gyroradii) is given by

3.2-107AT^/2(keV)n (cm"3) _3

J s t a b (R - 1)A1/2E (keV)L (cm)
P P P P

where Lp, and Rp, and Ap are the plug length, 8-enhanced mirror
ratio, and ion atomic number, respectively, and A is a coefficient,
theoretically about unity, which is to be determined from experiment. A
value of X ^O.S is inferred from measured fluxes [15].

The minimum flux cited above was calculated from the requirement of a
minimum density of low-energy ions needed to partially fill the loss
cone, coupled with the fact that these ions are confined only for an
axial transit time. We calculate this minimum density and consider other
effects of low-density, low-energy plasma in combination with the hot
loss-cone plasma by numerically integrating a differential equation
described earlier [16]. This equation along B allows finite gand
variation of B and density. In particular, we have modeled a Maxwellian
central-cell plasma that is blocked by the ambipolar potential of a
mirror plasma. For B>>me/m£, we do not find that the combination of
two adjacent plasmas is stable by virtue of a flute average [17].
Instead, unless the axial extent of the hot plasma is s c/u)p^, we find
that warm plasma is required at the midplane. Because in the TM appli-
cation such warm plasma must be considered lost from the central cell,
its lifetime in the plug is only a transit time; and we recover Eq. (2)
as the required flux through the plug.

As a result of these considerations, TMX has been designed so that in
its minimum operating mode the flux of the central-cell loss flowing
through the plugs equals jstab in Eq. (2). This condition is- used to
determine the operating parameters given in the next section. Should
alternate plug stabilization techniques prove successful in reducing the
required central-cell loss flux, those operating parameters will improve
accordingly.

We note that because this high end loss lowers Te, TM reactors must
rely upon some other means for DCLC stability, except possibly for a
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fusion-fission hybrid [4], It is important, therefore, to demonstrate
the effectiveness of one of the means in Refs. [7-11] in a hot, neutral-
beam-sustained mirror machine.

Ill PARTICLE AND ENERGY AXIAL CONFINEMENT

Because both electrons and thermalized central-cell ions are magneti-
cally and potentially confined, the procedure for calculating their loss
rates is that of Pastukhov [18]. His results have been generalized to
(multiple) ion species and bounce-averaged electron motion in the three-
cell system [19]. Here, we assume a single hydrogenic ion species and
neglect electron scattering in the plugs relative to that in the (large
volume) central cell. For the species label a = e or c (c for central-
cell ions), temperature Ta, 90 -scattering rate

-1 4 ,e n ^ m
- c a a

-1/2 _ -3/2T (3)

(where ^ a is the Coulomb logarithm), confining potential * a for each
species defined as positive, and mirror ratio Rc, we write the Pastukhov
formulae for e$a/Ta S 2 as

dn
a.d t ~

3 d<

2

loss

dt

n e
c a

loss

where e = 2, e = l , e > 0 , and

exp -

dn

3T

(4)

(5)
loss

g(x) = •—- (1 + x In
x"1

1/2
(1 + x L) + 1

1/2
- 1

(6)

We define the particle flux per unit volume into the central cell and
each plug, j c , jp, and the respective volumes per unit area Lc/Bc, Lp/Bp,
with lengths L C j p and magnetic field strengths B C j p. Although for a reac-
tor jcLc/Bc * 2 jpLp/Bp, we assume here that jcLc^

Bc > > 2jpLp/Bp as it is
for TMX operation due to the requirement of DCLC stability (see Sec. II).
The ratio e<t>e/Te is determined by equality of loss rates from Eq. (4),

dn
c

dt
loss

dn

dt"
loss

= J, (7)

for typical TMX confinement e$e/Tc *= 5.5; for a reactor, * 6.5. Because
gas-fed ions are lost from the central cell by heating, we must consider
energy balance in conjunction with confinement. Electrons are heated by
the plug ions and cooled by the central-cell ions and electron loss;
again for jcLc/Bc >> 2jpLp/Bp this gives

3d
2 d

= 2
L B n2E
P c p p

e-aux

n2(T -
c e Tc)

(n-c) (8)
eq
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where (ni)?q = 1.4'10
12 T|/2(keV) (for D+) is the electron-ion

equipartition time. I"e-aux represents any auxiliary power into the
electrons, e.g., that fraction deposited either by neutral injection into
the central cell or by direct electron heating. The central-cell ion
power flow is similar, except that by charge exchange a gas-feed source
introduces a power loss but no particle loss. For a ratio of charge-
exchange to ionization cross sections °x/ai> the ion power balance
becomes

, n (T - T )
1 c e c

1 ±-
2 dt

+ pPc
eq

If Eqs. (8) and (9) are added, we obtain

2 a.
(9 )

I S t n c ( T e + T c >
where we introduce

L B n_E

L B
c p

, P.P + p + p - nT j
(nx) e-aux c-aux eJc

(10)

eq

n = T•[
e* + T +
e e + T (11)

as the energy, in units of Te, carried off by each injected electron
and its associated ion; n is a slowly varying parameter, dominated by
e*e/Te, having a value about 8.

For fixed plug parameters np,Ep, these rate equations
ssical TM confinement for arbitrary j c . Their solutior

describe
classical TM confinement for arbitrary j c . Their solutions have been
compared with solutions of the full Fokker-Planck equation [19], giving
± 20% agreement for Rc z 3 and e<I>c/Tc > 2.

As discussed in Sec. II, the TMX plugs will be stabilized to DCLC by
adjusting sources for the central cell according to Eq. (2). With volume
weighting, stability requires

Te
3/2(keV)n (cm"3)

jc S 2- 3" 1 0 B (R - 1) E (keV) L (cm)
p p p c

in which case for no auxiliary power Eqs. (10) and (12) give

1/4

(12)

T (keV) = 0.11
3 B (T) E (keV)(R - 1)L (cm)
p p p p P (13)

where Bp is the plug beta. As in 2XIIB, the loss flux required to
stabilize the plugs lowers Te well below its classical value. As long
as Te is held to this scaling, improvement with plug parameters is slow.

Based on these equations, we have developed a rate code to study
transient behavior [20] such as startup in TMX. To model the TMX plugs
subject to DCLC, we set

dn
E

dt
(14)
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where Tp * T
eq, which approximates very well the full quasi-linear

code [14]. We find that reaching a steady state in TMX within the 25-ms
beam pulse requires a programmed central-cell gas feed, with a short,
initial pulse 5 times the steady state. We have also studied transient
reactor problems, such as purging of thermalized plug alphas, replacing
Eq. (14) with an improved model for classical plug confinement [20].

IV LOW-FREQUENCY STABILITY

Both rotation and local bad curvature in the transitions between the
central cell and the plugs can drive low-frequency modes in a TM system.
The plugs are generally rigid due to their high pressure and minimum-B,
with line-bending displacements accordingly excluded from them.

We investigate the stability to both flute and ballooning interchange
modes using a differential-eigenvalue equation along B, which is local-
ized by an eikonal approximation normal to B. With B = Bb = VIJJ x V9,
dl = b'dr, Ei = -BVjU, and U(i|),6,S,) = U(£) exp S(<|),6), we use an equa-
tion obtained by Newcomb [21];

4TT , . 1 dU I 4ir I 2 . „ „ 12 M

f [if (15)

where the curvature has been written g = b*Vb = K.VIJJ + KgV6, and M is the
mass density. Except for the allowance for anisotropic pressure, this is
the equation used to study ballooning modes in tokamaks [22].

In solving Eq. (15), we have used quasi-analytic models for the
vacuum field and the pressures in finite-P equilibria. In the paraxial
approximation, the flux coordinates are

* = -| B(z) jx 2 exPr-2C(z)l + y
2 exp[2C(z)] \

expJ^2C(z)]J. (16)

where Bvac(z) and C(z) are chosen to fit numerical vacuum field^calcu-
lations. As a model, we use the finite pressure depression of B

B2 + STrpjB,*) = B2
ac (z) (17)

both in the plugs and in the central cell including electron pressure,
but we assume that C(z) is unaltered. In the plugs, we have used the ion
pressure profiles

p,,(B,iJO = h(^)B(B1 - B)
V and Pj.(B,<l<) = h(>l')vB2(B1 - B^"

1 (18)

where Bj and v are parameters chosen to fit the injected profiles, and
we have verified the mirror and firehose stability criteria,

3 r 2 i i
— B + Sirpjl > 0 and B + AiKp^ - p t l) > 0 (19)

for the chosen parameters. In the central cell, the ions are isotropic,
as are the electrons are everywhere. These models, together with the
parameter? = 2iK3S/3i|0/OS/8e), fix the coefficients in Eq. (15). Alter-
nate field or pressure models can also be used.
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Equation (15) is solved subject to either of two boundary conditions,
dU/d£| ±L/2 = 0 (free) or U(±L/2) = 0 (line tied), where for most
purposes L is the overall length. To solve, <i)2 is approximated by a
Rayliegh-Ritz method as a first guess for a shooting technique. For
fixed plug parameters and vacuum field, the parameter spaceAty,9,£) is
searched for the maximum central cell 8C = [8irnc(Tc + Te)/Bvac]
for which u2 > 0 everywhere. ^=0

There are no flute solutions of Eq. (15) provided the line integral
of the 3(pA + p,,)/^ -term is positive. This depends upon the ratio
P,/p,,, occurs for a sufficiently large ratio of plug to central-cell
pressure, and results from a pressure-weighted flux-tube volume that
decreases with ty. If we assume this to be the case, as in TMX, the
Sc-limit estimated from equality of the MHD growth time with the Alfven
time through the bad-curvature region is of order unity. Numerically,
we find gc-limits in the range 0.5 to 0.6 for the TMX magnet set.

Rotation-driven modes of a straight column having low azimuthal and
radial mode numbers (m and n, respectively) have been described by
Freidberg and Pearlstein (F-P) [23] in the context of finite Larmor
radius fluid equations. For rigid-rotor equilibria, they find two
classes of modes. The first, having m > 2, n > 0, is most unstable for
kz = 0; the second, having m = 1, n = 0, requires kz =£ 0. The former
has the larger growth rates, particularly m = 2, n = 0; however, the
latter has the lower threshold for rotation, arbitrarily small in the ion
diamagnetic direction.

We first apply their results to ballooning in the central cell.
Assuming that the radial electric field is given by Boltzmann-distributed
electrons [24], e<$>c(r) ** constant + Te In nc(r), the F-P result for
the growth rate of the m = 2, n = 0, mode when Te > Tc is given by

Y
rot

T /T

r
c

A
r
c

where fi* = fi — £ [1 + (1 - 3 ) 1 / 2 (20)

pc,JJc are the vacuum ion gyroradius and frequency, and 6C is the
on-axis beta. This mode is stabilized for kzVa Z hyrott where
Va is the Alfven speed. We take kz = ir/Lc to obtain the condition

[.. u - ,„)]'«]' *•
(21)

For both TMX and reactors, the ratio of lengths is nearly unity; so that
this condition is easily satisfied. For our assumed electric field model
and Te > Tc, m = 2, n = 0 requires the largest kz for stability; so
Eq. (22) is a sufficient condition for ballooning stability of all the
F-P rotation modes.

Satisfaction of Eq. (21) does not ensure stability to a rotation-
driven flute having no finite-kz stabilization. The F-P modes were
derived for a cylindrical plasma. For flute stability in a TM, the
minimum-B plugs must stabilize the rotating central cell; therefore this
question must be addressed allowing for both the nonaxisymmetry and the
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axial variation. As a Cool for including axial variation, Eq. (15)
assumed large m and is local in angle. It is therefore unsuitable,
especially for the F-P m = 2,n = 0 mode having the largest kz = 0
growth rate. A flute-averaged r,8 description of this mode will be
developed in the future; here we estimate its effect.

The rotational drive is potentially dangerous because it acts over
the entire central-cell length Lc, whereas curvature is limited to the
two transitions, each of length Ltr. To compare the two, we compare
the weighted growth rates, given by Eq. (20) and YMHD = *^c r£ft /p^L2 ,
where Rc is the central-celL mirror ratio. For rotation not to domi-
nate curvature requires Lc Y r o t * 2Ltr ^MHDJ

 o r

T /T
2/1" (22)

For both TMX and one set of reactor parameters [4], this inequality is
barely satisfied, showing that rotation is an important consideration for
flute stability but that it will not severely alter results that neglect
it.

V VACUUM DRIFT SURFACES

The minimum dependence of drift surface on pitch angle, called omni-
genity, relies on the symmetry about the central cell midpoint z -»• -z,
9 •+ ir/2 - 9. Particles of constant e, u drift on surfaces of

J = ^2~ f Al / e - yB - ^ * = constant

In the paraxial expansion [see Eq. (16)3, d S- = dz and

(23)

B(*,6,z) = B(z) + + G2(z) cos 29] + 0(i|i2)

where

fGl cosh 2C

sinh 2C
+ c"

sinh 2C

cosh 2C

(24)

(25)

and a similar expansion holds for * . For the above symmetry, Gj i s
even in z and G2 is odd, so that

J = J o ( e, y, i + i|<2 cos 4e + 0(i()4)

with 6-dependence appearing only in order <l>2. Drift orbits follow

H 2 k

(26)

(27)

For vacuum fields, ZJQ/W « constant, and Eq. (27) is in excellent
agreement with numerically calculated fields and orbits. Violation of
the above symmetry gives Mffty = 0(1) [25] and much enhanced radial mixing.
For finite & and * ̂  0, Eq. (27) can lead to banana orbits due to
3J/3IJJvanishing locally, which has numerous implications for transport
[24].
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The splitting of drift surfaces of particles with positive and nega-
tive parallel velocity results from G2(z) ̂  0 in Eq. (24). As shown in
Ref. [24], this leads to an enhanced transport when the axial bounce and
rotational frequencies of the particles are comparable. This splitting
can be reduced to higher order in ty provided G2 can be made to vanish.
If the vacuum field is designed to satisfy this condition, the actual
field and * will also satisfy it.

VI ION-CYCLOTRON HEATING OF PLUGS

We have begun investigation of ion-cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH)
in TM plugs as a means for reducing required neutral-beam energies or
currents. Although many topics bear on a final evaluation, we have
focused initially on the effects of velocity space transport induced by
ICRH in the diffusive approximation, modifying an existing Fokker-Planck
code [26 ]. We consider second-harmonic and fundamental heating, in which
is included parallel cooling when u < ioc£ (local) and k,, ̂  0 [27]. The
two frequencies behave qualitatively alike, although the harmonic
generates a more energetic tail.

In considering ICRH as a method for supplementing reduced energy
neutral beams, we find similar confinement for the same total net power,
provided neutrals are injected with energies at least twice the ambipolar
cutoff e$/(R - 1). For example, under reactor conditions, a constant
density can be maintained with halved injection energy, doubled current,
and 25% ICRH-power. For laboratory plasmas, we also find that confine-
ment improves with ICRH; however, due to the increased ion energy, there
can be an important power loss through charge exchange [28]. These
studies will continue and will be reported at a later date.

Finally, we are studying the feasibility of using ICRH to trap end-
lost central-cell ions in the plugs [28]. If successful, this would
avoid use of many or all neutral beams, but the possible deleterious
effects on confinement in the central cell must be carefully assessed.
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DISCUSSION

D.D. RYUTOV: My question relates to the problem of stabilizing the
DCLC mode by means of a cold plasma stream. Have you considered the
possibility of stabilizing this mode by applying a radially inhomogeneous plasma
stream concentrated mostly at the plasma periphery?

D.F. BALDWIN: Yes, we have; and we plan to attempt this in MFTF. If
your conjecture concerning good radial mixing of electrons in tandem mirrors
is correct, this technique would result in low Te in those machines.

T. K AW ABE: What effect do cold electrons or trapped cold ions on the
axial periphery have on stabilization of the DCLC mode?

D.F. BALDWIN: At high 0, the axial localization of the mode is of the
order of c/copi. Except for corresponding short plasmas, the mode can localize
away from the cold plasma.
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Abstract

PLASMA CONFINEMENT IN GAMMA 6 (TANDEM MIRROR).
Several results from the GAMMA 6 (tandem mirror) confinement experiments are

reported. The target plasma with 5 X 1013 cm"3 density is produced by hydrogen-loaded
titanium washer guns, and is stable macroscopically in the tandem mirror magnetic field con-
figuration. The neutral beam (7 keV, 1.5 A) injection into the target plasma at both side plug
mirrors raises each plasma potential. The tandem-type plug potential is then confirmed
experimentally in GAMMA 6. Some formation of plug potential by heating plasma electrons
with a relativistic electron beam (360 keV, 50 kA, 50 ns) is also observed. An application of
an RF plug on the end-sheet plasma in the tandem mirror considerably increases the confinement
time of the plasma produced by ECR microwave in GAMMA 6. This RF plug includes the
adiabatic effect. These experimental results show the improvement of mirror-type plasma
confinement and suggest the increase of Q value in the tandem mirror.

1. INTRODUCTION

Experiments in the tandem mirror type device (GAMMA 6) have achieved
good plasma confinement. The tandem mirror [ 1 - 3 ] is designed to improve
plasma confinement, and a few of them are now under construction in the United
States of America. GAMMA 6 has two distinct features: one is an application of
the RF plug [4-6] on the end-sheet plasma of the tandem mirror, and the other
is electron heating by a relativistic electron beam (REB) to enhance the plug
potential. In this paper the investigation of plasma behaviour, the establishment
of tandem-type potential by neutral beam injection, the effect of an RF plug and
production of plug potential with an REB in GAMMA 6 are reported.

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the GAMMA 6 plasma. The GAMMA 6
magnets are two minimum-B, Yin-Yang sets with 1 T mirror field, 2.4:1 mirror
ratio, and 78 cm mirror distance, central solenoid coils 158 cm long, and a central
field of 0.16 T. The characteristics of the neutral beam injector are 10kV,3.5 A
maximum into a 10 cm X 12 cm area. In this experiment, 7 keV, 1.5 A neutral
beams are injected into the target plasma at both plug mirrors from one side of
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FIG.l. Schematic diagram of GAMMA 6 plasma.

3
RF FREQUENCY IMHz)

FIG.2. Frequency of the RF field versus (a) ratio of confinement time (T0 indicates confinement
time without RF), (b) plasma potential.

10

FIG.3. Ion temperature versus increase of confinement time by the RF plug in a single mirror
field. The suffix zero indicates no RF. Ti0 = 1 eV; no = 3X 109 cm'3.
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the plasma. The target plasma made by the hydrogen-loaded titanium washer
guns is of several times 1013 cm"3 density (as shown by Fig.4(b)). The hot plasma
parameters shown in the figure are the expected values. An RF (several MHz)
electric field (70 V-cnT1) is applied between the plate electrodes at both ends of
the plasma for the RF plug. The REB.with a value of 360 keV, 50 kA, 50 ns, is
used for electron heating and enhancement of plug potential.

2. RF PLUG

The RF plug experiment is carried out by using a microwave (2.45 GHz,
800 W cw) produced plasma in hydrogen gas of 4 X 10"5 torr. The plasma density
is 3 X 109 cm"3 in the two regions and 2 X 108 cm"3 in the central cell. The
electron temperature is about 7 eV and the ion temperature 1 eV. The plasma loss
flux to the end is kept constant. The increase of the plasma confinement time
depends on the frequency of the RF field, as shown in Fig.2(a). The confinement
time in the end cells also increases as in the central cell. The measured confinement
time r0 without RF plug is about 1 ms in GAMMA 6. By classical calculation,
the confinement time of single minimum-B mirror plasma is about 100 jus. The
plasma potential is increased by the RF field and has some dip at the frequency
with the density maximum as shown in Fig.2(b). This phenomenon has not yet
been explained.

The scaling law of the RF plug in the tandem mirror is rather complicated to
find. The RF plug is also tested in a single minimum-B region of GAMMA 6. An
increase in confinement time as well as ion heating is observed (Fig.3). The
classical nr value in the mirror field is proportional to 3/2 power of the ion temper-
ature, as shown by the solid line in Fig.3. The increase of the nr value is partially
explained by ion heating. However, all results have a higher value than the solid
line in Fig.3, which suggests that the RF plug has an adiabatic confinement effect
and improves the mirror confinement.

3. POTENTIAL FORMATION BY NEUTRAL BEAM INJECTION

In the neutral beam injection experiment, the vacuum chamber is evacuated
to less than 5 X 10"7 torr in order to minimize the loss of hot ions by charge
exchange. A hydrogen neutral beam of 7 keV, 1.5 A is injected into the target
plasma in one end cell. The pulse length of the beam is 3 ms, which is much
longer than the duration of the plasma gun. The plasma potential is measured by
a probe located at r = 6 cm from the axis. An eight-channel electrostatic energy
analyser is used to detect high-energy neutral atoms escaping from the plasma by
charge exchange (Ej = 7 keV).
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FIG.4. Time behaviour of: (a) neutral beam equivalent current; (b) target plasma density at
the plug cell centre; (cj floating potential in the plug cell at r = 0 cm with and without the
neutral beam (potential difference between plug and central cell centre).

The neutral beam injection increases the plasma potential by several volts,
and high-energy neutral atoms are observed by the energy analyser. The time
behaviour of the plasma potential with and without the beam is shown in Fig.4(c).
The plasma potential increases with the neutral beam current (Fig.5). In the
central cell, however, no change in the plasma potential is observed. This result
shows the formation of the plug potential by the neutral beam injection.

4. REB INJECTION

Heating the plasma and trapping the electron beam injected into the plasma
in the tandem mirror configuration has been investigated theoretically [7], and
the effect of the potential plug seems to be enhanced. To study these phenomena
experimentally, an REB source is attached at the south end of GAMMA 6.

The REB source consists of a Marx generator, a water-filled pulse line, and
a diode section. The Marx generator can be charged up to 1 MV with an energy
of 5.5 kJ. The water line consists of a pulse form line and a transmission line with
5 £2 impedance. In the diode section there are a circular cathode (8 cm in
diameter) and an anode which is 10 mm away from the surface of the cathode.
For the anode, 10 jum and 20 jum titanium foil or mesh made of stainless steel are
used. Round the diode, additional coils are set to produce an axial magnetic field
with strength up to the same value as that of the mirror field. In the present
experiment, the charging voltage for the Marx generator changed from 500 kV to
800 kV to form an electron beam with energy up to 360 keV.
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FIG.5. Dependence of potential increase on the neutral beam equivalent current.
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FIG.6. Temporal variations of floating potential of REB-side plug (V{\), of central cell
and of gun-side plug (Vfs).

A plasma is produced and injected by a titanium washer gun located at the
other end of the machine. The axial density and its profiles are measured by three
spherical probes which are inserted to the centre of each plug and the central cell.
The axial density profile changes in time in the following way: up to 450 jus after
the gun is fired, the density of the plasma in the gun-side plug is about 1013 cm"3,
while that in the central cell and the REB-side plug are about 1012 cm"3. After
500 us, the density in the gun-side plug becomes of the order of 1012 cm"3, and
the axial profile of the density becomes rather flat. The axial profile of the floating
potential varies in time. Up to 100 jus, the potential in the gun-side plug is rather
lower than those of the other side and the central cell, while after 250 jus the
profile becomes flat.
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FIG. 7. Dependence of well depth of the floating potential on Marx voltage of the REB source.

The changes of the floating potential of the three probes are shown in Fig.6.
When the REB is fired at about 350 ^s after the gun is fired, the floating potentials
of the REB injection side plug (Vf x), the central cell (Vf 2), and the gun-side plug
(Vf3) drop abruptly by about 100 V or more, and they tend to recover within
5-10 jus. Vf 1 and Vf 3 come back to the value expected if the REB were not
injected; however, Vf2 recovers to a certain degree and then changes with a slower
time constant, and eventually a potential well is formed. The depth of the well is
about 20 V and it decays within 200 ps.

The well depth is plotted against the Marx voltage in Fig.7. The values are
taken at about 450 /is (100 /xs after the REB is fired) when the abrupt change of
potential disappears. From Fig.7 it is seen that by increasing the beam power the
well becomes deeper.

Theoretical analysis of the relation of the floating potential to the plasma
potential indicates that the existence of hot electrons in the plasma increases the
potential difference, and the potential difference is a function of the density ratio
of the hot and warm components and the temperatures. Taking this analysis into
account, it can be said that when the axial profile of the floating potential shows
the shape of a well by REB injection along the field, either a 'real' potential well
is formed or the hot electron component in the central cell is produced more than
in the plugs.

5. SUMMARY

The principal results of the GAMMA 6 experiments are:

(a) Production of plug potential by neutral beam injection;
(b) Effect of REB on plug potential;
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(c) Effect of RF plug on tandem mirror plasma confinement; and
(d) Macroscopic stability of target plasma in the tandem mirror.

These experimental results show an improvement of plasma confinement and
suggest an increase of Q value.
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DISCUSSION

B.G. LOGAN: Does the potential difference between the plug and centre
cell agree with a Boltzmann factor - that is, Teln (n plug/n solenoid)?

S. MIYOSHI: Yes, it does.
F.R. SCHWIRZKE: REB injection, neutral-beam heating and RF plugging -

all these heating mechanisms increase the electron temperature. The measured
change in the floating potential depends on this temperature increase as well as
on a change of plasma potential. Did you take this into account in interpreting
the experimental results?

S. MIYOSHI: Yes. The electron temperature at the plug is higher than in
the central region (within a factor of two). If one takes this into account the
tandem potential emerges a little larger than the experimental values.

D.E. BALDWIN: You showed a linear relationship between A3> and beam
current. Does this correspond to a change in Te or in the density ratio?

S. MIYOSHI: The density ratio is constant, so it corresponds mainly to an
increase in Te. I would assume that the A3> increase is a function of neutral-beam
power.

T.C. SIMONEN: Did the RF heating also increase the solenoid ion energy,
and, if so, did the central nr increase?

S. MIYOSHI: Yes; however, the increase with ion temperature is rather
small compared with what is found in a single min-B mirror. The nr value of
the overall tandem mirror plasma was increased by a factor of nine.
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Abstract

FIELD REVERSAL EXPERIMENTS (FRX).
The equilibrium, confinement, and stability properties of the reversed-field configuration

(RFC) are being studied in two theta-pinch facilities. The RFC is an elongated toroidal plasma
confined in a purely poloidal field geometry. The open field lines of the linear theta pinch
support the closed-field RFC much like the vertical field centres the toroidal plasma in a
tokamak. Depending on stability and confinement properties, the RFC might be used to
greatly reduce the axial losses in linear fusion devices such as mirrors, theta pinches, and liners.
The FRX systems produce RFCs with a major radius R = 2—6 cm, a minor radius a ~ 2 cm,
and a total length S. ~ 35 cm. The observed temperatures are Te ~ 100 eV and T; = 150-350 eV
with a peak density n ~ 2 X 1015 cm"3. After the plasma has reached equilibrium, the RFC
remains stable for up to 30 AIS, followed by the rapid growth of the rotational m = 2 instability,
which terminates the confinement. During the stable equilibrium, the particle and energy
confinement times are more than 10 times longer than in an open-field system. The behaviour
of the m = 2 mode agrees qualitatively with the theoretically predicted instability for
rotational velocities exceeding some critical value.

I. INTRODUCTION

The reversed-field configuration (RFC) shown in Fig. 1 is topologically
similar to the astron configuration, except that the toroidal current in the
RFC is carried by thermalized plasma particles with v(jr.ift

<vthermal# R F C' 3

have been produced in numerous theta pinch experiments u-8] and recently by
relativistic electron beams where the beam does not remain in the
plasma [9-10],

The early experiments, prior to the mid-60"s, exhibited destruction of
the RFC in less than 3us* The annihilation of the reversed field was not
associated with any macroscopic distortion of the plasma shape, except for
the disappearance of the central hole [2], Observations included tearing-
mode-induced rings that normally coalesced before the annihilation [3], and
the m=2 rotational instability that appeared afterwards [1,2]; however, the
cause of the RFC destruction is not known.

* Work performed under the auspices of the US Department of Energy.
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FIG. 2. Comparison of external B field measured in FRX-A and FRX-B between quartz tube
and coil at axial midplane. Traces are shown for both vacuum and static 5-mtorr D2 fill pressure.
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More recent results have extended the lifetime of the RFC up to
25IJS [7] and then to 50us [8]. The absence of the expected MHD (kink) and
tearing instabilities has stimulated the hope that the RFC might be used to
reduce end losses in linear systems. The RFC equilibrium and stability is
being studied in two linear-theta-pinch facilities, FRX-A and FRX-B, in
conjunction with several theoretical efforts.

II, EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS

Both FRX-A and FRX-B produce the RFC in a 20-cm i.d. quartz tube
inserted in a 25-cm i.d., one-turn, theta-plnch coil about 1 m long. A 10$
mirror field is produced by shaping the end of the coil. The majority of
the detailed diagnostics have been done on FRX-A, which has a 7-kG peak-
field capability with a 3.2|js rise time. Similar studies have been
initiated on the more energetic FRX-B (12 kG and 1.8ps rise time).

The temporal behavior of the external B-field shown in Fig. 2 is
produced by conventional crowbarred theta-pinch circuits operating in the
"reversed bias" mode. The sequence begins with the slowly rising negative
bias field, followed by the ringing theta-pinch preionization (PI), and then
at t=0, the main field rises rapidly and is crowbarred with a 150-200ps
decay time. Comparison of the vacuum 3hot with the static 5 mTorr D2 fill
shows the increased damping of the ringing PI as the plasma is formed. The
bias field and PI plasma are allowed to diffuse before the main field
reverses the external field and implodes the plasma. The oppositely
directed bias and main fields reconnect near the ends of the system [3,7]
forming the RFC (see Fig. 1). The RFC excludes the open field lines from a
substantial volume of the coil. This excluded flux effect results in a
lower coil inductance and a higher coil current and external field shown in
Fig, 2. When the. RFC is destroyed (in this case, by the rotating m=2 mode),
the field rapidly returns to the vacuum value. This effect has proved to be
a reliable measure of the RFC lifetime. Fig. 2 represents typical data, but
not the longest lifetimes observed in the two machines.

Other diagnostics are shown in Fig. 3. The spectrometer is used to
estimate the electron temperature profiles by observing the 0V 2781A",
CIII 22975, and CV 2271A* lines. The ion temperature and rotational velocity
is inferred from the polychromator measurement of the Doppler broadening and
shift of the CV 22718 line. In addition to the end-on interferometer shown
in Fig. 3, a feedback stabilized interferometer was used to measure the line
density through the plasma diameter at various axial positions. A pressure
probe [11] has also been used to measure the spatial and temporal behavior
of the plasma escaping out of the end of the system.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The macroscopic behavior of the plasma is indicated by the side-on
streak and end-on framing pictures in Fig. 4, Five phases of the plasma
behavior can be seen during the usual "clean" mode of operation
(Fig. Mb)): (D £L (t<0), (2) implosion, field reconnection, and axial
contraction (0<t<5ys), (3) equilibrium (5<t<15us), (4) onset and growth of
the rotational m=2 instability (15<t<19ps), and (5) the disruption of the
RFC and loss of confinement (19<t<23ys). This behavior is very similar to
that observed by Eberhagen and Grossmann [7].

An abrupt switch from clean to "dirty" mode operation (Fig. Ma)) is
produced by increasing the fill pressure, lowering the plasma purity, or
lowering the power input to the plasma. This behavior suggests that the
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FIG. 3. Schematic arrangement for some of the diagnostics on FRX-A.

dirty mode is caused by failure to burn through a radiation barrier. The
sudden destruction of the RFC before the onset of the rotational instability
(Fig. 4(a)) characterizes the dirty mode and was observed in the behavior of
the early experiments; however, the mechanism of the early RFC destruction
is not understood. The dirty mode plasma contains CIII throughout the
plasma life, indicating an electron temperature TgS20 eV. During the clean
node, 0V burns through during the implosion and CV exists during equilibrium
and instability phases, indicating that Tg~100 eV (see Fig. 5). The re-
mainder of the paper considers only clean mode behavior.

The axial profiles of transverse line density shown in Fig. 6 confirm
the plasma length of about 35 cm indicated by the streak photographs during
the equilibrium phase. The axial profiles are also confirmed by CV
radiation measurements. The hollow radial profile indicated by the framing
pictures is also confirmed by CV radiation and end-on interferometry.
However, accurate measurements of the radial density profile are hindered by
cold plasma outside the region of the implosion coil.

Ion temperatures are inferred from the Doppler broadening of the
CV 227iX line, which does not suffer from signicant Stark effects in the
density range of interest. Depending on the strength of the implosion
field, Ti varies between 150 and 350 eV. For the densities of interest, the
equilibration time between the CV and deuterium is less than 5PS, The ion
temperature is independent of radius and appears to decrease by about,20?
during the 14us of the equilibrium and instability phases, Although this
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B

o 10 2030 (1X3X5

Shot Sequence
FIG.4. Side-on streak and end-on framing pictures for the (A) dirty mode and (Bj clean
mode of operation. The framing rate is 1.7 us/frame, with the first frame at t = 3 Us. The
thin, outer luminous ring in the framing pictures corresponds to the 20-cm diameter quartz tube.

decrease Is about the same as the uncertainty of the measurement, it is also
the amount that is consistent with classical equilibration between electrons
and ions, assuming Tg is fixed.

During the equilibrium and instability phases, the temporal behavior of
the plasma size, density (Fig. 6), electron temperature (Fig. 5), and ion
temperature indicate energy and particle confinement times that exceed 40vs,
which is more than 10 times the expected confinement in an open-field
system. Furthermore when the RFC is disrupted, the observed particle loss
rates are consistent with the expected 3 to 4ps, and the drop in CV (Fig, 5)
is consistent with the slightly faster electron thermal losses
expected [12,13] along open-field lines.

These results indicate that the enhanced confinement is due to
closed-field lines, but the reversed field has also beet measured directly.
A magnetic field probe was Inserted along the axis of the system that
measured reversed fields of the order of 85> of the external fields.
However, this internal probe shortened the lifetime of the RFC and wa.s
removed.
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FIG.5. Oscilloscope traces comparing the temporal behuviour of the (a) C III 2297A. radiation,
fbj C V 2271 A radiation, and (c) the external magnetic field for clean-mode operation. The
intensities of the two carbon lines are plotted on the same scale.
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FIG. 6. Line density through RFC diameter as a function of axial position for three times
during equilibrium phase. Connecting lines are added for visual clarity.
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FIG. 7. Temporal history of C Vrotational velocity normalized to deuterium diamagnetic
drift velocity.

Pressure probe measurements of the plasma escaping from the end of the
coil region confirmed and clarified several other measurements, A short,
small burst of pressure was measured at all radii, which apparently
corresponds to plasma lost at the time of implosion before the field line
closure. All subsequent plasma loss occurred in a circular jet of plasma
along the system axis less than 4 cm in diameter at the mirror peak and
expanding along a vacuum flux tube. Time of flight measurements of this jet
indicate that the majority of plasma loss occurs in two equally energetic
bursts of similar mass that originate during (1) the axial contraction and
(2) just following the RFC disruption. Between these two bursts (during the
equilibrium and instability phases) the pressure from the escaping plasma
corresponds to a characteristic loss time of 50 to 80ys. The first pressure
burst corresponds to the loss of 1/2 the initial fill during the axial
contraction. This measurement is consistent with the measured inventory
after the axial contraction. The magnitude of the two pressure peaks also
agrees with a plasma pressure equal to the confining field pressure (8=1).
In addition, assuming an appropriate rigid rotor density profile, the
measured density, temperatures, and B field are consistent with pressure
balance. The cause of the loss of plasma during the contraction phase is
not yet understood.

Ion rotational velocity is determined by the Doppler shift of the
CV 2271A line along a variety of chords through the plasma. The temporal
behavior of the observed rigid-rotor rotation is shown in Fig. 7, The onset
of the rotational instability always occurs at the same normalized value of
rotation.

Several minor modifications of the system have been made in an attempt
to limit the rotation or generally to extend the life of the plasma. Since
Kurtmullaev and co-workers [7] did not see the m=2 mode, hexapole fields
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were added and both first- and second-half-cycle operation were used in an
effort to duplicate their results. No significant change in the maximum
attainable lifetimes was observed.

Cuartz end plugs were inserted in an effort to control the radial
electric field and the associated rotation [14]. The effects were generally
detrimental, but the results were clouded by possible interference of the
plugs with the PI process. Experimentally, the plasma stability is very
sensitive to the PI conditions.

The passive mirrors were removed from the end of the main coil in FRX-A
and separately powered mirror coils were added. With a 1 us quarter period
risetime and a mirror ratio ~ 2 , the uncrowbarred mirrors resulted in RFC
lifetimes up to 45va. The plasma parameters under these conditions are
being measured. The mirror power supply will soon be crowbarred to provide
additional axial implosion energy, similar to the Kurtmullaev experiment. A
possible explanation for the improved lifetime is that more rapid closure of
the field lines confines a larger fraction of the plasma, and hence, greater
inertia opposes the accelerating torque.

The higher energy FRX-B can produce up to 40ys RFC lifetimes with the
original passive mirrors*

IV. DISCUSSION

The radial equilibrium profile of the observed RFC is probably similar
to an infinitely long system because the length ~35 cm is long compared to
it3 radial dimensions £6 cm. Viscosity will cause the radial equilibrium to
approach a rigid-rotor profile. Although existing measurements such as ion
rotation are all compatible with the rigid-rotor model, accurate radial
density and B-field profiles are needed to determine the actual radial
equilibrium. The axial equilibrium behavior of the plasma is similar to the
results of belt-pinch equilibrium calculations [15,16], The plasma in both
FRX systems contracts to about 1/3 of the coil length and oscillates
slightly with the crowbarred field modulation (Fig. 2) with very little
change in radial dimensions. Several attempts are being made [17] to
calculate the equilibrium shape with appropriate FRX boundary conditions.

The observed confinement time during the equilibrium phase of about 40
to 80ys is longer than predicted for Bohm diffusion, but is substantially
shorter than the 300ps classical time, assuming the estimate of Te=100 eV is
accurate. These shorter confinement times might be caused by micro-
instability-enhanced diffusion [18,19] or by ion-ion diffusion. This like-
particle diffusion can dominate electron-ion diffusion for small values of
a/p£ where a is the minor radius of the plasma and p^ is the ion gyro radius
in the external field [20], For the observed values of 2<a/p^<3, both
sources of anomalous diffusion are viable. The diagnostic studies of the
recently observed longer-lived plasmas should increase the accuracy of the
measured particle and energy confinement time.

The study of the stability properties of the FRX-produced plasmas is
dominated by the rotational m=2 mode, The rotational modes for a standard
theta pinch have been theoretically determined by Freidberg and
Pearlstein [21]. The theory predicts a stable range of normalized rotation
0<-fl/n*<1 for a rigid-rotor profile, Freidberg modified the model to handle
the rigid-rotor RFC. He made a simple, but not unique, analytic continu-
ation in the vicinity of the singular point at B=0, The result predicted
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the critical rotation of -fi/ft* ~1»6 for the m=2 mode. Because the finite
Larmor radius (FLR) expansion used in the code breaks down near B=0, the
validity of the result was suspect. However, the results were verified
(-n/Q* ~1.5) by using a Vlasov fluid code [22] that correctly calculates
the orbits near B=0,

The experimental and theoretical results qualitatively agree that a
stable range of rotation does exi3t. However, the theoretically predicted
value of the critical rotation is four times higher than experimentally
observed* The error bars in Fig. 7 do not include the uncertainty in
determining Q* from measured quantities, but it is certainly accurate to
within a factor of 2. Other possibilities exist to explain the error, such
as that the RFC may not have the assumed rigid-rotor equilibrium, or the CV
ions may not be rotating at the same velocity as the deuterium, even though
calculations indicate they should.

The apparent lowering of the rotational threshold for instability may
arise from a coupling between the rotational mode and the MHD kink mode.
Because of the geometry, the fastest growing kink mode probably results in
the same m=2 distortion. Even though geometry and FLR effects may reduce
the growth rate of the kink so that it is not observed in a non-rotational
form during the plasma lifetime, the free energy in the field that drives
the kink may lower the threshold of the rotational mode. Since both rota-
tional models are one dimensional, they do not contain this possible driving
force. Freidberg is examining the possibility of adding a gravitational
term to simulate this effect. In addition, a 3-dimensional MHD code [23] is
being used to study the effects of geometry and rotation on the kink
mode [24],

The macroscopic tearing of the plasma into distinct rings has never
been observed in the FRX systems. In spite of recent advances in the
understanding of tearing modes [25,26], a two-dimensional model may have to
be developed to accurately determine the stability of finite length layers
as produced in the FRX systems* But even if long layers tend to tear into
distinct rings, the result may not be detrimental to fusion concepts [27].

The continuing focus of research is to understand and control the m=2
rotational instability. Detailed experimental studies of the dependence of
this mode on temperature, geometry, and RFC formation process are being
pursued. Advanced theoretical models including geometry and kinetic affects
are under development,
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Abstract

FIELD REVERSAL IN MIRROR MACHINES.
Some of the physics issues anticipated in field-reversed mirrors are discussed. The effect

of current cancellation due to electrons is described. An estimate is made of the required
impurity level to maintain a field-reversed configuration. The SUPERLAYER code is used
to simulate the high-(3 2XIIB results, and favourable comparisons require inclusion of quasi-
linear RF turbulence. Impact of a quadrupole field on field-line closure and resonant transport
is discussed. A simple self-consistent model of ion currents is presented. Conditions for stability
of field-reversed configurations to E X B-driven rotations is determined.

INTRODUCTION

The principal advantage of a field-reversed-mirror (FRM) configura-
tion is that there is no external toroidal field. Consequently 6 is
high, and the configuration can be made small and simple, particularly if
it can be sustained by neutral beams. The problems are numerous. Can
the configuration be generated with ion current; that is, do self-gener-
ated electron currents cancel? How is the equilibrium sustained, and is
it pulsed? Finally, conventional wisdom suggests that in the absence of
any toroidal field [l] the system is unstable if the layer is too long
(tearing), if the aspect ratio is too small (MHD), or if the Larmor orbit

* Work performed under the auspices of the US Department of Energy by the Lawrence

Livermore Laboratory under contract number W-7405-ENG-48 and Princeton University under

contract number EY-76-C-02-3073.
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is too small (MHD). In the face of these is a stable configuration fea-
sible? It is the purpose of this paper to examine these questions and to
indicate our level of understanding at this time.

In Sec. 1, we describe the equations governing equilibrium, emphasiz-
ing the role played by electrons. The consequences of constraints im-
posed by current cancellation are discussed. Next, a comparison is made
between 2XIIB and the two-dimensional code called SUPERLAYER. One defect
of the code is the restriction to axisymmetry. We next assess the role
quadrupole fields play upon injection (the effective stretching of the
source), equilibrium (the opening of field lines), and transport (the de-
grading of confinement through single-particle resonances). This section
concludes with an analytic model of an ion layer. Finally, in Sec. II,
we address stability, where we consider the influence of finite Larmor
radius (FLR) and large aspect ratio on rotation-driven instabilities.

1. EQUILIBRIUM AND TRANSPORT

1.1.Electron Physics

In an FRM configuration generated and sustained by neutral beams, the
first point to resolve is the extent to which electrons cancel the ion
current. At a field null, electrons by resistive drag will speed up to
the ion velocity unless there is some other competitive viscous force al-
lowing a net current, such as generated by slower moving, higher Z impu-
rities (Ohkawa current [2]). Away from a null, electron current must be
due to E x B drifts, and so it is bounded by the potentials sustained
across flux surfaces. For substantial current cancellation, the E x B
velocity must be of the order of ion speed, requiring a potential (e<)>)
drop of the order of the ion temperature (T^). Consequently, on the
open field lines where Te << Tj and e<j> ~ Te, electron currents are
negligible. On the other hand, on closed field lines there is no such
limitation, and we must solve explicitly for the self-consistent poten-
tial. In both of these cases the external viscous force that is required
to maintain this differential rotation comes from the interaction of the
electrons on the open field lines with the walls.

To study these effects due to electrons [3], we consider an axisym-
metric hybrid model wherein the ion dynamics are determined from a two-
space, three-velocity particle code (SUPERLAYER)[4]. The magnetic and
electric fields are given by

B = - V ^ x e , E = - V < f > - — -I^T § (1)
r ~ re a t

and the self-generated toroidal field can be made negligible. The elec-
trons are treated as an E x B fluid given by

n = n.Z. , quasi-neutral (2)

and

ve m
e
V e i V * 2 , " Z^

E + — x B = e > n.ZT (v. - v ) = n(j -
c n e / i 1 1 - 1 ~ e -

= ,(j-j 0 H K A W A) (3)
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with

v

4
n e lnA

= /ll_ _§
ei 3 Vm e T 3/2

Consequently, with Ampere's law, neglecting displacement currents, we

obtain

I f + Ye • ?* - 4 r n ? • h w - " " j 0 H K A W A •arc^ (5)

r
where the second equality holds when there is only one species having a
non-zero velocity. Note the bootstrap current [5] Ye-Vip / r\rc . There
are several simple points that can be obtained from Eq. (5). First, at
the null (O-point), if the electron velocity is finite, steady state is
not possible in the absence of the seed current. It should be emphasized
that any process that breaks the relation Pei/ne = nj leads to a seed
current. Further, if field reversal is achieved, it can only be lost in
a resistive diffusion time.

We estimate the seed current necessary for reversal by examining the
steady-state solution of Eq. (5) in the paraxial limit (B <<B ). For an
ion source localized near the position of the null rg, write fhe ion
source nvr = (r - rQ)S and then integrate over the plasma volume to
obtain

A /STskin ,, >2 ,dx exp v ^ T 1 " r° "
,2\

" r° J
2 2

where for ^ 1 we use nm.vA = B_ /4TTSl 9 U

Tskin = ̂ 2 ~ =VI7J Tdrag ' ai = V Uci

where uc£ is the gyrofrequency at the vacuum field, vfi is the ion ther-
mal velocity, and rj is the last closed flux radius where B is assumed
to have its vacuum value. The term multiplying the integral is just the
ratio of the self field, due to the Ohkawa current, to the vacuum field.

To apply this result to the slow buildup in the present 2XIIB exper-
iments, we argue as follows. The injection current must be sufficient to
drive the field close to zero while the field lines are open and T e is
low; in this regime, ST])rag»n or for the trapped current

j. r 2
t r ap drag 0

a.

We now compare this with the condition that a well developed field-
reversed steady state exists for the same Te, noting that this should be
pessimistic because Te should climb on closed lines. For fixed a , Eq.
(6) may be thought of as giving ST s kj n/ n <* Itrap

 Tdrag/L a s a

function of ro/a^. The combination of this result and Eq. (7) forms
a minimum in the required trapped current; for a = 0.2 this lies at r*
2rg ^ 4a£. Thus, the required radius is about twice that of 2XIIB,
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which is roughly four times the volume. Folding in the increased trap-
ping efficiency, we conclude that to achieve field reversal in the exper-
imental regime, a threefold increase in injection current, or an equiv-
alent increase in the energy containment on the open lines, is required.
This increase in lifetime to Tj « Tdrag would require better suppres-
sion of rf turbulance at high (3. These basic electron physics equations,
Eqs (1-5), coupled with the constraint

/-
are being coupled with the ion pusher, SUPERLAYER, in a new hybrid simu-
lation code.

1.2, SUPERLAYER Simulation

In addition to the electron physics, which is presently being
worked into SUPERLAYER, we have developed a Monte Carlo package to model
the drift-cyclotron loss-cone (DCLC) rf activity on open lines and charge
exchange off the beams. The former generates transport (i.e. diffusion
coefficients) in agreement with the quasilinear model of DCLC. Since the
electron physics package is not complete, only energy transfer to elec-
trons has been considered; thus, at present we are only able to simulate
the approach to B = 0. Typical runs contain between 10 000 and 60 000
superparticles. We select the electron temperature (and the rf level,
which determines the ion energy) to agree with the experiment, and then
determine the remaining equilibrium quantities as a function of injection
current. The DCLC turbulence not only modifies the energy distribution;
it also causes appreciable radial diffusion. In addition results are sensi-
tive to the stream current imposed. At present, this current is an external
parameter. Agreement between simulation and experiment [6] is reasonably
good at two field strengths for peak densities, AB/B and radii. However,
the plasma length is too short in the simulation by a factor ~ 2 . This
discrepancy is believed to be due to the neglect of a quadrupole field in
the simulation, which now brings us the question of what we neglect by
assuming axisymmetry.

1.3. Quadrupole Fields

An obvious effect of the quadrupole field is the tipping of the field
lines away from the axis, effectively lengthening the source. To eval-
uate this effect, we have superimposed an external quadrupole field in
SUPERLAYER and have observed stretching of ion-ring equilibria by the
right magnitude. However, the introduction of the quadrupole field
raises more subtle issues. First is the question of whether field lines
can then close if the field is reversed. The second issue is how badly
do single-particle resonances for axis-encircling particles degrade con-
finement .

First consider the question of the opening of field lines [7]. To
show the scaling, we superimpose externally applied toroidal and quad-
rupole fields on the field-reversed configuration. As a model, we again
assume that Bz >> Br almost everywhere and use the paraxial approxi-
mation (except over a small region where field lines turn). In this case,
the field-reversed configuration can be written:

2 2 2 n
f0

 = - r0 ^ <8a>
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B* = B^ tanh2n , n > 0 (8b)

B T = § | B T (8c)

and

B = B | (r cos 26 - § sin 2 6) (8d)

Note that H Q is the value of n on the last closed-field line and is re-
lated to the vacuum flux by exp(^/^o) = cosh^i. Also, Eq. (8a) is
the equation of a field line (r) constant) in the absence of Bq and Bf
that we now treat as a perturbation. Now the equations of motion of a
field line due to this perturbation can be written:

j q ^ (Bq + BT) - V6 (9)

Thus
BTsin 26(z = 0) - =± (10)
a

n = n(z = 0) j 3
T

sin 26 g—

Consequently, field lines are confined if | B-p/Bq| > 1. This analysis
ignores diamagnetic effects on the quadrupole field. To ascertain
whether plasma currents can shield out the quadrupole field is an un-
answered question and awaits the development of a self-consistent three-
dimensional equilibrium code.

Another aspect of asymmetry is how it affects radial transport. Spe-
cifically, axis-encircling particles can satisfy resonance conditions, in
which case perturbations due to quadrupole fields can enhance particle
losses. Luckhardt and Fleishmann[8]have suggested that such is the cause
of the enhanced electron losses in the RECE-BERTA ring experiment. An
important observation is that the sudden losses occur at fixed values at
& = AB/B (independent of B ) and that the losses between these fixed
values are proportional to Ehe collision frequency but enhanced by a fac-
tor proportional to Bq. These features suggest that, near the fixed
values of <5, a sizable fraction of the plasma intercepts the loss region,
whereas at other values there^is 'neoclassical'-like transport with an
effective banana width ^ B

Assume that particles in this general three-dimensional system pos-
sess three good invariants} then the resonance condition associated with
these invariants is

mJJ + nfi + LO = 0 (11)
z r o

If particles could maintain this resonance relation, they would simply
drift out of the confined region under the influence of a symmetry-break-
ing field. The fact that the Hamiltonian of the system is a nonlinear
function of the invariants (actions) bounds the regions of resonance.
The quadrupole field couples degrees of freedom if L = 2 and m is odd.
Then the invariants oscillate about resonant values slowly, compared with
their associated frequencies. The amplitudes Al and island frequency
ftj <* B . If this swing intercepts a radial limiter, plasma
loss results.
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To evaluate these effects, we expand about circular orbits and write
the Hamiltonian in action-angle variables, viz

o „ m.
H0 = (12)

The procedure then is to cast the perturbed Hamiltonian due to Bq in
action angle variables, which have a nearly constant phase when Eq. (11)
is satisfied. Then, following Chirifcov [9], we make a further canonical
transformation to obtain a new Hamiltonian dependent on this slow phase
and action and hence deduce the oscillation amplitudes of the original
actions:

AI

(13)

where M is a completely determined but complicated decreasing function of
m and n.

To apply this calculation to RECE-BERTA, we choose the flux to satisfy
2

V
(14)

with Lz

r = 9 cm.

r z
11 cm and Lr = 16 cm, and thus the current-density peaks at

We have calculated resonance positions and widths in Ir, I2 space
for 450-keV electrons at various values of 6. We identify a 'well popu-
lated' region corresponding to particles that do not hit the limiter and
turn axially at Zt < 10 cm. We find that, as 6 is varied, resonances
move slowly in the axial tail (Zt > 11 cm) but rapidly in the well pop-
ulated region; e.g. the m = 3, n = 0 resonance sweeps through the latter
region as 6 changes from 0.62 to 0.56, corresponding to a time short com-
pared with the ring-decay time (10~5 s) but slow compared with the
island frequency (10 s" ) for B (r = 10 cm)/B = 0.02. Hence, particles
lying in I-space within AI of the radial limiter are lost during a sweep,
while the increase in diffusion coefficient for the remaining particles
is neoclassical (banana regime):

(AI)V B1/2v
q

(15)

In this model, the most notable resonances were S = 0.73 (m = n = 1), 6 =
0.55 (m = 3, n = 0) and 6 = 0.14 (m = 3, n = 1). In RECE-BERTA, only two
resonances have been identified, which we speculate to be the latter
two. As for the first resonance, a more exact treatment might predict
its onset to lie at 6>1 and thus not in present data. There are other
weaker resonances intercepting the limiter that have also not been ob-
served. It should be emphasized that our model field is crude, assumes
fixed scale lengths, and ignores mirroring in the vacuum field. The
weakness in the Hamiltonian model is the inadequate treatment of parti-
cles with large excursions. It should be noted that resonances hang up
in these regions.
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These effects have also been investigated with the exact orbit, sin-
gle-particle code ORBXYZ. To date, comparisons have been limited, but for
the principal resonances studied, 5 is as predicted and the excursions
scale with analytic theory.

Such resonance should degrade confinement in the very high B-regime
in 2XIIB. However, if the radius is doubled for significant bootstrap-
ping as required for field reversal, the number of axis-encircling parti-
cles should be small, the frequencies should be disparate, and this reso-
nant diffusion should disappear.

1.4. Analytical Model of a Field-Reversing Ion Layer

To help gain insight into the physics of field-reversed states, we
investigated an analytically solvable case. The model is a Z-independ-
ent, axially symmetric entity in which monoenergetic ions of fixed canon-
ical angular momentum f ~ 6(E - Eg) <$(L - LQ) move in the self-
consistent fields generated by their motion in the external field BQ.
For the chosen ion-distribution function the ionic azimuthal current is
J0 = Vg/r. Use of this relation, together with that required by conser-
vation of canonical angular momentum, leads immediately to a differential
equation of Bessel form for y = vg /v, the dimensionless azimuthal veloc-
ity of the ions:

ff ^ f - (->- • -ir) » • •
dx x dx \ x x /

where x = K(r/ai), a dimensionless radius, ag is the ion gyroradius
in the (uniform) vacuum field BQ, and K is a constant (later deter-
mined) that is a measure of the dimensionless radius of the entity
K « a/aj.

The general solution to this equation is

y = AI2(2x
1/2) + BK2(2x

1/2) (17)

Boundary conditions to be imposed are:(l) y = -1 at r = a and r =* s
(inner radius of entity) and (2) a; = aj at r = a (i.e. ion gyro-
radius at outer boundary equals vacuum-field gyroradius). With the
above, a closed solution is obtained wherein A and B are given as func-
tions of s/a and a/a£, from which follow self-consistent fields and
orbits.

Some conclusions from the analysis:

• Field reversal is only possible for a/ag5 2.0.
• Large, thick layers produce higher field reversal:

^ - (a/s) 1 / 2 , a » a 0 ; a » s (18)

Depending on the sign of y at r = s, either field reversal or field
enhancement may be achieved.

2. STABILITY

To ascertain the stability of an FRM we must include FLR and a large
aspect ratio. To examine these effects we relax the length constraint
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and use the paraxial approximation. We also consider a rigid-rotor equi-
librium so that Csee Eq. (8))

and

to

0
P l ~ 8,

P = P(O)

.2
cosh n

1

2
cosh n

the rotation frequency

2V2
1 Alf

2
wcir0

no
T

1 + e

i

(19)

(20)

(1 + K) (21)

where

"Alf
4ijp(0)

(22)

and K = Te/T£ for electrostatically confined electrons and comes from
the E x B drift. Also, the mean particle frequency is given by

,,2
2V

uExB <UVB> "
Alf

to . r_
ci 0

K -

2sinh n

(23)

We assume field-line lengths scale with n. How we resolve the singular-
ity at n = 0 will be described presently.

The perturbed equations for this configuration (Ey = 0) have been
derived previously [10] and will be applied here. For the perturbed ra-
dial displacement, we have the equation

dr dr
=(m 2 -

dr
(24)

with

pT = p(n) (w - mai.) (w -
2 2

- k B /
(25)

We consider rotation-driven modes which are flute-like. Consequently, we
average over a line (k^ = 0) to obtain

(n + n0) n0

2 2
\ + TIQ) n

dn

w2p(n)

no(n + n0)

tanh n (26)
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when the upper (lower) quantities pertain to the open (closed) field
lines. Note that because 5 is only a function of T\ through the flute
average, the boundary condition or regularity at r = 0 is lost. Now to
close the problem we need a constraint at the null. Both solutions are
well behaved; Eg = 0 does not determine the proper solution at the
null. We then have as ri approaches zero, the two solutions

F - i x M 2 - 1 2. 2 (27)

16 n

The next point is to obtain the appropriate linear combination. Recall-
ing Eq. (23), we see that breakdown in the model occurs in the VB drift,
which diverges at n = 0, and that an appropriate particle treatment would
lead to a finite term. Consequently, we model this effect by writing

"2 = 2 ^ ^ | - (K L _ \ v 2 = ^ (28)

i
To obtain this scaling, we have made use of the linear expansion B =
2B()(r - VQ) no/rg. Now, near the null the differential equation,
Eq. (26), takes the form

d n dS m 2 - l n
2 2 2 2 2

dn n + V dn 4 n Q n + v
solving by iteration,we generate the solution (n >> v)

2

5 = 1 + m V n2 (Inn2 - 1 + lnv2) (29)
16 n2

which then determines the linear combination. Note that the other solu-
tion diverges logarithmatically and must be discarded. It must be re-
marked that this result is only qualitative. A rigorous treatment
requires the solution of the Vlasov equation in the vicinity of the null,
where the magnetic field is linear. Our results show that as v^ + 0
(small Larmor radius) the system is most stable (K «= 1.2). Recall that
in this limit the solution at the null is £^. On the other hand, as
v2 -* l/no(a£/ro = 1) the threshold drops to K^CKE - 0). In this
limit the solution at the null is predominantly ?2- These results do
not agree with the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory experiment [ll],
whose stability threshold is lower yet. It should be emphasized that
there is a linear combination at the null with marginal stability at zero
rotation; however, the solution is inconsistent with our boundary-layer
analysis.
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DISCUSSION

ON PAPERS S-l-1 AND S-l-2

H.A.B. BODIN: The data presented from the Los Alamos reversed-field
theta-pinch showing improved confinement over the system without reversed field
imply 'better stability than expected' of the end regions with strongly unfavourable
curvature. Previously, when these systems were studied, there was no proper
explanation of this; qualitatively, finite Larmor radius was suggested, but there
are other factors. Have we now a better understanding? In particular, is there
a quantitative treatment corresponding to the experimental condition?

L.D. PEARLSTEIN: If the external field is uniform (no curvature), there
can be no rigid m= 1 interchange instability. This displacement must be zero
frequency even though the self-consistent field has curvature. This does not rule
out higher-m modes or non-rigid displacements; for these modes FLR effects
could stabilize. The lines with some good curvature are separated from the closed
field configuration by a separatrix. I should think that, if the closed field region
were interchange-unstable, plasma would escape through this separatrix. The
elongation of the plasma reduces the kink drive, which, combined with FLR effects,
could stabilize this mode. The authors of paper S-l-1 speculate that bending of
the field lines (the kink drive), neglected in the theory of rotational instability,
might account for the optimistic threshold condition calculated.

D.R. SWEETMAN: Could you discuss, quantitatively, the importance of
the Ohkawa current in obtaining field reversal? Does the presence of reverse
currents have a substantial effect on the beam current required?

L.D. PEARLSTEIN: The magnitude of Ohkawa current required to maintain
field reversal depends upon the ratio of minor radius to Larmor radius, (a/p0).
For a/po £ 2 the Ohkawa current must generate almost all of the reversed flux;
for a/po £ 2 the current analogous to the 'bootstrap' current in tokamaks reduces
the required Ohkawa current by a factor exp [- 5 (a/p0)2 ]. Since the Ohkawa
current is proportional to the beam current, and since the required injection
current goes up with volume, we estimate that 1500 A, roughly three times
the available current, was required to reverse the field in 2XII-B.

H.H. FLE.ISCHMANN: With regard to your calculation on the orbital
resonances, I would like to ask whether you have any results concerning the
influence of hexapole fields or the influence of quadrupole fields in axially
extended rings?

L.D. PEARLSTEIN: There have been no calculations with hexapole fields as
yet. The calculation with quadrupole fields used a model Hamiltonian which is
not accurate near the axial boundary. This model is now being improved.
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Abstract

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF LOSS MECHANISM UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF
CYCLOTRON INSTABILITIES IN A RAREFIED PLASMA.

An anomalous loss mechanism of ions and electrons in a mirror machine is investigated. —
The experiments were carried out at the Ogra-3 and Ogra-3B devices with low-density
plasma (108 — 1010 cm"3). Losses of plasma are the result of its radial transport across the
magnetic field under the influence of an oscillating electric field with a frequency comparable
to the particle drift frequencies. The well determined character of charged-particle motion in
the field of the low-frequency wave is destroyed by the changes in the particle energies. The
electron energy changes through Coulomb collisions, and that of the ions as a result of cyclotron
oscillations. It is shown experimentally that if the low-frequency oscillations are suppressed
cyclotron oscillations do not give rise to ion losses under the conditions of the experiment.

1. INTRODUCTION

Experiments with rarefied plasmas (copi ~ ojgj) accumulated in mirror
machines by means of fast-atom injection showed that an ion cyclotron instability
gave rise to a significant loss of ions [1—5]. Moreover, an anomalously high positive
plasma potential had been observed in a number of devices [1-4], which proved
the existence of non-classical electron losses.

So far, such characteristics as density or magnetic-field thresholds of insta-
bilities, mode structures of oscillations, and their spectra have been studied
comparatively well.

The channels for particle loss are, however, only insufficiently known. The
only possible mechanism of ion loss associated with a change in the transverse
ion energy — and, consequently, with particle diffusion in velocity space and
with filling the trap volume up to the magnetic mirrors - does not agree with the
experimentally observed high plasma anisotropy. Generally speaking, ion loss

469
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under the influence of cyclotron oscillations with rather narrow frequency spectra
would contradict the conservation of the superadiabatic invariant.

The reason for the development of an anomalous plasma potential also
requires additional investigation.

This paper presents the results of experiments dealing with the non-classical
ion and electron loss mechanism and related phenomena appearing in this context.

2. DEVICES, PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS AND EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS

The investigations into the plasma loss mechanism were carried out on
Ogra-3 and its modification, Ogra-3B. The latter differs from Ogra-3, whose
parameters are given in Ref. [8], in the field configuration of magnetic trap, i.e.
instead of the magnetic coils generating the simple mirror field a superconducting
baseball coil was installed, which gives rise to a 'minimum-B' magnetic field.
In both mirror machines, the plasma was produced by means of 20-keV hydrogen
atom injection. The maximum injection current in Ogra-3B was 0.15 eq.A. Ion
trapping was provided by ionization of highly exited atoms by means of a Lorentz
field. The typical injection period was 1 s. The magnetic field strength at the
centre of the Ogra-3B trap was 17 kG. The mirror ratio was 2.06, the distance
between the mirrors amounted to 70 cm. The radius of the plasma accumulation
region was 17 cm. The angle between the injected beam and the trap axis was 79°.
The initial plasma anisotropy was given by r = EJX/EJH = 20. The residual gas
pressure before injection pulse did not exceed 10~12 torr. During beam injection,
the gas pressure rose to 10~10 torr owing to the gas flux from the injector.

The following set of diagnostics was used in the experiment:
Seven probes were installed in the horizontal plane of the trap, 40 cm from

the centre, in order to measure the cold-ion flux proportional to / nd£ on the
force lines. This set of probes enabled us to calculate the radial distribution of
the plasma density from r = 0 to r = 18.7 cm, where r is the plasma radius at the
central trap cross-section. The projection of each probe along the field lines onto
the central trap cross-section is practically a straight strip, whose height exceeds
the extent of the plasma in that direction. Two grids were installed in front of
the probe collectors. Application of appropriate potentials on the grids made it
possible to measure the ion spectra and, hence, to obtain information on the plasma
potential and its radial distribution. It was possible to bias the ion flux completely
and measure the flux of electrons leaving the trap.

A probe with many grids installed 40 cm from the centre performed con-
tinuous measurements of the plasma potential. The time behaviour of the ion
density in the plasma and the energy spectra of the hot ions were determined from
charge-exchange neutral-atom-flux measurements.

The electron density and its axial distribution and the electron temperature
and its distribution with respect to its longitudinal velocities were measured by
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the absorption of super-high-frequency (SHF) electromagnetic waves at the electron
cyclotron frequency. The horn emitter and receiver were placed at the trap axis
on both sides of plasma. To obtain the longitudinal-velocity distribution function
and the electron temperature, it was necessary to measure the dependence of the
absorption coefficient on the frequency shift, AGO = coBe(0) — cog, where coge(0)
is the electron cyclotron frequency in the minimum of the magnetic field, and
Wg is the generator frequency [9]. When cjg < a>Be (0), the absorption line profile
is determined by the Doppler effect. When cog > coBe (0), the absorption coef-
ficient is practically independent of the electron temperature and is completely
determined by the electron density and the space dependence of the magnetic
field at the point of resonance [10]. Measurements of the absorption as a function
of Aco = ojg — cjge(0) for cog > wBe (0) provide information on the electron
density distribution along the axis.

By a set of electrostatic antennas, it was possible to determine the spatial
structure and the amplitudes and frequency spectra of oscillations in the frequency
ranges of 1-500 kHz and 10-130 MHz.

The phenomena considered in this paper are investigated at peak plasma
densities ~ 108 cm"3 in Ogra-3 and 109 - 2 X 1010 cm"3 in Ogra-3B. In the latter
device, the electron temperature attained 300 eV. The ion decay time as deter-
mined by charge exchange was 1 s after the beam had been switched off. The
plasma dimensions in Ogra-3B were 14 cm and r = 7 cm in the longitudinal and
radial directions, respectively.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the dependence of the measured plasma density on Iinj TCX

in Ogra-3, close to the thresholds of the anisotropic ion cyclotron instability
(AICI) (108 cm"3). The product of Ijnj rc x is obviously the plasma density
expected if ion life-time is determined by charge exchange (rcx is the charge-
exchange time), and the trapping efficiency of the injected current, 1^-, is
determined by Lorentz ionization. At a density higher than the AICI threshold,
fundamental-cyclotron-frequency oscillations developed. In a density range lower
than the threshold of the flute instability, low-frequency (LF) oscillations were
observed; their frequency increased with the density (electron drift branch of
the dispersion relation). At a density higher than the threshold of the flute insta-
bility, the amplitude of the LF oscillations increased pronouncedly, and the
frequency became equal to half of the ion drift frequency (if the frequency of
electric drift was subtracted). With a feedback system, it was possible to suppress
the LF oscillations in both regions of density, lower and higher than the threshold
of the flute instability, i.e. in the whole range of densities shown in Fig.l. The
suppression of the LF oscillations did not affect the development of the cyclotron
instability. It was possible to suppress the cyclotron oscillations independently
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n x 108 cm"3

Expected density for Lorentz trapping ~ I.

FIG. I. Average plasma density as a function of the value expected from Lorentz trapping in
Ogra-3 with simple mirror geometry. 1 - no suppression of oscillations; 2 - only cyclotron
oscillations are suppressed; 3 - only drift oscillations are suppressed. B = 21.6 kG.

by the excitation of electron plasma oscillations [11]. The amplitude of the LF
oscillations dropped slightly in this case, and the frequency did not change.
Curve 1 in Fig. 1 shows the plasma density as a function of l-m^rc^ when both LF
and HF oscillations occur, i.e. when no means of oscillation suppression were
used. Curve 2 was obtained for suppressed AICI. There was no plasma loss up
to the threshold of the flute instability (1 X 108 cm"3), and the density limitation
in the region of the flute instability became less pronounced. Curve 3 corresponds
to the case where only LF oscillations were suppressed by the feedback system
in the whole density range indicated in Fig.l. Now, the anomalous plasma loss
had disappeared completely, but, as has already been mentioned, the amplitude
of the cyclotron oscillation was not changed. Therefore, it is demonstrated that
cyclotron activity itself does not cause plasma loss in our conditions. Additional
loss of ions associated with cyclotron activity appears only in the presence of
LF oscillations.

The measurement of the plasma density distribution along the trap axis
had shown that this distribution was neither changed in the case of curve 1 nor
in that of curve 3 (Fig.l). In both cases, the plasma dimension along the trap
axis is about 5 cm, which is much smaller than the distance between the mirrors
(40 cm). This implies that additional plasma loss due to cyclotron oscillations
in the presence of LF oscillations does not occur through the loss cone and,
consequently, through the mirrors, but as a result of radial transport across the
magnetic field.
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FIG.2. Typical set of oscillograms: /c;- - flux of cold ions at the axis; In - charge-exchange
neutrals; «j, TZ2 — electron density at z = 3 cm and z = 7.5 cm; <fio — plasma potential; LF —
time-averaged envelope of drift (LF) oscillations. B = 12.6 kG; HF - time-averaged envelope
of ion cyclotron (HF) oscillations.

Investigations into the anomalous loss mechanism associated with the
cyclotron activity were continued in the Ogra-3B device, the mirror machine
with minimum-B configuration.

Figure 2 shows a typical set of signals: cold ions at the trap axis, charge-
exchange neutrals, plasma density measured by means of SHF resonance electron
cyclotron absorption at z = 3 cm and z = 7.5 cm, plasma potential, envelope of
LF oscillations (f < 500 kHz), envelope of ion cyclotron oscillations (HF),
and the injection current.

At the threshold of the instability development, LF and HF oscillations
appear as short bursts, and the frequency of their appearance increases with the
density while the amplitude of a single burst does not change significantly. The
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 mA

FIG.3. Plasma density n versus beam intensity fi = 12.6 kG.

FIG.4. Oscillograms of cold-ion flux Ici at different plasma radii. B = 12.6 kG, n=2X109 cm'
(For the three upper curves,, the vertical scale is opposite to that of the other curves.)
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signal drop at the end of the injection is due to the instant drop of gas pressure.
The plasma density did not drop as is seen on the oscillogram measured by the
absorption of SHF wave electron density.

Figure 3 shows the average plasma density versus the injection current. The
deviation from a linear dependence can be explained by an enhancement of the
trapping rate due to cascade processes in the accumulated plasma [12]. At a
density of 2 X 109 cm"3, the cyclotron instability appears and leads to plasma
losses. The threshold of this instability is proportional to the square of the
magnetic field.

During the injection period when the plasma density exceeds 109 cm"3,
oscillations in the range of the drift and cyclotron frequencies are observed.
Drift oscillation spectra have rather complicated structures in the frequency band
of 0-500 kHz. Five harmonics of the cyclotron oscillations have been detected
in the density range mentioned. Drift and cyclotron oscillations occur as short
bursts with durations of typically some tens of milliseconds. As was mentioned
above, the burst frequency increased with the plasma density and reached
100-200 Hz at a density of ~ 1010 cm"3.

There is a correlation between the drops of the density and the appearance
of the bursts. Figure 4 shows cold-ion signals measured at different radii (all
signals in Fig.4 are positive; the three upper oscillograms have been turned over
for convenience) as functions of time. The drops of the density in the central
part of the trap are seen to be correlated with the density peaks in the outward
radial parts of plasma.

The plasma decay time measured at different radii is shown in Fig.5. The
measurements were performed in conditions where both LF and HF oscillations
existed after the beam had been switched off. The plasma periphery is seen to
decay faster (see also Fig.4). This conclusion is also proved by a measurement
of the radial distribution of /ndC in a quiescent plasma (Fig.6, curve 1) and in an
unstable plasma (curve 2). The latter radial distribution is seen to be more peaked.

The axial plasma density distributions for quiescent (n = 10* cm~3) and non-
quiescent ( n s 3 X 109 cm"3) regimes are shown in Fig.7. It can be seen that an
instability does not change the shape of the distribution. This observation
indicates that practically all losses are associated with radial transport across the
magnetic field. This statement is also confirmed by peaks and drops on the
abovementioned oscillograms.

Some studies on anomalous electron loss were carried out in these experiments.
Observed and calculated ambipolar classical potentials versus plasma density are
shown in Fig.8 (the observed value of the electron temperature used for this
calculation agrees well with the classical temperature as derived from ion-electron
collisions). The electron energy distribution function f(Ee||) has been measured
by using SHF wave absorption as was mentioned above. As is shown in Fig. 9
evidently, it co-incides with the Maxwellian distribution in a wide energy range.
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0 .1 -

FIG. 5. Decay time of cold-ion flux at

different plasma radii. B = 12.6 kG.

Charge-exchange time TCX = 0.6 s.

10 r [cm)
FIG. 6. Radial distribution of plasma density. (More exactly, the double-averaged plasma
density

n(r) = iSUn(z,d)dh/d(z,r)]dz}/yr)

where d(z, r) is a vertical chord in the plasma body and S.z(rJ is the plasma-body dimension

along the field line). B=12.6kG. 1 - n s s 10s cm~3, 2 - n S 3 X 109 cm'3.
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FIG. 7. Plasma density distributions along the trap axis:

• - B= 14.2 kG, n = 1 X10scm~3,
*-B=15.6kG, n^3X109cm'3.
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FIG.8. Plasma potential i£0 versus plasma density. B= 15.6 kG.
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FIG.9. Measured distribution function of electrons f(Ee\\
energy. B = 12.6 kG,n ss 2 X 109 cm'3.

, where Ee\\ is the longitudinal

For a calculation of the classical ambipolar potential <pc, the condition of quasi-
neutrality and Pastukhov's formula [13] were used:

where R is the mirror ratio, ree the electron-electron scattering time, and r the
fast-ion life-time. For our experimental conditions, ipc « 2.5 Te; the calculated
value of tfic is shown in Fig.8.

The measured value of the plasma potential is <p = (5 — 7.5) Te. In a potential
well like this, the flux of escaping electrons cannot exceed 1/50 of its production
rate, and, in fact, measurements have proved that only a very small portion of the
electrons leaves the trap along the field lines in the axial region, which means that
electrons from the central plasma region are lost radially across the magnetic field.
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4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The results of our studies show that the appearance of ion cyclotron oscil-
lations is followed by ion transport across the magnetic field. This transverse
transport accounts for considerable ion loss from a magnetic trap. When anomalous
ion loss is observed, low-frequency drift oscillations appear simultaneously with
cyclotron oscillations in the plasma. As had been shown, the appearance of an
anomalous potential was not associated with cyclotron activity but rather with
the existence of low-frequency oscillations.

Cyclotron oscillations cannot transport ions radially, owing to their narrow
frequency spectrum, but give rise to energy spreading of the initially monoener-
getic ion energy distribution. Low-frequency oscillations seem to be able to induce
radial drift excursions of particles in the wave field rather than to cause radial
diffusion. Although oscillations with a frequency equal to that of the magnetic
drift precession,

^ _ c E u _7B_

" eBr B

could move the ions radially, in the experiment the frequencies detected did not
co-incide with those just mentioned. For example, in the regime illustrated in
Fig. 1, at densities of about 108 cm"3, the frequency of the drift oscillations is in
the range 0 — w*/2.

Putvinskij and Timofeev [14] proposed a mechanism of transverse electron
transport in the field of a low-frequency wave, taking into account electron-
electron Coulomb scattering. In this field with a potential \p and a frequency to
electrons have the radial shift of

_c_ 1

H co -kv d

where vd is an electron drift velocity in an electric field of ambipolar potential <p.
As.practically in all cases the stationary electric field depends on Z, the average
electric field affecting the electrons depends on their longitudinal energy (except
for the case of a square potential well). Consequently, the average drift velocity
also depends on the longitudinal energy of the electrons: vd = vd (Ee||).

Since under the influence of Coulomb scattering, the energy of the electrons
changes at random, the Rvalue would also change in the same manner, and the
electrons would stochastically jump from one trajectory to another.

This process is an origin of radial diffusion of electrons.
Putvinskij has generalized this loss mechanism for the case of ions. The drift

velocity of the ions, vd, is the sum of magnetic and electric drift velocities. In the
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case of a rarefied plasma, the ion energy change under the influence of ion
collisions is negligible, but energy of the ions changes under the influence of
cyclotron oscillations. Since the magnetic drift velocity depends on the particle
energy we also have a reason for transverse diffusion.

The experimental results presented in this article are in qualitative agreement
with theoretical predictions [14, 15], but for a quantitative comparison it would
be necessary to carry out more detailed calculations and measurements.

Drift electron dispersion relation branches with positive energy which were
observed both in Ogra-3 and Qgra-3B may be excited by injected beam noises,
cyclotron oscillations including decay processes as considered by Arsenin [16], etc.

The anomalous transverse ion and electron diffusion in the field of harmonic
oscillations as analysed in this paper does not depend on the nature of the particle
energy change. The energy of the ions may change under the influence of cyclo-
tron oscillations and Coulomb collisions, as well. In experiments with high-density
plasma [17, 18], anomalous ions losses associated with rather narrow frequency
spectra of cyclotron oscillations were detected. Actually, the aboveconsidered
transverse loss mechanism might be operative also in the case of these experiments
if, for one reason or another, low-frequency oscillations are excited.
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DISCUSSION

R.E. AAMODT: One possible explanation of the enhanced electron and ion
cross-field transport in the presence of both high- and low-frequency waves is that
these waves may induce mutual non-linear instabilities. Have there been experi-
mental studies of the correlation between these two types of waves and their
measured saturation amplitudes?

Dzh. G. LOMINADZE: Such experiments are under way at present.
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Abstract

DRIFT WAVE STABILITY AND TRANSPORT THEORY IN FUSION SYSTEMS.
The linear properties of lower hybrid, drift cyclotron, and drift cyclotron loss-cone

instabilities are calculated including shear, beta and distribution function effects. Transport
runs including these effects are carried out for experiment-sized and reactor-sized devices.
Non-linear effects on the DC mode due to frequency and wavenumber shifts are calculated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is generally accepted* that microinstabilities affect both the heating
and loss (of particles and heat) in many plasma containment devices. The
modeling and prediction of the behavior of linear theta pinch, reversed
field pinch (RFP), imploding liner, and magnetic mirror machines all
require knowledge of the linear and nonlinear behavior of the lower hybrid
(LH), ion cyclotron drift (DC), and drift cyclotron loss-cone modes
(DCLC), including such realistic features as finite beta, magnetic shear,
and the full set of particle and temperature gradients. In this paper, we
give many of these properties (Sec. 2) and show how they affect the time
evolution of various experiments (Sec. 3). Further, we formulate and
examine the effects of the nonlinear frequency shift on the drift cyclotron
mode (Maxwellian) and determine the spatial and temporal evolution of
the spectrum of such modes in a flute approximation (Sec. 4). The latter
calculation bears on mirror loss cones with a warm plasma stream.

2. LINEAR PROPERTIES OF LH, DC AND DCLC INSTABILITIES

The linear theory of these three modes have been widely discussed
in the low-/3, no-shear, constant temperature limit. * In summary, their
properties in this limit are (Ln is the scale size, ai the ion gyroradius)

ce ci/ \ ce pe ) H

Lj; y ~

In this section, we extend these conditions to include various magnetic
geometries and distribution function effects, using both analytic and
numerical solutions of the dispersion relation, extended for non-local
effects to the form2 Ap"+ Q(w,k,r)<P = 0, and for finite-j3 effects to a 2 x 2
dispersion matrix. 2 The details of the analytic and numerical techniques,
along with further graphs and results are presented elsewhere. 3~ ' This
section summarizes the results. The definition of shear and notation are
standard. 3,6

o
2.1. Lower Hybrid with Shear, Weak Inhomogeneity

In the low-(3 limit, an analytic estimate of shear stabilization can be
made. The result is LH is stable if

ff
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L L (l + T / T .

T * IT
f

IT * IT T /TLn a i e /Ti
The last mode to stabilize has wavenumber k2ae

2 = (Te/Tj[)(l+Te/Ti +

To include finite 9 and also the effect of strong inhomogeneities
[1 £ ai/Ln > (me/mj)*] requires numerical analysis. We present two
examples.

2. 2. Lower Hybrid with Shear and Finite ft (Te/Ti -»0)6

The analysis uses a fully electromagnetic, non-local, Weber-like
dispersion equation to include finite ion j3 as well as magnetic shear. The
results of numerical integration of this equation are shown in Fig. 1.
Although for shear much too weak to stabilize the LH mode, increasing P[
tends to decrease the growth rate, the ultimate effect is that increasing
/Si somewhat increases the shear needed to stabilize. The curve below
ai/Ln = 1 agrees with the analytic calculation Eq. (1).

2. 3. Lower Hybrid with Shear, Strong Inhomogeneity

As shown in Fig. 2, numerical integration of the jS=O dispersion Eq. shows
that increasing Te/Ti reduces the amount of shear needed to stabilize in the
weak gradient limit, in agreement with Eq. (l)-Eq. (2); however, increasing
Te/Ti increases the shear for stability in the strong gradient limit.

4
2. 4. Lower Hybrid with Temperature Gradients

The problem of linear stability of the LH mode in low /3 can be
generalized to include temperature gradients. Such a calculation has been
carried out and the results are, in summary: the LH mode is unstable
only for wavelengths such that (17 = dinT./dinn)

2 \ - l

(3)

(4)

Note that whereas without ion temperature gradients (iTn - 0 ) all long
wavelength modes are unstable, the unstable spectrum is reduced for
positive. Eqs (3-4) are also necessary for the DC mode, where w * o^
= kVrj determines the wavenumber.

2.5. DC with Shear3

In a calculation similar to that described for the LH mode, we have
obtained an analytic solution to the non-local dispersion equation, by
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solving the Weber-like equation for the perturbed potential A<P"'+ (B-Cx^)p
= 0, where B(XO,OJ ,k) is the local dispersion relation. In this case, in
constrast to LH, shear reduces the growth rate rather than stabilizing the
mode. The condition for shear to reduce the growth of all wavelengths of
the DC modes is

L / / \ V \

(A somewhat weaker value of shear affects the very short wavelengths,
ka[ » 1.) Since the LH mode can be shown to merge with the DC mode
for (Ln/ai) - (mj/mg)^, Eq. (5)is clearly the same as the condition for
stabilizing LH modes, Eq. (1) at this value of L Note also that the linear
stability condition Ln < ai.(mi/me)* bounds the nghthand side of Eq. (5L

7
2. 6. DC with Finite jS

A detailed numerical study of the linear dispersion matrix for DC
instabilities, including electromagnetic perturbations, allows study of this
mode for finite 3 - 8im(Te+Ti)/B'% as well as the transition to the LH mode
discussed above. The results are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . For P K<

(me/mi)-* all effects are small. For larger values, £ becomes a significant
stabilizing effect, due particularly to resonant 7 B orbit modifications from
finite /5 as w/kVB - 1, where VB * (CT/eBLn)(3. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show
the reduction of the growth rate for Te/Tj: and for T e = 0. The double
curve is because y = Ymax f° r t™0 different values of ky, where £ gets
sufficiently large. As usual electromagnetic effects prevent the
' self-dug well' of the electrostatic term from stabilizing the mode.
Similar though less detailed results have been obtained analytically in an
earlier publication.8 We conclude that although finite £ slows the instability,
it may still persist until diffusion broadens the profile to the linear stability
limit ai /Ln =-(me/mi)* In a sufficiently large device, this may be
unimportant compared with classical effects. More details are contained
elsewhere.

2. 7. DCLC with Warm Plasma

Although linear theory predicts that the DCLC mode in a mirror machine
will be unstable over a broad band of frequency and wavenumber,^ experi-
mental observation indicates only narrow bands of instability at the lowest
harmonics of the ion cyclotron frequency.10 A detailed linear analysis is
made of the transformation of the DCLC instability into the DC instability
as the loss-cone of the ion distribution is filled by a warm Maxwellian
component.^ In particular, the loss-cone distribution is modeled by the
difference of two Maxwellians with different temperatures Ty = miVjj2/2,
Th = mjVhV2 and the warm component by a Maxwellian with temperature
Tw = mi Vw2/2 with A the relative fraction of warm component. In general.
it is found that the addition of warm plasma (A?̂  0) reduces the growth rate
of the DCLC and breaks the broad band wavenumber spectrum into a
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FIG.5. Warm plasma effects on DCLC instability for various ion distributions (see text).

discrete banded structure when y~ o^i- T n e detailed features of the
spectrum are strongly dependent on the parameters A , Th/TH, T W / T H
characterizing the ion equilibrium. A particularly interesting result is
that when the ion velocity distribution is ' double humped', some para-
metric combinations (e.g. T L H / L N = • 2, A= .025, Th/Tfj = .05, TW/TH
- . 025) result in the lowest unstable harmonic having the largest linear
growth rate. This result is consistent with experimental observations and
argues that these persistent observations of only the lowest harmonics may
possibly be explained, linearly, by means of a partially filled loss cone.
Further details, including the effects of temperature gradients and warm
plasma component on the instability threshold condition, may be found in
Ref. 5 (see also Fig. 5).

3. MODELING OF SHEAR- AND BETA- STABILIZED PLASMAS

In order to determine the practical importance of many of the effects
discussed above, we have included those results for the LH and DC
instabilities, including finite P and shear effects, in a simulation of this
effect on cross field plasma diffusion. We want to determine (a) the
necessity of using realistic linear stability estimates and (b) the time
evolution of a system in which only part (usually the central part) of the
profile is stabilized by these effects. Further, we try to show whether the
instabilities will produce the same results in a large, reactor-size device
as in a smaller laboratory experiment. Fig. 6 shows a plasma of
experimental size which is, at t = 0, ^-stabilized except near the boundary.
By 1 ms the stable region has eroded away and the plasma is nearly lost,
snowing that finite-jS stabilization is not very persistent in this configuration.
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In contrast, a partially shear stabilized case is shown in Fig. 7 of the ZT -1
type configuration, at t = 0 and at 1 ms. For contrast n(t = 1 ms) is also
shown in a calculation neglecting shear stabilization. Note that shear seems
a much more persistent stabilizing mechanism than finite £. The other side
of the coin is that ZT cannot tolerate too much profile change without losing
MHD stability. Finally, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the same calculation as
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , but on a reactor-size scale. The finite-^ system
(Fig. 8 ) is still eroding, but the rate has been considerably scaled down.
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The ZT-40 example (Fig. 9) exhibits little diffusion at all on
this time scale. Work in progress will include longer runs and comparison
with MHD stability conditions.

4. NONLINEAR THEORY

While drift-unstable ion cyclotron waves (DC) are expected to reduce
the containment properties in any magnetic configurations, they are partic-
ularly important in mirror devices where the breakdown of adiabaticity
can induce rapid particle end losses and where their existence has, in
fact, been observed to be correlated with containment degradation. 10' H As
it has been established^ that particle containment in a mirror trap
including DC waves critically depends on the spectrum and amplitude,
nonlinear calculations are important to obtain the saturated spectrum
characteristics so that a fundamental understanding of mirror machine
containment and its extrapolation to larger, hotter devices can be synthesized.
In order to model the mirror loss cone plus injected warm plasma stream,
we examine the effects of the nonlinear frequency shift on the DC instability
(Maxwellian velocity distribution) and determine the spatial and temporal
evolution of the spectrum of such modes in a strictly flute approximation.

It has been shown 13 -16 that for fixed wavenumber the ion gyrofrequency
is effectively nonlinearly shifted by the ion cyclotron wave which thereby
detunes the resonance w 2= io^i - kV D . This stabilizes the DC instability16

when the nonlinear frequency shift is comparable to the linear growth rate.
Since, however, a wave number shift might again allow the proper resonance
for instability, we here determine these shifts self-consistently.

Consider the DC instability in an inhomogeneous plasma with a density
profile given by N = N^l + Y/L). The electrostatic wave potential is
assumed to be of the form <$(x, t) = *{x, t)expi(kx-o:t) where * is the slowly
varying amplitude and x is the direction of the ion diamagnetic drift VD
= (cTi/eB^N) S*VN. We examine only the resonant cases of w « t o^ =- ncd^.
To obtain the effects of the nonlinear frequency and wavenumber shift, we
solve the Vlasov equation to the third order in e<£ and find the resonant ion
density fluctuation is

aN e«> /w . -nco A 8n eTc /MT
n3=—— P L " *

The nonresonant terms can be shown to be of order (kai) smaller. The
only important electron nonlinearity is the usual quasilinear spatial
diffusion effect which can be shown to maintain charge neutrality. The
resulting nonlinear wave equation for the slowly varying *(x,t) can then
be obtained as

6 » - & » + a ! * ] 2 * - v24> = 0 (7)
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where

Rescaling r = yt, X = yx and setting * - ya~ *', we normalize Eq. (7)
into the standard nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation.17 For travelling-
wave solutions, we may set the dependence of *' on T, X only through
C = X-VT andthen Eq. (7) has standard elliptic function solutions. In
the limit of infinite period, there are the solitary-wave solutions, which,
however, are either localized but unstable:

* =v5sech[e/-/v2- lj(V > 1)
or stable but not localized:

tanh 2
- V

A particular solution of physical interest is the spatially uniform solution:
*'(X, T) = * 0 exrf-i&briwith <*b = !*0 I

2 - 1.

Perturbing this solution with 6*exp[ikX » i(6 + wo)T],we find

62 = (w 2 + A) ± V4AO) 2

where A = k2 - 1 + 2 !* o l 2 - As (<*b2 - A)2 > l* o l 4 , this solution is stable
to all perturbations. For w0 = 0, this is in fact the minimum-energy state
corresponding to being at the bottom of the effective potential well (see
below) and we expect that the system would eventually evolve into this
state through either radiation or dissipation. This is in fact borne out by
the self-similar solution and numerical solution of Eq. (7). With the
similarity variable t = T2 - X2, Eq. (7) becomes

* = 0 (8)

Setting f = exp v, Eq. (7) can be cast into the following oscillator equation
with nonlinear and ' time-varying ' spring constant:

d 2 * _ « , 4 , * (9)

Eq. (8) is solved numerically and the solution is shown in Fig. 10(a).Note
that initially the amplitude grows exponentially with the linear growth
rate;then it saturates and oscillates around * = 1 with oscillation
frequency =<J2 in the present dimensionless units. The saturation
amplitude for the first harmonic is found to be
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0.0

FIG. 10. (aj Self-similar solution of the non-linear Klein-Gordon equation.
(bj Space-time solution of the non-linear partial differential equation.

We have also solved the full space-time equation (7) numerically, as
shown in Fig. 10(b), A localized pulse is applied at x = 0 at t = 0, the pulse
propagates outward with dimensionless speed 1. 0. At T = 1, the response
is still growing close to the dimensionless linear growth rate 1. 0. However,
the curves at T = 4 and T = 9 show a nonlinear saturation at the value 1. 0,
corresponding to the bottom of the pseudopotential well discussed above.
The function *(X = 0, t) as observed in this numerical calculation, not shown,
is found to be in precise agreement with the self-similar prediction of Fig. 10(a).

Therefore, within the framework of the assumed Maxwellian state, and
for the wavenumbers in question, we have found very low amplitude satura-
tion of the drift cyclotron waves,which is consistent with the experimental
observations.10> *^
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DISCUSSION

S.P. GARY: One parameter which apparently has not been studied is
kz - parallel propagation — and especially its effects on the ion-cyclotron drift
instability. Our recent work with J.J. Sanderson has shown that kz=£ 0 can
significantly lower the threshold of this instability.

N.A. KRALL: From time to time we check back to see the effect of kz,
as in the Liewer-Krall modified two-streams study and the Krall-Fowler drift
cyclotron with k|. The study described today did not, however, include those
cases which could be modified somewhat by kz.

J.B. TAYLOR: Your estimates of stability criteria appear to be based
solely on the plane-slab model. Do you expect there to be toroidal effects on
these criteria (e.g. on the existence and magnitude of shear stabilization) such as
have recently been discussed in connection with drift waves?
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N.A. KRALL: We have limited our applications to cases with high aspect
ratio or to linear devices, such as ZT, 0-pinch, LINUS and so on, so toroidal
effects can be safely neglected. Tokamak applications at high temperature would
require that this whole rigmarole be repeated with trapping.

J.P. FREIDBERG: Do you believe very-low-frequency drift waves, co < wc;,
may be important in future devices, and, if so, do you plan to include them in
future modelling calculations?

N.A. KRALL: Apart from systems in which end losses are a problem, the
lower-frequency modes begin to dominate in even more diffuse systems (long scale
lengths for the density gradient), and with lower growth rates. In larger systems
they become less and less important compared with classical transport. This may
discourage us from going too much lower in frequency, but we shall, at least,
have gauged the possibilities and limitations of the procedure.

H.A.B. BODIN: When you were comparing shear and /^-stabilization of the
lower hybrid drift mode I believe you said that these become especially effective
for a reactor-size machine. Did you have in mind full reactor parameters, or do
you get strong effects on next-generation devices too (for example, I think there
was a reference to ZT-40)?

N.A. KRALL: Yes, the ZT-40 parameters were used as 'reactor-size'. One
of the main aims of a study such as ours is to determine how big a device must be
before the physics characteristics of a reactor,rather than the physics of an experi-
mental device, begin to dominate. As far as intermediate-frequency instabilities
are concerned, our preliminary results indicate that a device of the ZT-40 size is
'reactor-size' in this sense.
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Abstract

RECENT RESULTS AND WORK ON FIELD-REVERSING E- AND P-LAYERS.
Significant progress has recently been achieved in various areas: (i) Electron ring

experiments (CU-I) on RECE-Christa were successful in moving field-reversing rings from a
trapping region with a high-density cloud along the tank axis into a low-density region, and
subsequently compressing these rings in a rising Bz-field. The ring behaviour appears classically
predictable and stable. Full-field-reversal times range up to 1.1 ms. In RECE-Berta, the
earlier observed particle losses due to quadrupole fields have been traced to orbital instabilities,
(ii) The proton generation capabilities of various ion sources (CU-I, NRL, CU-II) have been
significantly improved. The use of such diodes for ion ring experiments is now promising,
(hi) Two separate experiments have recently been initiated (NRL, CU-II), in which the
injection and trapping of such proton beams are being investigated. In both experiments the
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beam is injected through a cusped magnetic field. Trapping is to be obtained either by a
gated mirror field (NRL) or by interaction with a resistive wall structure (CU-II). Preliminary
results at NRL indicate good transmission through the cusp. Pilot experiments with a smaller
experiment, ANNEX, (CU-II) indicate good beam propagation. Computer simulations
(NRL, CU-II) indicate that trapping efficiencies of > 90% are possible in both experimental
approaches. The importance of self-magnetic fields is also evident, (iv) Equilibrium
calculations (CU-I) indicate that many exponential-rigid-rotor equilibria are seriously
influenced by untrapped particles. Similar calculations (CU-I) of ring compression indicate
the formation of hollow current profiles particularly advantageous for plasma confinement.

INTRODUCTION

A number of fusion schemes including the well-known ASTRON [1], the Ion
ring compressor [2,3], the Two-Component Reactor [4]., the Field-Reversed
Mirror [5], and an ion ring hybrid system [6] envision the use of field
reversing rings or layers of high-energy protons. This paper is to summarize
the progress recently achieved by the three U.S. groups working on the
problems of field-reversing E- and P-layers.

The most important features of the present work and recent results,
as enumerated in the abstract, are described separately by the three groups
in more detail.

CORNELL UNIVERSITY GROUP I (CU-I) [Tuszewski, et al.]

This program involves the study of field-reversed configurations with
electron and ion rings. A brief summary of very recent results is presented.

Electron Ring Experiments: Although high-energy proton rings will be
needed for reactor applications, two electron ring experiments are presently
being performed to determine, with less cost and simpler technology than
is otherwise possible, various characteristics of field-reversed large-
orbit configurations: The RECE-Christa [7] facility has recently been
modified to include flux-penetrable walls, gas puff injection, two fast-
pulsed coils (tyn = 25 usec, AB/BZO ; 10%) providing a pulsating Bz-
field to move the rings axially, and a large coil (t^/^ z 350 usec,
AB<1.5 kG) for adiabatic compression of the translated rings. Following
the previously reported [8] successful "stacking" of separate rings, recent
experiments with similar machine parameters (E x 2.5 MeV, B z o = 450 G,
Iz z 50-90 kA) produced the following results fi) Field-reversing rings
have been trapped in a hydrogen cloud (few hundred mTorr), and then moved
axially into a low-pressure (10-20 mTorr) region downstream. When properly
handled, the rings behave stably during this process with fast-electron
losses of only 10-20% (Fig. la). The observed translation speed and its
dependence on ring strength and axial field gradient, dBz/dz, agrees well
with the results of a simple model calculation accounting for the retarding
forces from the resistive wall currents, (ii) After arriving downstream,
these rings (6 = 5B/B <_120%) decay very slowly (by collisions with the
low-density gas) until the decay is accelerated by the arrival of the expan-
ding gas cloud. Again, no instabilities are observed. (iii) Using the
Bz-compression coil, field-reversing rings have been compressed downstream
by up to a factor 3 in B . Again, no instabilities or anomalous losses
are observed during thisZprocess, when it is properly performed. The field-
reversal factor, 6, remains constant (Fig^ lb) and the ring dimensions appear
to shrink roughly proportional to B (t) ' . Using the full sequence of
trapping, moving, and compressing, field-reversing compressed rings were
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FIG.l. Results from the RECE-Christa experiment (CU-Ij: (a) Ring-generated axial field, 8 B,
during ring translation; (b) Ring compression: normalized ring-induced axial field, 8B/dBo,
at ring centre and after compression versus normalized total external field, Bz/Bz0. Line
corresponds to 5 = const, (c) Time dependence of field reversal factor, 8, for strong ring with
field-reversal time of 1 ms.
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FIG.2. Quadrupole resonances in RECE-Berta (CU-I): Radial position of 112 resonance in
axially expanded Hill's vortex (D/L = diameter /length of vortex).
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FIG. 3. Magnetically insulated diode (CU-IJ: Ion current density and ion yield density per
pulse,l. 7-cm gap spacing for various peak voltages; voltages existing during ion emission
generally are smaller (roughly 2/3).
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obtained (Fig. lc) with overall field-reversal times ranging up to 1.1 msec
and IQI.25 kA. Experiments with ethane puffing have just been initiated, to
prepare for measurements of plasma confinement. Recent RECE-Berta [9] (400
keV, 20.0G) experiments on the quadrupole-induced anomalous losses reported
earlier [7,10] indicate no significant emission of microwaves around the
electron cyclotron frequency, a predominantly radial loss of the fast elect-
rons, and the existence of at most two "resonances" for 6<1. These and the
earlier results are explainable by orbital perturbations of some fast-electron
groups caused by the quadrupole field. Both analytic and computer calcula-
tions with model layers performed by our group and at Livermore [11] indi-
cate that serious perturbations can result from unstable.resonances between
various low-order harmonics of the radial and axial betatron frequencies
and of the cyclotron frequency. Quite interestingly, our calculations for
axially long layers (length/radius z 3-5, as they exist in the 2XIIB experi-
ment) predict that some important resonances will tend to occur simultaneously
for a large number of particle orbits at 6:1 (Fig. 2).

Ion Source Development: To prepare for future ion ring experiments in
which ion cyclotron times longer than 100 nsec will exist, our earlier exper-
iments [12] on magnetically insulated ion diodes were extended [13]: using
microsecond-megavolt pulses from our RECE-Christa Marx generator, very large
ion yield densities of up to 110 nAsec/cm -(about 70% protons) were obtained
(Fig. 3) which is well within.the range practically required for the generat-
ion of field-reversing ion rings. The observed ion current'densities of
up to 370 A/cm are over 15 times larger than the Child-Langmuir ion flow expected
for 1.7 cm gap and the voltage.s used. This enhancement appears better
explained by space charge neutralization due to electrons entering the gap
(e.g. along the field lines) than by the normal gap closure. This is in
agreement with subsequent short-pulse experiments, in which similar enhance-
ments were observed when an electron emitting intermediate electrode was
inserted just outside the gap.

Ring Theory: (i) Using a new Vlasov equilibrium code applicable to a
wide range of fast-particle distributions functions, f(H,PQ) (H - Particle
energy, Pg - canonical angular momentum) an extensive study of the
physical characteristics of exponential-rigid-rotor equilibria was comple-
ted [14]. The results indicate that a significant percentage of untrapped
particles, exist in all such equilibria which have .a sufficiently small aspect
ratio to be interesting. (ii). A modification of this code -was used to
follow the adiabatic compression of ion rings assuming quasi-ergodic motion
of the ions. Due to the existence of a new adiabatic invariant, I, it is
possible to follow each ring compression by calculating only a few separate
equilibria having an identical distribution function g(P ,1). Important
results from these calculations include the appearance or hollowed-out
current distributions (Fig. 4) with improved /dJl/B stability< an increase
of-the relative energy spread, 6H/<H>, of particles, and also a saturation
of the field-reversal factor, 6, during the compression, as it was predicted
earlier [16].

NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY GROUP (NRL) [Drobot, et al.]

At NRL an experiment is presently underway to test the feasibility
of forming a field reversing proton ring having a major radius R;10 cm
at the midplane of the confining magnetic mirror, and an aspect ratio
(=R/a, where a is the minor radius of the ring) between 2-3. The number
of protons required [17] to reverse the field by such a ring is about 101'.
The ring will be formed in a time xf which is much' shorter than the electron-
ion collision time and thus the cancellation of ion current that is caused
by the electron-ion drag [18] is avoided.
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for Gaussian-shaped distribution function g(Pe, I) = N(Pe - Pgjexp [(I-I0)
2/I2}.

A schematic of the experiment and the applied magnetic field config-
uration are shown in Fig. 5. The 5-meter long system consists of a low-
inductance coaxial reflex tetrode [19], a magnetic cusp, a compressing
static magnetic field, a gate field and a magnetic mirror. Several of the
features of this experiment have been dictated by the results of a smaller
experiment [20] in which a weak, propagating proton layer was formed using
a 50 nsec duration, 400 keV, 3kA proton beam. For example, it was observed
in that experiment [20] that only 1/3 of the protons would be transmitted
through the cusp, whenever the magnetic field at the exit of the cusp was
more than 40% of the critical magnetic field. The reduction of the trans-
mission of protons through the cusp is probably associated partially with the
space charge accumulation in the cusp region and partially with the radial
divergence of the beam. As a consequence of these results the present
experiment has been designed to operate with a value of magnetic field
at the exit of the cusp that is only 1/3 of the critical field.

The 3-cm thick hollow proton beam having an average radius of 26
cm is generated by a reflex tetrode that is immersed in a uniform mangetic
field. The anode of the tetrode that faces the grounded, hollow canbon
cathode is made of 6-um thick aluminized mylar foil. The second anode is
placed typically 1.2 cm from the first anode and is made of 12-um thick
polyethylene foil, which is the primary source of protons The anodes are
mounted on a stainless steel disc structure that is connected to the Gamble
II generator, which is operated at about 1 MV positive voltage.
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Previously, reflex tetrodes [3] have been operated at the power level
of 10 watts. Preliminary results show that the present reflex tetrode
operates well at the terawatt power level (10 watts). Specifically,
it is observed that the tetrode is a factor of two more efficient than a
similar triode and about 85% of the tetrode proton current flows toward the
virtual cathode and thus can be extracted and utilized.

After propagating for a short distance in the uniform magnetic field,
the beam enters the magnetic cusp, where the protons obtain an azimuthal
velocity as a result of the aV B force. In agreement with the results
of the previous experiment, good transmission through the cusp is observed,
using nuclear activation techniques, if the magnetic field at the exit of
the cusp is a fraction of the critical field.

Upon passing through the cusp, the beam enters the 2;5 meter long com-
pressing magnetic field. As the beam propagates along this field, its
radius is observed to become progressively smaller, while its azimuthal
velocity increases at the expense of its translational velocity. The
maximum value B of the compressing field is such that ideally the
protons locatad mat the outer edge of the beam will arrive at B with
zero translational velocity. As of the preseftt, the proton b e a m ^ a s been
propagated to the downstream end of the compressing field. Individual
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counting of delayed y-rays emitted from small segments of carbon targets
located at various locations along the compressing field shows that the
hollow proton beam progressively fills in. Preliminary results show that
near B = B , the beam has an almost uniform density profile. .In addition,
it is observed that a large fraction of the beam is lost during the compre-
ssion by the static magnetic field. Trapping with a gate field super-
imposed on B and confinement studies of the proton beam in the magnetic
mirror will Start immediately after completing the optimization of the
ion source and the propagation studies of the beam through the cusp and
the compressing field.

The experiment studies on the formation of ion rings are assisted by
a computer simulation code [21,22]. The simulation results show that
during propagation of the rotating beam in the compressing field, the
self magnetic field is a function of time and the resulting inductive
electric field E at the front of the beam has the opposite sign to
that of the azimuthal velocity V . Thus, the ions in the front lose energy.
In contrast, E in the tail of the beam has the same sign as V and thus
the protons of the tail gain energy. As a consequence of this effect, the
tail outruns the front and the beam executes a somersault [21]. For long-
duration (>40 nsec) ion pulses, the results indicate the initial formation
of two current rings oscillating through each other and achieving final
trapping by "thermalization" of the ions [22]. With fast-rising gate
fields, trapping efficiencies of up to 100% have been ohserved. The final
ring is r-z stable and suffers no losses for the 550-nsec duration of the
simulation. It appears that fewer protons will be needed for field-reversal
if the flux-conserving wall is moved closer to the ring.

In order to describe more accurately the actual experimental situation,
tsllf° m p u t e r c o d e h a s r e c e n t ly b e e n modified to include B as well as
B
z , the inductive electric fields, and the dynamics of9the space charge

neutralizing electrons. The BQ
 x r acts as a magnetic piston forcing the

beam to a smaller radius while the inductive electric field shortens and
compresses the ring in the axial direction. As a result, the BS is
further enhanced. z

CORNELL UNIVERSITY GROUP II (CU-II) [Dreike, et al.]

The experiment for the trapping of an ion ring in a mirror magnetic
field, 1KEX, involves an annular proton beam (700 JceV, 25 kA, 100 nsec)
produced by a ring shaped magnetically insulated diode. The beam is
injected through a cusp-like magnetic field into a solenoidal magnetic
field (B a 10 kG, 2.5 m long). Trapping will be accomplished by a small
adjustable up-stream mirror, a larger downstream mirror, and resistive
rings located within the 40 cm I.D. vacuum chamber. Preliminary experi-
ments on IREX, using an annular didde similar to that described below,are
underway.

Pilot experiments have been performed using a prototype of the IREX
magnetically insulated diode and the resultant rotating proton beams have
been studied on a system called ANNEX (Annular Extraction Experiment).
Shown schematically in Fig. 6a, the ANNEX anode consists of a cylinderically
symmetric annular system; the anode emission surface is made coincident with
a flux surface by properly positioning coils within the anode itself which
are diamagnetic with respect to an externally applied field. The extrac-
tion cathode consists of a 65% transparent stainless steel screen. The
cusp-like magnetic field in the vicinity of the diode serves to inhibit
electron flow from cathode to anode (electron Hall currents flow around
the anode annulus), and to impart a rotational velocity to protons as they
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FIG. 6. ANNEX experiment (CU-H): a) Schematic: A - output end of the Omnipulse
generator; B — transition section with isolation inductor for energizing the anode coil;
C - solenoidal field coils; D - anode stalk; E - cathode stalk; F - glass vacuum vessel;
G - cable for energizing the anode coil; H - anode; I — cathode; J — magnetic field line;
K - flashboards; L - typical particle orbit. Also shown is the total axial magnetic field,
b) Current density versus radius 0.6 cm behind the cathode, c) Diamagnetic signals on axis at
(top to bottom) 13 cm, 23 cm, and 33 cm with mylar flashboards.

cross the anode-cathode gap and continue out into the experiment chamber.
The system is operated at a pressure of 10" , torr . In the absence of a
proton-producing anode, diode perveance (I/V ) was reduced by a factor
of 60 in raising the insulating magnetic field in the accelerating gap
from 0 to 7.5 kG. The gap spacing was 5.0 +_ .22 mm, the diode voltage was
290 kV at 7.5 kG insulating field, and the Tatter field represents 1.8 B,..,
where B.,. is the minimum field required to produce magnetic insulation [23].

For proton beam experiments, a 185 cm annular polyethylene sheet was
placed on the (metal) anode surface. This sheet has many small holes drilled
in i t so as to distort surface electric fields sufficiently to cause a surface
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FIG. 7. Calculated trapping efficiency versus Mi with wall resistivity T] fixed (CU-IIJ
(V = 0.72 CL/cm).

breakdown and a copious seurce of ions. Again using a 5.0 mm gap, 12kA +_
3 kA average proton current was produced out of 28 kA average total diode
current. Diode voltage averaged 160 kV with a pulse duration (fwhm) of
about 100 nsec. This represents a proton generation efficiency of about

M-0%. It also represents an average enhancement of 6 over the expected
space-charge limited (SCL) current [24] for the given system geometry and
voltage. The average extracted proton current density as a function of radius
is shown in Fig. 6b. Thes,e results, obtained using magnetically insulated
Faraday cups with .002 cm apertures located 0.6 cm from the cathode, are
the averages of 4 azimuthal positions and several shots per position. The
current densities at the two outer positions are only slightly enhanced over
SCL current density, but the inner two are an order of magnitude enhanced,
apparently due to electron space charge in the vicinity of the inner edge
of the anode. Evidence for this is enhanced damage to that area of the
anode and, in magnetic insulation experiments, an annular x-ray source
coinciding with that portion of the anode. Calorimetry and witness target
results both verify the intensity versus radius results just described.

Propagation experiments were performed on ANNEX using a 5.75 mm anode-
cathode gap, a 6.1 kG insulating magnetic field, a 8 kG field in the propa-
gation region, an average extracted proton current and voltage of 6 kA
and 190 kV, respectively. Tests were made both with and without the passive
flashboards (cylinders of metal or plastic which provide secondary electrons
or breakdown to form a plasma when struck by a portion of the proton beam)
located as shown in Fig. 6a. These flashboards were intended to provide a
prompt source of electrons along magnetic field lines to allow rapid charge
neutralization of the proton beam as it propagated across magnetic field
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lines. Figure 6c shows magnetic probe signals on axis 13 cm, and 33 cm from
the cathode surface for a case using mylar flashboards across the cusp region
both inside and outside of the beam. An array of Faraday cups located at
23 cm and 33 cm verified that an annular beam of about 6 cm average radius
and containing at least 1.0 x 10 and 0.8 x 10 protons respectively, 1 5

reached those positions. These numbers are consistent with the (2+1) x 10
protons estimated from magnetic probe measurements at 23 cm. They are 50%
greater than results obtained without flashboards. Time of flight and
pulse dispersion results indicate an axial velocity and velocity spread for
the rotatirrggproton beam of 3 x 10 cm/sec and 1 x 10 cm/sec, respectively,
where 6 x 10 cm/sec is the magnitude of the velocity of a 200 keV proton.

In conjunction with the experiments, numerical studies of the trapping
process have been performed using a 2-d particle simulation code RINGA on
a system like that shown in Fig. 6a, with the addition of an upstream
magnetic mirror M , a downstream mirror M , and a resistive wall between
these mirrors. Assumptions include charge neutralization, full current
neutralization in the r-z plane, conservation of canonical angular momentum,
and azimuthal electron currents determined by Ohm's law. Results have
shown that for a sufficiently strong proton beam and a suitable choice of
the upstream mirror ratio M ,- over 90% of the rotating beam can be trapped
between the mirrors. This is illustrated in Fig. 7, showing that for a
weaker beam (Curve B), a smaller upstream mirror must be used and that for
a stronger beam (Curve A) injection efficiency is optimized a a higher
value of M . Our results also show that a stronger ring has better defined
boundaries and behaves coherently due to its self-magnetic field.
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DISCUSSION

D.R. SWEETMAN: Your electron rings appear to decay smoothly through
the 'field-reversal-parameter-equals-unity' condition. Can we derive encouragement
from this result that reversed field ion rings can be built up slowly without any
catastrophic phenomena occurring?

H.H. FLEISCHMANN: I think so. In our experiments we normally do not
observe any particular losses (e.g. instabilities) occurring at the field-reversal
point. Thus I would certainly expect that it should be possible, in a proper
arrangement, to get to field reversal with slow build-up.
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Abstract

REVERSED MAGNETIC FIELDS INDUCED BY A ROTATING E-BEAM.
Reversed magnetic fields induced by a rotating relativistic electron beam in a plasma from

a coaxial gun (University of California, Irvine) or neutral hydrogen gas (Naval Research
Laboratory, Washington) are observed. At an initial plasma density of 1013 cm"3 is found a
field reversal of 2 with changes in the magnetic field of 3.2 kG that last for 1 us. Detailed
agreement with measured and calculated.magnetic probe responses is found at densities
greater than 3 X 1013 cm"3. The conductivity is found to be not classical but proportional to
the plasma density. The experimental results indicate that it is necessary for the diffusion time
to be less than the Alfven time or the Alfven time less than the beam current risetime to obtain
field reversal in a preformed plasma with a rotating electron beam. Injection of a rotating beam
into neutral gas has resulted in fully ionizedplasmas and a field-reversed configuration with
persistence time limited by the classical L/R time of the configuration (5 /zs). End-on photo-
graphy, radial scans with Thomson scattering and CO2 interferometry are in agreement with an
MHD equilibrium model fitted to measurements of the excluded flux and the beam-induced
axial (AB/z) and azimuthal (B9) fields. A reversed-field configuration has also been produced
inside a closed metal tube without an applied field. The configuration persists for 18 JUS and
has an axial extent of 65 cm.
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A field-reversed plasma configuration has been produced with plasma
currents induced by a rotating relativistic electron beam^U. The beam is
injected along an applied magnetic field into a cylindrical vacuum chamber
containing plasma from a coaxial gun (UCI) or neutral hydrogen gas (NRL).
The beam heats the plasma (forms the plasma as well in the gas experiment),
and upon exiting the system, induces azimuthal and axial plasma currents
of sufficient magnitude to reverse the applied field on axis and produce a
comparable Bg field, respectively. The resulting field structure is ex-
pected to exhibit favorable confinement properties for high-6 plasmas. If
the effective collision frequency is large enough to critically damp the
magnetosonic modes, the plasma currents will decay with the characteristic
L/R time for the configuration. Thus, a plasma confined by such a configur-
ation, once set up, can be further heated by an imploding liquid metal
Iinen2](as proposed in the NRL LINUS program), or can be a target plasma in
a high-Q reversed-field mirror reactorL3^.

In the experiments reported here, a rotating electron beam is produced
by passing an annular beam (UCI:1-1.4 MeV,50-90 kA, 60 nsec; NRL: 1.2 MeV,
50 kA, 50 nsec) through a magnetic cusp into a stainless steel interaction
chamber. Field-reversed configurations are observed to persist for up to
5 visec, with reversals in the applied field up to a factor of 2. That
these fields are maintained by plasma currents, rather than trapped beam
electrons, is indicated by the absence of hard X-ray signals after beam
termination. Typical diagnostics in these experiments include magnetic
probes, X-ray detectors, damage rodsL^j, Thomson scatter, CO2 and microwave
interferometry, and an image converter camera.

The theory of the interaction of a rotating beam with a plasma has
received considerable attentionL5J. The head of the beam induces both axial
and azimuthal return currents in the plasma. If v| > 4<w Ĥ (l-wu2/k

2c2) the
diffusion of the azimuthal return currents causes a braking of the beam and
gives an effective stopping length i = •Yrip^/(2nbv§ve), where v e is the
electron-ion collision frequency, CULH the lower hybrid frequency, u)p the
plasma frequency, k the wave number, c the velocity of light, ythe relativ-
istic factor, np the plasma density, n^ the beam density, v(| the axial beam
velocity and vg the azimuthal beam velocity. If v e is less than the criti-
cal value, the azimuthal return current is carried away by the magnetosonic
mode. However, if the beam rise time is long compared to the Alfvln time
the azimuthal return current does not developL6J. Solutions of a magneto-
hydrodynamic model, which can be compared directly with measurements of the
perturbed magnetic field, have been carried out for the UCI experiment'-7-1.

The UCI experimental apparatus (which is similar to the NRL apparatuses
shown in Fig. 1. A rotating E-beam is produced by passing an annular beam
(1 - 1.4 MeV, 50 - 90 kA, 60 nsec) through a magnetic cusp. The beam-plasma
interaction chamber is filled with plasma of a density from 1 x lO^3 cm~3
to 5 x 10 1 4 cm"3 by a coaxial plasma gun or neutral hydrogen gas at pressures
from 10 to 500 mTorr of H2.

Magnetic probe measurement of the change in the axial component of
the magnetic field on axis and at a radius of 7 cm are shown in Fig. 2.
The on-axis signal initially goes diamagnetic and then oscillates, whereas
the off-axis signal initially goes paramagnetic and oscillates. The
oscillation frequency was found to be proportional to the magnetic field,
as expected for a magnetosonic or congressional Alfven mode ° . At a
density of 3 x 10 1 3 cm~3 we observe a change in the magnetic field of 3.2
kG, which is a field reversal of 2 that lasts for about 1 usec.

The calculated perturbations in the axial component of the magnetic
fields are shown in Fig. 3. These calculations are for a plasma density of
10 1 4 cm-3, and two parameters are chosen to fit the on-axis calculated signal
with the experimental. The azimuthal beam current was chosen such that the
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FIG.4. Peak magnetic signal versus plasma gun delay time.

magnitude of the first peak in the calculated signals matched the observed
peak. The plasma conductivity in the calculations was chosen so that the
damping of the waves matched the observed damping. At a density of 3 x 10'3

the waves are critically damped. The conductivity required to critically
damp the oscillations in the calculated curves is a- 4.5 x 1011 sec"1 =
o)2 /4TT\^. From this we obtain ve = 3.7 x 10'°. This compares favorably
with the value obtained from the condition for critical damping given by
Molvig and Rostoker of ve = 1.3 x 1010. Using this value of a we find the
magnetic diffusion time is Tj = 4Traa2/c2 = 640 ns, which is approximately
that observed. The effective collision frequency observed is almost two
orders of magnitude higher than the Spitzer value, or that due to electron
neutral collisions. Calculated curves of the perturbed magnetic field vs.
density, with the conductivity constant, give less damping at the lower
densities. This trend is just the opposite to that observed experimentally.
However, if we adjust the conductivity to obtain calculated curves like the
experimental ones, we find the effective conductivity of the plasma is
proportional to the density in the range 2.5 x 10^3 _ 5 x 10

1 4 cm-3, or
equivalently the effective collision frequency is independent of density.
This technique of determining the conductivity by fitting computer solutions
to the measured wave profiles gives an average over the bulk of the plasma.
This is a distinct advantage over conductivity measurements in a linear
device that are determined from the L/R decay of return currents, or voltage
and current measurements across the plasma column. In those measurements
the sheaths at the end of the device can dominate the measurements.

In Fig. 4 the amplitude of the peak of the on-axis diamagnetic
signal and the off-axis (r = 7 cm) paramagnetic signal are plotted vs. the
delay time between firing of the plasma gun and the beam. At a delay time
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of 170 usec (ne s=5 x 10
1 4 cm"3) the peak change in Bz is approximately 60%

of the applied field. After the magnetosonic modes became critically damp-
ed (Tn = 337 us, ne="3 x 10 1 3 cnr3) we see a rapid rise in Bz on axis and
at a density of 10'3 cm"3 (TQ ~560 U S ) we observe twice field reversal
(ABZ = 2B0 = 3.2 kG) for a duration of approximately 1 us.

To our knowledge this is the first time field reversal has been obtain-
ed in a preionized plasma with an electron beam. The field reversal is due
to induced currents. These experimental results suggest the diffusion time
should be less than the Alfven time to obtain field reversal. The anomalous-
ly high collision frequencies appear to be due to beam-induced turbulence.
At a density of 3 x 10'3 cm-3 we measured a stopping length of 0.5 meters,
which agrees with the calculated value.

We have also carried out experiments at UCI with a longer pulse beam
(600 KeV, 18 kA, 1 us) and obtained field reversal factors of 2.5 for 1 us
in plasmaL9J. Although the diffusion time was longer than the Alfven time,
the Alfven time was less than the beam rise time. The X-ray measurements
show the field reversal is due.to beam electrons in that case.

In the NRL experiment,Ll0J(which is similar to the UCI apparatus shown
in Fig. 1), a reversed-field configuration has been produced in an initially
neutral gas. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5. End-on framing
photographs (Fig. 5a) show the plasma has an annular profile and is formed
away from the drift tube wall (radius 7.3 cm). At these low temperatures,
the plasma is expected to be located only in the light-emitting regions, and
radial scans with Thomson scattering are consistent with the framing photos.

The existence of field reversal is inferred from the output of the
diamagnetic loop,Fig. 5b, which is calibrated in terms of the net field
on axis. The signal depicted represents full cancellation of the applied
field on axis (Bzj = 0) for approximately 6 usec. At peak value, B,j =
-.8 Bo. After layer formation, the diamagnetic signal displays small ampli-
tude oscillations, which are found to correspond to magnetosonic bouncing
of the plasma column. These oscillations do not grow in time, indicating
the system is oscillating about a stable equilibrium. The decay of BZ1- is
concurrent with the plasma collapse, as expected.

Three diamagnetic loops placed along the drift tube axis showed the
configuration contracts axially after formation. This observation can be
explained by modeling the azimuthal currents as a coil which tends to maxi-
mize its self-inductance, a tendency that is balanced by the plasma pressure
until it is lost.

The persistence time of the axial plasma current, indicated by a B9
probe at 6.3 cm off axis, is shown in Fig. 5c. Note that I z. n e t = 45 kA
implies the plasma currents induced by the entrance of the Beam are small
compared to the beam current. Bg and Bzi have different decay character-
istics, because the changing magnetic field cause a change in the plasma
equilibrium. The decay of j z decreases B

2, , changing the force balance to
move the plasma outward, whereas the decay of jg will cause B2Z1- to decrease
faster than B2Z_, and thus move the plasma inward. Thus it is reasonable
to expect a net outward motion of the plasma which compresses the (decay-
ing) axial return flux against the wall, keeping the diamagnetic signal
(which essentially measures the field outside the plasma, Bzo) approximately
constant until Bg has become small, at which point the plasma radius and
diamagnetic signal decrease rapidly. This explanation is supported quali-
tatively by the framing photographs, which show plasma expansion in the
first four usec and subsequent contraction; and quantitatively by a one-
dimensional model based on flux conservation and pressure balance.

In Fig.5d, the electron density from Thomson scattering (average of
three shots) is plotted as a function of time. The increase in the density
decay rate occurs when B z i > 0 (i.e. field reversal is lost), consistent with
a loss of axial confinement.
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(x = 6.3 cm); and

An MHD equilibrium model has been used to determine the configuration
consistent with the experimental data. Input to the model are the flux
change measured by the diamagnetic loop, and the B ? p and Ba fields deter-
mined by local magnetic probes placed just inside the drift tube wall.
The model output gives the radial variation of nkTe and is in agreement
with end-on photography, radial Thomson scattering scans, and COg inter-
ferometry.

The configuration has also been generated without an applied magnetic
field " M The apparatus is similar in design to the guide field experiment,
only the electron beam generator has been upgraded to produce V = 900 kV,
I = 110 kA, T = 100 nsec FWHM. The beam is injected through a half cusp
into a 14.6-cm-diameter stainless steel cylindrical chamber containing
neutral hydrogen. The system is terminated with a transparent brass screen
at z = 6.5 cm.

Typical results are shown in Fig. 6. The traces show values of Bg at
r = 6.3 cm, Bz at r = 6.3 cm (i.e. Bz ) and Bz on axis (i.e. Bz-j) as
measured by three magnetic probes. As B z o (upper trace) is opposite to
BZ1- (lower trace), it can be seen that a field-reversed configuration has
been generated with a persistence time of 12 ̂ sec. Measurements with the
Bzi probe removed show the configuration persists for 18-20 usec and ex-
tends the length of the interaction chamber (65 cm). End-on framing
photography shows the plasma has an annular profile with typical mean
radius of rp = 3.9 cm and annular width 1.5 cm. As the configuration
decays the plasma radius does not change, unlike in the previous studies.
This is to be expected, since without the applied field, all the confining
fields decay with the plasma.

Both B z. and Bg play a role in plasma confinement, as they are of com-
parable magnitudes. This has been verified with an equilibrium model,
which uses flux conservation and pressure balance to predict the mean
plasma radius, rp, as a function of BZo/B6. The model output is shown as
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the solid curve in Fig. 7. The data points are obtained by varying the
cusp magnetic field (which changes the pitch angle of the beam) and measur-
ing Bzo/Bg and r_. The agreement between model and data indicates the
plasma to be in radial equilibrium over a broad range of BZp/B.

The configuration strength (in terms of B Z o ) , and lifetime (full width),
as determined by a magnetic probe at z = 20 cm, are plotted as a function
of fill pressure in Fig. 8. Both layer lifetime and strength are maximized
at fill pressures between 100-150 mTorr H2. The reduced values at pressures
below 100 mTorr are attributable to a lack of sufficient plasma to achieve
enough charge neutralization to allow the beam to propagate. As the
pressure is increased above 150 mTorr, the energy deposited by the beam has
to be shared by more particles, resulting in a lower electron temperature,
Te. Assuming classical processes, the lifetime of the configuration, T ,
scales as T e^^. Assuming T e scales as 1/n, then T scales as n~3/2. The
solid line in Fig. 8(a) represents this n-3/2 scaling, and can be seen to
be in agreement with the data.

The elimination of the external field coils has particular advantages
to a fusion reactor based on the imploding liner as the rotating beam both
heats the plasma and generates the confining fields, making compression a
purely mechanical process.
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DISCUSSION

H.J. HOPMAN: From the data I understand that the effective collision
frequency yeff is much larger than the ion plasma frequency wp;. In turbulent
heating one always observes êff *» wpj. Do you have an explanation for the
extremely large value of J>eff?

C.W. ROBERSON: Yes, it is true that the effective collision frequency is
greater than wpj. We do not have a theory that explains these high collision
frequencies.
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Abstract

LOWER HYBRID RESONANCE CONES IN TOKAMAKS.
The limits are discussed of the cold plasma electrostatic description of the radiation

patterns of antennas, in particular phased waveguide arrays, used to launch lower hybrid waves
into a tokamak plasma. It is shown that the combined effects of electron Landau damping and
of electromagnetic corrections to the phase of partial waves rapidly transform the highly
inhomogeneous, localized electric field distribution prevailing near the antenna into a broad
and smooth wavepacket.

As pointed out by Briggs and Parker /I/, externally launched electrosta-
tic LH waves remain localized along characteristic patterns known as resonance
cones. This behaviour is just an illustration of the fact that in a medium
without spatial dispersion, like cold plasma, short wavelength quasi-elec-
trostatic waves can propagate only at frequencies for which the Poisson equation
is of the hyperbolic type /2/,/3/. Resonance cones are then the bundles of
characteristics (rays) leaving the antenna. Moreover, whenever the antenna
electric field has a jump (for example at the edge of a waveguide), the
radiated field develops a logarithmic singularity along the rays originating
at the corresponding point of the antenna. In view of the severe limitations
that exceedingly Targe and localized electric fields, particularly near the
plasma surface, could put on the efficiency of LH heating, it is worth
investigating what actually limits the field amplitude.

For this purpose, we note that LH cones are not wavepackets in the usual
sense of the word (if they were, the uncertainty principle would be violated)
but the result of the interference of an infinitely broad ("brown") spectrum
of parallel wavenumbers kz (z and x refer here to the direction of the static
magnetic field and of the density gradient, respectively). As a consequence,
the peak values of the electric field will be determined by those effects
which cut off the transmitted spectrum at large kz. The most important are
inefficient tunneling of short wavelengths through the underdense sheath
near the antenna (O0r>e^ CO ) and Electron Landau Damping. Combined with
the building up of electromagnetic corrections to the electrostatic disper-
sion relation, these effects rapidly attenuate the maximum electric field
and destroy the localization predicted by the cold electrostatic theory.

521
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In a slab plasma model, slow LH waves with nz = kzc/to satisfying the
accessibility condition are accurately described by /4 /

(2)

where \ 0 = co/c, £ * * ^ A-
At sufficiently large density, -

Here n^cc is the lowest accessible value of nz ; the normalization is chosen
so that co lAt^O^/g i f is the spectral density of power flux in the x
direction. The two terms in the sum represent the resonance cones going to
the right and to the lef t respectively.

From Eq.(l), one finds that A(k
£a.(kz) °f the longitudinal component
antenna through

z) is rrelated to the Fourier transform
7fc) of the electric field of the

(4)

where

(5)
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Here £ = ^ K L U , (H-<=^jJ//5 , Kj_ - ([•&-£ ~ " k o | ) / Ai =" fl(O)i'^ciAoil
is the ratio of the plasma density at the antenna to the cut-off density,
"cut off = 4-9* iO" 7"* and Ln = "cut off (dn/dx)-l . Ea (kz) for an ar-
ray of phased waveguides can be evaluated using the theory of Ref /5/. A
selfconsistent evaluation is required since the dimensions of the antenna
are comparable with the free space wavelength. The phase jump of By from one
guide to the next induces strong currents in the edge of the wall between
the guides; near these edges, localized spikes of the electric field exceed
by a factor 2or 3 the nominal field Eo, and go over continuously into the
peaks along the "singular" characteristics /6/.

The electrostatic, cold plasma limit is recovered using for W1/3 ( kz )
the first of Eqs (5) with the large argument asymptotic expansion for the
Bessel functions, and neglecting both unity and £ x x compared with n2 ,
so that,in particulars, reduces to its electrostatic form:

This means, as expected, that this limit is a good approximation if the anten-
na is located at sufficiently high density, u p 2 » w 5

J and is electrically
short, <nz>average »

 1 •

In this case, the effect of ELD can reasonably well be simulated by
truncating the transmitted spectrum at nz MAX —

 5/ fi~e> where T e is the
electron temperature in keV /7/. Then the peak values of the electric field
along the "singular characteristics" can be estimated to be

^

At a temperature of a few tens of eV, characteristics of the tenuous
plasma in the shadow of the limiter, the peaks are three to five times larger
than the field of a single plane wave.

In the case of the grill, however, a low-density layer ( £$*(o) ^ 1)
with relatively steep density gradient (-10'°;$ c W ^ x 6 40lZj ) is likely to
exist, the guide walls playing the role of a secondary limiter. The appropriate
form for W1/3 (kz) is then the third of Eqs (5), which shows that the
transmitted spectrum is effectively truncated at n M A X fc (kg I.*)"

1, shorter
wavelengths experiencing too strong evanescence in the underdense sheath.
In this context, it is worth noting that n M A X can also be reduced
by rounding the.,edges of the antenna facing the plasma. In this case
nMAX * (ko£)~ • where £ is the radius of curvature of the edges. This rough
estimation and preliminary numerical calculations suggest that this technique
could be quite effective in reducing the problems associated with large elec-
tric fields near the antenna.

Further inside the plasma, the build-up of electromagnetic corrections
to the phase of partial waves combines with the decrease of nz ̂ Ay to smear

1 Electron Landau damping.
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x = 8; n = 2.7 X 1013; \ = 255 eV

= 6;n = 2X 1013;To= 175 eV
|E/E,
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x = 4 ; n = 1.5 X 1013; Tp = 100 eV

x = 2; n = 7.5 X 1012; Te = 55 eV

60 z (cm)

FIG.l. Electric field distribution from an array of four waveguides. The origin of the z axis
is at the position of the resonance cone in the electrostatic limit. At 8 cm from the antenna
only 5.3% of the incident power has been absorbed.

out the localized features of the electric field distribution. It is not
difficult to show that as soon as

(8)

the internal edges of the resonance cones are displaced farther away from
the antenna by the amount Si = i-ft(x) / n^.., with respect to the position
predicted by the electrostatic theory, white the corresponding values of
the electric field become proportional to ("MAX / h ) 3 / ' 2 - The r aP i d decrease
of this factor with density over-compensates the WKB enhancement. Since
such a reduction in the intensity is not accompanied by an important power
absorption (for a well designed antenna with four guides the power associa-
ted with nz £,HO can be of the order of a few percent only), the region
illuminated by the electric field roust spread accordingly.

Numerical calculations of the integral (3) confirm well this qualita-
tive discussion. As soon as condition (8) is roughly satisfied, the electric
field decreases, the internal edge of the resonance cone is still acceptably
well defined but penetrates radially more slowly than predicted by the
electrostatic theory, while the external edge practically disappears, a
wave with slowly decreasing amplitude and well defined wavelength roughly
equal to the periodicity of the antenna extending for many wavelengths
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along the magnetic field. From this point on, the radiation pattern can be
reasonably described as a wavepacket, having lost most of the properties
of the electrostatic solution (Fig. 1).

The present results should be taken into account when investigating
nonlinear effects which are thought to play an important role in the power
deposition of LH waves in the plasma. In particular, the broadening of the
localization region can explain the success of the "uniform pump" theory
of Porkolab in interpreting the spectrum of decay waves observed during the
heating pulse 18/.
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Abstract

STOCHASTIC ION HEATING BY AN ELECTROSTATIC WAVE IN A SHEARED MAGNETIC
FIELD.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the effects of the magnetic-field shear on the
stochastic acceleration of ions by electrostatic waves in the lower-hybrid frequency range.

We consider the motion of one single particle in the presence
of an electrostatic wave (generated by a lower-hybrid-type radiation) and
a weakly sheared magnetic f ie ld . In order to facil i tate the study of this
motion in such a configuration we l imit ourselves to the case of a straight-
lines magnetic f ield and a constant-amplitude wave. Explicitly, the equation
of motion is given by :

where t = EQ cos (k Y - ut) e

* = Bo <*z + 17 V

where L$ is the shear length and the other parameters have the i r usual

meaning. Integrating the Z-component of Eq. (1) , inserting the result
-1 eB

in the X component, and normalizing time to fi" (ft = —°-) and length to
k , we f ind a system of two equations for the two remaining components
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of Eq. (1) in the normalized coordinates x, y and time T. These two equa-
tions are derivable from the following Hamiltonian :

2 2pv p V2 .2 n
h = - | - + ^ - + ^ - ( l + guQ) + ^ - x* - xpy - asin (y-vr) (2)

where p and p denote, respectively, the conjugate momenta of the coordinates
x and y, the shear parameter is given by e = (k L )~ , the electrostatic
perturbation parameter by a = eE k/mfl2, v = u/fi and u = k vzQ/n where vzQ

is a constant of integration representing the Z component velocity at
the plane X = 0.

In order to study the long-time evolution of this nonlinear in-
teraction, i t is convenient to introduce action-angle variables. To this
end, we perform a set of canonical transformations using the appropriate
generating functions. Expanding then the periodic terms of our final
Hamiltonian in Fourier series we obtain the following equivalent Hamilto-

nian :

4
H = l1 + v I2 + aQ ( I r I2) + 1 ap ( I r I2) cos p 61

- a £ J J r ) sin (m &l - 62) (3)

where the action-angle variables ( I , e) are related to the previous canonical

coordinates by the expressions :

Px
2 (x - p )Z

22 2 2

Px
= - Arc tg •£+- , 62 = px - (y - VT)

( 4 )

and J (r) is the Bessel function of order m for the argument r = (2 I ) ' ,
Here, we will give the explicit expression only for the coefficient a •

^ ^ (2 l\ + 12 Ix l | + 3 1̂ ) (5)

In the case where there is no shear (8 = 0) the coefficients
aQ and a vanish and the Hamiltonian (3) reduces to the Hamiltonian treate
in Ref. / 3 / . On the other hand, the presence of the shear of the magnetic
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field in such a motion introduces not only a new independent parameter (B)

but also transmits a coupling between the three components of the velocity

of the particle. Therefore the features of the motion will now explicitly

depend on three more parameters : 6. uQ, and I~ where I2() is the initial

value of the action Ip. Physically, this reflects the fact that in our

case we will have at the same time and in a nonlinear interaction the

coupling of the two different physical effects which have been studied

in Refs /3/, /4/ and in Ref. /5/, namely , the stochastic acceleration by

an electrostatic wave propagating perpendicularly to a magnetic field

/3/, /4/ and the stochastic acceleration by an electrostatic wave propa-

gating at an oblique angle /5/.

In our study, we have considered and varied the values of the

physical parameters in the following ranges : the shear parameter B was

taken in the range 0,008 < & < 0,03 (the upper value corresponds in fact

to a rather high shear experiment), a was varied from 0,5 to 3, v was

taken a constant equal to 30. 23 as in the case treated in Ref. /3/,

u was equal to 0, ± 1, ± 2, and I was in the range - 40 < I 2 Q < + 40.

As can be observed and estimated, the Hamiltonian (3) contains

three different types of terms, each being of different order of magnitude.

The first two terms I, + v I-, which are the most important in magnitude

for typical values of the energy of the particle, depend linearly on the

actions and correspond,therefore,to a two-dimensional linear harmonic oscil-

lator. The "shear terms" a + S a cos p e, are smaller than the first two
n — 1 ^ •*•

terms by one order of magnitude for typical values of 3 and u Q but they depend

nonlinearly on the actions. However, they are nonresonant terms since they

depend only on one angle. Finally, the last summation term is smaller by one

order of magnitude than the shear terms and represents both nonlinear and

resonant terms. Only these last terms, although generally small, can lead to

significant effects due to the existence of nonlinear resonances.

The nonlinear interaction of the resonant and non resonant terms

causes two basic and opposite types of behavior for the particle trajecto-

ries, namelly "adiabatic" and "stochastic" motions depending on whether the

resonant perturbation is respectively small or sufficiently large.

First, we consider the conditions for obtaining first order

primary islands corresponding to an adiabatic motion for the particle.
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In order to find these conditions, we assume that the system is subjected

to one single isolated resonance and average the Hamiltonian (3) with res-

pect to the fast variables e. and 92 retaining only the dominant contribu-

tion due to the resonant term.

From this averaged Hamiltonian, we get for the two associated

frequencies of the motion the following expressions :

de, Bu 3g2 „ J'(r)

-
g ()

+ (l + 2 l |) - a - \ - sin n<j> (6)

d9?
? R 2

<w2> = < ^ > = v + BUQ I 2 + \ (I< + 3 I x I2) (7)
92where i|) is the slowly varying angle <j> = 6, - — and n is the integer for

which a commensurability condition for these two averaged frequencies is

fu l f i l l ed^ i .e.

i * l > = 1 (8 ) -
<w2> n K '

Moreover, as a consequence of the averaging process, we have the existen-

ce of an additional adiabatic invariant which in our case takes the form :

I.

h + n = Jo = const- (9)

where I = 1^ is the action conjugate to the angle <j>. By using the

expression (9) for the adiabatic invariant we can eliminate the action

I 2 and reduce the averaged Hamiltonian to a one-dimensional Hamiltonian

m the variables ( I . , <f>) depending on the additional parameter
Iin 9

T - T + i u
lo ~ x20 n *

So, given a set of parameters g, u , I 2 0 , v and I 1 0 , we can

find the integer n for which the condition (8) is fu l f i l l ed and give

an estimate for the threshold for first-order islands by taking>in

Eq. (6)^ |sin n <j>| = 1. On the other hand, given a set of parameters,

6, u , IpQ, v and n, we can find the value of the action I , corresponding

to the location of the e l l ip t i c singular point (I = I. ) associated with

this "n" isolated primary resonances and estimate the maximum width AW of

this resonance. This can be done by using an expansion to the f i r s t order

of the expression for the frequency u around the value of the action

I at the e l l ip t i c singular point
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where the derivative of the frequency with respect to the action has to
be evaluated at the singular point ( I . = I , ) and represents what is called
the nonlinearity parameter of the oscillator. This nonlinearity parameter
y is given in our case by the following expressions :

•v - /daj ^ - 0 + 3£_ ,, 4 ,T <j>s, 0 + 1 *s

The expression (Al ) appearing in Eq. (10)corresponds to the
maximum of the extension of the action I up to the value at the separa-
tr ix and is given by :

(AVmax = 2 (-V(2 ^s)

where y is given by Eq. (11).

Next we establish a criterion for the onset of stochasticity.
As usual, this criterion is formulated in terms of the overlap of two
neighboring resonances, neglecting the secondary effets. Following
Chirikov / 6 / , this is stated by the following expression :

where AW is the maximum width of the nonlinear resonance and is given by
Eqs. (10-12), and Aw is the distance between two nearest neighboring
resonances, AID = |w_+i-w |. The expression for AW and Aw depends in our
case on a rather large number of parameters in a fair ly complicated way.

Finally, in order to check the validity of the conditions for the
onset of primary islands and of the expression (13) for the criterion for
the onset of stochasticity, we have solved numerically the exact equations
of motion derived from the Hamilltonian (2) for various in i t ia l conditions
and different values of the relevant parameters.

The observation of the orbits of the particles is conveniently
realized in a cut plane, by using the well known cross-section-of-surface
method.
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I t turns out, as a preliminary result, that i f the nonlinearity
parameter y which depends both on the value of 3 and on the order of the
primary resonance at which we are looking, is not too small or too large
we have a good agreement between the numerical solutions and the theoreti-
cal predictions.

Moreover, we find that for a large class of particles the value
of the electrostatic perturbation parameter a necessary for communicating
an ergodic motion for these particles is reduced when compared with the
one found by Karney and Bers /3/ for the case of a uniform magnetic f ie ld.
This result seems to support the contention that the nonlinear interaction
between resonant and nonresonant nonlinear terms in Hamiltonian systems
favors the ergodicity of the motion. Thus the effect of magnetic shear is
to lower the threshold for the onset of stochasticity and the possibility
of subsequent ion tai l formation.

The complexity of the problem prohibits the exact determination
of this threshold. Thus only qualitative results are given here. This
process could be investigated experimentally by varying the shear and
observing the effects, i f any, on ion tai l formation during lower hybrid
heating.
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DISCUSSION

ON PAPERS G-l (A) AND G-l (B)

G. LISITANO: My first comment is that lower hybrid heating at large RF
levels has not yet been proved. One can in fact change the RF power frequency
consistently without changing the absorption of RF power.

M. BRAMBILLA: On the basis of what I hear from the experimental teams
I can only disagree with your comment. However, as this comment far exceeds
the scope of the papers I have presented, I suggest you discuss it directly with
the people involved in the experiments.

G. LISITANO: Near the plasma boundary the high-power near-field of the
radiating antenna may produce strong RF turbulence effects, thus obscuring
far-field interaction effects. Would you agree with that?

M. BRAMBILLA: Within the linear theory, the presence of strong fields
near the antenna obviously has no influence whatever on penetration further
inside the plasma. However, it is true that non-linearities and turbulence
associated with the near fields can be a real nuisance, and I have tried to suggest
some way (rounding the guide edges, controlling the density profile, and so on)
of reducing these problems to some extent.

A. PATARAYA: You showed waves of two types — structured and
unstructured. What is the reason for this? Normally these different types of
waves appear only when non-linear effects are taken into account (mobile and
immobile solitons).

M. BRAMBILLA: The 'wave packet' near the plasma surface contains a
very broad spectrum of parallel wave numbers, in particular with kjjc2/oj2 > 1.
This is why it is 'structured', as you say, showing details of the antenna structure.
Inside the plasma, waves with nj| J> 5/y/Te have been absorbed by electron
Landau damping, and we find a 'narrow' packet with ny roughly corresponding
to the antenna periodicity. Such a packet is clearly structureless. No non-linear
effects were included here.

CM. SURKO: Relatively large density fluctuations have been observed at
the edges of tokamak plasmas. Have you considered the effect of these
flucuations on the propagation of lower hybrid waves?

M. BRAMBILLA: Interesting work has been done recently by Bellan and
co-workers on this important subject (they have dealt with both theory and
experimental evidence). In my work, however, these effects are not included.
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Abstract

OHMIC PUMPING BY MEANS OF EXTERNALLY DRIVEN TEARING MODES.
Tearing modes excited by RF currents flowing in external conductors are shown to be

potentially capable of producing intense Ohmic heating near the resonant MHD singular
surfaces q(r) = -m/n where q = rB^/RBg is the safety factor and the integers m and n are the
poloidal and the toroidal mode numbers of the RF field. The frequencies which can be used
to produce substantial additional heating are typically as low as ̂ 10 kHz, which allows the
RF coils to be protected by stainless steel or even to be put outside the vacuum chamber. The
most favourable situation is found to occur when the q = ±1 surface is present, at least
marginally, in the central region of a globally stable toroidal plasma. In this case a |m| = |n| = 1
coil system excites the internal resistive kink mode which leaves the outer plasma layers
essentially unperturbed provided that q at the plasma boundary be high enough not to couple
with external helical modes through toroidal curvature and non-linear harmonics.

1. THE HEATING SCHEME

The highest plasma heating efficiency obtainable with electromagnetic fields
is expected when a wave-resonance surface exists within the plasma, Below the
ion gyrofrequency u> < ooci, such a surface is essentially the to = ^ -~vA surface,
although strictly not a resonance in the cold plasma model, where v*A = 30/(47rp0)^2

is the Alfven velocity vector and K = (0, m/r, n/R) is the wave vector projection on the
equilibrium magnetic surfaces. In the limit CJ < |pJ| • |v"A|, the above surfaces
approach one of the SMl0 = 0 surfaces characteristic of MHD stability theory.

* Permanent address: Institute for Electromagnetic Field Theory and Euratom-
Fusion Research (EUR-NE), Chalmers University of Technology, Goteborg, Sweden.
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In this paper we consider this low-frequency limit of the Alfven wave heating
in more detail than was done previously [ 1 ]. The potential advantages of the
present heating scheme are twofold:

(1) The frequency used is so low that the RF structures can be protected
by stainless steel and actually become indistinguishable from the electrotechnical
structures already present to ensure stable confinement (by feedback).

(2) The physics involved is basically the same as that of plasma confinement
(equilibrium, stability and diffusion): in particular, the magnetic moment ju
remains constant (apart from collisions) and the electron inertia can be neglected
almost everywhere.

It is also worth mentioning that the present case is considerably simpler than
the conventional Alfven-wave heating scheme [2]. There, for a given pair of m and
n values there are two distinct resonant layers, whose radii depend upon the
density profile. The field divergence at these layers is weaker than in our case
where the two singularities coalesce. The linear conversion of cold to warm plasma
modes propagating radially [3] is inhibited by collisions at much lower frequencies.

Wave propagation and power deposition are studied in the usual tearing-
mode stability scheme where the resonant singular surface is embedded in a thin
resistive layer which separates two perfectly conducting plasma regions. We use
the tokamak ordering and replace the torus with a straight circular cylinder of
length L = 2TTR. The resistive layer, whose radius is rs and thickness 6, has as a
distinguishing feature a large component of the RF electric field parallel to the
static 3-field. The RF power dissipated into this layer is essentially

P r f * rfhr'R r s 6 - E ^ (1)

where j ||, the electric current density, is mainly due to the electrons. The current
flowing in the resistive layer is essentially a surface current j * = j \\5 Bo /Bo which
is completely determined by (Qt)s, the jump of the tangent components of the
RF 3-field in the ideal MHD regions, across the layer. As shown later, the
function E|| = T?rfj|| is determined by using the parallel momentum balance law
for the electrons supplemented by the charge neutrality condition;
97rf = Tjrf (CJ, vco^, to*,...) is the plasma resistivity in the presence of the RF field.
It depends in general upon frequency, collision and drift frequencies, and can be
larger than T?0, the DC resistivity. Then Prf can be expressed in terms of the DC
Ohmic power POh - which is deposited in the whole plasma volume by an essentially
uniform j0<p current density - as follows:
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where B#a is the poloidal B-component at the edge of the toroidal current channel.
Notice that the second of the three factors which form (Prf/Poh) greatly exceeds
unity, while the last one has to be sufficiently smaller than unity, at least in a
linear treatment.

To see whether Prf can be made larger than Potl, we must first calculate
<Qt> (next section) and 5 (Section 3) in terms of the characteristics of the external
RF pump. This will be carried out in some detail as these considerations, which
are conventional in stability theory, are not customary in the heating literature.

2. SOLUTIONS OUTSIDE THE 1 • % = 0 LAYER

We consider elementary solutions of the form A = A(r) exp i(m0 + Kz — wt)
with K = n/R and |Kr/m| <̂  1 (the tokamak approximation) and express the
e.m. field in the plasma in terms of £ = £r, the radial MHD displacement. We find
for the RF magnetic field

(3)
m2

where F = K- B o ; accents mark derivation with respect to r.
We suppose the |q| = 1 surface to be present in the plasma (some on-axis

MHD activity is allowed) and we limit our analysis to the mode numbers m = - 1 ,
n = 1, corresponding to the so-called internal kink mode. Higher m values are
less attractive: the field is more of a surface mode, RF coils have to be closer
to the plasma or carry more current for the same power at the same location.
For the m = -n ="1 mode, neglecting terms of order (3 and a> /|K| |v"A| compared
to unity, £ obeys the Euler equation [4]:

( r 3 F 2 C 1 ) 1 - g 5 = 0 (4)

with F = K Bo {1-q"1} and g = K2r3F(3KBz + Be/r).
The solution of Eq.(4) is expanded in (Kr)2: % = £0 + £i + ••• • £o is taken

to be a constant:

0 < r < r s

(5)
r < r < r^

^ a
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The first-order solution £, is made to join the two constant solutions smoothly
on each side of the r = rs surface (r3F2ij' is continuous across r = rs):

r
r3F2 q = E,< ( drg 0 < r < rs

' o

r r (6)
r r

= L I drg + r j drg
0 r

r < r < r

The surface current at r = rs is then essentially

^ 4 = < V s a F ' r s ( « > - 5 < ) (7)

In the vacuum (r > ra) we have Q = grad 0, <j> = const/r. Therefore,

% = 1 F a ? > (

% = ~ F a ^> <

Qz = Fa 5 > K

where the constant has been determined by the continuity of Qr.
The surface current at r = ra, the externally driven pump, is given by

= - Fa

He

where Fa = F(r = ra). With Jag = Krajaz we find

^ = 0 ( r a / R ) " -> 0

?< - T Jaz r aa / 9 l
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where

.1 drg
B2r5 q1

o s Hs

5R"

Thus we find, finally

j *I - - + •;* C M + _L.\ r
2R /rk

Jsz ~ + Jaz b ( 1 + qj r a K / r s
a

and

An equivalent form is

(ID

r s ( q a + 1 ) r a R 2 2

Prf /Poh { q ' r q ^ } 2
s s a ra

(13)

It may also be of interest to introduce the width W of the RF magnetic
island which develops inside the q = +1 surface. Within the linear theory

W = 4 Q ; ' = 2 (14)

For |m| > 1 the islands have Wm « Q'/2
 and encompass the corresponding

singular surface.

3. THE TEARING LAYER EQUATIONS

It remains to relate 5, the width of the tearing layer, to the applied frequency
OJ and the other plasma parameters. Only a semiquantitative derivation is
reported here, which should be sufficiently accurate for the purpose of estimating
the heating rate in view of the various uncertainties inherent in the model (non-
linearity, toroidicity, instability and diffusion effects have been neglected). We
assume that within the layer

A A

dr2 (15)
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(where p ; is the ion Larmor radius and A stands for the perturbed quantity) and,
moreover, that

V e i ' ^ V t e > 2 / V e i >> K//Vti

where v t a = (2Ta/ma)1/2.
Then we obtain [4] the following equations for £ and 0 = -iq Qr/q'Bg:

= x AH/Ay? (17)

where

x = (r -

TA m "

xR = 4Trr^/c2nrf ; e = TA/TR « 1

V - c T f l (d1nn/dr)/r eaBo

and, under conditions (16),

n r f = nL (co + i v e i ) / (u - u*)

Here 7?L i
s the classical conductivity of a Lorentz gas. Notice that r?rf can

substantially exceed TJL only if OJ = w*.
The 'dispersion relation' 6 = 5(w) is obtained by differentiating Eq.( 18)

twice with respect to x, multiplying the result by x, then using Eq.( 17) and making

•jr-)* + ( F " ) 2 ( ^ A ) 2 (1 " u)?/o>) - e(o3tA) (1 - o>?/(o) = 0 (19)

Since we are interested in using very low frequencies, we assume

(WT A ) 3 « |4 T A / T R ( 1 - /
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and find from Eq.(19)

(~) - |w TJ (1 - W * / U ) / T R | 1 / 4 (20)

It is interesting to notice, by writing K]| = K'JJS, that

in agreement with assumption (16).
Equations (19—20) show that 5 decreases when a; decreases and, formally,

5 -* 0 when to -»• co? With physically meaningful parameters rs/25 < 102, which
still allows forP r f> Po h from Eqs (12—13). Such a conclusion, however, may
well turn out to be much too optimistic, in view of the highly idealized model
considered here. Finally, the question whether substantial additional heating by
tearing-mode pumping can indeed be produced in practice can be answered
seriously only by making experiments.
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DISCUSSION

A. HASEGAWA: It seems to me that if the finite-Larmor-radius effect
were included you would be able to have collisionless heating due to electron
Landau damping (ELD). Also, CJ should be chosen higher than the drift wave
frequency.

E. CANOBBIO: The frequency is taken to be lower than the electron
collision frequency; thus ELD is excluded.

B. COPPI: I am surprised that only w*j enters into the expression for
your resistive layer.

E. CANOBBIO: co*e is contained in the expression for T?RF' Reference to
your work on this particular point is made in the text.
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G. LISITANO: You have associated the bulk properties of the plasma
with an internal m = 1 kink mode, but I think this may not reflect the true
situation in tokamak plasmas. In other words, it may be that the tokamak kink
modes are due to runaway or superthermal effects.

E. CANOBBIO: The modes we consider are excited externally. They are
supposed to be stable. The heating they produce should be rather insensitive
to the deviations of the plasma from its local thermal equilibrium.

H. DE KLUIVER: Would you not expect heating of the plasma to occur
first at the outer resonant surfaces, since the extra pulse has to penetrate the
plasma from the surface and would first make a skin there?

E. CANOBBIO: The helicity of the external RF coils is supposed to be
such that no MHD resonance is encountered near the plasma boundary. Surface
heating, therefore, should not be the dominant effect.
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Abstract

TRANSIT TIME MAGNETIC PUMPING IN THE PETULA TOKAMAK.
TTMP heating was successfully tested on the Petula tokamak. A substantial temperature

increase could be measured. The absorbed power was thermalized, and no deleterious effects
were observed during heating. The analysis of the experimental results shows good quantitative
agreement with theory and the existence of the so-called non-linear regime. Starting from
these considerations it is possible, by extrapolating the results, to propose TTMP heating
for future machines.

1 - INTRODUCTION.

The aim of the Petula machine is to study R.F. heating at low

frequency (<o « to •) by Transit Time Magnetic Pumping. Due to technological

convenience the compressional T.T.M.P. mode has been chosen. Heating

experiments were performed in various plasma conditions (gas, density,

magnetic f ie ld) , and substantial temperature increase was observed without

any pumpout or s igni f icant impurity release. The interpretation of the

experimental results leads to a quantitative agreement with theory, the

so-called "non-linear" regime being,however,more severe than i n i t i a l l y

predicted.

The main experimental results and the ion energy balance are re-

ported here as well as examples of application of T.T.M.P. heating for

future machines.

: Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Tennessee, USA.
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FIG.l. Oscillating magnetic-field configuration.
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FIG. 2. Typical ion temperature increase during TTMP heating.

2 - DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS

The Petula Tokamak has been previously described /I/. The main

parameters are the following : large radius R = 72 cm, limiter radius

a = 14 cm, maximum toroidal field on the axis R» = 30 kG. The T.T.M.P.

oscillating toroidal magnetic field is produced by a set of six R.F. coils

which are connected in such a way as to produce a standing wave with

three wavelengths along the toroidal direction (Fig. 1). This configuration

is equivalent to two oppositely travelling waves. The frequency is chosen

so that the phase velocity of the travelling waves is in the range of the

ion thermal velocity. In order to avoid problems related to plasma - R.F.

coil interaction the latter are located between the copper shell and the
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FIG.3. Typical ion energy distribution function with and without RF heating.

•vacuum chamber which is made of six alumina sectors joined to the diagnos-

t i c sections : Each R.F. coi l is connected to tuning capacitors so that

the resonant frequency f can be varied from 90 to a few hundred ki lohertz.

This coupling structure is energized by a generator which can deliver

10 MW - 15 ms R.F. pulses in the above-mentioned frequency range. In these

conditions the maximum osc i l la t ing magnetic f i e ld B is given by the formula

(Gauss/kHz).B = 5.104 f"1

For the heating studies reported here, the Tokamak was operated

at 13-16 kG toroidal f i e l d in hydrogen or deuterium using a gas puffing

technique / 2 / .

3 - CHARACTERISTICS OF HEATING

Typical heating phenomenology has been described / 3 / .

The most interesting features are the following :

- A substantial ion temperature increase is measured (Fig. 2) ; i t shows the

mean value of T- from charge-exchange neutrals analysis for a number

of shots with and without R.F.

- The energy dist r ibut ion of fast charge-exchange neutrals escaping in the

radial direction is true Maxwellian from .6 to 2.5 keV with no non-ther-

mal t a i l observed up to 5 keV (Fig. 3). One can thus conclude that the
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FIG.4. Electron density evolution.

energy which is given by T.T.M.P. heating in the toroidal direction is

distributed and thermalized.

- The electron density does not increase appreciably during heating as

is shown on Fig. 4 in which the signal of the interferometer which is

perturbed during R.F. has been restored, the time derivatives of IT just

before and after heating being conserved.

- During R.F. pulse no significant change is observed on plasma current,

loop voltage, Hg line emission and the amplitudes of CIV, OVI and OVII

lines do not increase more than 10 to 15 percent so that the measured

ion temperature increase can be attributed to R.F. heating effects.

4 - SUMMARY OF HEATING RESULTS

The following parameters have been varied during the experimen-

tal campaign :

- The main toroidal field : B, = 13 and 16 kG.

- The working gas : H ̂ or Dp.

- The T.T.M.P. frequency : 150 and 200 kHz.

- The amplitude of the oscillating magnetic field corresponding to a modu-

lation ratio *— for the fundamental (3 wavelengths along the torus) which

ranges from .9$T0~2 to 1.8xKf2.

- The plasma density n = 1.2 to 4.2xl013cm~3.

- The ion temperature T. =130 to 220 eV.

- Z effective from 1.5 to 4.5.

In this parameter range the R.F. power which is absorbed by the

ions is always much lower than the ohmic power so that the electron tempe-

rature is constant : the ions only are significantly heated. In this situa-

tion a characteristic parameter is the ratio y = P-j.TMp/PEI where P-rjMp and
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PEI are the power density given to the ions, respectively, by T.T.M.P. and

col l is ions with electrons.

As Te/T i = 3, PEI is proportional to n* T71 / 2 Z*A~1, where A is

the atomic mass number and Z* a quantity which depends s l igh t ly on the im-

purity content.

P TMp can be wri t ten as / 4 / :

TTMP = I TNL I N

where :

- PLIN is the expression for T.T.M.P. absorption in the l inear regime

and the term , . „ / - , represents the contribution of the so-called

non-linear regime where nc is the c r i t i ca l density below which the

ion-ion col l is ions are not suf f ic ient to ensure a Maxwellian d i s t r i -

bution of ions : T2 .3/2 r

I'D u n•
n c ~

- b is the modulation rat io B/B ~ ^y, being V the RF vol tage on the co i l ,

- RQ is the large radius of the torus.

- C and Q are coefficients which depend on Te/T i and the quantity

x i = to/KV th i, the rat io of the phase velocity of the wave to the

thermal velocity of ions.

The parameter y is f i na l l y expressed as :

V2 n i 1/2 ., 1
y — A i . u -

ni

The ion temperature increase can then be evaluated from the

energy balance equation in which are only considered the thermal losses

in the neoclassical plateau-regime P N C:

3 d T i
2~ n cTT = PTTMP + PEI " PNC

Using the above-mentioned temperature dependence for PrT and PTX,.n and
5/2 AT

the T / dependence for PNC,the asymptotic value for Z = T./T. = 1 + ^~
is given by the equation i o
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FIG. 5. Relative ion temperature increase versus experimental parameters. Numbers
refer to Table II.

1 + a) y + a l z2 - z3 - az 5 = 0

where a = n / n i , y = PTjMp/pFi a t t h e beginning of heating.
For small values of a and y this equation reduces to AT/T. ~ PTT-.p/3 P~

This is also a good approximation even for y up to 1 when 0.4 < a < 0.8.

The experimental data corresponding to the various working

conditions considered in this report are summarized in Table I .

The measured AT/T-0 values are plotted in Fig. 5 versus the two

quantities :
5 =

n.
H0C - ^ and10 PEI

5' = £ i + n / n proportional to y, which takes into account

non-linear ef fects. Al l quantities are evaluated on plasma axis.

From this graph, i t can be concluded that AT./T. has the above
predicted l inear dependence on y provided that the nonlinear T.T.M.P. regime
is included.

Since the coefficient D and consequently n are increasing func-

tions of x.j, i t must be remarked that the effect on the non-linear regime

is essential when x i > 1.6.
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5 - QUANTITATIVE INTERPRETATION

The temperature increase expected from T.T.M.P. heating can be

calculated with more accuracy using a one-dimension numerical code IS/,

which performs the computation of the ion temperature prof i le by solving

the energy balance equation for the ions : P^T = P-rjMp + Pjr + ^r\ + ^n*

P.w is the charge-exchange loss term, PQ the convection one and P.— re-

presents the losses by neoclassical thermal conduction. The T.T.M.P. term

is writ ten as PTTMp = PL lN ({ + ( * /n . )N) 1 / N - T h e c a l c u 1 a t i o n s b e l o w

have been made with N = 1.2. The c8eff icient Q which is essential in the

evaluation of the non-linear regime is, however, calculated for T /T. = 0.

This deviation from the original formulation of Ref. / 4 / is due to a new

self-consistent evaluation of the electrostat ic e lectr ic f i e ld component

which ansures plasma charge neutral i ty / 6 / . This evaluation makes more

severe the l imi ta t ion of the eff iciency of T.T.M.P. heating due to non-

l inear ef fects. Two expressions are considered here for the coeff icient

C which characterizes the linear regime ; they correspond to the two

following definitions of the absorbed power :

P = - 1 I d3w (\ mw2)^ and P = -£• | d3w \ m (w -d t y 2̂ 1 dty 2

where w is the velocity of the guiding center, f 1 and Vprespectively, the

distr ibut ion function and the f l u i d velocity in the f i r s t order.

These two definitions can be interpreted as upper and lower l imi ts

of the absorbed power and w i l l lead to corresponding upper and lower bounds

of the computed ion temperature prof i le HI.

The electron density and temperature radial dependence are taken

from experimental data and supposed to be invariant. The computation is

f i r s t f i t t e d with the measured quantities <Z « > and T. at the plasma

center before RF heating is started.

This computation method was applied to the various experimental

conditions and the results for the central ion temperature are plotted in

Fig. 6 together with the measured values. It yields satisfactory quan-

t i t a t i ve agreement which allows us to be confident in the formulas used for

T.T.M.P. absorption. The power-density, integrated power for P£I and j T

as well as the rat io -— and the computed AT. are summarized in Table I I .
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FIG. 6. Computed relative ion temperature increase. Comparison with experiment. Numbers
refer to Table II.

The point quoted l in Fig. 6 is situated well above the -j y curve

this can be explained by the fact that in this series of shots the thermal

losses at the plasma center are less than one half of the total losses, due

to an important amount of neutral gas and subsequent charge-exchange

losses.

6 - APPLICATIONS TO FUTURE MACHINES

In these applications we assume that the R.F. coils are located

inside the vacuum chamber of the machine. The T.T.M.P. field is produced

by 12 coils, the position of which around the torus isadjusted in order

to minimize the level of spatial harmonics. The number of wavelengths!s

choseni to be one in order to reduce the working frequency and consequen-

tly the R.F. voltage at the coil as well as the R.F. power required to

produce the oscillating magnetic field B. The RF power in such a structure

writes:

P R F = F(k
2) B2 a2 <o1/2

where a is the R.F. coi l radius and F(k2) the coupling coeff ic ient which

depends on the shape of the coi l and i t s distance from the metall ic vacuum

chamber. In the R.F. power estimations which fol low, the coupling coef f i -

cient is extrapolated from the measurements mode on a small-size model

experiment of the PETULA dimension and corresponds to an upper l i m i t .
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Consider first the case of J.E.T. In this application the ratio

between the R.F. coil and the vacuum chamber diameters is taken 0.75,which

corresponds to a reasonable compromise between the dissipated power and

the lowering of the plasma radius. The plasma radius is thus taken equal

to 1 meter. The plasma parameters are those obtained with a control beam
1-3 _ O

and described in Ref. / 8 / . The gas is hydrogen, the density 5.10 cm and

ion temperature 1,8 keV. In th is case,with a 60-MW R.F. generator which

produces a modulation b = 0.7 X,at 30kHz,the absorbed power density on axis and

the integrated power a re, respectively, 0.16 W»cm" and 6.5 MW. These values

are comparable to those considered in the above reference / 8 / to increase

the ion temperature up to 5 keV by fast -neut ra l i n j e c t i o n . With a 10 cm

electron density and the same (60-MW) R.F. generator, the to ta l absorbed

power and power density on axis are l i s t e d below for two values of T- :

MWTi

6

8

kW fkHz

57
66

b

0

0

%

.58

.56

pO
KTTMP

0.

0.

V//cm3

59

55

23

22

For these conditions the balance between the total losses and T.T.M.P.

power requires an energy replacement time of 0.48 S and 0.69 S,respectively.

The fact that the absorbed R.F. power increases with density at

constant R.F. power generator makes possible to get high power absorption

in the case of Ignitor-type experiment. For the following parameters:

B = 120 kG, R = 71 cm, r = 18 cm, and a 20-MW R.F. generator, the power

absorbed on axis is :

n

10
II

14 1

T

.5
3

i

keV
keV

f

122

172

kHz
kHz

2
2

b

.9x10

.7x10

-3

-3

pO
KTTMP
1
3

.83

.75

W/cm3

W/cm3

7 - CONCLUSION

In conclusion one can point out that T.T.M.P. seems to be a satis-

factorily understood R.F. heating method. The plasma stability was not altered

in the PETULA Tokamak in which the applied modulation ratios are larger than

those which will be necessary to heat larger machines.
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T.T.M.P. offers the following advantages :

- Heating takes place in a large volume, preferentially in the hot-plasma
region.

- The absorption mechanism is simple.
- Stability is preserved.
- The realization and the cost of the R.F. generators are not prohibitive.

On the other hand,the overall efficiency is poor and the problem
of the realization of the coupling structure for a reactor has to be solved.
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DISCUSSION

J.L. SHOHET: Can you give me some idea of the ratio of the magnetic
diffusion time to the period of the RF?

M. BERNARD: The magnetic diffusion time is much longer than the period
oftheRF.
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B. GREEN: Could you give us an idea of (i) the ion heating efficiency
(ATj)/(kW power to plasma) and (ii) the coupling efficiency (77) achieved in
Petula?

M. BERNARD: In the Petula experiment the ion heating efficiency is
2 - 5 eV-kW"1 for linear TTMP cases. When the TTMP regime becomes non-linear
the absorbed power is more peaked and the heating efficiency increases, but on
the other hand the coupling efficiency is reduced. The coupling efficiency in
Petula is of the order of 2 to 3 X 10~3.

P.E. VANDENPLAS: What would the corresponding efficiencies be in the
case of JET?

M. BERNARD: For initial conditions with Tj = 1.8 keV and n = 5 X 1013 cm"3,
the coupling efficiency is about 10%, but with Tj = 6 keV and n = 1014 cm"3 it
can reach 25%.
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PARAMETRIC INSTABILITIES INDUCED
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Abstract

PARAMETRIC INSTABILITIES INDUCED BY A LOW-FREQUENCY HEATING WAVE
IN A MAGNETICALLY CONFINED PLASMA.

Low-frequency parametric instabilities (co <K £2cj) of the resonant decay type are found
in an inhomogeneous plasma in the presence of an essentially electrostatic 'pump' wave simulating
a transit time magnetic pumping (TTMP) wave, which propagates with finite wavelength along
the equilibrium magnetic field. They involve coupling to longitudinal waves propagating almost
across the magnetic field with relatively long wavelengths compared to the ion Larmor radius.
This occurs in very low(3 plasmas (0 <$Cme/mj, as in early TTMP experiments in small stellarators)
where not only the low-frequency drift wave but also the shear Alfven wave for almost transverse
propagation is electrostatic in nature. These instabilities can produce substantial E X B drifts
and concomitant cross-field diffusion; this is briefly discussed in relation to RF heating experi-
ments in stellarators and tokamaks.

1. INTRODUCTION

In contrast with recent successful experiments in the Petula
Tokamak /I/, early transit time magnetic pumping experiments (T.T.M.P.) in
small stellarators (Proto-Cleo, Villa) were characterized by very strong
plasma losses when the heating wave was applied /2/. In most cases the
"pump-out" rate was found to depend linearly on the amplitude of the r.f.
fields. To explain this observation, it has been proposed that the enhanced
diffusion could be produced by some low-frequency parametric instabilities /3/.

In this paper we investigate parametric processes in the case
of an electrostatic pump, with frequency u far below the ion cyclotron
frequency, which propagates with finite wavelength along the equilibrium

559
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magnetic f ie ld in an inhomogeneous plasma. Such a wave is an approximation

of the T.T.M.P. wave which is evanescent in the radial direction, but with

an attenuation length longer than the plasma radius, and has a substantial

electrostatic component, parallel to the static magnetic f i e ld , which

arises to ensure quasi neutrality / 3 / , / 4 / .

The dispersion relation for electrostatic waves in the presence

of the pump f ie ld is derived within the limits of the "local approximation"

by a perturbation method somewhat similar to the one used by Aliev et a l .

/ 5 / . The time-dependent "unperturbed" state consists of a Maxwellian plas-

ma in a constant magnetic f ie ld and a low-frequency electrostatic f ie ld

of amplitude EQ. However, because of the f in i te wavelength of the pump

this state is described only linearly with respect to E , thus restr ic t -

ing the val idity of the theory developed here to relatively weak pump,

f ie lds. The condition of val id i ty , which wi l l be specified by Eq. (3)

below, is not restrict ive for our problem since most of the experiments

were performed in the intermediate coll ision regime determined by condi-

tion (3) in Section 2 .

The stabi l i ty of the "unperturbed" state with respect to small-

amplitude electrostatic perturbations is then studied and conclusions

are drawn with respect to the problem of plasma confinement during low-

frequency r. f . heating. In particular, we point out that a distinction

must be made between very low 0 plasmas (Proto-Cleo, Wlla) and higher 0

plasmas (Petula, future devices) as far as the nature of the excited

waves is concerned. This might provide an explanation for the different

plasma behaviour in the two groups of devices.

2. DISPERSION RELATION

We consider an inhomogeneous collisionless plasma in a constant

magnetic f ie ld B directed along the z-axis of a Cartesian coordinate

system. The plasma density N(x) is supposed to vary slowly along the x

direction. A low-frequency electrostatic pump f ie ld is applied along the

magnetic f ie ld and has the following form :

wi th E = i k d> and Re (<t> ) = 0.
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The equilibrium ion or electron (a = i,e) distribution function
f (r, •?, t) where r = (x, y, z) and v = (v , v , v ) is solution of the
Vlasov equation. Thus any function g (ft, t ) , where ft = (X, Y, Z) and
^ = (vx> e

0>
 v

z0) a r e constants of the motion, is a solution for the equi-
librium state. However.it can be shown by using a simple Krook model that
g would relax to the Maxwellian distribution after some collision times.
Therefore we can take for the "unperturbed" distribution function of the
a-species :

t) = gao (X, V vz0) - - ^ exp (- ^ ° - ) (2)
1 ; ta ta

The variables r and v can be expressed in terms of ft, t and t of f i r s t
order in the pump amplitude EQ. Such a linear collisionless description
of the "unperturbed" state of the plasma is adequate provided that the
ion-ion collision frequency v^ satisfy the following condition /3/ :

v c r i t < < v i i < < w o

where ^ c r i t is some cri t ical frequency proportional to E .

In order to derive the dispersion relation for electrostatic
waves in the presence of the pump (1) we consider a low-frequency electro-
static perturbation of frequency u> and wave vector it, which couples with
the pump wave to give rise to two sidebands (u ± u , 1< ± It ) as well as
higher harmonics (u + no>0, it + nl<0) where n is an integer. The potential
perturbation can be Fourier-expanded as follows :

(4)

Throughout this paper we shall consider processes which occur
in a plasma layer located around x = x where the transverse wave vector
is much larger than the inverse scale length of the gradients :

|kj » |kN| where kN = (
d V ( > 0 ) x = x (5)

x

This allows one to assume ^n' is independent of x in the vicinity of x
(local approximation).
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The distribution function perturbation 6fa is found from the
linearized Vlasov equation by integrating along the "unperturbed" trajec-
tories. After further integration over the velocities,the ion and electron
density perturbations are found to be :

Sn . z N<"' e (6)
n

where l t ( n) = it + n tQ, Jn<i = to + nwQ and

(7)

Here <o_ is the plasma frequency (a = e,i), x the linear susceptibility
PCX / v / \ Ct

at frequency u\ ' and wave vector k̂  ' and the dimensionTess coefficients
P ' and An ' are defined in terms of the modified Bessel functions of
a a±

imaginary arguments I . and of the Fried-Conte plasma dispersion function

Z by :
I ( ^ = I.(b ) e a» b = - ^ = k2p2 (8)
a (r a' a ~2 ± a '

a
where a is the algebraic gyrofrequency, p the mean Larmor radius and

'•̂ = ^ oa l-(n)Z(a(n^xn>n-0 Z±(nx^ )+ 2(xn'"-x )
x a ' o v o oa' v a oa'

o oa ' o o a " Oa o oa

where xQa = %/ v'Z k o v t a , x^'" = K " ' +Cn a

dr i f t frequency [a* = k ^ v ^ / n ^ , oQ = |ko|/kQ, a(n) = |k^n ) | /kJn J and
the functions TT are the dispersion function or i ts complex conjugate :

Z+(x) = Z(x) and Z"(x) = Z(x)* (10)

An infinite set of coupled equations is obtained from Eq. (7) and
Poisson's equation. Introducing the small parameter

u - |e| E° « 1 (U)
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which is a measure of the pump amplitude, and restricting the analysis to

resonant decay processes (e(w, t) » 0), the local dispersion relation re-

duces to :

= 0

where e stands for the dielectric constant :

s^~ = e(w ± ui , 1c ± t ) = 1

The coupling coefficients A" are defined by

A* - mi X ° e E
V6a

,(n±U

(12)

(13)

(14)

We note from Eqs (9) and (14) that , i f u is real and i f the imag-

inary Landau terms coming from Z (o'n^x ) can be neglected, the fo l low-

ing symmetry relat ion holds :

! * (15)A!) *

so that the coupling coefficients A_. A" and A A", appearing in Eq. (12)

are real and negative.

3. ANALYSIS OF THE DISPERSION RELATION

We shall now discuss Eq. (12) for three-wave parametric decay,

e.g. e(w, t) z 0, e(u + u , £+£„) = 0,while the term containing e(u-u . t - t

can be neglected as non-resonant. For th is we assume that in the absence

of the pump there exist two normal modes w. (It) and oo2 (t+t ) which sat is-

fy the resonance condition :

Now by wri t ing

(16)

(17)

where x is the frequency shift due to the pump and y the growth rate of the

oscillations, and by Taylor-expanding the dielectric functions around their
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respective roots w, + i Y-. and ou +i Y 2«
w e obtain the following equation

for y> valid when Eq. (15) holds true :

r ^ i u M A° | 2

(Y-Y,) (Y-Y 2 ) 1 + r = 57 Si ( 1 8 )

L < * - , - * > • J M ^ ^
This equation, in which eR means Re(e), shows that the influence

of the pump is maximum when the frequency mismatch A vanishes and that

this influence is destabilizing only if the product (-r—) •(-5-̂ ) is

negative. However this result requires that Eq. (15) hold true and also

that the imaginary parts coming from 3Im(e)/8u can be neglected,which is

not always the case. Eq.(18) also shows that if Yi and Y ? are small (weak

linear damping) the growth rate increases linearly with respect to the

pump amplitude.

We shall now specify the eigenmodes Wj and «„ which can be

coupled in two cases :

1) Ion sound waves and low-frequency drift waves in a strongly non-iso-

thermal plasma (T » T.)

In the presence of a density gradient,the ion sound waves are

modified into two branches /6/, namely :

A.n accelerated ion acoustic mode which becomes the usual drift wave

when the parallel wavenumber is small;

A retarded ion acoustic mode which is weakly damped only if T » T..

Coupling between these two modes and the pump defined in Eq. (1)

gives rise to a parametric instability. However, this is not of great inter-

est in laboratory plasmas where the ion and electron temperatures have the

same order of magnitude.

2) Drift waves and shear Alfven waves in a very low B plasma (g « m /m.)

In a very low (3 plasma there exists another branch of longitudinal

oscillations which is the continuation of the shear Alfven wave for propa-

gation almost normal to the magnetic field. This wave is referred to as a

low-frequency electron sound wave 111 or as a hybrid mode which joins the
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shear Alfven wave and the intermediate frequency electro-acoustic wave /8/.

When the Alfven speed is much larger than the electron thermal speed

(B « m
e/

m-j) tne shear Alfven wave becomes longitudinal for almost transverse

propagation, even at frequencies much below the ion cyclotron frequency.

Its frequency in an homogeneous plasma is given by

[HT
u = Q. cos 9^ ̂  (19)

e

when the transverse wavelength greatly exceeds the mean ion Larmor radius

(kxp^ « 1) and if cos 8 « sjm /m., where 9 is the angle between It and

V
This wave is very weakly damped because of i ts large phase

velocity along the magnetic f i e l d . Our numerical calculations show

that i t can lead to a strong ins tab i l i t y by coupling with low-

frequency d r i f t waves (Fig. 1). In the case where k = 0 (which

was shown in Ref. / I / to produce the strongest "pump-out") the

growth rate of the ins tab i l i t y is rapidly as large as the d r i f t wave

frequency for moderate values of u. The order of magnitude of the

parameter y defined by Eq. (11) is the modulation rate of the

magnetic f i e l d , b = B/BQ, produced by the T.T.M.P. wave, which is

indeed a few percent in most of the experiments.

4. CONCLUSION

The numerical results which have been obtained up to now suggest

that the new parametric instabilities described in this paper might be at

the origin of the enhanced diffusion which was observed during r.f. heating

experiments in small stellarators. These devices were indeed operating

in the very low 6 regime whereas the Petula Tokamak, in which no anomalous

transport has been observed during T.T.M.P. heating, has p z m /m.. However,

it remainsto be shown that there is no other instability involving electro-

magnetic waves in the large- 0 devices.

A detailed study of the enhanced transport induced by parametric

instabilities would be necessary for a better understanding and assessment

of the "pump-out". Yet this transport can be roughly evaluated from quasi-

linear theories which yield a diffusion coefficient proportional to the
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FIG.l. Growth rate y versus jx obtained from numerical solution of Eq. (12) fora hydrogen
plasma; a and R being respectively the small and large plasma radii, the parameters are:

(a) ko=O; ak i = aky= 5; k z R = 2 X l ( T 2 ; a/R = 0.2;. wi/fij = -3.7 X 1(T2; cjj/fij = 2 X 10"3.

(b) k 0 R = l ; akx=aky= 22.5; kzR=10~3; a/R=0.1; w,/f2j= - 9 X 10~3; w2/i2i= 7.5 X 10"3.

In both cases, Uo=w2 - Wi; 0 ^ / ^ = 2 X103; p, /a=2 X 10"2; and akN = - 1 .

growth rate of the most violent fluctuations and to the square of the
fluctuating potential <j> / 9 / :

D ~~ - f ( f )2 (20)
kN e

This is consistent with the experimental observations in the stellarators
since Y is i t se l f linearly dependent on the amplitude of the heating wave
while |e<j>/T | was found to be large and roughly independent of the modula-
tion b. For the numerical case described in Section 3 (2) and taking the
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f luctuation level measured in Proto-Cleo, we obtain from Eq. (20) a d i f f u -

sion COG

theory.

sion coeff ic ient as large as 10 times the plateau value of neoclassical

In future machines of larger size the f luctuation level is

expected to remain low so that parametric processes due to T.T.M.P. waves

should not affect plasma confinement.
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DISCUSSION

A. HASEGAWA: In TTMP the applied field is primarily magnetic. This
being so, could you explain why you chose an electrostatic pump field?

D. MOREAU: J.M. Dawson first showed that, in a plasma with finite
electron temperature, a TTMP wave has a substantial electrostatic component
which ensures quasi-neutrality. Furthermore, the force exerted by this low-
frequency wave on the particles, AiVB, although energy-dependent, can be
assimilated to the electrostatic force I used in my paper.
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I. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to provide a summary of recent theo-
retical and experimental developments regarding the use of Alfven
waves and magnetoacoustic oscillations to heat magnetically con-
fined plasmas. Our goal in this work is fourfold: (1) to describe
new theoretical advances related to Alfven wave heating of toroi-
dal plasmas, with specific emphasis on stellarators; (2) to pre-
sent an explanation of the enhanced transport obtained in these
toroidal experiments; (3) to analyze the kinetic aspects of
Alfven wave heating in terms of the kinetic Alfven wave; and
(4) to show the efficient absorption of radially propagating mag-
netoacoustic waves in a collisionless high-B plasma.

II. Alfven Wave Heating in General Toroidal Geometry (NYU, Wisconsin)

Alfven wave heating is based on the existence of spatial singu-
larities which are predicted by the equations of ideal MHD

[l,2,3]. As an example, the radial component vr of the linearized
velocity of a linear screw pinch possesses a logarithmic singu-
larity, vr^~- ,ln(r-ro), about surfaces where the applied fre-
quency 00 of the heating source equals the local frequency of an
Alfven wave, Wj(r), i.e. CO = ̂ O^(r0). The question to be asked
here is what the equivalent relation might be between GO and the
singular points or surfaces in more complicated geometries.

For the particular case of an axial-symmetric toroidal configu-
ration, Pao [4] has shown that there exists a system of ordinary
differential equations, defined on each magnetic surface
"f = const., which must be solved for its eigenvalues SI as a
function of 'V'• The singular surfaces ^"b = const., i.e. those
about which energy absorption and local heating can be predicted,
satisfy oO = JTI (fo). In cases where the equilibria possess no
axis of symmetry, such as toroidal stellarators, we show in this
section that the corresponding equations for.Q {f) form a system
of partial differential equations defined on each magnetic sur-
face.

The ideal linearized MHD equations are written as follows,
assuming a time dependence of exp(ioot):

iwpv = (B«V)b + (b«V)B - Vp* (D

itob = (B»V)v - (V'VJB' - BV-v (2)

= -v'-VP - ypV*v (3)

where b is the linearized magnetic field, if is the equilibrium
magnetic field, v is the plasma velocity, P is the equilibrium
pressure, f is the ratio of specific heats, and -̂ >* has_been
written in place of the total linearized pressure -# + ~§. £.
We now introduce three variables in place of the spatial
coordinates: f(r) , o< (?) and B (?) where <*. = const, and
and 6 = const, are surface variables which span the
"~V = const, surfaces, and 'V satisfies B«Vi|> = 0. in terms of
these new variables, we have B«7 = (B«Va)8/9a + (B«Ve) 3/36, i.e.
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the operator B«V contains only derivatives with respect to the
surface variables. In terms of ("f", oi. , 6) ,we obtain from eqs.
( 1 ) ( 3 >

= A'X + C'Y

= K'X

(4)

(5)

where X and Y are vectors defined by

X =

. P _

Y =

(6)

1, ?, 1and K are matrices whose elements are linear first-

order differential operators with respect to the surface variab-
les, * and 6, but not with respect to ^f , and v1 = v .VT"

v 2 = v3 = v- V B,v-Vo<. , v3 = v- V B, b 2 = h-Voi and b 3 = b- VJ3. __
The nature of the solutions of eqs. (4) and (5) for 1? and Y*
depends on whether the operator Jo possesses an inverse for a
given 'V and CO . If the inverse exists, then the system can be
integrated to obtain analytic solutions. However, if the inverse
does not exist, i.e. if there exists for some CO = CO 3&d-#
'Y = yQ a non-trivial function 3>(Yo'<»<' 6) such that % • <P = 0,

then singular solutions may exist about the given surface
Y = *y s const. To demonstrate this, assume the following
forms u for X and 7:

X = f + g (7)

Y = + S + u (8)

where the vectors f, g", h, ~s and "u are analytic functions of "
o*. and B that we expand in a power series in 'f' about Of = 'V'
in the form,

f = ,3) (̂-i

The coefficients of ( f - ̂ o ^ a r e derived by substituting
eqs. (7) and (8) in eqs. (4) and (5) and setting the coefficients
of ("f-'V0)

m and CY - '^o)
nln('V -

lowest order one obtains.

g
equal to zero. To

Yho = (periodic boundary conditions) (9)
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where the operator A ~ , defined by A, = % ~ + {'f - -^ ) % + ...,
U U U 1

contains partial derivatives only with respect to c*. and 6.
All other coefficients appearing in the power series expansions

tn be expressed in terms of Ti_ by solving equations of Jthe form
o»q = "3, subject to a compatibility condition, ^ ^ H ^ = O

where 4>+ i s a n u l l v e c t o r of t h e o p e r a t o r a d j o i n t t o * n .
The e i g e n v a l u e s of e q . (9) a r e SL CV) wh ich d e f i n e t h e u

s i n g u l a r s u r f a c e s cO = _fl ( ' V ) • The conclusion we draw from this development
is that if the compatibility condition is satisfied, v1 and p* can possess logarithmic
singularities in space while the singularities of v2, v3, b2, b3 are of the type (^ - ^ 0 ) " ' .
If the compatibility condition were not satisfied, then other forms of singularities
would appear.

The singularities of X and Y present in eqs. (7) and (8) corres-
pond to resonance phenomena which imply energy absorption and
accumulation, analogous to that of the screw pinch geometry [l^.
The analytic continuation across the singular surface,

•if) ± iirf

gives rise to an imaginary part of X, which in turn implies that
the effective impedance of an external coil exciting the plasma
possesses a resistive part. We point out that resonance between
the coil and a singular surface can occur only if the <»<• and R de-
pendence of the fields excited by the coil is compatible with the
eigenfunctions of A. , i.e. with h .

III. Alfven Wave Heating of Stellarators(Wisconsin)

Several experiments have been performed attempting to heat plas-
mas confined in toroidal magnetic systems by means of rf at low
frequencies, typically well below the ion cyclotron frequency
\JI ,8,9,10,11]. The basic motivation for these experiments came
from theoretical work predicting absorption of Alfven waves in
inhomogeneous plasmas [1,2,3}. The experiments have all been per-
formed in stellarator or stellarator-type devices. While signi-
ficant heating has been observed in all of these experiments,they
have also been characterized by significant loss of plasma during
the heating (pump-out). The loss of confinement in one experiment,
Proto-Cleo at Wisconsin, has been studied in detail \%~\. It was
found that the loss of confinement was directly proportional to
the amplitude of the modulating field. Examination of the Kharkov
Uragon II stellarator results shows a similar, but not quanti-
tatively measured behavior- [9].

It is the purpose of this section to propose an explanation of
the enhanced transport. It is based on the formation of magnetic
islands due to the interaction of the magnetic field produced
by the heating coil with the confining field. Figure 1 shows a
diagram of the stellarator together with the launch coil.
Proto-Cleo is operated as an x = 3, 7 field period device. The
launch coil is an i = 3, 1 field period winding. This winding,
being made of a single conductor, behaves not like a true stella-
rator, but rather like a torsatron. It thus generates a vertical
field, which can move the magnetic axis of the confining field
configuration, much like a vertical field does in the case of a
tokamak. Since the toroidal multiplicities of the Alfven winding
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FIG.l. Proto-Cleo stellarator with its launch coil.
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FIG.2. Pump-out versus modulation.

and the confining winding differ, it is quite likely that mag-
netic islands would form at appropriate resonant regions. In
addition, if the heating frequency is low, as is the case for
Alfven waves, it might be expected that the perturbations of the
magnetic field structure would be able to penetrate into the body
of the plasma.

Figure 2 shows the relationship between rf pump-out time and
modulation amplitude of the confining field by the Alfven wave
launch coil. In order to present data due to the presence of the
rf alone, the following relationship was used:

LNet
LNO RF

(10)
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The net confinement time was measured by observing the value of
the plasma density at the end of the rf heating pulse and compar-
ing it to that observed at the same instant of time with no rf
present and fitting an exponential between this value and the
density at the beginning of the pulse. It can be seen from Fig.2
that the reciprocal of the rf decay time TLp is linearly pro-
portional to the modulation amplitude.

Previous attempts to explain the transport based on diffusion pro-
cesses have been complicated by this linear dependence, since
crossfield diffusion due to the presence of rf fields would most
likely exhibit a quadratic dependence on the rf amplitude. How-
ever, the linear dependence on confinement can be obtained by
considering the possibility of formation of magnetic islands by
the interactions of the modulating field and the confining field.
Transport is then increased,typically because the step size for
diffusion becomes the island width.

The island width
pression [12,13]: .

is given by the following approximate ex-

A ~ 4mn 2R mn

11/2

r=r.mn_

(ID

In equation (11) , bmn is the amplitude of the perturbing magnetic
field, m and n are the poloidal and toroidal mode numbers, B T is
the toroidal field, R is the major radius,andf_) is the de-
rivative of the rotational transform of the Vdr/ confining
field at the point where it is resonant with the mode structure
of the perturbing field (rmn) , i.e. at the ninth rational sur-
face. For this particular launch coil [l4l, an infinite set of
modes are generated, with the relation,

mode number = p(6 - y 0) (12)

p is an integer, 6 is the poloidal angle and 0 is the toroidal
angle. Thus, m and n form an infinite set, e.g. (m=l, n=l/3),
(m*2, n=2/3), (m=3, n=l), etc. Islands can form whenever the con-
dition for resonance with the confining field is satisfied by any
of the modes that can be excited by the launch coil.

In order to test this assumption, the vacuum magnetic surfaces for
Proto-Cleo were calculated numerically by following magnetic field
lines around the torus. Figure 3 shows computer-generated plots of
the vacuum magnetic surfaces under three conditions. The top
drawing shows the surfaces with no modulation. The middle drawing
shows the surfaces with approximately 1.5 % modulation, and the
bottom drawing with identical modulation but with the current in
the launch coil reversed. During an actual experiment, the mag-
netic surfaces should continuously deform from one set to the
other, limited only by the rate of diffusion of the magnetic
field lines through the plasma. Several islands are identified in
the bottom two drawings. They are of rather high multiplicity.
The surfaces near the magnetic axis, where the transform is small,
do not appear to be closed, but this is because computation was
stopped before the entire surface was generated.

Since a vertical field is also generated by the launch coil, a
shift in the location of the magnetic axis is seen, although no
maj:or shift in the location of the last closed magnetic surface
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is noticeable. Ergodicity of the magnetic field lines is present
near the outside of the closed surfaces. Since the fields from
the launch coil are strongest near the coil itself, it is to be
expected that the magnetic surfaces near the axis tend to be pre-
served. That is, as minor radius increases, the surfaces should
first form islands, then a region of ergodicity should appear,
and finally a new set of islands should form at the outside of
the ergodic region. Evidence of this is seen in Fig. 3.

Equation (11) shows that the width of the islands is proportional
to the square root of the modulation. In order for enhanced
particle transport to occur, the collision frequency must be of
the order of the transit time of the electrons around the torus.
Near the outer boundaries of the magnetic islands, the rotation-
al 'transform is high and thus the step size is, in effect, of
the order of the island width. As a result, the diffusion, being
proportional to the square of the step size, will be directly
proportional to the modulating field amplitude. Such conditions
are satisfied in Proto-Cleo, along with magnetic diffusion times
of the order of the r.f. period or less.

In order to determine whether Alfven wave heating would be
effective in other experiments, or with other launch coils, a
similar analysis of the magnetic field structure must be made.
In particular, if a launching structure could be made with no
superfluous harmonics, it would only couple to the magnetic
surface at one location for Alfven wave heating and then it
would not be as likely to generate magnetic islands throughout
the plasma volume as in the case with the launching structure
used in Proto-Cleo.

IV. Kinetic Alfven Wave (Bell Laboratories, Princeton)

Kinetic theory is used in this section to calculate the heating
rate of plasma species both in the linear [5^ and nonlinear [6]
regimes.

First, it is identified that the resonant absorption found in the
ideal MHD analyses fl, 3J is a manifestation of a resonant mode
conversion of the MHD wave to a kinetic wave whose dispersion
relation is given by,

2 ,2 2,, J .2 2Sa> = k,,vA(l + kiPs)
where % = (Tg + 3 1^/4)/(m^)
and k;, ana kx are parallel and perpendicular wave numbers,
T e and Ti are electron and ion temperatures, m^ the ion mass,
1^ the Alfven speed and oJt; is the ion cyclotron frequency.
We call this the kinetic Alfven wave. The plasma is heated by
the damping of the kinetic Alfven wave. The kinetic Alfven wave
is found to propagate toward the higher density side, which is
favorable for the core heating.

For a supplementary heating, we must assume the plasma to be
collisionless. In the linear regime, the heating occurs due to
the Landau damping. We note that because the kinetic Alfven wave
accompanies electrostatic perturbation, it faces the Landau re-
sonances. In a low beta plasma: B << 1, the electron Landau
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damping dominates, hence electrons are predominantly heated at a
rate given by E51 ,

dT |» e\V2. |B
n0 ( )

where me is the electron mass and B is the poloidal component

of the wave magnetic field and oO is the applied frequency.
We note that 5-L is enhanced over the external (MHD) magnetic
field by a factor of ( a / ps ) V

2 2* 30 (where O> is the minor
radius) due to the resonant mode conversion. If B 2 0.2, the
ion Landau damping also becomes appreciable.

Nonlinear heating is also expected because of the enhanced
amplitude of the kinetic Alfven wave. If Te £ 3TJ, the non-
linear Landau damping of the kinetic Alfven wave heats ions. The
heating rate is given by [6l

n
no "d

The threshold "value of the wave amplitude / Bgj for the nonline-
ar heating is •» 1O-2 x toroidal magnetic field BO. However, in
terms of the MHD wave amplitude, which roughly corresponds to
the externally applied field intensity, it corresponds only to
the order of 10 Gauss.

V. Absorption of Magnetoacoustic Waves (Stuttgart)

The use of magnetoacoustic oscillations to heat magnetically con-
fined plasmas was studied on a cylindrical collisionless high-B
plasma. In the more collisional regime absorption of magneto-
acoustic waves in a high-S plasma has already been observed [15] .

In order to study the absorption process a radially propagating
m = 0, k = 0 magnetosonic wave of low amplitude was excited. The
energy transfer from this wave to the plasma was low compared to
the energy losses of the plasma so that direct heating could not
be observed in this mode of operation.

The cylindrical high-B plasma was produced by fast magnetic
compression of a preionized plasma in a 2 m 6-pinch coil. The
filling gas was hydrogen at 2 m Torr filling pressure. The
attained plasma parameters in the post-implosion phase (4 y^s
after compression) were measured with magnetic probes and inter-
ferometry in the visible and infrared. Fig. 4 shows the radial
profiles of the axial magnetic field B o z and density ne. From
these profiles one calculates a value of 1OO eV for T e + Ti.
Magnetoacoustic waves of type m = 0, k = 0 were excited by
modulating the external confining magnetic field. The modulating
pulse had a frequency spectrum from 0.8 to 1.5 MHz. The degree of
modulation was about 15 %. The propagation of the magnetic com-
ponent of the wave was followed by magnetic probes at different
radial positions. The density modulation on axis was measured by
time resolved interferometry. Figure 5 shows the radial profile
of amplitude and phase of the wave field for the spectral com-
ponent at f = 1 MHz. The wave pulse propagates inward from the
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F/G. 5. Measured radial profiles of amplitude and phase of the wave field Bz.

dense plasma boundary at r = 6 cm with a phase velocity of
about 10? cm/s carrying an energy density flux of about

10
3 J to the plasma core.
cm • s

This means that the power transfer to the plasma centre is about
10 MW, which is equivalent to an energy gain of about 5 &V//US
per particle. By measuring the resistive loading induced
on the wave launching coil by the plasma a power input of the
same order as the power transfer to the plasma centre could be
measured. The characteristic behavior of magnetosonic waves in
this high-B plasma is a mode conversion from a MHD-wave to a
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FIG. 6. Computed radial profiles of amplitude and phase of the wave field Bz for various

values ofa = I'effectiveA'classical (" = viscosity coefficient).

pure ion-sonic wave which propagates in the magnetic-field-free
plasma core. A density modulation of about 30 % could be obser-
ved on axis.

The theoretical analysis of the problem has been done initially
through numerical integration of the linearized MHD equations.
The measured radially inhomogeneous plasma parameters were used
in these computations. In the temperature range of the plasma,
the ion viscosity is the dominant damping mechanism. At higher
filling pressures and thus smaller ion temperatures a highly
reduced viscous damping was observed. Figure 6 shows computed
radial profiles of the amplitude and phase of the wave field for
different values of the classical ion viscosity coefficient.
A comparison with the measured values of Fig. 5 indicates that
a viscosity coefficient between 0.1 and 0.2 times the classical
value of the plasma must be assumed to explain the experimental
results.

The difference between the classical model and the experimental
results could be due to the fact that the conditions implicit
in the MHD model are not satisfied throughout the plasma, especi-
ally in the centre. Moreover, the radial distribution of the ion
temperature, on which the viscosity has a sensitive dependence,
was assumed to be uniform for the compressed part of the plasma.

The experiment has shown that magnetoacoustic waves are effi-
ciently absorbed even in the collisionless case. However, in this
case,an exact theory must include ion kinetic effects in order
to explain the observed phenomena.
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DISCUSSION

C.N. WATSON-MUNRO: Have you obtained or can you obtain from your
stellarator any direct experimental evidence of magnetic islands?

J.L. SHOHET: To measure the island structure, we would need an electron
beam and a d.c. current in the Alfven wave winding. The winding was not cooled
sufficiently to allow this. However, we believe that the indirect evidence, namely
the vacuum field calculations and the enhanced transport proportional to the
first power of the modulating field, is most striking.

C.W. ROBERSON: Have observations of the decay of the Alfven waves
into ion-acoustic waves been made?

J.L. SHOHET: No; the enhanced transport, being linearly proportional
to the RF field amplitude, exhibited no threshold. That is, no matter how small
the RF field was, the enhanced transport remained. No change in the linearity
appeared over the range of RF field amplitudes permitted by the experiment.
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M. BRAMBILLA: Does the 'island' mechanism also explain the fact that
the pump-out rate appears to have a strong dependence on the applied frequency
in Proto-Cleo?

J.L. SHOHET: We have not calculated the island structure for the low-
frequency TTMP experiments done in Proto-Cleo. However, it must be noted
that, in the case of d.c, the presence of islands does not appear to affect the
transport. Thus higher frequencies should - as is the case in Proto-Cleo - result
in greater transport for the same RF field amplitude until the magnetic diffusion
time becomes longer than an RF period. In the Petula tokamak, for example,
the magnetic diffusion time is longer than an RF period, so no enhanced trans-
port occurs.

A. PATARAYA: Did you, in your study of heating by low-frequency waves,
take into account the dispersion of low-frequency linear waves? We know that
in a situation like this involving a finite wave amplitude, non-linear waves
(solitons or wave-packets) can be generated. Did you allow for the formation
of such waves?

J.L. SHOHET: No; because of the absence of any threshold of the
amplitude on the transport, no non-linear effects were anticipated. That is, the
linear effect on the pump-out extended down to zero amplitude.
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Abstract

FAST-MAGNETOSONIC-WAVE EXCITATION IN LARGE-TOKAMAK PLASMAS.
An analysis is performed of the peculiarities of fast-magnetosonic-wave (FMSW)

excitation with frequencies less than or of the order of the ion cyclotron frequency in plasmas
of large tokamaks. As a function of wave frequency, damping rate and plasma dimensions,
three excitation regimes of these waves are possible: eigenmode resonances of the toroidal
plasma cavity, multimode resonances (radiation regimes in an endless plasma cylinder), and the
radiation regime in the plasma half-space.— Apart from the eigenmode resonances of separate
toroidal modes, the eigenmode resonance of paired modes is shown to be possible; its use
allows the solution to the problem of electric breakdown of the coupling structure to be
simplified. — The characteristic behaviour of the current layer impedance is investigated in
the presence of a metal screen; it is shown that RF power can be coupled effectively to the
plasma in all three regimes. — The results of a numerical treatment of FMSW excitation in the
T-10 tokamak are presented; and it is demonstrated that a regime may exist where the current
loop impedance changes slightly when the density changes, which permits the use of fixed-
frequency sources for plasma heating. — The advantages are noted of using multi-mode resonance
and radiation — in the half-space regimes for plasma heating in large systems with reactor
parameters.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fast magnetosonic waves (FMSW) are among the most promising candidates

for RF heating of plasmas in toroidal traps with tokamak reactor parameters [1—3].

The problem of powerful sources (f = 1 — 100 MHz) for this purpose can already

be solved now. Effective mechanisms of FMSW absorption by plasma particles

are in existence. Finally, it is possible to solve the problem of effective coupling

of RF power to the plasma.

The excitation of FMSW in a toroidal plasma cavity is performed by using

special coupling structures (antennas) placed, as a rule, in the vicinity of the

plasma boundary. The finiteness of the plasma column, the dimensions of the

coupling structure, and the damping rate of the waves play an important role in

583
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wave excitation. Various excitation regimes can be realized, depending on the
wave frequency and damping rate, and the dimensions of the plasma and the
coupling structure. In this paper, results are presented of an analysis of the
peculiarities of FMSW excitation in large toroidal traps.

In Section 2, the general picture of FMSW excitation in a plasma torus of
large dimensions is presented. Resonant excitation of a separate toroidal eigen-
mode is shown to be possible in a region of weak damping as well as the resonant
excitation of paired eigenmodes. With increasing damping, multi-mode resonances
appear, and in the region of strong damping a regime of radiation into half-space
is realized. In Section 3, the peculiarities of FMSW excitation by a current layer
in the presence of a metal screen (vacuum chamber) are discussed. In Section 4,
results are presented of a calculation of excitation and damping of FMSW with a
frequency of GO **> 2coBi in a T-10 tokamak. Finally, in Section 5, advantages and
drawbacks of using different regimes of FMSW excitation for plasma heating in
tokamaks of various dimensions are discussed.

2. GENERAL PICTURE OF FMSW EXCITATION IN LARGE TORI

Let us illustrate the peculiarities of electromagnetic wave excitation by
taking an FMSW with co ~ cjBi as an example. The frequency of FMSW is
related to the wave number by

(2.1)

where vA = B0/(47r n m^)1'2 and n are the average values of Alfven velocity and
plasma density, respectively, and k = (k2 + k^ + k2 )^2 is the wavenumber,

nir m £
k r a ' k * r ' KX R

with a as the plasma radius and n the radial mode number. The wavelength in
the plasma, X ~ l/kA = v~A/oo, appears, in large tokamaks for co ~ coBi, to be
small compared to the plasma radius; therefore, the FMSW field can be represented
in the WKB-approximation:

E(r,t) = )

2,m
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where x and t? are the large and small azimuthal angles, and p^>m^ = |p|exp(-ii//)
is the complex reflection coefficient. The quantity |p| = exp(-r) and the phase
i// are determined by the relations

- I

Imk rdr (2.3)

k r d r ~ 2 k A a (2.4)

where Im kr is the absorption coefficient, the integration over r is performed
over the region r1 < r < r2, where kj? > 0.

In the following, waves are considered that propagate almost perpendicularly
to the magnetic field (kr «« kA = OJ/VA ^ k^)X) because it is only they that
penetrate well into a plasma of large dimensions ( k A a > 1) since the zone of wave
evanescence is very narrow for them.

The eigenmode frequencies oj(%>m>n) are very close to each other for large
£, m, n. Therefore, the changes in the average density, An, or magnetic field,
AB, corresponding to a frequency change Acô  where AoTis the average distance
between the eigenmode frequencies, are also very small:

An AB Aw 1
_ i / ^ l
n B co ton

(A similar expression for Aco/co has been obtained in Ref. [4].)
The radiation intensity of the coupling structure essentially depends on the

spectral characteristics of the 'exciting' electric field on the antenna surface (or
'exciting' electric current in the antenna):

(2.5)

i.e. on how the E^>m) depend on £ and m. The resonant mode power (£, m, n)
absorbed in a plasma contains the resonant denominator:

|E(e,m)|2
p(Cm) oc (2.6)

( e m n ) 2 2
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FIG. 1. Radiated power versus plasma density for various excitation regimes:
a) eigenmode resonance regime for separate and paired modes;
b) multi-mode resonance regime with excitation of a separate radial mode;
c) multi-mode resonance regime and eigenmode regime for separate modes for the broad

spectrum of the exciting field;
d) multi-mode resonance with excitation of several radial modes;
e) regime of radiation into half-space.

where n(e>m>n) is the value of the plasma density n for which the external-source
frequency is equal to the resonant frequency, co = co^>m>n\ The density deviation
from the resonant value corresponding to the half-width of the resonant-damping
curve is equal to

(2.7)

where r is the optical thickness of the plasma expression (2.3).
If the distance between the resonances ArT is considerably larger than the

half-width of the resonance 6n, then the total power absorbed

(2.8)
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FIG.2. Spectral intensity of the exciting field versus longitudinal number fi for four typical
distributions of the exciting field.

will be determined by the resonant term only. In the case where the density n
(or the magnetic field B) changes in time, the quantity P will be of the form
shown in Fig.la, i.e. it will show separate high narrow peaks of width 5n with
distances An between them. (Note that all previously reported experiments on
RF plasma heating in tokamaks by FMSW were based on using the eigenmode
resonances [5—8].)

If the distance An between the resonances becomes less than the half-width
SrT of the resonance, then overlap of neighbouring resonances occurs, and the
power P absorbed in the plasma and other energy characteristics of the radiation
system assume smoother shapes than that depicted in Fig. la.

The radiation regime of an antenna depends on its spectral characteristics,
i.e. on the exciting field distribution over d and X- Let us consider the most
characteristic cases:
1) Let the field E0(#,x) = const on the radiating surface with dimensions
L|| = RAx along the column axis and Ar? over the small azimuth. In this case
(Fig.2a,b),

sin— CAx sin —

m
(2.9)
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so that the spectral width of the exciting field is determined by the expressions

(2.10)
R

~ — , Am
L(|

2TT
-—
At?

2) It is possible to "squeeze" the spectral width by taking several, e.g. p, of such
exciting fields and spacing them over the large azimuth along the torus with
Ax' = 27r/p between them. In this case (Fig.2b), the spectral width is diminished
p times compared to relation (2.10), A£ ~ (R/L||)/(l/p).
3) If the exciting field on the radiating surface does not depend on t? in the
At? range and has the shape of the sinusoidal section in the x-direction (Fig.2c)

(0 < x < AX) (2.11)

where k||0 R> 1, then we have

EgU) a
sin-(£-£)Ax

e-l

2
sin - mAi?

m

(2.12)

where $ = k||0 R > 1, and the spectral width is determined, as before, by the
expression (2.10). However, in the spectrum over £, the harmonics with small C
will be strongly damped as compared to expression (2.9): the amplitude (2.12)
is markedly different from zero only for those £ that are close to the average
value £.
4) It should be noted that, for a given length L|| of the radiating surface, we can,
in principle, broaden the spectrum A£, which may, as will be shown below,
substantially affect the operating regime of the exciting system. The spectrum of
the system for which

EO(X) « cos / ko(x)RdX (2.13)

where ko(x) is a weak function of x(|dko/dxl
"broadened" spectrum.

For a linear profile,

R), is an example of such

(2.14)
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we obtain that the spectral density is a 'step' with a width

AC = £2-£i (fi, = k o R < C < e 2 = k o R + koL||)

and the 'step' width Afi = k'0L|| is considerably larger than the spectral width of
the finite section of a sinusoid, AC = R/Ly.

Let us now consider the radiation of an exciting system of finite dimensions.
For these systems, in the weak-damping case (r < 1), three operating regimes
are characteristic. In the following, we shall restrict ourselves to the excitation
of modes with fixed azimuthal number m.

2.1. Eigenmode resonances of separate or paired modes

The distance A n ® between resonances with longitudinal numbers S. and
£ + 1 and fixed radial number n is equal to

(2.15,

For not too large values of £ (£ < £max ~ kAR), the condition of excitation
of a separate mode with this £, An® > 5n, takes the form

R

For large devices, this condition holds when the damping T is sufficiently weak
or the wave frequency (kA = w/v~A) is small and modes with not too high
n ~ k A a are excited.

Note that condition (2.16) has a simple meaning: the damping decrement
of a given eigenmode is significantly less than the distance between neighbouring
frequencies. The condition for the existence of a paired-mode resonance, i.e. a
resonance where modes with longitudinal numbers 8. and £ + 1 are excited
simultaneously, coincides with expression (2.16).

2.2. Radiation regime in an endless cyclinder (multi-mode resonance regime)

If condition (2.16) is not fulfilled, the separate resonances overlap. If the
antenna creates a broad oscillation spectrum (A£ > 1), excitation of a large number
of modes with close £-values takes place simultaneously so that these regimes
may be called multi-mode (over £) resonances. In this case, the electromagnetic
waves propagating along the plasma column are damped at a distance from the
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antennas less than the large radius of the torus so that this regime may also be
called the radiation regime in an endless plasma cylinder.

For the multi-mode (over £) resonance regime under consideration, two cases
may be realized: In one of them, all resonantly excited modes have the same
radial number n, in the other one, a group of modes with close values of n is
excited.

a) Let us consider the first case. The resonant-curve width in the multi-
mode resonance 5n is considerably larger than that for separate-mode excitation,
and for the exciting-field spectrum for which AS = fi2—J2, < 2t (see Fig.2c, d),
it is determined by the spectral width AS.:

Bl A

Obviously, 5TT, (2.17), should be smaller than the _density change A n ^ ~ n/kAa,
for which the next, (n + I )-th radial mode is excited. This implies the following
condition for the existence of the multi-mode (over J2) resonance with a fixed
number n:

M 1_ / R V ^Aa

limiting the spectral width A£ of the exciting field. The condition may be written
in the following form by taking into account expression (2.10):

kX / co2 \
U>=r a 1 + — (2.19)

kA \ a,2. /

This inequality has a simple meaning: resonant excitation of a separate radial
mode takes place when the electromagnetic wave performs many oscillations
between the column centre and the exciting system placed near the column
boundary before it is emitted with a group velocity of

(2.20)

and leaves the antenna region.
Figure lb shows, as an example, the power pumped into the plasma versus

the density change in the case of a multi-mode resonance with a fixed radial
number n for a current loop with a spectrum of the type represented in Fig.2c,d.
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As will be seen from these figures, the power pumped into the plasma has the
form of wide resonances corresponding to a sequential excitation of modes with
radial numbers n, n + 1,... (note that this excitation regime was investigated in
Ref.[9] for the particular case of n = 1 and a spectrum similar to that of Fig.2c
for an endless plasma cylinder). In the case of an exciting-field spectrum for which
A£> J2] (see Fig.la), condition (2.16) for the existence of eigenmode resonances
may hold for sufficiently large values of £, while it may break down for small
values of £. In this case, for a density corresponding to the condition of the mode
resonances with small £, the regime of overlapping resonances where, as at other
densities, the eigenmodes will be excited will be present. Figure 1 c shows a
qualitative picture of such a regime.

b) The second case is realized when conditions (2.16) and (2.18) break down.
Then groups of resonant modes with close values of £ from the interval
S - ^ M < £ < C + ^ M and with various values of n are excited in the plasma.
The energy pumped into the plasma depends weakly on the density (Fig.Id)
because of overlap of resonances with neighbouring n. In this case, a condition
opposite to inequality (2.19) holds, i.e. waves with different n have time enough
to leave the antenna with a group velocity of vg along the column before performing
one oscillation along the radius.

The regime of multi-mode resonance when the spectrum over azimuthal
numbers m is finite, may resemble these two regimes. In this case, the effect of
changes in the plasma parameters on the antenna loading is weakened because of
the simultaneous presence of several multi-mode (over £) resonances for modes
with different m.

2.3. Regime of radiation into half-space

Let us, finally, note one further possible operating regime of the exciting
system, i.e. when wave damping occurs at a distance less than the plasma radius
(r > 1). In this case, there are no reflection and interference effects leading to
eigenmode resonances, and the coupling structure operates in a radiation regime
similar to the radiation regime of the antenna in the infinite, or, more strictly,
half-infinite medium (Fig. le). Such a regime is realized for FMSW in large tori
with sufficiently strong damping of these waves. (Excitation of FMSW with
co ~ coBi in this regime is discussed in Refs [1, 2].)

The power absorbed in the plasma is least sensitive, of all quantities, to
changes in the plasma parameters. Therefore, in the radiation regime the demands
on the excitation system and the RF power source may be simplified substantially.
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3. EXCITATION OF FMSW BY CURRENT SHEATH

Let us consider the excitation of FMSW by a narrow current sheath placed
in the vicinity of the plasma between the plasma and a metal screen. The current
density in the loop is equal to

L
j y = j o 5 ( x - d ) | | <

where L\\ is the loop width in the direction of the magnetic field (L|| <̂  a), d is
the distance between loop and screen, and j 0 = Ij0|exp(-icot) is the current per
unit length of the loop (the total current in the loop J = |jo|L||). Such loops are
installed periodically along the Z-axis at the distance of Az = 2TTR-L|| from one
another. (This system is a model for the excitation of axially symmetric waves
by a single loop in a torus with a large radius R, r -> -x, y -* n?, z -• Rx.)

Expanding j y and the FMSW field in Fourier series and solving the Maxwell
equations we easily obtain the impedance per unit length (along the y-axis) of the
current sheath:

E | I K ^ L (3.2)Z Zt + iZ2

The expression for Z

Z= £ (Z?
B=-»

Jo

has

Ey|

the

iZ<

x = d

form

?>)e* (3.3)

where kj = £/R and

cN, i
[(1 + cos \js + - T2 )T?-sin &]2 + r2

«) =

1(1 + COS 1̂  T T )7J —Sini^J + 7"
2

1
Ni = , ri = — cthknd, aP

1 w kr0 " e rf 2R
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Here kr0 is the value of radial wave number at the plasma boundary. For narrow
loops (|k||z| < 1), the impedance Z does not depend on the z-co-ordinate.

We have, for simplicity, assumed that plasma has a sharp boundary a = r2

and kj0 > 0. For an inhomogeneous plasma with a zone of wave evanescence,
where kj < 0 and the width is given by

Ar = a-r2 ~ r— a ^ a

the analysis carried out here remains valid, by order of magnitude, for modes with
k||Ar < 7r (which penetrate well into the plasma) if in expressions (3.4) and (3.5)
kr0 is replaced by

Let us introduce the quality of the loop, i.e. the ratio of the oscillating
(reactive) power to the power radiated by the loop, which can be expressed
through the impedance

(3.6)

The quantity Q vanishes at the resonance Z2 = 0.
Consider the changes experienced by Z*f 2 because of a change in the plasma

density n. For kAa > 1, even a small change ~n /k A a of the average plasma
density leads to a change 5^ ~ 1 in \p. Other quantities determining Z^2 depend
on n more weakly. Therefore,we obtain the dependence of Z ^ 2 on n" considering
how these quantities depend on \J/.

The quantity Z^r vanishes and Z^ is maximum when

\jj - i//res + 27rn for

sin ip = 7?(1 +cosi/H—r2) (3.7)

This case corresponds to the resonant excitation of the mode with numbers
£ = Cres and n. Then,

(3.8)
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When the density change is ~ n/(kAa) the impedance Z ^ diminishes 1/T2 times,
and the resonance width 6n is determined by formula (2.7).

If the non-overlap condition of separate resonances (2.16) holds, the separate
mode £ = Cres (and £ = -£res) is excited so that the total impedance of the system
is active and determined by the value (3.8), Z » 2 Z^«s). Near the resonance, the
quantity Q can be small, Q ̂  1.

If the current in the loop j 0 is given, then under the conditions of the
resonance considered, the power absorbed by the plasma is maximum:

Pffl««Z?-.>Uol'cH (3-9)
T

On changing n, P appears to consist of narrow peaks with widths 5n; Pmax is
1/T times larger than the average value P.

If the electric field intensity on the loop Eo rather than current in the loop
is given, the value of power pumped into the plasma

Z,|EOI2

P a (3.10)
Z 2 +Z?

approaches its maximum on changing n at the resonance Z2 = 0, when Zx is
minimum. The equation Z2 = 0 has, if condition (2.16) is fulfilled, the solution
\p = \]/'tes + 2irn, where 4/'Tes is close to \pres. In this case, the two modes with
£ = £res and £ = £res + 1 are the largest in the sum over £ (other harmonics add
only little) and

6 e 7
Z, =-rr^~ ( T J < 1 ) (3.11)

N 2

where A^ = i/'(fires+ t + 1) -i//(Cres) ~ 2(k||/kA) (a/R) <TT. Thus, in the case
considered, all toroidal modes are excited; two modes have, however, the largest
amplitudes; so it is natural to call this resonance a paired-mode resonance. In this
case, the amplitude of the electric-field intensity assumes the smallest value on
the loop, approaching its maximum on the opposite side of the torus. (The
amplitude of the magnetic field intensity, on the contrary, approaches its maximum
on the loop and its minimum on the side of the torus opposite to the loop.) This
fact simplifies the problem of electrical insulation of the exciting antenna.

If the condition opposite to condition (2.16) holds, then, if

[(1+cost// +-r2)7?-sint//]2 £ T 2 (3.12)
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is fulfilled, a large number of harmonics, C res-5C^)2^C res + 5£, where

S£~r-^>1 (3.13)
a k||

are excited simultaneously. These waves are damped at a distance from the
exciting antenna less than R, and the distance between the natural frequencies
appears to be smaller than the damping rate of the toroidal mode.

The contribution of the resonant modes to the impedance is given by

87r2ae l + CoS $ R kA

2 ^ k

(The non-resonant harmonic contribution is small compared to (3.14)).
Figure lc shows the behaviour of the impedance versus the density: the

maximum of Zj res corresponds to the excitation of a group of modes with small
£res. When the density increases, modes with large £res are excited, and Zx res

diminishes proportionally to l/£res; besides (see relation (2.16)), at sufficiently
large £res, the overlap condition may break down; in this case, Zt will have sparse,
narrow maxima (Fig. 1 c); a further increase in n will lead to the excitation of the
n + 1-th radial mode with small fires (second peak in Fig.lc) and so on. Such a
picture is valid when (a/R)-y/n < 1. When ( a / R ) - ^ > 1, the harmonics n-1,
n-2, ... contribute to the impedance Z,, and the quantity Z, changes on increasing
rf more smoothly than is shown in Fig.lc (see Fig.Id).

If the damping is strong, the current sheath radiates into the plasma as if
it were a half-infinite medium (p = 0). In this case, the impedance Zy;i is equal to

(3.15)

_ 47rae

1 + 7j2

where 7? = (ky/kjo) cth k||d. The quality of the loop for the fi-th harmonic is
equal to

With increasing density n0 = n | x = d | , the quantity Zy' grows for TJ > 1,
approaches maximum for 17 ~ 1 and diminishes for 77 < 1. The quantity $
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FIG.3. Exciting-current layer inside the vacuum chamber.

depends weakly on n0 for 77 > 1 and diminishes proportionally to n0 at T? ^ 1.
The quantity Q® diminishes monotonically with increasing n0.

It is important that the quantities Z^2 and Q® are not too sensitive to
changes in density: to change them twice, the change in density of 5rT ~ n" is
required.

The presence of the screen leads to an increase in loop quality, and, for
krOd < 1, the quality Q(6) is high; but for krOd >; 1, the quality is low, Q(8) £C 1,
even if the conductive screen is present.

4. NUMERICAL TREATMENT OF FMSW EXCITATION BY A CURRENT
SHEATH IN AN INHOMOGENEOUS PLASMA CYLINDER

In this section, results are presented of numerically treating FMSW excitation
by a current sheath of finite dimensions along Z as well as along the azimuthal
angle d in an inhomogeneous plasma cylinder surrounded by a metal screen
(Fig.3). Dimensions plasma and chamber correspond to the T-10 Tokamak:
plasma radius a =35.5 cm, chamber radius ac = 39 cm. The density profile is
chosen in the form n(r) = n o ( l - r 2 /a 2 ) . The magnetic field B = 40 kG and the
frequency co = 3.832 X 108 s"1 correspond to the resonance to = 2co^ for
deuterium. The current sheath width L|| = 50 cm, the azimuthal dimension
t?0 = Ai> = 110°, and the distance between current sheath and chamber d = 2.5 cm.
The distance between the neighbouring atennas, L = 27rR, was assumed to be
equal to 942.5 cm (one single antenna in the torus). In the calculations, a model
of a solenoidal current sheath was used for which div j = 0.

Cyclotron absorption of RF oscillations in a plasma taking place in the
resonant layer in a toroidal plasma under the condition |w-2coBi[ < k||vTi was
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simulated by using a dielectric permeability tensor in which only absorption due
to collisions between electrons and ions was taken into account [14]. The value
of fei was chosen such that the value of r(2.3) (by order of magnitude,
r ~ (me/mi)/(t'ei/oj)kAa) corresponds to r (5.1) for cyclotron absorption at the
co = 2coBi resonance, toroidal effects having been taken into account. In the
following, all results are given for the case vei/u = 10, which is equivalent to
taking account of ion cyclotron absorption in a toroidal plasma at Tj ~ 1 keV.

The electromagnetic field was calculated as a superposition of Fourier
components,

m = -m 0 £=0

where the function E^'m^(r) was found by numerical integration of the second-
order differential equation describing the propagation of the fast branch [12]
of FMSW with fixed longitudinal and azimuthal wavenumbers, k\\ = 2TT£/L and
m, respectively. In the present calculations, $.o = 100, m0 = 9, which corresponds
to 1919 modes taken into account. The current density j ^ on the current layer
was assumed to have no dependence on z and #. The specific impedance of the
current surface was calculated from the expression

1 f 2d 3Er(z,d) ] I
Z = Z1 + i Z 2 = — E a ( Z l i » + — (4.1)

Jo I r 3t? J |r=ac-d

The average impedance is a convenient characteristic of the exciting current surface,
this impedance being determined by the following expression:

z,t?)dS (4.2)

where S is the antenna area.
Figures 4 -7 show some results of the calculations. Figure 4 shows the

density dependence of longitudinal and azimuthal mode numbers giving maximum
contribution to the RF energy flux radiated into the plasma (resonant modes or
modes close to the natural resonance). It follows from Fig.4 that, on varying the
density from n0 = 5 X 1013 cm"3 to n0 = 8.5 X 1013 cm"3, the radial number
of resonant modes existing in a plasma grows from n = 4 at n0 > 5 X 1013 cm"3

to n = 5 at n0 > 8 X 1013 cm"3. On increasing the density, the resonant modes
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9 n0 X Kr13crrT3

FIG.6. Impedances Zi and -Z2 (in ohms} versus density (straight line corresponds to
impedance of current layer when plasma is absent).

with given radial number n are excited first for symmetric oscillations (m = 0)
and then for asymmetric ones (m # 0). The relative power flux of the 'maximum'
resonant mode divided by the total power flux is also presented here versus density.
It is seen from Fig.4 that the energy flux of the maximum resonant mode does
not exceed 40% of the total flux in the whole range of density variation, which
indicates the multi-mode character of the excitation in this case.

Figure 5 shows a similar dependence of the relative total fluxes for all modes
with m = 0, m > 0 or m < 0 on density. The maximum flux for modes with a
given azimuthal number m occurs when the resonance for modes with small
longitudinal wavenumber S. takes place, which agrees with formula (3.14). It is
interesting that the power flux for modes with m > 0 is higher in the whole
range of plasma density variation and at some densities it is even much higher
than that for m < 0. In particular, this effect gives rise to azimuthal forces acting
on the plasma column and leading to its rotation [15,16].

Figure 6 shows the values of active and reactive average impedances ZY and
-Z 2 versus density. It also shows the vacuum value of the average impedance.
As seen from Fig.6, we do not observe resonant effects in the behaviour of Z1>2

dut to the excitation of separate resonant modes. In particular, the reactive
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P= 5MW

i9=0°

39 cm
117 cm

IE JlV-cm"1)

39 cm
117cm

FIG. 7. Amplitude distributions of fields E$ (a) and Er fbj in the cross-section of the plasma
column at i? = 0 in the excitation system region for «o = 7 X 1013 cm"3 and P= 5 MW.
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impedance Z2 remains positive (inductive) in the whole range of density variation.
The appearance of a maximum in the behaviour of Zj corresponds to the case
of symmetric modes being resonant (m = 0) with low values of longitudinal
wavenumbers $ (|fi| = 0, 1, 2, 3). This case is similar to the excitation of the multi-
mode resonance discussed earlier (Fig.lc). This case is, however, different
essentially in that a finite spectrum over azimuthal wavenumbers m is also present.
As a result of this, (1) the neighbouring resonances overlap in the whole range of
density variation, (2) in a rather wide range of density variation, active and
reactive impedances change relatively slightly, which allows us to establish a
sufficiently steady load for the RF energy source when the density varies and the
frequency is kept fixed. Note also that the quality, Q = Z2/Zj ~ 10, is sufficiently
small, which allows effective pumping of RF power under the conditions con-
sidered.

In Fig.7, as an example, the isometric pictures are shown of the field
component distribution of E,j (Fig.7a) and of Er (Fig.7b) over the plasma column
cross-section for the azimuthal angle d = 0 and the plasma density n0 =
7.1 X 1013 cm"3 over the plasma column length from z = 0 to z = 117 cm (or
over 1/8 from the plasma column perimeter for the T-10 tokamak). The field
amplitudes correspond to power level of 5 MW pumped into the plasma. In
Fig.7a, we observe an increase of the field amplitude E,j on the exciting-current
surface compared to the field in the plasma. However, the fields in the plasma
and on the current surface differ not too much (approximately 1.7 times), and
the maximum amplitude of the electric-field intensity on such a surface equal
to E$ = 433 V-cm"1 is sufficiently low despite a rather high level of power
going into the plasma, which is mainly due to the use of an extended exciting-
current surface.

For the distributions presented, the complicated interference picture of the
plasma fields is a characteristic feature indicating a multiplicity of excited
oscillation modes. For the plasma density assumed (n0 = 7.1 X 1013 cm"3)
mainly asymmetric modes with azimuthal numbers m = +1 and m = -1 are
excited (Fig.5). This fact, in particular, leads to a highly advantageous field
distribution from the point of view of localizing the absorption of RF power
in the centre of the plasma column. (The amplitudes of the field components
E$ and Er in the central area have relatively high values.)

Thus, the results numerically treating the FMSW excitation at co = 2coBi

for deuterium show that, under the conditions of the T-10 tokamak, the use of
a current loop with finite longitudinal and azimuthal dimensions results in an
overlap of separate-mode resonances; therefore, it is possible to carry out the
RF power pumping at sufficiently steady parameters of the exciting system, a
fact which relieves us of having to re-tune the frequency of the RF source during
the heating pulse.
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5. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

As was shown above, the character of the FMSW excitation regime depends
on the magnitude of r. For a high-temperature plasma in tokamaks, the following
types of FMSW damping are important: cyclotron damping at the fundamental
frequency (co = coBi) and the first harmonic (co = 2coBi) [1-3], electron Cherenkov
damping [10] and cyclotron resonance for a small addition of ions [11-13].
By using well-known expressions for the FMSW damping rates, it is not difficult
to show that for cyclotron damping [1,2]

r~i3ik A R (w = 2wBi) (5.1)

k|| V
— ) (oj = wBi) (5.2)
k A /

where ft = 47rnTj/B2. The electron Cherenkov damping contribution to r is
equal to [10]

( 5 . 3 )

where /3e = 47mTe/B
2. When there is a small group of resonant ions of density

n' <̂  n in the plasma, we have [13]:

f^»
(5.4)

(n'>ncr)

where Vj is the thermal velocity of the resonant ions, n^r ~ n k||Vj/co.
The estimates (5.1) — (5.4) and the formulas from Sections 2 and 3 allow

us to determine the conditions for FMSW excitation in the torus.
Since T <X a or r « R, the eigenmode resonance regime requiring small T is,

first of all, characteristic of small and the radiation regime of large systems. At
the same time, for systems with intermediate parameters lying in a wide band it
is, in principle, possible - in the same device — to achieve various regimes

. of wave excitation.
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In a plasma with two ion species (n' ~ n), for an FMSW with a frequency
between the cyclotron frequencies of the ions, a conversion of the fast mode
into a slow one with a subsequent transformation of the slow mode into a plasma
mode is possible [10]. If for these waves eo/k|| <C vTe, then in a plasma of large
dimensions (kAa > 1) these waves are totally absorbed in the area where the fast
wave is converted into a slow one (T > 1) so that in this case a regime of radiation
into half-space is established.

This regime can also be realized when the plasma is heated by cyclotron
resonance with 'impurity' ions, even in relatively small devices at n ' ~ n'CI.

When the co = 2cogj resonance and electron Cherenkov damping are used in
traps with reactor parameters, as a rule, the regime of overlapping resonances is
formed (a ~ 1 m, T i e = 1-5 keV, B ~ 50 kG, n = 10 1 3 - 1014 cm"3), the radiation
regime being possible in this case only for very large systems.

As (k||/kA)2 < 1 for large traps, then, at w = coBi, for resonances to overlap,
considerably higher values R and T; are required than at co = 2ooBi.

In small system with CJ ~ OJBJ, it is possible to achieve regimes of excitation
of a separate mode or of paired-mode resonances. In large systems, for these
regimes to be realized, it is necessary to design exciting antennas with narrow
spectra.

Our considerations allow us to draw the following conclusions:
1) The excitation resonances enable highly effective coupling of RF power

to the plasma even if the excitation system is weakly coupled to the plasma
cavity (e.g. for a small distance between the conductive chamber and the current
loop and a large width of the evanescent zone between the loop and the dense-
plasma region).

Use of the eigenmode resonance of the paired modes, apart from a high
efficiency of excitation, allows us to obtain a low value of the loop impedance
and, consequently, facilitates the solution to the problem of electric breakdown
near the antenna.

A drawback of this regime is the necessity of changing, with time, the
generator frequency, in line with the variations in the plasma parameters.

If sufficiently strong damping of waves with co ~ coBi occurs, this regime
cannot be established in large devices.

2) The resonance overlap regime (the radiation regime in an endless cylinder)
is, first of all, achieved in devices with large perimeters, when a local excitation
system generating a wide spectrum in £ and m numbers is used (it is also possible to
use an extended excitation system of special type with a broadened spectrum,
see relations (2.13) and (2.14)).

In this regime, the problem of resonance frequency tracking is greatly
simplified, and for the multi-mode resonance over radial numbers there is no
problem, at all.
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3) The radiation regime in half-space occurs in systems with high values of
ff, a and R when damping is sufficiently strong (7 > 1). For this regime, it is
almost unnecessary to track the frequency.

4) For the two last regimes, especially for the regime of radiation into
half-space, it is more difficult to achieve high efficiency of the excitation system
(low value of quality). (Perhaps, for this region the absence of excitation
resonances on increasing the damping, e.g. in a plasma with two kinds of ions,

is considered dramatic in the problem of RF plasma heating in large systems by
FMSW for w ~ cogi-) However, as follows from the calculations presented, effective
effective excitation is possible in these regimes, too. In these cases, the regimes
mentioned prove to be even more useful than the regime of eigenmode resonances.

Thus, the investigation performed shows that FMSW in the frequency range
co ~ coBi can be coupled to the plasma with high efficiency in a device of small
dimensions as well as in a reactor tokamak. In the latter case, regimes with multi-
mode resonances and with radiation into half-space are preferred.
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DISCUSSION

B. GREEN: In your numerical calculations you used a separation of 1 cm
between coupling structure and plasma. How does the power coupling efficiency
depend on this separation? And what would the separation be in a large,
reactor-size tokamak?

K.N. STEPANOV: Coupling of high-frequency energy into the plasma
remains effective as long as k||d < 1, where d is the plasma-antenna separation.
In large tokamaks d could well reach values of several tens of centimeters (for
small k||).

R.R. WEYNANTS: You mentioned in your talk the fear expressed by some
authors in the past that the overlapping of the modes would lead to destructive
interference in the plasma centre. Could you please repeat what it is in your
calculations that prevents such a thing from happening?

K.N. STEPANOV: It is true that the effect of strong growth of the electric
field due to interference was not found in our case. This strong growth of
the electric field near the antenna, for a given transfer of power into the plasma,
occurs in the case of narrow windings, as A.V. Longinov and V.A. Tsurikov have
shown. With narrow windings there are a great number of harmonics with large
£ which hardly penetrate the plasma at all because the zone of opacity is large
for them: their field is concentrated near the antenna. The plasma is well
penetrated by the field of a small number of harmonics with low values of £,
which must then provide the specified power coupling. It is this circumstance
which leads to an increase of the overall field near the antenna.

K.V. ROBERTS: There would appear to be a useful analogy here with
the interaction of particles such as neutrons with nuclei, where in some
circumstances one can get strong individual resonances, and in other circumstances
one can get many overlapping resonances and a smooth cross-section cr(E) as a
function of energy. Have you looked at the theory from this point of view?

K.N. STEPANOV: The smooth a (E) and p(n) relations are in fact quite
similar phenomena, and I think you are right that the analogy with neutron
scattering might be useful.
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Abstract

PLASMA PRODUCTION AND HEATING BY GLASS-CO2-HYBRID LASER SYSTEM FOR
MAGNETIC TRAPS.

As an extension of a previous series of studies on filling a magnetic trap with pellet-
initiated laser-produced plasma, preliminary experiments are performed on gIass-CO2-hybrid
laser heating, in an attempt to produce plasmas with greater total ion number and higher ion
energy. First, a comparison is made of the properties of plasmas produced by each laser
pulse with identical laser parameters (except wavelength) in the absence and presence of
external magnetic field. Then, the combined heating effect by, successively, irradiated glass
and irradiated CO2 (also CO2-glass) laser pulse is examined by varying the time separation
and output energy ratio of the two laser pulses. It is found that such a new method of laser
heating is promising for future development as a hot plasma source.

* Also at Dept. of Physics and Dept.of Electrical Engineering, University of Tokyo,
Bunkyo, Tokyo.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A series of systematic studies has been reported by some of the present
authors on laser-produced plasmas as a unique hot plasma source for magnetic
traps. They include:

(a) production of hot plasmas with ion energy of keV range from a solid
pellet (including deuterium ice) by pulsed Nd-glass laser beam(s) [1—3];
(b) physical processes involved in the interactions between rapidly expanding
laser-produced plasma and surrounding magnetic fields [ 4];
(c) application of the studies of plasma confinement properties of magnetic
traps (in particular, spindle cusp for high-/3 plasmas [5, 6] as an immediate
application); and
(d) related theoretical problems, including computer simulations [7,8].

For this hot plasma source to be applicable to magnetic traps with a large
effective plasma volume of interest to nuclear fusion, production of plasmas with
much greater total ion number and higher temperature is required. In this
connection, hot deuterium plasmas with initial electron temperature of nearly
500 eV (the ion kinetic energy of keV range) and total ion number of about
2 X 1017 have been achieved by a Nd-glass laser system with output energy
~70 J and pulse width ~20 ns [3]. However, when an increase in total ion number
is attempted with a fixed output energy of a glass laser (by decreasing the peak
power and increasing the pulse width, and thus resulting in lower ion energy),
spatial anisotropy of plasma becomes unavoidably greater and this in turn decreases
the trapping rate of plasma particles by magnetic fields.

The present paper reports two efforts undertaken to substantially improve
this unsatisfactory situation:

(1) Comparison of the properties of plasmas produced by glass laser (1.06
with those produced by CO2 laser (10.6 jum) under nearly identical laser
conditions;
(2) Effects of plasma production and heating by a glass-CO2-hybrid laser
system.

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The experimental set-up is shown schematically in Fig. 1. A pair of coils of
10 cm inner diameter are placed inside the vacuum container and produce an
almost uniform magnetic field (B = 1.5 T maximum).
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FIG. 1. Experim en tal arrangem en t.

The laser target is either beryllium or aluminium wire of 50-150 Aim dia-
meter, suspended in a vacuum. The plasma is produced by means of a Nd-glass
laser system and a CO2 laser system, separately or simultaneously. The glass laser
can deliver 100 J at 10—20 ns pulse width, and the CO2 laser has an output of
nearly 50 J in the first peak with 50 ns pulse width. To facilitate the comparison,
however, identical laser parameters have been chosen for the two laser systems
in the present series of experiments (30 J, 50 ns). The beam spot diameter of the
glass laser is fixed at ~0.2 mm for the target size of 50 Aim, while that of the
CO2 laser varies in the range of 0.2—3 mm. In the case of hybrid laser heating,
as shown in Fig. 1, both laser beams irradiate a tip of target wire from the
same direction so that the glass laser beam propagates inside the hollow CO2

laser beam.
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For plasma diagnostics, a 4-channel soft X-ray absorption method determines
the initial electron temperature (Te). Many ion collectors are provided around
the origin of plasma formation, as shown in Fig. 1, to measure both the ion kinetic
energy (by time of flight) in the absence of magnetic field and the ion flux density
in the presence of magnetic field. A one-turn diamagnetic loop 8 cm in diameter
is placed 2 cm away from the plasma origin, as seen in Fig.l. High-speed framing
photography monitors possible particle escape across the magnetic field lines
owing to plasma instabilities. However, no violent particle escape was observed
in this series of experiments.

3. COMPARISON OF PROPERTIES OF PLASMAS PRODUCED BY
GLASS-CO2 LASER

3.1. Comparison in the absence of B

The experiments were performed under conditions of laser parameters such
that the target material employed cannot be completely 'burned' (ionized) by
the glass laser or CO2 laser alone.

F(V)
Arb. Units

3
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1

C02
•\ Nd

1 Be:
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50jjm

0

2 3x107cm/s

(keV)1 2 3 4

FIG.2. Difference of velocity distribution function of plasmas by two laser systems with
beryllium target.

Typical results of experimentally determined velocity (energy) distributions
of expanding ions produced are shown in Fig.2 for the two laser frequencies for
a beryllium target 50 fim in diameter. Large discrepancies are seen in the form
of the distribution functions as well as in the average ion energy Ej (see columns A
and B in Table I). The simultaneously determined values of Te are also shown in
Table I). The simultaneously determined values of Te are also shown in Table I,
which indicates that the initial Te value of glass-laser plasma is higher than that
of CO2 plasma, although the latter has a high energy component.
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FIG.3. Variations of typical interaction time (TDMJ and the excluded magnetic flux
versus B and EL, respectively.

The total particle numbers Ne = ZN; (Z is the ion charge number) are also
shown in Table I; the Ne values for the two cases are comparable. The overall
laser energy absorption for the glass laser is therefore much higher than for the
CO2 laser.

The spatial isotropy in both particle number and energy in the case of the
glass laser is found to have much decreased from that of the CO2 laser. In Table I,
the quantities Ej(#l) and N e(#l) are the ion energy and time-integrated ion flux,
both measured, respectively, by the collector #1 (see Fig.l); E ^ l 1) and
N e (#l 1) are those measured by the collector #11. In Fig. 1, a stands for the
standard deviation divided by the average value of the signals from collectors
located in the X-Y plane. The suffixes N and E represent the particle number
and energy, respectively.
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3.2. Comparison in the presence of B

The laser-produced plasma expands very rapidly in the initial phase until
the plasma pressure decreases to the same order of magnitude as the magnetic
pressure. The radius of the plasma blob across the B-field then stops increasing
and begins to decrease. The time that elapses until the plasma radius becomes
maximum is denoted by rD M , which has been determined by the diamagnetic
loop measurements. The variations of rD M versus B and versus EL (laser energy)
are shown in Fig.3(a) and (b), respectively. Similarly, those of the magnetic flux
(5<J>) excluded from the diamagnetic loop versus B and versus EL are given in
Fig.3(c) and (d), respectively.

No discrepancy has essentially been found for the functional dependences
between the two wavelength cases for Fig. 3(a) — (c). The B~2'3 dependence in
Fig.3(a) is consistent with the result of other experiments [9] as well as with the
theoretical result based on our simplified oscillation model. However, the same
theoretical model predicts T^M a E^12, while the experimental result indicates
rDM a E L 5 (Fig.3(b)). The excluded magnetic flux 5$, which is proportional
to nTS/B (S is the cross-sectional area normal to B), should be proportional to
B ~ ' ^ E L , whereas the corresponding experimental dependence is seen to be nearly
B^E" (a^> 1) (see Fig.3(c) and (d)). In addition, the functional dependence of
53> on EL is different between the two wavelength cases (Fig.3 (d)). These remain
to be clarified.

4. EFFECTS OF GLASS-CO2-LASER HYBRID HEATING

Here, two different modes of laser operation are considered for hybrid-laser
heating, referred to hereafter as mixture-mode operation and prepulse-mode
operation, respectively. In the former, both the laser output energy (EL) and
focal beam diameter (0S) of the glass laser are taken to be nearly identical with
those of the CO2 laser (EL = 30 J and 4>s ~ 0.2 mm in these experiments), while
in the latter the conditions EL (glass) < EL (CO2) and 0S (glass) <̂  0S (CO2) are
chosen (<j>s (glass) ~ 0.2 mm, 0S (CO2) = 1 ~ 3 mm).

4.1. Results of mixture-mode operation

(a) In the absence of magnetic field, as shown in columns A and B of Table I,
both the energy and particle number of ions produced in the X-Y plane (Fig.l)
are very different from those in the Z-direction (compare E{ (#1) and N e(#l)
with E; (#11) and Ne (#11), respectively), and this spatial anisotropy is more
pronounced in the glass laser. This tendency also persists in hybrid-laser heating.
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The effect of hybrid-laser heating is shown in Fig.4, where the ion particle
number in the X-Y plane (measured by #1 collector, denoted by NH in Fig.4(a))
as well as that in the Z-direction (measured by #11 collector, denoted by N v

in Fig.4(b)) is given as the function of the time separation (rd) between the
glass-CO2 laser pulse for fixed laser energies (EL (glass) = EL(CO2) ~ 30 J). As
indicated in Fig.4, the value of rd is taken positive when the glass-laser pulse
precedes the CO2-laser pulse. The horizontal shaded level, labelled 'Nd level'
or 'CO2 level', indicates the N-value corresponding to the glass-laser or CO2-laser
irradiation alone, and 'sum level' means the simple sum of these two levels.

The experimental results shown in Fig.4 indicate that no anomaly occurs in
the variation of NH with r d , approaching the CO2 level and the Nd level at the
negative and positive end of rd respectively, and varying only gradually between
those ends (Fig.4(a)). This is not the case for N v , i.e. a large relative enhancement
of the Ny-value is seen to occur in the hybrid laser irradiation (Fig.4(b)). As
seen in Table I, the total ion number produced (N;) increases by a factor of 2—3.

In this hybrid laser irradiation, the initial Te-value (obtained by soft X-ray
measurement) also exhibits a slight increase in a narrow region of rd (= -1-100 —
300 ns) (from 0.3 - 0.5 keV to 0.5 - 0.7 keV; see Fig.5 and Table I).

(b) In the presence of magnetic field. The results of diamagnetic loop
measurements are shown in Fig.6. The two separate diamagnetic signals
corresponding to each laser shot are observed in the range of [rd | ̂  50 ns. In the
negative rd region, the two signal levels do not differ essentially from those
obtained from each laser shot alone (indicated again as 'Nd level' and 'CO2 level').
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FIG.6. The results of diamagnetic measurements; excluded magnetic flux versus Td.

An anomaly does arise in the positive rd region, i.e. although the level of
diamagnetic signal corresponding to the preceding glass-laser pulse is almost
identical with the Nd level, the one corresponding to the subsequent CO2-laser
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pulse increases astonishingly by a factor of 10—20 in a wider region of r d . It is
interesting to note that the region of rd = +150 - 300 ns, where the signal
enhancement is particularly pronounced, coincides with the rd region where an
increase in the Te value is observed (Fig.5).
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FIG. 7. Spatial distribution of the time-integrated ion flux density (N^/S) measured by ion
collectors #11-13.

Figure 7 shows the time-integrated flux density of ions (Nj/S) streaming
along the magnetic field lines (B) which has been measured by the ion collectors
#l ! l -13 (Fig.l). One result seen from Fig.7(a) is that for individual laser shots
the relation N || (glass) < N\\ (CO2) holds, and this appears to reflect a stronger
spatial anisotropy of plasmas produced in the glass laser case in the absence of B
(Table I). When plasma is produced by the hybrid-laser shots, the value of N||/S
near the central region' of the ion stream remains almost the same as the value
produced by the CO2 laser shot alone, but an increase is seen to occur in the
outer region of the plasma stream, implying an increase in the radius of the plasma
stream. An estimate indicates that the total particle number flowing in both
directions of the B-field in this case increases remarkably and approaches the total
number of particles produced in the absence of B.

Figure 7(b) shows the effect of the energy level of the hybrid-laser system on
N||/S for a beryllium target wire 50 Aim in diameter, as an example. It is seen that
the difference between the case of EL (glass) = EL (CO2) ~ 15 J (total ~ 30 J)
and that of EL (glass) = EL (CO2) ~ 30 J (total ~ 60 J) is minor, and this suggests
that a total laser energy of nearly 100 J is required to achieve almost complete
burning of the target material in this case.
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(c) Summary of preliminary experiments for the mixture-mode
operation of hybrid-laser heating: (i) If the time separation (rd) between the
glass-CO2-laser pulse is properly chosen (rd = -0.2 —1-1 jus) in the absence of
magnetic field, the total number of particles produced becomes larger than the
simple sum of that for each laser shot. Simultaneously, an existing strong spatial
anisotropy, which is particularly pronounced for the glass laser, is considerably
diminished and approaches an isotropic plasma expansion; and (ii) although the
average ion energy remains almost the same as that in the glass-laser shot alone,
the trapping rate of particles by magnetic fields (and thus the total ion number
streaming along the B-field lines) substantially increases for the reasons mentioned
in (i) above. The results obtained are summarized in Table I.

The following possible interpretations for these phenomena may be con-
sidered: the preceding glass-laser pulse produces a weakly ionized plasma or
dense neutral gas or a certain spatial distribution of plasma parameters which are
appropriate for the subsequent longer-wavelength CO2-laser pulse to ionize and
heat to very high temperature. Detailed studies for the physical mechanisms
involved have yet to be performed.

4.2. Results of prepulse-mode operation

In the present experiments, the following conditions have been chosen for
the prepulse mode of operation: EL (glass) ~ 3 J; EL (CO2) ~ 30 J; 0S (glass) ~
0.2 mm; $s (CO2) ~ 1 mm. The rd value has been varied only in the range of
rd > 0. The results so far obtained indicate that both the N v value (Fig.4(b))
and the total ion number Ne increase slightly in the region Td = 0 — 3 jus (Table I),
but these effects are less significant than in the case of the mixture-mode
operation for the experimental conditions. This mode of operation appears to
deserve further exploration by varying the combination of laser parameters.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

As a candidate for producing laser plasmas with greater total ion number
and higher ion energy, glass-CO2-hybrid laser heating has been adopted and
preliminary experiments performed. The combination of laser parameters and
the size of the wire target have been intentionally chosen such that the target
material is not completely 'burned' (ionized) by each laser system alone.

First, the property of plasmas produced by each laser system has been
compared, and the results indicate that the glass laser is better than the CO2 laser
for producing plasmas with higher initial temperature and ion energy, but gives
rise to a pronounced spatial anisotropy. The contrary is the case for the CO2

laser. Consequently, in the presence of magnetic field, the total particle number
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contained in the plasma stream along the field lines is much larger for the CO2

laser than the glass laser.
The hybrid-laser system can combine the merits of both systems, and the

results of preliminary experiments have revealed that, for a fixed total laser
energy, the hybrid-laser system may produce plasmas with larger particle number,
better spatial isotropy and ion energy as high as in the glass laser alone. As a
result, the total particle number contained in the plasma stream along magnetic
field lines has increased substantially. The results are summarized in Fig.8.

The problem of plasma production and heating by a many-directional multi-
beam hybrid-frequency laser system and a nearly spherical target pellet ought to
be addressed in the future.
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DISCUSSION

F.R. SCHWIRZKE: Is it possible that self-generated magnetic fields cause the
anisotropy in the plasma produced by the Nd-laser? What in fact do you think is
the influence of self-generated magnetic fields on the results?

K.N. SATO: We have run separate experiments on self-generated magnetic
fields, thin-wire targets and plane targets. In the case of the plane target, the
spatial profile of the plasma produced appears to be affected, to some extent,
by a self-generated magnetic field. However, it has been observed that this effect
tends to be less pronounced in the case of the thin-wire target (with the laser
focal-spot diameter greater than the target diameter). For our purposes, at any

' rate, we intend to employ multilaser beams to obtain further improvement in the
spatial isotropy (which is important for efficient plasma trapping by magnetic
fields); the effects of self-generated magnetic fields should then not be serious.

H.J. HOPMAN: How does the number of trapped ions vary with laser power
density (1012 W - cm"2 in your case) at constant laser energy?

K.N. SATO: There are two parameters which can be manipulated to vary the
laser power density at constant laser energy: one can vary the pulse width or the
laser spot size. The situation is accordingly somewhat complicated, but we have
observed that there are optimum values for both parameters. For example, making
the pulse width very short or the laser spot size large decreases the number of
particles produced, and the opposite conditions lead to a pronounced anisotropy
of plasma expansion. The trapped-particle number depends not only on the
particles produced but also on the spatial isotropy of plasma expansion.

L.L. LENGYEL: As you know, our group at Garching has investigated the
same question (multi-pulse heating of pellets) both theoretically and experimentally.
Results of computations on pellet heating of hybrid frequencies were presented
two years ago in Berchtesgaden. Your results are in general in agreement with the
results of our studies, except in two respects: you observe higher maximum
temperatures and worse plasma homogeneity at the Nd wavelength. Since the
critical density for the CO2 laser wavelength is two orders of magnitude lower than
that corresponding to an Nd laser, you heat a low-density layer with a CO2 laser;
thus the peak temperature should be higher than in the case of an Nd laser. By
the same token (i.e. by heating the plasma far away from the high-density core)
the homogeneity of the temperature should be worse in the case of the CO2 laser
pulse. How do you explain these phenomena?

K.N. SATO: We believe that these are the first experimental results reported
which give a precise comparison of heating effects obtained with glass lasers and
CO2 lasers as well as laser heating by means of the hybrid-wavelength laser system.
As we have mentioned, the experiments were carefully designed in the sense that
we intentionally chose identical laser parameters (laser total output energy, pulse
duration and focal spot size, though not wavelength) and target parameters. Now,
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in response to your questions, I must say that the experimental facts we have
observed are just opposite to what you are saying; in point of fact the glass laser
produces higher ion energy together with pronounced spatial anisotropy, whereas
the contrary is true in the case of the CO2 laser. Your theoretical inference is
understandable, and the absorption length in the glass laser case is shorter than
that in the CO2 laser case, so that the laser energy is deposited within a more
limited plasma volume in the glass laser case than in the CO2 laser case. This
tends to counterbalance the absorption mechanisms which you were referring to.
Anyhow, I think we can conclude that further detailed studies will have to be
made before we can arrive at a satisfactory interpretation.
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Abstract

INVESTIGATION OF PLASMA HEATING BY POWERFUL RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON
BEAMS.

The results of investigations on plasma heating by relativistic electron beams, conducted
at the Institute of Nuclear Physics, which are an integral part of the programme of investigating
the possibility of creating a thermonuclear reactor based on solenoid systems, are outlined.
The results of experiments on the interaction of high-current relativistic electron beams and a
plasma, carried out on the GOL-1 and INAR devices, are presented. - Experiments on beam
transport in a plasma (ne = 1014 cm"3) in two magnetic-field configurations: homogeneous
(L = 7.5 m) and multi-mirror (L = 3.5 m), were carried out on the GOL-1 device. No macroscopic
beam instabilities were found. The interaction of the beam with the plasma was investigated
simultaneously with the beam transport (ne = 1014 cm"3 and Ho = 13 kOe). Approximately 5%
of energy per metre is released in the plasma at Jb = 1 kA • cm"2. — A series of experiments was
carried out on the INAR device, whose purpose it was to clarify the possibility of heating a
plasma with a density of n ~ 1015 cm"3. It is shown that a decrease in the angular spread of the
injected beam by reducing the thickness of the input foil and also the use of a strong magnetic
field lead to an increase in the energy release in the plasma column; the most effective heating
is observed, in this case, at the beam input into the plasma. At Ho = 25 kOe, jt, = 1 kA-cm"2

and at an input foil thickness of 6 jUm (Ti), the relative beam energy losses in a plasma with
density of n = 4 X 1014 cm"3 amounted to 20% on a length of 240 cm. A plasma heating
efficiency of 10—15% of the total beam energy at a density of n = 3 X 10IS cm"3 was achieved
with an increase in the beam current density of up to 5 kA-cm"2. The strong dependence of
the energy release in the plasma on the angular beam spread as well as its non-uniformity over
the length of the device indicate that a beam instability should play the main role.

1. INTRODUCTION

Investigations of plasma heating by relativistic electron beams, carried out

at the Institute of Nuclear Physics,, are an integral part of the programme for the

development of a physical model of a thermonuclear reactor based on solenoid

(specifically, multi-mirror) devices.
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FIG.l. Plasma density distribution along the device with 'two-stage' heating scheme:
1) transport section; 2) and 4) dense plasma bunches; 3) energy release zone. Dashed line
denotes ends of device and arrow shows direction of beam injection.

We assume that a dense plasma (n ~ 10 i 7 -10 l s cm 3) (see Fig. 1) will be
created in the central part of such device. Our present ideas imply that the
simplest method of solving problems of beam transport towards this plasma and
of energy release in it is the use of a 'two-stage' heating scheme [ 1 ]. Its essence
is that a zone with relatively low density (n ~ 1015 cm"3), where the beam loses
its energy owing to a beam instability and from where the energy is transferred
to the denser plasma by electron thermal conductivity, is created between two
bunches of dense plasma.

It has now been established rather dependably (both theoretically [ 1 ] and
experimentally [2]) that the plasma heating efficiency decreases as its density
increases if the beam densities are not high enough (nt,/n < 10"3). Therefore,
the beam will interact with the plasma mainly in section 3 where the density is
minimum in the density profile shown in Fig. 1. By choosing the length of this
section in the manner required, one may be certain that the relativistic electrons
leave a significant fraction of their energy on it. With regard to the transport
section (1), the losses here will be significantly less, since nt ^> n3 (it is only
necessary to provide macroscopic beam stability during the transport). It is
natural that the plasma density in section 1 should be much lower than that in
sections 2 and 4 since otherwise the dense plasma would rapidly cool down owing
to the electron thermal conductivity to the ends. We note that heating of only a
small portion of the electrons rather than of all of them is permitted in section 3.
This is quite acceptable if the length of the free path of the "hot" electrons in
zones 2 and 4 is less than the length of these zones. Heating the main mass of
the plasma is thus provided by pair collisions, which removes the rather rigid
constraints on the beam parameters existing in collective methods of dense-plasma
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heating. Since the transit time of a "hot" electron through zone 3 is short
compared to the beam duration, the situation in this zone should be quasi-steady:
energy release compensates the outflow of heat caused by the departure of "hot"
electrons to zones 2 and 4.

The following problems must be solved for a successful functioning of this
scheme in application to a multi-mirror reactor: 1) provide beam transport with
a current up to 200 kA in a uniform and multi-mirror magnetic field; 2) provide
release of beam energy in a plasma with a density of the order of 1015 cm"3.
A report is given below on investigations conducted at the Institute of Nuclear
Physics in this direction.

2. TRANSPORT OF RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAMS AND HEATING
IN GOL-1

2.1. Description of device

A diagram of the GOL-1 device [3] is presented in Fig. 2. The source of
relativistic electron beams in the device is the 'Vodyanoj' high-current accelerator
[4]. The accelerator diode is separated from the vacuum chamber of the device
by a titanium anode foil 50-/im thick. The beam at the input into the chamber
has the following parameters: total energy Q up to 1 kJ, current Ib up to 55 kA,
half-width of the current pulse At1/2 = 35 ns and cross-section Sb = 45 cm2.

The vacuum chamber with an inner diameter of 13 cm is made of stainless
steel 3 mm thick and has more than 60 windows for measuring the beam and
plasma parameters. The total length of the chamber is L = 7.5 m.

A hydrogen plasma was created by three oscillating high-voltage (up to
50 kV) discharges with ring-shaped electrodes (the inner diameter of the electrodes
was 9 cm). The plasma density distribution along the radius and the length was
first investigated by double Langmuir probes. The plasma density in experiments
with relativistic electron beams was measured by three Michelson interferometers
at a wavelength of X = 10.6 jitm [5]. With the indicated method of preparation, it
was possible to create a plasma with a maximum density of up to 2 X 1014 cm"3

and a radial inhomogeneity of the order of 10 percent.

The total current in the system was measured by several wall shunts and
magnetic probes. The current distribution of the relativistic electron beams over
the cross-section was monitored by movable Faraday micro-cylinders. The energy
content of the plasma was determined by diamagnetic measurements using
probes located at a number of points along the length of the device. A graphite
calorimeter, joined to the beam current collector, was located at the output end
of the system. The collector-calorimeter was separated from the plasma by a
12-/im thick titanium foil.
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FIG.3. Longitudinal configurations of the magnetic field. Hz = 1 corresponds to 13 kOe.
The beam is injected at z = 0.

The magnetic system of the device consists of 85 series-connected loops of
red-hot bronze (the outer diameter of the loops is 30 cm, the inner diameter is
20 cm, and the thickness is 2.5 cm) and is powered from a capacitor bank with
an energy reserve of up to 1 MJ. The length of the first current half-period in the
magnetic system is 7 ms.

All the experiments to be described below were conducted at a fixed plasma
density o f n s 1014 cm"3.

2.2. Transport of relativistic electron beams

The magnetic-field configurations used in the experiments are shown in
Fig. 3. The intensity is equal to 13 kOe in the zones where the magnetic field
is uniform'. In the absence of corrugation (Fig. 3b), the beam passed through
a system with charge conservation; the charge losses amounted to 30% at all values
of beam current (Ib = 25—55 kA) when a configuration with a corrugated-field
section (Fig. 3a) was used. These losses are due to aperture restrictions in the
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FIG.4. a) Plasma diamagnetism in the z = 207 cm plane (jb = 1.2 kA -cm 2). The beam current
collector is installed at the output'from the device behind corrugated-field section (see Fig. 3a);
bj total current in z = 207 cm plane; cj shape of beam current at output from the device.

section with corrugated field, The fact that the transport efficiency does not
depend on the current points to the absence of macroscopic beam instabilities
when the beam moves along the multi-mirror magnetic configuration.

2.3. Plasma heating

Plasma heating was investigated simultaneously with beam transport. The
experimental results given below are related mainly to the magnetic-field
configuration shown in Fig. 3a. A typical diamagnetic signal from a probe placed
at a distance of z = 207 cm from the anode foil of the accelerator is presented in
Fig. 4a. The total current in the plasma measured at the same point is presented
below (Fig. 4b). The shape of the beam current recorded by the end collector
is shown in Fig. 4c for comparison. It is obvious from Fig. 4 that the duration
of the diamagnetic signal appreciably exceeds that of the beam. Considerably
shorter diamagnetic signals were observed in the case when the end collector was
installed in front of the corrugated section at a distance of z = 400 cm from the
accelerator. The corresponding signal is shown in Fig. 5a. The diamagnetic signal
from the same probe (z = 207 cm), related to the case of plasma heating in a long
mirror (see Fig. 3b), is presented alongside it (in Fig. 5b).
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FIG.5. a) Plasma diamagnetism in the z = 207 cm plane (jb = 1 kA- cm ). The collector is
installed before corrugation section (z = 400 cm) in a uniform magnetic field; b) plasma
diamagnetism in the z = 207 cm plane fjb = 0.8 kA-cm'2). The collector is installed in a
magnetic mirror at the output from the device. The field configuration is shown in Fig. 3b.

The rapid drop of diamagnetism in the absence of mirrors at the ends of
the system is naturally related to plasma cooling due to electron thermal
conductivity. The mean energy of hot electrons (e ~ 10 keV) can be roughly
estimated from the cooling time (T ~ L/vte), while the electron density can be
assessed from the amount of diamagnetism. These estimates show that the
fraction of hot electrons amounts to several percent of the total number of
plasma electrons.

The total beam energy losses in the plasma were determined by the difference
of the calorimeter readings at z = 0 and z = 400 cm. The dependence of these
losses on the beam current is shown in Fig. 6. It is shown in the same figure how
the energy content of the plasma, calculated from data of diamagnetic measure-
ments on the assumption that heating is isotropic, depends on the current. It is
obvious from the figure that measurements of total plasma energy and beam
energy losses are in good agreement with each other. Under the conditions of our
experiments (H= 13 kOe, n = 1014 cm"3 and jb = 1 kA-cm"2), the relativistic
electron beam leaves approximately 5% of the energy per metre in the plasma.
This energy release can only be explained by the development of a beam instability
and is, as is well-known, not related to plasma heating by the reverse current.
The latter statement follows from the high degree of current neutralization
existing in our experiments.
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FIG.6. Energy content of plasma calculated from diamagnetic measurements (TJ) and by
beam energy losses (o) on length of Ar = 400 cm.

3. EXPERIMENTS ON THE INAR DEVICE

3.1. Purpose of experiments

The main purpose of the experiments, which were conducted recently on
the INAR device, was to find effective methods of beam heating of a plasma
with a density of n ~ 10 l s cm"3. According to existing theoretical concepts [1],
the power contributed by the beam to the plasma should increase as the beam
spread decreases and as its density increases and also as the external magnetic
field intensity increases.

The losses of relativistic electron energy in the anode foil are small.
Therefore, the beam at the input to the plasma may be regarded as monoenergetic
at each instant of time; the particle energy is determined by the voltage on the
accelerator diode. With regard to the angular electron distribution, besides by
scattering in the foil, it is affected by the own magnetic field of the beam, H^, and,
partially, by the non-collinarity of the electric and magnetic fields in the inter-
electrode gap in the diode. There is no field H ,̂ in the plasma because of
neutralization of the beam current. Therefore, the line of force on the anode
foil has a break, and the electrons intersecting the foil acquire a transverse (with
respect to the magnetic field) component of momentum (Pi/pn = H^/Hz). The
angular beam distribution found with regard to this effect is shown in Fig. 7. The
calculation was made on the assumption that the mean square angle of electron
scattering in the anode foil is equal to 0.1 and the ratio of the beam's own magnetic
field Up to the external longitudinal field Hz is also equal to 0.1. Since the field
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H ,̂ increases in a radial direction, the width of the distribution function on the
beam periphery is greater than that in the near-axial part. It is remarkable that
the position of the maximum distribution function is also shifted somewhat,
owing to a break in the line of force.

0.1 0.2 0(rad)

FIG. 7. Angular relativistic electron beam distribution at INAR input; upper curve refers to
beam periphery (r=l cm) and lower curve to the near-axial zone (r = 0). The distribution
function is normalized to its own value at B = 0.

According to the concepts outlined above, we began to use thinner anode
foils than previously (down to 6 y.m Ti) in our experiments to reduce the angular
spread of the beam. The longitudinal magnetic field was increased simultaneously:
up to Ho = 25 kOe on the uniform section and up to Hz = 42 kOe in the mirrors,
in one of which the accelerator anode was located. We note that we have already
previously observed an increase in the relativistic electron beam energy contribution
to the plasma with an increasing magnetic field [6].

3.2. Influence of angular beam spread on plasma heating effectiveness

The principle of the device and the methods of measurement are described
in Refs [2 ,6 -9 ] . The relativistic electron beam in this series of experiments had
the following parameters: electron energy 0.8-1.0 MeV, beam current 20-25 kA,
duration ~ 50 ns, beam diameter at input 2 - 4 cm, and total beam input energy
0.5—0.6 kJ. The measurements were performed in the range of preliminary-plasma
densities of n = 3 X 101 4-8 X 10 l s cm"3.

Diamagnetic measurements showed that a decrease in the angular beam
spread by reducing the thickness of the anode foil leads both to a significant
increase in total energy release in the plasma and to a significant non-uniformity
in the energy release along the plasma column. Typical oscillograms of signals
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500 ns

FIG.8. Oscillograms of signals from diamagnetic probes placed at zt= 25 cm (upper oscillogramj

and z2 = 85 cm (lower oscillogramj. The regime is 1^=20 kA, thickness of titanium anode foil

is d= 10 urn; n=*X u ' 3 d 2 W10u cm'3 and Ho = 25 We.

from diamagnetic probes upon injection of a beam 4 cm in diameter into the
plasma with n = 4 X 1014 cm"3 are shown in Fig. 8. It is obvious that the initial
signal amplitudes differ substantially; as time passes on, however, the diamagnetism
is equalized along the device. The transverse plasma energy distributions nTi S
over the device with different anode foil thicknesses, plotted from these oscillo-
grams, are shown in Fig. 9. The experimental points are shown for a moment
of time that corresponds to maximum diamagnetic signals. It is obvious that the
plasma energy near the beam input (Zj = 25 cm) increases more than tenfold with
a decrease of anode foil thickness from 50 to 6 jum1 (the mean square angular beam
spread decreases from 24° to 7°, in this case). The value of nTjL S also increases,
although to a lesser extent, at larger distances. On the whole, variation of the
input foil length from 50 to 6 jum leads to an approximately sevenfold increase of
the total energy release in the entire plasma column (L = 240 cm).

The dependence of the relativistic electron beam energy release in the plasma
on the anode foil thickness d, found by diamagnetic measurements, agrees with the
results of calorimetric measurements of the total beam energy losses. These
measurements were made by the same graphite calorimeter covered with a
d = 10 jum thick titanium foil, which was alternately installed either directly on
the anode foil or at the output of the device. The results of these measurements

The amplitude of the injected current increases in this case by only several percent.
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are shown in Fig. 10. It is obvious that a decrease in the anode foil thickness
from 50 to 6 jum leads to some increase of the total beam energy at the input
(the energy increases by almost 20% mainly because of better passage of the low-
energy part of the beam pulse through the thin foils). With regard to the calori-
meter at the plasma output, the output energy first increases somewhat and then
decreases appreciably with the indicated variation of the value of d. This is
explained in the following manner: The injected energy increases rather
significantly (by 70 J) with variation of d from 50 to 25 fim, while the effectiveness
of beam interaction with the plasma increases slightly. Therefore, the increase of
beam energy losses in the plasma is less than the increase of injected energy. With
a further decrease of input foil thickness, the increase of injected energy is
insignificant while the beam interaction with the plasma increases very significantly.
For example, it is obvious that the input energy increases by only 20 J with varia-
tion of d from 25 to 6 jum, whereas the output energy decreases by 55 J and thus
the total beam energy losses in the plasma reach 110 J at d = 6 jum. This indicates
directly that the increase of the total beam energy losses in the plasma with
decreasing input foil thickness does not occur because of the low-energy part of
the beam, but is brought about by an increase in the effectivity of beam interaction
with the plasma with a decrease in its angular spread.

In the investigated regime, the total charge of the beam was conserved when
it passed through the plasma so that the beam energy losses recorded by the
calorimeter are due to deceleration rather than to beam particle losses. Thus, the
energy release in the plasma reaches AQ/Q0 = 20% at a plasma density of
n = 4 X 1 0 1 4 c m ~ 3 and a plasma column length of L = 240 cm with a beam
current density of 1 kA-cm"2 and an angular spread of d ~ 0.1 rad.

As was shown previously [8], total compensation of the beam not only in
current and charge but also in current density is observed at n <; 2 X 1014 cm"3.
Beam compensation was always total in the experiments described. Therefore,
the observed beam-to-plasma energy transfer is not due to dissipation of reverse-
current energy. The strong dependence of energy release in the plasma on the
angular beam spread and also its non-uniformity along the device indicate that
beam instability should play the main role.

3.3. Dense-plasma experiments

Since the effectiveness of beam plasma interaction was rather high at
n = 4 X 1014 cm"3, a transition to the range of still higher plasma densities was
interesting. In this context, some changes were introduced into the system for
creation of a foreplasma. An increase of the anode voltage of a Penning discharge
up to 60 kV made it possible to achieve a preliminary plasma density up to
8 X 10 l s cm"3 at an initial hydrogen pressure of approximately 0.3 mm Hg and
a magnetic field of Ho = 25 kOe. This value was determined by a Michelson
interferometer at a wavelength of X = 10.6 Mm, described in Ref. [5].
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500 ns

FIG.ll. Oscillogram from diamagnetic probe (z = 60 cm) at n = 3 X 1O1S cm 3, jb = 5 kA/cm2

and Ho = 25 We.

A series of experiments on the injection of relativistic electron beams into
a plasma whose density increased successively from 4 X 1014 to 8 X 1015 cm"3

was conducted. It was established that a density increase leads to some decrease
in the effectiveness of the relativistic electron beam interaction with the plasma,
but it may still be rather high up to n = (3-5) X 1O1S cm"3. As noted above,
the effectiveness of the interaction should increase as the beam density increases.
An increase in beam current density to jb = 5 kA • cm"2 was accomplished by
reducing the beam diameter from 4 to 2 cm. This made it possible to achieve an
energy contribution at a level of 10— 15% of the total beam energy to a plasma
with a density of (3—5) X 1015 cm"3 when a relativistic electron beam was
injected through a thin foil.

A typical oscillogram of a signal from a diamagnetic probe (z = 60 cm) upon
injection of a beam with nb = 1012 cm"3 through a Ti-foil with d = 6 jum into a
plasma with n = 3 X 1 0 l 5 c m " 3 i n a magnetic field of Ho = 25 kOe is shown in
Fig. 11. The signal fluctuations were caused by radial magnetoacoustic fluctuations
of the plasma column (they were first observed in the experiments of Ref. [6]).
The plasma density, for known geometric dimensions of the plasma column and
magnetic field intensity, may be estimated from the period of these oscillations.
The density determined in this manner is in satisfactory agreement with the value
found from processing of the interferograms.

In determining the specific energy content of the plasma, nT± S, the
oscillatory nature of the diamagnetic signals was taken into account and the
necessary corrections in determining the true plasma pressure were made. It
can be seen from the oscillogram that the transverse plasma energy decreases
comparatively slowly in time after completion of the relativistic electron beam
injection (r^j = 50 ns).

As is shown in Refs [9, 10], plasma heating occurs in the zone occupied
by the beam at n > 2 X 1014 cm"3 when there is beam compensation not only
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in current but also in current density. Therefore, one may find from the
oscillogram that the plasma pressure has a value of nTx = 3 X 1017 eV-cm"3

(at n = 3 X 1015 cm"3) after relativistic electrom beam injection.
Thus, the use of relativistic electron beams with small angular spread and

high current density makes it possible to heat a plasma with a density of up to
(3—5) X 1015 cm"3 with sufficiently high efficiency in a strong magnetic field.

4. SUMMARY

1. Transport of a beam with a current of up to 55 kA (current density of
1 kA • cm"2) in a multi-mirror magnetic field without any indication of a develop-
ment of macroscopic instabilities was accomplished experimentally in the GOL-1
device. Practically total beam current neutralization occurs at a plasma density
of n = 1014 cm"3. The beam releases up to 20% of its energy in the plasma
on a length of 4 m.

2. An increase in the magnetic field up to 25 kOe (up to 42 kOe in the mirrors)
and a decrease in the anode foil thickness down to 6 Mm made it possible to achieve
20%-effectiveness of energy transfer from the relativistic electron beam with a
current density of jb = 1 kA • cm"2 to a plasma with a density of 4 X 1014 cm"3

at plasma column length of L = 240 cm on the INAR device.
Comparable energy releases at a plasma density up to (3—5) X 1015 cm"3 can

be achieved with an increase of beam current density to 5 kA • cm"2.
3. The derived results indicate the possibility of achieving the regimes

required for operation of a solenoid reactor as described in the introduction.
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DISCUSSION

H. HORA: Did you compare the penetration length of the electrons through
the plasma with the classical (Fokker-Planck-type) values, and was there a deviation
for your high currents (anomalous stopping power)?

D.D. RYUTOV: The typical penetration length at n ~ 1014cm"3 and
E = 1 MeV is several hundreds of kilometres.

T. KAWABE: Have you made any measurements of fluctuations during
beam injection or after?

D.D. RYUTOV: At plasma densities of ~ 10 l s cm"3, Langmuir oscillations,
which are supposed to be responsible for the effects observed, have frequencies
in a range which is very inconvenient for measurement purposes, so we have not
tried to detect them.

B.G. LOGAN: Did you observe any radial spreading or radial diffusion of the
electron beam propagating in the GOL-1 experiment?

D.D. RYUTOV: No, if there is good current neutralization we never detect
radial spreading.
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Abstract

PLASMA HEATING BY CURRENT-DRIVEN TURBULENCE IN THE TOKAMAK TORTUR I.
The heating of plasmas in toroidal devices by excitation of turbulence in a current skin

layer is the subject of this paper. Expressions are derived for the additional heating power
that can be achieved by multiple pulsing. The experimental results of the effect of one heating
pulse are presented. It is shown that about 800 J have been deposited within a single heating
pulse of 4 /is duration in the plasma volume of the tokamak TORTUR I.

1. Introduction

The heating of plasmas in toroidal devices by excitation of turbulence
in a current skin is investigated. In section 2 expressions for the expected
amount of energy dissipation from one or a sequence of current pulses super-
posed on the bias current of a tokamak, provoking weakly ion-acoustic waves
in the skin, are derived. An expression for the anomalous conductivity in the
skin is compared with results of detailed computer calculations. In section 3
the experimental device TORTUR I and the diagnostics used are described. In
section 4 heating results are presented and compared with analytical and com-
putational results.

2. The energy dissipation in a toroidal plasma from one or a number of turbu-
lent heating pulses

When the local current density is sufficiently high, the electrons obtain
a drift velocity v,j > cs and ion-acoustic instabilities establish a weakly
turbulent state at the plasma surface. A skin region, of width

= /3 c

is formed, in which strong energy dissipation occurs [l] . Here a denotes the
fractional loss of energy out of the skin during turbulent dissipation due to
transport to the wall as well as to the interior of the plasma column,
Y = V(j/cg is the ratio of drift velocity to ion-sound speed, cs = (kTe/m£) ,

* This work was performed under the Euratom-FOM Association agreement with
financial support from ZWO and Euratom.

' Departement de physique, Universite de Montreal, Montreal, Canada.
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FIG.l. Peak value of skin resistivity r\ as function of time for four saturation mechanisms.
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cyclotron effect; non-linear Landau damping; ion-resonance broadening.

The —•—•—• curve is inferred from relation (I).

and tos£ is the ion plasma frequency in the skin. This region of anomalous dis-
sipation can be maintained as long as the time rate of change of the skin
current (3Isk/3t)/Isk is high enough to keep the plasma skin in a state of
turbulence. The plasma conductivity can then be derived to be

° ( t ) = sk
Olsk/3t) "classical (O

The above relation has been compared with computer results on the resistivity
in the skin derived from a one-dimensional, two-fluid MHD code [2], where, based
on the marginal stability concept [3], a number of mechanisms for the saturation
of the ion-acoustic instability have been tested (Fig. I). It is to be noted
that the marginal stability concept does not need the exact dynamics of the
turbulence. It can be seen that expression (1) closely follows the sim-
ulation results. Apparently, a detailed following on a microscopic scale of the
evolutions in time of the turbulence seems not to be necessary. A time depen-
dence as suggested by (1) with a « a ci a s s can also occur for other types of
instabilities - as for instance a current-driven transverse electrostatic ion-
cyclotron wave - with its own threshold Y = v^/cg. It is easily shown that (1)
is equivalent to a relation between the induced electric field in the skin,
E s k, and 3Isk/3t:

u 6 31
1 2 s

= 12
sk 2?ra 3t

(2)

where I s k = 2TTa6enpSV(j has been used; a is the minor radius of the torus and
n p s is the average density in the skin.
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The amount of energy dissipated in the skin due to superposition of a
current Isk(t) = Isksin(u)t) is:

t RT
W (t) = 2irR_ / E -I ,dx = y p 5 — I2 sin2(cot) (3)
p T Q sk sk 2 o a sk

for t < TT/2U with RT as the major radius.
Realizing that a fraction (l-a) of the dissipated energy in (3) is heat-

ing the electrons in the skin volume 4ir2RfaS, the electron temperature in the
skin, Tes, is found to be:

T - y ° ( ' " K ) ( r ' ) ! s k a)
es 12irza2n ey

ps

(temperatures are expressed in volt) where we have taken (Tes + T^s) = —^y Tgs

from quasi-linear theory.
The process of heating the plasma core by one or more additional current

pulses^is only effective as long as Tes >_ Tec. Furthermore, for q-safety rea-
sons, Ig^ should be smaller than the toroidal ohmic heating current IOH* Since
the temperature of the plasma core (T=^ = T- ) is related to its beta poloidal

ec 16TT2a?n e
pc

B is limited to:

With sufficiently high toroidal fields ignition temperatures may be
reached at safe q-values by superposing a series of pulses on the confinement
current IQ H.

Let T be the time between two heating pulses, and XJJ the total heating
time for N pulses: TH = NT. Assume a partition of the fractional energy losses
from the skin,a, into a fraction a -losses to the wall - and into a fraction

w
a., beneficial for heating the plasma interior: a = a +a.. With these assump-
tions an upper bound for the heating power, PT, defined as PTxH=NW , can be
found by imposing condition (5) for the maximal achievable beta poloidal.
When N pulses are required to reach this state, it can be shown that:

n
PT i n

pc
ti
ps

Y-l l-a
2x

N

H J I
Nr' -(N-n)x/xE

(6)

n=0 e

where xE is the energy.confinement time, assumed to be independent of the
temperature. For xu > -=• x,,, the summation can be adequately represented by

N-l -(N-n)x/xT7 T.

n=0 H
-0.39b E

lTH.

1.28

An example is given for the Frascati tokamak. Let 26 pulses be added in
XJJ(= 5 xE) = 0. 175 s and assume y=3.6; a = 0.5, 0^ = 0.15, n p c = n p s, IQU = 1 MA,
while Rrj = 0.85 m and a = 0.21 m. Insertion of these numbers into (6) leads to
a supplementary heating power of PT = 6.6MW, giving Te = 5,4 keV at I L = 10

20m~3.
In section 4 the heating of the TORTUR I plasma will be compared with

the expressions of this section and with computational results.

3. The TORTUR I device and the diagnostics used

The measurements were done on the TORTUR I tokamak (R^ = 0.46 m,a = 0,09 m)
at toroidal magnetic fields up to 1.8 tesla [4]. The toroidal electric fields
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FIG. 2. Plasma current due to inductively applied voltage versus time.

for containment and heating are induced by discharging capacitor banks through
the copper shell enveloping the quartz vacuum vessel. The initial hydrogen
plasma is fully ionized with Te «* 10-20 eV, at densities adjustable between
3xl019 m~3 and 2xlO20 m"3.

For the turbulent heating pulse a 125 kj, 50 kV, 70 kHz bank (|T = 3.5 ps)
is used, causing electric fields on the plasma surface up to approximately
10 kV/m. With a capacitor bank voltage V c=32 kV a skin current of 150 kA is
superposed on a bias current of 30 kA. The heating current can be crowbarred
at chosen times. In Fig. 2 a voltage-current trace vs time is presented. For
a more detailed description of the experiment and previous results the reader
is again referred to Ref. [4].

Apart from the usual measurements, as the measurement of the loop voltage,
the total current, the diamagnetism etc., a number of specialized diagnostics
have served to analyze the penetration processes and the local dissipation.
The radial profiles of the poloidal and toroidal magnetic field components
are measured with a multicoil magnetic probe. The probe consists of an array
of 6 pairs of miniature pick-up coils, spaced 3.4 cm apart [2].

The system records during one shot Bg and B* as a function of time at 6
locations. To deduce current densities as well as electric fields, the pro-
file is scanned at 4 mm intervals taking 5 shots per position. Samples have
been taken in the horizontal median plane as well as in a 2 cm off-axis ver-
tical direction. From these profiles magnetic and electric energy densities
may be inferred, assuming no toroidal dependence of the plasma parameters.

Another diagnostic comprises electron temperature and density measurements
by laser-light scattering at two radial positions. Electron temperatures have
also been deduced from the emission of soft X-rays 0 00 eV< Te < 1 keV).The thermal
plasma radiation at various harmonics of the electron-cyclotron frequency, f^,
has been measured by means of a far-infrared spectrometer [5] as functions of
time. Analysis of the black-body radiation at 2 fce yields the radial distribu-
tion of electrons having energies in excess of approx. 300 eV. These measurements
also indicate superthermal emission near fpe during turbulence. Superthennal
plasma radiation in the frequency range from 8-40 GHz has been extensively in-
vestigated with a multiplexer microwave analyzer put to our disposal by cour-
tesy of the UKAEA-laboratory at Culham [6] . Measurements of radiation due to
plasma oscillations below fp£ have been carried out with a broad-band antenna.
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FIG.3. Toroidal current density profiles versus time.

The energy spectrum of charge-exchange neutrals has been analyzed with a
calibrated, 8-channel electrostatic analyzer. Integral charge-exchange fluxes
have also been monitored by a molybdenum secondary emission detector.

The plasma line density can be monitored at 2 cords by means of a CO?-
laser interferometer. A vacuum UV-spectrometer has been used for registering
the continuous emission between 100 and 400 X. From these data the electron
temperature in the plasma afterglow can be roughly determined.

All data were processed in a 20-channel data acquisition system.

4. Results of plasma heating in TORTUR I

The heating of a plasma with an initial density n ~ lx]020 m~3, a temper-
ature Te = T^ ~ 10 eV, a volume 0.07 m

3, and carrying a toroidal bias current
of 30-40 kA, is investigated experimentally. At the start the plasma thus
contains an energy, defined as 3/2 ne (Tg+T^), of 30 J.

During the application of the high-voltage high-current pulse (up to
150 kA), various stages of the turbulent heating process can be recognized
experimentally, as shown in Fig. 3, where radial profiles of j^Cr) as measured
with the magnetic probe array, are given.

Within 0.5 ps the current establishes a skin layer. This layer stays
grossly unchanged until 2 us. Then the inner side of the skin starts to pene-
trate into the plasma interior. When (3l/3t)/I becomes too small, i.e. near
3.5 (as, the skin layer can no longer be maintained and the current is distrib-
uted across the plasma body. The occurrence of the skin-like current profiles
has been reported in other toroidal and linear experiments [7].
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FIG. 4. Electron temperature derived from in tensity of 2fce as function of space and
time. BT = 1.7T, ne = 0.6 X1O20 m"3.

During the first 2 ys the probe signals are fairly reproducible from shot
to shot. Computer calculations (see Sec. 2) can satisfactorily describe the
current transport and the intense energy dissipation [2]. Assuming saturation
of the current-driven ion-acoustic mode near y = 6~7, it is to be expected
that if a non-thermal distribution is formed, an equivalent of 30% of the
electrons is heated up to 3 keV. Indeed during the first microsecond the start
of turbulence is revealed by short bursts (~ 20 ns) of X-rays (energies 4-6
keV) which have completely disappeared at 2 ys. The presence of an electron
population heated up to temperatures between 2 and 3 keV is manifest from cy-
clotron emission near the second harmonic from 1-3 ys and from soft X-ray emis-
sions in the overlapping ranges 1 keV-100 eV between ~ 2 and ~ 4 |is. From syn-
chrotron emission data [5] (Fig. 4) it is inferred that a rapid transport of
energy across the magnetic field (l-2xl05 m/s) takes place. The distribution
with an average temperature of 1.8 keV is already flattened at 2 us. From the
laser-scattering measurements it is concluded that besides the above-mentioned
hot electrons, the electron population consists of a colder part with temper-
atures of 120 eV near the skin and 100 eV near the axis.

A fast energy transport from a hot skin to the inner part of the plasma
has been reported earlier in linear as well as in toroidal configurations [8].
Oblique ion-acoustic waves (k^ t 0, cg « 5.5xl0

5 m/s) driven by the energetic
tail electrons, refracted on the temperature gradient [9] are likely candidates.
This, however, is by all means not the only possible mechanism for fast energy
transport as e.g. also fast unstable electron drift waves can occur in the skin
due to opposite gradients of the temperature and the density, giving rise to
considerable cross-field transport [10].

Evidence for ion-acoustic waves as a principal instability mechanism in
the skin - apart from the skin width RS c/iopi - are heavy plasma oscillations
below f • [4] . From the energy density dissipated in the skin and the observed
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current densities it is found that y settles near 3-4 (rather than 6-7), in-
dicating lower threshold values for the critical current density. Excitation
of turbulence at lower drift velocities and lower ratios of Te/T^ is possible
for current-driven transverse electrostatic ion-cyclotron modes [11].
Besides evidence of the above-mentioned ion-acoustic types of turbulence,
we have evidence of a beam-plasma type of interaction during the first 2 ys.
A strong non-thermal emission spectrum is then present in the frequency
range 9 GHz < f <. fce [6] . The quasi beams are presumably high-energy tail
electrons not caught by the ion-acoustic microfields, their energy being
effectively depleted in beam-plasma interactions.

After 2 ys and up to 3.6 us the skin region can still be identified.
However, the current penetration at the inner edge takes place in an erratic
way indicating the local occurrence of MHD instabilities. The presence of
tearing modes has to be assumed. The deduction of electric fields from the
probe data near the centre are less reliable during this period, possibly
because of unknown toroidal derivatives. However, in the outer skin the
flux surfaces, deduced from the combined horizontal and vertical probe mea-
surements, remain undamaged. A further heating of the bulk of the elec-
trons and the ions is indicated in Figs. 5 and 7. The electron temperature,
as indicated by the laser scattering system, increases up to 150 eV at 3.5
ys. Also the ion energies are rapidly increasing. At a time of 3.5 ys, two
Maxwellian populations of 110 eV and 1000 eV are observed by the multi-
channel charge-exchange neutral analyzer (Fig. 6). From the time-behaviour
of the various energetic ion components it seems that the 1100 eV popula-
tion is located exclusively in the skin region, whereas the colder (100 eV)
group is present throughout the plasma volume.

A straightforward deduction of the absolute densities of the heated
ions was not possible, due to the building up of a dense mantle plasma
(typically 1021 m~3) of lower temperature (T ~ 20 eV), formed by ioniza-
tion of the flux emitted by the strongly outgassing quartz wall, leading to
an effective energy degrading and shielding, and yielding an intense flux
of low energy neutrals with a characteristic temperature of about 10 eV.

After 3.5 ys the turbulence dies out and the flux surfaces fill up the
inner region with a speed of approximately 4x10** m/s. The collapse leads by
a redistribution of magnetic surfaces to a distribution with less energy.

Next the heat balance up to 3.5 ys will be discussed. In Fig. 7 the
total energy dissipation during turbulence as deduced from the probe mea-
surements is given as a function of time (trace 1). It is to be noted that
some 1200 J are supplied in 3.5 ys. This dissipation is compared with ex-
pression (3) of section 2, taking y = 3.6, n ? = 1.2X10

20 m~3, and a = 0.5
(trace 2). It can be seen that formula (3) slightly overestimates the dis-
sipation. It may be realized that in reality turbulence is not always and
everywhere effective in the skin volume. Compare to this end the analytical
expression n(t) with the computational result in Fig. 2, revealing large
fluctuations around a lower average. The result of the computer calculations
is shown in trace 3. As discussed before, in the numerical model, a rela-
tively high threshold value for the onset of the instability is taken
(y ='6-7). It is anticipated that the computer code will show an appre-
ciable increase in dissipated energy after insertion of the value y «* 3,
as deduced from the experiments.

In Fig. 8 the partition of dissipated energy amongst various catego-
ries of heated electrons and ions is given vs time. The sum (trace 4) should
be compared with the traces in Fig. 7, keeping in mind that the input ener-
gy should be multiplied by the factor (l-o^). It is to be noted that the
absolute accuracy of the energy of the hot component of the electrons is
known no better than a factor of 1.5 (trace 1). The accuracy of the colder
electrons (~ 100 eV) is about 30% (trace 2).
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As argued before, absolute number densities for the two ion populations
were only indirectly available. However, from the relative populations of
the emitted 10 eV, 110 eV, and 1000 eV ions, together with information on
thickness, density and temperature of the mantle plasma, we could conclude
to the presence of some 70 J of 100 and 1000 eV ions in the skin.

Another important contribution to the ion energy can be found near the
plasma centre (trace 3). It is postulated that a major part of the rapid
decrease in energy of the hot electrons (trace 2) between 2 and 3 ys is
transferred to the ions by some form of damping process, e.g. by ion-Landau
damping or ion-cyclotron damping. (Normal thermalization needs at least
10 ys). The presence of such a heated group of ions near the centre is
greatly supported by a charge-exchange emission which is present as long as
the hot core plasma is not cooled down by the broadening plasma mantle
(typically in 100 ys).

It is concluded that the energy deposited in a skin region during weak-
ly turbulent processes of current-driven ion-acoustic types can be account-
ed for by the heating of ions and electrons of the original plasma, showing
that large enhanced losses out of the plasma are not present.

After replacement of the quartz wall by a thin stainless-steel liner
[12], the effect of the superposition of a number of pulses, of longer du-
ration and at lower voltages, will be investigated experimentally.
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Abstract

EXPERIMENTS ON HOT ION PRODUCTION IN TOROIDAL PLASMAS BY APPLYING
PULSED ELECTRIC FIELDS ALONG AND ACROSS THE TOROIDAL MAGNETIC FIELD.

Results are given of experiments in ion heating by strong pulsed electric fields. Experiments
have been carried out with tokamaks TORIUT-3 at the University of Tokyo and OT-1 at Osaka
University. In TORIUT-3, new experimental results were obtained when a high-voltage theta
pinch was applied to a part of the torus. Although the amplitude of the pulsed field at the
opposite side of the theta-pinch coil is about one order of magnitude smaller than that under
the coil, the emission of fast neutral particles was observed simultaneously all around the
torus as in the case of full torus application. The production of hot ions was observed to be
accompanied by the appearance of a strong radial electric field, whose presence can give rise
to the acceleration of ions and/or the occurrence of turbulent heating due to cross-field
instability. In OT-1, the turbulent heating experiment on a hydrogen plasma was carried out
by applying the pulsed electric field along the toroidal magnetic field. The intensity of the
radially emitted fast neutral flux does not depend so remarkably on the position of observation
along the torus. Hot ions with velocity perpendicular to the toroidal field were therefore
seen to be produced throughout the torus. However, from observation of a tangentially
emitted fast neutral flux, it becomes clear that hot ions with velocity parallel to the toroidal
field are produced non-uniformly and the region of their production is restricted to the
neighbourhood of the limiter. These results imply that two kinds of ion heating process
occur in the plasma simultaneously.

* Institute of Scientific and Industrial Research, Osaka University.
+ Present address: Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Heating experiments by use of strong electric fields across the magnetic
field have already been carried out with some toroidal machines [1—3]. In
particular, for rapid further heating of a tokamak plasma a high-voltage theta
pinch has been applied to the TORIUT-3 (previously called PT-II) tokamak
plasma [2, 4, 5]. In these experiments rapid production of keV ions and sudden
alteration of the behaviour of runaway electrons were observed. No serious
disruption of the current ring has been observed since the pulse duration is
shorter than the poloidal Alfven time.

Here we describe the experiment on the application of the high-voltage
theta pinch to a part of the tokamak plasma. Hot ion production and the
generation of a strong radial electric field were observed at the opposite side of
the theta-pinch section.

Turbulent heating experiments by applications of a pulsed electric field
along the torus have also been carried out with some toroidal machines [6-9]
as well as linear machines. In toroidal turbulent heating experiments, it is
generally considered that the heating occurs uniformly along the torus, since
the pulsed electric field is uniformly applied to the plasma by electromagnetic
induction. Moreover, ion heating in these experiments is considered to be
isotropic if a few results obtained in the linear turbulent heating experiments
are referred to [ 10, 11 ]. However, isotropic ion heating has not been examined
in any toroidal machine because of the difficulty of diagnostic arrangement.
We describe here an experiment to re-examine the propriety of these conjectures.
Ion heating is investigated in two directions perpendicular and parallel to the
magnetic field by applying turbulent heating to the OT-1 tokamak plasma.

2. EXPERIMENT WITH PULSED ELECTRIC FIELD ACROSS THE
TOROIDAL FIELD

2.1. Experimental set-up

Experiments in the TORIUT-3 tokamak have confirmed that tokamak
plasma can be heated by applying a high-voltage theta pinch all round the torus.
For further comprehension of the heating mechanism in these experiments,
we applied the theta-pinch pulse to a part of the torus. Details of the experimental
device are described in Ref.[12] and typical experimental parameters just before
pulsed heating are given in Table I.

The theta-pinch coil, which is also used as a stabilizing conductive shell,
is divided into eight parts. To each part a pulsed current is fed from a
Blumlein line charged up to a maximum value of 100 kV. The duration of the
magnetic pulse generated with one theta-pinch coil is about 0.75 /us and almost
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TABLE I. PARAMETERS OF
TORIUT-3 TOKAMAK PLASMA JUST
BEFORE APPLICATION OF THE
PULSED ELECTRIC FIELD
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FIG. 1. Variations of the amplitude of the pulsed magnetic field along the torus.

the same as that with eight coils. Figure 1 shows the spatial variation of the
pulse amplitude along the torus when the magnetic pulse is applied to a 1/4
section of the torus. The amplitude of the pulsed magnetic field observed under
the theta-pinch coils is about 1.5 kG, while the pulse amplitude at the opposite
side of the coils on the torus is about one order of magnitude smaller than that
under the coils.

2.2. Results and discussion

Time variations of parameters obtained when the pulse was applied to a
1 /8 section of the tokamak are shown in Fig.2, in which signals of the left-hand
column (A) were observed under the theta-pinch coil and those of the right-hand
column (B) at the opposite side of the coil. The pulsed magnetic field is anti-
parallel to the bias magnetic field, the magnitude of which is 1 kG. Radial
electric field (Er), charge-exchange neutrals (Ncx) and soft X-rays (Isx) were
measured with carefully balanced high-impedance double probe, 8-channel
neutral particle analyser and Ge-diode detector, respectively. Any serous disruption
of the plasma ring due to the pulse application was not observed, as in the case
of the full-torus application.
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Bt

FIG. 2. Time variations of the toroidal magnetic field Bt, the radial electric field Elt charge-
exchange neutral flux emitted perpendicularly to the toroidal field Ncxi, charge-exchange
neutral flux emitted tangentially to the toroidal field NCXf, and the radiation intensity of
X-rays observed at positions A and B.
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FIG.3. Spatial distributions of the radial electric field as a function of time measured at
positions A and B.
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The time-of-flight analysis confirmed that the radial emission of charge-
exchange neutrals due to the theta pinch is produced simultaneously all round
the torus. On the other hand, as seen in Fig.2, the tangential emission of charge-
exchange neutrals and the radiation of soft X-rays are observed under the coil
only when the pulsed magnetic field cancels the bias field. The electron tem-
perature estimated from the Be-foil absorption method is about 0.7 keV.
Tangential hot ions and hot electrons are possibly generated by the turbulent
heating due to the induced pulsed current along the poloidal field, since the
toroidal field becomes small under the pinch coil.

It should be noted that the direction of the Er-field at position A is inverse to
that at position B. The production of hot ions at position B is ascribed to the
appearance of a strong electric field, the time and spatial variations of which
are shown in Fig.3. The radial electric field is induced by the following
mechanisms. Under the theta-pinch coil, charge separation occurs by the rapid
change of the magnetic field since ions behave like unmagnetized particles,
and electrons like magnetized fluid, in our experimental conditions. These
radially pumped-out electrons flow along the magnetic field line and produce
the radial electric field all round the torus. The presence of the radial electric
field can give rise to the acceleration of ions and/or the occurrence of turbulent
heating due to cross-field instability.

Figure 4 shows the ion temperature deduced from the neutral particle
measurements in the radial and tangential directions as a function of the bias
magnetic field in the case of application of the magnetic pulse antiparallel to
the bias field. The energy«spectrum of the hot ions has two temperature com-
ponents as in the case of the full-torus application. Figure 4 suggests that the
heating mechanisms depend on the ratio of the pulsed field amplitude to the
bias field strength. Ion heating parallel to the bias magnetic field, and electron
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heating, occur only when the bias magnetic field is weak, in which case a steep
magnetic sheath appears. Presumably the turbulent heating due to the steep
magnetic sheath occurs under the theta-pinch coil.

For the confinement of the hot ions produced by the pulse application,
the main part of the hot ions escape in a burst as a result of the toroidal orbit
displacement, since the toroidal magnetic field of the present device is weak and
the poloidal Larmor radius for a keV ion is nearly equal to the minor radius.
A small fraction remaining in the torus during a few tens of JUS is lost by the
charge-exchange process. To confine the hot ions produced, higher toroidal
magnetic field and lower neutral particle density will be required.

2.3. Conclusions

The high-voltage theta pinch was applied to a part of the tokamak plasma,
and production of hot ions was observed all round the torus. Under the theta-
pinch coil, hot ion production is attributed to the turbulent process due to
poloidally induced current and/or to the ion reflection due to the strong
magnetic sheath, while, at the opposite side of the pinch coil, hot ion production
is caused by the occurrence of the strong radial electric field.

3. EXPERIMENT WITH PULSED ELECTRIC FIELD ALONG
THE TOROIDAL FIELD

3.1. Experimental set-up and initial plasma

A schematic diagram of the tokamak OT-1 (Osaka Torus-1) used in this
experiment is shown in Fig. 5. The vacuum chamber is a glass tube of 30 cm
major radius and 7 cm minor radius. The radius of the limiter is 5.5 cm and
the toroidal magnetic field is 13 kG. The copper shell serves as the primary
of the transformer to induce the pulsed electric field along the toroidal
magnetic field. The initial tokamak plasma is produced by discharging hydrogen
gas. The high voltage for turbulent heating is applied to the plasma when the
mean electron density reaches 1 X 1013 cm"3. The plasma current is then 5 kA
and the conductivity temperature is about 30 eV, if Zeff = 2 is assumed.

3.2. Experimental results

As shown in Fig.6(a), the fast-rising current for turbulent heating is super-
imposed on the initial plasma current and is sustained constant by the power-crowbar
method [13]. The time variations of typical signals in the turbulent heating phase
are shown in Fig. 6(b)-(e). The mean electron drift velocity at the current peak
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FIG. 7. Signal waveforms of charge-exchange neutral fluxes emitted in the directions
perpendicular (a) and parallel (bj to the toroidal magnetic field.

is 2 X 108 cm-s"1, which is large enough to excite ion-sound instability. The
fluctuation of the magnetic field is observed from 0.2 /us to 1.5 /us, when hot
ions are produced vigorously.

Figure 7(a) and (b) shows the signal waveforms of charge-exchange neutral
fluxes measured by an 8-channel neutral particle detector (NPD) attached
alternately to the ports A and B. From signal waveforms shown in Fig.7(a) it
is deduced that the hot ions with velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field
(hot ions with vlB), the energy spectrum of which is a two-temperature
Maxwellian of 150 eV and 630 eV in lower and higher temperatures respectively,
are produced in 1 fis, and decay probably owing to charge-exchange loss. The
signal waveforms shown in Fig.7(b) imply that the hot ions with v//B are
produced non-uniformly along the torus and circulate several times along the
toroidal magnetic field, because the time differences between two adjacent
peaks are almost equal to the flight time necessary for one circulation.

The position of maximum hot ion production is found by analysing the
orbits of the hot ions with v//B corresponding to each peak. The orbits are
shown in Fig.8. Each orbit is a straight line expressed by the equation
z = V// ( t o - t ) , where z is the distance from the NPD to the position of the particle
at t along the torus, V// the particle velocity, and t0 the time of arrival of the
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FIG. 9. Spatial variations of charge-exchange neutral fluxes at 2.5 us (*) and 4.0 /w (o), and
spatial distribution of the hot ions with v//B (dotted-and-dashed line). A, C, D, E and F
show the positions of the measurements.
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FIG. 10. Spatial variations of the relative fluctuation amplitude of the poloidal magnetic
field along the torus at 0.6 us. A, C, D, E and F show the positions of the measurements.

particle at the NPD. Here, we assume the velocity v// does not change during
travel. The hot ions are apparently produced at about 1 jus at four positions
spaced at intervals of nearly 188 cm, i.e. the circumference of the torus. Of
course, all these positions in Fig.8 correspond to the same position, which
lies between the limiter and the port D. The spatial distribution of the production
of these hot ions is given by expressing the abscissa of each waveform in terms
of z(= v//(t!-t), where ^ = 1 us). Using this procedure, it becomes clear that
the half-width of the distribution is 50-80 cm. The curve drawn by the dotted-
and-dashed line in Fig. 9 shows the distribution obtained from the second peak
of the waveform for 1150 eV.

The spatial distribution of hot ions with viB along the torus is investigated
by secondary electron detectors (SED). Figures 6(e) and 9 show the time
variation of the charge-exchange neutral flux and its spatial variations at 2.5 ^s
and 4.0 jus, respectively. The spatial variation becomes uniform after 3 jus. It is
apparent from Fig.9 that the spatial distribution of the hot ions with vlB does
not agree with that of the hot ions with v^B. This discrepancy implies further
that the ion heating is not isotropic.

Fluctuation of the poloidal magnetic field in the frequency range of
f > 50 MHz is measured with a magnetic probe set alternately at points 1 cm
away from the plasma surface. The spatial variation of the amplitude of the
fluctuation along the torus at 0.6 jus is shown in Fig. 10. The amplitude is large
at the port D around which the hot ions with WB are mainly produced. This
also implies that the instability is excited non-uniformly and, consequently, that
ion heating is induced non-uniformly.
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3.3. Discussion and conclusion

Our experimental results conflict with the conjectures described in
Section 1 and therefore, to interpret our results tentatively, we make up a
simple model. We decompose the spatial distribution of the fluctuation shown
in Fig. 10 into a uniformly distributed fluctuation and a fluctuation distributed
only round the port D, and assume that each of them is excited by each kind
of instability, one of which is current-driven, excited uniformly along the torus.
Ion heating due to this instability occurs in the direction perpendicular to the
magnetic field, otherwise the hot ions with WB would be distributed throughout
the torus. The ion-sound wave propagating almost perpendicular to the magnetic
field, which was observed in another experiment [14], is probably responsible
for this ion heating, because the drift velocity of the electron is large enough
to excite ion-sound instability, and the direction of the associated electric field
is perpendicular to the magnetic field. The other instability is that excited
round the port D. It causes the production of the hot ions with WB and the
excess hot ions with vlB distributed around the port D. As this instability is
excited in the neighbourhood of the limiter, certain effects of the limiter on
the plasma are probably responsible for it.

In conclusion, the current-driven instability is excited uniformly along the
torus and causes ion heating only in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic
field. The production of the hot ions with v^B is restricted around the limiter
and is caused by some instability originating from the interaction between the
plasma and the limiter.
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DISCUSSION

ON PAPERS Y-4-1 AND Y-4-2

D. DOBROTT: Could you comment on the applicability of turbulent heating
to high-beta or reactor-type tokamak plasmas where it seems that flux surface
shaping and current density profiles are so important in determining stability?

H.DE KLUIVER: Turbulent heating might be a viable method of heating
reactor-type tokamak plasmas, as has been argued here. We would expect from
the experimental evidence that, given a number of additional current pulses,
preferably with time intervals shorter than the energy confinement time, it should
be possible to heat a large plasma volume to ignition temperature. From the
scaling laws it seems that this should be possible at conveniently low loop voltages.
The extra current added should not - need not - alter the radial q-profile to a
dangerous form. On the contrary, a proper addition of current and heat near the
periphery, avoiding two large gradients, could be benefical for plasma stability
and help to control the radial temperature profile.

T. KAWABE: What is the thermal conduction across the magnetic field?
H. DE KLUIVER: The question of thermal conduction across the magnetic

field has not yet been solved, and more experiments are needed. We do, however,
already have a few favourable indications of rapid heat transport towards the
axis of the discharge by waves (reported by Nishida and co-workers and by
Aranchuk and co-workers). In the Dutch experiment there do not appear to be
any large energy losses towards the vessel wall during the heating; furthermore,
the current in the skin re-distributes rapidly at the end of turbulence. Certainly,
the question of thermal conduction during and after turbulence is of major
importance.
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SUMMARY ON INFORMAL MEETINGS
ON STELLARATORS,

PLASMA FOCUS AND TANDEM MIRRORS

1. STELLARATORS

(G. Grieger)

1. Status

At this meeting experimental results were available from five stellarator
devices:

CLEO (Culham, UK)
L-2 (Moscow, USSR)
W VII-A (Garching, FRG)
HELIOTRON D and DM (Kyoto, Japan)
R-0 (Sukhumi, USSR)
PROTO-CLEO (Madison, USA)

Unfortunately, results were missing from URAGAN, etc. (Kharkov, USSR)
and, as they are just about going into operation, from JIP-TII (Nagoya, Japan),
and WEGA-Stellarator (Grenoble/Garching, France/FRG).

2. Results

It now seems to be well established that helical fields improve the confine-
ment properties of Ohmically sustained discharges.

In the presence of external helical fields the energy confinement time of
Ohmically heated plasmas can be increased by factors of 2-10 above that
of comparable tokamaks.

If more than about 25% of the edge rotational transform are produced by
external helical fields, disruptions can reliably be avoided.

When avoiding the disruptive instability the density limit can be increased
above what is observed in tokamaks until the radiation losses from the small
impurity concentrations can no longer be balanced by the available heating
power.
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For helium plasmas the ion heat conductivity is neoclassical. At higher
densities ion and electron temperatures are so close to each other that the
difference is within the accuracy of the measurement.

Stellarator fields allow the immediate inclusion of a limiter or divertor if
the separatrix is placed in the appropriate position.

With sufficient external field and heating current, the q = 1 surface can
extend to about 2/3 of the plasma radius, leading to flat profiles within it
and to steep, stable gradients in the outer confining regions (W VII-A). On
the other hand, with strong shear of the helical field, the sequence of
q = 1, q = 2, and q = 3 surfaces can be reversed and, if desired, the q = 1
surface can even be located outside the plasma (CLEO, L-2).

In this respect, it is essential to note that in addition to the scaling laws of
global energy confinement - as favourable as they are — a detailed consider-
ation of the radial dependence of the transport is necessary.

Many of these observations have direct relevance for tokamaks, e.g. the
observation of a new radiative density limit.

3. Current-free operation

The above results strongly suggest the transition to current-free operation of
stellarators. In this respect the role of shear of the magnetic field is of particular
interest; is it necessary for achieving stable configurations, or should one avoide
it in order to avoide the effect of magnetic resonances and only rely on favourable
V" properties?

In this respect, the three machines, W VII-A, L-2, and CLEO have basically
different properties of their vacuum field configuration (Fig.l):

W VII-A has almost vanishing shear;

In CLEO, iota vanishes on the magnetic axis and increases strongly with radius;

L-2 combines the properties of the preceding devices, i.e. a non-vanishing
iota on the axis with a strong increase towards the edge.

Therefore, it should be possible to answer this question experimentally. But
a necessary prerequisite for such experiments is the availability of heating schemes
other than Ohmic ones. RF-heating (CLEO and L-2), neutral injection (CLEO
and W VII-A) and laser-pellet injection (CLEO, L-2, W VII-A) will be tried. The
application of Alfven-wave heating to PROTO-CLEO has, however, not yet been
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CLEO

FIG.l. Iota versus radius in three experiments.

successful because of enhanced transport. This has probably to do with the low
temperature of the plasma and, therefore, the repetitive formation of islands
because the magnetic diffusion time was comparable with the RF-period.

4. Future

The promising results of the moderate-size stellarators operating at present
underline the need for an extension of the studies of hotter and larger plasmas.
One step will be done by Heliotron E which is expected to go into operation in
1980. Future large stellarators will require innovative construction designs in
order to get rid of the interactive forces between the helical windings and the
main field coils. This could be achieved by producing all the essential parts of
the stellarator field by one set of coils alone. Two approaches are available -
one can either start from the main field coils and twist them (Wobig-Rehker) or
start from the helix and cancel the return currents (torsatron). The latter method
might even lead to nearly force-free systems.

Recently, there has been a renewal of interest in stellarators in the USA, and
two experiments comparable to PLT in size are being designed: W1STOR, a
steady-state, superconducting £ = 3 torsatron is being designed at the University
of Wisconsin, and TOREX-4, a pulsed fi = 4 torsatron with cryogenically cooled
copper coils is being designed at MIT.
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2. PLASMA FOCUS

(G. Decker, T. Oppenlander, J.P. Ragei)

Plasma Focus research and development efforts today proceed along three
main directions simultaneously. The first one is related to the derivation of scaling
laws for the design of high-energy Plasma Focus devices, while the last two are
related to the understanding of the basic physics and physical processes occurring
during either the long-timescale phenomena (current sheath dynamics during
build-up, run-down and implosion) or the short-timescale phenomena accompanying
the neutron production (anomalous effect, nature and role of macroscopic and
microscopic instabilities, mechanism of neutron production and beam generation).

1. Scaling laws for the design of large PF devices

Despite the existence of extensive diagnostic programmes in many a laboratory
concerned with plasma focus (PF) research, the amount of knowledge in that
field is still insufficient for the derivation of realistic and tractable optimization
criteria. However, the phenomenological observation that the neutron yield Yn

scales as l£ (Ip is the current flowing in the plasma at pinch time) is an important
milestone on this way, and is used by a majority of laboratories as a justification
for achieving a compromise between highest possible maximum current and
magnetic energy.

a) Electrotechnical considerations

To achieve the highest possible maximum discharge current out of a focus
device with fixed energy W, initial current rise-time I and load L, it is necessary
to choose the proper voltage. An analytical model leads, with these assumptions,
to an optimum voltage and to a scaling YN ~ W8/3 assuming I ~ W and YN ~ I4.
In this model, 15% to 20% of the initial energy appears as kinetic energy. Con-
sidering also the given quarter period of the discharge and the typical run-down
velocity of about 107 cm -s"1, the length of the gun is fixed and for given radii
the filling pressure Po can be predicted within a factor 2. For the radius scaling
Ro, it seems favourable to use small radius and small pressures to minimize current
losses along the insulator surface, but the empirical condition PoRo ~ W also has
to be satisfied. This condition has been checked for different devices and holds
well. To fulfil these conditions, it can be necessary to increase the neutral density
in front of the electrode by gas puffing. In these considerations restrike along
the insulator or repetitive-focusing operation, as observed in slow devices, is not
included. Restrikes in the back during the compression phase may possibly not
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affect the power supply of the pinch because a rather high fraction of the initial
energy is already stored inductively in the gun itself (compare Lg/Rp characteristic
time with the coherence time of the short timescale where Lg is the gun inductance
and Rp the anomalous pinch-resistance).

b) Physical considerations and observations

The main problem in scaling up the neutron yield with current or energy is
now recognized to be problems in the Yn ~ l£ scaling due to a change in physical
mechanisms. It seems that for every device there exists an upper energy limit at
which the neutron yield abruptly leaves this scaling and remains too low. This
limit is usually met by increasing the energy via increasing the voltage only. The
energy level where the scaling is left is specific for each device (e.g. «*500 kJ in
the Frascati 1-MJ device, ^40 kJ in the DPF 78, Stuttgart). The decrease of
neutron yield for higher energies is accompanied by changes in break-down and
run-down behaviour of the discharge as well as by changes in the neutron spectra.
So, long-and short-timescale phenomena eventually related to each other play a
role. The Frascati group will do further research on these problems.

2. Plasma focus as beam generator

Neutron production in plasma focus devices has certainly also to be regarded
in connection with fast-ion beams. The Limeil group reports about \ TW electron
and ion beam (each). But a direct matching between the current and the filling
pressure seems also important as the conditions for beam optimization and
neutron production optimization differ to some extent. The Limeil programme
will essentially deal with these problems in the future. Beams with ion energies
up to 1 MeV have been observed by the Hoboken group. These beams appear to
be subdivided into several channels of 5 ... 100 jum diameter. The beam energy
was reported to be up to 10% (! ) of the initial energy in the device. Speaking
of beams it would be useful to distinguish two different classes: 'beams' which
might have large diameters and divergence as a mechanism for producing neutrons
and, on the other hand, beams of small diameter and divergence. The energies
of the ion and electron beam scale with the current I. When I is increased the
anomalous resistivity in the pinch (derived through indirect measurements)
remains constant, so the voltage increases ahdn, hence, the energy of the particles.
Thus, the anomalous resistivity (Rp «* 0.3 - 0.5 £2, Limeil Group) is found to be
constant over two orders of magnitude of the current.

3. Correlations

To gain further understanding of the physical mechanism of neutron
production correlations between various parameters, measurements and the neutron
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yields YN have been discussed. With the limitation that some of the correlations
listed are valid only for specific devices, YN correlates with

the suprathermal scattering signal amplitude (strongly);
the amplitude of the time derivative of a magnetic probe signal (92B/3t2)
during the instability phase;
the IR yield;
the hard-X-ray yield but possibly with the restriction that a correlation only
between the intensity of the hard X-rays and the appearance of fast neutrons
(and not with the total yield) has been observed by the Frascati group.
Furthermore, it is known from the works published by the Kurchatov and
Livermore groups that there was no correlation between very fast deuterons
and the total YN;
the directed soft-X-ray emission («1 keV, 86 < 100 mrad) which has been
observed by the Darmstadt group only.

Furthermore, there arises the question of whether the enhanced resistivity
is correlated with an enhanced scattering. To explain the high value of the
anomalous resistivity mentioned above the suprathermal scattering signal is
estimated to be approximately 103 times higher than the thermal one. The
amplitude of the scattered signals was measured to be the same in the high density
region in the pinch and in the low-density zone around it where most of the current
flows. A physical mechanism for the high value of the anomalous resistivity has
not been given as yet. It was argued that the strongest instability to enhance
resistivity, the ion-acoustic mode, merely yields an enhancement factor of 10.
Then, it was questioned whether the ion-acoustic mode appears at all, as it
requires Te > Tj and cannot appear in regions of E1B. However, as the ion
temperature is not definitely known, the Limeil group will perform scattering
experiments to resolve this open question.

From the correlation of YN with the B probe signal it seems to be important
to have, first, an intense classical Z-pinch with an explosive growing of m = 0
instabilities leading to anomalous effects during the decay of the plasma. The
correlation of YN with the directed soft-X-ray emission may point to current-
driven microinstabilities, which was also proposed by the Darmstadt group.

4. Sheath structure

Experiments on the influences of different insulator materials on the sheath
structure have shown that mainly the current density distribution changes in
width and amplitude. Furthermore, the sheath structure can vary depending on
external parameters like geometry, vacuum, etc.

No direct correlation of the measured sheath parameters (i.e. electron density,
current density distribution) to the neutron yield could be found. Differing from
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the 'normal' sheath structure (i.e. maximum current density behind the maximum
electron density) magnetic-probe measurements done at the Filippov device at
the Lebedev institute showed, in general, double current density peaks and
current loops in the sheath.

5. Conclusions

The state of the art indicates that, to further optimize the existing plasma
focus devices, the voltage must be increased to some optimal value which allows
a more intense current to be drawn from the source at a given energy level.

However, the main problem in scaling up the neutron yield is to overcome
the break in the W2 or Ip scaling which apparently is not fundamentally linked
to either the use of high voltage or to reaching a high energy level of operation.
In this direction, a simple stop-gap exists: the decoupling of the gas filling require-
ments by gas puffing in front of the anode top; it would satisfy independently
the conditions for a good current sheath dynamics during the long timescale, as
well as the pinch particle-content condition at that energy level. As far as the
mechanisms for neutron production and beam generation are concerned, some
progress has been made in the understanding of the role, location and quantitative
aspects of the instabilities and the turbulence, for different types of experiments
(Mather and Filippov geometries).

The existence of several neutron production mechanisms is being documented
and the research of their connections with the nature of the instabilities and
turbulences is being actively pursued.

3. TANDEM MIRROR

(T. Kawabe,
B.G. Logan,
D.D. Ryutov)

The main object of the meeting was to exchange information among those
who are doing research on tandem mirrors and those who are interested in this
field of research. The speakers were:

D.D. Ryutov (Novosibirsk): Construction of an ambipolar mirror and
theoretical studies of radial transport.
B.G. Logan (LLL): Construction of TMX.
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D. Baldwin (LLL): Radial transport theory.
R. Conn (University of Wisconsin): Construction of RF tandem mirror and
theoretical study of radial transport.
T. Kawabe (University of Tsukuba): Present status of Tsukuba programme
on GAMMA-6 and GAMMA-10 experiments.
T. Kammash (University of Michigan): Computer simulation of impurity
problems in tandem mirror.
W. Horton (University of Texas): Theoretical studies of drift wave and
radial transport.
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The following conversion table is provided for the convenience of readers and to encourage the use of SI units.

FACTORS FOR CONVERTING SOME OT THE MORE COMMON UNITS
TO INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS (SI) EQUIVALENTS
NOTES:

11) SI base units are the metre (ml, kilogram (kg), second (s(, amppre (A), kelvin (K), candela fed) and mole Imol).
(2) • indicates SI derived units and those accepted for use with SI;

> indicates additional units accepted for use with SI for a limited lime.
\For further information see The International System of Units (SI}, 1977 ed., published in English by HMSO,
London, and National Bureau of Standards, Washington. DC. and Internationa/Standards ISO-1000 and the
several parts of ISO-31 published by ISO, Geneva.]

131 The correct abbreviation for the unit in column 1 is given in column 2.
(4) -X- indicates conversion factors given exactly: other factors are given rounded, mostly to 4 significant figures.

- indicates a definition of an SI derived unit: ( ] in column 3+4 enclose factors given for the sake of completeness.

Multiply data given in:
Coli Colur

by:

Column 4

to obtain data in:

Radiation units

^ becquerel
disintegrations per second (= dis/s)

> curie
> roentgen
> gray
t> rad

sievert (radiation protection only)
rem (radiation protection only)

Mass

> unified atomic mass unit (^ of the mass of I2C)
^ tonne (= metric ton)

pound mass (avoirdupois!
ounce mass (avoirdupois)
ton (long) (= 2240 Ibm)
ton (short) (= 2000 Ibm)

Length

statute mile
nautical mile (international)
yard
foot
inch
mil (= 10"3 in)

Area

> hectare
> barn (effective cross-section, nuclear physics)

square mile, (statute mile)2

acre
square yard
square foot
square inch

Volume

• litre
cubic yard
cubic foot
cubic inch
gallon (imperial)
gallon (US liquid)

Velocity, acceleration

foot per second (= fps)
foot per minute

mile per hour (= mph)

[> knot (international!
free fall, standard, g
foot per second squared

1 Bq
1s"1

1 Ci
1R [
1 Gy I
1 rad
1 Sv |
1 rem [

1u I
It I
1 Ibm
1 ozm
1 ton
1 short ton

1 mile
1 n mile

1 yd
1 ft
1 in
1 mil

1 ha [

1b [
1 mile2

1 acre
1 yd :

1ft1

1 in1

1 1 or 1 Itr I
1 yd3

1ft3

1 in3

1 gal (UK)

(has dimensions of s )
= 1.00 X 10°
= 3.70 X 10'°
= 2.58 X 10""
= 1.00 X 10°
= 1.00 X 10"2

= 1.00 X 10°
= i.oo x io~2

= 1.660 57 X 10' :

= 1.00 X 103

= 4.536 X 10"'
= 2.835 X 10'
= 1.016 X 103

= 9.072 X 102

= 1.609 X 10°
=•• 1.852 X 10°

= 9.144 X 10"'
= 3.048 X 10"'
= 2.54 X 10'
= 2.54 X 10"2

= 1.00 X 104

= 1.00 X 10"28

= 2.590 X 10°
= 4.047 X 103

= 8.361 X 10"'
= 9.290 X 10"2

= 6.452 X 102

= 1.00 X 10"3

= 7.646 X 10"'
= 2.832 X 10^
= 1.639 X 10"
= 4.546 X 10~3

Bq

Bq
C/kg|
J/kg]
Gy
J/kg]
J/kg]

*

*

*
*
*

!7 kg, approx. |
kg]
kg

9
kg
kg

km
km

m
m

mm
mm

m ! )

m ! |
km2

m2

m2

m2

mm2

mJl
m3

m1

mm3

m3

*

-tt

*
*
*

*

*

*

1 gal (US) = 3.785 X 10"

1
1

1

1

1

ft/s
ft/min

mile/h

knot

ft/s2

= 3.048 X
= 5.08 X

(4.470 X
~ [1.609 X
= 1.852 X
= 9.807 X
= 3.048 X

10"'
10"3

10"'
10°
10°
10°
1 0 -

m/s
m/s
m/s
km/h
km/h
m/s2

m/s2

*



Multiply data given in:
Colur

by:
Column 4

to obtain data in:

Density, volumetric rate

pound mass per cubic inch
pound mass per cubic foot
cubic feet per second
cubic feet per minute

Force

• newton
dyne

kilogram force (= kilopond (kp))
pounda I
pound force (avoirdupois)
ounce force (avoirdupois!

Pressure, stress

• pascal
• atmosphere5, standard
• bar

centimetres of mercury (0°C)
dyne per square centimetre
feet of water (4°C)
inches of mercury (0°C)
inches of water (4°C)
kilogram force per square centimetre
pound force per square foot
pound force per square inch (= psi!
torr {0°C} (= mmHg)

Energy, work, quantity of heat

• joule (= W-s)
• electronvolt

British thermal unit (International Table)
calorie (thermochemical)
calorie (International Table)
erg

foot-pound force
kilowatt-hour
kiloton explosive yield <PNE) (= 1012 g-cal)

Power, radiant flux

• watt
British thermal unit (International Table) per second
calorie {International Table) per second
foot-pound force/second
horsepower (electric)
horsepower (metric) (= ps)
horsepower (550 fi-lbf/s)

Temperature

• temperature in degrees Celsius, t
where T is the thermodynamic temperature in kelvin
and To is defined as 273.1 5 K

degree Fahrenheit
degree Rankine
degrees of temperature differencec

Thermal conductivity

1 Btuin/(ft2s-°F)
1 Btu/(ffs-°F)
1 cal|T/{cnvs-°C)

(International Table Btu)
(International Table Btu)

1 Ibm/in5

1 Ibm/ft3

1 ftVs
1 ftVmin

1 N
1 dyn
1 kgf
1 pdl
1 Ibf
1 ozf

= 2.768 X
= 1.602 X

= 2.832 X
= 4.719 X

\ = 1.00 X
= 1.00 X
= 9.807 X
= 1.383 X
= 4.448 X
= 2.780 X

10"
10'

10"2

10""

10°
10"s

10°
10"'
10°
10"'

kg/m3

kg/m3

m3/s
m3/s

m k g s " 2 ] *
N *
N
N
N
N

[= 1.00 X 10° M *
1 atm
1 bar
1 cmHg
1 dyn/cm2

1 ftH,0
1 inHg

1 inHjO
1 kgf/cm2

1 Ibf/ft2

1 Ibf/in2

1 torr

= 1.013 25 X 10=
= 1.00 X 10s

= 1.333 X 103

= 1.00 X 10''
= 2.989 X 103

= 3.386 X 103

= 2.491 X 102

= 9.807 X 10"
= 4.788 X 101

= 6.895 X 103

= 1.333 X 10'

Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa

*

*

1J
1 eV
1 Btu
1 cal
1 calIT
1 erg
1 f f Ibf
1 kWh
1 kt yield

1 W
1 Btu/s
1 cal|T/s
1 f f lbf/s
1 hp
1 ps
1 hp

|= 1.00 X 10° N m | *
|= 1.602 19 X 10"" J.approx.]
= 1.055 X 103

= 4.184 X 10°
= 4.187 X 10°
= 1.00 X 10"7

= 1.356 X 10°
= 3.60 X 10*
=• 4.2 X 1012

•X-

;= LOO x io°
= 1.055 X 103

= 4.187 X 10°
= 1.356 X 10°
= 7.46 X 102

= 7.355 X 102

= 7.457 X 102

J/s]

W
W
W
W
w
w

t = T - To

t . F - 3 2

AT.R (= At.F)
- gives

t (in degrees Celsius} *
T {in kelvini *
AT (= At! *

= 5.192 X 102

= 6.231 X 103

= 4.187 X 10J

W m " ' - K " '
W-rrT'-IC1

W m " ' - K " '

atm abs, ata: atmospheres absolute; Ibf/in2 (g) (=psig): gauge pressure;
atm(g],atij: atmospheres gauge. Ibf/in2 abs (=psia): absolute pressure.
The abbreviation for temperature difference, deg {= degK = degC), is no longer acceptable as an SI unit.
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